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Although this monograph is cone

with the work of the Balloon Coiimand of the

mod primarily

Royal Air

force it Is alsoj of necessityj very much affected by

the history and devolopmont of balloons prior to th

forraation of the Command.

o

There are two reasons for

this| firstly, the decision to use barrage balloons

a defence against air attack depended largely on

tne production of a balloon that v^ould meet the

original ,.mr Staff requirement for a high altitude

V
Cv-T.>

balloons second, the development of the .balloon

vis-a-vis the development of the

had a great effect

aeroplane inevitably

on the subsequent policy" adopted

by the _mr Staff.

The 0nograph

year 1>'17 when balloons mad

ill bIII \ egin, therefore, in tli

their first appearance

o

in this country in a defensive role.
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SECTION 1.

BiiLIC.'IT E-iKR..G3S IE THE FIHST lOBID

I! ■■/ar in the
irl'Yol. V.

Jones.0^1

The idea oi using balloons e SIS an 3 of

defencei-i against ai r at tao k had been c ons i de red froin

to time before and during the first

kite balloon for observation purpo

two Prussian Army officers,

^aptaih von.Sigcfeld, and

'GO combine the attributes of the

77o rid ar.

The ■gas

n

pp 00.
time

P.H.A.S.
Kite
Balloon
Training
Manual,
1917.

• rs
designed in 1894 by

Major von parseval cnid

v7as intendec

spherical balloon with tho of the kite; the'Z\ ,0O v_/

spherical balloon relying on gas content for lift
and the

0)
ite on \7ind. These t’vvo officers

of designing a balloon which

would not only be able to fly in winds pre.olulling
scent by a spherical balloon, but also

conceived the idea

an o

De

capable of taking

winds. ■ Thu' tho
7

operational advantage of such

evolved; in .

7ith a large air-filled

of canvas placed well towards

W7

sausage

e Drachen balloon

it was like ash-;:

rudder and "sails ti

' the stern on either sid of the balloon. The rudder '

and observation ccir weighed the bo.lloon down at the

stern, ?/hile tho seal V0 dyneiiiic lift and counter->5 g..o

acted this grs.vitational pull.

National Physical Laboratory have shov/n that
balloon of this

Tests at the

shape without sails will ass

a

ume an

angle of p3 degrees to the horizontal in

50-miles an hour,

19 degrees

c onditions.

Mind of

the angle being reduced

with the fitting of sails under the

to some

same

I

In the autumn of I919, Captain Gaquot of the

Army turned his attention to improving the
His balloon was the first attempt at

Prench

Draclien.

a  u* A.*-, t ^ ^ j /streamlining

Us A,

('/)
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stre.amlining, ho thought he could obtain lateral

stabiilty by meana of

completely round the

1 ongi tudi nal a:ri s
I

ility lie contr.i

■  pbserver could move the

1 arge rii dder whi c h p a, s se d

stern of the balloon on

while t6 secure vertical stab

a'

d an rrangement by which the

weight-of the hashet

forwards or baclevards by means of a block

V*

and

tackle.

The design was only .partially

the lateral stability bo i ng- i nsuff i c

successful^.

o\t1 ng 10i ent ̂

the fact that the .rudder was largely blanketed by

the body of the balloon and unable^

come -i.nto play until - the. balloon had yawed out

therefore,. to

of

v/ind to some extent. In a moderate wind, the not

very pronounced motion of the balloon

reduced by the introduction of o,

tailj but in higher winds th

while in a strong bre.ez

smell

was further

1 peirachute

,e_ m01 1 on was aggravo.te d j

it became very vi'olent.

iV further .stop in -the ov.olution of tiio Icito

balloon was taken i'n ilngland by the

of ■ a parachutv

chutes

introduction .

t ai 1 c omb i no d yjIth f ou r

ttached to the body of the

sm.all parcu-
n

bo ocnL..P

;^peri.ments with inflated fins

.ll

al

.

bo pro-

Caquotj in the summer

1916^ produced a new. balloon chara,eterised by
■  threo inflated-fins

degrees to each bthery

were

ceeding when Captain of

set at an angle of 120

and- placed for?/ard

-

of the- 'extreme sterh of the balloon.' It was ' ■

y

an immodiate suopessi

that was to bocorne su

and the barrage balloon

ch a familiar sight in the .

-British .Isles during the years of the Second

World War was fundamentally the samea

'  /Ce rman
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Gorman Balloon E: rra^ye s „

TT ' . y. -i
•. i < 1 J.I the

Airl'Yol.V. ■

0 01K.3 .■■-T

A Ennii of balloon and lei to b-arro^'o vms tri >^0

ojcpcrixnontally by the Gormems

191'4/l91l, but -.ms not put- int

in the winter of/• -

po DO,

o L:r-./-iGO until fiorch,

when .a number of balloon dotachnuiits was formed

Cl
o

1917;

to protect importonit industrial establiehi'cents.

Ball or kites when the wind was.;ons,

let up to about 8,000 fe<:.„t.

trong, Y/ereo

The G able 3 had thixi

wires attached (called sid branches) carried by

The30 barrag-0 3 were oxponsivoopen vfind sleeves.

to maintedn,

Gar because thoir coral effect

but they were continu

the

od to the end ox

both Qu the

people they .protected and on the crows of raiding
aircraft was considered to be-great.

lit align Balloon Earr~

On the Hied side a balloon ba-rre.ge had

been operati.ng in Yonicc in Jueo, I917.

U'i.

Ho re, th.i O

Italians had sovon balloon each with ten

Th-c b;.,aioons/wero inflated at th-
f

balloons.

beginning of each o:.oonlight period

while the possibility of ;

re qui re d, th.j ball c0n

raid exhi

'Were hooh-^d

nd roiuainod so

istod. The ,n

on to- cables on

■winches; those wore attached to rafts which vrerc

toAved at dusk to allotted points. The 'balloons

'Were then let up to 10,000 feet, sited some 200

fec-t a-nart.

The ‘rench -ml loon Barraye.

And. 7B.
21/3/30. v'fhi

1The Are no 1. also produced a balloon barrage

of Paris in I9I8 .

.group of ten units-

/placed

n aeiencech formed part of th

This consisted'of a

1. For furt.hop inforrm-tion ooncerhing French
barr-age balloons see ‘ ' ' ”PP
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01 8.0 ol • j;.h OU+, .r> 50 -i’-oct apa,r"t; f - oac'-lr i-'

sraall expanding balloons flying i :

The upper balloon flew at a heig'ht of

feetj and was

by a'cablo of 3.I m/m dicimeter.

orn -

prising tv/o
in

tandem.

11,500 linked to the lower balloon

The lov'/er

balloon fie?/ at 6,500 feet from a heawier cable

of 5 - Q

together were let up from

10 h.p. engine.

m/m diamet The two balloons coupled

small v/inch driyen by

er.• ?

n
Cv

8.

The British Balloon Apro.n,

On the 5th September, I917,

the General Officer Coimmanding,

ea, put forward a scheme

Major General
"Tar in th

Air'hTol.Y.

.0

H. .Jones. B. B. Aslimore,

London Air Defence Ar

J±

pp. 67.

for a balloon barrage for the protection of
capital. Making refe re nc e, in his memorandu

the

air raids ?vhich had

m,

occurred on the tv?o previous

to

nights, he said

"It is also
machine

at present,
a reply. This being the case it will,
I mink, be necessary to divert pro-^
duction from other objects to meet
the new danger."

He Y/ent on to

ing that betv/een the

shown that guns, defending
t>,

8 Sc

II

suggest a balloon barrage,

balloons a cross cab

-
and searchlights as we have
,  are quite ineffectiv

propos

le should

carry Y/eighted wire streamers' to form

He asked tha,t as

an "apron",

many observation balloons of

the Caquot type as could be

home from Francg and that

spared might bo sent

orders should be given

for at least*one hundred small balloons

typo being used in Venice. He proposed

of tha

to irse

each on a single light, cable,

of the MedY/ay and the Thames,

/(a) First

overthe latter,

the Y/aterways
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First 'Trial'-^

The sc]i>„m3VvC9S serorov^'d h;' tli-j Govern..ir D'efcnc-j V

liai .Gen.

IT

merit and a fow d lya later the first trial ws.hnor'
cj
o 1vj

LO.

PP =
This vras oonopicuousl:,'-ied oat in Ri'c^imond ?arh.

n iX3 no c u o s r n 1 o

On- this occasi-jii tlio o-x^ron corisistod of

licli woro joined to)five Co^quot t pc halloons

smother at the top of thi-„- main cabljs bp

 —

cross

25 yerds,at intervalss hung,oahlo on which '■ 1

Unf ortunatGlp’',of weighted wire stro^aners.osOf GO ri.

with th-.- re-suit thata strong wind was blowing,

one balloon broke away from its moorings, taking

Two balloon operators, failing-Lethers YiiVa it.th

to let go of the handling gup's of tho last balloon

One dropped from 1,000also made a rapid ascent.

foot over Ricbmiond Park, tho other from an

iemonse height over Croydon.

in consoquonco of this and other trials"VPir in th
nirVYol.Y.

V. Jon-js.

1

.. t -

0

1 '
lloons , and ssz.the apron ie..i.s reduced to three U

0

i*air on 2 2 ndfcrtnirni

11 pilots to the ■3optcmb--.r an -erdor was issued to cy.

effect that
/.

• P r>
C llocnm

apron c onsistea
tr ire c

of1. The final form of th
streamers formed of light
m/m diameter, 1,000 f
at intorvils from a 3*5
zontall^ tho inter

ord 1.7
eat long which wjtq suspended

li/m cord spanning hori-^
1 be tv-/-3 on the ball 09ns

eet beloViT-them. 'Hie 3-5 cord was
length and its depth at tho centre.
s about IjpCj^fcct, giving a ape.n

.2 2 lb. sandbag .-.tt-chod to the
troemer kept it taut. Two of those

spans carrying 4Q streamers in qll forraed a
comuljto apron and they were carried on threo^

0,000 cubic foot bo.lloons flown f'rom 5-5
.  Pith this-type of balloon, the ap.ron

Later the evolution
‘the .P." t3^pe,

dec!n
o

300/500
1,500 feet i
of the span wa
of 1,460 foot,
end of each

-h“

ii

C>

special'
Ei/m cables,
could bo lifted to 9,600 foot,
of on entireI3.' ne\a^ design baLlluon,

euttL »r.3Sw»T‘‘*X.

4^29d:tr5
Lnol. 73.
7/4/lC.

vath a capacity of 70,000 cubic feet enabled the
depth of stre irners to be increased to 2,000 foot
end the^ceiling' to-lpjOQO feet.

A

1
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*■ , "Balloon -Oprons and other obstruct-.-
ions vri.ll bo establislnod on the
lino; .last side of L-.v/ishara ~
east side of Plums to ad one mile

t edge ofst of Barking -
t edge of Banstead - ■

liorth edge of Tottonh.riiio jBq
machines aro to fly across thi3•
line during operations at, . ',
hoight loss, than 10,000 foot.

.aas

Ilford -•-ij ct S

IT

'  (b) Expansion of Ao.. ons .

On the 6th October T‘'[ajor General As'hinoro '

reported to tho 7.'. .-,r Cabinet that the fir.st apron"Bo.r in tile
^.irl'Tol.Y.
B- • • JOaTe* S o operating and that he proposed to procood

v;it.h a scheme for tho ixa3tall.:abion of t^/enty such

;/r^-

obstacles. These aprons "would be let up nightly

to 7j000/l0,C00 feet and "*vould present a line a

stro comers 1,000 feet' deep over'a front of

20,000 yards.

The sc homo ^f or the provision of tho

aprons did not proceed' quickly as might haven

boon hoped, but in Jay,

eight flying ITorth of the Tham-..s o.nd one South

1910, nine v/cro in .....ct ioji-

.Lbid.

-nd the Gone ml Officer Commanding v/,'.s abl to

report -

"Those aprons are at presont c.cpable
of att...cining a height of 9,500*f
Balloons of ■ a new design-
manuf ac tu rc .

CO t
no'w in

Bith those it y;111 b

.

e

possible to raise an apron of an
increased depth to some 12,000 feet.
In my opinion tho balloon aproens
are an essential pai't of defence, '
tj do aY7..,y v/ith them Yvould ha'vo 'the
'wors.t possible offset, Our aero
plane patrols would ha\w to cover
all heights instead of a comp..‘.ra
ti vely narrev/ m one,
London would cert..ainly bo bombed
from lovif heights ...t 'v/hich con-
si durable accuracy is obtainable.

ar^.i

at present.iLj

By the middle of June th'c throat of

■-.i r o.t t ac k 0 h Lend on h.ad vi i-tu 0.I ly  c 0 as e d, ..and

lir Council informed thethe r Office 'chat .

/the
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tliG tenth balloon c^oron vioulcl complete: the pro- •  •

gramme for the defence of London. No further'
i

.  'aprons viould be formed. Ihus, when the Armistice

was signed there were ten 'o,prons -operating. ■They

had- required 82 officers and 2,573 to pperOi,te

liat had they achieved?

'{c ) Value of ^rpron

On the practical side there

an enemy aircraft colliding with an apron. This

occurred on the 28th January, I9I8, when a Giant

Gotha on its way to attack London A'lew into an

apron near Chingford.

obstacle in its flight, -
f

if any, damage vvas caused to the

apron suffered -considerably.

In their effect oh- enemy morale, the aprons

In March, I9I8,

them.

c*
U.1 9

ono case off.Ot
o

Tho Gotha took the

It is not known how much

were more successful. report

f^ar in the
Air”.VoliV.
pp. 116.

I

, -

Ire raft, but the

”Air -Defoncol'
pp. 56.

^  was made to General'von Hoeppner, the. Commander of.

the German Military air Service, that -

n
U.V

”the aprons, had increased enormously,
and added greatly to the difficoulties.
of atto-ck. If they increased and
improved much more thG5r would make
a mid on London almost imnosslble. li

The seme month -a Gorman prisoner of v^ar stated that

the - aprons a

\

U WQTQ Sufficient to keep all machines
at their maximum height.

Major General Ashmore had no doubts as to

their’ value. In .a memo x'andum datcd 2 2nd N0veiabe r, '

sed to the Commandor-in-Chiof, Home

Porces, in \Yhich he set out his recommendations

I9I8, addr

f"jr a peace time organisati-on, hl stateda

/■"The

\
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: ” Tl^e Bc. 11 o on Ap ron s y s-fc ora ah ouId  bo
,  rotmned. This has .beon- of .groa-ib.;■

value in Iceepin^yeneiny airGraft up
to a cert o,in height j hand thus re due
ing ’theVrange of heights
vdii o h . 11. i s ne c o s s a ry for ou r mao hi n o s
to patrol.. If the. aprons do not
oxistp enemy aircraft can corno at -
low altitudes from vdiich better -bomb.-.-
Ing 'rGsults .can be; obtained; and, in
these circunistancos,'. to produce tho
same chance of meeting enemy machines,
it would be n-ecossary to double the
numbe r of our patrolling- mac hi ne s.

between

H

-d’Air Defence
iii, .PP

1

f-

This view, it must be stated, may have been '

lightly prejudiced.^ The balloon aprons w.or-oCA
O

brain child He defended them. General Ashmore I c*
o

at all times. H’or eoEomplo, -in the last . stCwgos of -

•  the v/ar when London had been free from air raids .  '

for some timej the Chief of the imperial Genor.al

Stodf (General Sir Henry. 'Ailson) suggested at a

iur Cabinet meeting that the ai^rons c;-;u.ld now be

d wyith and the men employed-Ydth thorn

This proposal-vm-3 hotly

'  dispen

used f or other ^xirposos,

30

c onto s te d by Go ne ro.1 Ashmore, and i t f s pe rhaps

b i .n01 supp p rte d himsignificant that the r C

and the aprons v/ero retainod,

-  - (d ) Pi sadvantag-es ,of iipron Schemes.

\

the. apron of ^But Y/hataver their Ar.uiuo,

r  -of major disadvantOigeS,balloons had athr numr•w'J

Same size,Tho balloons being all of t.li

Mien they Y/ero let uiO to equal heights a '

r-.

lift 6 .

Sh c l. . 7.

great, deal of the .lift of the ■ outer biilloons

vv-as lost, since they .c-ch carriod only quarter

■fche centreof the Y/oigiit of the. spLUi, . vdiil

Gn the other hand if:.  b-.nilo on -c arriG d one hodf,

■ ballpOhs Y^ere -let up to their

equilibrium heights,

all three

with the .load equally dis~ -

tributed, the co-ntre balloon -would fly- lowar-

other balloons, thereby reducing the
/effective

than thr.

V

!
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effective height of the cbstruction .xt the

Thus, there

of oech s;3an due to its dip,

United length cf the str;

centre, lose of height

centre
v'hilj

oners node it pd

at th

the

ssiele

f an -hrcrhft to pasor L/’ V-/ lO' vv’1-
Ih^ ohstructi .'■n,

v/hile still aint.lning .... height of 000/8,000/  ?

feet .ehore the ground,

up to .the wee,ther. :>

r did the eprons-stend

en in light vari..,Dle winds

resulting in instabilitj^the aprons woul A’

Swegr^

end ontanglonent of the o t re .ene rs , in strong winds,

others ^vore obliged110 en b r 0Ice awny,11 one th'.,.

10 folio?/ suit. Thus, their flying tine vy.is

restricted to fj.vourablo weather conditiens.

Lastly, they ?/ore

cularly in nanpov/er, .and it is
exponsiYC to neintain, parti-

probably for thi c«

#

reason that agreement was not forthcoming
General ixslinorc '

hould be

s re c euinendati on that tho-

retained : a peel;

for

aprons

- o ,ce tinu ergoaiisati'\a,
The section v? a s d i s b .an d o d,
subject of balloons

the

no■o?a s

ar Office or the Air

tjierof 0 end the

t noised ag.:„in in of then

.ainistry until I923.

/oectioa 2,

>
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HIGH y-'TiTUT),i:;; L-IiooggJ  o

Prof so or P. Lind I  <.-:i-yimrx •

S.'22930.
inc ]., 1

During tlio sum■^nor of 1923 the Duke of

the dndor ‘jecr-ot.ar of State f ir0outhcr.l.:'ndj Alig
1ho.d LO Gonverr;' lit ion wit]]. Pro

of the Clarendon Loohorttoryt
0,03or P. A, Ilndonoinn

rr-? erd, the r„ain topic

of night Loaders,

Lindenann wo,.‘.i convinced ti

C'.;

the do .sign

t

of which \;n

Pr0fG,3o or

'all night hoabing coul
stopped by a kite
unless stdps
proitect the

'

b all
1'. 0LL

0 on b a.r.rage
were taken to

machines. n

L.dvanc ing

days later,

barragj our

a method by which

the 30 views in a letter written a few

_ ooed the typ

aircro'..ft slight encounter

he sugge: oa; balloones

and outli ,!iod

uch obstacles could ]o

0 eve re one

'Providing- t
to defending given'towr
by b.olloon

Professor Linden

to
one; I -ly con

LArr_ig;i o
o

ann st.ated -■

fines himself,
is or junctions

'a. . .he will not
v/i th opc rati ons . ,
depides to put u'e

or even

seriously
. .If the

interfere
enemy

t.e protect
frontier,

much more

a' ear rage
along a -whol;

_i,...ttors i/ill L' lj
thus, a frontie.r as lon,o

for instance, as that' in the late'
_  teriding from Ostond to :

could be closed by 1,000 cables
night bombing rendered imoossib.le
unless the Royal Air Porce vrore -ore-
pared to sacrifice more than 0
machine in six in each raid.

3 one

however,
seri ous.

O ^

vmr
dale,

and

e
j?

/Elaborating
1. ^ Later to become Lo.rd Cherr/ell,
Adviser to the -Prime Minister (Mr.

Lindemann calcul, .A,tGd that for the
HAiidley Page aircraft with a snan -'.f i ca feet' ■ ' "

of-"" "" frontier would product- r^tio of impact of one in six. This
tested by the ii.ir dtaff -who
per mile ‘would onl3r produce
one in eighteen.

Scientifie
Churchill '' .

2. Profess

th

view was c
considered throe
a ratio of i:.npact of

cab’il

ree

on-
us
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:i^laborating this idQ 5  he went on to state

that the production' of 1, 000 balloons

attaining a groat height,

33~l/3f^ wastage each year,

possible,” the use of
\

to b

even allowin

capable of

g for

was by no means im-

thcref ore,

appreciated that these

_  balloons could not be flown in windy v/oather;

on the othe'r hoaid -

uch a barrage,
c?
o

expected. R;

but

bombing raids, at
di st anc e rai ds, "c an
taken when the ’wind is moderate.

He suggested that there .were

of nullifying the effect of such a be

either -

aiy ratu long-
only bo under

H

only

a

--

 two ways

rrago;

»?

by flying over it, or by protect
ing. the aeroplane so. that the chancos
of it being seriously damaged by
flying into a cable are small. ir

The first of thes methods was not con-

sidered practicable, since

balloons could fly_at 15,000 feet,

o.ppoared to be

oven du

no reason to suppos

ring the war

and' there

e that the use

of larger balloons would not result in .much-

greater heights. ■ Even if the machine could fly

balloons, however, its efficiencyhigher than the

seriously diminished, since -in attack would be

it would not b-o able to carrj’ such
a large load of bombs as it could
if it' wore flying lower down.

Therefore, it was

should be designed

to protect them

IT

suggested that night

.  rP'n
o

bombers

Y/ith a form of va re guard

Inst balloDn cables.

s. 22930.
M. 1 & 2

Professor Lindemann's letter was duly

passed by the Under secretary'of

air Staff who were

efficacy of balloon aprons.

rociuested to e

If

State to the

xamino the

Profe

/lindcmann's
orS3
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II n d eni ann ' s c 1 ai ra s we re substantiated it would

necessary to go further into the

night bomber.

d
then become

esign

of th

j i rs b -i.i r Staf^ Views.

On 11th July,

despatch of Professor Lindemann's

1923, the day following the

letter, me e ting

iiir otaff (Air

Sir Hugh Trenchard) at which th,;

had been convened by the Chief of

Chief Harshal

question of the employui

aircru,ft defence had been

iort of balloons in anti-

raised. The problem was

but the meeting did

better to emploj''

say, 12,000 foot for anti-

di scu; cd only in general terms,

at least agree that it would bo

single balloons at,

aircraft defence,

ASlxmore type at 7,000 feet.

Some thought had be

than to f

e

ly balloon aprons of the

n given to the

before Professor Lindemann's

subject,

letter was

position was still far too obscure

In fact, almost

Staff were able to

on the use

They realised from the outset

that there wore'certain practical limitations

exceiit to ¥/hich balloon barrages

therefore,

received, but the

for any conclusions to be reached,

uix months passed before the Air

set out their first concrete proposals

of balloon defences.

to the

could be used,

s.22930.
hncl. 12a.

ould be very expensive and extravagant i_:inThey

1
oersonnel. ■ Also, while the indiscr.iminate placing

have a certain moral

it would not bo sufficient to be

effectof a few balloons would

on enemy pilots,

/of

The Air Stalf estimated that apnro-ximately 30
man would bo required to handle

carrying a cable to 20,00C feet,
an area the' size of London (i
miles radius) 585 balloons would b

1.

a balloon capable

. e .

required.VA

of
and that to defend
a circle of 10
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of roTj great value.

Ir 'Staff Eec ominendati one.

The Air Staff recommended accordingly that

of employing a halloonthe most useful method

barrage vrould be

)  In co-operation vdth defending aeroplanes.

To place a few short sections of balloon

barrage in relation to a \nilnerabls

so that th

area

e avenues of approach for attach

ing' aeroplanes would be limited.

ii) in co-Q-peration -with anti-aircraft Aun

To surround Ymth a balloon barrage certain

small centres that could not bo defended

b .

successfully by aircraft.

To be.effective these balloon barrages would have

to fly at a height greater than the normal attack

ing height of night bombers,

their ceiling,

ible abovor if po

and carry a cable that was heavy

enough to bring dovm an aeroplane strikixng it.

ss U

■The Air Staff, therefore, re c ortmionde d that

research should be made to ascertain

The lightest cable that, when

by oi balloon, would bring dovm an aero-

upportedo(a)

plane.

(b ) The height to which such a

carried by th present bal.o

cable could be

loons in

service.

(c ) If a balloon could be produced capable of

carrying this cable to 30,000

The number of personnel required to handle

such a balloon

feet.

/(

(d)

e)

1. .Mostly observation balloons
■  type.

of the Caquot
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(o ) The approzimat

Eaying obtaine.d’the anaYvers to the

cost of it0 s procluGti'on.

queries the Airse

Staff Y/ould then be in a position to judge

provision of balloon bo-rrages

c onsiderod

vYas feasible

if the

and^ if

SO; it would then be necessary to enquire

into the posoibilit.

to aeroplanes.

es of fitting deflecrting dovicos

3, 23089,
iinc 1. lA

.nwhilG;

thinking about making; u

stationary devices

the

a

Office also had been1

.
Os.

of balloons end otherso

 m e a ns of air defence.

Having decided that the provision of; and research

this form of air dofence was tho;111; ro sp onsibility

of the .iir Ministry, they

1923,'that the air Council

requested on 20th October,

should furnish the Armor

of the prevailing state of

with speoial.i regard to the

Council with particulars

balloon development,

direction in which research s being pursued.v/a

Research and Hoc omniendati ons .

Ibid,

hnc1, 8A.
The Air Ministry in .reply outlined the air

rocommondation.s, adding that tho Yflr Office

'vould be kept informed

Staff I  .a
o

of progress but tho-t at present

no material for this form of defenco was available.

The rospo-.sibility for rosea

best t,3y30s of equipment to form

to meet t.ho .dir Staff roquirernents

-bal

ru

■oil into the

loon ban '-ge

01 e d wi t h the

Supply and Rose arch (_mr Yice-Marshal.

In inreh, IS24,

problem, he proposed to the Chief

t any novv scheme adopted should

comprise 'single units consisting of a balloon of

•air Member for

.Sir W. G. 3almond ), fter sorriG

examination of the

of Air Staff th^

3 5 coo cubic metros capacity cap ible of sustaining

of 30, 000 feet
/

a cable at an altitude The cable
itself

1. Some consideration was
tandem schom 4^O a

iven to the .French
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T.ho co-IjIo itself should bo taporedj being of

9.75 n/ra dianactor at the top and tapering dovm to

4 m/m at th

would cons'titute a complete unit.

OS.S0 • This, together wifhhi

winch,iU
c...

The sta.ndard balloon in sorvico v/as of

e,000 cubic metros capacity and, flying- on a

taperod cable, coul-d attain a height of 18,000

It was expected that thf eet. same ’design of

balloon with -...n incre,.ised caoacitY,*•' 7 n-arnoly,

of heights up2,500 cubic metres, would bo capable

to 25,000 foot c:-,rrying the seme cable,

a height of 5 0,000 foot, howeve an en

To attain

tirely ne’w

design was' ropuirod in order to incorporate a

system of expanding panels which would deal with

1,

the_maximum expansion that would occur at this

altitude.

The cable,- too,

struct!on, for w'hile the present cable

factory for'25,000 feet, it would not

the additional 5,000 feet repuii

for Supply and

minute on the subject that -

no inherent difficulty is
in designing
cable.' If ncG-essary,
■produced in pu-antity in
tinio.

V'/ould inwolvo

i' c Cl • T

Research further stated

II

anti

both cou

new con-

V'/as satis-

be so for

he'Air Member

 in his

cipated
either the balloon or the

ld be
six months

L nevf y;inch ?/as iieeded, also, and this

'would take about year to produce.a

Before rase rch v/ent ahead,

'Was repaired whether or not the si n

decisionct

gl unitG

scheme should- bo adopted,

at a height of 25,000 feet or 30,000 feet.
/The

or the barrage shoul
aim

d

1. This optimistic statement,
events will show, i
the problems involved.

l-bS SU, (J y 15 puent
considerably under-estimated
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s.23196. Tho Chi el of .xir Staff agreed with these pro-
7.1\;

posals, and instructed tho Air hern'!:er for Suppl.;^

and ho so arch to go die ad vdth th; 30,000 feet

balloon.

Furtlicr xxir Staff Discussions.

,.3.23089.
Enel. 14A.

Two months later, tho Chief of Air Staff

called a mooting to discuss balloon matters,

rdsearch was proceeding,

and to be kept fully informed of developments, so

that as time went

H:

v/antod both to know ho'

y ho night be in a position to

c:

consider tho best nothoda of using balloons.

Member for Supply and ResearchThe iii

stated that tho rholo question of production,'was

centred upon the winch, but he thought one could

bo produced in three months and the tapered cable

in a month.

The Chief of-Air Staff considered that there

was little point in designing a winch until it v/as

known whether bullions wmre going to 1 utilised.!JG

suggosted thot a, dru.a to take the 3 0, 000 fec't

of cable could bm- made in a month, set up on the

ground, and attached to one

which existed at variou

e

sto

of tho pow'er plants;

ations. This would be

able to haul the balloon down

The xxi r r for Supply and Research said-. wiii L’

that there vvas no question of the laalloon not oing

up to 30,000 feet attached to the grouni by a cable,1

but tho Chief of -ar Staff w not fully convinced'

because- ho ronemberod that during the first

1 Q

of this

Torld Mar, a balloon v/ould not fly at this height

VTithout bursting. He .vvislied to determine the

effects of vvind, the dangers of entanglement at

various distances, and the angles of cables by

/expo rime nting



o

experimenting with two or three balloons The r©-

a number of other important q_uestions to hevve re

answered-; PJhat was entailed in filling the

Plow vulnerable were they on the

here were they going to he j)ut?

v/hich stations should they be sent to carry out

the experiments?

After considerable discussion the Chief

of Air Sto.ff finally ruled that five experimental

lalloons should

should be flowvi at 20/000 feet

balloons- ■-

round? Tofa

be ordered. Tor a start these

and no higher,

discussed and if every-'Then, the height could be

thing was satisfactory they could

ho --winches would be ordered until

the- balloons had been proved satisfactory.
Cardington wras cho

i)e raised to

30,000 foot.

Lastly, sen as the st:;ition

experimental balloon flying shouldat ’which tho
o

bo carried out.

War Office informed of Lallonn Barrag© ■Scheme.

3,23190.
Enel. 20A.

The Chief of iiir Staff evidently gave a

good d.-al more thought to balloon: during the

next few days for on the pth June, 19-24, he
wrote to Lieutenant Gene r.-.^1 - Sir - J.

the Master General of Ordnance,

position --

o
o

Noel Birch,

outlining the

"The balloon barrage of the last 'war
was not really successful]' -

he stated

"it certainl^r w,.uld not in its original
form be worth considering for a
futui-e vvar, having regard to the
improved performances of aircraft
as regards the ceiling of bombing-
mac hinos , IT

Having outlined the cheme for a higho

altitude barrage of single units, he continued -

/"This
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Tiiis proposition may be suscepfcihlo to
the development of otherwise undeferjde.i
areas, and be a valuable auxiliary to
the aircraft and the anti-aircraft guns

employed in the defence of London,
want to make it clear, however, that I'
cannot envisage this scheme certainly

as being a
for aircraft and guns in

defence,^ it can only be regarded as an
auxiliary.

1

in its initial stages
substi tuti

*und I must emphasize that
the technical- difficulties are consider

I;To nation in the world has everable,

succeeded in sending a kite balloon
up to 30,00c feet....in the war vfe
thought we had done very well when we
coaxed one up to 5p000 feet."

The Chief of Air Staff then went on to describe

planned, concluding hthe research that vvas beini

letter V'/ith a v^ord of warning -

From the operational point _of view
the tactical employment of. the balloons
(if
hope) will need the most careful hand
ling. You will appreciate that the
more they are an effective obstruction
to the enemy aeropl.anes, the more they
will tend to limit our own aeri-al

activitj^ in certain sphere

efficient as the tech.nical staffQ

no
O o

It y^as as well that the Chief of .-iir Star a ...

not share the o.ptimism of his technical staff vI-l.'

regard to the construction of high altitude bai.l I'u.,

for not only did their dosigns proceed in haphaza. y' p

bub what was finally pro-and inefficient momner

duced was notable only for its lack of success.-

/Sec ti on 3 •
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SECTION 3.

BJrpSRIMSNTiiL HIGH ALTITUDE B^ILOONS .

Tho Air Ministry Balloon.

(a) Delay in Production and Design.

On the 6th October, 19^4, the liaster General

of the Ordnanco communicated with the .xir Member

for Supply Lind NosGarch and asked about the present

position with■regard to the balloon

ing day the mir Member for Supply and Research

informed him by letter that the jiir Ministry were

just comploting their design and should be able to

corrmcnco work within the next fortnight and some, if

not all, .of the fiwo balloons to bo coxistructed

should bo finished by the end of November. ’

The follow-,QO •S.29089.
Enel. 2pA.

should, therefore, bo in a
position to give a domonstration
in December”,

hopefully concluded .-lir Vice-Marshal S almond.

This hope was far fro.ni being fulfilled for

' .;hon, in the .middle of Novembor, bho ..Mr Mombor for

Supply and Piesearch enquired from .his kite balloon

officer, Captain i

made, ho was informed to ids great surpriso that

P. James, vmat prog re was beissi l. •

Ibid.
M.28.

ng

thore ’was likely to be some delay in producing the

balloons, ov/ing to the difficulty of obtaining

suitable fabric for their manufacture. This infor-

Ibid.
M.29.

mation, it should be*added,

tradiction of an earlier assurance by Co.ptain James

that the necessary fabric had boon obtcMnod.

in comnlete con-W CxiLD

The Master General of the Ordnance was duly

infonmed of the delay, the Air Member for Supply

and Research adding that -

/"the
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"tiie requisite fabric has, hovYover, now
been obtained and we hope to make
sufficient progress with tho proofing
to enable these balloons to be completed
by the end of ne:;t January."

At this stage Captain James becfime indisposed

and no further progress appears to have been made

until the l6th Decemberj when Group Captain P. M, "f.

Ibid,

M.35.

Fellowcs, the Director of Airship Development, in

formed -the Air Member for Supply and Research that

the design of the balloon was notp in faetj com

pletely drawn up and that there were still details

of its design to bo decided upon. Group Captain

Pellowes had put another officer, Mr. H. Wyn-Evans,

in charge of the production of kite balloons, and

proposed, in order to speed matters up,

fresh policy should bo initiated,

for this were -

that a

His suggestions

that an outline specification for a1

kite balloon to ascend to 30,000 feet

should be dravm up at C-i-rdington (this

V7as being done).

(ii) that an order should be planed Yiith

Messrs. Spencer & Son, balloon manu

facturers, to a design of their ovra.

(iii) that Spencers should be ked toc,s

forward their design to the Air

Ministry?- on tho understoaiding that

this would not rclieve'Sceneers of

any liability.

i±r) that the time for the completion

of the contract should be four vreeks

from the dat of their receipt of,0
c;

a sufficiency of fabric to con

struct the balloon.

/ (V
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(v) that the design v^ork for .the Air Ministry

kite balloon should continue and, when

completed, recommendations could be made

as to whether Spencers should be author

ised to proceed with the construction of

the remaining balloons to their own design

or to that of the Air Ministry.

These proposal

a contract for two high altitude balloons was placed

with Spencers.

But by this time the Air Member for .Supply and

Research was' not satisfied that the designs for the

Air.Ministry balloon v/ere as satisfactory as they

might be, and instructed that an investigation should

be made to clarify the position,

(b ) Further Comnlications.

were agreed to and a week lateraIbid.

M.36.

S.23 089.
Enc 1. 4 OA.

Captain James was still awray, but contact .was

made with him on the telap-one, and, as a result, the

matter became more involved than ever.' This was due

to the fact that everyone, including the Air Member

for Supply and Research, had been under the impression

t.hcit the design'had been produced by the Air Ministry.

On the telephone, however. Captain James ¥/as understood

.y that a Mr. Gibbs, a civilian, was the designer

of the balloon.

to O '-V

Thus, the Air Member for Supply and Researoh nov7

needed to kno'w whether or not a d ign for the

30,000 feet balloons had been.worked out by Air

as

Ministry with or without the Royal Aircraft Establish

ment or the Royal Airship Torks staff independently

If this was so, Yihj had Mr. Gibbs'
/design

1
of Mr. Gibbs.

1. The Experimental Kite Balloon Section was at the

Royal Aircraft Establishment during the. first part
of 1924, but in August of that year transferred to
the Royal Airship Works, Cardington.
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dosign to be used?

The problem of Mr. Gibbs had also caused

some concern to the Airship Finance Department

which had discoTerod that an arrangement had been

Ibid.

M.41.

made by vfhich Spencers were to build balloons

from a design patented by him about October^ 1924.

a model of the Gibbs balloon had beenIndeed,

for7/arded to the Air Ministry but could not be

traced in Captain James's absence. ■

In any case, the main point was that it

looked as though a private individual had obtained

vYhat YIQ.S practically a monopoly of high altitude

balloons, involving payment of public monies by

But this Y/as not all. Althouviray of gh. royalties,

the Chief of Air Staff had ruled that no Y/inches

were to be ordered at this stage, it appears that

the Air Member for Supply and Research hOi-d decided

that winches of a mobile nature would have to be

As specially designed "winches wereprovided,

likelj'" to take some considerable time to manu

facture, a nevY design was rejected and on the 14th

June, Captain James had stated -

"We shall require some -winches of the
Sandycroft type,
trace the buyer of some of them, namely
Mr. H. G. Gibbs, 19, Surrey Street,
W.C.2."

have managed toO

Ibid. ,

As Mr. Gibbs was the gentleman already referred

to, and YYith whom Captain James had clearly been

in comrn'anication for some considerable time, it

nevertheless,

recommendation, four vYinches

d in July for

was no great triumph tracing him.
1

on Captain James

o'vYned by Mr. Gibbs were purchase

£3,6oo.

I
o

/Having

These Yvinchps VYere at the time lying dis
mantled at Scc-mmell Works.
1.
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Having bought the winches the next step taken

v;as to place a contract with Messrs.

Ltd.

Scammell Winches,

to modify them to carry 28,000 feet of cable.^
This was done in September, but by 30th January, I925,

the winches were not ready for delivery.

This, however, ’,7as a small matter,

that the balloons v/ere not yet manufactured.

consi de ri ng

Hor did

the question of suitable cables appear to have been

settled, although Captain James had stated on the

Ibid.

6th October, I924 ~

"the wire

located and ther

in providing the necessary lengths to
make up the tapered cable decided

rope for the cable has been

will be no difficul

on.

ty

The R.A Balloon.i  •

(a) Hirst Model Constructed.

While these investigations were being

Captain Janes's successor, Mr. K

getting down to

pursued,

:/a-~:Svans, had been

ork in a ver^?' much more efficient

s. 23089.
Enc 1. 4 2A.

manne r.

He had discovered that the design of the Air

which -was in hand at the RoyalMinistry balloon,

Airship

were working.

'orks, vTas the same as that on vdiich Spencers

He therefore gave instructions for

stonthis work to and for an alternative d ign to

Very soon, however, it became evident

tnat there might be a hitch with Spencers over the

.-■-i Q

be sought.

question of suitable cable, and Mr.

upon decided to revert to the so-called "Gibbs

"fyn-Evans the re

de sign . By February, I929, this had been carried

out and a model was in process of construction t tCw he

Royal Airship 'Vorks. At the same time a full-sized

balloon could be put in hand at short notice
/the

This length at best would onl'/ allow the new
balloons to ascend to 26,000 feet instead of 30,000
feet.

allas

1.
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the necessary dimensions and patterns were ready.

Nor had Mr. Wyn-Evans been inactive in the

He had disc over-matter of the winches and cables.

ed that the cables referred to by Captain James con

sisted of five varieties of kite balloon cable, some

of v/hich included telephone core. The making up

of a tapered cable from these did not seem to him

either practicable or efficient, and he had obtain

ed the assistance of cable manufacturers to produce

a cable which v/ould prove both lighter and stronger

than that envisag'ed by Captain James,

result in the Sandycroft winches (vdiich at present

had been modified to take 28,000 feet of cable

and were virtueilly useless) being able to take the

This V'/ould

required ataount of the new cable because it v/as of

less mean diameter than that for which the winches

had been designed.

Thus, on the l6th February, 192pj TheIbid.

M.42.

Director of Airship Development was able to report -

"The K/b position is now as follows
1 Balloon to be constructed at R.A.W.

estimated date’ of completion 6 weeks.
1 Balloon to be constructed bj?- Messrs.
Spencer. Contract placed 14.2.25;
date for completion 10 weeks, but it

is understood Messrs^ Spencer have
proceeded with the work in anticipation
of the contract being placed and they are
being asked to say whether the date for
completion can be improved. The Contract
includes for a second balloon after

completion of trials of the first."

All the main problems, therofore, appeared

to have been solved.

V

Ibid.

M.43.
By this time the egregious Captain James

was out of the picture, but there was still a

fly in the ointment in the person of Mr. Gibbs

T'/ho apparently held the patents for- the design of

Ibid.

'  Encl.42B.

both balloons. Research by Mr, 'yn-Evans and

/his
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his assistants, hOT/e-ver, had resulted in the dis-

coTG-ry of a small four-lobe balloon vYhich v;as con

structed in France in 1917 which was similar

to the Gibbs design in every respect except that

the original balloon had its lobes at 43 deg'rees to

the vertical and horizontal, whereas Mr. Gibbs had

specified the lobes actually vertical and horizontal.

This led the Director of Airship DevelopmentIbid.

to state

"I should therefore judge that the
existence of this balloon would

completely invalidate any of Mr.
Gibbs' patents,

(b) Failure of the R.n.il. Balloon.

tt

By Juno_. 1925 the R.n.W. balloon had beenIbid.

Bncl. 6oa.

built, and, because of the urgency of the situation,

old fabric, rigging and similar equipraent available

at the Royal Airship Works, Gardington, had been used

HovYGver, when the balloon v/asfor its construction.

completed it was found that it did not take a satis

factory shape, and it v^as not practic.:.ble to

The Director of Virship Develop

ment. therefore had no alternative than to report -

ttemptR.

to make a flight.

Ibid.

M.47.

"th .W. balloon is a fed lure.■Q.0 V L • in.

Disappointing as this may have been, Group Captain

Fellowes did not attempt to sv/eeten the pill.

Judging from the results obtained
with the R.A.W. balloon",

he added

'from the information I have at
present, I think Spencers balloon
must almost certainly be a
failure."

The Group Captain v/as correct in his assiimption.

The Spencer Balloon.

(a ) First Trials.

The Spencer balloon was delivered in August,
/1925

Ibid.
Enel. 6oA.
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1925, and when inflated had good shape at ground

level.

The balloon's first two trials^ 'were un

successful and it was modified bj^ the inclusion

of three transverse, elastic curtolns and two

ballonets of approximately 20,000 cubic feet

capacity

The third trial, carried out on the 20th

I'Tovembcr, 'was more promising.
2

been i.iflated with 126,000 cubic feet of hydrogen

on the previous day, and prior to the trial was

topped up 'With a further 5>000 cubic feet,

rudder was inflated with air, but both fins were

The balloon had

The

Ibid.

Sncl. 52A.

3left deflated.

The balloon was walked out of the shod to

tho winch block by a handling party of 100 men.

Hero it was attached to 11,000 feet of 7-ton

cable, which had been v/ound on to the v^inch in

place of the 36,000 feet of high, altitude

light cable.

pecial

Gro.dually the balloon ?fas manoeuvred

C!
O

into its flying position

o.bout thirty minutes to accomplish.

The balloon showed great stability and was

let up to 3j000 feet at a medium speed, 'uhe cora-

this operation taking

bined static and dynamiG lift proving so great

as seriously to overstress and heat the bro-ke

'  /d.rums

1. The trials were carried out at Pulham,

2. The ground capa,city originally specified
was 120,000 cubic feet.

3. The fins subsequently were inflated by Yiind
before the balloon started to rise.
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drums • The balloon, when at 3,100 feet, rode

vertically over the winch block, and the tension in

the cable appeared to be of the order of between

2^ to 5 tons according to various estimates made

by officers present at the trial;. It was quite clear

that tiifl~«i«®ffl-a!4?n’3“'*k,g-4^.1iilriG‘.«-li ft^'-'^DS'i'^ĥ -.'^b^jd-lr^on
(W /yTo'^, *

4§wa«tmm.v..®r

n-fitpttfl i .-visa^e .

speed at 3? 000 feet v/as about 25 m.p.h.

hlion the balloon was hauled down‘d it returned

to its original shape as far as could be judged.

Lo,st Trial,

Tho wind

(b)

Tho fourth (and lastj trial of the balloon

took place on the 2nd December. The topping up on

this occasion was carried out under the supervision

Ibid.

Enel. 53A.
of a representative of Sponcors.

of hydrogen was used.

23,000 cubic feet

The balloon was walked out and

manoeuvred in to the flying position in tho same

manner as on the previous occasio

kept a good shape until it reached a height of about

500 foot when it began to yav/ to poi't and become un

it then appeared to attempt to dive and

the stern tilted up, but this

by a specially fitted suspension,

later tho balloon became obscured by mist.

On ascent it11 «

stable,

s checked - presumab

A fev/ seconds

ly

hheii son 3,130 feet of cable had been paid

out, the cable began to jump badly and to lay itself

?ie

along the ground. The winch WO.0CJ stopped immediately.

/a

”?he1.

ground net lift, 22 cwt. and the w^eight of 3,000
feet 6f cable, 700'lbs,.

The winch proved to be powerless to haul it
down (2-|- tons was its maKirnum heiuling power) and
the assistance of a tractor, was necessary.

difference between

2.

the
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A part of the balloon was then observed to fall

to the ground and after a few seconds a further

part containing gas was seen to fall and Ispun^#

across country.

Thus ended the short career of the first

Spencer--high -altitude'-balloon.^
■The' Aeronautical Research Gommitteei •*-

“V.. -

3,23196.
Ends.
0 1a & B ,
M.63.

vYhile these trials v/ere taking place the

Air Mei-nber for .Supply and Research had approached

the Aeronautical Research Committee on the subject

The answer he receivedof high altitude balloons,

as a result of the Committee's examination of the

was, in effect, that the Air Staff wereprobl prr-

asking too much in expecting a balloon to fly at

The Committee pointed out that in30,000 feet,

Ibid,
Encl.6lB.

determining the maximum height the balloon was

required to reach, it should be borne in mind that

scarcely any aeroplanes could carry a useful load

of bombs to a height greater than 20,000 feet,

and at the same time take up eno’agh petrol to

enable them to attack any objective at any con

siderable distance.

It seems exceedingly unlikelyn

continued the Committee's memorandum -

"that any very considerable improve
ment on this figure will be obtained
unle
motors are designed,
ledge of the present state of
aeronautical science it would seem
that a barrage up to 20,000 feet
should suffice at least for ten
years to come."

The main problem, ho?/ever, was the wind speeds
/which

totally nevr forms of aeroplane
from our know-

ss

« * *

Ibid.
Enel.6iA.

1. The cause of the accident appeared to the
Director of Airship Development to be fairly
definite, namely, an "inherent instability in
the balloon due mainly to its high fineness
ratio", i.e. that the fabric was not equal to
the strain to which it had been subjected.
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wliich were likely to be encountered at high

altitudes.

"The wind speed at 30s 000 foet

observed the Committee

"might not infrequently
order of lOOm.p.h."!

The present balloons and cables could hardly

be expected to stand up to this weather and'

the Air Monber for Supply and Research suggest

ed to the Air Staff that they should modify

their requirements.

be of the

Ibid.

M.62.

"For purposes of defence

he stated -

"we T/ould V'Tish to send the balloons

up under all circumstances. This
maj?- well prove to be impracticable,
I thinkj therefore., we cannot
accept a lov/er -wind' speed on the
ground than 15 m.p.h., v^hich,
apparently, represents 60 ni.-D.h.
at 20,000 feet."

He Trent on to suggest, as a first step in

tackling the problem, that the requirement

for design purposes should bo for a balloon

to be able to resist a v/ind speed of 60 m.p.h.

Thus, it would be necessary, at present, to

restrict the m.eximjum height required to

20,000 feet.

The Aeronautical Research Committee

also suggested that the possibilities of a

rigid type of balloon should not be over

looked this had a nuinber of dvantage3as cl

aerodynamically.
/The

1.

pbout- three timps. as, .gre,§,t,

t -3-0,c.Gia0.
O ' f«© t- hseomas-'

A.

~.3->-OcO.Ol. ■ f ee t the ■ wi-Bd4

^ 7i44
07u

. h.

|pe©d th.a-t , on the grou,nd ;
of. ,90
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The Ai r Staff Yiev^s.

Ibid.

M.62.
This suggestion was not accepted by the

Air Staff because of the difficulties of storing

and housing large numbers of rigid balloons.

Air Staff did, hov/CTer, agree to restrict their

requirement to a minimum height of 20,000 feet.

The next step, therefore, v/as taken by the Air

Member for .Supply e,nd Re

ference on the 11th March, I926, at which

Spencers ’were instructed to modify their design

to increase the'stability of their second balloon,

and make it capable of carrying a cable Y/eighing

4,000 lbs. to a minimum height of 20,000 feet in

wind speeds up to 60 m.p.h.

High Altitude Kites.

The

search who conyened a con-

As it became evident that the first

Spencer high altitude balloon Yms likely to be

unsuccessful it was, perhaps, natural that the

question of kites should be raised. It was fi

S.238O8.
M.l.

rst

mooted by the Director of Airship Development who

suggested that experiments should be carried out

with high-flying kites ?/hich, he suggested, could

bo used either as a substitute for or as an

accessory to the high altitude kite balloon system

of defence. He had been in communication with

the Aeronautical Research Committee on this

subject, and ;vhile awaiting their reply, he sought

the Air Member for Supply and Research's sanction

to carry out the experiments,

for Supply and Research in turn asked the Air

Staff for an opinion.

The Air Member

The su'ggestion was

received with some interest by the Air Staff who

appreciated that the kite had one distinct ad-

■ \ *• tu '•

a. »

•  t.
vantage over balloons, in that it could not be

/easily
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Ibid.

M.4,
easily shot down. But before they would

conmit thomselves on the subject they wished

to know;-

(i) The size of kite required to lift
to 18,000 feet a cable strong enough
to damage an aeroplane on impact,

(ii ) The nininun ?/ind in T^hich it could
rise fron the ground,

(iii) The nininun Y/ind in which it could
support the cable at 10,000 feet
and 18,000 feet.

(iv) The naxinun wind in Y/hich it could
fly at the abore height

Those queries were placed before the Aero--

Q
O •

Ibid.

Enel, l6/ii.
nautical Research Concjlttee who stated that it \?as

extronely unlikely that kites of any size would

reach an altitude of 18,000 feet in jingland, and

that even if this height were attained it Y/ould only

Practically the nazinun

height ever reached in the British Isles Yras 10,000

feet, the nininixn vdnd speed required being approxi-

p.h., and even this height had only been

achieved by using none than one kite.

Those observations resulted in the Air

be on rare occasions.

aately 35

Ibid.

M. 20.

Member for Supply and Research informing the Deputy

Chief of Air Staff (Air Vi go-Marshal Sir John Steel)

that he did not propose to spend money on kite defence

unless the Deputy Chief of Mr Staff pressed him to

The Deputy Chief of Air Staff in reply agreed

was not nece

do 30.

that thi ssary, and the Aeronautical

Ibid.
M. 21

Ibid.

End. I9A,
Research Coirmiittee were infonaed that it was the

intention of the Air Staff to postpone consideration

of the matter until further progr

v^ith the high altitude balloon.

Research and Development 1926/1928.

The next two years, I926/1928, w^ere spent
/almost

a

s had been madeGS
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alnost entirely on research and design,

balloons were built; one, known

vras produced by the Eoyal Airship Works at

The other, built by Spencers was

In addition, sone

given to an Italian designed

Two

s the R.A.W.

"7, 1.-J « J- •
n

Cardington.

knovm as the Spencer "Z.l.

consideration w o

high altitude balloon to which tho iinsricans \YQre

giving their attention.

The R.,:. .W. "Z.l. n

Neither of these balloons wa.s successful.

During "prelininary oxporinents with the R.a.W.
FT

"Z.I.", a slight accident occurred to one of the

fins when the balloon was flying at a low altitude.

This resulted in loss of control and the balloon

was destroyed by fire. It had, however, flovra

very satisfactorily for about two hours and the

scene design vdth minor modifications was used for

tho R.A.W'. "Z. 2. which was ultimately to prove

the first successful high altitude barrag

FT

ball.a
a oon

to be designed in England.

The Second dpencer Balloon.s. 22930.
Enel. 27A.

The second Spencer balloon was ordered

in 1926, but it was not until March, I928 that it

v/as finally accepted, and only then

number of concessions had been given to Spencers

with regard to the strength of fabric, and other

important points.

fter a

ir inflation test v/as carried outAn

on the 27th April, 1928, during v/hich several

internal rubbers broke when the volume of the

balloon corresponded with that v/hich it Tfould

have when flying at 15^000 feet,

therefore, was stopped. As ther

The test.

e was no suitable

/winch
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winch available from v^hich to fly this balloon, it

y^as kept air inflated for the next sixteen raonths.

During this tine several nore rubbers broke although

under only a snail tension.

It v/as considered advisable, therefore, for

the Aircraft Inspection Departnont to carry.out a

second inspection of both the rubbers and the fabric,

y/as done and the inspector rejected the rubbers

throughout the balloon.

1Thi

Reports of tests on two sanples of fin fabric

howed that the strength of one vras nearly 20f

under specification, and the perncability of the

other was at least 450^- greater than the specificat

ion, yyhich

o

de its further use inadvisable, o

ests on the nain envelope fabric showed

one lOf below the original

specification, and should the rubbers be

Son

of the t

tho.t the strength was o
o

renoy/ed

Ibid.

Enel. 55B.
the factor of safety of the balloon at the specified

height 'would still be well under what yr.as considered

a safe figure. Nevertheless, it was ruled that

the balloon should be repaired and re-rigged, and

it did, in fact, finally attain a height of l6,500

oatisfactory,

ho'wevor, and no further balloons of this type were

f ee t. The .design y\ras not considered

0 rde re d.

Anerican High Altitude Experinents,

s.671646/26.
End. lA.

'The iiiaericans did not subscribe to the view

that a protecting barro^-e must carry a cohle strong

enough to inflict dataage.

began experinenting with high

1925 yath the ide

'The IT, S. Amy Air Service

Ititude balloons inP
ct

that their noral effect, inp

/con juncti on

1. 520 in all.
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con Junction with other weapons, night be of value

in defending snail but vital targets froa air

attack.

On the 1st February, I926, the nir Attonhe at

Washington reported (to the Director of Air

Intelligence, Air Ministry) that the U.S, Army

Air Service Fngineoring Division had been testing

at 'Wright Field, a 20,000 cubic feet balloon known

(AYORIO PIliSSONS)^ and that a height
of 13,000 feet had been reached.

as the "A .P .

The cable used

was stated to combine lightness and strength to a

Further enquiry showed that

this'balloon was of single ply fabric and of the

throe gore dilatable type,

eoepanding against rubber during ascent,

giving an increase in volume from 15,000 cubic

feet to 25,000 cubic feet at ceiling.

remarkable degree.

the longitudinal gores

Three air-

filled lobes stiffened by fabric diaphragms provid

ed for stability,

nd brGo.king stre

Reliable details about tension

of cable v/ere not forthcoming,

and data available indicated that the

o n
b O

n •
P ." was

merely a fair v/eather craft intended to be flown

to height for moral effect and its performance

did not approach the British nir Staff's

requirements for a balloon which would fly at

20,000 feet in a 60 m.p.h. vand lifting a cable

strong enough to withstand the impact of

ai rcraf t.

«

an

Avorio Prassone Ball0ons.

(a) Experiments in England.

The Air Staff, however, were evidently
/willing

and Dr.Prassone,
the designers for a private Italian firm named

of Rome. These experts
visited England to demonstrate'their balloon
in October, I927.

1. Named after Lt.Col. Avorio

"ASROSTATICa AVORIO
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willing to learn from this Italian source of experi

ment and made contact with the n ,\ •P." firm.

rly in March, 1926, three balloons of the

design were ordered from Spencers with the

intention of using them for trials of an apron-type

P.90", was received at

ijja

II 1?A.P.

barrage. The first,
IT
a'l «

S.238I3.
Enel. I5A.

Gardington during July and, on 19th August, was

flown to PjOOO feet for a weather test,

it was sent to 13,250 feet in

17,600 foot of cable being paid out.

Fext d

wind of 40 m.p.h

Unfortunat

ay

ely,

the cable parted near the winch and the balloon,

which was deunaged, was returned to Spencers for

• 9

repair.

The second balloon, A.P.5I", was delivered

to Pulham on 1st September, I926, ':..nd two days later

II

flown to 14,500 feet in no V'/ind, 16,000 feet of

cable being paid out. The third balloon,

arrived early in October and a number of trials were

'bi.P.52",

carried out with a.P.51 .P.52" carrying an

pron from V'/hich hung dummy explosives on streamers,

(b) Apron Experiments, I926 - I927,
with Avorio Prassone BiEloons.

II TI and II ,
Xi.

C-

Ibid.

Enc1. 2 2A.
The repaired "A.P.5O" was returned during

December and on 1st February all three "A.P.n

balloons were flown to nearly 11,500 feet supporting

two apron spans each 1,500 feet long carrying ten

streamers with dummy explosiv

see the amount of drag caused by the spans and

The idea w/as torj Q
V.- o *

streamers and o.scertain whether the streamers were

likely to foul the main cables,

(c ) Apron Scheme Abandoned.

s.22930.
Enel. 55B. From ground observation and photographs

the balloons did not appear to be pulled together

but theappreciably by the weight , of the aprons,
-Aw .. Si .--/weather'. *

‘it

■. V
V*- V  J. *,t< ■ •

. f fi
:r ■' ■ K  -•- ' V ■«- %'■\

• V*
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weather conditions at the time v/ere particularly

good, and the results could not be considered as

conclusive evidence of the practicability of the

After further consideration, the

Air Staff decided that the moral effect of a

(0
apron scheme.

balloon and its cable was all that was required,

as the apron Yifould not be sufficient to disable

aircraft flying into it. Certain experiments

of flying aircraft into a ¥/ire not which were

carried out at Farnborough led to this decision.

Ibid.

Enel. 28A.
The three balloons were deflated during

March, I927 and two were sent for mooring mast

tests, one going to the Royal Airship Works and

the other to Egypt.

(d) The 'Avorio Prassone System.

S.238I3.
End. 45

During the following September, a further

,  an expansible type known as the Avorio

1400 M3 arrived at Pulliam.

"A "D
• X .

Lieutenant Colonel

A •

Ibid.

Enel, 49A,
Avorio, Doctor Prassone, the designers, and Chief

Tecnic Zenobi arrived from Rome shortly after to

supervise the acceptance trials at Pulliam.

Ithough the nvorio 1400 M3 was designed

an observation type to carry

in the basket to over

i-i

load of 220 lbsas

1
000 feet, it incorporatedI s

.

a new' idea for high Ititude design - that of

providing for.the expansion in gas volume by a

nCi

combination of ballonet and elastic gores.

Spencer and R W. high altitude balloons

The

used

no ballonet thereby saving weight and large

external volume at low altitudes. They relied

on elastics which, when used alone, made the

balloon flabby, of poor shape ouid awkward .at

lovr heights. Moreover, uniform distribution of
/

#r
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gas was difficult to maintain without the use of

surge curtains.

Avorio's system was intended to put an end to

these difficulties! the elastics served to maintain

satisfactory pressure and shape up to 3,000 foot, the

ballonet taking care of the oxnansion for the next

(h
10,000 feet or more,

(e ) Early Ideas on Protection from
Lightning Stroke.

aturc was the- method of protecting

illoon from lightning stroke,

balloons this was done 1:y the careful bonding and

The Italian designers

opposite Ticy/ and iaantisaMt all metal

Another -L U

the In the Britishe.;.

earthing of all metal prerts.

took quite th0

as far as possible, covering; the many wires

writh fabric, and ignoring the certainty that moisture

part

through condensation or rain would largely neutralise

the insulation.'(3-'> Colonel Avorio ansv/cred all queri.es

about this point by stating that of e-OO

flown in all- weathers in Italy, none had been

dcjnagod by lightning.

110V

The Oardington Techni

0ns

cal

Staff remained scentical of the extent to which this

system would protect balloons in the moister climate

of ring land. This early theory is interesting in view

of the omount of research that had to l.o done on

the protection of 'Walloons from lig’htning in the

of 1 o.rg0 b o,r rag c s .

A further unoisual fact ceme to light during

G arly dCi V o
/

The balloon, wiien flying >00 yards

from the Pulh.am D.E. Station, caused an error of from

9 degrees to 13 degree

craft crossing tho Channel, whereas the British

balloons, flying often at the same distance had

these tests.

in bearings taken on air-.Q
O

produced no such disturbance a hint of the effect

Avhich
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whioh barrage balloons ■nd cables were to have

on G.L. sots during the second World War.

(f) Trials of the 1400 M3 Avorio.

s. 23813.
Sncl. 46a.

Before acceptance,

had not only to carry the specified load to height,
but \¥as to bo proved stable in winds of 33 to 43

On its first trial on 3rd October it

attained 8,100 feet carrying the 100 Kg.
basket and,

M. H.

the expansible Avorio

m. p. h.

in the

on the 13th October, Flying Officer

Steff' and Flying Officer J

Ibi d.
End. 49At  •

. H.

scent to 2,600 feet in order to

Loach made

ob;serve thean P

dahavi our of the

bo satisfactory.

balloon closely. This proved.to

After waiting eleven days for a wind of

Colonel Avorio and the other

Italian representatives .decided to return to Romo,
*

authorising the Air Ministry to carry out the
final test

33 m.p.h, to develop,

of stability in high ground nd

When this took place on 19th October, the

wi .

Ibid.
End. 3IA.

alioon

behaved well enough to pass requirements, but
proved less stable than th IT •• -T) 1(

J- i. e -L oproYi ous

all00ns.

Ibid.
End. 35A.

The l:alloon was duly housed in a hangar

at Pulhcmi v/here it rapidly lost

ivooden valve warped,

deflated.

The ballo

It was considered th

I'^ecause theP'
.LP

on v/as therefore
V

at this

"that an insulated valve is not
to withstand the English climate and
therefore the Italian method of
insulating each part of the balloon
against electrification cannot be
used in this country.

able

IT

shoAved

Ibid.
End. 75A. This Avorio vvas inflated again during

oxperimentoM work v^as being con

centrated on the two high altitude balloons,
/.Spencer

... 5*

1928, but r:•A .CJO

f.

%  •

'I

4 *
i*-

•9%*s< A •  \h ■ ^ C- ;■

'

K
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Spencer ”Z" nnd E.xi.\iV. "Z.2,‘4 nothing more than

maintenance work appears to have l:oen done on this

balloon until it was finally deflated in November,

1932 and written off.

Air Staff xbequiromont Changed.

The failure of the R... "Z.l.'R thes.22930.
Enel. 55B.

Spencer "Z.!.” and the n \ x) I n n
XX . X. fl o to fulfil their

requirements influenced the Air Staff to review the

situation and, on the 13th August, 1928, Air

Commodore C. R. ;Preoman gave the xdr Staff vie?\rs to

the Air Member for Supply and Research.

"I realise there are many technical
balloondifficulties in producing

capable of reaching a height of
30,000 or 20,000 feet -with a cable-
strong enough to l..ring down an
aoropl.x,ne ",

n

he Y/rote

C-0li<wL there is a natural inclination
for us to be satisfied with a

lighter cable, to forego material
effect and to trust moral effect/"

He went on to state that unless a certain

amount of mederial damage -was inflicted by this form

of defence, the moral effect'on enemy pilots would

soon disappear.

"The demand for some

defence such aa cin
form of static

dloon rrage",

continued x'dr Commodore Preomon

"will l)G felt more and more

go on and as technical
such as automatic

■finding wireless,
perfected,
on days and night
considered unsuitable,
activiti

years
aids to flyin

pilots and direction
x.re developed and

The enem,Y 'will operate
which would now be

Pighter
are limited by visibility

0.nd through lack of it they may be
considered impotent, and for the des
truction of the enemy we shall have
to count on static deforices. . . . . .

o

{.r
o 9

o

6 G

xxlthough our requirements vfere framed
a considerable time ago I f
reason for altering them or for giving
up the idea of trying to bring
machines down. It may, ho vuver,, help

/if

see no
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if we agree in the first place to limit
the height to 15,000 feet^ i,o. half our
original requirement and wo vdll be pre-
ptirod to accept this if a balloon can 4,e
produced. But at the some time if we
accept this reduced height for balloons
with cables strong enough to bring
enemy nachinos down^ I should liko another
balloon vnth a light cable develo.pod
to roach a greater altitude.

U

Z. 2.ThnR.il, W n

Thus the next balloon to bn- built by the

Royal Airship Works was not required to fulfil

such stringent conditions .'.is its predecessor.

l.'\ which had al-

ready shown t.hat it vvas fundamentally correct in

Based on the R.ii.l. ITT*
'-J •

S.23844.
Enel. 46b.

design, the ''Z.2. was constructed and tested atn

Cardington in 1931 Q-nd 1932. The )riginal dnsign

1  .
represented an attempt to reach 15,000 feet in a

I

wind speed of 50 n.p.h. .a.nd was ro■^arded as ana-

intoraediate step towards the deyelopnent of a

alloon ?/hich would reach 20,000 feet in a wind

of 6o m.p.h. at that height.

on trial on 26th June,

1931, held about 80,000 cubic feet of hydrogen
r\

of purity"^ 92.84 giving a not lift of 2,576 Ib^s.

The ballonets were initially inflated to a pressure

of 10 m/m, -..ind in later trials the tail cone and

The R "Z.2. II
• i,L o •Ibid.

Enel. 6.2

the rudder bag vrere Iso inflated before ascent,rt

thus bringing into effect the stabilising in

fluence of the fins, and preventing yawing in

gusty G ondi ti ons ' durinip the early stages qf it O

flight.

(a) Design of R.A . Z. 2. U
w «

The "Z.2." had a number of unusual

^ eaturos
1. The designed, altitude had to be moHfTed^To
14,000 foot during construction in ..^pril, I930
because of a contractor's mistake in supplying
fabric all of one bias, so that certain envelopo
panels had to be reversed and doped, thus add
ing to the weight of the balloon. On trial
14,000 feet was reached or exceeded on eight
occasions.

2. A purity of 94^i' gave a net lift of 3,300 lbs.
I
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foaturos.; a pointed nose to prevent

a surge curtain dividin the gas nnU

lowing in";
M'

volopo into fore ■.

and aft compartments to prevent surging of the gas and

to improve the stability; three intercoramunication

ballonets fod by one scoops and

copied from Italian designs, coimmmicating ,-,dth the

rudder, liowly designed cam-operated gas and ballonet

air valves wore used, and most of the metal parts

lloon -were electrically ''onded and earthed

through the flying cable, and

system vvas incorporated,

(b) Trials

sp:^cial tail cone.a

of•the p

lipditning conductorfi

of E. 'i'^r IT IT ■ot n -ardi nG;ton.i-i- •Vi 0

During the tvYenty-six trial flights at

Cardington, photographs both from the

ground showed that a good envelope shape

tained at each height in all winds,

balloon, its stoomlinoss was reflected in the

air and th

vYas ma

hit hough a

e

in-

large

relatively small ground crew of forty men roq_uirGd to

It roachod the modified design altitude

of 14,000 feet with ease,

altimeter recorded 15,900 feet with

handle it.

and on one occasion the

purity ofa ■ Q
ms<0

only 92.5f, In general, it fulfilled its designer's

expectations : the new design valves both for go.s

compartment and ballonot worlcod to his satisfaction

and the special tail cone y s t om p r o v e d o. completec-

success.
y'

In addition, the;

experience in the use of t

trials afforded valuable0

pored flying cable and ofeJj

winch design details - particularly that of the

grooving of surge drums. The effect of use and

was the only disappointing

proved

distinct step forward in high altitude balloon design.
/'Thus

weathering of the fabric

factor. Apart from this, the "Z.2, H PCt

/
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Tlius, on tliG 26th July, 193 2, the :3uper-

intondont, Royc,! ixirshijj Works was in a positionS.23844.
M.40.

to report to the nir Ministry that a high altitude

balloon ho.d l:cen produced which could be rolied

upon to fly steadily a.t over 15,000 foet in winds

His teclinicoH staffs thoroforo^

were in a position to proceed vfith the design of

lalloon with a nininuiu ceiling of 20,000 feet.

of 30 n.p.h.

Ibid.

End. 38A,

/section 4.

\
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•SECTIOtT 4r  •

BALLOON.BARRAGE 70R DEFE^TCE OF LONLON.

Recommendation by Air Officer Comniandin^-In-Chief.

While these experiments and trials were being

carried out, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,

.-ar Defence of Great Britain (Air Marshal Sir
s.22930.
End. 23A. Ed-ward Ellington) had enquired in July, 1929, v/hat

progress was being made in the production of balloons

suitable for barrage purposes,

xifter pointing out that a balloon barrage

was- of considerable value during the last war,^ he

stated that he was of the opinion -

"that a similar type of balloon would
still be of use to the defence in view
of the fact that it has been established

by meteorological m.ethods that clouds are
below 2,000 feet over London on
more than of the days of the
year. 1 recommend, therefore,

ho concluded

that it should be accepted in principle
that a balloon barrage forms part of
the defence of London and if, ?/hen
it becomes necessary to raise this
Command to a higher degree of readi
ness for war, an improved type of
balloon capable of operating at
greater .heights li-is not been designed,
a barrage of the old type could be
provided.'/'

Ibid.

End. 29A.
The Air Staff in reply outlined the progress

being made in the design of high altitude balloons.
2

They stated further that although it was agreed that

a balloon barrage should form part of 'the def

of London,

ences

it was necessary to wait for the
/development

There v^as always a considerable divergence
of opinion concerning tho value of the London
balloon apron.
Marshal .Sir H,

"really successful.

1.

It will bo rocalled that .^iir C

See pp.

hief
Trenchard did not consider it

2. At this till!
constructed.

the R.a.?[. "Z.2..0

was being
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development of a satisfactory type of balloon,

then this had been done the organisation of such

defence could be Y^orkod out in detail and it v/ould

be possible to decide upon the location and

number of balloons required.

Ibid.

End. 37A.
The subject v?as not raised again until the

2nd Februaryj 1932, when the Air Officer Command-

ing-in-Chief, Air Defence of Greeit Britain (now

Imond ) stated that'

experience gained from air exorcises during the

past five years conclusively pointed to the vital

necessity of some form of balloon barrage as a

defence against low flying attack:

supplementary to the fighters and anti-aircraft

defences of the London area.

i^ir Marshal Sir G. C<

1
This would be

limitation of One rational Height.

The mir Officer Coiiimanding-in-Chief was of

the opinion that the time had no?/ arrived to

formulate a definite policy, and suggested that

the height of the barrci,ge should be limited to

9,000 feetf ,nd that it should consist of a number

/of

1. There were several reports of the effective-
Ai rof lovY flying attacks' during th

-xerciscs of I931.
of these Exercises

ness

12 of thePa

tates ;■ "
.D .G .B .reports

"In paragro.ph 3 (b)
sex Bombing Area's

lx.

of Air Officer Commanding No
report he comments on the lo’w raids carried out.
For reasons of safety these
below 500 feet.
Commanding that such evidence as the Exercise
afforded makes it seem likely that really low
raids by high speed bombers arc- likely to prove
successful. . . . the- only means at present avail
able for dealing with such raids’ effectively
appear to be t?/o seater fighters, though possibly
some form of balloon barrage wrould prove a
deterrent to this form of attack.

.irS

o

were not permitted
I agree v/ith the Air Officer

II

2. This limitation of height was suggested not
only because a lov/ altitude balloon barrage
Y/ould suffice

attack, but because Air Marshal Salmond, until
recently Member for Supply and Eesearch,
realised only too well the difficulties of pro
ducing a suitable high altitude balloon.

a defence against lo?/ levelas
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of balloons on single cables. He suggested that

exporimental work on the design of the balloons and

cable should be put in hand at Cardington. Meanwhile,

subject to the approval of the Air Staff he proposed

to investigate, in conjunction with the Air Officer

Coimaanding, Fighting Area, the details regarding

the spacing required between balloons and the

Y'fhic.h it was considered necessary to protect Vi^ith a

barrage.

re as

Ibid.

End. 4 2A.
The Air Staff did not conmit themselves Yfith

regard to the air Officer Conmanding-in-Chief's

proposals, but they did say that'any suggestions

regarding the spacing and the location of the balloons

would be received 'with interest.

Memorandum on Use of Kite Balloons
for London Defence.

Ibid.

End. 461
At the same time, the Superintendent, Royal

Airship Works, v/as instructed to prepare a memo

randum on the qu tion of employing kite balloons

•

in the air defence of the London a

.0 cj
v_/ o

This momorea. -

randum was forwarded to tho

ember, 1932.

Air Ministry in Sept-

For tho purpose of the memorandum a line^of

defence of ten miles was considered; this, it was

Ibid.

End. 55B.

suggested, could be covered by thirty balloons,

spaced 600 yards apart. Five hundred and fifty

each

officers and other ranks would be required to operate

the balloons which would be divided into ten units,

each of three balloons. The initial cost of the

barrage was quoted tentatively at £450,000.

points, such as the methods of hydrogen supoly and
/the

This would cover the area from Croydon to
Woolwich or, Ilford to Dartford. Other defence linos
suggested were Ilford to Enfield, Enfield to Wembley,
Wembley to Kingston, Kingston to Croydon.

Other

1.
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the need for mobile balloon winciiGs, were care

fully considored and suggestions for tho most

GGononical way of using then were put forward.

Hardly had this nenorandum been received at

the Air Ministry when the Air Officer Conmanding-

in-Chief, Air Defonce of Great Britain, forwarded

balloon barrage for the

Briefly, ho suggested that

four sectors of London^

rrage frora the 'irast,

South. If the balloons were spaced

■ mile, a mininun of saventy-t'wo balloons

would be required.

For economy in organ!

his proposals for

dofencG of London.

1
the balloons should cover

giving a fairly continuous -Uj

South-'WGst and

every

tion, training and

Ibid,

And. 5711  •

administration tlio fonaation of three balloon

c:j
o c;-

squadrons was advocated. Each .squadron v/as to

consist of three flights of
2

with one balloon in reserv

eight balloons each,

the flights being

ctions of four balloons

e;

sub-divided into two se

e cOc h. A squadron leader vrould command each

squadron, the wholo' organisation being in charge

The squadrons would beox a wmng commander,

placed under the ..-mr Officer Commanding,

purpose of trai.ning

Fighting

nd operations,

and all training carried out for the time being at

Area, for the

3
Card!ngton.

/As
1. A reconnaissance of London for an ideal
Galloon barro.ge was carried out by Wing Commander
R.G.B._ .anall, Officer Conmanding, R.A.F, Station,
North 'Weald. He had found some 7 20 sites in
Greater London from which balloons could be flown.
2. Not until the London Balloon Barrage had
been flying for some time was it realised the.t

mainly as the result of

would be on a very large

This station had all the facilities for
housing balloons and the nocesas-ry hydrogen
plant for inflating the balloons.

wastage of balloons,
weather conditions,
scale.

3.
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As a preliminary step, the Air Officer

Comnanding-in-Chief suggested the fomation of one

flight of eight talloons which could be used for

experimental purposes.

Conferonco with'Air Defence of Grcat Britain.

Ibid.

End. 65
As a result of those memorandaj, a conference

ir Ministry on tho 28th October

when the q.uestion of balloon defence v/as discussed.

The

was hold at the ii..

in point under consideration was whether the

ii. «

high altitude or the low altitude

.i C.0

balloon barrage

v^as the uGst method of defence.

High Altitude Balloon Barroges.

b’hen the proposal for a high altitude balloon

barrage was conceiTed and the development of

suitable balloon y/ao

a

initiated^ service aircrafto

yvere not equipped yvith parachutes,

duction of parachutes wa,

likely to lead to

to enemy aircraft flying

f eet.

generall

n
Uv

t height
ri

The intro-

y recognised as

reduction in the moral deterrent

o

s above 2,000

If bal 100ns wre re placed a quarter of a mile

as the air Officer Commanding-in-Chiof,

Defence of Great Britain,

aircraft of pO foot span

balloon cables yvould l:c-

that the airc rc

apoi-rt,

had suggested, the c

of an

about 2p to 1, assumin

Al r

hance

striking one of the

g

t crossed tho beirrage line at right

angles, without drift,

of the balloons,

barrage in ti-me

at a height less than that

and that the pilot did not

to take avoiding action.

thsee e

It was the opinion of the conference that, in

eo^uippecl with parachutes, the

3 small, whilst the physical

Indeed,

th case of aircraft

moral deterrent would a

detorront would be almost negligible.

u

/the
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the opinion was expressed that inco-Txing bonhsrs

night prefer to pass through such a barrage, if by

doing so they could hanper the opposing fighters,

reed, therefore, that balloons would

closer^together.

xinothor foictor against high altitude balloons

was that by night, and in conditions of poor visi

bility by do.y, fighter aircraft v/ould be unaware

of their position in relation to the balloons,

again, these balloons could not bo raisod or

lowered at speed'to confom to tactical require-

nonts o.nd woathor conditions, and once up they

would remain a hindrance to the defence and a

It was r'.O'
o

ho.ve to be sited very nuch

vulnerable target to tho onoiny.

In those circunstances, the bo.lancG of the

opinion of the conforenco was that the advent of

parachutes and the added experience which had been

gained in the probloms of hone defence had pro

foundly altered the situation •nd that high alti-■~y

tude balloon barrages Yiero no longer worth while.

This vievT w strengthen6 d by an examinationa R

2
of figures for cost of nanni n

Low iiltltude Balloon Barrages.

The esseno of the discussion that ensued

on low Oxltitude bo.lloons was ths.t they should fly

in the lov/est cloud strata or with a raaxiniun

height of about R 000 feet. This would reduce
/the

1. The question of the balloon cables, parti
cularly those of high altitude balloons, beconing
entangled if the balloons were sited too close
together appears to have been overlooked com
pletely.
2. a.D.G.B's proposal of 72 balloons was esti
me.ted to involve ;

Total strength-to operate and maintain
barrago - )' 0 officers o.nd 1,200 men.

(ii) ^ Annual expenditure -about £500,000.
(iii) Capital expenditure on formation -

about £1,500,000.

(i)
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tliG vortical area of sorarch for defence fighters;

increase the effectiveness of the defence against

forflying cittackj" or provide fixed defence

targets of special inportanco sucli

low O

W 0 01'.■_io

S

 /i c h r s e n al

ecu rate low b oral: in;or the Beckton Gas dorks against n

Moroovorj the low altitude balloon barrage had a

nurabor of ra>atori-al .;..dvant^-.gos as coraparod wdth'the high

altitude type in that it v/as easier and cheaper to

iiorx nobilc' lloons could bcould'produe ana c,tU e , .

d and lowered with renterauacGd aioro closely and rai

od; --nd it was thought tlia;t

SG

Q - a n
o

e

1
coal gas could be

used to inflate the balloons.
1

In short, the general opinion of the conference
I

v/as that the low altitulo barr-age was the norc pro-

nising of tho two.

f Air Officer Goaxianding-in-Chiof,
of Groat Britain, on Low

Views
^ar Defence

0

Al tit u de Be.rr ag o s .

On the 16th iipril, ,1993^ 'the Air Officer

Gorananding-in-Chief, .-.ir Defence of Great Britain

{noY^ ^Lir Marshal Sir Robert Brooko-Pophara) inforraed

Ibid.
Enc 1. 7 •

the xxir Ministry tha,t after further consideration he

ho,d corae to the conclusion that the low altitude

e was th.j '''est form of laalloon defence.balloon ;:a.rro

considered that first unit to be forned shoulduj.iCHe

be ited so that it would constitute ■a defence to theo-
o

London Docks. Hero, the unit would fom a nucleus

bout which the reraainler of tho barrage oould be

grouped at a later date.

Ibid.
M.88 .

The Chief of sir Staff (xLir Chief Marshal

Sir Edward Ellington) was not at o 11 sure that

Ir alloon barrages v?ere really 'neces ry, but the
/Deputy

c* • J
O O-u

Coal gas Y/as readily availa
London evrea and this, it y/as su
greatly increaso the nobility of
reduce cost. .

1.
rr

t-.

1 0 anyvvhere in the
ested, v/ould
barrages and would
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Deputy Cliief of Air 3taff (Air Marshal Sir "D
i\ cil' •

Lucllow-Hfevatt ) pointed out that the q.u tioa ofos

Ibi'cl, reintroducing balloon barrages had been already
89.-  •

adequately considered by the authorities most

Goncerued Air Defence of Groat Britain and the

Air Ministry - nd he felt that the Air Staff were

justified in n u>lhi. ng a start. iLftor pointing out

that France and Boland had organised balloon

barrages i existence and that Italy, Gemany and

were studying the question, Air

hrshal Ludlow-Hewitt went on to say -

the United-States

"There would appear to be little doubt of
the value of balloon barrages, if pro
perly used within reasonable limits,

do not think we can afford to ignore
the value of the contribution vYhich.
the balloon barrage may make -to the
defence of London.

Moreover, the subject has
lee tod for so long
danger of gettinc:
hand in developmen+
that the

T

been neg-
that ?/e are in

seriously behind-
I feel, therefore,

time has corae when we should

study our requirements more closely
and embark upon a modest experimental
■end research progriiiiime . 4?

He proposed,

balloon barrage

consisting of throe balloon

therefore,

ection hoo o

that a low altitude

uld be formed in 1934,

Y/ith one in resorve,

and some fifty other

Yfould be in

-Q
O

to b c manned by wo officers

The estimated cost of thisranks.

the region of 117,000.
Ibid.
M.9I. This proposal was agreed to in principle by the

Chief of Air Staff and an estimate^ of the time

/roquired
1. The estimated dates
different stages

Receipt of proofed fabric at
the Royal Airship .Tories. . . . .
Completion of first balloon
for tost .A.

of completion of the
of provision of equipment wer-e

ay, 1934,

October, 193 4.
Completion of preliminary test
of first balloon to chock
rig;ging, scoops,
.-ALl four balloon.s

Cai'dington' s trichs

tce December, 1934 -
complet-od. February, 1935.

completed. . . . April,I935.
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required for tho rarioua stoiges of the progra^oxie

It vfae arranged that th perso>_■was vTorked out. nne-

conprising tho unit should le

but as the balloons and winches would not be

until 1935 they wore not

basod on Card!

to.blished until to
V-/ O

rigton5

ready

hat
\

year.

/.Section 5»

/

I

I

/
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THE^PHSNCH L. TaJ]RN.JJri DII..T.3LE B.lILOOJ^

s.22950.
-'.-»n.c 1. 14 Oil. •

On 'the 14th June, 1935? "the iUr Attache in

Paris reported to the Director of Operations,

Ministry", that a French ray balloon enthusia

ixir

st,

Tourneur, had developed a rcaarkahlo

of only 14,630 cubic feet oaoacity

-Li.

].

Captain Lo

dilatable balloon

which was expected to have ceiling of '20,000 feet,

reached thisBy using tand..)n balloons he had already

height and by employing a new balloon fabric and

special cable which had recently b n perfected, he

anbicipated that 26,000 feet ?^ould be attained without

,0 p

difficulty.

The Dilatable System.

This had been achieved by employing bhe

dilatable system, in which,

envelope is held

elastic sandow-cords.

gas at height, the

at low altitudes,

'-'ith the expansion of th

the

pleated by an internal rigging of

e

stretches to nearly four

vdth the result that the

assume a circular cros

elastic

-section

tiams its original length,

b'^ alio on tends to

thus incre...sing its capacity _mid obviating the

o

necessity for valving gas.

Tactical Uses Tourneur Dilatable Ba_llp_ on.

Is Tourneur balloon was flying in

the cable was somewhat slack

altitude was 13,000 feet” as the wind rose

.0

nd the■Ju

Ibid.
-:bncl. 14 OA.

'vfhon the

Air still air.
Attache ' s
Report. mciximum

tliC cable becmiG taut and 20,000 feet could
/reached

xceptionally light
just over an hour to

be

1. This, balloon v/as made of e
It tookrubr.erised silk,

re.ach its maximum altitude.^
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reaclied- It was considered tliat this slackne'ss

was a'distinct advantage 'as there wa little chancecj
o

of its breaking and the tendoncjr -would 1)e for it

to wrap itself round parts

By surrounding

of an ai rc raft,

an objective with single

balloons spaced 600 feet apart, it was clained

that their ’’wande ri ng "

any aircraft fron

would effectively prevent

penetrating the defence un to

20,000 feet at night with

by d<.-y 'would give partial

conplete certainty and

curity. xilternati velse y

if they w/ere ore closely spaced at 450 feet apart
but T?

staggered it was clained that the defence

virtually perfect 'and could

fraction of the

was

cost of a Gonpa

:3e realised at a

rable

y anti-aircraft gunnery.

aaure of'f. r>

aef 0 lie e

The balloon 1-- vwas a comparatively

in that the r.iaxinui:i vand

xair-

w/eather craft
speed in

op e rat e d ‘was 49 ia. p. li.  compare
w/hich it could be

vnth the 60 n.p.h.

d

required by the nir Staff.

But the outstanding performance for such a small

ground capacity balloon in-diccitud

x^ronch balloon service had made v

-it once that the

ery considerable

since I9I8,aavanc e s not only in design of fabric

but also in winches. The' -winch usedand cables,

vvith the Le Tourneur balloon had a

speed of over 3,000 feet

and it was

importance to this as

inuta
e i

a method of c

haul down

I
n an emergency,

clear that the French attached great

learing .the

ive aircraft to pa
air quickly to permit defensi

through the zone.

Interest Aroused o^^

ss

_Gardi ngt on. '

This good perforraxmeo and
Ibid.

-One 1.

141B.

excepti o.nally

greatlj? interested the

/ :-iu p e r i n t e n d e n t

■  ■■■' -high hauling-in speed
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Superintendent;, 'Rojo,l Airship .forks^ . nnd he rGq.u0.3tGd

the/G arrangenents riisht. he jaado with the French

•  authorities I'or.Mr. II. Batenan (the designer of the

K.B.”S.2.”) and Flight Lieutenant C.

(the officer in charge ICito Balloon Section at

■  Cardington)-to visit France .to obtain first-hand

Harrison:'■{

infonaation of the developnents and to disc oyer

wh o th e r . th e troubles 3.icpo ri enc,ed v/i th e lo.sti c c ords •

h ad been o v 0 rc oro c:..0

The fundajaental ifference in the conception

of the function of a balloon barrage was also a

V..1.

aat ter tha,t requi re d i nve sti gati on.
cable of the British

For vi^hile the

balloons v/as designed to be

taut and strong enough to damage an aircraft

the French cable was light and slack

on

impactj wi th'

the object of foulin the prope11or or wrapping
part of the aircraft.

1.)eon rod s e d ab out c

O*

In fact

a

itscl.f round sotie  a

now question of policy h^d

strength, •

Yi'sit of Balloon iteperts t

le

o 'ranee.

Altogether, throe visits

Ministry represGnto,tives to. France during 1935/1936
to investigate the. performance

balloon - now called '11,1.

the Ariel. Cojnpany.

v/ere made' by ir

of the Bi 1 a10.b le

II •y it aianuf ac ture r s,o
O

■

.3.36973.
Ancl. IB..

The first visit was aad by Mr. H-. Batenan

■of the national Physical Laboratory and Flight
Harrison, in drove.

ThG sec end visit was

•Hoyal Aircraft

and Flight Lieutenant Harrison,

Lieutenant C. 193:?.

made, by Br. Hojcbe

Cox of the 'IcsI/O

e ^

tabli slineht, Farnborough,
in May, I936.

The third and' last vi.sit was made by

j  .

Ibid,
.dncl. 29a,

Ibid. ■
iCncL. 40A.

’i ng C Oirjj'.: an do r G. B . A.■B^ker, H. C. of the
/Bi rootorate
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Diroctorate of .Technical Developnent and Flight

Lieutenant Harrison, in July, 1936.

On the first occasion the visitors inspected

the high altitude balloon at Chalai-s Mendon and

Ibid.

;e3ncl. IB.

found that the French clai.as could be substantiated

and that they had indued produced, in the Dilatable,

a balloon of S:?iall ground yolujae (13,000 cubic

feet) vdiich Y70ul.d carr^^ a light cable to 20,000

a porfbiaeance which could not be natchedfeet

any ■ of our existing balloons of nuch larger

capacity. They also ricvdo a tour of the research ‘
^Ci%Aicuo

,  .j.nd were parti-

y the extensive eq.uipr.ient of

deoartnent of tlii

cularlj^ irapressed

the fabric lu,boratory and the

being done oh silk and rubber.

er.i ou nt of re s e arc h

On a visit to thepvorks of the '^.odiac

Conpany they were able to exaaine one of tide

tanlem barrage balloons which still constituted

the standard French biarrago defence.

Advances in_ Hydrogen Plants.

xJi important discovery v/as that hydrogen

FrenchIbid.

was being raade a high pressure process which

ent on the process used inrov.

•■j

was a decided i

this country. Gas, of very high purity (over 99^)

being produced under pressure for deliverywas ;

/

di re c t to hydrogen cylinders,

d-ang3r and cost of storing
Further advantages were that the

thus eliminating

and c ompre s sing.

same quantity

about half the

quantity of a much loYver grade of silicol than

Y/as used in this country,

of the chemioal by ,

the

of hy.dro.geri YYas produced from

This reduced the co st
I

The quiintity 'of water

needed was'also less and the plant could be
/operated
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o'Dor^.ted with salt water without loss of eicficiency.
•••<

end efficient highCo:'.:pared with this very simple

pressure systen which had heen developed by tho

jociote doc Gas Industriels do Provenc.c, the

hydrogen plants in this couaitry designed- over twenty
-U

Gyears before were, otsolotc .:-nd far noro costl3" O

run.

i'To flj/^ing trials wer-^ witnessed on this

occc.si on.

jarchosults^ of; Pronch d-o.

The second visit was to the offices of the

n

Ihid.

Wncl. 29...
lei CoGspeuny and a very conprehensive discussion-.1 ±

held with the principals on the french 1 jvv7^/as

light high ch;leo..0.of balloon orotection U

and nateri.vls,The state of r-efineraont in design

superior fferic, light-^r rubber and stronger cable

country had onlyin thithan those ojriplo^^ 3 O 0 lir

reached by years of specialised research with

l.eboratory equi;p.aent _nuch in advoince of that in

The fu.ct was that British expenditureBn “Cain.

on balloon research and lighter-than-air dovolop.aent

for excuaple;,in eeneral h.Gd i;Gen cut to a inininuia.

lie vGas carried out by one nan.research on f

.  Dyer, the Scientific; Officer at theMr. J. :

Directorate of -^ci-entific .-h-Svcarch, Gardington.

unaided v7ork could not be•  I
oClearly Mr. DyerV

conn are 'with the results obtuixU^.'1
oxiected t in

Thusthe highly organised french laboratorie

the ob'Vious next step was to obtain sacapl

0
o •

of theGS

cable used' in the Dilatablendlight fabricj rubber

g-ot the Eubber Hese'arch Association and theana

cable industry to _i.ttenpt to produce similar or

bettor materi.x.ls for British use.

/The

/
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The knowledge of this very striking improve-

Walloon design achieved hy the French did

not give rise to any alteration in the i-Ar

■•alloon policy hut the Deputy Chief of

L. Courtnay) on 29th February,

1936, did recomend that their technique should

applied to our ovra balloon construction policy

with the object of increasing efficiency and

reducing cost.

French Faith in Defence by Light Barrage Cable,

me lit in

Staff

Air Staff
Ij

(..xi r Yi c 0 -Marshal C .
V, G

The French had great faith in the ability

of the light high, altitude balloon cable to bring

down enemy aircraft and at the same time affect

Ibid,
Incl.- 29A.

They had carried outthe morale of bomber crews.

f

no actual exneriments to test the effectiveness of

such a cable but quoted the f>-,ct that from M-.rch,

illoons began to be used toI9I8, when barrage

protect Paris, until the end of the bar, in 15

attacks by 60 to 7 aircraft, only one of thes,0
'.y e

This was destroyed.penetrated the defence.

Further, they Cited previously accidental collisions

Those fell into tyvoof ai rcraf t wi th c al; 1 es .

classe 3

(i; Collisions with observation balloon cables.

(ii) (i . e, barrage)ollisions with "protective n

c ables.

They had deduced from this’ that when an aircraft

hit an observation cable, the cable usually broke

and the aircraft was often'ablu to land safel;?
/

hould it impact a defence cable, thebut o

cable would drag and the aircraft stall ind crash.

They did not appear to regard seriously the

suggestion that bomber speed would be muchQ  greater

than their 180 rmp.h. Marcel Eloch and considered
/

L
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3 00 ra.p.h. a bomber speed very much oi th.o future.

'They soomed confident that their cable could deal

a and that shouldo1th present possibl bomber speede

the enemy attach balloon protected areas they vrould

lose t such a rate that after five weeksire raft n

It was intendedattacks might well cease altogether.

to protect Paris Tvlth 2p0 balloons; l^pOO balloons

T/ere being put in r erve for defence of factories,

towns, -etc., while industrial towns v/ere to buy their

d Id

own balloons.

Ibid.

Oncl. 29A.
The french authorities were quite willing to

make arrangements by wiiich the British could construct

.the balloon and its equipment, and a tentative pro

posal had beenpaado that a Dilatable should be bought

Ibid,

dincl. 29...
for testing at Ce.rdington. Discussing businesQO

arrangements, it vwas learnt that the cost of a balloon

was 139,000 fr. (= .01,350) -nd that of a single

cable 39,000 fr. (= 0390).

not supply winches but su-ggested that if the winch

The .!iriel Oompany could

Could be manufactured in Lhgland for 0790, a complete

unit, with a spare cable could be produced for about

It w;as probable that a balloon could be03,000.

But as the largedelivered in about four months.

Prcnch orders and 48 balloons w^hich had been ordered

for the defence of Brussels were 2. ly to absorb

the available fofric output, the firm wwould' prefer

that Great Britain should mako the balloons under

lie enc e. The Company wrere prepared to grant a

licence to the British Inpire and to give every

possible assistance to the firms entrusted with

the manufacture.

/■3u. p e r i nt c nden t
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^perintendent, Royal Airship Torks,
Reconirisnds Purchdse of French Balloon.

official reportithing ths.30973.
Kncl. 3OA.

'Thus, when su . -'.-i

8/6/36. on this visit to the ..lir Heinhor for Pcosearch and

Devolopnont on 8th Juno, I936, the Superintendent,

Royal Airship Jorks, strongly rocooiraonded that

arrangenents should Ic nado to purchase -

One Walloon, together with specifications
and working dr.avings.

(a)

(t) T'wo cables yhtli specifications, and

(c ) A silicol plant for hydrogexO nanufacture,
Y/ith specifications u,nd Y/orking drawings.

His object Y/as

yj'ould necessarily take place in the developncnt of

similar nateri^xls by British oanufacturers .

to avoid the delay that

He

suggested too that if the British Governnent

decided to obtain a. licence for making tho balloon

and r:ianuf<acture was undertaken by private interest0o,

control should rexuain under the Government and the

fim sh'xuld not he allovyed to exploit tho dcsipyi

c0JAe.GrGially except 10 t the roquirauents of the

Dominions and Colonios. Cables and silicol plant

different category an

inents, he suggested, should ::

firras in this country to conclude their oyra

v^ould cone under iAa,

made for sui

rr

table

aents for manufacture.arrang.
riT.

Ibid.

Incl. 33A.
The Mr Member for Research and Develop-

iont accepted this suggestion and instructed the

echnical Development to order the

balloon, cables and silicol plant,

of Dilatable

Director of m

Plying Trial n
li. 1. " at L.^ulon,.Q

Ibid.

End. 30
The Ariel Company had promised to send an

invitation to Air Ministry representatiY^-es to

attend the air manoeuvres at Toulon and y/itness

ai. o

high altitude

/balloon
the flying trials of the 'II. 1. fr
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balioon. On this, the thirds occasion Vih.en flight

Lieutenant HarrisonIbid,

dncl. 40a.
ijod ding Co.Aoander Baker visited

the Ariel Goeipanyj Clialais Meitdon^ and the French

liarine Airship Station at Guers-Pierrefeu^ near Toulon,

they sa-.v the official flying trials. AS the now

design ralloon had already been accepted by th

the standard defence balloon,

the trials were not acceptancG trials but amy tests.

.'Ol

Prench Government

Ibid,

one 1. 4 OB.
The trials took place on the night of 22nd

1936,Jule in a light ground wind and clear sky.

The stabilisers inflated v/ith air as soon as the

balloon left the' ground. The cable used was sped ally

fine tap-.red six strcaid cable flown fro;i an ordinary

Belab.aye winch.

The flight v/as carried out under the super-

. ..r?

Jj- an a:xpert fro.:, the onch Air Ministry and,

in order that as nuoh infori^ation as po

VI Sion

iblG shouldO
O

gl ned <-.bout the balloon, record! ng' 1:.; a r 0 g r h,

ter a.ad ataiospheric pressure

,0 '•1

inclinonetcr. themoj

gauges wore fitted just ..hove the point of attach'.1 nt,0

...3 well ..s .. snocial Eic -rd anenonoter which tr^.ns-

nittod wind strength tick signal to wireless loud.0
o

spe<:ikor on the grou. These instru;lents weighed some1.

40 Ibo.Q I addition, a searchlight was provided ton

keen the l;allj.n under b'Servation during ascent; the■J

t was stopped ory 30^ netro v/heii t.he tensiona see so'

and angle of the c lo were chockei and cross-checked

-..nd altitude w.:s c.heckod hj two naval range find

The balloon reached l6,400 feet with

22,000 feet-of o-..ble paid, out

balloon ranging iraa 30/40 n.p.h,

the e.nvolope retaining

appearing easy to handle near the .ground

the "Wind speed on?■

It WO.S very s

a

at leaJ

.'A
V S c- ±

the

toa-dy,

good s.hapo on landing, and

st

/in
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in tlio light wind prevailing.

The f on lure to roach the de-signod height of

20,000 f

altitude and the 'particularlj'- v/am

t  vvas explained hy the leo ight vvinds at

tato of tliGo

air 'adoVO 14,000 foot. The inatruaonts carried

sho?/3d an unusual tenporature "inversion” which

gave a reading of 26 dogroGs centigrade at altitude

rather than the usual 18 degrees centigrade. This

high t poraturo oo^ upper air had roducod the

availa''.-lo lift l;ut, in view of the corelitions.

•'.■ir

i. t

was considorod that the i.ltitudo attained ww.s an

-zingly good perfomance for so small e, balloon.

It W.-.S rc^.sonable to sup-ooso that series of

trials ill more favourable conditions would sh::J VV

oven bntter result o •

an/vhile, the order for one 'll.l.T> iT

Ibid,
mncl. 4In.

balloon h^-.d been placed by the Air Ministry and,

on the diet July, 1936, M. dh.lmoida, a jjirector

of the jociete ”A^iol" y^roto to our Attache

pointing out that the livery of o.

-without guarantee of further orders to the fabric

single balloon

malcerx .:.ade it necessary for thoi to consider it

as the delivery of a prototype and charge the

sane for it o,s they had done for the original to

the French Government, namely, 18,000.

included two c.ables for this price and the

They

suoe r-

vising services of their .dngineor, M. le

Comm an-dan t Le Tourneur.

Tri'^-ls of the Le Tourneur ITT;r .1. u ^_Cgardi ng^t on,L.l

■S. 23813 .
And. 238a.

The .iir Ministry agreed to these term

and the balloon arrived ...t Gardington on-pth

1936, where it w.a'Koveu' measured for ther, o

o

construction of a model for wind tunnol
/experimonts
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s,6-3e4-3-s-/>^.
liinc 1. lA..

noicl.::iincl.3.i
roi:u:^cl.7il

Gxporiments at- the lTG,tioiij,l physical laboratory.

It was gas inflated during January, 1937, making

three flights, and an altitude of 20,400 foot was

Further flights were carried out in March

and .-ipril, during vYhich l^^ttor month it -broke

Popairod, and nov/ styled

reached.

away

and was da,niaged.

 •

K,B./H.1./8, it w-^s flown at Garding-ton during Aug'ust,

1937 1a c onno c tion with Pi c hard anomome t e r and l.T,.

Ibid,

iiincl. 43
reception tests. Du ri ng

Mansion for Directorate

Tovember it was used at

of -Scientific Research

at Lakenheath for

impact tests where it broke away again and burst

operations and in pril, 1938,

lx •

in the air.Ibid.

End. 33A.
Repaired and re-inflated in July,

to lakenheath in August

The balloon itself seem

t days playing the rol

but the wind tunnel model provided

a basis for variations 'which were of help in the

design of the H.s/l and 2,

1938, it Yras sent once moro

for more impact tests. lb

to have spent its las

"iiunt Sally",

of an.0
C.

balloons which were con-

&v^00438-.
And. 13B.

struetd at Cardington during 193-8 and intended to

reach 10,000/13,000 feet. The time and money spent

on this balloon ?rere not altogether without value,

for in April, 1937,

Aircraft Establishment v\/rote to the

Research and Development

the Superintendent of the RoyaS.413^.
End. lA.

l

Air Member for

suggesting that four plans

for solving the problem of the high or medium

altitude balloon barrage should b

would compete with the Ariel balloon and yet not

e tried. These

infringe its patents. He thought that the polygonal

internal rigging of the Ariel could probdly not be

bettered in economy of weight and ease of attachment

to the fabric, -and

been anticipated in the

uggo Gsted that this design had

British Spencer balloon,
/so
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so that only the fin arrangement of the ii’ranch

balloon could not be copied,

be developed from wind tunnel tests.

Hew type fins could

jJn"___77iraf jd T1 ews jon_ Jh;;ench_^ Policy.

Despite the french views on th-.. definite9/3/37. '

advantages of their high balloon • and its official

adoption in France,, the ^-ar Staff were not con--

1.41201.

Incl. Pii,.

vinced. ■'e Ariel principals remained

adamant in their demand for royaltjr right,^

-mo

Q f or

production of the .-.-riel balloon hi Ingleaid, the

mbor for hcsoarch and Development gave..mr

instructions early in 1938 that a Biltish alter

native should be produced^ without copying the

French ideas.

ThuSj although there w^^s no radical

in the Air jtaff policy -nd no accoptj.ncGchange

ox the French idea of high altitude slaok c;..bloS;,
1

high altitude balloon c ontinu'-'darch on Ci
o

alongsido that of the development of tho lo r

barrage balloons.

.22^30/11,
and. 76A.
.1 The question of a high altitude barrage

,in by Hr. Inst on Churchill wh-oI'aisedv/aS

at the 13th mooting of the Airsuggested.

rch Cormaittee in 1938, a barrageDefence Re O r
kj

of 3 3 7 000 feet strung s  necklace along the

coast from the Isle of '/^ight to the Ty.ne; the

balloons flying at intervals of I70 y_.rds.

roh Department of the air Ministry,The .tie 3

in consultation with 3ir Henry lizard’s
/Committee

1/2/37. 1. The production programme at C-irdington
on 1st February, 1937? 'Aas in f .ict .a-

Production of 40 L.C. balloons.
Production of 12 training balloons.
Production of high altitude b.:.lloons,

the latter on lesser priority.
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Cominitteej were invited to sot out the pros and cons

By the l6th January5 1939j in aof this proposal.

oiGniorandum to the ■^.ir Bofence Research Committee

they came to th c onelu si on that ■ -G

(a)fT The development of a really high ,
33s000 feet armed barrage presented
technical difficulties that made
it essentially a very long range
projGct,

(lo) High balloons v/ero likely to be
a danger to our ovVii fighter pro-
.taction .and might easily be shot
down by special enemy aircraft
or cut away by enemy bombers long
before the balloons could be
close-hauled.

(c ) To attain 33?000 feet would prove
too costljr for its strategic
value ...aid a

13,000 f
that it 3j000
worth vvhil

Miiuij'i 10;, 000 feet to
it barragw: to augment

foot would be more
'w.'

IT

Th:;re was an obvious sense of impending war in the

.^ind the need for the pro-'

lov'/er cable protection^w-as paramount,
ThuSj as time -.vas pressing, the immediate aim had

to bo the supply of 450 first-lino balloons to

minds of the nir '3t:xff

vision of the

0'per.-.te t 5,000 feet.

/ Section 6.

1, This proved a good decision since
-bout the efficacy of high
by the pracbical
the Jar w.-s very old.
1939, from the air
report from the officer commanding the
lefencss in the area of thc3

the doubts
barrages were confirmed

eorperionce of the Rrench befoi
letter dated 29th ITovember,

attcichep Paris, includes this
balloon

Hirst Trench Army--

T>

x\.

Air
Att-chb'3
Report.

'General Bionvenuo s.-id that the v?ar
had

b-lloon bcirrage
preference for a low one had been
proved to be a 'wrong one, since at
height the thin Trench tapered cable
could not stand the str-in and
serious eiitanglenient between cables
took pl-ce. For this reason, a modiui'n
altitude barrage v/as -ill that could
be successfully operated.

t-ught that the idea of a high
comioared 'with ouras

n
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SJiCTION 6. h

RigoSARCH, 1934 - 19 38.

Trend of Research.

s. 22930/11.
jilncl,

During.these years research on balloon

barrage problems became more sjrstematic. In parti

cular, attempts were made to produce lethal effects

with light cables/ and it became clear that it was

necessary to review the British plan of lifting

heavy cables ?mt.h'
1

large balloons.

The main programme of development in 1937

lethal barrage of

moderate height which /vTould neutralise the effects

193s? therefore, v^ras tov/ards cu

of the armoured leading edges and cable-cutting

devices of enemy aircraiTt. nd although it might

fljr only to 4, 000 or 5? 000 feet, it was preci lyQ P
O O

at thi lovifer level that our fighter and gun

defences were least effective,"

O

a static last- line

of defence, -which would be unaffected operationally

by fo or ice was, in consequence, most urgently.O'
to

needed.

/The

1, The follov.dng data point to the fact that a much higher ceil
ing could be reached with smaller a.;::.d more manageable balloons

carrying a lighter cable. *tjJ-
Type of The ore- Capao ity . 7t. of — ̂
Balloon, tical

Ceiling.

yt. of Total

*  Cable.yt.
lbs.

Remark

Bln,

in lbs.‘Tons^ Tons.

s

Rt a.

207000"' 320,000' a-t" 6746o"' 9'.7 m^T. ibo’ 5
altitud.e.

20, OW 2347000"
Ron-ftepan
sible,

3,300 9.5 max .7,100 4

Spencer Railed in

flight.
Railed in

flight.

^.1.Car

ding ton.
-g-

'7'. 2, Car- Reached 120,000
di ng t on. 3.6,0 00 Non ■■ ■ .Cxp an -

sible. ~

i7,4o5 Ground
Ipj 000
Altitude

26.000
Possibly
100, 000

Rrench

Arie1.

Enlarged 30,000
type of
F

2,180 8.0 max.3,100 2-

400 0.4 Has floT/n

to about

20,000 ft.

480 1.0

rench

Ari e 1.

The probleai was to ensure that thi
cable obstruction should be deadly.

Q
O thinner
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The line of research was turned to, impact

tests in order to obtain information about lethal

ity against aircraft, both protected and unprotect

ed by anti-cable devices. Three new types of

balloons were proposed;

(i) A small balloon to carry a strong cable
to 5j 000 feet.

(ii ) A balloon of about 30, 000 cubic feet
capacitor to reach a ceiling of 20,00
feet agaixcst unprotected aircraft;
alternatively, to lift a much stronger
cable to a lower height against
protected bombers,

(iii) A Yery high altitude balloon aiming
at 30,000 feet - the capacity of
this to depend on the weight of cable
and ^he lethal devices required.

Concomitant Tincli Development.

Meanr/hlle it became patent that if any

considerable number of balloon had to be flowno

as a barrage, a much more specialised ci,nd more

mobile form of winch-would b-c needed than the

various Scammell types used for experimental v/ork.

Unmounted Scammcll winches were fittedS. 23813 .
Unci. 236b.

with Ford Y8 engines by Messr 1 Ids of Bi mi ng -.Q
O •

ham . and trials mth the engines and various

types of radiator were made in 1936 at Oardingpbon

whi le f lying L. t. 2.

O

2.P.M.

121 (36).
ipji .initial order for 47 winches was

p 1 ac e d wi Me s -s,r a .

the end of J.936.

■Scoimmell for delivery before

y/i no h e s, c omp 1 e t e wi th

their po'v/er units, ^■/ere to be mounted on the

These

tandard Crassley fire-tender chassis.o

Ailds offered a winch peciallj^es

designed for mass production at a considorablp
lower price than Scainmells anl this was formally

adopted for the new barrage,

be powered writh a Ford engine.

Thi s Vvl nch c :)u 1 d

/The
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Tlie L.Z. (Low Zone) Type Kite Balloon.

s. 22930,
:i]ncl. 157B.

Tile first kite 'balloon designed for low

altitude -work was known as the Low lone Kite Balloon

(L.Z. ). iich balloon was to be flown from its own

mobile vanch to 5,000 feet,

feature of these balloons was the strength"" of the

cable which they were designed to carry.

2
were designed and built at the

Loyal Airship Tories, Cardingten, Mr. H. Bateman of

the National Physical Laboratory acting as consult

ant. The design was eYolved from ti..e Single

Observer Type Kite Balloon and was the same in

capacity Lind in the construction of the envelope and

^  stabilisers. The aim was to'constmet a similar

distinctive new1±

1  ■

The balloons

20,000 cubic feet balloon which would fly satis

factorily at moderate heights v/ithout the steadying

effect of basket and observer.

Special features of the L.Z. Type.

The aim of design-was simplicity and robust

ness, and the question of rapid and cheap_ manufacture

anq. maintenance of large quantities of the balloon

s

% ' *

Tor instance, only four 'kindswas not -overlooked.

of proofed fabric wore usedj the rigging and patches

v/ere uf universe.1 design, easily replaced, and the

fewest possible types of cordage were used.

The first four balloons were built at Car-

dington, and L.Z.l. was given very thorough flyin{g
/trials

1. At a conferencG hold at Air Ministry on 24th
July, 1933ii i't had been decided that the breaking

than 3^ tons, this bein
size to withstand impact from

with good prospect of
damaging them and mth the smallest chances of
damage to the cable and balloon.

2. Principal particulars of the L.Z;-

Yolume ; L9,L50 cubic foet.
Length ; 62.8 ie 01.
Maximum di aaie te r 25.2 feet.
Teight; 565 lbs.

The balloon was designed for operation in winds
up to a maximum of 60 m.p.h.

streng:th was to be not les
considored a suitable

certain types of aeroplo.nes

)k>
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trials e.t the end of 1934, while the throe other

halloons were transferred to larkhill in May, 193?

to form a barrage flight.

Sh£(^ •

Air inflation tests showed the envelope

to bo of good shape and to hold pressure well.

valve of the ballonet operated t.yp8The side g

required to be set after being fitted in the

as-

the puri t^' maint aine d

indicated that the rubber .proofing of the envelope

On gassing,balloon.

..1,-nd the gas vcilve seating vfcre satisfactory^.

_''lying Trials,

L.Z.l. was given over 6o trial flights in

t Cardington from October, 1934 to

This long period was necessarjr to

all v/eathers e-i,

nugust, 1935-

discover and eliminate the cause of a troublesorae

a deformation of the lead- -defect in the rudder

i ng e dg e wi t h a f lu11 e i' of the 11;, i 1 i no edge.. .

V

~y^-(„uo-ti 1 ng- t n.c- - lo r o fBoth we cu.red -M e

op-'^o so that all three ^

could bo manufactured rapidly,

L.z.l. reached its designed coiling of

5,000 foet with ease and on one occasion attained

6,000 feet ?dth a gas purity of only 93-3^" ■ I't

was found to handle well near the ground even in

handling party of ungusts to 25 m.p.h., th

trained men never exceeding fifteen.. It nosed

1
into 'Wind quickly giving low cable tensions and

was steady in flight. hap id hauling down trials
/shov/ed

The meiximum momentary cabl-e tension
recorded in strong and gusty vdnd v/as 25 cwts.
Average tensions v/ere between 7 and 15 cw
which were well within the designed cable
f-actor of safety of 2.5-

1.

GS .
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showed little toiidency for the nose to blow in.

t worked well.indicating that tli'c bai^lono

Field Trials of Throe L.Zs. at Larkhill.

Operation tests flying L.Z.2, 3 and 4 tO'

getlier at Hollestone Camp provided the following

inf ormation n-

Balloons, -./hen stationary, could he
s-fely flo
hut 'When under way flying at. about
50c feet, it v/as undesirable- .for t.lie
Y/inches to be closer together than
'400 yards; other\Yise there was risk
of e.ntangiem-ont.

at 200 yard intervals,
s.22930.
.Sncl. 16 6b.

1 i

(ii) An L.Z. balloon, even with a purity
as low as 863, Y/ould attain an
j^ltitude of i’QC-t. Purity Y/as
well iTicdntained -ind if'it fell' to

SVf", it Yfas possible, by letting
up’to pjOfO feet, then' hau-ling dovm
and re-gASsing, to keep up an
average purity of 91'^' without
difficulty.

(iii ) The hydrogen consumption was
reasonable; it avera,ged one bottle
(= 370 cubic feet) a day and, as
topping up required 20 men to bed
doY7n, this Yvas most conveniently
done every third day. One nev7
type tube of 1,250 cubic feet
capacity ?/ould 'be sufficient for
throe or four days.

Ibid,

ncl. 173A.

\

The balloons could be toY/ed^ by
the Ydnch quite steadily at an
air speed of up to 5o m.p.h., the
best towing height in open 'country .
being 300 feet.

IV

(v) The most practical cable speed
both for "letting out" -^nd
"hauling doY/n" proved to be 400
feet a minute, the time taken j:o
pay out from 50O feet to 3,000
feet averaging eleven minutes.

(vi ) It was essential to use trained

personnel to handle the winches.

(vii) Balloons could be moored out
satisfactorily in v/inds up to 75
m.p.h.

/L. Z.

1. Considerable importance was given to
the question of Ydiether balloons could be
tovYed safely at fast road speeds - the'
idea being that in this \7ay balloon
sections, at a 'fe\7 minutes'’ notice, could
be olosed up to form a dense barrag-e at
the anticipated point of attack.

/
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6 into Production.L.Z. Balloons O'
to

The results of this exhaustive series of

The Royal Air-trials v/erc thus very encouraging.

ship rtorks had produced a successful design
/

vath simule Diaintenance o.nd lov; hydrogen consumpt-

S.23SI3.
And. 227B.

ionj iuid the flying cable, v\?inch and chassis were

also considered satisfactory. This type was

accordingly approved in March, 1936 for manu

facture in quantity. Messrs. Bunlops contractedIbid.

:;hicl. 23 lA.
to make thC' next fifty L.as. 5' ‘bo 54 to these

given in Julyspecifications,, and approval v/as

for the construction of a further t'wenty, Nos.

Ibid. '

Enel. 235A.

Ibid.

■j]ncl. 227B. L. ,'3. '55 to 74 by the Royal ^Mrship dorks. In

April the first l. ’^. operation hcuidbook was pre

pared and sent to the Director of Technica.!

dr Council approval beforeDevelopment for

issue to the service.

L.1.2. v^fas used for flying cable impact

tests J.t Portland during June, 1936, and design

Ibid.
Enc 1. 23 IB.

drawings wore prepared in July‘for the experi-

mental flying* of an L.'^. in tandem with a Single

Observer Kite Balloon.

During October, official

of the Dunlop Company visited the Cardington

orkshop

of balloon manufacture, so that by the end of

1936, quantity'' production of balloons for the

lovY barrage had been set in motion.

and employeesO

for instruction in the "Yarious stagvv o

Ibid.

End. 236a.

es

Development Designs.I, 7
#  •

By May, 1^31 seemed that provisions.41339.
Enel. 4A.

for a lev/ altitude barrage protection for

The Royal .-^i re raftLondon had been made.

jtabliadrient impact experiments indicated that ■■as

'  it could probably be made lethal too. It -was

/then
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thon realisGcl that the chief factor limiting the

extension of such barrage to other localities wasPict

Ithough thea question of money and manpower.

L.t, vYas intended only for Io'vY altitude^ it YTaa

not a small or iiiexpensire balloon (about 20,000

cubic feet)

IL

nd a crew of f least ten was requi0.0 red

to ho.ndle itr organisation and hydrogen 'were costly.

It “vvas considered the.t there would be no

difficulty in producing a much smellier and more

handy balloon of 5?000 cubic feet capable of flyingtkiS
.. »•

IjO-lieoC
at 5? 000 feet with a lighter ciable.

t^'.d that Wi-O'''']M«lati.iriQ.l-y...o.IrCT'a^Ss5

■t-

i  a

vpera-

net1^ -o

150T

necosso.rily lethal, might augment the London low
li

altitude L.7.. barrage Lind be extended to other

<x areas.

In august, 1937i. steps vvero taken to

Ibid.
Unci. 12 a

timate the volumes and blowing-avrajr speeds of

balloons of shape \;hen lifting cables of

C'
o o

x •

Report by
Chief Super
intendent,
R.A.O.

various strengths - 2-.'-- tons, 1 tons and 1 ton

to p,000 feet.

It -was learned from the Director of the

that at 6,000 feet, v/indsMeteorological Office

of over 8 0 rn.p.h.

ill' South-east England and the South Midlo.nds, so

were 01 very rare occurrence

that a cabl of rather more than one ton brea,king.o
o

strength would suffice to hold the balloon, while

a 2- ton cable would ensure that tho cable vrould

strong enough to cut into the leading edge ofbe

ail ai rc raf t.

L. Z , /a .Th O'

On the basis of these data, a conference

hold at the Royal Airship ’lorks on 25th August,

decided that, v/ith refinements in design, a cotton
/fabric
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lloon of 11,poo cubic feet could be

adopted, carrying a 2ry ton cable

would damage aircreift travelling at IpO m.p.h.

ground speed.

fabric 1- ■-->

nd that thisu.

^Ourther impact trials were to

By September, tlie design of tlie

11, poo cubic feet L.S./l. balloon vYas well

confirm this.

advanced and approval had been, given for the

construction of f-our of those at Cardington.

type later became obsolete because pro.ctical

experience of stormy conditions slioY/od tho.t*^an ,h-

The

o^vpxa stronger balloon and cable were needed,’'‘'and

the 20,000 cub
A

bic foot 1. Z./C. , carrying a j' -

:‘A ’ '■

cable, superseded L.Z./bx.

- >■

-i V..--•Jr/B.The

,ao43-B/37.
'  48 B.

< A sac end modificati on, the L.Z./b. of

which four were also ordered in 1938, was an

attempt to construct a ll,p00 cubic feet low

Bnc 1.

barrage balloon on the expansible cord system,

Ibid.

:Tncl. 55A.
but difficulties wore encountered vdth friction

between the rubber cords and the envelope, and

excess pressures, and the first sample L.Z./B.I.

burst in the air at 3? 000 feet during its triad

flight. Although the cause of the failure was

Ibid,

ancl, 57A.

not solved and a different design of gore -

double expanding one w/as fitted to L.Z./B.2.

alloons, with an expansible portion in

lieu of ballonet, did not seem likely to prove

a success for loYv barrage purposes.

The L.Z./C.

these 1-v
JJ

A third type, the L.Z./C.Ibid.
M. 54.

also

intended as a development and replacement- type

for the original L.Z. model designed in- \Yas

October, 1938. By this time the Air Staff had
/decided
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dccidcd. tiiat^ ovTing to the difficulty of handling

round in high winds, it was

future types should he capable

of flying in any Vvoathor conditions other;.than the

exceptional go.los likely to occur only

balloons near the c"
O

dosirablo that the

once or

Ibid,

'jnc 1. P3--

Ibid,

fncl.

todcc ^ year. These balloon

the 20,000 cubic foot sice an

v/ore not to exceed.Q
o

d so become unmanage

able .

The L.l./C. 7/as an endcaTour to moot this

increased breaking-a’way speed and to incorpora,te

Iso non-me tallic

lightning

rigging as a protection agains
o

t'roke.,q

t

159 Ten balloons had been destroyed by

at Cardington in

lightning

September, I937 and a small expert

(37 )

c oromi ttec had been inyestiq-nting the v/hole question

of the effect of electrical atmospheric disturbances

iO

o

3 7 . on in00red ball0ons .
Incl, 6OB.

As a result it was decided to

replace steel rigging 7vdth non tallic rigging;1x0

but considerable research was necessary before

p.atches which would take the non-motallic rigging

cvolwed.wort

/Ooction /.
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SECTIOH 1, ,

BALLOON DEEE!I\TCES ACCUPT.ilD.

The Sub-Committee on Mr Defence Research.

s.22930/11.
Snol. 8A.

Early in 193^? the 8th meeting of the Sab-

Committee on i^ir Defence Research, it v^as decided

that r-

(a) The Air Ministry 'should consider the

number of balloons required for low

altitude barrages,

(b) The Air Staff and General Staff should

investigate and report upon the

provision and training of personnel

for the operation of balloon barrages,

(c) On the assumption that the balloon

is an effective means of defence,

the Air Staff and General Staff

Should consider and report on the

best location or locations for balloon

barr^-iges, havin;

of attacking and defending aircraft.

regard to the tactics

The Air Staff View.

The Mr Staff considered that in view of theIbid.

,  limited experience available in the operational

handling of balloon barrages, and of the. possibility?-

that the experiments that were in progress at thi

time^ might materially affect balloon and'cable

design, protection.by balloons should begin by

the implementing, in stages, of a scheme for a

continuous low barrage covering the central portions

This scheme comprised

t)

of London and the dock area.

/a

1. See pp.
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a circlG of approximately seven miles radius

from Cliaring Cross with an extension along the

Thornes eastY/ards to the vicinity of jSrith.

aim Y/as to form a continuous harrage^ but the

exigencies of open spaces suitable for siting

would necessitate an irregular perimeter and the

staggering of various sections of the barrage.

The effect of such a barrage, it was suggested,

wouTd be to induce enemy aircraft to approach the

protected area at .a height suitable for their

engagement by gunfire and by fighter aircraft.

RecLuirements for the London Barrage.

The

It YTas estimated that approximately 4^0

balloons of 20,000 cubic'feet capacity would be-.

req.uired for the completed London scheme,

would provide an average spacing of nine balloons

a mile} a density giving^a 1 in lO chance of

T.hese

contact with an aircraft of 6o feet span for each
■|

passage through the barrage. It would probably

be unnecessary, particularly at the outset of

hostilities, to close the barrage at the western

side of London;, but if the enemy intelligence

efficient,

v;e re

raiding aircraft might tend to utilise

westerly lines of approach for low flying attack,
and it was considered desirable,

this quarter should be fully reconnoitred

therefore, that

so

that the barrage could be completed at short

notice.

The Air .Staff recommended that the

question of providing balloon barrages for other .  I '

vital targets should be deferred until more

/handling
If Ro difficulty was anticipated in spacing
20,000 cubic feet balloons, 9 per mile. ' In
favourable circumstances, the” Air Staff con
sidered tliGY- could probably be operated at

, 150 yard intervals.
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xisting 20j000 cubichandling experience of the

feet balloon had bean obtained and until the expert

O

ments on the daiiiago likely to be sustained by the

aircraft after impact vath the various typos of .

svliilst the Aircable 'had progressed further.

Staff were aware of the desirability of protecting .

such important targets as Billingham-on-Tees, the3r

felt it would be difficult to make a sound selection

of locations for balloon barrages until the industrial

reconnaissance, ?diich had been initiated by the

lioinc Defence Committee^ had proceeded further.

Qrg ani.sjxti pn.

Because of the necessity for close co

operation with fighter aircraft, it was. considered

that balloon barrages should, in the form of a

balloon group, constitute an integral part of the

2
Fighter CommandRoyal Air Force, placed under the

for administration, training and operations.

Pending practical experience, efficient operational

units could be formed on an auxiliary basis with a

total of 10'"'' full-time personnel, either service or

civilian, for maintenance and instructional duties.

;3ither the Royal Airship yorks at Cardington or the

Royal Air Force Balloon Centre at Rollestone Camp

could be utilised as a training centre for the full

time nucleus and a detailed inv tigation was beingos

3
made into their respective merits.

3nall units being uneconomical, it was

recormaended that the balloon barrage organisation-

should co-nsist of wings of four or five squadrons,

/each

1. Se e pp.

2. -Formerly Air Defence of Great Britain.

3. Ca.rdington was ultimately chosen.
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each squadron having five flights and each flight

A suitable first step to

implement the suggested London barrage v/ould be

the provision and training of the 10^' full-time

This cadre, subsequently to be-embodied

having ten balloons.

personnel.

.  into the auxiliary units, would, with the corres

ponding amount of equipment. uffice for approxi

mately five miles of barrage, being equivalent to

one squadron of fifty balloons. In a sudden

emergency, this force could be distributed across

the most probable lines of enemy approach betvreen

the north-east and the south-west of London.

Costs.

The folloYiTing estimates were suggested as

cock-shy.a

(a) Cost of baLloons and hydrogen

equipment for 50 miies of low

barrage, 9 balloons a mile. .. eSOO, 000

Corresponding operating and

maintenance loorsonnel,

excluding supply services.,

(c ) . The 10;"' regular nucleus

would be 500 men, and the

cost of its equipment v/ould

(b)

£5,000

be ■'380, 000

Jar ^ Offic e Informed.

The next move was for the Air Council to

inform the Jar Office of these views and at the

some time to skate that it vras their opinion that

the responsibility for the provision and training

of personnel for the balloon barrages should rest
s. 22930/11.
.iincl. 14A.

with the Air Mnistry. This v/as done in April,

1936, the Air Council, adding that the technical
/development
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)

doYolopment and supply of balloon equipment was

already an Air Ministry responsibility,

out, also, that of tho 5?000 airmen required to man

the barrage many might be of an age that would render

It was pointed

them unsuitable for other foms of service', in

particular, tho territorial army.

ag;reed with these views, but requested that in the

event of experience showing that balloon barrages

The I'ar Office

Ibid.

jJincl. 17

would be noc ary for the defence of ports abroad,

or for tli€ Field Force, the Air Council should satisfy

P C3 Q
O O

these requirements.

_Fi_rst jliquipmont Ordered._

Meanv/hile, steps had been taken to put into

nd, on the

2'5th May, 1936, the Secretary of State for Air

(Miscount SvTinton) stated that the first move should

effoct the Air Staff's recommendationio Cil

Ibid.

•And, 17B.

be the ordering of the equipment for forty-fivo

balloons. This ?/as a necessary preliminary to the

full production of the five hundred balloons which

were required for tho London barrage scheme.

The Cub-Committee on Air Defence Research

having approved the low altitude balloon barrage in

principle^ Lord S’/vinton had spoken to Sir '.Yarren

Fisher (Pemaajient Secretary to the Treasury) who

agreed that firm orders should be placed immediately

for all the equipment for the forty-five balloons.

Having gained experience, from this it would be possible

to put fonvard to the Treasury Inter™Services Committee

the plan for the production of the balance of the

five hundred. It would also bo necessar3'' to put

forward to the Treasurj/' a complete scheme for the

formation, accommodation and training of tho personnol.

/Memorandum,

At the 9'th, meeting.1.
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Mcmorandum by the SeGretary of State for Air.

Before anything further could be done, how

ever, it was. essential that authority to go ahead

should bo received from the Committee of Imperial

Thus, on the l6th July, 1936, the

following memorandum'by the Secretary of State for

;0e fence.C .1 .D,

234h,

Air was issued

'I think I ought to obtain formal covering
authority from the Committee of Imperial
Defence for the complete balloon barrage
for the defence of the London area. This

question has already been fully con-
sidered by the Air Staff, the Air Defence
of Great Britain Committee, and by the
Air Defence Research Cofiimittee.

complete low altitude balloon barrage
is an integral part of the air defence
of Lo.ndon, This is a lo?/ balloon b£irrage
of an altitude of approximately 3?000
feet, and is independent of the develop
ments which, by pooling experiments with
the French Government, v/e hope y/ill
result in a feasible high altitude
barrage near the coast.

The number of balloons for the complete
London defence is 430. i The Treasury have,
authorised the orders for the first 50
of these bo-lloons. The specification
for balloons, winches and lorries is
already out, and we aro proceeding with
•the necessary orders. In the light of
this experience, the ...dr Ministry- will
be lable to decide the quickest and most
economical way of securing full' equipment,
and the proposals for this will be
submitted to the Treasury Inter-Services
Coimnittoe in the regular manner. But I
underst.and from the Treasury that they
would v'/i sh formal approval by the
Committee of Imperi..,! Defence for the plan.

Delays which must inevitably occur in
the supply of other elements in air defence
make it the more necessary tha,t the London
balloon barrage should be put in hand .and
completed as soon as possible. I hope we
shall have our plans ready to put before
the.Inter-Servicos Committee before the

Committeo of Imperial Defence m-eets again
after the holidays, o,nd I take this oppor
tunity of asking for the necessary covering
authority.

U

Home Defence Gommittee ' a Hecormmendations .

C .1 ,D.

237 a.
A week later, on the 23rd July, the Home

Defence ,3ub-Committoe of the Committee of Imperial
/Dof enc e
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Defence, also i ued a memorandum on low balloono o
o o

barrages. Their recoramendati ons were similar to

those of the Air otaff, but they added a proviso to

the effect that whilst they', appreciated that the

primary requirement v/as the provision of a low

barrage for the defence of london, they would like a

part of'the balloon barrage to be regarded, in the

same way as part of the guns and searchlights, as a

The adoption of such a plan would enable

barrages, or a portion of a barrage, to be moved for

the defence of other vital areas

pool.

should the' necessity

arise, and would have the advantage of keeping the

exiemy in doubt where they would encounter a barrage.

Committee of Imperial Defence Approves the Barrage.

Minutes of
the 281st

. meeting of
the C.I.D,

30th July,
1936,

These memoranda came up.for the considerat

ion of the Committee of Imperial Defence at their

281st meeting held on the 30th July, I936,

The CoiTimittee ap-jroved

'’the provision of the complete barrage
proposed, consisting of 4)0 balloons
with the necessary equipment and ,
personnel, the quickest ^^ld most
economical way of Securing this
additional equipment being discussed
with the Treasury Inter-.Services
Committee in the ordinary manner.”

Thej!' also took note of a statement by the

3ecretar3/’ of -3ta,te for Air, in which he explained

the present position with regard to high altitude

balloon defence. This was less satisfactory than

had at first been thought. Contacts had been

established with the French with the object of

obtaining their experience in this form of defence,

but the Air Ministry had been misled as to the ektent

of the French preparations and, in fact, at the

moment there only existed one such balloon in France.

There were also certain difficulties with the
/French
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Prench couLpany which Yms-undertaking the construct

ion of this equipment.

Lord .owinton proposed as a first step to

have a talk with the French Military Staff and find

out hov/ they were proposing to obtain the equipment

from the company in question and in the light of

that•discussion, to determine the best methods of

approach by. the Air Ministry.

In reply to a query from Sir Samuel Hoare,

Lord Swinton confirmed that,

carried on in this-country and,

wrong with the French company, he hoped it would

be possible to design and construct the equipment

In any case it would be much simpler to

copy the French design.

experiments were being

if thing.s went

here.

firrther progress Note by Chief of yiir Staff.

By October the- London balloon barrage scheme

had advanced sufficiently for the Chief of Air Staff

to issue a further not to the Corrmiittee of Imperiale

Defence outlining progress.

C .1 .D.

24 2A, stated that there ’.were serious objections

to linking the balloon foro

Auxiliary Air .Force squadrons^ ,and it had been

decided that,

He

with the operational

1

as a first step, quadron

should have a separate headquarters though

use should be made of the Auxiliary Air Force

each balloon s

s ome

Stations later on. I'he accommodation at each

'/he adqu art e r s

1. The proposal that a start should be made with
the balloon barrage by building balloon squadrons
on to the existing London A.A.F. squadrons had
been put forward by the Air Member'for Personnel,
The main objection to this was that it v/as
desirable^to recruit each particular balloon
squadron from the district in which it was des
tined to serve. Hith the possible exception
of Hendon, however, none of the A.A.F. stations
was conveniently situated for this purpose and,
in any case, the start ?ras to be made in the
east of London, and not in the.west.
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headquarters would comprise a balloon shed, a store

where the balloons and other equipment could be

kept, a drill hall and barrack accommodation for

about fiftj.'- men..

.dmihi strati on of Balloon Force.

The balloon force ?/ould be administered as a

separate, organisation under a senior officer

initially the administration might be undertaken b5?-

ITo. 6 (nuxiliary ) Group,

commanded by a non-regular squadron leader assisted

by a regular adjutant; retired officers might be

appointed to some of’ the adjutant posts later. The

flight commanders would be non-regular,

would be the balloon crews, with the exception of

one rigger/vanch-driver for each balloon,

of a balloon crew was still to be determined, but

ten was regarded as the maximum.

Preliminary JTraining_.

AS a preliminary step to providing the regular

perso.niiel, fifty riggers and fifty winch-drivers

were being;' trained, at Larkhill and were due to

to Cardlngton in December.

ou 0

dacli squadron 7\fould be

as also

The 'Size

go

The intention vras that

they should be trained there for the combined trade

of rigger/winch-driver and subsequently undertake .

at Cardlngton th

crafthands for the saime duties.

training of three hundred air-

A further hundred

aircrafthands ?/ould also be trained at Larkhill when

the present course vms finished. This would provide

the full complement of five .hundred regular rigger/

Y/inch-drivers which the scheme required.

Uniforms and Pay.

It was intended that the balloon force should

be provided with unifom under the saiiie reg^ulations

as applied to the Auxiliary i\lr Force. The
/personnel
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personnel 7\rould not wear wings, but would be

Tided -vTith a separate badge,

that their pay should be

territorial personnel

guns and searchlights.

Age^Jlaini t^_,

1
It was propo

in line with that f

serving on anti-aircraf

pro-

or

dQ .O

t

lUbject to agreement with the territorial

the .age limit for personnel 'wouloassociations, d

be

OTficer_s_.’ 32 to pO so as not to inter- -
fere

32 to >0 with a proviso that
IJ.C.O

to 55.^

with flying personnel.

could be-extended.C5

Aimen :

Eallqon,3_ -and Vinohes.

The follovying; orders had been placed w-

Balloon c?
O  o

3Dunlops. Contract 50.

Deliveries due to ^

vath 3 in January, I937,
rising to 30 a month in
July, Gomplete

140.

Deliveries promised'.^
20 by the list December,

■  1936, and 10 a month there
after.

To complete 20 by the end
of December, I936.

/Cables

Ho badge ?/as

I.T.P. 230

c ommenc e

February, I

I. TAP.

938.

H.F.D.Co.

Cardington.

1. This

ever issued.
mato ter wa not pursued.

2. OvYing; to the disappointing
appeal for recruits
was lowered.

response to the
the ago limit for ai nr on

^  ii"- Februai-y, 1939^ the 4th
.di .ion of Air Ministry Pamphlet 64 laid down--

o-?’ - Canal dates must have attained their
4ptn birthday but must not.normallv have
passed the age of 30 except that men under
the age of 2p may be accepted provided they
are no-b physically fit for ordinary enlist
ment in the Auxiliar3r Air Fore 3 but other
wise attain the medical standard laid down."
^  Instrucbions to Proceed," Given as a

lirninaiT order in cases whore a contract had not
already been placed but where manufacture wa.s
not -CO be held up on-that account.

3. FT

pre -
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Cables. 50 - 7;000 feet cables for the
f*!rst 5o balloons had been
ordered and 11 of these had been
dellA^ered. Tenders had been
invited for the cables for.further
balloons and no difficulty Yvas
'anticipated V'/ith regard to delivery.

A winch had to be considered v/ith
power unit, gearbox, etc. mounted
on a lorry chassis. An initial

order for 47 v;inches had been placed
with Messrs. .Sc^ilrilnGll and delivery
of the first trial.winch was
expected by the 21st October.
If satisfactory, bul.k deliveries
v/ero promised, p by the middle of
Uovember, followed by weekly ■ ■
deliveries,
of December.£ornpl8ting by the end

inches.

These winches were being fitted with Crossley

power units, which were also on order. No difficulty

delivery of the power

complete with power units

would be mounted on Crossley fire-tender chassis.

■was expected in obtaining

The ?/inchea,unit c»
o •

An order'had been plcAced for 46 chassis,
21 had been delivered,
before the

and the balance v/

end of the year

of which

as expected

.

About 450 additional winches were required
for the complete scheme and tenders had been

invited for quantities up to 1,000 on tho basis of
Crossley po

mitted quotations which could b

regard to design, price and delivery.
.Scammell and '.7ild.

r units. T?;o firms only had sub-
,0

considered havinga

These were

The price of the .Scammell winch was

appreciably higher. Delivery was

V.

. promised 'at the

rate of Ip to 25 winches a week,
from the placing of the contract and

according to the size of the order,

however,

coiiumencing a

10 ‘weeks

It was n

considered safe to place complete

fter

ot,

/reliance

Aeronautical Production,
expected that only about 10 in all
delivered by that time.

1. The Director of
h.ow0ver,
would be
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reliance upon this promise,

i^ilds had offered a winch specially designed

for mass-production^ at a lower price^ with a

delivery of 10 per -week after 12 to I3 weeks. This

ou'Gput could be increased at an extra charge.

From the point of view- of design, technical

opinion favoured the lild winch.
\

If their promised delivery satisfied require-' ■

ments, there- seemed to bo good, reason for. placing
the whole o.f the order with them,

hand, even if> their prograrmne was fully realised,

itVT-ould run very close to delivor3/" requirements,

and the Chief of Air Staff suggested that it might

be safer.to divide the initial order, giving the

major portion t® Hid and the remainder to Scammell.

.kither winch could be prob.ably fitted with the

cheaper Ford V8 engine, which -was at this time

being tested on a ,fild winch for comparison with

the Crossley engine.

The typo of chassis on which the new winches

should be fitted was still to be settled,

ternatives ¥/ere -the Crossley chassis, the Ford

.Sussex chassis, or 'the .Straussler trailer.

.  difficulties were anticipated in obtaining supplies

^ of any of these to keep pace mtli the v/inches,

and 100 Ford .Sussex chassis cquld bo made available.

Hydrogen.

On the other

The al-

Ko

It was at first intended that the whole
-  . I

-the hydrogen required for the balloon force should,

be obtained-from e;as works but, in view of their

vulnerability, one-third of the total require

ment v/ould bo .met by mobile silicol plants. A

new type of silicol plant had been ordered from

France for experimental purposes.

of
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It v/as considered that three gas works would

suffioGj one 01 which might he the Fuel Research

Special plant would have

to be installed at a cost of about €19,000.

It was ostiraated that 17,000 cylinders would be

required for distributing the hydrogen and so far

supply action had not gone beyond obtaining tenders

for the 1,740 cylinders required for the first 50

A new type of 600 cubic feet high pressure

cylinder was rocommonded,

had quoted for these Y/as Messr

‘  Iheir quotation was regarded

amounted to a total of 128,700 as against the

The delivery

Another firm

Station, Fast Greenwich.

balloons.

and the only firm that

Chesterfield,

on the high side and

b •

O Q

1

Treasury authorisation of €25,000.

week aftor 14 weeks.offered was I50 cl

had quoted for the older typo cylinder with a lower

Ghester--pressure and only 400 cubic feet capacity,

fields revised proposals, for accelerated delivery

The Chief of air Staff consideredwere awaited,

that it might be possible to interest,more firms in

this supply- in. view of the much larger quantity in

Ho added that an enquiry had been sent to

by the Director of

Aeronautical Production as to the possibility of

prospect,

the Air Attache, thshingtoii

obtaining cylinders from America.

Comiaittee of Imperial DefenG_G_
Auth~6risea" Bal 100n „.^rn •

The subject of balloon defences again came

before the Committee of Inijerial Defence on 29th

The Secretary of iState for Air informedOctober,

the Comraittee that he had circu3.ated a full state-

Minutes of

233rd Meeting
of C .1 .D,

ment of the Air Ministry proposals to the Committee ,

This would be circulated to the
/C orami ttee

Fo^r^urther details concerning the cost 0
London balloon barrage see pp.

of Ministers.

■ho1.
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Committee of Imperial Defence for information^

they in turn, agreed that, subject to the con

currence of the Treasury in the estimates that were

and,

nov/ being submitted to them full authority should

be given- to the Air Ministry to proceed with the

provision of the balloon'barrage scheme for London.

Balloons and the Two-pounder Pom-Pom.

Lord Swinton then referred to the question

of low flying vfhich had considerable bearing upon

the balloon barrage problem. It was being suggest

ed that the two-pounder pom-pom was the -weapon v/hich

should be employed. The danger of fallin

from these weapons in close defence should not bo

shellsrr

overlooked and he thought the possibilities of

extending balloon barrages as 'an alternative means

of local defence against low flying should bo given

Sir Maurice Honkey, in reply,

stated that the Home Defence Sub-Committeo

Air Defence of Great Britain was at the moment con

c o.nsiderati on.

on the

si do ring the question 'of the best gun for

defence against lov/ flying,

Committee of the Homo Defence Committee,

engaged on a survey of the vital points in th

c ountry,

use

and that another

whic

was giving consideration to the best

 in

Sub--

h was

0

means of providing the requisite local defence

of vital points. This would include the examinat

ion of the need for balloon barrages at places

other than London.

Delays in Treasury Approval.

The higher policy having been agreed upon,

the Air Ministry set to work to put the scheme
/into

1. Subsequently circulated
Ho. 242A.

.I.D. paperLlS'
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into effect as quickly t_  as poasilDle although lack of

Treasury approval acted as a brake on progress. On

th 24th October5 the Air Ministry had given the

Treasury a gonoral note on the financial cost.

Broadly there was, or

0

0 the Air Ministry3.443:36.
.3nc 1, 1A.

thought, a clear understanding between the Depart

ments that the Air Ministry should proceed with the

o
o

IB*..

various clouionts of the .scheme, coming to the Treasury

for the particular services in detail. The Air

Ministry, therefore, 'went ahead with the essentialCl n
K-l

elements, with the concurrence of the Treasury,

placing contracts for iDalloon and other equipment,

arranging for the special motor transuort that

O

as

necessary and training the nucleus of the personnel.

On the 1st March, 1937? an outline of the

proposals for the provision of lands and buildings

to complete the general picture v/as put to the

Treasury Inter-Services Committee. On^ account of the

ever increasing cost, these were held over for

reference to the Chancellor of the '.exchequer vMio, on

giving them hi c onaideration. decided that he couldO

not approve of the proposals until a full report on

the complete scheme he.d bee.n submitted to, and re

considered bur. th

Sub ~C ommit too.

Defence Policy and Requirements.-'1

Mr. Seville Ghanberlain had comeIbid.

.  Mncl. 3A.
to this decision because -

'an the first place I think that the
initial cost and maintenance cost of

the scheme (approximately £2,400,000)
should bo brought home to the Air
Defence Research Committee so that

they raay 'weigh up the expenditure
involved with the gain to our defences
to be derived from this fom of air

defence, in the light of laost recent
investigations. Secondly, I gather
that no inconsiderable part of the
cost of the Gchemc in its present fom
is attributable to the assumption that
the barrage must be capable of being
.mobilised -at very short notice.

W

/In
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Ibid.

iicl, lA.
In coning to this decision, the Ghancollor

had placed the Air Ministry in a v^ry awkward

position. By this time three parts of their scheno

had been virtually conplotcd and ITo. 30 (Balloon

Barrage) Group had been fornally established. Sone

400 aiiTicn wore either in,

training^ 300 balloon

delivered, and the ronaindcr were

at the rate of 20 or 30 a nonth. Mindies and prime

novora were coning in at a rate of 10 or more each

or had conpleted,. their

had been ordered; 5'0 boob n

coning forward

Y/oek Tvhilc 10,000 hydrog'on cylinders and 430

trailers had been o.rderod, ond the arrangeraonts

for the hydrogen supply Y/ore being worked- out' with

the gas corapanies concerned. In Parlianent,

nonbers had repeatedly asked when the barrage was■

likely'to be corapleted. hov; the whole project Y^as

to be suspended and. nadc ernbarassingly useless

for \Yant of authority to proceed with acconmiodation.

Chaabcrlain was not ins-ensible to the

Air Ministry's predicament and therefore

authoritj? for

Mr.

gave

land purchase for the depot atcl

Ibid,
unci.

Ivi dbrooko.

po_fpne e_ C_oi:rai;U:ec_Jfc_“C onspdors
10 on_

On the 23th May, 1937? the Secretarj^ of

State for Air (Miscount &Yinton) infomod the

Chancellor that the Air Defence

presided over by Sir Henry Tiznrd,

A1

the Value of B

Re sc arc h C on i

Ibid.
Oriel. 7A.

i 11 ee,

had re-■considered

the question of the balloon barrag'c and iiad come

to the 'conclusion that recent oxperiraonts^ wi th

balloons had increasod the intrinsic value and

importance of the low altitude barrage and that
/it

1. Ihe introduction of the Double Parachute
Link, see pp.
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it was in fact a nore valuabl ncans of dofence thane

had originalljr been thought,

had also reported that these other oxperinonts had

not reduced the valu

Moreover, the Corinit

of the low 'altitude barrage

tao

by

providing alturiiative nothods of defence at low •

altitudes. The nost valuable of them had been the

1■r.d.f. scheme for loco-ting and tracing the progress

of attacking fornations of aircraft. These exDori"

nonts had shown already that the higher the aircraft

the easier and nore effective the location. Thus,

the various methods of defence 7/ere proving to be

c oraplG.aentary,

craft v/as nost effective at high n.ltitudesj the anti

aircraft gun 7/as nost effective at the medium al

titudes; and th

as being the most effective, and indeed, the only

effective defonoe, at lev/ altitudes.

The detection and location of air

bo.lloon barrage was establishedriKJ

In these

circumstances Lord l7/inton asked tli ChancellornU

for the necessary financial authorit3/- for the com

pletion of. the London scheme,

Ministry would' take care to avoid, any unnecessary

expenditure in the ostatlislment of the depots and

t r ai ni ng c o nt ro s,

ci-dding that the Air

Sir John .Simon' s Yie-ws.

Ibid.
.Enel.

- 19/6/37.

Eut financial authority vras not forthcoming

as easily as this. By this time Mr. Novillo

Chamberlain had become Prime Minister and it was

his successor', Sir John Simon, who now continued

the economy campaign. Sir John, having surveyed

the defence programnies frora the financial side,

viewed the position vyith "the utmost gravity.
/The re

TI

Radio Direction Finding - i.e. Radar.1.
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Tlrere was some justification for this view, for

not onl3r had the estimates of costs for carrying out

the various defence prograrames risen steadily,

but there appeared to be no sign that finality was

approaching. -tven more serious was the fact that

the forecast of the normal maintenance costs of

the defence services {when, the expansion pro-

graames had been' c ompleted with the aid of money

borrowed under the Defence Loan Act) seemed likely

to be greatly in exce of any figure y/hich hado o
o o

been contemplated. Unless the matter was dealt

with promptly, the country v/ould be faced with

nonnal maintenance costs far beyond anything that

could be found out of ordino.ry revenue. There was

a danger as the Chancellor stated -

Ibid.

Unci, 9A.
"that the Ship’ of State may be per
manently submerged by an im-possible
burden of defence expenditure."

Por these reasons Sir loan looked with some little

anxiety on a scheme which

"when it was stated a year ago, 'was
estimated to cost about one million
pounds and is now estiiiiated to cost
2-^-mi Hi on pounds."

Purthermore he was of the opinion that the

balloon barrage scheme had by no means reached

maturity and that, as new experiments Y^ere carried

out, it might be found necessary to effect important

modifications in order to make it fully effective.

He felt, therefore., that it T\ras only right to

warn Lord iSv/inton that if, at a later stage, the

■Air Ministry asked sanction for additional

expenditure, either on the construction of a new

balloon barrag;e at other centres or on improve-'

mentj in the existing barrage, it might well be

that sanction would not be forthcomin/g.
.  /In
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In these circumstances he suggested that the

whole matter should loe fully reviewed; that the .iir

Kinistry should consider v/hether the contracts v/hich

had been placed for the material and equipment for

the barr.age ought not to be modified or suspended

until further experiments had been carried out.

anjr case, the Chancellor re-affimed his predecessor's

view that it 'was desirable .that the scheme should

again be brought before the Defence Requirements

■Committee.

In the meantirae, appreciating that the Goverrmient

'was committed to a balloon barrage scheme for London,

that there

In

the Chancellor gave instructions to ensur

if r ^

V7as no delay in giving authority for the necessary

This, at least, gave

opportunity of commencing the

o

depots and training centres.

the Air Ministry the

training of the auxiliary staff.

In reply to these views. Lord S\7inton pointed out

that ’While he agreed that there 'wa,s a need for a

complete review of future pro-grarmnes, he had no

i.ritention of submitting plans for nev7 balloon barrages

in advance of that: nor indeed did he have any

i-il review had beenimmediate proposals in view,

carried out of the equipment po-sition and, though

the greater part had been ordered, it was proposed

to suspend action on further orders until such time

i t.CLvailable to utilias the personnel, was

This resulted in some .-£300,000 worth of orders being

deferred and went a long way to meet the Chancellor

se

!  c?
4.J

point.

/Cection 8.
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SECTION 8.

It is appropriate no?/ to turn to the more

practical side of the foraiation of the London Balloon

Barrage.

The first moves in this direction ?Yere to form

a suitable organisation to administer the barrage;

sites from which to fly the balloons;

rrnark buildings that would serve as flight and

sfluadron headquarters, and to select sites for th

four main depots ??hich would be neces

recruiting, training and equipment storage.

The Chief of Air Staff felt that there ?/as no

to find suitable

to o Cl

ry forsa

s.22930.
:licl. 34

30/9/36.
J-i.

time to lose and intimated in September, 1936, that

he ‘Wished to see the ?/hole scheme in being by the

end of the following year. Unfortunately, nobody

realised the magnitude or complexity of the novel

problem with ?/hich the Air Staff ??ere faced and the

%

many difficulties that presented themselves effect

ively prevented the fulfilment of what

c i reunstanc e s, an inip 0

Formation of No. 30 /Balloon _Ban9rag:e_) Group.

The choice of t'wo organisations to administer

barrage presented itself; either to place the

6  (Auxi1iary ) Group, whic h

■was already seriously overloaded T/ith the ??ork of

forming ne?/ flying squadrons,

v'/as, in the

ible task.o cj

the

administration under No.

as the Chief ofor,

■ii-ir Gtaff himself preferred, to create cm entirely

separate organisation. In either case the operat

ional control of the barrage and the training must

of necessity be vested in the Air Officer Command-

in-Chief, Fighter Command, ?Tho ?vas responsible

for the whole air defence of Great Britain.
/The

in?
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«

S.P.M.77.
3/4/37.

The decision v/as reached to create a new

organisation^ and No. 30 (Balloon Barrage) Group

was accordingly fomed within Nightor Comaand on

17th March, I937.

The group was to take entire administrative

charge of the balloon barrage organisation and to

command the four balloon depots and ten squadrons

of T/hich' the barrage was to consist, while its co
ordination at Air Ministry \Tas transferred from the

Deputy Chief of Air Staff to the Director of

S.718552.
-Sncl. 13 a.
15/3/37.

Organ! ti on. A specialist brooich (0.4. ) was

formed under the Deputy Director of peace Orgojiisat-

Q raO LJi

ion to deal T/ith all organisational aspects,

ir Commodore J. G. Hearson, Boyal Air Force

(retired) had been attached to ^tir Ministry in ,

1937j to act in an advisory capacity,

and to assist in the developncxat of the barrage

organisation, and on 1st May, 1937, he was

Air Officer Coramanding the neV'T group,

immediate task was to look for a home for his

group headquarter

ci-nd acc oiiumodati on was found,

X'J-

February,

appoin

His

in the centre of the barrage,

after some difficulty

E.P.M. 70.
15/2/37.

30Group.
Form 340.
P.l.

ted

,

at Kelvin House, Clevelazid Street, London, w.l.

Cl
ij>

Ibid.
P.2.

On 8th October, 1937? Air Officer Commanding
with his staff^moved into the

3311X95:.-X?,,.BjJj-jlpoA. Sil.Qs.

The main problem up to this time had been

new quarters.O p

that of fi.nding open sites in the London

from which it would be po ible to fly ba

area

lloons,
/The

staff at this time- consisted of

ss

30 Group
Form 540,
P.l.

1. Th ■a;

Group Captain W. C. Hicks,
Senior Air Staff Officer.

Group Captain F, A. Baldwin,
Technical Advisor.

Squadron Loader H. Dawes,
Senior Personnel Staff Officer,

Flying Officer .-i. Green,
Air Staff Officer.
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The matter had already been given a good deal of

thought for some months before any formal organisat

ion was considered, and tho Chief of Air Staff had

been in touch with Colonel J. D. Mackworth,

with ’Vide experience of balloons in the First '-Torld

an officeE.P.M.36.
21/4/36.

 I

.'far, to ask if ho would be prepared to assist in the

development of a balloon barrage

therefore, in Juno, 1936,

org ani sati on. ^’lien,

the question arose of the ..M.44.

30/6/36.
—■ « .u

appointment of an .officer under the Deputy C.hief of

Air Staff to advise on the many questions that vrould

Ise on ba.lloon matters, the Chief of Air Staff was-

able to recororac-nd Colonel Monkworth. This officer

F.P.M.47.
21/7/36.

took up his duties in the following month and,

appreciating that a very considerable amount of Y'jorlz

s.39216.
■j/r 1

would have to be done, appli.ed for th

t'wo officers in order that the actual

assistance of

survey might

soon as possible,

the investigation of sit

3gin 1 CJ Their duti would coveres

, not only for the balloons,

squadron and centre head-

a result, two retired officers, ling

Maude, Hoyal Air Force,' /uid Coromander

Unsley, Eoya,l Navy, v/ere aippointed.

vents transpired Colonel Mackworth went sick in

Dec ember, 1936 and was never abl

y/hile Command.jr ;tlnslcy died,

Maude to carry on single-handed,

preliminary work had been done, although to some

CJ

but also for the flight,

quarters. AS

Go./amander C. - n*

J. But as11^ •

e

e to return to duty,

le avi ng ,7ing C ommande r

By this time muc.h

ibid.
End. 8A.

26/10/36.

Ibid.

End. 23A.
15/9/38

eo-tent it represented wasted effort for,

after Air Commodore Hearson's arrival at the Air

shortly

Ministry, an important departure was made from the

hitherto orthodox policy of balloon siting.

^’Perimeter” Siting versus "El.eld'' ^S^jpgirgg.

Up to noy/ the only method of siting balloons30 Group
Form >4 0.
jlincls.lA & 2. had been to space them as dose together as

/reasonably
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reasonably possible around the perimeter of the

area to be defended r-atlier on the style of the

on a lampshade, and the original scheme propo

fringe

by the Air Staff for the balloon defence of London

dC} ,o

was based accordingly; there were to be 4^0 balloons

spaced 600 feet apart on the circumi^erence of

circle with o. radius of some seven miles from

Charing Gross.

It vras discovered, hov^Gver, that there Y/as

at such close intervals

at a height of 4,000/5,000

a

grave danger of entanglement

wi th b al 10 ons ' f 1 oYvn

feet. The idea w then laodified by providing a

double circumference with the balloons not less than

1,000 feet apart, lild th siting for this scheme

was carried out between July and November,

e

1937.

But u

porime ter

end of Decemberj 1937

rnent pointed out that instead

U

siting ?/as no

the Ro

t to It thesurvive.

yal Aircraft Establish-

of iting the balloonsid

in a complete circle round London it

to site the balloons over the whole a

would be better ■

rea,

ring fenc

not catch'an invading raider but

'  over the fence there Yvould be

c.iiy target inside the circle,

the even distribution of the

number of balloons defended the whole

If the

U

they might
re,

once the

got past or

other hand.

o,rea

balloons were sited in a

might

or

raiders

no protection for

On the

s arae

and taking an aircraft vmth c
pan of 70 feet,

mathematical chance of impact of 2 to 1,

Wing O

gave (It

against 4 to 1.as

The Royal Aircraft Establi shine nt,

field siting plan for the London

theref ore,

produced a

balloons, consisting of the same nurfxber of

110Oils (450) spaced 5,000 feet apart;
mately the

b
‘

saine area v/aa covered as bef

 approxi-

ore,
/ oYYi ng

only,
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o?fing to the necessity for protecting the Royal group
of Docks in Bast London^

a blister was provided in this

Bridge was taken as the centre

of Charing Cro

actual

an extension in the shape of

district, and Tower

of the circle instead

The reconnaissance for the

sites was undertaken by ITo. 30 Group officers

bo.

headed by Squadron Leader Luck,

and No. 30 Group's final rocoimnendations

Royal .air Force,

were o.pproved

by Fighter Comriiand -and Air Ministry

1933.

Formation of the Four London Balloon

in November,

 Centres'.

It had originally been intended to form aS. 39326.
M. 69.
29/11/37. to7/n headquarters for ach of the ten London

o

squadrons but this was found to be imprac tico.ble

mainly on the grounds of the cost of uppl3?-ing ten

separate establi slaments with the required facilit-

O

Org .Memo. ies and staffs. A revised cheme y/as then prepared

to aevelop four main depots which would combine the

o
o

No . 128 .

23/11/38.

purposes previously intended for the separate

squadron town headquarters with those of the pro

posed depots (or balloon centres as they sub--

quently became known).CJ
O L/ The centres came to be3 G

situated in the Counties of London, Assex, Surroj)'

and Middlesex.

'  E.P..M.70.
15/2/37.

The centres had been approved in orinciple

by Febiuary, 1937, but th

and development is one of difficulty, obstruct-

ion and delay, and,

elapsed before all

story of their siting

as it transpired, tvYo je:irs

four >vere completed and v;orking

as units.

In the first place, some difficulty was

experienced in determining the exact requirement

for t.hese centros, sines no .similar type of

b

/organisation
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organ!sa,cion exislod. in iiie Royal Air Porco,
the authorities Y/ere

and

faced vYith the av/kward problem

of the immediate large scale development of a new

branch of the service with little or no data to

assist them. It Y/as, however, decided that each

centre should provide accommodation for the housi

balloons, transport and technical

ovm squadrons,

auxiliary personnel,

for the regular cadre.

- m

of the

of its

and domestic ac c omm o d a tion

Gonorally speaking ballo

g

equipment

training facilities for the
Fotes on •

Pormati on
of the

London

Balloon

Barrage by
G/Capt.
C.E.Maude,

,

for operational purposes would b stored pa

ons

cked,

snail number to be

and experimental purpose

required for the flying

for housing then when

0

C?
o

but provision would be made for a

kept iniclated for training

In addition,

of these balloons,

inflated.

space vYould be

wi th bedso
o

\

 •

It v/as necessary to select sites of con-

area for these purposes, it being cal
siderable

culated that a tY/o-squadron centre would

some 6o acres of open land Yrhile three

require

-squadron

ddi t i on al 20 ac re s . It \centre would require

also necessary that th

uated

an
Yas

centres should be-

£is to be.Y/ithin reasonable distanc

o

0 sitb

of the war

areas they were to serve, 'With good road and rail

access both to alloy/ for auxiliarios to travel to

peace-time training and to provide

squadrons onof th.c

the cciitres for

for the rapid deployment

mobilisation. Further,

requirement by the Air S

it -v/as laid dovm as a

that these centrestaff

'Should not be within five-mile s of any existing

balloons flo'wn foror proposed aerodromes,

training

and- servic

purposes would

airc raft.e

because

 act as a hazard to civil

Added to /ill these require

merits, it yw s necessary that the sites choseh

/should
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should not be too near built-up areas owing to

prohibitive cost of such land. Since existing

the

public

open spaces such as parks, etc. could not be inter

fered v\fith, it was a very real problem to’find land

that would fulfil all these requirements.

t.P.M.70.
15/2/37.

A sit^ for the south-east (ITo.l) centre was

selected at ICi.dbrooke and ■ acquisition action was put

in hand, while the search for the three remaining

It was important that they shoulcentres continued.

be established, as, soon as possible, for without them
t

recruiting action could not be taken to form the

squadrons, nor would there be anywhere to station tlie

regular aiimen who ?/ere undergoing balloon trai.ning;

at larkh]'’!, Cardington Eind. Henla./o

By the ■ beginning of April a tentative laj'^out

for the north-east (No.4) centre at Chigwell had been

agreed upon while provisional Ites had been selectedo

d.P.M.77.

3/4/37.

for the north-?'/est (No.3) centre at Cs:;hey lane, near

.jtanmore, and the south-west (No. 2) centre at Hook,

the locations having the operational approval of the

air Staff. fhe otaninore site was pai-’ticulf.rly

difficult to find owing to the proximits?' of aero

drome s.
1

..A good, sits, however, ?/as found'at Harrow

which .Qiet all requirements, but the laj,id belonged to

Harrow /-hhool, and such fierce opposition was en

countered from the governinp; body of the school

2  ‘
abandoned.that the project had to. be

A.P.M.79.
17/4/37.

As. a temporary expedient and ov/ing to an

anticipated delay of so.me. six months between the

receipt of tenders and the completion of the Y/orks
/services

.  Hendon and Northolt-.

2. The site finally selecte^d v/as considered a
rather poor alternative.
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services contract at Kidbrooke, it was decided to

make available some of the old war-time huts in the

.iiest Camp of the Maintenance Unit adjoining the

site, and the necessary alterations were put in

This accommodation would enable an earlierhand.

start to be made with the enlistment .of auxiliaries

and the formation of the first squadrons.

The position in June was that the' Kidbrooke

contrac-t had been placed and Treasury approval

obtained for the purchase of' the selected sites at

P.M.87.
19/6/37.
•

Chigwell and Hook. It -was months, hovrever, before

the land purchases vrere completed owing to dis

agreement over terms, but Ho. 1 Balloon Centre,

Kidbrooke, was foirned^ on 4th October, 1937, under

the command of Ai r ■ Commodore J.,B. Bowen

Force, (retired).

Koval Ai

30 Group
Form 540.
P.2.

r

As to the north-west centre, the

site itself had not been finalise deteimined.

E.P.M.108. ■

31/12/31.
By the end of the year, the picture yms still

uns atisf ac t ory. More delay had occurred at Kid

brooke, where it was not expected that buildin

would be completed before April or May, while no

completion date could be hazarded for Hook or Chig

well . At Stanmore, an alternative site was being

investigated for No. 3 Centre.

By April, I938, matters had improved. ..Kid-

&  '

A.P.M.124.

30/4/38.
brooke was aHiiost completed, Hook and Chigwell

were progressing, and tv/o retired officers ..ing

Commander R. F, S. Morton, R.A.P.O. and Air

Coiimiodore B. C. H. Drew had been appointed on 5th

July, 1938, to command the latter centres. AtS8

Dtanraore not only had another site been decided

upon and purchased, but the works services con-

tract had been placed and work v;as about to begin'.
/ on
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31/3/38.
■  On 4til August,

with advance parties.

both Hook and Chigwell opened

Barrack, me

accomniodation were ready for occupation,

technical buildings were not completed.

was still only in a constructional state,

brooke was working normally.

ing and officess

though the

Stanmore

but Kid-

t.P.M.143. Towards the end of. the year,

■was nearing completion, work

ly f-r advanced to determin

Stanmore, which was fixed

advance ^party moved in two

Commander A. A. Bald,

appointed to command on

HeciTiiti.ng_ and Hanning.

;Tith the hoig'htening

war and the increasing

1imit c d man-p ower,

large on the horizon.

a

centre s

'Ght. ope

days earl

Auxi li ary

6th March,

Air

1

tempo of p

s the chain of

was sufficiont-

ning date of

at 15th December, and the

ier. Hing

Korco, was

Form 449. 939.

S.2293Q/11.
incl. 7A,
26/3/36.

reparations for

demands on the country

the Ciuestion of reemiting loomed

I o

It had been decided in March, I936, that the
most suitable and economical method of mannin;

balloon barrage vTould be by ■ the formation of Auxil-

tiie

iary Air Force units to be built up on a foundation

of some 10/ regulars who would act a

c.nd be responsible in peace

of balloons and eepuipment

r Council informed the Jar Office of

subject in April, I936, when it

requirements would

instructorso
o

time for the maintenance

The Ai

their views on this

7vas pointed out that the pehsoniiol

Ibid.
Enel, 14A.
21/4/36.

be in the neighbourhood of 5,000 -

"of whom many might be of an age that
would render them unsuitable
forms of service, e.g,
army.

for oth

II

er
the territorial

The qu tion of man-p-ower being .a factor of mucho

importance, the Air Council was at pains to advise
I

the 'Rar Office that this nev/ cosmiitment 'was not

/expected
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expected to be a serious competitor in the recruit-

ing campaign.

As it happened, recruiting of .the auxiliaries

could not be started before training facilities
I

wore available and nothing could be provided in this

di recti Oil,' o?/ing to the specialised nature of

requirements, before land "-yas bought and buildings

orec to;d. Because of tine difficulties and delays

that were experienced in this respect it transpired

that there wa-s a lapse of some two years before

serious recruiting began, though the foundations

had been laid in Decomber, I936 v/hen official letterss.39326.
I’licl, 13 A.
21/12/36. were sent by th Air Jiinistry to the 'territorial.0

O

1
Army and Air jlcrcG Associations Mi ddlese Assex,

Surrejr and Kent onlisting their support and atr i st-i i~»
o o

Ibid,

nicl. 17 a o

IS/l2/36.

Thi 8 correspon'.lencc \ja.3 anticipated byanc e .

personal lette,rs from th

Air (Lord oVYinton to the!

Secretary of State foro

 presidents of those

aosociations.

The official letters announced tho intention

to establish a balloon barrage for the defence of

London and .outlined-the proposed composition of the
I

force to man it; the conditions of service of the

auxiliaries who would fom the bulk of the

persoi'mol remained ,to be settled but they would
A-
,/in

A.P.908.Pt.l
( 2nd Ldii. )
Appeiidi.u^

1-. These associations were broug
under "The Territorial a.nd

1. .1907,
October, 1924,
The purpose of
formation of local

i ng an d a dm i ni s t e r i n -
0/3 S

into.being
Poroes Act,

as applied by Order in Council of 9th
to the zUixiliary Air Force,
the Act vvas to provide for the

ociations for the rais-
of territorial axid

auxiliary units. The powers so conferred
wore Yevj wide and covered the complete
organisation and administrati on (including

except vvhen they
g or actual air

.Reserve

maintenance) of such units
Yrere ca].lod out for trainin

force service, ord-wheri embodied.

I
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ill the main follovir follow the general linen of

Auxiliary Air Force service with some adaption on

account of the affinity the new units 'vvould bear to

the units of the territorial aimy engaged on anti-

aircraft defence.

Ibid,

jincl. 20A.

At. Seq.
23/12/36.

The associations agreed to co-operate but

j=sed in more than one quarter onQuneasiness -was exore

the subject of recruiting in view of the already

heavjf calls on msn-power mcide by the territorial army

in .the formation of nevY units including those , re quire c

for anti-aircraft defence. They were^ hovTeverj re

sumed that the Air Ministry was v/orhing in close3.E5

touch with the far Office and that age limits 'and

conditions of service were still under consideration.

Ibid.

.Ancl. 42.:

13/3/37.

By Marchj 1937? 1-be details of conditions of

service had been YYorked out and were avYaiti.ng

Treasury approval after which a pamphlet would be

printed for circulation^ 'and the appointme.nt of non--

regular officers and the enlistment of auxiliary

airmen would be initiated by ho. 30 Group Head

quarters in conjunction Y?ith the four c ounty

4

associa'ci ons.

Ibid.

M.43.
.it. Seq,

The aid. of the County of lend on A ociationr> o
o o

was also enlisted-at this time when it had been

Ibid,

hllcl. 49 A.

19/3/37.

tablished that' the balloo.n erimeter would cutes

through its area in the- .aeighbourhood of ICidbrooke

and- that the ^ocig-tion Yfould probablj^ be required

to raise two or three squadrono «

1
Ibid,

-he 1. 7 3A.
16/12/37.

By December the long awaited pamphlet giving

information to pi'ospective candidates' of qualificat

ions and ago and condhtions of service was ready for

/print

1. See Appendix
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print and \ias beino: held pending the confirmation of

the associations that they vrould undertake to raise and

administer the 'required squadrons. Previously thejr had

only been approached in a general ̂ //ay but they v;ero now

asked specifically to commit themselves to a formidable

Ibid,

kncl. 9IA.
21/1/3

O
u .

task,. Three of the associations agreed at once but

fssex was more cautious and it v/as not until further

information ¥/as available t.hat it come into line the

folio 'v7i xig m 0 n t h.

Ibid.

Sncl. 94A.
12/2/30 .

On the subject of pay and condition of serviceb

of the non-rogular membors of the Auxiliary Air Force

Ibid.

:Siicl. 96A.
/

a letter eras written by the Air Ministry in February,

1938 'i^o the Treasury setting out certain proposals which3/33.0
y

wore approved and authorisod in the Treasu ■v's reply.

' I M 1 p c:;j- .'-J.O o w provided for maximum annual rant to the ln. O’ 3 3 00 -o

1i atione ■eijooo squadron and the usual connected01 a

grants for themiiedical examination of recruits, general

pui’posos, officers out--of-pockot expenses, personal

Glothi,ng and acooutremonts-, and buildings.
O

/The
gainst 1300 for an auxiliary flying; squadron

which had a smaller personnel establi s-hmont.
ants were thoroughly discussed in detail inter-

and finally in May a letter was written
to ea,ch of the associations setting out the positioiii-

1 L\ o .C3

n The
dep.-u'-tiaentall

P'
O

Ibid.

97.Wi

St. Seq.
11/3/3.8 .
Ibid.

.;hicl.l09A.
13/3,/38.

(a) .. .'Jatablisliment grant (see A.P . 963,para. 337  ) of Z]00
p.a. for the first squadron, .f600 for each addit--
iojial squadron, (thi
. .1300/3400 per squadron up

(b ) General purpos
4/-
ment .of

left the Air Council with
bheii- sleeve).

P , 9'b8 , para. 340 ) of
d establish-

es grant (see
per head of the authoris

aux i 1 i a ry ai rme n.
r. a.0., .0

(c ) Officers (see A.P.
for each

out-of-pocket expenses, grant
908,para.341) at the rate of 320 p.a.
squadron.

(d) Medical oxamination of recruits grant at t.he rate
of 2/-d. for each accepted recruit,

(e) Personal clothing and accoutrements grant under
consideration and a furt.her co.iimunication will
follow on t.his point as soon as possible,

(f) Hint, etc. of buildings grant did not apply,
associations would not fox- the time being

have any responsibility in this direction.
,g ) Travelling, expenses of airmon generally and

of;3icers attendi.ag week-end cejiips would be paid
by the service and the responsibility of assoc
iations v/ould be limited to reimbursing officers
their out-of-pocket expenses out of the special
grant in this connection. (COM' .xVT FOOT OF pp.ll6)

as
-[•* Vn .n.
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(a) 'Tlie Oponinp: 01 tlio .ac-cruitin,--: Cam'pairxn.

In March, 193.8^ I'r CoiiiiiLOclorc Re arson, til

yzsnlirub

"liicl. lA.

13/3/33.

Air

Oilicer n-

Oijmandi'ng, ho. JO Group, began to press

strongly her the oponin; of the recraiting campaign ■ ■

oven though Eidbrooks' we.s -the only centre that was

a p p r 0 ac h i ng c omp 1 e t i 0 n, therefore the onljr one ofn

the four that could begin to cope vvith a full pro-

Hi s ahead t once withraoi'Se, suggcs'Gion V bO' .goaso

the -f 0junati on of

902 and 903 dq_u.ad.rons at Kidbrooke,
;quadro.n_ at I-Iaok.
Sapaadron e.t Stanmore.
Squo.dron at ChigTrall.

Cold water v/as poured on thi^s sug'gcstion by the

Director of Organisation (Air Yice-Marshal C. F. A.

901,
904

OS .

ho.

907ho.

900...0.

Ibid.

Hnc 1. 1.B.

16/3/33.

Portal), who aid that there was no ciucstiori ofo
o

accelerating the progromrae

0f the ■ bui 1 di ng u . ,’Air Co.

head of tli. completionrri
0

nimodore Reo.rson thereuponIbidi

kncl. 10.

18/3/38. pointed out that the existing state of international

politic 70.3 having a stimul.itin; effect on general.C!b  V

recruitinf; and that thcr.^ vas

'em orexwhelining rush of good keen men
anxious to put thensolyos in a position
to help in the case of war, as well of
timorous individuals.socking shelter
from possiblo conscription.

fT

If rocruiting for the ballooxi barrage w'ero post

poned it would can losing .many good men who vYould

be attracted to othe.r spheres of service, including

civil defence, which Viiere calling for prodigious

0.a these grounds he urgednumbers of recruits.

that recruiting s.b.ould start immediately oven if
.''the

s.393 26r
:.1lc1.112A.

10/7/3Q7 •

It v/as not until a year later that
rciuhed on par.-igraph

circul../bod to the

them to accept responsibility
ackiiinistz'-,-sbio.n of clothing and

accoutrements 03l membors o:r balloon squadrons under
the Game procedure as hold for flying squadrons.

cLecisi'on -v/as

hen the assoc-

"feet that it had

d.0

ab ove „

1 ax ions y\ier

been decided to

for the peace time

c;.LC'

cl. 319.
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were only foimGcl on pap j  and. thatthe squadron O'
o o’ J.

only men clearly suitable in very way should beO'

/

enrolled;

Air Commodore ilearson's importunity was theIbid.

d!ncl. 6a.

8/4/38. balloon barrage's opportunity, tor the sought-xor

ranted and as a result of the earlierpermission was

ould other-rcGiniiting many good men whostart,of

n lost to it wore attracted into thiswise have b

brcinch of the servic .

(b) fomation o
■*n. uadrons.

uiU mlSVl X’O OX'Ith the decision to beginIbi
oc.yjinei.

in advance of the completion of the centres,rec rui till:
13/4/38.

letters wrere di,ope/bched to the territorial f ociat --O Q

ions concerned acquainting them of the position and .

out that the aim. i/as to attract a steadypointi

flO'vT of uitable candidates over a period of ome-o
■

months rather.than torrential rush in a short time .

Aith t' s end in view it decided that the. -4-0

action should be tahan with effect fromfoil Old n
“O

1
l6th M.w,

■No, 901 Squaa.ron;
902- .iguadron
9-03 Sepaadron)

\
}

To foria at No. 1 Balloon
. .Centre, Sidbrooke and be

rai 0e d" and admi ni ste re d by
the County of 'London T.A.
and TP

 ■»

No. 904 Sciuadron . . .To form for recruiting pur
poses only at Hook pending tlie
formation of No. 2 Balloon
Ce.n'bre to be
ministered by the iSurrey T.A.
and'

ised :.nd ad--1 ^4

1?.0 0 J-i- o

/No. 907

The following Auxiliary .:-iir Force officers'
w/sre appointed to c osmiei-nd these sevaadrons with
effoo't froro. t.he, same date.--

1.30 Group
Form 340.
B.2.

No. 901 Squadron -■ Scu.adron Loader J. 3. Tuieelynd.rdit,

No. 902 Ssuadron Scuadron Leader J. J. O'Hea.

No. 903 Squadron 3quadro.n L • AT G.M.Haslam..0 ri_b‘

No. 904 Squadron Semadron Leader ■ . Das'^'i G s .•tJ
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No. 907 Squadron ... To form for rocruiting
purposes only o.t Stanmoro
pending the formation of
■No. 3 Balloon Centre to be
raised and administered by
the Middlesex T.A, and A.P.A.

No, 909 Squadron . . . To form for recruiting
purposes only at Ghigv7cll
ponding the formation of
No. 4 Balloon Centre to. bo
raised o.nd admiinistored by
the Assex T.a. and A.P.A.'^”

'Pe%'rKo'ici>
s.7^il^/38.
-.dncl, 21A.

7/6/38.

It v/as intended that Nos. 904, 907 and 909

Squadrons should recruit simulteuioously for them

selves and for their sister squadrons to be formed

at later dc.tes, but it became almost iminediately

apparent that this schemo yrould not. work satisfixctor-

ily as there was an inevitable tendency to relegate

the less promising material to posterity. For this

Ibid.
Anc 1. 24a .

27/6/38.

ormnodore Hearson asked at the be-ginning

of June for authority to raise the re.aiaining

squadronSj and these were accordingly formed on
2

parallel li.nos with effect from 5th July, i

reason Air

• c

No, 905, Squadron . . . .
■No. 906 -Squadron . . . .
No. 908 .Squadron . . . .
No. 910 Squadron . . . .

Hook.
Staninore.

Chigwell.
hig?/ell.n].

Equi pmont.

■  (a) .Aj-pply _o_f Balloons f or the London Barrage.

The provision of the balloons n-ocessary for '

/the

30 Group
Form 540.

1. The following Auxiliary Air Force officers
were appointed to command these squadrons with
effect from the sarae date^  B.2.

No. 907 Cquadron - -Iquadron header G. Asto.
Squadron Loader D.J.x.Buxton,No. 909 Squadron

30 Group
Form 546.

2. The following Auxiliary Air Force officers
were appointed to command these squadrons with
effect from the same dateP.3.

No. 909 Squadron - -Squadron .Leader N.G.Horne.
No. 906 Squadron - Squadron Leader
No. 908 Squadron - Squadron Loader P.L.I)3?'son-Skinner.
No. 910’ -Squadron - Squadron leader A ,M. Lyons .

L.Gov/er, .
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the London barrage and, later, for the provincial

barrages, entailed the creation of what was practi-

Only one English firm, Messrs.c ally- new industrjr.O/

Spencers, manufactured balloons in I936, and their

products were intended onlj- for c omme rcial purpose

i

s.

Messrs. Mandleburghs had manufactured experimental

balloons for the Air'Ministry in the past, but these

had not been produced in any numbers.

E.P.K.32.
17/3/36.

The Air Council's first intention was to allow

The Dunlop Kubber Company to undortalce the whole

production of balloons and their accessories, and

firm was invited to

manufacture .

and Mandleburghs and another

the submit its proposals i.‘or

These proved to be puite inadequate

the R.E.D .concern,

14/7/36.
.

Company, were then invited 'to state ho-w many balloons

they could produce in nine months without

their existing .plant,

for Air was willing to

factory for balloon manufacture if nec

Re Vi

expanding

although the Secretary of State

lupport the idea of a shadow

esaary.

d proposals from Dunlops in JulyP.M.48 .

28/7/36. , I936

anticipated an output of 200 balloons

se

year. Tha e

R.E.D . Company stated its ability to produce 20

hristmas but, if more were

ne?/ premises would be nueded.

balloons by n

required,

20 balloons could

also be manufactured at Gardington.

Mandloburghs had dropped

■Moe.nv/hile,

out of the picture.

The output of 200 balloons by Dunlop s was

not conside d sufficient, and instructions vre

given for an estimate to be

X d

submitted for pro

ro

viding 300 in fifteen months. It Yms also decided,

to plan an order for 20 balloons vMth the R.E.D .

Company and to give them assistance in the erect

ion of buildings in anticipation of further' orders.
/In
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In addition^ balloons were to be manufactured

at Carding toil in order to help vYith training and to

enable experience to be gained in the industry.

Following the sanction by the Comunittee of
V

I.P.M.49.
5/8/36.
Progress
Pieport 54.
5/10/36.

Impe rial■De fe nc e for the

plac ed , wi th Dunlops,

dington for rhe manufactu

London barrage,

the h.F.D. Company and Car-

orders wer£

re of 440 balloons

an estimected.- expenditure of 1450,000.

entail

ing

for 300 balloons-by

Compani^ to manufacture

month afterY\fards,.

Decemloer, 193 6

at Carciington were to be.

Dunlop3

F.D.

31st

were to complet

February, 153s,

their contract.0
do

the .iL

14 0, 20 bi^ 31at December and 10 c

and Cardi.agton to complete 20 by

Ihe balloons produced

over and above tiie initial requirement

The order to Cardington was

so chat the total of balloons

vms 500, all0Yd ii;

initial re quireme nt.

und.e r c on

for a reserve, of pO o

of 450.

soon increased to 60,Progre
Report
1/5/37.

o s

1,O

s t rue t i on

ver-t.he

Althou.gh the output

wOi-s not alYi/'a,ys equal

delivery of balloon

to t

of the firms concerned

heir anticipations,

continued at an increasing

the year 1937 until at its conclus- --

the

iS

rate ■ tiirougliout

i on Du 1110p s iiad c omp 1 e t e d 187,

101, Cardington 30,

the original pOO approved,

incrot-vsed to 550 in order

100,

Th

to r

The- total of 330

the -d.F.D. Conipanji

m.aking a total of 330 out of

is figure was now

aise the reserve to

available had, however,

a result of casualties by firedecreased by 10 aS

it Garding'ton in Oeptember. In addition, a small

numiber of balloons of 5? 000 cubic feet capacity,
^ in bended as an economical means of training, had

Jr r ogress
Report 70.
15/2/37.
Progress
Report 23.
- 0/4/3 8 .P

been manufactured,

was disc outinue d,

advent ages over the

a

but the production of these -

s they were found to have no

stondard type . As the initi al

/orders
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the lonclon barrae;e were nearing complot-orders for

future of the’ balloonion, tho ([ueation of the

industry began to arise,

would have to be laaintai

as iinanufacturing plants

ned in order to provide for

the replacement of'balloons destroyed by vreather or

as in the early months of 1938?enemy action. But,

balloons for the provincial barragesth; provision ox

was under di-scussion, much

.ie\7ly-created industry to provide for

re at or demands were s

mad.e on the

oon

■1
these ■undertaking'.:

.3upj)3pr __pf_ ,i?lnclies for the. ,JiOMpn__Ba_rragp .

fo.r balloon V'j'inches .raounted■The first order o

(b)

Progress
iGoort 54.
3/10/36. placed withon lorries for the London barrage wer

h ad p re viou sly sup pliedThi:'3c ammo 11s. If rillo

iir :aini3try forwi no lies in small numbers to the

exporimental purposes, and the orders for the

barrage woT'O intended to crGofoo a provisional source
L
fof supply until t-.omo'Ghing better could b ound.s.37390.

M.19.
0 decision to .make all Y;d.nchos mobile rc--lion G.

placed the first project of only allowing 10; or

509 mobili'ty, tenders were invited .for 45O 'viinchos

■ji 01 ati 0ns we re re c ei ve dlower .units.nioun'tod on •p

Progress
Report p8 .
2/11/36.

The. 'Icajirmell winches,lids.f ro::a ,.fcaxri.m.ells an3.
4-

mounted on a Grossley chassis and driven by a

ley' -enginc, were more ewpensivo than 'those■Oro G S

driven by a lord Y8 ongiiie and mounted on a .Ford

were prepared toX chassis, which Tild•Su cj
o

d with ■."lilds for 405Orders ;;sre placsupply. r-iU

ro.maining 49 to be suppliedmobile wincho-s, tho

It was stud that a number ofby ocammells.

suitable vehicle°o origi;nally intended for a Middle

/ ..<a3 b

For information regardixig the production of
balloons for the provincial barrages
1.

S 0 0 PP 0
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■12 2

iJast -pmorgency .oould be used as winch prime moyorSj,
but the idea was abandoned as these'vehicles would
have to bo replaced and their use would constitute
no ,real economy.

Progress Delivery of winches from these fi

In April,

-  ii rms coimnonced

Air Commodore He arson exp res s--

ed his dissatisfaction with the position v/hon he

in 1937,
Report 77.
3/4/37«

3.33631..
-.5ncl. 54A.
3/4/37. pointed out that duplication of t37pes of winch

inadvisable,

jcammell ¥/inchc

and also that, in his

had certain mechanical defect

was ■

s.

opinion, the

^ o

The fitting of'a bollard to a i3c amrne 11 ?^i nc h, whi c h

Air Commodore Hoarson thought would

mechanising -labour and economising i

result in

n personnel,

would be. a difficult modification and vrould cost

about ,1100 for each winch.

vms a very heavy vehicle, ■

11,8 00 as compared with-1070,
of a complete

ed. that the

In addition, the winch

and the T/hole unit cost

which was the cost

Accordingly, he suggest-

SceuTimell order should be cancelled,
compensation paid if necessary, and Wild wincho

Hid winch.

s

ordered instead. This suggestion was npt accepted

complete order with Scamjnells

c.nd three-quarters of the

one-third of thp

had been delivered,

component parts completed.

a

Deliveries of both typ.es of winch therefore

continued, and the order 'with Wilds was complet103 P.M. ed

and that Y/ith
Progress
Report 18 .
27/11/37.

by the end of November, 1937,

Scaiiimells by the middle of February, I938, though
pe,rt of the order for chassis units remained out

standing. Subsequently, the Scammell winches

118 P.M.
Progress
Report 21,
28/2/3

-  139 P.M.
Progress
Report
30/9/38.

O *

were found to bei unsuitable and additional pi Id -

winches were purchased to complete the

of the London barrage.

requirements

/(c) Supply
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(c) .aipply of Hydrogen for the London Barrag-^•

E.P.M.54.
6/10/36.

It was the original intention to obtain all

the hydrogen necessary for the London barrage from

gas ?/orks in the London area. Although hydrogen

could be obtained cheaply by this moans it was

eventually decided not to rely solely upon itj

gas y/orlcs wore considered vulnerable to enemy action.

as

The alternative moans of supply was the use of

mobile silicol plants, and a specimen j'oubert silicol

plant was ordered from Prance in order that test

might be made to determine its suitability for

operational use. Static silicol installations

existed at Cardington and Pulham,

a state of disrepair.

but they were in

It was decided in September,

1936, to supply one-third of the hydrogen needed

Progress
Report 34.
5/10/36.

from mobile silicol plants

could be' devised,

gas v/orks, in which special plants for

and storage would be installed.

if a suitab

and the remodning tw

le design

o-thirds from

c ompressi on

The particulars

of the expenditure involved were as follows,:-
~r>

M.184.

3/12/37. (a) Installation of hydrogen plant at
the premises of thr
c omp anie s ... ...

selectedOG gas

. . . €18,000

(1 ) IdirGhase of ten mobile
planta.

ilic ol

.  . . €50, 000

(c ) Purchase of reserve of 1,000
tons of ferro-silicon for use
in the silicol plants,... 0

.w

...€25,000 • e

(d) Purchase of 17,000 hydrogen,
cylinders ...

(e) Purchase of cradles for trans
porting cylinders., ,,,

(f) Repairs to gas plant at'
Cardington,.. a b «•

. .€290, 000

•  €2,500

•  • • €5,000

€390, 500

These figures were approved by the Treasurji" v^ith

the exception of those relating to the purchase of

/reserve
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reserre ferro-silicon which was referred to the

Sub-Committee on Accumulation of Rav? Materials.

It was proposed to inetal hydrogen plants

at the premises of gas companies at Hornsey and

Hpsom and also to use the Fuel Research Station at

East Greenwich for the

using Greenwich was

The idea ofsame purpose,

oon abandoned as it Y/as

Progress .
Report 77.
3/4/37.

pointed out that research Y/orlc y/ould be hampered

and in any case the whode output of hydrogen could

not be reserrod for the barrage.

Sydenham or Bromley /verc suggested instead.

Those plans v/ero never fully implemented as

the contracts for the

owing to the r;

the jTxchcciuer on balloon barrage expenditure at that

time, Y/hile the French silicol plant did not arrive

in Jlngland until June,

delays.

a

Installations at

installations Y/erc not placed

straint imposed by the Chancellor of

1937 after many unexplained

''either

As training and deployment

Y/ithout hydrogen supplic

Y/ere impossibl

es, the Yvhole■ .matter was

reviewed again and attempts Y/oro made to find alter

native sources of supply.

e

It was found that thereProgress
Meeting 92.
Progress
Report 13,
2078/37.

were ample supplies of hydrogen at the v/orks of the

Imperial Chemical Industries at Runcorn axid

Billingham. As this hydrogen was not required for

any industrial purpose and v/as, in fact^ -going to

v/aste^ it Y/ould constitute

source of supply.

a cheap and plentiful

If this project could be

accoptedj the question resolved itself into one of

transport rather than supply.

French silicol plant had been t

Meanwhile^ the

ted Y/ith un-o

favourable results and it was considered that the

scheme of using these plant

mobility nor efficiency anticipated.

would give neither t

It had also

he

/c ome
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c ome to lio2it that the cost of installing hydrogen

plants at the 77orts of three selected gas companies

was. likely to be fllOjOOO instead of
o

18,000 as

0 r i g i n al ly _ e nvi s ag e d, Thus, it w'as rocoromended

that the first scheme o.f supply should be abandoned

obtained from Imperial Choiaicaland all hydrogen

Industries, the 'works at jluncorn acting; as the

primary source of supply, and the vrorlis at Billing-

0 onsti tu'binham By this means ita reserve.

would not bo necessary to use .mobile silicol plants

at all.

Progress
Meeting; 104.
Provision of vrero submitted to the Air

Hydrogen for
Balloon

Proposals founded on these recommendations

ouncil in December,

mney included financial provisions for the installat-

n

1937 o

/

Barrage,

ion of storage and compression plants at Rincorn at

the cost of -e37j5CO, a.rid for the erection of

similar fcicilitiep at Billingham at the cost of

10, 000. Hydrogen was to be transported by service

vehicles, and for this purpose -17 prime movers 'were

required and 90 trailers to act as an operational

The hydrogen plant at Cardinggton was toreserve.

Progress
Meeting 108.

be repaired in accordance with t.hc previous plan

and to form another source of reserve supply.

These proposals received Air Council and Treasury

,C3
kj

•D
J rogres3-

deport IQ.
31/12/37.

approval, subject to further consideration of the

transport question, and negotiation vfith Imperia.Q
O l

Chemical Industries commenced.

(d) ■5upply of Cylinders for the London Barrage.

The production of a successful type

hydrogen o 'llnde.r oroved to be a long and diffi- .

It was estimated by Colonel Mack-

v/orth in September, I936 that 17,000 cylinders

would be required to convey the hyd.roge.n from gas
/'vYorks

-Q' •
01

cult business.'.'ds.38651.
mhicl. 34 il •
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works to the London barrage,

based on the assumption that there would not be time

This Gstiniato-was

E,P,M.64.
Progress
Report

5/10/36.
to re-charge bottles during the initial inflation on

deployment. Lord Heir, Y'Jho attended the Air Council

.-expansion Progress Meetings in an advisory capacity^

agreed with -the estimate, but forecast that there

would be difficulties over supply,

was amply borne out by subsequent- events,

were obtained for the 1/740 cylinders required for'

the inflation of the first 30 balloons. '

A nev/ tjrpe of cylinder, of a capacity of 600

cubic feet, had been recommended,

offering, a quotation for this cylinder was Messrs.

Ches;terfields and their figur

than.the Treasury authorisation,

a delivery of 130 per week after 14 weeks.

This comment

■Tenders

The only firm

was appreciably high

The firm offered

It ?/as

er

felt, that other sources of. supply should be found,

uggested that application shouldo
kJ■■and it was even

be made to jPnerican industry,

placing orders were ascribed to the fact that only a

fe\¥ firms could undertake such "work, suitable. , .steel

.  Yias hard to obtain, and the pro

¥/as difficult.

Th'C difficulties in

s of m anu f ac tu r 0r» QV-J O

S.P.M.70.
progress
Report
:15/2/37.

jiarly deliveries of cylinders were found to

.P.M.108..

1.8/1/3.8.
•iTi d'ovelop cracks or flaws, and' one cj^linder -burst under

As a result of this .mishap, which riaa

ascribed to faulty material in the cylinder, an

inves.tigati on was ordered and a recommendat-

test.

A.P-.M.118 ,
23/3/38.

■  ion made that cylinders hould be strength-

aned. The report that all cylinders ordered/

would have to be serapped was’regarded with

dismay, as an insufficiency of h/drogen forE.P'.7f.ll9.
■  29/3/38.

balloon inflation purpos'es would have a serious

effect on auxiliary recn.iiting for the l-ondon
■  /barrage
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The Air Kember for Supply and Organisat-

■  ion (Air Tice-Marshal ;7. L. AolSh) at an, .Expansion

Progress Meeting oh 29th Marchj 1938, was instruct

ed to^oxamine urgently tho possibility of using-

bar rag 0 .

cylindors from old stocks for training at Kidbrookc,

At the subsequent mooting. the Secretary of .State-^

for Air (lord Swinton) stated that Chesterfields

Progress'
Report 23.
30/4/38.

had admitted responsibility for faulty heat treat

ment of the metal of the original cylinders, but he

boliewed that this would be rectified by a nev/

3,j OOO original cylindors would undergo

at lo’wer pressure,

and they could bo utilised for training purposes.

Deliveries of cylinders proceeded very

slowly owing to these difficulties, and the Secre-

■ tary of State'for .Air was impelled to ask if con-

Gould be placed with other firms to increase

Tho storage of hydrogen in tank

of cylinders -v?as also suggested

but discarded on account of lack of mobility. By

31st July, 1938, -3? 800 now cylinders, made to the

ne-w specification, at a pressure of 3,000 lbs.

.been do 11 ye rod, and 2,oao' nf the nTuginal

passed for use at tho reduced pressure of 1,800 lbs.

In consequence of a cylinder burati'ng at

Cardington at the beginning of October, all

Theprocess.

examination and-test for use

*t« jT 0^C "fc o

supplie too • PI

obviate the usO-

had

oy.l i nrl ers

.M.I33.
26/7/38.

A)

Progre ss
Report
31/7/38.

M.P.M.I39.
18/10/38,

cylindors; were once more under suspicion, for it ■

v/as conjectured that hydrogen .re-acted on the

steel used in the manufacture to the detriment.

of its strength, it became ■nec.essary., therefore,

to review again the, vdiole question of the supply
of hydrogen cylinder

cylinders in use were to be

In the meantime, all

reduced from a pressu re

square inch to , a ■'■pressure of
/2,2 00

O 0

of 3,000 lbs. per
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2,200 lbs. per square inch,

cylinders were now needed to inflate

and - 50 of these

a balloon

instead of the.35 36 formerly required. It qvas

.P-.M.143 .
15/11/38.
. fj

apparent that a satisfactory type of cylinder ’

must be produced Y/ithout delay,

factor in the

difficulty over th

final 'doc i si on

as the limiting

equipment of new barrages was the

supply of cylinders, and no

over motor transport requirements

for the barrage could bo made until the cylinder

question vvas solved.

A le.ngthy discussion on various aspects of

at the 143rd lixpansi

on 15th November, 1938, and th

on

U

thi s problem took place

'  Progress Meeting

IGGrotary of State for Air Y/as so impressed by its

said that the best type availableurgency that he

should be ordered at one e and, if necessary, the

Objection to a heavier

difficult for airmen

'patterns changed later,

cylinder Y/as that it v^ould bo

to handle, but it v/a.s pointed out that,
to the conditions th

handling would bo nece

the same

envisagedon

A heavierG ary.

to fit existing trailersi Z 6o
o

acc ording

very little man-

 cylinder of

Yms regarded

r proposition than using th

cylinder at reduced

as a saf

pressure.

0 existing

It Y/as decided that

orders should be pierced for a heavier

sice as those, originally ordered,

nd stronger

cyli

type of gas cyli

nder, of

the same
Accord

Progress
Report 30.
3 0/11/38.

ingly, a new nder,

vvith increased external diameter and thickne'ss,was

approved for use in place of the type that had
failed'. It wa anticipated that 30 of these

t UjOOQ lbs. per square inch pressure,
to inflate

o

a balloon, and delivery

c:plinders.
'

Clr

v'fould suffice

rate of 500 a Y/eek, increasingwas expected at the

to 1,000 after 12 weeks.
/In
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In order to enhance the durability of the

cylindors, it was proposed to. subject them te a

process of sand-blasting; and m-etallisati on instead ,

of-painting, which v'/ould be unaffected by man-

Metallisation was expected to last forhandling.

This process ’would be under-five years or longer,

taksn b3?- Metallisation, ltd., Dudley, who would be

able to treat tin.) whole output of G.y'iindars from

Chusti-m-fields if additional plant vvas erected for

this purpose at their premi ,  at the 'cost of thSOS

S. 38651.
,;iic 1. 9 Oa
. .M .Momo.

467.
25/4/39.

iiir Ministry. authority was accordingly sought

from the Treasury Inter-Services Coriimitt foroe

expenditure on the metallisation of c:/linders-and

the erection of suitable plant. Further sanction

for the purchase of an additional 590 .new type

s was- rociuosted for use in lio. 30 Group,

••w

cylind'-

and it was proposed to allocate Q 900 of the old/ >•

typo to trailers design-; a mobile operationalas

reserve, or for "topping-up” purposes. Of the

1,100 remaining out of the 17,600 of the initial

order, it was considered that about 3 000 would be

om.tirely unusable, and the rest could b used fore

training purposes ,nd for e-mergenoy reserve. ■ This

.expenditure on additional cylinders was approved

b y t h o T r e a su ry.

(^ ) 0 omiiiunic ati ons .

s. 40311.
IJnc 1. 8 B.

The first proposals for the ostablishmont

of a system ox conxaunicati on bot’woon ITo. 30 Group

.  .headciuarters, the four balloon centres, Fighter

ommand and Air Ministry,
n

vrcro by means of the .o

London te phone system, en.th te'loprintors

installed at group lieadqua.r101*s and centre Ins.

/war
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1
war time "switched" lines would he used from group

headquarters to each of the ten proposed squadron.

headquarters • Flights were to communicate with

squadron headquarters by arrangement mth local

subscribers.,

rental,

with a spcci.al plug.

the Air Ministry paying a proportion

and the instrument being provided

Communication between sites

of- th.•ni

and flight headquarters -was to be by despatch rider or

or bicycle, ?>^hich sub

and cumbersome method.

soquently proved to be a slow

The Director of Signals

agreed vath these suggestions, leaving in abeyance

Ibid.

:incl. 8A.

the provision of telephone linos to scj_uadron head

quarters and flight hoadquartors until their

locations were finally determined.

Ibid. -

-hicl. 9A.
As a result of a discussion between the Chief

Signals Officer, Fighter Command, and

Signals, j.
proposals were, made as to the number of telephone-

lines required, vnth ostimato of their cost, together

wi.th the additional requirements in case of war. It

Mr. Allen

I

of the Directorate of , ITovember, 193 7 3n

Ibid.

Fncl. 20c.

was later considered that while telephone communi-

atisfactory between groups, centrescation would bo o

and squadrons, \ii re le telegraphy could be used

■ for c omraunic ati ons bot'woen squadron headq-aei-rtGrs

S3

and sites. The idea of communication by wireless

tolegraphywas pursued and,enquiries were made for

the most suitable c-quipment for the purpose, vvhila

balloon wireless auxiliary unit was proposed to

supplement land lines, or provide for mobile

b al 10 on de tac Iimo nt s . '

clibid.

And. )‘ 6a.

s.47109.
■tncl. 'lA.

During the deployment of the London barrage

in .September, 19385 squadron headquarters cormauni-

cat.od -with group headquarters by "sy\ritohed"
/telephone

Switched" lines are those used by the public in
peace, but s-witched over for the. use of the Royal
Air Force in time of war.

1.
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as previously arrangedj and flight

the lines of private subscribers,

c onsi de-red

telephone lines

hoadquarters u

These methods of commuiiication were

.sufficient for mobilisation under peace conditions,

se d

whether they would' suffice in

Ai r ' Off i c c r C o.mmandi ng, ITo . 3 0

but it vms doubtful

war time, and the

tablishment of five motorGroup, asked for an

c.yclists at each squadron headquarters to

the event of the breakdown of

G 3

act as

despatch riders in

Ibid.

,fncl. lA (c )

the telephone system. ,

In Harch, 1939, an-Air Ministry neriiorandum

submitted to the Treasury Inter-.Services

Coiiiniittce laying dawn the requirements for a complete

system of telephone c orxiunicati on from groups do?m

to balloon sites, at a.cost of 013,320. It pro

vided for telephone li.nes froni sites to flight hec-d~

quarters, flights to squadrons, squadrons to groups

a.nd to centres, centres 'bo groups, froc'. the centres

to Groydon Airport, and from groups to fi.ghter

Command, at .btanmore. These proposals received

was

exception ofTreasury approval with the riotablc-

en flightthose for telephone communication bet'^

hoad.quar Gers ana si g-js, excep g i.n the case of

those subject to emergency operational control.

This natter v/as raised again by th Air Officer•O

Gommanding, Balloon Command, with reference to the

that were to be permanontljrfifty balloon site-'=!Ibid.

One 1. 7 3 A.
General Post Officemanned in London, but th.

authorities retorted that such oommunloationo

could easily be established on existing publicIbid.

■,nc 1 . 700.
lines,

/-Section 9-
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MBBGEITGY P:5PL0BIENT OF THE LOKDOI^T BALLOON BARRiiGB.

s.44930.
End. lA.

As the result of an Air Staff conference

on the 24th May, 1938s to discuss defence measures

in the event of war, a signal was dispatched to

the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter

Command, instructing him to prepare plans to make

iimnediate use of the maximum number of balloons

available for the defence of London should an

Ibid.

Ends.

Id, B & C.

Six days later, the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Chief forwarded the proposals of the

Air Officer Commanding, ITo. 30 (Balloon Barrage)

Group for the plan required.

erne rg enc y ari se .

At most, 100

balloons could be deployed and, in order to get

them into'the air, a number of difficulties, parti

cularly with regard to equipment, would have to

bo overcom.o by improvisation. rio useful purpose

is achieved by enumerating these, but some indicat

ion of the state of affairs may be gained bjr a

statement made by Air Commodore Hearson -

I consider it should be put on record"

he wrote
V'

"that in my opinion, this unready
condition of equipment is due in
considerable part to continual
delays and queries emanating from
the finance branches of the Air
Ministry in the matter of details.

Fortunately, the international situation did

not warrant a deployment of the balloon barrage

until the end of September,

position had improved slightly.

By this time the

The barrage could

However, as none of the

squadrons was sufficiently up to strength to work

nowr muster 142 balloons.3,47109.
Ennl, IB.

as a separate unit, the balloons were divided into

/three
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three groups

6o 'balloons, extending from Plumstead
Marshes along the south of the River
Thames up to King's Cross were based on
No. 1 Balloon Centre, Kidbrooke.

51 balloons, extending from Dagenham
along the north of the River Thames
to King's Cross were based on No. 4
Balloon Centre, Chigwell.

31 balloons, in an area from King's
Cross to Clapham Common and Kandsworth
Bridge were based on No. 2 Balloon
Centre, Hook.

(a)

(’0)

(c )

Personnel.

Each of these groups was- commanded by an

Auxiliary Air Porco officer.

The personnel to man"the barrage was com-
1

posed of ;-

3 balloon squadron adjutants.
21 Auxiliary Air Porco officers, and

300 Auxiliary Air Force airmen, very few
of whom were even partly trained.

260 trained Royal Air Force balloon
operators .4

100 partly trained Royal Air Force airmen.
400 Royal Air Force airmen untrained and

drawrn from other Royal ̂ ir Force units
on mobilisation.

500 Royal Artillery apprentices from
'.Toolwich, none of whom was trained.

Deployment.

The balloons v'rere deployed to their war

sites by the evening of the 30th September but,

owing to shortage of transport, some of the balloons

in group (c ) were without hydrogen until the follow

ing day.

/The

Only l6^- of the total personnel manning the
barrage were trained balloon operators.

Although there were 330 fully-traincd balloon
operators at this time, 100 were employed on M.T.
duties in connection with hydrogen supplies from
Cardington” I60 were employed at squadron head
quarters dealing with recruits,
foming new crews; 30 were at Cardington as
instructors in No. 1 Balloon Training Unit.

1.

2.

equipment, and
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The hydrogen supply for the barrage had, in

fact, been partly extemporised and the balloons could

only be maintained by running lorries back to Car-

dington for replenishment immediately they

emptied by the initial inflation,

Gommunications,

were

A squadron war headquarters had been ear

marked for each group of balloons and tv^^o telephone

instruments, one on the G.P.O. system,and one on a

svvitched line to Headquarters, No. 3 0 Group,

installed prior to the deployment,

to^the flight headquarters - ?/hich were established

we re.

Communications,

on deployment in any suitable and convenientljr

situated accommodation - were by the normal G.P.O.

system,

rider or bicycle.

Housing and Feeding of Balloon Crew

Communications to sites v/ere by despatch

o «

The crows were billeted during the deployment

at houses near their sites, but it was realised that

when the full barrage was flovm, many sites, such

as those'situated on Plumstead Marshes, would have

no suitable accommodation available, and that tents

or huts would be required. cooking centre was

established at a convenient position for each ten

balloons but, owing to the unsuitability of the

equipment^ and the fact that it was made available

only at the last moment, food was scarce during the

first twenty-four hours of the deployment, and many

were able to eat onljr through the generosity

of their officers or local inhabitants or at cost

to themselves.

men

/Balloons

J5ach centre was supplied with a marquee, 3 oil
cookors, a .Soyer stove, and a variety of cooking
and other kitchen utensils.

1.
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Balloons and International Law.

s.44930,
End. 36B.

One interesting point of international law
\

emerged as the result of the deployment,

flight headquarters had been established on a small

grass plot inside the Charterhouse Square Gate to

St. Bartholomo'vY's Hospital,

hospital objected^ pointing out that this was

infringement of the Geneva Convention,

v/as therefore examined by the Air Council who

to the conclusion that -
#

"the legitimacy^ or othenvisCj of such
location is governed by the terms of
Article :27 of the Hague Convention,' I907,
regulating the la?;s and customs of war
on land, and by Article 7 of the Geneva
Convention,_1929,2 for the amelioration
of the condition of the sick and Y'/ounded
in armies in the field,”

The position was that vdiil

A balloon

The governors of the

an

The matter

came

1

there v^as no

prohibi bion in international lavj' to prevent the

e

placing of any fo'rm of armament within the precincts

of a hospital, the hospital ?^ould lose the immunity

from bombardment to which it would otherwise be

entitled if any form of armament was so placed,

ci^c^cis'fcances, the Air Council luled

that balloons should, not be sited within hospital

grounds.

Preparedness of the London Balloon Barrage.

Air Commodore Hearson reported the results

of the deployment to the Air Ministry on 19th

Ibid.

Enel. lA.

October, 1938 and, in doing so, took the opportunity
Ao _

1. Article 2~j of the Hague Convention, 1907, state's*;
In sieges and. bombardments all necessary steps must

be taken to spare, as far as possible, buildings
dedicated to public worship, historic monuments,
hospitals, and places Tdiore the sick and wounded
are collected, provided they are not used for
military purposes."

Geneva Convention, I929, states;
IJiG protec“bion to whicli inedicnl fonriations mid

establishments are-entitled shall cease if they
are made use of to commit acts harmful to the
enemy."
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to comment on the delays which had resulted in the

London balloon barrage being less than a quarter
ready after nearly years of effort.

The initial impetus inherent in the launching
of the barrage, stated Air Commodore Hearson, had
been mainly ab .. . ood in the ordering of some 300
T  '■'J-' • /j • balloons and 4^2 'winches.

But with the

All these had been

exception of these twosupplied.

items,

there had been an almost universal
delay in decision, delay in financial

delay in contract action,
and often disappointment in the rate
of supply."

The main items which Air Commodore Hearson had
in mind were hydrogen trailers,
ground equipment,

that he had good grounds for

example,

cylinders and

ci-nd it was clear from his rep

at the time of the deployment the fol

ort
complaint. For

,
ing essential items of ground equipment

low-

 were

available only in the quantities
IQ" Canvas Gas Ho so

shown against them -

- 47 lengths against a
minimum requirement of 142
for 142 balloons.

10-vmy Fillers -SO against a minimum
requirement of’142 for 142
balloons.

- 604 ap;ainst a minimum
requirement of 832 for
142 balloons.

- Hil against a minimum
requirement of 142 for 142
balloons.

_Ground Sheets

Cable Cutters

Carpenters Stoppers - Ail against a minimum
requirement of 142 for 142
balloons.

10 Junction Pieces' - ,34 against a minimum
requirement of 142 for 142
balloon o •

Pressure Gauges Ml against a minimum
requirement of 1-^2 for 142
balloons.

/The
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Tho persomiGl position was little, better. .

The delay in the.provision of the balloon centres

had resulted in recruiting and training being

seriously retarded,

in the middle of 1938, but -

Recruiting had been commenced

'  "was necessarily of a half-hearted and
limited nature through inadequacy of
training facilities and the iack of
stimulus given by the flying of balloons."’^
There was

deployment, however,

balloons v/as flown.

one encouraging feature of the

Only a limited number of

Nevertheless, the Air Offi

j

cer

although there were,

less than two trained men operating

Commanding was satisfied that,

on an average,

each balloon, and the remainder were untrained,

they could have flown their balloons with fev\r

accidents had the need arijsen.
Results of Deployment.

As a result of the deployment, a number of

"inquests" was held by the various Air Ministry
brandho concerned. In consequence, action v/as

speeded up, especially with regard to equipment.

Other matters also came under reviev/ such as thes.47109.
M. 24.

co-prdination of balloon sites 'with guns,

lights and the civil defence.

In addition. it was generally consid

search-

ered by

all concerned that further exercises would be in

valuable . The Secretary of State for Air did, in
fact, raise this question at the 343rd meeting of

the Committee of Imperial Defence, when he stated

/that

^  a recruiting
agent was indicated by the fact that 1,000
recruits had been enlisted during the ten days
since the exercise, as against 700 recruits
enlisted during the previous five months.

1. The value of this stimulus as

\
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that the Air Staff wished to carry out a balloon

barrage exercise at the same time as the army carried

out a proposed skeleton deployment of the defence of

This was agreed to, but later theGreat Britain.■
(

army cancelled their plans and it was decided to

carry out a large-scale balloon barrage exercise

during the latter part of April, 1939.

However, vfhon April arrived, the Assistant

Chief of Air Staff (Air Yicc-Marshal 7. s. Douglas)

I

Ibid.

M.53.

informed the Chief of Air Staff (..ir Chief-Marshal

Sir Cjfril fTowall) that a period of leven days must

elapse before the hydrogen used was replaced,

sequent to the deflation of the balloons.

o

sub-

The Chief

of Air Staff decided it v^rould not b

risk this.period without balloons

trial deployment of all balloons to their

posse

and sug

ible to

gested a

war

stations without inflating them,

mitted to the Air Officer Comman

This was- sub-

ding of tho newly-

formed Balloon Command^ (Air Yice-Marshal o.

who replied that the .air Officer Commanding,
(Balloon Barrage) Group had discussed tho
with hi

T. Boyd)

No. 30

project

squadron commanders and it was considered

that to carry out such'an exercise vrould be psycho
logically unsound and would tend to lov^or the hip"h
.morale of the auxiliary ainuGn. The exercise vvas,

the ref 0 re, ah and one d.

/Section 10,

1, For the formation of Balloon Command see
et.seq.PP-
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SECTION 10,

THE .aXTHNSION OP BALLOON BARRAGES

TO THE PROVINCES o

Early in 1936, the Home Defence Committee of

the Committee of Imperial Defence formed a sub

committee, under the chairmanship of Wing Commander

J, Hodsell, to examine the protection of points

of importance against air attack.

-’-■j «

C . i. , D,
222k.

At the same time, the Committee of Imperial

Defence authorised the employment by the sub-

coiiunittee of two full-time officers, to carry out a

detailed reconnaissance of all points of importance

and to make recommendations as to the best means of

C,I,D,
243 A.

dedi’ending them against air attack.

The vital point selected by the sub-H.D.C . CJ
o

.  209.
committee as requiring inspection were drawn from the

following categories

Private factories of national importance.
Commercial oil installations.
Post Office telephone, telegraph and

t/T stations.
Public electricity stations.
Gas undertakings.
Docks.
Vital mills and coldstores.

The tvT’o inspecting officers selected,

Brigadier E. H. Kelly and Air Commodore I. M.

Bonham-Garter, commenced their tour of inspection'

on the 20th July, 193'^ and, in their first report,

recommended that balloon barrage defences should

be provided for Billingham and the North Tees Po?/er

This ?ms the first suggestion by res

ponsible officers that balloon barrages would be

of use in defending targets other than London

uggestions of a similar

otation.

and5

it v\ras clear that further o

nature v/ould be forthcoming as the tour of inspect

ion continued.

/By
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Bj February, 1937? a further sub-committee

of the Home Defence Committee, under the chairmian-

ship of Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding, put

forward plans for the "Ideal

Bri tain.

Air Defence of Great

This committee had not owerlodeed the

C .1 .D .

225A.

value of balloons, and stated that while no numerical

estimates of desirable or practicable provision of

balloons could usefully be made at this stage -

"vre consider that balloon barrages have
practical application to small vital
areas and to porta. ",

Meamvhile, they av/aited the development of the

London barrage and the reports of the sub-committee

on the Protection of Points of Importance against

air attack before making further recommendations.

At the 7'th meeting of the latter committee the

following conclusion was recorded

H.D.C .

(a,a. )
43

'That the Air Ministry should be asked
to give an opinion on the risk of low-
flying attack, despite the presence of
a balloon barrage."

Air Staff Mote on the Deterrent Affect of Earrages_.

Accordingly, in October, 1937, the Air Staff

put forward their views on this subject.

They considered that the value of a balloon

barrage lay in the threat of collision by an air

craft with either the balloon or its inooring cable,

so that the area in which it ?/as effective stretched

from the ground to the height at which balloons

were flown.

H.D.C .

(A.A. )
43 «

T.he chances of collision with the balloon

itself were slight, but the effect ?/ould almost

certainly be fatal to the aircraft; on the other

hand, it was practicable to space balloons

economically over a defended area so that if an

aircraft flew over it belov/ the height of the

balloons, the chances of collision v/ith a cable

/would
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would be considerable.

The effects of collision with the type of cable

in use were not laiovra with precision but, although

it was not expected that it would in every ca

prove fatal to the aircraft, there v^as little doubt

that it ?/ould, in many cases, cause sufficiently

serious damage to make pilots unwilling to face

the risk.

so

The effectiveness of the barrage might bo still

further increased by the use of devices which were

under development to ensure that collision with

cables -would normally b fatal to the aircraft

G oncerned. It Yma appreciated that aircraft could,

to a certain extent, be protected against cables,

but, so far as was known, no power had protected

their aircraft in this way, and balloon barrages,

therefore, could still be considered to constitute

a serious menace to low-flying aircraft.

The deterrent effect of the barrage also

depended to a very large extent on the degree of

visibility existing at any particular time,

ood visibility and with noa clear day with O'
o

On

clouds belo'w the maximum height at which the

balloons could be flown, the balloons could be

seen from a considerable distance, and the deterrent

effect would be comparatively local, although the

Air Staff considered it vifould be unlikely for the

area defended by balloons to be subject to low-

flying attack under these conditions,

7ftien there viras cloud and poor visibility

and at night the effect would be very much greater,

since pilots, being unable to see the balloons or

their cable and being unwilling to risk collision,

"v/ould be forced to fly at an altitude higher than

/that
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that ?/hioh they believed to be the. maximum height of

the balloons and within a considerable radius of any

point at which it wa known, or suspected, that ao

balloon barrage yiaa located.

The bhinloyment of Guns and Balloon
Barrages for the Protection of Point

of _Importance Against Low-flying .-ittack,

to

At the 3th meeting of the sub-committec onG .1 .D .

219A.
A.D.G.B,

12p.
(also
H.D.C .280)

the Protection of Points of Importance against air

attack, it Y/as recorded ;-

"That the bar Office and Air Mi.nistry be
requested to prepare a memorandum on the
employment of balloon barrages and guns
for the protection of specific points
against loYW-flying attack, including the
man-poY/er and financial aspects, as a
basis for an early report to the Home
Defence Committee."

At the 30th meeting of tho Home Defence

,  it Y\ras agreed;-Conimitt.0

That the opaestion of the provision of
2-pdr
balloon barrages should be referred to
tho Sub-Committee on tho Reorientation

of the Air Defence .System of Great Britain.

and their co-ordination v-zith lovi'O
)D 0

Memorandum by the General Staff and the Air Staff.

Th’as, on the 11th July, 193-85 General

Staff and the Air Staff forwarded to tho Home Defence

Committee a joint note on this subject. This note

was the most exhaustive survey of the merits of

balloon I'arrages yet produced and is worthy of

careful study.

(a) Minimum Height of Balloon Barrages.

Before examining the main subject, the

General Staff and Air Staff reviewed briefly the

various methods of delivering loYW-flying attacks

which had so far been developed. These may be

summarised under three, main headings;-

/ijOYZ-level
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low - le V e 1 B omb i np;.

An aircraft launching a low-lcvcl bombing

attack may approach the target in level

flight^ in a shallow dive^ or a preliminary

The aircraft is adjusted to

flight befpre the moment of release, which

t any height up to 1,000 feet.

steep dive.

may occur a.

1

(ii ) Low-dive Bombing.

llien attacking by the low-dive bombing method,

the aircraft may approach in a continuous

glide, or dive from an initial height of

about 2,000 feet. The moment of bomb release

may occur at any height below 1,500 feet

while the aircraft is in the dive or glide.

The minimum height' of release is determined

by the type of bomb ajid fusing employed,

and by the height required to pull out of

the dive or glide after release. It may be

low as 300 feet,

(iii ) High -di ve Bombiiig .

as

Aircraft adopting the high-dive bombing

method of attack may approach by a continuous

or interrupted dive-, or glide, with or with

out engine, from heights above 5>000 feet.

The final approach to the. target will

consist of a dive, or glide, from about

5^000 feet, the bombs being released at

about 1,500/2,000 feet,

bombing, the minimum height of-release 'is

determined by the size and fusing of the

bombs employed and the height required'to

pull out after release.

As vdth lovY-dive

These various methods of attack had one

factor in common,’ the height of bomb release was

/limited
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limited to 2,000 feet and belovi. Thus,,, if any

system of local protection against low-flying

attack was to be effective it must preclude bomb

release between ground-level and 2,000 feet,

therefore, defined th

of a balloon ba.rrage.

(b) Mobility.

The Air Staff had already set out their

views on the psychological effect which th

Th

minimum operational heigh

balliU

is,

t

oons

were likely to produce on attacking pilots,

in order to make full u

stratagems was necessary. This,

But,

of this, the exorcise of

it was suggested,

could be achieved by moving a part or whole of the

o O

barrage from time to time.

If a balloon barrage wer

tection of a specific point,

mobility Yvould be possible,

have to remain in the immediate vicinity of the

point to be protected,

the barrage would depend primarily upon its lethal

effect, and on the high probability that

craft ai/oacking the target y/ould come into collision

with a cable.

j-'G used for the pro-

no great degree of

The balloons would

and the deterrent effect of

an air-

The Joint Staffs thought however, ,

that a certain degree of mobility 'was desirable to

enable balloon positions to bo moved from tim.e to

time in accordance with the local situation, but

it need not be very great.

A few balloons flo?m in the immediato

vicinity of a specific target requiring protect

ion against lovY-flying attack Y;ould have little

deterrent effect except perhaps at night, since

the attacking aircraft Yrould be able to release

their bom.bs at the objective and turn avray before

reaching the balloons. Indeed, the balloons

/might
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might be'more of a help than a hindrance to thp

attacking aircraft, since they would act as target

indicators.

(g ) Ifamber of Balloons Required to
Protect a Specific ObjoctiTe.

In order to form an estimate of the minimum

number of balloons Required to provide all-round

protection for a specific objective, the Joint ■

Staffs considered it necessary, in the first place,

to analyse the problem of protecting a small vital

point, such as an important power station which,

for purposes of theoretical consideration, they

considered to be reduced to a point. For purposes

of comparison with the two-pounder pom-pom, they

took the height of attack as 2, 000 feet, vdiich was

the maximum height at which the two-pound

engage v/ith efficiency.

c oulder

As a basis for calculation,

therefore^ it was assumed that all-round protect

ion was required for a point against aircraft .

releasing their bombs at heights up to 2,000 feet,

at level speeds of the order of 300 rn.p.h.

aircraft flying level at' this 'height and speed

would release its bombs at a plan range of approxi

mately 1,640 yards from the target,

barrage, therefore, had to be interposed between

the aircraft and target in siich a way as to make

release at this distance a hazardous undertaking.

Disposing of the balloons under the -"field

An

The balloon

sitiiog method, it T^as calculated that 43 balloons

would offer adequate protection under these con

ditions, giving a 40^ probability of collision

if the aircraft flew into the barrage.

Attacks on Balloon Barrages.

A resolute enemy determined to make low-

flying attacks against an important target

/protected

(d)
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protected by a t)alloon barrage might attempt to

shoot d07m the balloons as a preliminary to attack

ing the target with bombs. An attack of this kind

would, however,, have.it0 be carried out in daylight,

and in clear T\reather, Moreover, a number of air

craft would be required, and the operation v/ould

take some time to complete. The opportunity for

intervention by defensive fighters v/ould therefore

be considerable, and the principle form of pro

tection from an operation of this nature, would be

the general fighter defence of the country coupled

with anti-aircraft gunfire.

(®) Co-ordination of Balloons
and Anti-Aircraft Guns.

The Joint Staffs emphasised that balloons

r
must b co-ordinated with anti-aircraft guns, since,

in certain circumstances, both would be the com

ponents of the air defence of vital areas. The

effectiveness of the long-rang anti - ai rc raft gu.n

fell off appreciably below 4,000 feet, while the

pom-pom viras most effective between 500 feet and

"Above 2,000 feet the effectiveness

of the pom-pom deteriorated, since the shell was

self-destroying at 2,500 feet,

in anti-aircraft defence} therefore, were from

ground level to 500 feet, and between 2,000 feet

and 4,000 feet.

follovYed that a balloon barrage would be required

to cover these vital areas.

2,000 feet.

The weak layers

From these considerations it

(f) Costs.

It was estimated that a unit of 45 L.'Z.

balloons would require 450 men for its operation,

of v/hich a proportion would have to be skilled.

__ /The
1. The General Staff and the Air Staff did not^
consider t.he A.A. machine-gun in their analysis
because it was an unsuitable weapon for co-ordi
nation with the balloon barrage.
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Tlie balloonsj together with their equipment, works

services, and personnel, y/ould cost £240, 000 with

an annual recurring cost of £30,000.

were based on the cost of the London barrage, and

the Joint Staffs considered they were probably an

over-estimate^, since the increase in the size of

the balloon.barrage'organ!sation might well result

These figure .c;

in a proportionate decroe.se in the cost,

A comparison of the cost of a balloon barrage

with that.of the two-pounder gun showed the latter

to be the more economical y/eapon,

ent effect of these guns would be confined to the

immediate vicinity of the protected point and

But the deterr-

vfould be almost negligible in poor visibility. The

Joint Staffs, taking these points into considerat

ion, decided that a balloon barrage >vould seldom

be' justified for the defence of a single point or

Ibid,

a small area against low-flying attack and it would

bo preferable to rely on guns,'supplemented -

by a few balloons which will produc
a deterrent effect during darkness or
in misty 'vveathor.-

iT

n

would be used toIn clear weather these ■balloon c?
o

in those directions inreinforce the gun defence

v/hich geographical, or other conditions,

o

limited

anti-aircraft fire.

If an area was' to be protected, ho'wever,

the advantage y/ould shift from the gun to the

Thus, it was evident that the t’vo forms

of defence ?rere complementary, and the Joint Staffs

recommended that for the protection of large areas
M

1. On the contrary the figures 'were considerably
under-estimated. For example, the ■ establishment
for the London balloon squadrons (of 45 balloons)
alloYfed for 666 men - exclusive of administrat
ive personnel (see Est/Bar/806A dated 11.6,39»
Authority 836459/38).

balloon.

tv

Sc>.
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of vital importancej or important areas which

rocoivGd little protection from the general air

defence organisation of the country, a combination

t) and light anti-of balloons (flying at 4,000 xeu

aircraft guns offered the b(

-

t des ofxnco at least

cost.

(g ) banger of Balloons to the
Defendin Air Force.rr

Concluding their joint note, the General

Staff and the Air Staff reiterated a warning that

had been pronounced some fourteen years previousljr

by Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Trcnchard; that a

balloon barrage v/as potentially as dangerous to the
1

defending air force as it vms to the enemy. They

emphasized, therefore, that careful co-ordination

between the movements of our aircraft and the dis

position of balloon barrages was necessary. In

general, it should be possible for-airclaft to’a,void

the barrage by flying above the balloons. Diffi

culties would arise in the neighbourhood of aero

dromes, ¥/here aircraft wore landing or taking off;:

in the aircraft fightin

craft might be required to operate at night at any ,

zone, "vhen fighter air.cr
-to

altitude; in the neighbourhood of flying training

schools, where large numbers of inexperienced

pupils would be flying at medium and low altitudes;

through which returning bombersand in those area c?
o

had to fly at a Ioy/ altitude to facilitate identi-

Special precautions might be necessaryfication.

in order to reduce the dangers in those areas;

in particular, it was recommended that the

minimum distance from an- aerodrome to the near

/balloon
The toll of British aircr.aft taken bj'' the

balloon barrages during the far was worse than
the two Staffs could have anticipated. A
survey of this problem will be found on pp.

1.

tes
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balloon barrage should not be less than five miles.

Ho port by the Sub-Commit toe on the
Rc-orientation of the Air Dofonce

Syston of Groat Britain.

H.D.C .282.,

(also
A.D.G.B,

129)

The meiiiorandun bj'- the Genoral Staff and the

Air Staff was referred to the sub~conniittee on the

Re-oriontation of the Air Defonce System of Great

Britain^h which had been formulating recommendat

ions to the Home Bofenco Committee regarding the

allocation of light anti-aircraft guns to vital

In JunO; 1938j this sub-committee had been
2

instructed by the Conmittee of Imperial Dofonce

ooint,Q
O •

to

base their■rec ommendations

sumption that balloon barrages"on the

be provided, not only for London,
but for all localities at which their
employment is considered by the sub
committee to be desirable.

as

(^ ) Rec onnai s sane 0 of Vital Points.

The list of vital points examined by th

represented an almost complete survey

of the points in this country v/hich were vital in

tlio sense that their destruction would be of major

,0

sub-c ommitt GG

Light anti-aircraftconsequence to the v;ar effort.

artillery defence had been recommended for all of

The majority of vital points had been

reconnoitred in detail in the first instance bjr

then.

ally and Air Commodore Bonham--CarterBrigadier

and subsequently by army commands, and specific

recommendations had been put forward for the scale
.  /o£

1. Under the chairmanship of Air Chief Marshal
Sir Hugh Do^yding.

2, The C.I.D. issued this instruction as the
result of a report by the sub-committee on the Pro
tection of Points of Importance 'against air attack
which had completed their survey of the country and
had recommended among other things that balloon
protection should be provided for a number of
vital point O

o »
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of defence required in each instance.

Because balloon barrages not only protected

vital points-but ..arc as as a whole, the sub-c onmiittoe

examined certain areas in .which the vital points

were situated close together, and where, in con

sequence, balloon defences appeo-red desirable.

These areas were as follows i-

The great importance of this area,

more particularly to the Royal ITavy, induced

the sub-committce to consider the employment

The situation was, however,

complicated by the presence of aerodromes.

The extent to which it would be possible to

organise air operations, while still providing

.  an adequate balloon defence, required further

G onaideration.

Portsmouth.

of balloons.

Southampton. This are a was,similarly situate d with

regard to aerodromes and therefore required

further consideration.

Plymouth. An extensive balloon defonc was note

roc omr-iended owing to the proximitj^ of the fly

ing-boat base at Mount Batten, The really vital

area was comparatively restricted and would be

adequately covered by 39 balloons.

Bristol and Avorimouth. The presence of Filton

aerodrome prevented the use of balloons to

cover the ?/hole of this area. The sub

committee therefore recomm.ended two small

and independent layouts, with the addition

of eight light guns at Avonmouth to cover

the exposed water front.

Port Talbot Swansea. No gun or searchlight

defence had been provisioned for this area

which v/as some distance from the nearest

/fighter
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fighter sector. The sub-comnittec considered that

a stron combination of light guns and balloons6

should be provided.

These areas all presented substantially

the same problem, i.e. a corridor defence.

The sub-corimittee recommended the use of

Liverpool )
numb c r )
Tees )
Tyne )
Glasgow )

balloons in oh case for the protection

of the vital dock, ship“building and food-

P !”1

distributing areas.

These areas contained a larger number of

vital industrial establishments .nd, as

Bi minghan)
Coventry )
Sheffield )
i.Ianchester)
Hunc orn

Derby
) in London, the balloon layouts would

p'rotect not only the vital points them-

'  solves, but also the v^orkers whose service

were indispensable.

In addition to recommending balloon protection for

these areas, the sub-committce considered a list of

cj
o

isolated ooints and small rcas, for which it y/as con

sidered that the light anti-aircraft gun should be the

primary defence-. The employment of a few balloons was

nded at certain of those places to provide some

measure of dofcnce against lo?/-flying attack.

roc om

The full recommendations of the sub-committee were

1
for 1,005 balloons and 1,112 light anti-aircraft guns.

/Thi s
These ware to be dispos-cT of as f ollo¥/s1.

Are a. Balloons recommended.

Portsmouth...

Southampton..
ri^nnouth
Avonmouth ...

Bristol ...

Liverpool and Birkenhead.
Humber ... ... , . .

0  0 o

53
46

39
24

42

85
72
26Tees e  • 0

66Tyne 6 * 0

Carried forwo.rd.

Continued on pp.l34

453
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This shov^ed a saving of 3 21 guns fron those previous

The cost was calculated atly rccorxicnded.

£3; 000,000 for the balloons and £10j,000j000 for the

guns, y/ith recurring costs of £1,000,000 for the

fomer and £500,000 for the latter.

S.45877.
M.l.

The Coiexiittco of Imperial Defence at their

331st meeting on the 27th July, 1938? approved the

rocomiTiondation of the sub-sonmittee of the Homo

Defence Committeo on the Rc-orientation of the Air

Defence System of Groat Britain for the provision

of balloons and light anti-.-ai rc raft guns. At the

saine tine, they gave authority to the Secretary of

State for Air to proceed with the provision of the

balloons rocomnended, subject to the usual arrange

ments for obtaining Treasury sanction.

Section 11.

Continued from pp. 153.

Balloons rcconiviendod.Area.

453Brought I onward.
89Glasgova . .

Bi rminghexi
Derby
Coventry
Sheffield

Manchester

■,Yi dne s - Kune 0 rn. .

•  •

153
24

50
67
84
60

980Total.

Balloons to augment gun defence.

Yr ab lie 3 s (ila nvi c h ) . . . 7
Newport and Cardiff Docks. . .
SV/ansea and Port Talbot Docks.

10
10

1,005Total

This figure was later increased by a
few balloons.
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SECTION 11.

HI GHEE 0B1AI\TI.3ATI0N FOR THE CONTROL AITD
STRATI OH OF THE BALLOON'BA.RRAGE.

The extension of the balloon barra^;e to the

provinces necessitated a revievv of the organisation

for its control and aitnini strati on. Up to the

present, with the barrage confined to London, con

trol had been exercised by Fighter Coiiinand, but the

problem: ?ath which the Air Ministry was now faced

was to control and administer the 18 centres and 47

squadrons into which the 'balloons were now formed.

It was considered uneconomical for each town

squadron to have its ovra centre and therefore, where

it. was convenient geographically, one centre main

tained squadrons in two or more different towns.

In addition, although the squadrons for the London

area were organised into five flights of nine

balloons each, the provincial squadrons, being less

concentrated in operation, were organised in three

or four and, in isolated cases, two flights of

eight balloons each.

The centres and squadrons vrere, therefore,

organised as follows j-

Area

Ho. of .Squadron. Served.Centre.

Ho. 1 Balloon Centro, Ho. 90I (B) Sqdn.
902 f, "Kidbrooke.
903

Ho, 2 Balloon Centre,
Hook.

904
905

London.
906Ho, 3 Balloon Centro,

Stanmore. 907

Fo, '4 Balloon Centro,
Chigwell.

9O8
909
910

/Ho. 5
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Area

Served.go. of Squadron.Centre.

Ha. 5 Balloon.- Centre .JTo. „..911 (B ) .Sq.dn.
Sutton Goldfield,
Bimingham, IT.

912
UII

913
n TI

Birminghan.
/

0 914
II If

 Balloon Centre,
fythall,
Bimin-glian, s.

IvTo

915
II IT

916 U II ■

917
II II

918
II It

Derby.-ITo. 7 Balloon Centro,
Derby.

Liverpool.
Birkenhead.

919
920

/
II II

No. 8 Balloon Centre,
Line Tree Darn,
Liverpool.

It IT

921
II TI

922 ■  '.Yidnes,
Euncorn.

II • U

No. 9 Balloon Centre,
Yarrington. 923

II If

924
It II

No.10 Balloon Centre,
Manciisster. .  925

II II Manchester.

926 UTI

927 ^  Bristol

and

Avonnouth.

IT II

No.11 Balloon Centre,
Bristol. 928

II TI

929
IT[I

No.12 Balloon Centre,
Litchfield.

930
IT ,  'Portsmouth

and

Southampton.

II

931
nII

932
I? II

933
nIT

No.13 Balloon Centre,
Plymouth,

No,14 Balloon Centre,
Cardiff.

934 Plyriouth.
IT M

935 Cardiff.11 II

936No,15 Balloon Centre,
Long Benton,
Newcastle.

No.16 Balloon Centre,
Sheffield.

II II

Tyne
and

Tees.
937

II If

93s
II IT

939
II II

940 ■  Sheffield.II II

941
IT If

942No,17 Balloon Centre,
Hull.

II II Humber

and-

District.
943

IT II

944
I! It

945No.18 Balloon Centre,
Glasgow.

H 11

■  Glasgow
and-

'  District.
94

II 11

947
IIil

Obviously the iraciediate requirenont y;as an

increase in the number of group hoadquarters, .and the

Air Member for Supply and Organisation (Air ViceS.46888,
iSncl. lA.

Marshal "Y. L. Jfclsh) proposed to the Air Council

that three additional groups should be formed.

•  /The
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Thc question whether or not these groups should

follov/ the existing organisation and, as in the

case of No. 30 Group, forro part of Fighter Connand,

was discussed at length at a conforence convened by

the Air MeEiber for Supply and Organisation, which

v/as held on 21st Soptenbor, 1938, and attended by

tho Air Officer Conmanding-in-Ghiof, Fighter

Cormand, Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding.

it was agreed that, Tdiatever the ultimate adninis-

tratiVO control might be, the operational control

must remain 7d.th the Air Officer Comnanding-in-

Chief, since balloons were part of the general

defence system and, like anti-aircraft guns.

Hero

searchlights and the yearning systems, must be

yielded into co-ordinated whole.

Administrative and tactical training formed a

different problem. Air Chief Marshal Dowding was

not satisfied with the existing system of adminis

tration, as Fighter Command Headquarters^ had no

technical staff for lloon matters and were, there

fore, not sufficiently knowledgeable on the working

ba

of balloons. fore the balloon barrage to remain

its present size, he would have opposed any separat

ion from his administrative control nd, indeed,

would have pressed for his control to be tightened.

Cl.

The proposed extension, however, meant that his

air officer in charge of administration vfould have

to deal with over four times as many centres as at

present; this, v/ith all the other rajmificati ons

of administration that were involved, and coupled

with the administration of the fighter stations and

other units vathin the conmand, was more than one-

staff could handle, and a continuance of the system

might result in inefficiency throughout the whole
^f
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of Fighter Comand.

The Air Moiaber for .Supply and Organisation

reconnended, therefore, that a separate Balloon Corjnand

should bo sot up as .early as po ible under an air,o a
o o

officer codxianding not an air officer connanding-in-

chief. The air officer commanding would be entirely

responsible to the Air Council for the training And

administration of the balloon barrage system, except

for operations and Y/ar training, for which ho v/ould

be placed under the Air Officer Connanding-in-Chief,

Fighter Command.

It was most important that the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Chief hould maintain close personalo

touch with the Balloon Comiuand and, for this reason,

the two headquarters must be in close proximity to

one another.

The Director of Organisation had dravm up

proposals confirming the staffs required at the

command and group headquarters. .'ttiile the manning

of them vms a problem for the Air Member for Personnel,

the Air Member for .Supply and Organisation considered

that a mixture of regular and auxiliary officers on

the group staffs would bo acceptable,

staff, he suggested, should'be entirely regular,

becaus-e it would be adr.iinistrative and would have

The _ c ommand

only a small air staff for co-ordination purposes.

In any case, the Air Member for .Supply and

Organisation asserted that the Air Officer Command

ing, Balloon Command, should be a regular officer

on the active list, and not,

CoLimodore Hearson, the Air Officer Commanding,

No. 30 Group, a re-employed retired officer who had

not the incentive for further promotion.

s in the case of Air

This, the
/

Ibid.

Air
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Air Member for 'Supply and Orgemisation enphusizod,

was not a reflection on Air Corimodorc Hoarsonj but a

natter of principle.

Tlae Mr Council approved the

;3upply and Orgo-nisation's proposals and the Balloon

Comraand was formed with effect from 1st Hovcnber, 1938;

Air Yicc Marshal 0. T. Boyd v^as appointed Air Officer

Commanding.

Air Member forIbid.

M. 3 •

The throe new g'rcups mqtg not formed until 1939s.

but plans had sufficiently advanced by December, 1938,

(nir Vice Marshalfor the Director of Organisation

Portal) to fssuG a nenorandun showing the

proposed organisation, of the command.

fi. •

Thi was aso
o

3.43877. C. F.
End. 40B.

follows

Temporarily situated at Kelvin
House, Cleveland Street,
London, W.l. ponding the find
ing of suitable headquarters
near Headquarters, Fighter
Command at Stannore.

Comand Hoadquarters.

30 (Balloon Barrage) Group. Kelvin House,Ho.
1.London,

Administering

Ho. 1 Balloon Centre, Kidbrocho.

No. 2 Balloon Centre, Hook.

No. 3 Balloon Centre, Stannore.

No. 4 Balloon Centre, Chigwell.

and affiliated

squadrons.

Birrainghaa.No. 31 (Balloon Barrage) Group

(Forms February. 1939)

Administers

No. 5 Balloon Centre, .Sutton Coldfield,
(opens July/August, 1939 ) (

!  '

No. 6 Balloon Centre, rtythall.
(opens July/August, 1939 ) i

No. 7 Balloon Centre, Derby.
(opens July/August, 1939)

No. 8 Balloon Centre, Liverpool,
(opens July/August, 1939 ) V

/

and affiliated

squadrons,

/No. 9 '
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Fo. 9 Balloon Gontrcj 'Ararrington.
(opens July/August, 1939)-

Manchester.Ho,10 Balloon Centre,

;  and affiliated
■\ squadrons.

32 (Balloon Earrarce 1 Greun. Fortsinouth.No.

arch, 1939. ) •(Ferns February/IL

Adninisters

No.11 Balloon Centre, Bristol.

No.12 Balloon Centre,

No.13 Balloon Centre, Plynouth.

No.14 Balloon Centre, Cardiff.

Titchfiol and affiliated
squadrons.

d.

tlNo. 33 (Balloon Barrage ) Groun, Nowc£a .ous  •

( Fo ms■ Fe h ru ary /Marc h, 1939 ) •

Adninisters

No.15 Balloon Centre, Newcastle,
(opens July/August, 1939)-

No.i6 Balloon Centre, Sheffield.

No.17 Balloon Centre, Hull,
(opens July/August, 1939 )* ■

No.18 Nnlloon Centre, Glasgow. >

and affiliated
squadrons.

Balloon Coionand Cones Into Being.

Thus the .position at the end of 1938 was .

that Balloon Corinand was in coniaunication ynth the

my and air force associations

the onus of find-

various territorial

concerned and had placed upon then

lloon'
C orxiand
Forre 540.
5/12/38.

Ba

ing tenporary tov^n headquarters

could bo connenced and olenentary tn-Aning given. The

Lm

at which recruiting

that these headquarters 'wouldprogronne planned v/as

in nid-January, 1939 -nd begin recru-itingopen up

Instructors cuid equipment to enable

■y ground instmiction to proceed would be

r end of February, v^hile early

in April, instructors and balloon crews would be

borrowed fron the London barrage t enable practical

During the
/next

iniaediately.

prelinin

started in the niddlo

nC-J.

n

balloon training to be carried out.
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onths the various units and forraationsnoxt fevr

The squadrons wore forned firstlycone into being,
I

at tenperary town hoadquartGrs and, pending the for-

groups, were adninistered direct "bynati on of thri
C’

Walloon Conaand.

1

By the 1st May, ZIo. 31 (Balloon Barrage) Group,

v/hich had forned at Kelvin House, took over the

centres and novod to itsexecutive cormand of it.cj
o

headc[uarters in Broad Street, Liminghc

on the 15th May, ■

,  32^ and 33^ (Balloon Barrtage ) Groups noved fron

Kelvin House to Portsmouth and Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Just over two weeks later

Nos

respectively to take charge of their centres,

pt No. 16By July, 1939, all centres exce

Balloon Centre, Sheffield,and No. 18 Balloon Centre,

Bishophriggs, Glasgow, had opened, and Balloon

Coramand was no I'ongor a conimand on paper only.

Thus, on the 3rd July, 1939 a further Organisat

ion Mcmcrandum was'issued v^hich read!-Org.Memo.
364.

Balloon Coanand.

It is notified for information that the Balloon

Command is comprised

Balloon Comaand Headquarters.

IS f ollowrso

1.

T enp 0 rarily at;-

Kelvin House, Cleveland Street,
London, B". 1.
Moves 'to Church Lane, Stannore, at
end of 1939. Date to he fixed
later.

s

/No.30

CoDjnanded by Air Commodore R. P. S. Morton.

Commanded by Air Coomodoro L. H. C. Drew.

Coionandod by Air Commodore H. R. Busteed.

1.

2.

0 •
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ITo. 3 0 (Balloon Barrage) Group.

Kelvin Housej Cleveland Street^ London,

(i) Ho. 1 Lalloon Centre, Kidbrooke, S.E.3. 135 l:alloons.

1.V •

2

Ho.901 (County of London) (ijalloon) Squadro'n.
(5 flights etch of 9 talloons) (43)

Ho.902 (County of London) (Ealloon) Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9

Ho.903 (County of London) (Balloon) Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9 talloons)

(ii) Ho. 2 Balloon Centre, Hook, Surrey.

(45)lloons)La

(45)

90 Balloons.

Ho. 904 (County of :3urroy) (Balloon) Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9

Ho.905 (County of Surrey) (Balloon)- Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9 Balloons)

(iii) Ho, 3-Ealloon Centre,Stanaore,Middlesex. 90 balloons.

(45)lloons )

(45)

Ho.906 (County of Middlesex) (ualloon) Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9 balloons) • (45)

Ho.907 (County of Middlesex) (Balloon) Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9 Balloons)

(iv) Ho. 4 EoHloon Centro, Chlgwoll, Essex. 135 balloons.

(45)

I

Ho.908 (County of Essex) (Balloon) Squo.dron.
(5 flights each of 9 balloons)

Ho.909 (County of Essex) (Ealloon) Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9 balloons)

Ho.910 (County of Essex) (Eo-lloon) Squadron.
(5 flights each of 9 balloons)

Ho. 31 (Balloon Earrage) Group.

(45)

(45)

(45)

3

Headquarters - Biminghan

176, Eroad Street, Eirrainghaa,

(i ) Ho. 5 Ealloon Centre, 'Ahitehouse Goonon,
Sutton Coldfield, Bimiinghan, H.

Teoiporary address1 »  ;

88 balloons.

Ho. 911 (County of Warwick) (Balloon) Squadron.
(4 flights each of 8 balloons)

Ho.912 (County of Warwick) (Balloon) Squadron.
(4 flights each of 3 balloons)

No.913 (County of Warwick) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons)

(32)

(32)

(24 )

/Ho. 6
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(ii ) ITo. 6 Walloon Centre, VTythall,
Eiming:hojn, S.

U0.914 (County of 'Warwick) (Balloon) .Squadron.
(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (32)

No,915 (County of Warwick) (Balloon) .Squadron.
(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (3 2)

No,916 (County of Tarwick) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

110,917 (County of TarYack) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights Ocach of 8 balloons) (24)

(iii) No. 7 Balloon Contre, Curzon Lano,
Alvaston, Derby.

N0.9I8 (County of Derby) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

112 bal

24 ball

loons.

oons.

(iV ) No. 8 Balloon Centre, Fe.zakorley^
88 balloons.Liverpool.

No.919 (West Lancashire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (32)

No.920 ( ,;est LeJicashire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (3 2)

No.921 (West Lancashire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

(V)'No. 9 Balloon Centro, Houghton
Green, Warrington.

No.922 (West Lancashire) (Balloon) Squadron,
(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (32)

No.923 (West Lancashire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (32)

(vi ) No. 10 Balloon Centre, Bovflee,
Middleton. Manchester.

No.924 (East Lancashire) (Balloon) .Squadron.
(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (32)

No.925 (East Lancashire) (Balloon) .Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

No.926 (East Lancashire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 'flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

/no.3 2

64 ba

80 ba

lloons.

lloons.
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0. 32 (Salloon Barrage) droup.

Headquarters - Qoonercial Chanbers,

1/13, Conmorcial Road, PortsEioutli, Hants.

4

Ho.11 Balloon Centre, Puck1echurch,1

7 2 balloons.

Ho.927 (County 'Of Gloucester) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

Cristol.

A
Ho.928 (County of Gloucester) (palloon) Squadron.

(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

Ho.929 (County of Gloucuster) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

Ho. 12 Balloon Centre, Southaoipton Road,
Titchfiold, FarohanT^Hants.' ^ balloons.

Ho. 930 (Hampshire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

Ho.931 (Hampshire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

No.932 (Hampshire) (Balloon) Squadron,
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

Ho.933 (Hampshire) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

Ho.13 Balloon Centre, Collaton
Cross, Yealaapton, Plymouth.

Ho,934 (County of Devon) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (40)

40 balloons.

(ii)

(iii)

(iT) Ho.14 Balloon Centre, Caerau,
16 balloons.Ely, Cardiff, Glam.

Ho.935 (County of
(2 flights ehch

Glamorgan) (Balloon)
of 8 balloons) (16

Squadron.

(Balloon Barrage) Group.

Headquarters - 3; Windsor Terra,ce,

Hewcastle-upon-Tyne.

Ho.15 Balloon Centre, Long Benton,
Forest Hall, Hewcastle-upon-Tyne.

(  i)

5

88 balloons.

Ho. 936 (County of Horthum.be rl and ) (Balloon)
Squadron.
(32)(4 flights each of 8 balloons)

Ho. 93 7 (County of Horthinaberland) (Balloon)
Squadron.

(4 flights each of 8 balloons) (32)

Ho.938 (County of Horthumberland) (Balloon)
Squadron.

(3 flights each of 8 balloons) (24)

/Ho.16
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(ii ) W0.16 Balloon Centre, HonsY'forth,
I'lorton, Sheffield.

2

72 balloons.

(Opens 15th August, 1939)*
(Temporary address
Bridge Street, Sheffield).

Mo. 939 (lest Riding) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights oach of 8 balloons).

Mo. 940 (lest Riding) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons)

No.941 (Best Hiding) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) '

(iii) No.17 Balloon Centre, gutton-on-Hull,

(

(

(

24)

24)

24)

72 balloons.Hull.

Mo.942 (East Riding) (ijalloon) Squadron.^
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) 1

Mo.9 43 (East Riding ) (Ball0 on ) Squ adron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons) 1

iq-0.944 (East Riding) (Balloon) Squadron.
(3 flights each of 8 balloons ) [

(

(

(

24)

24 )

24)

Mo.18 Balloon Centre, Elshopbriggs,(iv)
88 balloons.Glasgow.

(Opens end of August, 1939 )*
(Temporary address
175, Bothv^fell Street, Glasgo?0-

No.945 (City of Glasgow) (Balloon)
(4 flights each of 8 balloons )

Mo.946 (City of Glasgow) (Balloon)
(4 flights each of 8 balloons )

No,947 (City of Glasgow) (Balloon)
(3 flights each of 8 balloons )

Squadron.
(32)

Squadron.

(,32 )

Squadron.
(24)

/Section 12.

^ ■
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SECTiorr 12.

FURTHER BQUiPIvIBMT TROUBLES.

(a) Production of Lethal Dovices.

s.-;o7ii.

Enc 1. 9
4

Rofore the Air Dofonco Research Connittee of the
 •,

C 01 Ittec of Inporial Defonco had recoirmended in May,

19385 that all balloon barrages should be lethal,

several attempts had been made to devise some practi

cal means of ensuring that an aeroplane that came

into contact with a balloon cable should be destroyed.

As a result two schemes had been produced. These

ivere known as the Interval Mass Link and the Double

parachute link.

Interval Mass Link Unit.

The Interval Mas,s Link unit was the more com

plicated of the two, axid consisted of some 30 or 40

bombs which were attached to the balloon cable. It

3.46412.
Encl.^A.

was specially designed to combat aircraft fitted Tath

cutting devices, but never went into^ active product-

In September, 1938, .when the design of the

bombs had been approved by the Royal Ordnance Factory

and the Royal Aircraft Establishment, instructions

Smith Meters, Ltd. to make 25

1 on.

wore given to Messrs,

units by hand methods and prepare tools for pro

duction in quantity,

the scheme in comparison with the. simpler Double

Parachute Link method of arreing were displayed in

subsequent experiments, the Interval Mass Link

project was not immediately abandoned and it v/as

suggested in Marchj 19.39? ^hat a development order

for some 400 units should be given to permit of

Although the limitations of

Ibid.

End. 21A.

Ibid,

Encl.31A.

service trials.

At a conference held on balloon wastage on

/13 th
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13th October, 1939, the difficulties experienced in

fitting Interval Mass Link units vrere'discussed, and

it was decided that this scheme should proceed oh low

hould be init~priority, but that parallel research

iated. to find a means of arming cables v/hich would not

o

have its operational disadvantages and yet would

counter the cable cutters that it was anticipated

Y^ould be fitted to enemy ai.rcraft.

.■■/hen this decision was communicated to theIbid.
End. 33A.

Research Department, Exeter, Which had been respon

sible for the research, , the Department suggested that

the scheme could be made operatio.na,lly successful

if a neYi winch were designed vhiich \Yould take  a cable

to v/hich the units could be fitted without the useIbid.
Enc 1. 35B.

and also 'operat in such a manner as toof v/edge .0•a.c;o

avoid the prcmatiire firing of t.lie units.

Aircraft Establisliment, however, considered that the

suggestions of the Research Department were impra,cti-

The Royal

cable -and the Interval Mass Link- scheme in its ,

original form died a lingering death.

Double p.irachute Link Unit.

Meaiii.hile, m'ore successful progress vfas being

made in the development of the le cumbersome Doubleo o

Parachute Link scheme, y/hich was based on the hj^po-

thesis that an aircraft striking the normal type of

balloon cable.would break it at some point of its

length. To circumvent thi S ^ Cb cutting device waci

fitted to each end of the standing part of the cable,'

.Ci

above the cutting device at the top of the cable.

e.nd below it at the bottom, was fixed a bag con

taining a parachute; the parachutes, in turn, were

attached to the cable in betv/een the cutting devices

and as near to them s possible. Rhen an aircriiftcl

struck the cable, the force of impact sent a
/tension
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tension wave up and dovm it ca,using the cutting
«

dovicGsto sever it at either end before, the aircraft

had time to do so at the point of impact,

craft thus carried away the major (central) portion

The air-

of the cable pulling the parachutes attached to both

ends from their bags. The parachutes opened a.nd the

resultant drag on the towing aircraft was more than

sufficient to cause it to stall and crash.

The equipment consisted of two units

comprising paro,chute^

the cutting device, a

cable when paying out the balloon,

two units was abou't 30 lbs. ■

■Jith the natural idea of making lethal the

fullest length of cablSj the units were attached as

near to the balloon and as close to the ground

ach

bag and link; the link housed

nd was rapidly clamped to the

The weight of the

as practicable. ScperiencG showed that the best

position for the upper unit V7as about 100 feet below

the balloon and for the lower unit about 200 feet above

the ground, but depending on the immediate' surround

ings such as trees or high buildings.

Experimeni ts ccmductcd in 1937 revealed that

a force of
Enel. lA.

parachutes 8 feet in diameter

3-' tons, and Gcordingly the Roy al Ai re roof t Is t ab -

li slime-nt recommended that parachutes of this dimension

Q'TV

hould be used for the Double Parachute Link schemeo
o

with cable of )' ~r tons breaking strain. An order

s. 43997.
]incl. 20A.

subsequently placed with Dunlops for 300 of those'v70,S

which v7ore called, for reasons of security, heavy

duty parachute The Royal Aircraf t Establi shmeO B • nt

also ported that a die ign of an inertia links

fitted vYith a .22 cartridge had been approved

had withstood tests in rough weather. i-m orde

,ndn

Ibid,
Enc 1.2 211

r was

/plac ed
. o
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placed for 500 inertia links (to be manufactured in

acc'ordanco vdth designs submitted by the Royal Air-

cro.ft Ssto.blishment) with Messrs. Farmers of Coventry,

at a cost of u4. 12. Od. each, and also for 250 drifts

2
and 500 grips,

craft ,Ssto.blishmont, action was taken in December,

1938, to complete the 5OO Double Parachute Linlo sets

by ordering the other necessary components, and

additional ardors were placed for 1,000 links.

Deliveries to Cardington, where the units vrere assembl

ed, -'Nors very slow and, at the request of the Air

weekly report

w as dcspOvtchod to him from the. Balloon Deyelopnont Estab-

1

At the instance of the Royal Air--

Balloon CommandOfficer Commanding, a

Ends.

69A.
7OA.

I

s.43997 =
Sne 1.3 lA.

lishment at Gardington showing the number ,of the

various components and accessories in hand, and the

number of sets actually assembled and ready for

The first report dated 21stdespatch vYlien required.

1939. gave the receipts of Double parachuteMarch,
• *

Link components to date .as;

Quick Release Linlcs

Grips
Drifts

Rubber Bands

parachutes, Specio,!
■  Heavy Duty

Bags for Parachutes
Cases, Storage
Ri ng s, A'O r 0 p 1 an e

while 13 sets had been compieted in the y/orkshops.
/iipart

110

110

55
500

- 1,090
- 1,090

130 •  /

190.

Special tools which enabled the securing
wedges to be driven properly home.

1.

2. Wedge housings.
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Apart from the slowness of output, other

difficulties attended the production of this equip

It vYas found that the vredges manufactured

f-or the original KB5 cahle would not fit on the

KB5A o-nd 135® cahles-which were coming into use.

In consequence it ?ms necessary to arrange for the

modification by the Royal Aircraft

of all links'already delivered, as-it was found

that v/edges supplied could be used for both IvB5
0

and ZBpA-cables if the links were modified. Another

problem was the discovery that the cartridges being

produced by Imperial Chemical Industries became

ineffective if exposed to damp, and existing orders

were hold up pending tests in v^aterproofing, Balloon

Command also asked for a slight reduction in the

diameter of the detonator in order to facilitate

rnent.

Sstablishment

Encl.SSA.

Ibid.

jSncl. 99A.

Ibid.

Jlnc 1.126a.
Ibid,

iinc 1.14 OB.

removal Y^hich had been found difficult in bad weather

and darkness, and for tests to be instituted by the

Royo.1 Aircraft Establishment to determine the

effoctivo life of detonators under exposed condit-

Ibid.

Encl.l58A.

1 ons.

Tests of cable cutters revealed that the cutters
/  ■

delivered Y/ere not sufficiently h-emdened and that

the cu'bting edge had been loft ̂ so soft that it vYOuld

not cut the cable- o.s intended. The springs of'the

links were found to be' too sensitive in operation

omd. the Roseo.rch Department consequently devised

'springs operating at an impact of 100 m.p.h. instead

of 40 m.p.h. which would reduce the do-nger of

accidental firing of the unit. This change meant

that strikers already supplied v\rould have’ to be

modified and the Research Department arr-anged for a,ll

strikers to be sent to a firm in Exeter for nodi-

Ibid. /
Enc1,I7IB.

Ibid.

Enel. 1754..

fication. /It
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It T/as also reported that the jav^rs of the

Double po»rachute Links opened up and became ineffect

ive' after v/edgos had been inserted several times vath

a drift and block, and a clamp v/as later invented to

do away vath this difficulty.

Ibid.

Knc 1.18 9 A 0
Ibid.

Encl.l73B.

further complication was that the soft-lined

wedges supplied were found to bo worn out, after about

30 fittings,

tendency^ of the

jerked, the limited number of Double Parachute Links

fitted to balloon ca,bles were removed, on October,

For this re^.ison and beco,use of the

to opero.to vdien the cable■'spring ao o

S.2148.
mne1.181'Ju •

1939-

Paced with this situation, a conference held on

13th October, 1939j lo discuss balloon wastage e.grecd

that

"the D.P.L. device wms not ye't operationally
efficient and it could not be used in
service until considerable improvement
had been made,
lishiaont must continue with the utmost
.speed with their experiments to over
come the trouble

The Royal Aircraft Estab

TfQO •

t r ou b 1G s de 1 ay e dThese inevitable toethin

supply and caused much adverse comme.nt on the- situation.

Air Officer Commanding,In Septeriber, ' 1939 j "th .■Ti

Encl.llOA.
Balloon Goniinand, had expressed concern at the slqw

rate of dolivc;rios of Double P.-rachute Link equip

ment. Ho st.atod that only 440 sets had been'received

out of a tot0,1 of 3 > 000 ordered and that' the

ostinafed rate of production was much tow slovr to

equip barrages in a reasonable ti-ho. He asked for

action to bo taken to bring the Initial issue of

Double Parachute Link equipment to tv;o ets forb

each balloon throughout the bo.rrage ana to speed up

production without undue regard to cost, so t.hat

the 3jOOO sets should be available by 31st October,
/provision
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\

Iso include a reserve o'f 1,700

sots and a I57' reserve of spare parts of the main

components.

Provision should n

In Decom'bor, 1939, the requisitions for

Double Parachute Link equipment were 'substantially

increased. But the shorto.gcs of supply continued

nd in June, 1940, the-Air Officer C ominandi ng,

Balloon Command, stated that he viewed the supply

position ydth alarm;

o

ho thought that he would only

Ibid.

Mic 1,117iJ- a

Ibid,

me 1.13 211. •

bo able to arm 1,400 balloons by the 31st July

nd anticipated-that from 1,800 t8 2, 000 balloons

In .1 subsequentT/ould be flying by that date,

Ibid.

ibncl.l66A.

letter on l6th July, 1940, complainin■
of shortagesO

Links, theof cramps for fitting Double parachute

said thatom:ia,ndi ng, B all 0 on C oramand,

of delivery of equipment a

ir Officer n
jrx.

at the existing ra,t

further six or eight months v^ould elapse befo

number of balloons then flying could

In August, 1940, the shortage of lethal

equipment came to the notice

v/ho required details of the position to bo placed

result,- every effort was made to

accelerate the production of the orders. already

;

th1'’ o
j.

arme d.bo

of the Prime Minister

before him. o n
.il.O

e

Ibid.

:Cncl.l85ii..

.plo.cGd, and anpther 1,000 units wore ordered from

Messrs. Rose Brothers, G-ainsborough, while those

instructed to give priority to 'the

ts at the maintenance unit affected.

c one 0 rne d we r

assembly of SG

In addition to shortage of whole units,

there v/ero no available spare parts, since all

for the completion ofparts supplied'v/Gre required

units for the initial issue. The position was

aggravated in October, 1940, when Balloon Conmand

a result of losses sustained instated that, as

Ibid. .

ijne 1,217A.

and at the rate of deliveries then being made,

/the
gales
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thc initial issue vrould ta.ke nontlis to conplote,

y;hilc the aaking-up of the establisliaent of spare

,parts would take even longer. ,

every effort should be made to increase the existing

'inflow of equipment by pOOf-.

It Y/as urged that

In reply to still

further requests, the Director General of :Squipnent

revicYvcd the Y;holo question of equipment'and raised

Ibid.

Enel. 238A.

new requisitions for increased supplies, while the

Ministry of iiircraft Production promised a sub

stantial increase in deliveries in the near future.

(-■ ) Supply of Hydrogen for Provincial Barrages.

,s the plans for the extension ofs QonUi.O

the barrage to the provinces were approved in 1938?

it '!:ecarao obvious that further arrangejiients for the

supply of hydrogen Y'/ould have to be made, as those

existing for the London barrage could not cope ?ath

the extra demands. The position then was tho.t pl-.ns

de for the supply of' 4,000,000 cubic feet

each from the Runcorn and the Billinghemi

had boon' ;

a week

vvorks of the Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. ,

and for 2,300,000 cubic feet weekly from the Roj^al

Airship ?/orks, Oardington.

It was noY/ proposed to na-kc- Cardington the

main source of London supply by raising it out

put to 4,500,000 cubic feet a week by an expenditure

In order to supplyof'£100,000 on additional plomt.

the midland barrages the capacity of Runcorn was

to be increased to 8,000,000 cubic feet vreekly,

and a nem source of supply in the west,country

found for the virestern and southern barrages, capable

of producing 2, 500,000 cubic feet Y^eekly,

Billinghexi v/as considered vulnerable to enemy'

action, it v^as not to be regarded as a main source 
'

/of

AsE.P .M.I43 .
31/10/33.
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of supply but only as a standby, although its

capacity could easily be increased,

hoY^.eTer, that the total output of the other factories

, YYOuld bo sufficient to provide all the hydrogen

required.

It vfas reckoned,

The difference in the cost of hydrogen supplied

by Cardington on the one'hand and the. Imperial

Chemical Industries factories, on the other is so

disproportionate on the face of it that a word of

At. Cardingto-n the costexplanation i

per 1,000 cubic feet v/as Cl. 9» 5d. including 3/6d.

ceO ary.O  ilo

for compression into the cylinders, ?/hile the

Imperial Chemical Industries charge vms only 4/6d,

The ansvfer is that the Carfor the same service.

dington plant v/as built and run exclusively for the

production of hydrogen, whereas at .Runcorn and

was a by-product of manufacture

and normally bloTOi to Yvaste or discharged to air.

Billinghom the gaO

i) C.S.

Although Billingham Yvas not considered by. the

Air Staff a safe source of supply, it was discovered

c apaci tythat by an expenditure of only .07,000, it

]^icl. 24A.
12/12/38.

could be inc.reused, from 4, 000,000 to 12,000,000 cubic

feet a week, and financial sanction from the

Treasury Inter-.Services ComraittcG YYas sought for this

expenditure on the grounds that the supply could be

regarded as a useful reserve in case' of the failure

The work required could be done

in t\Y0 months and the factory output available could

of other sources.

be used, if an emergency occurred,'before the other

schemes were ready. Moreover, the use of Billingham

instead of Runcorn to supply hydrogen for barrages

at GlasgoY^, Hull and lleYrcastle would mean a sub

stantial saving of motor transport,

also requested for the expenditure of £50,000 on the

/Rune orn

Sanction was
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Rincorn works to increase the capacity from

4, 000j000 to 8,000;000 cubic feet weekly,

1939> these proposals were approved and Imperial

Chemical Industries authorised to make extensions

In January,Ibid.

Incl. 27 B.

)

acc ordingly.

In February, additional plans were made for

increasing the supply of hydrogen at the Imperial

Chemical Industries works, Teston Point, Rmcorn, by

conveying hydrogen by pipe line from the same

Company's works at Rock-Savage, To deal vath this

Ibid.

Sncl.41A.

increased supply, throe compressors, believed to be
r

the largest of their kixcd in the world, would have

to bo installed there, capable of a pressure of

lbs. per square inch. Similar comnressors

were also to bo erected at the Vidnes works of the

Imperial Chemical Industries and, as transport facilit

ios-f or'lij'-drogen might ?rell be interrupted by enemy

action in time of war, it was thought that storage

facilities should be increased at both these

The extra expenditure for those pur' factories.

bringing the total cost forposes y/as also approved

all inst<allati on at Imperial Chemical Industries

yyorks to £90,000,

Thus, it y/as expected that between them the.

three Merseyside works would be producing 8,000,000

cubic feet of hydrogen a week by September, 1939>

Billingham 12,000,000 by April, 1939? Carding-

ton 4,500,000 by July, 1939-

The additional source of supply for the

y/estorn and southern barrages was to be at Ifeston -

super-Mare gas works,, where plant vras to be erected -

by the Imperial Chemical Industries .at a cost of

£8 3, GOO

G .1 ,D ,

27th
Progres

Report.
(Feb /itor.
1939) lay
Air

Ministry.

a
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(39)
Balloon

Barrago
Prog re
Reoort

3076/39.

S 3

£83,000 and capable of producing 2,500,000 cubic

t a weak by the end of 1939.

Thus, at the outbreak of hostilities in 1939,

plans had bcan'iaade, but not completed, for obtain

ing what were considered a,mple supplies of hj^'drogen

for all barrages from Huncorn and Billingham, Car-

dington and Peston-super-Mare.

The idea of using mobi Ic, silic ol plants for

the production of hydrogen, which had been rejected

on the first organisation of the London barrage, v/as

agonn raised by the Air Idenibor for Development and

Production at the .■dxpansion progress Meeting held on

2nd Hay, 1939* He pointed out that as one such plant

could infle.tc a balloon in twenty-four hours, a' con

siderable number of hydrogen cylinders, then in short

supply, would bo saved if twelve availoholc silic ol

f08

P.M.
166.
2/5/39-

plants vifere renovated and brought into use.

At the follovHng meeting it 7/as decided that thisl.P ,M.
167.
9/5/3Q

7 should be d.one and silicon purchased,

prepared for the rt^pair of the pl:-ants, and it ?7as

,lstima,tos were •

P .M.
168.
16/5 ,/39. arranged that 70’ tons of silicon should be trans

ferred from Ixidia und further supplies ordered.

A stock of 28d tons of silicon, sufficient for

ieimediate needs, existed at .0...r ding ton, and  a further

P.M.

169.
22/5/39-

300 tons ordered which v/ould suffice to inflate

750 balloons. It was, however, decided shortly

afterwards thatS.P.M. sufficient hydrogen cylindersC}

170.
6/6/39. would be. avcdlable for'barrages before the silicol

plants had b n renovated, the 3OO tons should beee

kept as a reserve,

(c ) Hsta-blishmont of Motor Transport.

As t.bo 'degree of mobility required and the

final organisation of the barrage y/ere not deter

mined in 1936, all stimates of the amount of mot or

/transport
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transport repaired for the barrage were bound to be

In addition, it had not been decided

whether hydrogen vms to be conyeypd to war

tentative.

i tes,o
o

I

S.38S51*
3ncl. 7B.

18/7/36.

The first proposals for.transport for a squadron of

were one staff car, five 3-ton tenders,

During exercises six

•45 balloon

and two 5 cv/t. light vans,

tenders would be provided to convey hydrogen and

.C3
O

three additional .5 cvrt. vans for general, transport,

oon made that six hydrogenObjection v/as o

Ibid.

Sne 1.11K.
tenders v/ould not suffice -to inflate 4p balloons

At first, it ?/as considered that sufficient

mobility could be attained by mounting winches on

,nd assigning one prime mover for towing to

But when the organisation

quickly.

trailers •n

each flight of 10 balloons.

Ibid.

Enel.26a.

3stablisiiments had been further considered,and

cured by mounting eonh v/inchcomplete mobility v/as so

on a prime mover.

Estimates for motor transport amounting .to

■  £360,000 wore submhtted to the Treasury Inter-Services

Committee on 17th February, 1937-

Ibid.

Enel.5IA.

The proposed est.ablishment v/as

1 staff car.

. 1 light van.
For group headquarters.

4 staff cars.

4 ambulances.

4 hea,vy tenders.
4 broakdov/n 10rri es ,

For four contros.

\

10 light vans.
50 heavy tenders.
10 'motor cycles.

For ten squadron headquarters.

•450 winch lorries.
450 trailers.
50 motor cycles.
100 bicycles.

For fifty,flights.

10 heavy tenders.For mobile silicol plants.

8 heavy tenders.
10 v/inch lorries.

/Against '

For reserve transport.
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Against the total expenditure, a certain small

amount of transport had already been allocated

to the first barrage unit, and some vehicles intend

ed for the .-^byssinian emergency could be utilisod,

■  This expenditure was authorised by the Treasury

Inter-Services Committee on 20th April, 1937*

As the organisation of the barrage proc

and the conditions of deployment were more clearly

envisaged, it became apparent to the Air Officer

Commanding, Balloon Command, that this' scale of

transport would not suffice and, accordingly, in

I'Tovcmbor, 1938, he applied for an' amended estab-

required a greater number of trailers

nd a

eeded *

li slime nt, Ho

to cope with the heavier cylinders in use,

Ibid. ■

:Incl.6lA.

Ibid.

3nc1.72

nd asked that the

<_s/.

greater reserve of transport,

scale of transport should bo built up from what he

nCL

Yehic1considered the basic unit, the flight,

found surplus after doploynent, when many more

vehicles than in subsequent stages v/ould be required,

• could'be returned to the Royal'Air Force pool. ,

Although the suggestions for an amended •

es

Ibid.

’Incl. 73-^'i-*
establishment were not accepted and the squadron

a new scale was formu--Ncs to remain the basic unit,

latod for the London and provincial barrages as
f

follOV/G

1 staff car.

2 tro.ctors,
2 freighter
1 ombulance.

(in -Ncr -t ime 1 ambu 1 anc 0
Tvoull also be assigned to
each squadron).

1 breakdown lorry.

'2 motor eyelos.

Fordson.

, Karrier Barfrb

For cemtros.

am.

1 staff car.

1 9 GWt. van.
3 tenders, 3-ton,

Fordson Sussex.

2 motor cycles.

/For

For squadrons.
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1 van, 5_cwt.
1 van, 15 cv^t,
1 motor, cycle.
2 bicycles.

For flights.

The establishment of trailers for hydrogen

cylinders vras to be

(i) 1 trailer,

(ii ) 1 -trailer.

3 a balloon.0 new typo cylindor

36 old typo cylinders a flight
for topping up purposes.

s

(i.ii ) 3 trailers of 30 now typo cylinders per squadron
for first reserve to inflo.to
balloon casualties until lines
of communication supply
commoncod to work.

There vms also to be an establisliment of six-wheoler

3-ton tenders to act as linos of communication

vehicles for the convoyanco of hydrogen, ,nd the

varied in accordance ?/ith tho distance ofnumber c?
O

the centre from the supply. Finally, one portable

cooker capable of feeding 120 men was to be supplied

for each flight, and reserves of 60 winches and

■winch lorries and 60 trailers wore approved.

id,The Air Officer Commanding, B.alloon Conmi

regarded the scale as dangerously inadequoAc, both •

He considered thatfor deployment and maintonance.

tho provisions for hydrogen transport -woro insuffic-

Ibid.
,Encl.80A.

iont e.nd that extro.' vehicles would bo needed to

relievo the v/inches of some of th:; equipment and

personnel they wore supposed tc carry, In addition

and also that .more vans wouldto towing a trailer

be needed for purely flight transport.

The objections of air Vice Marshal Boyd wer>-.,Ibid.
.i:kicl. 83A.

overruled, tho arguments ogainst addition'll

ssijLDiption that it

actual period ofth

■  hoY^ever

tro.nsport b-oing based on the

ivould only bo needed during

fterwards,doplo’yment

any strategical mobility of barrages was not con~

nd v/ould to unnecessary ami
'kO/.eu/. s

tcniplated. /In
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In Air Ministry Memo 377 clnted 13th Febniary,

further scale of transport, vath sorae

,ry in the light of exper-

was subraittod to the Treasury Inter-Services

o

sa

Ibid.

.And. 8 61X
1939,

 •

additions considered neces

lonce,

But the iiir Officer ComandConmittoG for approval,

ing, Balloon Coriiinand,. was

to the attonh in May, 1939? ^ letter which describ-

till dissatisfied and returo
o ned

ed the trt\nsport approved by Air Ministry for Balloon

nommand- asA/

disproportionate and'"unsuitable,
inadequate.

Basing his demands on the nucleus of flight require-

Aients, he advocated an establishment of two 3-ton

tenders a flight, a I3 cwt. van at squadrons, two

15 CvYt. A?‘0.n

IT

two 3-ton tenders,Fordson tractors, ana
r\

Ibid.

Enel.91A.

In reply, the Air Ministry stillo,t centres.Ibid.

Enc 1.

lOOA. refused to calculate transport requirements on a

basis and considered that trial should be madeflight

of the existing ostamlishment before further demands

were submit tod.

Balloon Coianand carried outIn answer to this,

various tests and submittod the result

Ibid.

Enel.

103 A.
to Airo

o

case for increased transport.Ministry to support the

In .the course of those tests, a tender and trailer

from a centre visited all sites in a flight, times

the time ted-cen for.the deployment ofbeing checked,”

during the embodinont of June, 1939? was alsoc rovYs

about the trafficnd police opinion obtained

conditions that would prevail during the first four

chocked

do.ys of hostilities.

The London barrage was expected to cover
/

the flying of 50 balloons VYithin 1-}

'^ency, the deployment of a second 50

throe phases,”

kours of an enerU>

and the remaining 350 withinin six hours,

/forty-eight
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The Air Officer Coijoni an clingyforty-eight hours.

Balloon Connancl; was dauhtful, in view of the results

J

■  of the experinents carried out^ whether the third

pleted without oidditional transport,

pertinonity of Air Vice Marshal Boyd,

results of his trials, Brought the

ind it ?/as fully

phase could l:o con

The

haclcod hy the

Y/hole natter -again under review,

Ibid.

Enel. 106 A.

held at the Air Ministry ondiscussed at a meeting

was made, however,2nd August, 1939•

though it was conceded that the nedical officer at

Little progro!SS

each squo.dron should-Bo allowed one 5 cv/t. van.

conclusion was reached over the proposal to allot tv/o

decided that

BTo

3-ton tenders to a flight, o.nd it vfa

Balloon Cor-Eiand should carry out a full doploimicnt

rs
o

Airtest, suBnitting the results for exanination.

Yice Marshal Boyd rocordod his di

the decisions of the conference and considered that

atisfaction withC< Q
o oIBid.

Encl.lOTA.

further tests to substantiate his denands were un~

More discussions followed a.nd theIBid.

jlincl. 113i-.
necesso.ry.

Director of Organiso.tion fino.lly gave a ruling that

one 3“ton tender should Be :ellowed to each flight and

one additional 15 cwt, vo.n to each flight, and also

'liile the increase in 3-ton tendersto each squadron,,

v/as intended to Bo permanent, the increase in 13

cwt, vans was only a temporary measure and the

vehicles wore to ronain on loan until adequate

reasons for their retention wore provided.
\

/Section I3 .

IBi-d.

Enel.118A.

/
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SECTION 13.

B/IEODIMENT OF THE AUZILIA.RY AIR

EORC E .BALLOON SQ.UADRQNS .

On the 28th April, 1939, the Chief of AirG3.1214,

-lincl.lA.

^ •

'Staff convened a meeting to discuss arrangenents

arrage in relation to a schene the

f'ii'ar Office had prepared for the manning of guns and

searchlights on the basis of conscription,

the period until the conscripts vrere ready, the War

d to call up the anti-aircraft units

for the balloon

To cover

Office proposo

of the territorial army under povvers given 'by the

Reserve and Auxiliary Fore os Bill 7/hich was' about'

These territorial array units

v/ould be called up in four batches, each serving for

introduced.to

readiness ofThis ’would increase thone month. O'

the time required for thethe defences by shortenin;

nt of guns and lights,

.'diile the' auxiliaries could be called up in

deploy!

the s^ame raeainer as the territorial units, sorac other

arrangcriont for a pemanont basis T'ras required.

Since conscription ’would form no part of the

personnel system of the Royal Air Force, a,nd since

it would be impossible to ask auxiliaries to under

take any porj.ranent acasui'o of service in peace time,

the Chief of Air Staff thought the only -solution

in the’v'/as to increase the number of regularo

balloon squadrons| his proposal, therefore, v/as th-a-t

a sufficient number of regulars should be employed

given proportion of the barrage‘to be

This would correspond to the

to enable

manned permane ntly.

proportion of guns and lights detemined by the

These proposals, at

present, would only involve the London barra£';o, but

H one D e f o no C omn i 11 e e .

\
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il v/ould be necessary to extend the schono to the

provinces as soon as possible.

The-Chief of Air Staff's suggestion was agreed

to and, on the 1st May, a further noeting was called

. by the Deputy Chief of Air Staff to discu

nethods of putting it into effect,

of -iir Staff explained that it would be necessary to

include 100 balloons in the nucleus defence schono.

the bestS 3

Tho Deputy Chief

Ibid.
Enc 1.2A.

In consequence, sufficient auxiliaries would have to

cnbodiod at any one tine to enodle two balloons

per flight to be deployed. The noating decided that

this could be achieved by deploying ■ the embodied

be

crows fpr iorty-.ei‘ght hours at v/ar site
1

only half tho balloons being deployed at a tine.

once acj
o week.,

deployed at warAs a result, 50 balloons would ;

on four days of each v/oeksitus

;-Tv

nd each crew wouldo

on fly-war site and five dayspend two days on-it oo

After fourtraiirinn at the balloon centres.

therefore, have beenlloon sites woulcelonths 11<"5

.,J...

occupiedr

The training problens which the enbodinent

involved >Yould result in an incre '.sod consunption of

hydrofgen, and this would have to controlled so
T ..

. c

that the state of readiness of the v/hole barrage

v/ould

50 balloons able to fly in 1-|- hours.

100 balloons able to fly in 6 hours.

250 balloons able to fly in 48 hours.

400 balloons able to fly in 10/l2days.

1, It was considered essential that balloon crov;s

should have access as necessary to war sites, and
a bill was about to be presented to the Hou
Cormons to give powers for this purp
theory the Air Ministry already had powers as
regards o.cggss to land, but the additional powers
would do away with the necessity of applying to
JusticGs in petty :iessions for an order for poss
ession in c-ases vvhere owners u..nd occupiers were
unwilling to grant possession.

of.sc

In0 s e.
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It would ;:e dGsiratlOj alsoj- to enEody. squadron

comanders and their staffs for the first v\reek in each

onth during the'preliminary period in order to start

the new crev'/s on their nonth's entodinent.

auxiliary personnel would be placed on the

lodging list and would go hone at a fixed hour every

night, except those crews wrhich vvere nanning balloon

;.rrangeaents would be made for calling inside c*
o »

those personnel through the telephone service and the

police should an onorgency arise when they were off

maty.

Recruiting, Training
for the Regular ̂ limen.

ncx d ^iCc oinxodati on

The scale of nucleus defence for the provincial

iarrog:os ‘was to bo sirailar to that for London, nancljr^

The total number of regulartwo balloons per'flight,

balloon personnel requir therefore, would be ino ••

neighbourhood of 900 nen for the London barrag^^th .■71

1
oncL 2,290 for the provincial barrages.

/

In order to release the Auxiliary Air Force per

sonnel it . was decided that regular recruits should be

Until such tinetrained at the London centres. as

huts becaroo avodlablc, they would live in tents. The

regular balloon operatorre for the provincial rragesfi

were to be trained at Oardington commencing ?/ith

1,000 recruits on the 8th August, 1939- Those would

be available for posting by nid-Docenber, 1939-

■  second 1,000 recruits vrould then start training and

would l^e available for posting by the 1st .May, I940.

Tho final 290 would be trained from this date.

/Deploy:, lent
These .figures were exclusive of adniiiistrativo

personnel, such as U.C.Os., cooks, nedical
orderlies, etc.

The

1.
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Deployinent Plans'.

By tho 19th May, 1939? OfficerS,5'-r4>0.
30GP/
33100/26/ Ho. 30 Group, had propo^red his plans for

the . ont odinent of the Auxiliary (.ar Force personnel.

Cooraanding,
iar.

19/3/39-

Those wore put into effect on the 12th June. All

squadron and flight headquarters were^ ostahlishcd and

.'-.Iann0 d; the s quadr

by either two or' throe

n  c; by throi on men o,nd the flightsn

At the senae tirae1 me n,

one balloon crow procoeded ?/ith its full equipnent

to the ■ site to Y^hich it was detailed in the event of

Yvar. The site vwas fully occupied and prepared for

action including, YYhore practicable, the putting doym
1

of a star balloon bed. At the end of three days

this crow, togojther with its equipnent, wo.s v/ith-

droewn to the balloon contre and a second crew v/as

similarly dcplo^^ed to another Those deploy-

raonts to, and withdrawals fron, sites -ngtc. so tined

ite ,o

that one balloon per flight could aly/ays be flown

yathin 1-1 hours from receipt of orders.

' Officers.

The ̂ corinanding officer .and three squadron

heOvdquarters officers v/ero ■ required to serve for a

2
YYoek at the ’:o,;'innin of each .aonthly period , ydillo

at least one flight officer at all tinessorvin,':o

:luri ng the end. 0>linent.

0-') -C c orro 0dat i on.

The sapjiadron and flight headquarters wore

established in buildings ranging from public houses

to sports pavilions, and for this purpose,squadron
/go: inde rs

An octagonal star-sh.apod anchor0.gG of c.oblos
secured to tho ground by scroyf pickets and forning
a mooring' yJaich enabled '’mlloons to bo riado fast
into vMnd at eight points of the compass.

1.

In fact, most officers served two or more
weeIcs G ach month.
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coma-nd-ers wore author! sod , to incur a naxinun expondi'-

turc of .ep Q, day fo.r ,each h

/laxinun of 4/6d. a day for each .:.:an acc orraodated.

dciuart6:rs as v;g11 as a

/

The talio on site v/ere divided into three c.ate-C5
O

goV-ies

(i) Sites at 'which a hell tent could l:e

itched alongside the mnch for th

acc oranodati on of a uard of three
C-.'-

aimen which wo.s always -counted w'hen

a balloon crew was deployed, the rest

of the oro'w'bQifig piUetod ?/ithin

200/300 yards of the site,

at which it was not possible

to pitch a bell tent alongside the

Si tesvii

winch. Here, the guard had to use

the 'Winch cab as accooraodation, while

the roroainine -lbore of the crew

were billeted 200/300 y^^rds avwiy.

(iii) Sites at which it was not possible

to billet the crevv’ 200-/300 yards avmy

and at which two bell tents wore

tched alon'gsi'j^ the winch for th

tion of the whole crew.acc a'CiOc

(c ) Hoc din;

All fee’ling of the crews'^ was carried out at

flight kitchone, established in

the cost convenient situations near their flight head

quarters .

rquees pitched in1

The food 'was distributed to sites b^y

ration cycle. Auxiliary Air Force 'offico-rs wore

paiil subsistence allov^ance and acc oneiodated and fed

themselves.

/(d) Tbiployraent

1. For further information concerning feeding of
balloon crovYs see pp.
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Zjf-i'ploynent of Pernanent Staff s

Concurrently ydth the training of the Auxil

iary Air Force personnel it v/as necessary to train

90 Royal Air Force recraits per squadron,

ilo attempt was made to train these recruits

(d)

as drivers petrol and they were- instiaicted in fabric .

work and- rigging only v/hen balloon flying training

v?as not possible.

First one and then a second crew of nine men ner

flight were formed and, as far as possible^ those men

a crew in the handling. inflation and■we're trained as

flying of -balloons. None was permitted to drive the

winch, this duty being performed by the crevy instructor

or, _failing him, another qualified balloon operator,

.ut ’first, balloon flying -was limited to the areas

allotted to each centre. Thus, it yyas necessary

to avoid flying adjacent balloons simultaneously at

high altitudes” to utilise the whole of centre areas

and fly balloons from suitable positions on rounds and

tarmac Gtaongst the buildings; to fl'y balloons outside

the centres, but -within the flying areas allotted to

centres; to allot tvYo or more cre'ws to each d;-alioon

and v/ork them in reliefs'.

In addition. the stringent economy that- 'was

required in order to keep the expenditure of 'hydrogen
V  ' '

to. a mininuia made it necessary to issue an instruct-

• lon to the effect that no squadron y^ould at any

tine have more than ten medium pressure tube trailers

.  or five high pressure tube trailers empty or

absent for re-chargin■o

anb0diment Periods.

The four embodiment periods were planned to

be carried out from;-
/llth June
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llth June

9tli July
oth Auguat^
3rd SeptenlDe r tc

to

to

to

9th July, 1939.
6th August, 1939*
3rd September, 1939 •
1st October, 1939"

During the second emtodinent balloon flying from sites

YAJ.S permitted from 09-00 hours ,on the 28th July until

10.00 hours on the 1st Aurgust, when the crews returned

to centres.

A further 50 balloons wore- deployed from

centros to war sites and inflated- at 11.00 hours on 
'

■the. 1st August and flow until I9.OO hours on the pth

August, when they vrere deflated. These crev/s did

not return to centres until the crows of the third

enb0dinent pvere in position on. sites.

vrere occupied 'by the third enbodi--

ment crov/s on 6th August and an additional 30 were

deployed tv/o days later.

50 sites

These 100 balloons remaine d

'deployed and 'were flown from war sites during the

Hone Defence '.teeraises vYhich ?Yere held from the 8th

On the llth August, 30 crews

returned to their centres, the remaining 50 being por-

nitte.d to fly their balloons'to 100 feet for the pur-

to the llth Jiugust.

pose of winch practice and balloon hu,ndling.

Jrull Scale- aabodi::'iont.

On the. 24th August, 'orders were issued for

the embodinont of the full strength of all squadrons

.  of tho london Balloon Barrage, axid the balance of

the squadrons v/as embodied a,nd proceeded to their

By 21.45 hours all •

sites, squadron and flight headquarters and cooking

war sit on the follov/ing day.es

centres wore fully occupied.

On the 1st September at 09-25 hours Head

quarters, Ho. 30 Group issued Operations Instruction

No. 1 by broadcast signal to all squadrons.

/This
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Thls road

IfINJ’LATE ALL BALLOOITS. II

At 17.00 hours^ balloons were ordered to. fly at

One hundred, and thirty-five ninutes

later this-height was increased to 4,500 feet.

Thoso instructions v/ere not only governed by

the tense international situation that vi^as now h'old-

.3,000 ,fcot.

ing the nation's attention, but also by the weather.

No. 30 Group officers wore in fact alnost peraanently

’■"clvin House observing the

weather and studying weather forecasts.

stationed on the roof of

Early the following uorning the first casualty

occurred to balloons when an cvc-r-Gnthusiastic y/inch-

driver paid out 'his cable at too groat speed 0.nd

the cable ran off the .dru^

At 12.-20 hours on the 2nd Soptenber it becane

obvious that the.weather was worsening and that there

yyas a risk of thunder. As, a result orders wore issue d

for the close-hauling of eight balloons in each

'flight. . . . .

.  ̂ '.t I/.25 hours all balloons wore again flown to

1,500 foot.

At .21.10 hourb the y/eather 6nc more bocEuiie un-!Ti

settled and' it was necessary to close-haul the entire

barro.e;c.

Luring the night the vifeather deteriorated

rapidly and thunderstorms raged over 'and around

London, bringing -with them incessant rain and light-

It 03.00 hours a. balloon in No. 90I Squadron

was struck and destroyed y/hile at the close-hauled

position.

ning.

/

\ /By /
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By-the norning of the ‘3rd Septenber the storn

had abated and at 07.05 hours the barrage viras- ordered

But GTen while this instruct-to fly-to 4,500 feet.

■  ion was being passed the weather again took a turn
\

for the worse and the instructions had to be cancelled
i

and the balloons rcnained.on the ground.- They virere 
•

' in this unhappy position v/hen at 11.00 hours the•

Princ Minister o-nnounced. that a state ,of war now

existed vdth Gernany. '
\

(

■ /part 2.

/

j
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i
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SECTION^ 1

THE POSITION AT THE OUTBREAK OP ’:m

Shortly after 11,00 hours on the 3rd September, 1939* ai'd

almost inimediately follo^vlng the Prime Minister's broadcast,
Londoners and residents in Southern England heard for the first

time the wailing sirens of the Air. Raid \iTaming System,
Althou^ no enemy aircraft appeared, the sirens were sufficient

reason for the London Balloon Barrage to bo raised to its

operational height of 4#500 feet. Barrages throu^out the
country followed suit. At the end of the day groups reported
that some 624 balloons had been flown, of which nineteen had
become casualties.

H,Q, Balloon
Command Plying
Quota*

Balloons had been flovm as follows

WfLondon

Birrain^am
Coventry

Derby
Liverpool
Runcorn

Manchester

Avonmouth

Portsmouth

Southaropton
Plymouth
Cardiff

Newcastle

Billingham
Sheffield

Hull

Glasgow

the barrages were some 800 balloons under establishment,
this vras a creditable effort and it is reasonable to suppose

that had the supply position been envisaged correctly, the

barrages would have been up to their full strength by the end
of the year. This, however, was not the case. The barrages
not only still lacked initial equipment, but it was already-
becoming apparent that there were not going to bo nearly
enough balloons to meet the casualty rate which was likely
to arise. This had been emphasized by the bwo days of

flyixig balloons throughout the country prior to the declaration

of \/ar, v/hich had made it abundantly clear that the weather,
and in particular li^tning, was going to cause a great many
more casualties to balloons than had been anticipated. In

No,31 (Balloon Barrage) Group alone, for example, sixteen
balloons had been destroyed by li^itning on the afternoon of

the 2nd September,(l) ,

Me.teQrQlo.gical.,,.lnfQrimtion

The firsts problems that presented themselves to the Air
Staff therefore were

(a) to devise an immediate method of conserving balloons.

■t» increase the production of balloons,

to plan a long-term policy of balloon conservation,
^3 a

37
11

2
12

13
14
10

8
11

6
4
9
2

14
Ih-
13

as

0^)

(c)

H.Q. No,31 Group
P.540.

(i) An airman of the Liverixxol barrage was fatally injured
and tvro more seriously injured when their balloon was

This was the firststruck by lightning on this day,
fat;il casualty to occur in Balloon Command,
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' As a first step towards avoiding casualties it T/as obviously
necessary for the barrage oonroanders to obtain quicker and more

accurate meteorological information*

"Work of the

Meteorological been attached to Headquarters, No,30 Group v/henever the London.
Office, Air
ranis try in
connection

vdth Balloon

Barrage

Operations,

Prior to the outbreak of v/ar, a meteorological officer had

barrage v/as deployed. In addition, forecasts and warnings wer

II

e

issued to the London balloon centres for training purposes. With

the extension of the barrages to the provinces arrangements were

made for a contimious meteorological service in the event of war.

This consisted of a supply of forecasts and warnings to each

barrage from the nearest Type 1 meteorological office. Forecasts
were issued four times daily and included "a general inference;
forecasts of wind at surface, 1,000 feet, 3,000 feet and 5,000 feet,
v/ith special reference to squalls or strong gusts; general weather
with special reference to thunder, hail, ice acretion and severe

frost; cloud type, height of base or top vdth special reference to

likelihood of large cumulus or cumulo-nimbus; visibility".
Yearnings of increase of wind and the development of thundery

. conditions were issued when required at any time. But these

arrangements were not satisfactory and the /dr Officer Commanding,
Balloon Command (Air l/lce-Marshal 0»T. Boyd) requested the Director
of the Meteorological Office, Air Ministry, to provide a

meteorologist for each individual barrage to advise the barrage
commander on the use of forecasts and rra,mings and to warn him

\-dien dangerous vreather conditions were likely. The Air Officer

Commanding’s request was agreed to in part^ a Meteorological
Assistant (Grade II), being posted to barrages which were not
adjacent to a meteorological observing station from rhich advice

on "local" weather could be given, (1) Y/hen meteorological
assistants were not established it \7as arranged that the barrage
comriiander concerned should consult the relevant meteorological
office T/henever he thought necessary and the forecaster on duty

, T/ould advise him.

This presented a more satisfactory supply of information
concerning the vagaries of the v/eather and gave the barrage
commander time to decide whether he could risk flying his balloons.
But there was still a further problem to be solved. The flying
policy laid down shortly before the outbreak of xrar by the Air
Officer Commanding-in-Ohief, Pi^iter Command, ivas that balloons
were to fly at all times except \vhen the barrage commander considered
that casualties vrould result from adverse weather conditions.

This applied to all balloons throughout the country v/ith the
exception of a small number situated in the immediate vicinity of
aerodromes, \7here certain balloons were subject to control by the
Station Cor/imander concerned, who vas erapov/ered to keep them
grounded if by doing so operations from his aerodrome rrere
facilitated.

Thus, the immediate action of a barrage commander on being
informed by his meteorological officer that weather conditions
were deteriorating rapidly and that he was likely in consequence
to incur casualties, xvas to order balloons to be grounded,
Y/hile this,instruction could be dispatched in a Tnatter of a few

seconds, its passage to each individual site was  a lengthy
business, the tdiole process sometimes taking as long as an hour
to accomplish. This v/as because communications from fli^t
headquarters to sites vrere by either a despatch rider or, slovrer
still, an airman on a pedal cycle.

The consequences of this dilatory system vrere soon to be

brou^t home in no uncertain manner for, on the ,15th September,
Command F,540 I939, it was the main cause of the loss of 78 balloons, all

struck by lightning in the London Area,

Balloon

/communications

London, Y/arrington, Coventry, Derby, Hull, Birmingham
and Sheffield,

(i;
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Conimunications Improved

Thi£3 misfortune provoked a letter from Air Vice-Marshal Boyd
to the Under Secretary of State for Air, requesting the provision
of telephone lines to all balloon sites thereby eliminating delay ‘
in the transmission of orders.

The Home Secretary (Sir John iinderson) had already received
cause to become aliimied at balloon losses, and had communicated
with the Secretary of State for Air (Sir Kingsley Wood) pointing
out that much damage had been caused to public and private
property by the trailing cables of breakaway balloons.
Sir John Anderson suggested that these dangers might be avoided
if orders to haul down balloons v/ere circulated before dangerous
weather oonditions set in.

s.40311
End. 81A

Ibid.

Enel. 574

The two communications arriving at the same time clinched
the matter, and the Director of Signals placed the requirements
of the balloon barrage before the General Post Office, These
v/ere that flight headquarters and balloon sites in the same auto
exchange area should be placed on exchange lines, private lines
being 'installed v/hen flight headquarters and sites were in
different exchange areas and to all specially controlled sites.

On this basis standard instructions were issued by the
Tele-communications Department of the General Post Office
to ensure the speedy passage of meteorological information,
operational and administrative orders from flight headquarters
to individual sites,

include the installations of svdtchboards at squadron and flight
headquarters.

These arrangements took some time to put into effect,
however, and it is necessary nov/ to examine, firstly, the new
commitments that were planned for Balloon Command, secondly the
balloon production then existing and, lastly, the Air Staff
proposals for the conservation of ba.lloons.

Increase of Initial Equipment

The initial equipment of the barrage already approved at the
outbreak of v/ar totalled 1,430 balloons (London 430j provinces
1,000), But by November 1939> the following expansion involving
287 balloons had been planned by the Air Staff;-

so as

The instructions were later amended to

s

I.E.
Cre'we

Rosyth
Scapa
Balloon Training Unit
Mobile Barrage
Extens-ions to existing

barrages

32
48
48
20

64

75

while a further 30 balloons
for a shipborne barrage.

required by the Admiraltywere

The-barrage at Crewe(^) was required to give protection to
the Rolls Hoyce works,* railway workshops and marshalling yards;
the barrages at Rosyth(2; and Scapa(3) to give protection to the
fleet; while the mobile barrage was to be formed as a strategic

, ready to move at a moment's notice to any given point.reserve

(1) For further information covering the Crewe Barrage and
extensions to existing barrages see Section 3,
Protection by Balloons of Vital Points in the Aircraft
Industry,"

(2) See pp, 214-216
<3) See pp. 209-214

The
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The extensions to existing harrages vrere to cover certain
factories not already receiving "balloon protection*
requirement for the Balloon Training Unit vra.s, of course,
for training purposes.

The

Early in 1940, further halloon barrages were applied
for by both the Admiralty and the War Office.
Admiralty asked for barrages in the Thames estuary
and at Han'/ich (^) to combat mine-laying by enemy aircraft,

Plymouth/Avonmouth (5) (port z) and at the Kyle of
Lochalsh (Port b), where large concentrations of
mines vrere being assembled for operations, while the
Tfar Office required balloon "barrages at their main base

ports at Havre and Boulogne (5), Meanwhile, further
extensions to existing barrages and an increase in the
allocation of balloons to the training unit had been
approved and by April, 1940, the Balloon Command initial
establishment had increased by 603 balloons, distributed

The

at

as follov/st-

AuthorityI.E. BalloonsS.B.4705
Enol*2lA

Barrage

'CcAeS. (File S.2200)

C.OoS.(39) 68th Meeting

■T!l^M.(39) 7th
Conclusions* Minute 10*

’Var Office requirement
(Pile S*59381)

32Crev;e

48Rosyth

Scapa 48

No.l Ting (Havre)
(Boulogne)

24
16

Port "B"
(Kyle of Lochalsh)

Port "Z"

(AvoniTOuth/Plymouth)
dmiraltyJ.X

D.C.0.S.(ArA>) 4th Meeting*16

O.A*S. (plans 2 folder)
Admiralty requirement

(pile SB*1122)
Scheme being submitted to
the D.C*0iS. Sub
committee for approval
(approved 29/4/40).

Ditto

Admiralty Conference
25/11/39 (Is-fc Lord in
Chair)*

Air Ministry signal X226.
22/11 (Defence against
Mine Laying)*

18

50 +
100 reserve

56Mobile Barrage

Balloon Training Unit

Thames

75

24

16Hhnrach

Har\'/ich D.C*0.S.(A.A.) 7th
Meeting.

D*0*0«S.(A.A*) 9th and
10th Meetings

^D.C.OeS. (iiaA.)
*10th Meeting

8

24Tees

8Coventry
Birmingham
Glasgow

16
24

603 /At first

See pp,219-222
See pp*218-219
See page 317
See pp,222-223
see pp,237-245.

1
2

3
4
5

0*192400
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At first this expansion \7as on paper only, the 'balloons
being found by temporarily depleting already established
barrages, "but before examining hoi7 the expansion was in the
end achieved, it is necessary to consider balloon production
at the outbrealc of war.

Balloon Production

yben, early in 1938, the prospect of extending the
balloon barrage to the provinces came ander discussion, the
question arose as to the capacity of the balloon industry to

deal vath now and■increased requirements. The original con
tracts for supplying the London "barrage were nearing completion
and the two firms concerned, Dunlops and the H.P.D. Con^any,
would be dismantling their plant and dispensing with skilled
labour, unless fresh orders were placed.

E.P.M.118
2?/3/38.

E.P.M.135 The initial proposals for the provincial barrages were
for 1,008 balloons Trith' 220 as reserves, making  a total of
1,228, at an estimated expenditure of ,fi675,000 or £550 a
balloon, and it was suggested that firms should be invited to

Thesubmit competitive tenders for the further supply.

26/y38
S.lf6077
A.M, Memo.260

Secretary of State for Air, however, did not Yri.sh competitive
tenders to delay production and it vms decided that more firms
should be given contracts in order to increase the capacity of
the industry.

E,P.M,15it.
7/9/38,

A.M.MGfflD,28L
6/10/38.

Orders rrere, therefore, placed as follows;-

type
type

type
type

Dunlops 140 LZ
360 LZ "c"

160 LZ
240 LZ "c"

R.P.D. Company

G-reengate & Irtrell

Royal Airship
■^orks

200 LZ "c" type

128 LZ "c" type

1,228

s.46077
A,M.Mema,281
^/10/58,

In addition to the balloons required for the provincial
barrages, it was considered necessary to provide  a reserve of
1,500 balloons for the whole Command,
given further consideration to the question of production and
decided that the capacity of the firms already suppljdng
balloons must be increased and other sources created, a -start
being made by placing an order for 200 balloons vdth the
Lea Bridge Rubber Con^any,

The subject of accelerating production in order to meet
increased demands -ivas again raised at the Expansion Progress
Meeting held on the 18th October, 1938, and balloon
contractors v/ere invited to submit their proposals for
increased production in order to reach a productive capacity
ef over 200 balloons a month.

The Air Council had

ibid.
28/9/38.

S.P.M,139
ie/10/38,

S.46077

Orders had already been placed for 1,978 balloons for the
London and provincial barrages and, in order to provide the
100 per cent reserve approved, a further 938 remained to be
ordered. Groengate & Irvrell were prepared to supply 50
balloons above their present order for 200 by the end of
December, 1939. The R.P.D. Company could, by the

.  cjcpenditure of £10,000 on additional premises,
output by 120 balloons during 1939.
Compajiy v/as unable to increase production,
proposed renting certain

increaSG their
The Lea Bridge Rubber

Dunlops

E.P.Ji,143
Progress
Report 30
3<yii/38.

. _ /exhibi t ion
(1) The LZ "c" type was made of differeiit'

manufacture of both T?as to be continued in order to
make quicker production possible.

0.192400
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exhibition premises in Liverpool, thus increasing their production
to 220 during 1939, and again proposed to extend their Manchester

premises, but this proposal was' not epnsidorod justifiable,
Mandleborgh & Company, mentioned as a possible source of balloons

in 1936, v/cre prepared to produce 240 balloons a year if
These proposals \70uldadditional factory space v;as provided,

inci»oa3C the monthly production of balloons to 239, and on the

21st November, 1938, the Treasury Inter-Services Committee gave
them their approval.

Production on these contracts commenced, but althou^ the

supply of balloons was in advance of other'equipment, the Aii*
Member for Supply and Organisation stated, at a meeting held in

April 1939, that it would not be possible to begin building up the
reserve before August, despite the fact that existing sources of

supply wore v/orking to capacity. The chief factor in delay, of
production v/as in obtaining faljric from the mills. In reply to
the Secretary of State for Air, the Air Officer Commanding,
Balloon Command, had intimated that if a crisis occurred in July,
there would not be enough balloons to fill the barrages. In the
progress report submitted to the Committee of Imperial Defence for
February and March, 1939, it was stated that 771 balloons had been

delivered, the initial equipment for the provinces would be ready
by August 1939 and reserves for all barrages conploted by March,
1940. '

E.P,M.

66/39

The first calculations as to v:astage which had influenced
the decision to provide a 100 per cent reserve by no means complied
vrith v/ar conditions, and by October 1939 it was clear that

replacements were absorbing all deliveries and leaving nothing
for the completion of the provincial barragesj The serious
situation caused by the shortage of balloons to complete deplojmient
^7as brought to the attention of the Under Secretary of State for

Air by the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command v/ho declared
that the deficiency in the provincial barrages ̂ 7as 550 balloons
and of reserves 1,360 balloons. The stocks of balloons hold,
and those due from the manufacturers, were considerably loss than

requirements. Ho asked for deliveries to be increased to 6OO
or 750 a month to deal with immediate requirements.

In reply, the Director of Equipment declared that everything
possible was being done to secure increased output and that the

present target was 500 balloons a month but that owing to the

industrial organisation required to obbain this figure, it could
not bo achieved before March 1940.

The increasing demands that vrauld be made on the balloon
industry were stressed by the Chief of the Air Staff (Air Chief
Marshal Sir Cyril Newall) who stated, on the 31st October, 1939,
that the Admiralty required balloons for use on ships and for the
protection of bases. The Deputy Under Secretary announced that

orders for 4,000 balloons had been approved but that production
had reached the limit imposed by the supplies of cotton available,

An Air Staff appreciation on balloon barrage policy dated

November 1939 cogently roviev/ed the critical situation vdaich had
now arisen. At the outbreak of war it had only boon possible
to fly some 6OO balloons in all barrages and tr-TO months later only
641 balloons were flying out of a.required total of 1,442.
Since the beginning of the war new barrages at CrevA3 and Rosyth
had been supplied with balloons destined for barrages previously
planned. . Further barrages v/ere now contemplated at Scapa and
Havre and the Admiralty had asked for a barrage for sea-going
vessels consisting of 50 balloons as initial equipment vd.th 100

in reserve, ty January 1940, It vra,s. also proposed to establish
a mobile barrage of 63 balloons. Over and above these now

requirements, extensions to existing barrages were required,

/in all

*3,46077
13/11/39

E,P,M,187

31/10/39

EiS*B.2436
Enclo5A.

3,45877
Encl,75A

0.192400
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In all, it \7as estimated that a total of 3,458 balloons
vrould be required vihlch meant there was a deficiency of 2,695
balloons on existing stocks.

The average \7astage since deployment had been 60  a week,
amounting to 20 per cent vreekly of all balloons flying, and
as it appeared that the extreme life of a balloon vrauld be about
four to six months, every’six months all balloons in use Tflould
have to be replaced, Althou^ a production rate of about 450
a month had been envisaged, only 212 balloons had been produced
in September, and 148 in Octobers The shortage of manufactured
cotton for the LtZ» "c" balloon meant that the production ra.te
could not be easily increased, and it was considered that any
attempt to return to the old type would further disorganise
production* Finally, there were 200 ba^oons ar/aiting repair
at Oardington, v/here the output of repaired balloons was only
one a v/eek.

Thus, it v/as calculated that the actual rate of production
v/as barely enough to replace wastage without considering the
balloons required for other purposes, and that an output of 750
balloons a month was needed ~o provide for all immediate requirements
in the space of tTO months and build up the requisite reserves in
four months.

In order to effect this essential increase, various
suggestions v;ere made for stimulating manufacture by increasing
the supplies of cotton for balloon fabric, and it tos' even
proposed that balloons should be obtained from abroad*

Every effort was to be made to reduce v/astage, and the repair
facilities af Cardington vrere to be increased to turn out at least
ten repaired balloons a week.

ibid,

Encl,77A

E.P.M,190

12/12/59*

No sooner had the suggestions been made than the Air Staff

note came under discussion at the meeting of the Deputy Chiefs of
Staff (Anti-Aircraft) Sub-C'oramittee, r/ho promptly increased the
requirement to 1,000 balloons a month.

These mounting requirements greatly exceeded the productive
capaoity of the existing balloon industry, and it was decided that
greater facilities should be provided for balloon manufacture in

the London area wliere labour vra.s considere(J to be available,' .
Taking into account the capacity of the existing contractors, to
iThich were'nov/ added Elliotts of Cardiff and Littlev/oods of

Liverpool, it was calculated that production could be raised to
550 balloons a month,

figure and the desired objective of 1,000 the Air Council sought
sanction from the Treasury Infcer^ Ceiwices Committee for
expenditure to provide adds tional facilities for balloon *

raanufactixre*

In order to bridge the gap betiveen this

R.S,B.2436
Encl,5A.

A.M* Supply
Memo*25.

At first it vm.3 intended to requisition Olympia, London for
this purpose, but the Ministry of Supply forestalled the Air

Ministry in obtaining the use of the building,
then made to the exhibition buildings at Earls Court, but once

again the Ministry of Supply was discovered to be in active

coiipetition for the same prem-ises

Recourse xm.s--

Eventually a coirpromise was

ib.id,
Encl,7Ai

reached vdiereby the Ministry of Supply used part of the buildings
for the manufacture of tentage, and the Air Ministry obtained
the remainder for the manufacture of balloons* Their

manufacture was placed in the hands of Dunlops, the Air Ministry
agreeing to defray the cost of the necessary plant and equipment
up to £100,000,

/conservation of
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Conservation of Balloons

S.2148. This shortage of balloons remained extremely serious for some
time and resulted in a complete change in flying policy#
1939» a suggestion was made by the Air Ministry that a number of
balloons on deployed sites should be kept deflated to conserve
resources#

In Novei

This proposal was# at first, discounted by the Air

nber
Ibid.
Snel*29A.

Iinel»5lA#

Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, who stated that t-

'•without wishing to be reoriminatoiy I cannot help feeling
that those responsible have failed dismally in their task
of producing satisfactory balloons and ballooning equipment

•  and that my Command is now trying to make the best of a bad
I think that the real trouble is that all the

initiative in dovelopnent comes from the Oonanand and that
B»D»E«(l) who should,
philosophers and friends in this matter, confine themselves
to following rather reluctantly a step or two behind our
ideas#”

The serious situation demanded radical action, aid in an Air
Staff appreciation of the balloon defence situation dated the 7th
j^uary, 1940, the whole question vras analysed and instructions
given for its solution. Calculating on a required first line
strength of 1,723 balloons, and taking into account that there were
900 flying on 6th January, 1940, it viras considered that a production
of 674 balloons a month would be required to reach the figure of
1,723 by 1st March, 1940. As the produotion figure was only
about 300 a month, it vras obvious that this objective oovild not be
attained.

job • • P

I imagine, really be our guides,

The problem might be dealt with by oariying on the existing
policy of deploying all available balloons and inflating them;
deploying all available balloons and inflating none; or deploying
a proportion of those available and inflating a proportion of
them.

Obviously, there was no hope of building up resources by
adopting the first policy; the second loft vital areas completely
unprotected. The third, hov/ever, would gain the desired objective
and provide the necessary protection if the balloons were deployed
and inflated in accordance with the instructions of the Air Officer
Commanding-ln-Chief, Fighter Command.

It was considered that 1,428 balloons would be available in
the Command up to 1st March, 1940# 1,252 of these should be
deployed, 176 being retained to replace wastage. But only 472
of the deployed balloons vrere to be inflated. This provided a
protection in skeleton form for the towns and districts which were
to be provided vrith balloon defences, and there was also a reserve
for new coniiiitments and the establishment of barrages at base ports
in France,

Thus, on the 13th January, 1940, the Director Gei»ral of
Operations, ASr Ministry, vvrote to the Air Officer Oommanding-
in-Chief, Fighter Command, outlining the Air Staff’s plans and
instructing him to put them into effect forthwith.

S.2I48
Fnol#3^A.

/These plans

(1) The Balloon Development Establishment at Cardington.
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These plans, in detail, v/ere as follows

No. of Balloons

to he Deployed Inflat

Balloons
Defended Area Deflateded

200100300London

Forth

Harwich

Bimingham
Ooventry
Liveirpo 0 l/Birkenheod
Runoorn/lTidnes
Manchester

Derby
Brist 0l/Avonmouth
Southampton
Portsmouth

Plymouth
0 ardiff/ir ev/por t
Newcastle

Sheffield

Hull

Glasgov/
Billingham
Scapa
Crewe

Thames

Boulogne
Havre

Requirmcnt "X'* (1)

282048
16 NIL16

8524109
20' 28^48
341044

18 3048
261440
101424
221032
183048
153348
16824

NIL44
2064 44
581472
4256 14

3212
101424
9918
201232
2448 24
1616 NIL
1616 NIL

25

W4721,252TOTALS

It should he added that the proportion of balloons inflated
to those deflated was for the initial period during which
conservation was put into effect and the Air Officer Oomraanding-
in-Chief was empowered to vary the ratio at his discretion*

By the beginning of March it was apparent that the
conservation policy had achieved the results anticipated# 1,250

• balloons woro either deployed or in the process of being deployed.
Nevertheless, the Mr Staff did not consider that any major
alteration to this policy was yet Justified, except that the

full complement of balloons at Havre and Boulogne were to be

flying by 1st March, and the barrage destined for Kyle of
Loohalsh would also have to be kept flying* At Soapa it was
considered that l6 balloons should be flown until oiroumstanoes

dictated that the approved establishment of 48 balloons vras
required to be inflated.

The Air Staff estimated that if the proportion of balloons
deflated at operational sites was gradually increased during

March and April, it v/oi^d be possible to build up the first line
strength‘of Balloon Ooiranand to 1,453 deployed balloons by the
15th May, 1940* They therefore increased the number of balloons
to be deployed to this figure.

On the 15th May, 1940, the Air Officer Gommanding, ]^lloon
Command, informed the Director of Homo Operations that the
actual figinre reached on that date v/as 1,357 balloons deployed,

/To this

ibid.
Encl.43A.

ibid,
EnoX,53A

(1) This was a balloon barrage planned for the protection of
Trondheim. The failure of our forces to capture this
port eventually resulted in the abandonment of the
project.

0,192400
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To this figure it v/as nooossary to add

Balloons ready for flying but delayed by
ViTorks servicGs and other causes 3

Scapa

0

Port '»B" Kyle of Loohalsh. Balloons ready in
all respects but flying postponed
until 1st Juno 16

Oommltment Balloons ready in all respects but
awaiting orders

and Boulogne (1)

Thus, the task set had been achieved* Hov?ever, the Air Staff
policy of conservation only affected balloons* Other factors
had considerable bearing on the natter and the Air Officer
Gonimanding, Balloon Command, stressed that the situation vz-as not
nearly so satisfactory as it appeared on paper* For example,
only 35 cables of the entire barrage wore aimed and the
completion of arming the remainder was likely to take raar\y weeksj
a proportion of the balloons were old raid unlikely to withstand
strong winds and hot sunj many of the crevzs under strength and a
number of the airmen untrained; ground equipment, including motor
transport - on which operations depended - was not yet available
in sufficient quantity; huts, anchorages and hard standings, all
of vzhich \7ore essential to the efficient VTorking of balloon sites,
had been delayed.

18

Prance Havre 40

In order to assist in building up the barrage Air Vioo-lzlarshal
Boyd submitted that matters might be improved

"if a greater trust were put in n^r judgment as to my
requirements, and a greater appreciation shown of tho
need for haste There is a tendency, dangerous
at a time of war, to query demands and to rely too
greatly on figures of which the interpretation
cannot be knovm beyond my Headquarters."

• • •

Air Vice-Marshal Boyd* s letter received the attention it merited*
It was promptly considered by the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff
(Air Vice-Marshal W«S. Douglas) together with a si^al from
i^lloon Command which again stressed the serious position of tho
barrages* Casualties continued to exceed the rate of production.
Tho Command was losing between 40 and 50 balloons  a day against
which only IJ balloons a day were being maniifactured* The Deputy
Chief of tho Air Staff sent for Air Vice-Marshal Boyd and together

. they visited the Under Secretary of State, v/ho in turn, prepared
a memorandum for the Scoretary of State for Air.

Increase in Balloon Production

ibid.

Enol.59A

S,62498 Sir Archibald Sinclair thereupon placed Balloon Command’s
problem before the Ministry of Aircraft Production, which had
recently been formed and had taken over inter alia the

responsibility for the production of Balloons* On the 21st June,
1940, the Minister of ilircraft BrcJT.iotion (Lord Beaverbrook)
submitted a memorandum to the Y/ar Cabinet seeking approval for
an increase in balloon production up to 20,000 balloons*
The Cabinet agreed, deciding the matter should be settled
direct betvzeen the Secretary of State for Air and the Minister
of Aircraft Production* The folloiwijig day the latter wrote to
Sir Archibald Sinclair asking how many balloon winches the Air
lilnistzy required* Sir Archibald Sinclair, in reply, stated j-

/As you

(1) The barrages at Havre and Boulogne were no longer controlled
by Balloon Command having become part of the B»E*P*

M*6

G,19'^Z;00
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*As you know we are at ̂ resent working to a programme of
2,000 flying balloons. This gives us a reqtdrement of
2,000 initial equipment winches with another 1,000 for
reserves and war wastage, i,e. a total of 3,000*
clear, however, that v/e shall now have to consider
increasing the establishment of the balloon barrage
soon as that becomes practicable to cover new commitments
particulai-ly in the YiTest of England and in Ireland*
This is a question which affects other departments and
will have to go the the Deputy Chiefs of Staff, but I
think that it would bo wise to plan on the basis of
increase of 600 first line balloons and initial equipment
v/’iohes Yifith the reserves to correspond,

Pollov/ing this correspondence, on the 1st July, the
Mnister of Aircraft Production wrote to the Secretory of State
informing him that ho proposed to produce 20,000 balloons by
tho 1st July, 1941,

"As soon as we have the detailed production figures
can calculate the date which we can hope to bring
the present barrage up to the establishment of 2,000.
flying balloons and how soon it v/ill bo possible to
undertake an -expansion of that establishment,"

Ftirthor Increases in Initial Equi-pment,

Tho plan to increase production to 20,000 balloons
envisaged building up to a first line establishment of 2,000
balloo^ as quickly as possible, thereafter to expand the
establishment of 2,600 in order to meet new commitments*

rt is

an

n

In reply the Secretary of State

v/e

The authorised establishment for the Command at this time
v/as 2,027 balloons. This oon5)rised : —

Operational Barrages 1,902

Training (Balloon Training Unit)

Admiralty requirement

75

50

2,027

Plans for the additional 600 balloons, though provisional,
were as follows i-

At the 17th meeting of tho Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-
Aircraft) Sub-Committee, held on the 21st July, 1940, it was,
agreed that fourteen estuaries shoxild be provided with
waterbome balloons as a deterrent to mine-l£>ying*
v/ould require an average of 10 balloons each, l‘ _
Officer Gommanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, wished’ to establish
new barrages at

Pembroke

Falmouth

^Irdeer

Yeovil

Those

The Air

40

24

24

24

112

In addition, the Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief had
signified his intention of increasing the balloon strength
of tho following barrages

Liverpool
Riincorn

Manchester

Bristol

8+

4
16+

4

/^ull

c«l92400
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+  16Hull

Sv/anaca

Port Talbot
Cardiff

Barry Dock
■f 43

96

This brought the total from 2,027 to 2,375 initial equipment.
But the Air Staff considered it a practical certainty that as
soon as the balloon position v/as more favourable Belfast would
require a barrage and v/ore of the opinion that 40 balloons
Would bo the least nximber that v/ould suffice*
the Admdjralty had informed the Air Ministry that if British
forces shovdd enter Eire, naval bases would be established at
Lough Swilly and the Shahnonj and at Berehaven and Queenstown.
As balloon barrages had boon part of the air defe^ocs at every
base that the Admiralty had so far established in the Bnited
Kingdom it was reasonable for the Air Staff to assume that
balloon barrages v/ould similarly be established at bases in
■Eire,
fleet bases of the importance of Plymouth and the other two of
eqxial importance to Falmouth it was estimated the requirement
would bo 128 balloons.

In addition,

On the assimption that two of the Eirean ports would be

These possible commitments in Northern Ireland and Eire
added a further 168 balloons to the initial equipment figure,
bringing the total to 2,543 initial equipment balloons.

This left only 57 balloons, out of the total to be
established, for meeting any unforsoen requirements or miscalcu
lations in the Air Staff's preliminary estimates.

These estimates did not consider the reqijdrements that
Would eventually arise when Britain resumed military action on
the Continent, although the Air Staff, even in those dark days,
had not overlooked this possibility and had stated:-

"we shall ultimately be req\iired to provide balloon
protection for the overseas bases oh the same scale
as that given for the British Expeditionary Force," (l)

3,62498
Mtn.8
22 July 1940

The initial equipment of 2,600 balloons was approved on
the 29th July, 1940, by the Vice Chief of the Air Staff (Air
Marshal Sir Richard Peirso) and balloon production went ahead
as planned. (2)

/pejanation of

(1) 24 balloons v/ere provided for both Havre and Boulogne, A
further 24 were earmarked for Trondheim, but were not used
oY/ing to the failure of our forces to capture this port,

(2) On the 5th July, 1940, the Minister of Aircraft Production
-  intimated that the balloon prodxiotion programme would be;-

July
August
September
October

600
750

1,000
1,200

S.624498
M.6

A subsequent letter from the Minister stated that produo*
tion after October would be 1,200 balloons a month.

0.192400.
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Pormation of No»34 (Balloon Barrage) Group

SECRET

S.59581
Eficl.lA
VV40

Tfith the spread northtrards of balloon barrages came
problems of administration from a higher level, and the Air
Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, felt con^jelled to ask, in
January, 1940> for the formation of a nev/ group to cover
Scotland* Hie suggestion envisaged the balloon groups roughly
covering the country in the following manner

‘  No,30 Group - London and eastern approaches
No,31 Group - Midlands and north-east England
No,32 Group - South and vrest England
No,33 Group - North-east England
No,34 Group - Scotland,

The first three groups wou].d remain unaffected by his
proposals, while the new group (No,34) vrould take over the
Scottish centres hitherto administered by No,33 Group,

The Air Ministry approved the proposal in principle, and
on the 19th February the new group began to form in temporary
quarters at Newcastle-on-Tyne under the command of Air Commodore
H.R, Busteed, Three months later, on the 15th May, the

No,34 Group P,540 moved to its permanent headquarters in Edinburgh,
S,59581 Encl,22B
17/5/40 •

ibid.

Enols,5A,8A
25/3/40
23/2/40

G.192.^jOO
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SECTION 2

$
THE PRACTICAL SIDE (F THE EXPANSION

The expansion of Balloon Command to July, 1940 has so

far only been dealt iTith from the planning aspect* Putting
the plans into practice, hoT7ever, presented a number of

problems that required both time, patience and tact to solve*

Scapa plou, 1939

The first net; barrage to be authorised after the outbreak
of \7ar \ras that for Scapa plorr. During the summer months of
1939 when it had been decided that the plow was to be used as

the main base for the fleet, the sub-committee on the re

orientation of the Air Defence System of Great Britain put
forrrard a number of recommendations for strengthening the

defences at Scapa by the provision of fighter aircraft. The
naval representative, however, considered that the possibility
of a long range torpedo attack being made on the fleet
anchorage constituted a serious danger, and on the 18th August,
1959, the sub-committee proposed that a balloon barrage should
be provided to protect the anchorage against low flying
aircraft and at the same time requested the Air Staff to prepare
a note on the question of balloon and fighter protection for

The note, envisaging that some 250 balloons v/ould be

required for the purpose, stated that such a barrage could only
be supplied by depleting all other balloon defences both of

balloons and hydrogen cylinders* The Air Staff, in fact,
came to the somevftiat depressing conclusion

’’that against the possible scale and form of attack little
reliance could bo placed on the filter defence except
as a slight deterrent, while the practicability of
providing a lethal barrage would seem in present
circumstances almost insoluble, thou^ in May, 1940>
an adequate barrage and a satisfactory deterrent fighter
defence could be provided,”

These considerations v/ere abruptly set aside by the
decision of the Tar Cabinet at a meeting held on the 7th

September, 19|f:9* It approved a memorandum by the Chiefs of
Staff recommending measures for the air defence of Scapa
which included the immediate provision of two flights of

balloons* These would be pixsvided at the expense of
localities for v/hich balloons had already been deployed or

approved* The provision of a conplete balloon barrage v/ould
have to v/ait until the production and administrative situation

permitted*

Scapa*

IVh/156/2
Enel*2 C(I*D*

(h.d.c.)

ibid

Enel,14

ibid

End, 15
End, 19
ibid

End, 20

ibid

Enol,29

3

KBO/S53979/orgy-
Pt,l Minutes of

Conference to
discuss Adminis

trative arrange

ments for pro
vision of

Balloon Barrage
At Scapa plow*

ibid. Note on

Immediate Pro
vision of

Balloon Bairrage
at Scapa Plovr*

In order to implement these decisions the Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Command, decided to withdraw equipment on
the scale of tvro balloon sets from each London squadron* HO

anticipated that the necessary hydrogen \7ould have to be

supplied from BiHingham or a silicol plant established at

Scapa plow* For the conplete barrage it was nov/ thought that
some 152 balloons would be required, partly sited to the east
to defend the fleet anchorage from toipedo carrying aircraft,
and partly round the fleet anchorage itself as a protection
against low flying attack* The initial barrage was to
consist of sixteen balloons divided into two flints of eight
balloons each and administered as a squadron*

/Squadron Leader

G.192400
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Squadron Leader Harrison of Headquarters, No*33
(Balloon Barrage) Groi^ proceeded to Scapa to confer nlth the
Commander-in-chief, Home Fleet, \7ith regard to siting and
administrative arrangements.

tbid, Provi*

sion of

Balloon
Defence for

Fleet

Anchorage at
Scapa FloT?
and the Oil

Storage at
Eyness,

SB.m

As the Navy required full freedom of action in the anchorage
and PloT/, v/atorhomc sites could not be used and thus all
balloons v/ould have to be located on the islands of Hoy and
Plotta, For the initial phase, four sites r/ere to be situated
on plotta and t\7olve on Hoy, viiilo an additional thirty-tno sites
v;ore also found on both islands for use in later phases. Sites
vrore also noted for a balloon centre and for four flight head
quarters, This siting \7as approved by the Vice-Admiral, Orkneys
and Shetlands, and co-ordinated rdth guns and searchli^ts*
A conference held at Cardington in October recommended that
hydrogen should be at first supplied by shuttle service from
Billingham via Invergorden and that a silicol plant should be
erected l£iter in Orkney, No, 9^8 squadron v;as to be formed at
No,4 Balloon Centre, Chig\7ell, for service at Scapa ploV7, (1)

enounce their rights asAuxiliary airmen vrere to be asked to r

I\3X>/ uy.

Pt.l.

Encl.ISA#

ibid.

Encl.2U.

Org.

auxiliaries rdth regard to posting, and to volunteer for

service in this squadron,

ITiile these preliminary arrangements v/ere in progress all
action on r;hat \7as no\7 knovm as the "Q" plan, that is,' the scheme
for the defence of Scapa plow, v/as suspended. One month later,
on 20th November, 1939, Balloon Command v/as instructed to proceed
vdth the "Q" plan again in its original form,
sixteen balloons at Scapa i7ere to be raised to fort3^-eight
during March, 1940, and a ne\7 squadron v/ith the necessary establish
ment for forty-eight balloons, divided into six flights, rrs.s to
be formed and to be kno\-/n as No,950 Squadron. Hydrogen ̂ 7as to bo
shipped from Invergorden at first, a lo\7 pressure type silicol
plant capable of producing 1,400,000 cubic feet a vreek to be
erected on Hoy Island, and a main hydrogen plant set up in the
north of Scotland capable of producing 2,500,000 cubic feet
vrcck.

The initial

a

ibid.

Enel.54A.

ibid.

Encl.55A.

SB.174
Encl.26A.

The detailed arrangements that had nor/ to be made and of
the conditions under v;hich the barrage r/aa to operate \7as given
in an administrative report on the ''Q'» plan made in December
1939* The Navy had undertaken the weekly shipment of 120
cylinders of hydrogen and to provide small vessels called "puffers-'’
for inter-island transport, and a reserve of hydrogen on Hoy

considered necessary in case of interruption of sea
communications•

the problems of unloading, it vras recommended that small trailers
capable of carrying ten cylinders only should be adopted, thus
doing away vri.th the use of standard trailers and three ton
lorries. Additional pier facilities were to be provided by the
Admiralty vdiich also undertook to arrange for the initial landing
of the squadron at Lyness on Hoy and the transport to plotta of
the balloons to be deployed. Arrangements had been made for
the repair of motor transport, for hospital accommodation, for
a rest cait^), for \mter supplies and for messing,
recommended that each airman should be issued with five

blankets, thick gum boots and vra,terproof clothing*

was

Owing to the narrow roads on the islands and

rt \7as

/The

(1) No,948 Squadron did not deploy to Scapa, being ultimately
despatched to Rosyth. Seepage 216,

See Appendix "M" for conditions of service of Auxiliary
Air Force personnel.

(2)

0.192400
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The difficulties VThich would be encountered v/ere en^ihasised
in a memorandum on works and services attached to the report;
such roads as existed were in urgent need of widening and
repair, landing facilities were inadequate, labour xras very
difficult to obtain, v/ater supplies were scarce and there
were no baths available; lighting ivould have to be by oil
lamps* Taking these difficulties into account, it v/as
considered that at least three months would elapse before the
works services essential for the initial deployment of
sixteen balloons could be completed*

o

SB.174
Encl.28A.

T.'hcn instructions were received to put the revised
plan into operation a further reconnaissance was caiwied out

by an officer of Balloon Command to re-examine the possibili
ties of balloon protection from waterborne sites and to make’
a further selection of suitable land sites*

in consultation ■vTith the naval authorities, not to use drifters
as waterborne sites, but experiments were to be carried out
with a self-propelled lighter,
made on Hoy and plotta and a total of forty sites found in all,
for some of vjhich nev/ roads vrould be required*
sites could be found if a v/aterborne barrage v^as found
impossible.

It was decided,

A detailed reconnaissance was

Additional

Scapa Flow, 1940

XL/'SJ/1^6/1 At a meeting on the anti-aircraft defences of Scapa plow
Enel,34 Report held by the First Lord of the Admiralty (The Rt,Hon*Winston
ef Meeting on S. Churchill) on the 6th January, 1940, it v/as decided that
A.A. Defences as Scapa plov/ was to be used as a fleet base from the 1st
of Scapa PloTTT, March, 1940, and fleet tenders v/ould begin to assemble there
^y!4-0>,»->, /W/5'|gi "the previous month, it would be necessary for the

^  initial balloon barrage to bo flying by the 14th February,
Org.Pt.ll Balloon Command received orders to this effect from Air
Encl*20A* Ministry and were instructed to fly a barrage of forty-eight

balloons by the end of March*

Arrangements were concluded iTith the Admiralty for the
shipment of hydrogen and the transport of the squadron and
its equipment to Lyness, It had been previously suggested

SF,174 Sic1,2A. hy the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, that, in view*
XK90/853979/Crg*

Brtcl,
25A.

ibid*
Encl»25A»

of the T/cather conditions prevailing in the Orkneys, it
vrould be desirable to fly strengthened balloons there from a
stouter cable, but in view of the imminence of deployment it
was found inpossible to supply the strengthened type of
balloons for the initial phase. For the same reason, the
standard type of trailer dravm by a three-ton lorry would
have to be employed despite the bad condition of the roads on
Hoy and plotta.

ibid,
Encl*55A*

The final establishment of No,950 Squadron (formed for
the defence of Scapa) vreis to be six flights of eight balloons
each and was to include airmen tAio were now being trained
in kite flying at Mullion \mder arrangements made by No,32
Group,

Meanwhile, in the Orloacyn, a liaison officer (plight
Lieutenant Read) xraa endeavouring to overcome the opposition
of the naval authorities to the use of the roads by heavy
air force transport and the objections of the army authorities
to the siting of the projected silicol plant on Hoy*

On the 2nd February, (Wing Commander R, Risk) the Officer
Commanding, No»950 Squadron, set up his headquarters at Lynesa
on Hoy, He had accompanied the third party and had Immediately

/reportedG. 192400
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Ibid.

Enol.45A
reported to Be.lloon Command on the situation he found,

.grim picture of the conditions prevailing, sho\7ing that
it ̂ rould be difficult, if not iiEpossible, to keep to the
programme. The aiiroen of the advance parties, v/ho had \7orkcd
admirably, were engaged in erecting huts as the contractoi*s had
no general labour available. It had been found iji^josaible to
unload much of the equipment on Hoy on account of stora^r
weather. Concerning Flotta, I7ing Commander Risk vnx)te

He
gave a

"One of the piers has, I understand, been washed av/ay,
and although an attenq)t has been made on three successive
days, landing of hutting on Pan Hope Pier has proved for
the time impracticable,
in a drifter tomorrow but it is doubtful if this v/ill
be feasible under present conditions.”

I had planned to visit Plotta

ibid,

Enol.63A,

However, on the 12th February, iTing Commander Risk vra,s able to
report that the s.s. "FLORISTAN" had arrived r/ith winches and
trailers on board, whilst light vehicles and hutting had already
been unloaded and it had been possible to land some twenty men
on plotta. On the 20th February, the fourth party arrived at
Lyness v/ith equipment and, on the 22nd February, eight balloons,
three from Plotta and five from Hoy, were flown for "fourteen
hours. The balloons flew from screw pickets and during the

ibid,

Encl.lOXA

next fe\7 days a number of casualties ooevurred, v/hile balloons
wore bedded, attributable to violent changes in v/ind direction.

ibid.

End. 103a
In his report to Balloon Command of 2nd March, Y/ing

Comander Risk stated that no more balloons could be inflated
until concrete beds wore con^leted because the nature of the
ground was such that it was impossible to use screv/ pickets on
any more sites. He pointed out that this constructional vrork
vrould have to bo done by the airmen themselves as the contractors
had no available labour. This problem \7as eraphasizod again when
the Air Officer Commanding, Bnlloon Command, explained to the
Air Ministry that the completion of the first phase of
deployment at Scapa plov/ had been greatly hindered by local
conditions and difficulties, among them the fact that concrete
beds were necessary on many sites. Despite these handicaps,
hov/ever, he hoped that, by the end of March, eighteen sites
would be occupied, a further twelve by the end of April and the
remainder by the end of May. Ignoring the siting details of the
t\TO phases, he proposed to fly balloons from all possible sites
as soon as possible.

SB.174
Encl,43A

By the 27th March, tv/olve balloons were inflated including
two balloons flying from trawlers, the naval authorities having
no\7 v/lthdravm their forraer opposition to travelers provided that
they remained responsible for laying the moorings, and it vra,s
anticipated that a further eleven sites would be ready for
occupation shortly. However, at the end of March, severe
gales accompanied by lightning and snow interrupted all progress
and caused casualties to both v®.terborne and land-sited balloons*

0aag.-Pt.5V
Encl,24A

ibid.

Bncl,36
It vras no'7 decided to extend the barrage by flying a

further eight balloons from land sites, trro from the island of
Cava, fonr from Fara, and two from Long Hope on Hoy. Para is
a small island in the channel betiveon Hoy and Plotta, and Gava
is in the plow to the north of Fara, In addition, there was
to bo a barrage of \7aterbomo balloons flying from trawlers,
Y/ith an increasing number of sites the squadron commander
found himself in serious difficulties over hydrogen supplies,
v/hich were often delayed owing to the uncertainties of sea
transport and the problems of unloading on the congested and
limited pier space available. The Admiralty refused to
authorise special ships for the use of the bairrage, but agreed
to provide lighters on to which hydrogen cylinders could bo
unloaded vhen pier space was not available.

/

ibid.

Encl.44A

ibid.

Encl.45A

Diring
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luring April, 1940, there i7ere several enemy air attacks
on the fleet anchorage, direoted particularly against the
harbour booms. A number of enemy aircraft were destroyed by

ibid.

Encl,46D.
gunfire, and the squadron commander was satisfied that the

barrage had prevented the lo\7 flying characteristics of
earlier raids.

ibid,

Enel,48a
The proposals for the extension of the barrage at Scapa

involved various problems of administi^tion which v/erc set

out in a letter from the Officer Commanding, No,950 Squadron
to No.34 Group (^Thich had now taken over the administration
of the squadron) on the 19th April, 1940. Ho pointed out
that some forty sites had been initially approved for the
barrage and since then eight additional land sites had been
located on Para and Cava, while eight sites had been found
for balloons flying from trawlers. These increases Virould
demand additions to the original establishment of the squadron,
particularly if the trawler balloons vrere to be considered a

permanency in the Scapa barrage, in particular, circumstances
had shown that additional aircrafthands were required for
stevedore work and an increased nximber of men in the equipment
section,

needed.
Further accommodation and more transport v/ere also
As difficulties over the sea transport of hydrogen

still continued and no local hydrogen plant had been erected,
T/ing Commnder Risk asked if trro small ships might be allotted
for the transport of equipment and hydrogen from  a Scotch port
to Lynee, thus avoiding dependence upon naval stores ships.

ibid.

Enel,56a
On the 29th April, fifteen balloons, ten from land sites

and five from trawlers, were flying, and four balloons had
been deflated on the previous evening because of  a gale warning.
During the night \^ile the balloons had been bedded, kites
v/ere flown experimentally for the first time. A 3ft, kite
T/ith a 2 ft, kite as pilot v/as flo\7n at operational height with
a vreak link bet\7een the too. The 2 ft. kite was carried

av/ay by the v/cak link parting but was subsequently recovered
undamaged and the experiment v/as considered successful.

At the beginning of May, No. 34 GroiQ) vas informed by
Balloon Command that it had been decided that the Scapa
barrage of fifty**six balloons was to be established as a wing
of two Squadrons, No,34 Group recommended that the
establishment should comprise a balloon centre, a squadron
\7ith headquarters at Lyness controlling toonty-eight land
sites divided into tv/o flights of eight balloons and two
flights of six, and a second squadron on plotta controlling
toenty^elght balloon sites made up of too flints comprising
eight land sites each, and a waterborne flight of toolvo
balloons.

Navy asked for an additional four trav/ler sites which increased

the total of v/aterborne sites to sixteen, but the grand total
\7as kept unchanged by reducing the number of land sites from

forty-four to forty. To conply with these demands No,34
Group submitted fresh recommendations to Balloon Command,

It was proposed that No,950 Squadron at Lyness should control’
fouir flints of eight land-sited balloons, and a nev/ squadron,
No, 960, should control the sixteen waterborne sites, divided
into tiTO flights, and a flight of eight land sites, A
tra\7lcr base vra,s to be situated at Rinnigill on Hoy where it
\'/as intended to erect the hydrogen plant.

Arrangements for accommodation in accordance with these
administrative changes \7ere discussed at a conference held

on the 3rd August, 1940, Instructions were issued by the
Air Ministry that No,20 Balloon Centre would form at Lyness
T/ith effect from the 26th August, 1940, to administer

/No.950

Soon after these recommendations v/ere made the

ibid.

Enel,59a

ibid,

Enol.lOA

ibid.

Encl,25A
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No.950 Sq.U£idron at Lyncas, reorganised into four flights of '
eight halloons, sixteen situated on Flotta and sixteen on Hoy,
and also No.960 Squadron to he formed on the same date and to
comprise tro flights of eight iTaterbome balloons based on
Rinnigill, and one flight of eight land-sited balloons, five
Para and three on Cava, A nev establishment was to be issued
for these formations. As it xnxn found that the pier at
Rinnigill ms not available for trawlers, it was decided that
No.960 Squadron headquarters should be at St. Mary’s Pier,
Holm, on Mainland, Pollovring decisions taken by the Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Conmand, after visiting the Orkneys, No,20
Balloon Centro was to occupy the former No.950 Squadron head
quarters on Hoy and No.950 Squadron muld occupy a site adjacent
to this centre.

The Firth of Forth (Rosyth) Balloon Barrage

On l6th October, 1959, the Air Ministry signal
quarters, Fighter Command, that the ”Y” Service C^)
reported unusual activity by the enemy, apparently directed
to\7ards Rosyth v/here the battleship "REPULSE" wns in dry dock*'
The Home Fleet was due to arrive at Rosyth on the 21st October,
and the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief was instructed to
move one squadron of fighters into the Tumhouse area

immediately, and to take all additional measures practicable
to strengthen the air defence of the base.

Shortly after the receipt of this signal at Headquarters,
Fighter Command, a formation of twelve enemy aircraft attacked
the Forth area. These were engaged by fighters which destroyed
three and drove the remainder off, it was obvious, however,
that Rosyth must have stronger defences, and on the 18th October,
the Tfar Cabinet decided

on

led Hoad-

had

ibid.

End. 49a.

ibid.

Encl,6lA.

HCTD/S274
Encl,2A.

W.M.(59)
51st
Conclusions

M.4«

"that a committee should be formed to examine as  a matter
of urgency, the arrangements to be made to provide a
secure base for the fleet on the East coast,"

Tlie committee (2) met the same day and were informed that
the object \7as to render Rosyth as secure as possible for use
as a fleet base. It was learned that the battleships "NELSON"
and "RODNEY" and the battle cruiser "HOOD" must berth eastward
of the Forth Bridge oiving to their inability to pass under it

/\vithout

(1) A signal service vrtiich intercepted enemy ̂ /t and I^T
messages,

(2) The Committee xra.s composed of

Admiral of the Fleet Lord Chatfield,

(Minister for Co-ordination of Defence)

The Rt.Hon, Mr, Finston S. Churchill (First Lord of
the Admiralty)

The Rt.Hon* Lord Hankey (Minister without Portfolio)
The Rt.Hon, L, Hore-Belisha (Secretary of State

for Far)
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Dudley pound (pirst Sea

Lord)

General Sir Edmund Ironside (chief of the Inroorial
General Staff)

Air chief Marshal Sir Cyril Nevra.ll (chief of the
Air Staff).

Chairman:

G, 192400
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v/ithout housing top masts - a forraidablo task with modem

radio aerials. In any case, it was desirable that all ships
using Rosyth should bo berthed as close as possible, either

side of the Forth Bridge, in order to secure the maximum
possible defence. This presented a danger, however, in that

should the Forth Bridge collapse under air attack, ships to
the \7est of the bridge might be bottled up. Bearing in

mind these considerations, the committee formulated their

recommendations for increasing the defences. These included

tTranty balloons earmarked for Scapa - vrhich for the present

.  I l l "*3® used a a fleet base. This figure vms almost
AH^ immediately raised to forty-eight balloons and the Air Officer
Jffi^546lV©p6.
22/10/59

Commanding, Balloon Command, xras instructed to have a number
flying by 12,00 hours on the 21st October,

His first action v^as to issue instructions for twenty-
one balloons of the Glasgow barrage to be deflated and moved
t« South Queensferry on the south side of the Firth of Forth,
Similarly, instructions were issued to No. 948 Squadron, -iThich
was forming at Chigr/ell for service at Scapa, to move to
Inverkeithing, on the North side of the Firth,

Meanwhile a reconnaissance party t/as dispatched to
Scotland to make contact with the Commander-in-Chief, Rosyth,
to arrange the organisation and administrative requirements
for immediate deployment. On arrival at Rosyth and after
the preliminary arrangements had been agreed upon with the

Commander-in-Chief, the party split into t\vo parts, each
setting about finding suitable balloon sites, squadron and
fli^t headquarters. The siting of the barrage was someT^hat
complicated because of;-

The wooded nature of -the land.

(^) Poor anchorage due to the nature of the sea bottom
In the Firth, the depth of water and tide.

The proximity of Donibristle and TUmhouse
aerodromes.

(c)

(^) The area required to enable the fleet to manoouvre
to their anchorage and to enter the boom defence.

Owing to the necessity of providing a barrage immediately, the
Glasgow squadrons, Tdiich began to arrive at 10,50 hours on
20th October, v/ere deployed to sites arranged betr/een Hound
Point and Port Edgar pier* These sites were temporary,
hoT/ever, and the permanent siting plan followed  a perimeter
plan of two-line density* where possible, the balloons being
placed 1,500 feet apart. The plan consisted of seven water

borne sites, seventeen land sites south of the Foirbh, and

ti'/enty-four to the North, of which ei^t were to defend the
dockyard.

Waterborne siting was no easy matter because of the naval
requirements and the muddy nature of the anchorage, but three-

ton barge moorings were provided, the balloons being flown from
250-ton Humber barges. Nine balloons were flying from the

temporary sites by 16,50 hours on the 20th October and by 18*50
hours on the following day this number had increased to

t\7enty-one.

Meanv;hile, arrangements had been made by Headquarters,
Balloon Command, for No, 929 Squadron to be withdravm from the

Bristol barrage and after being brou^t up to strength, to take

over from the Glasgow squadrons* At the same time  a new depot,

/No. 19
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No. 19 Balloon Centre, v;as formed at Rosyth with effect from
the 24th October, 1939, to control both squadrons. By the
end of October, No. 929 Squadron had taken over from the
Glasgow squadrons, and No. 948 Squadron had arrived from
Chigwell and had deployed and inflated their balloons.
Thus, the barrage v/as gradually built up and beoaroe fully
operational early in November.

The Mobile Naval Balloon Barrage

Shortly after the outbreak of war, the Air Member for
Development and Production (Air Marshal W.R. Freeman)
informed by an officer of the Naval Staff that the Admiralty
was likely to make a demand for sufficient balloon barrage
equipment to enable them to erect barrages abroad should any
portion of the fleet be detached. This prompted Air Marshal
Freeman to \rrite a minute to ttie Air Meniber for Supply and
Organisation pointing out that as the Air Ministry had now
completed their production arrangements for balloon barrage
equipment, it v/as essential that any Admiralty demand should
reach him by the 20th October, 1939, giving as many details
as possible regarding exact equipment to be provided in
respect of winches, hydrogen and balloons, together with the
likely ̂ 7a3tage figures.

The Air Member for Supply and Organisation knew nothing
of the Admiralty requirement and passed the matter to the
Director General of Operations, As a result, the Admiralty
was requested to furnish the Air Minlstiy with an indication
of their probable balloon requirements. The Admiralty
replied on the 28th October stating that in order that
additional protection from air attack might be afforded
His Majesty's Ships v/hile in harbour, or operating in waters
where a heavy scale of attack xraa to be expected, they were
considering the use of barrage balloons, flovm from the ships
themselves. Fifty balloons would be required as initial
equipment. Hydrogen cylinders and winches would also be
required, but not motor transport.

was

S.2229
M.1

6/10/39

ibid.
M.2

9/10/39

ibid.

M.16.

31/10/39

This Admiralty requirement was received with some dismay
by the Air Ministry for the general balloon defence of Gx^at
Britain had been weakened already by the provision of forty-
eight balloons for the protection of the fleet at Rosyth, and
more balloons would ultimately be required for Scapa,
Production v/as still far behind the rate of wastage, and
established barrages throughout the oo\inti*y v/ore still woe
fully short of their quota of balloons. Thus, it was not
surprising that the head of Organisation 4 (Wing Commander
V.R, Gibbs) informed the Director of Home Operations (Air
Commodore D.F, Stevenson) that;-

"we are drawing your attention to the position as
these late Admiralty requirements are seriously
sapping the efficiency of our barrages planned
long past, and we must therefore have instructions
as to the order of priority.”

The Admiralty now informed the Air Ministry that they
4,750 hsrdrogen

The question of

ibid, M.45.

9/12/39.
Enol,48A.

15/12/39
SB.1122

Encl,2A

SB.1122

v/Duld require I50 balloons together with

cylinders W by the 15th December, 1939.
whether this demand was to bo met or not required  a decision
from the highest authority, and on the 3rd December, 1939,
the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff put the problem before the
Chief of the Air Staff, who ruled that the balloons v/ore to
be supplied subject to a War Cabinet decision that tho

^/operation
(1) Representing 30 per balloon and 250 for topping vp

at sea.
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operation for v:hich they :vcre required xnxa to be \mdertaken.
Until this decision vas forthcoming the Admiralty was to
be provided mth ton balloons for training purposes*

(^) Balloons at Sea - Trials

Mean\7hile, the Navy had been carrying out a number of
trials in fl3dng balloons from destroyers at sea. The most
inportant of these were undptaken on H.M.S, "MJBIM", a
"Tribal" class destroyer.(^)

Trials vrore commenced on the 28th November, 1939, xihen
L» Z* balloon vra.s inflated by an air force balloon cre\7 in

Portsmouth Dockyard, transferred to a tug and taken to
"NUBIAN" at a buoy* The balloon was close-hauled, the
transfer leg removed, and then let up to 500 feet on the v/inch
cable, "NUBIAN" and the tug then sailed for Spithead vAicre
the destroyer anchored* Transfer of balloon from ship to tug
and vice versa v/as then practised* The long transferring leg
was taken through a snatch block to the remote lead-off and
let fom-ra.rd through suitable leading blocks to the winch
bollard,

controlled from aft by an officer \7ith a flag.

SECRET

a

The v/inch driver could not see the lead-off and v/as

S*2229
Enol,52B*

The follov/ing day "NUBIAN" proceeded to sea and trials
v/orc carried out to determine the maximum safe speed for
tov/ing with the balloon at various heights,
about 30 miles an hour,
into the v/ind (2)
was reached.

The wind v/as

At 1,000 feet, steaming 15 knots
the average tension of 45 hundred-wei^ts

It v/as considered that for safety the v/ind speed
on the balloon should not exceed 40 miles an hour at this height.
At 1,500 feet, 20 knots was the maximum speed v/hich could be
attained \/ith safety, (3/ This gave a cable tension varying
from 20 to 28 hundredv/eight.

Various data of safe speeds above 1,500 feet had been
obtained during earlier trials (4) and the balloon V7as now close-
hauled for topping up. The ship*s speed on the beam of about
20 miles an hour. The balloon v/as easily handled, u
cylinder of hydrogen was used to top up and the balloon
raised to 500 feet.

One

was

Hauling down ’vas then practised ivith the ship headed into
the v/ind and going slow ahead, giving a v/ind speed of about 35
miles an hour. This was found impracticable, however, and
liable to damage the balloon. Similar results were obtained
v/hile steaming slov/ly at 40 degrees off v/ind.

/(b) The

(1) In this class of ship the only suitable position for the
balloon v/inch v/as on the upper deck before the after
super-structure, the flying cable being led through
leading block to a remote lead-off on the quarter deck,
Uith this arrangement the winch driver could not see the
balloon attachment when it was close-hauled,

i,e, v/ith a v/ind speed on balloon of 47 miles an hovir,

i»e, v/ind speed on the balloon slightly more than
50 m.p.h.

a

(2)

(3)

(4) See Admiralty letter a/K.B,2 of 9th November, 1939.
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Requirement Postponed

ibid.

End. 66a*

20/1/2^,

On 20th January, the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty
informed the Air Council that they had. decided to postpone
indefinitely the scheme to provide protection by shipbome balloons
for^ the fleet against lo\r bombing attack, and their request for
equipment could now be considered’ cancelled,

.  In February, the Admiralty again v/rote to
the Air Ministry stating that in case their previous communication
had implied the final abandonment of the project- they T^ished
to emphasize that this ms not

But the matter
was not yet closed.

Their Lordships had, in
fact, decided not to abandon the balloon baby for ever, but only
for a year. In the meantime they v/ished the Air Ministry to
fostor the child and be ready to hand it back, dressed up in its
sailor suit, as and when required.

so.

!^e Har\-ach Barrage
./s/a <^/a)

Xlrg, End.
26a.

22/11/39.

By the middle of November, 1939# some concern was being
felt on the question of enemy minelaying activity off the east
coast of England, and the Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief,
Fighter Command, decided that balloons should be provided as
part of the defences against this form of attack in the approaches
to the ports of Ne\7castle, Hull and Harwich, !^ihile Newcastle
and Hull already possessed balloon barrages and the problem
could be met by the establishment of a few extra waterborne
balloons, Hanrich had no balloons and it was decided that it
should be provided with a squadron comprising two eight-balloon
flights. This had to be found from existing resources, and
No.928 Squadron, Bristol, shorn of one flight vMch had already
been sent to Avonmouth, v/as detailed for Harwich to fly
sixteen balloons* No time was lost in the move in viev/ of
the urgency of this form of protection, the vehicles setting
forth by road on the 23rd November, v/’hilo the personnel
proceeded by special train on the follov:ing day.

Mean’.Tliile, a party left London to make administrative
arrangements as well as to select sites, and began its
reconnaissance early on the morning of the 23rd November,

Land-sited balloons would cover most of the inner channel
of the estuary, which was shallow, narrow? and meandering and
for these reasons to route shipping so as to avoid mined areas
would be impossible; a certain number of v/aterbome balloons
therefore be needed but since no suitable craft were
immediately available it was decided as a tenporary measure
to deploy the v;hole squadron on land.

Thus, eight balloons vrere sited along the north side of
the water between Landguard Point and Pelixstav7e Point, and the
remaining eight on the south side beWeen Harv/ich Harbgur and
the anti-aircraft headquarters at Cliff, Dovercourt,
Accommodation for half of the Pelixstov/e crews vms found
T/ithout difficulty but the remainder \7oro put under canvas
ponding the provision of huts, vdiilo on the Harvdeh side suitable
billeting arrangements vA3re made in the neighbourhood of the
sites.

Balloon

Command

P.5A0

22/11/39.
ibid.

23/11/39.

«B0^52-91
>-Qrg,

ibid*

Encl.46A.
5/12/39*

The ideal plan for the siting of the barrage ms
considered to be eight land-based and eight vrexterbome
balloons, the latter comprising five moored barges and throe
drifters v.dth a limited patrol* By the beginning of
December, hovraver, it was considered that patrolling drifters
v/ould not be desirable in the channel during the hours of
darkness oxTing to the number of vessels under T/eigh in this
somewhat confined apace. It v/as therefore decided to make
the three drifter balloons static by re-siting them on
barges.

/in theC.192AOO
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In the raeantimc, the Air Officer Oonmanding, Balloon
Command, v/as perturbed about the safety of the personnel
who T/Duld be called upon to serve in the 230-ton barges.
These barges appeared unlikely to be sufficiently seaworthy
to stand up to open sea conditions, having been built' for
uso in the sheltered roaches of the Thames. Further, they
lacked any form of covered accommodation or other amenities.
He therefore made it a condition that they should not, in
event, be made operational until they had been made more
suitable. The question of the safety of the personnel still
remained undecided, and ho ruled that

"until it has been demonstrated that their employment
is safe the lives of the personnel should not be
adventured,"

As regards flying balloons from •tiiese barges he ordered
that operations should conform, so far as possible to the rest
of the barrage but that as crews, for the time being at any
rate,, vrould leave the barges after completing an operation, a
greater degree of casualty risk to the balloons v/ould have to
be accepted,

Vi^ith the decision to use Felixstowe as the main Motor
Torpedo Boat Base for operations against enemy surface ships,
the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-Aircraft)sub-Committee considered
the adequacy of the existing balloon barrage for pi’otecting
this base against attack by low-flying aircraft, and decided
on the 16th January, 1940 to re-site certain of the balloons.

A paper prepared a fortnight later, hov/ever, discussing"
the defences of the sister port of Harwich, pointed out that,
\r±th a destroyer flotilla and two groups of anti-submarine
striking force vessels permanently based there, and v/ith a very
largo number of minesv/cepers and auxiliary craft operating from
the Parkstonc Quay base, quite apart from the considerable
expansion of parkstone Quay itself, increased anti-aircraft
defences \7ould logically be required,
suggested that, among other measures a further flight of eight
balloons should be provided to cover the Parkstone Quay area.
On the 6th February, the sub-committee authorised this
additional protection v/hich, with perhaps the re-siting of

/^^^^jCertain balloons already flying.
The enlarged squadron consequently disposed twenty-four

balloons of which seven vrare land-based on the FelixstovTO side,
seven on the Har\'n.ch side, and the remaining ten waterborne
on barges.

any

30,

It \fD.B therefore

v/as considered adequate.

ibid,

Encl,38A*
y>/W39»

dcos(aa)
13/1/40
dgos(aa)
6th Mtg,
16/1/40

K50S(m)

3/2/40
4^*

dcos(aa)
7th Mtg,
6A/40

53398/^

29/13/39.

On the 26th November, 1939 a conference \ras held at the
Admiralty to discuss the problem of providing balloon defences'
in the Thames estuary against low-flying minelaying aircraft.
It was decided that it was not practicable to site the
balloons on land and the barrage, therefore, which vra.s to
consist of 50 L.Z, balloons, should be entirely waterborne,
sited to defend the Yantlet dredged channel be'tv/een longitude
0 degrees 43 minutes east and longitude 0 degrees 54 minutes
east.

29AV39*

The methods of operating balloons from seagoing craft ancl
barges and the provision of a hydrogen service were discussed,
and following the conference, the Senior Air Staff Officer
(Hcadquartoi-s), Balloon Command, and Major V.T, Thomas Royal
Marines, -visited the Port of London Authority to ascertain v^iat

/vessels v;ei^
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■weasels were obtainable._ , , „ ^ Contact xj&a established with the Rear
Admiral, Port of London Authority (Rear Admiinl BOyle) and Td.th

from v/hom it \7as learned that the anchoring of
dumb barges in the Thames estuary was not a practicable
p^position during the v/inter months, and that power barges, of
T^ich a number v;as available, would be more suitable,
these barges was inspected and approved. Six could be made
available within twenty-four hours and further vessels
to make up the number to fifty, it was decided that the
barge cre\7s, each of four civilians, ■would bo retained and that
in order to expedite deployment the barges should be delivered
to Dagenham Docks v/here facilities existed to hoist vrlnchea
and T^ero balloons could bo inflated on shore and easily
transfei-red to the barges before they proceeded to their
positions in the estuary.

One of

procured

allotted

A depot ship was also required, and the pleasure steamer
s.s. GOLDM E/iCLE" and a number of obher craft v/ere requisitioned*
the Commander-in-Chief, Nore, being requested to make ’
arrangements for moving the ship off Sheemess and for a General
Post Office cable to bo laid from the shore for communication
pmposes. Communication betTOen barges and the depot ship
TOuld be either by short wave R,T. or Aldis signal lamp.
The balloon crevrs avould be divided into two watches, each TOtch
spending tvranty-four hours on the barges, before being relieved,
A small shore station would be required at Sheemesa to
stores and hydrogen and for minor repairs. Meteorological
screes would be supplied by No, 16 Group at Chatham while a
meteorological assistant. Grade II, v^ould be posted to the
squadron.

receive

No,953 Sqdn*
P.540, ^^ing Commander G, Aste was appointed to command No,952
Aonendix "E'« immediately formed within No.30 Group for

iq^q f Pi^ose, crov/s and equipment being rdthdravm from the
NOV,iy:>y, London barrage as required. On the 29th November, iring

Commander Asto proceeded to Sheemess and on the following day
encountered the first of the many oon^jlications that v/ere to

Having obtained space in the dockyard for the shore
station, he visited the "GOLDEN E/iGLE" vdiich had arrived at
10,50 hours and was tied up to NO,2 buoy. Here he met the
captain riio had been detailed by the General Steam Navigation
Company to command the ship viiilst she was being tov/ed from the

Having been shovm round the ship T7ing Commander Aat»
\ra,s requested to sign for its delivery and for all stores and
equipment. This ho refused to do vrithout authority, and asked
the captain to telephone the General Steam Navigation Conroany,
As a result the captain and the first officer decided to return
to London leaving behind three engineers and three firemen.
It soon became apparent, however,
to remain unless
rates of pay,

wing Comr.iander Aste surmounted this problem by promisingthe crew sufficient rations and undertaking to raise the question
of their pay in the appropriate quarter,

Meanv/Viile, it was clear that the question of feeding
the squadron was one \7hich might cause a great deal of difficulty*
Fing Commander Aste accordingly visited the Captain, Dockyard,and made arrangements for the Navy to undertake the victualling
of all personnel for the time being*

arise.

Port of London,

that the crew was not prepared
1  some satisfaction v/as given them regarding their
Furthermore, they had no food.

Returning to the "GOLDEN E/^gLE" ¥ing Commander Aste then
made a thorough survey of the ship, ascertaining that it would
be impossible to accommodate the entire squadron on board,
A house at 67, Marine Parade was therefor© requisitioned
Squadron Headquarters*

as

/By the
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By the following day some balloons were flying from their

barges, but, owing to the late eurrival of a tug which had

been promised at 12,CK) hours and did not arrive, it was not

possible to relieve their crews at the time arranged. The

only other tug available, the "LION", was being employed carrying
out radio telephony tests between barges, from which she
returned at 14,00 hours. In view of the fact that the vfeather

was becoming v/orse and the sea increasingly rough. Wing
Commander Aste decided that it would not be possible to relieve

the crev/B but instructed one of his officers, to visit the
barges in the tug with sufficient rations both for crews and

bargees. Tliis v/as only accomplished by keeping the bows of
the "LION" broadside on to the barges and handing over boxes
of food whenever possible. This had been successfully carried
out at only three of the barges when the skipper of "the "LION"
announced that he must return his ship to Sheerness before
dark.

During the ensuing days further troubles arose. There
were more difficulties v/ith the barges. On one barge,
"WILFRED", for example, it was found that rivet holes were
leaking badly and the crew together v/ith the airmen were

occupied almost continuously at the bilge pump. On another
barge - with the romantic name of "HELEN OP TROY"  - it was
discovered that the air force crew had been without rations

for four days and when relieved had only half a loaf of bread
between them. Yet another barge - "PliER II" - was unable
to extract water from her fresh water tank.

Nor v/ere the civilian crev/s of the barges co-operative.
No provision appears to have been made with regard to their
pay, rationing or release, and all spoke their minds to

Wing Commander Aste and in some cases v/ere as unhelpful as
possible to the air force crev/s aboard their craft.

a/W'PaWi/bs
~ VB55WOpa,
5/1^39.

Because of the increasing operational and administrative
difficulties which were arising in implementing the beirrage,
a further conference was held at the Admiralty on •(iie
5th December 1939 to consider the desirability of modifying
the plan of balloon defence,
winter east of a line 180 degrees true from Shoeburyness
rendered it undesirable, both from the point of view of hard

ship vdiich v/ould be suffered by crews, and the difficulty of
administrative control, to operate balloons from static barge
sites, and it v/as decided that in this area balloons would be

^  flown from tv/elve drifters which would anchor before sunset

each day at points to be decided upon between the Rear Admiral,
Port of London, and the Air Officer Commanding, No,50 Group^
in collaboration v/ith the Port of London Authority,
to the west of a line 180 degrees true from Shoeburyness would
be defended by balloons flying from tv/elve barge sites,
sites would be administered from two tugs and two launches with
an additional tug and launch held in reserve*

It was stated that conditions in

The area

These

As a result of this conference the Thames barrage v/as
for the time being reduced to tv/elve balloons on barge sites.
Most of the barges, however, had to be returned to Tilbury in
exchange for others on which there was proper accommodation for
the air force crev/s and which were fitted with Peto Scott

radio telephony sets.

On the 12th December, six drifters arrived at Sheemess
from Lowestoft,

telephony and generally prepared for service.
These v/ere immediately fitted v/ith radio

/Two days
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No,952 Sqdn.
F.540
14/1^39.

Two days later. Headquarters, No,30 Group issued an
instruction which clarified the position of the air force
personnel who were working alongside the crews of the
drifters. This stated

’’where drifters, barges or other water craft from
'rthich balloons are flown, carry marine crews, the
captain of the vessel or the senior seaman is

responsible for the handling and safety of the
vessel and his instructions, even to the extent of
cutting the balloon adrift, must be complied with
by the balloon ore\7 on board. If tine permits when
such a situation arises the balloon should, if
possible, be hauled in and deflated, or alternatively
hauled in before cutting adrift to prevent further
damage caused to electric undertakings, etc, by
a trailing cable,"

By the 18th December, No,30 Group had issued an instruction
Balloons from

In the

outlining the flying policy to be followed,
drifter sites were normally to fly at 2,000 feet,
event of an air raid warning being given these balloons v«rere
to be flov/n as high as possible. At barge sites balloons
were normally flown at 600 feet with discretion to fly to
1,000 feet if considered necessay on account of weather.
On an air raid warning being given this was to be increased
immediately to 4,500 feet, the maximum operational hei^t.

More drifters continued to arrive at Sheemess and

by the 23rd December the squadron was flying its full
establishment of tvrenty-four balloons, and had taken over
the Range accommodation building from the Navy as additional
accommodation.

The Kyle__of Lochalsh Barrage

At the 4th meeting of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff
(iditi-Aircraft) Sub-Committee held on the 2nd January, 1940^
it v/as recommended that a barrage of approximately sixteen
balloons should be provided for the Kyle of Loohalsh, as
part of the defences x'or a naval operation, due to take

place in April, This might result in as many as 2,OCX) to
3,000 mines being located in the anchorage at any one time.

S,3121,
Encl.lA,

ibid.

Encl,7A,
A meeting v/as held, therefore, at the Air Ministry on

the 9th January, 1940 to discuss the operational and
administrative arrangements for the barrage,
suggestions were that it should comprise seven mobile
waterborne balloons and six land sites, sub;3eot to
reconnaissance by representatives from the Service Departments,
Anti-Aircraft and Balloon Commands,

transfer of the mine-laying base to Oban was also raised, but

at a further meeting at the Admiralty on the 18th January, it
was decided not to proceed at present with a similar
reconnaissance at Oban,

The first

The possibility of the

8,39382,
Encl«3A,

The reconnaissance party left for the Kyle of Lochalsh
on the 23rd January, v/here it discovered that there were four
possible bases from v/hich the proposed barrage might be conduoted

- Kyle of Loohalsh, Strome Ferry, Dornie Bridge and Kyleakin,
Of these Kyleakin on Skye at the seaward end of the loch was

selected despite the disadvantages of bei ng separated from the

mainland and of the pier not being approachable by drifters

owing to shallow water. To obviate these difficulties, the

Admiralty \iere asked to supply additional ferry facilities
between Kyleakin and the mainland and to dredge the loch
near Kyleakin quay. The reconnaissance report stated that

/balloon sites
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Walloon sites vTOuld have to be near existing roads, as the
ordinary terrain \7as unsuitable for any form of traffic#
On the strong representation of the naval authorities it vm.3
reoormended that there should be ten tmterbome sites and six

land sites, four on Skye and tv/o on the mainland; squadron
and flight headquarters of the land sites should be on Skye,
and headquarters of the v/aterbome flight on the mainland, (1)
The Navy vrould provide twelve drifters and three other craft
for the waterborne flight. Hydrogen v/ould be despatched by
rail from Billinghajn or Runcorn,

Meanwhile, instructions had been given for the formation
on the 1st April of No,956 Squadron at No,8 Balloon Centre for
deploy-ient to'Tort B”, as the Kyle had nov/ become known.
However, on the 5th JSarch it v/as decided that No, 921 Squadron
should be re-fomed for this purpose and consist of one
T/aterborne flight of eleven, and a land-based flight of five,
balloons.

SECRET

ibid.

Enel,lyB*

ibid,

Encl.35A,

ibid,

Encl.59A,
A few days later a further change was made and No#935

Squadron, v/hich had been earmarked for servioe abroad but was

no\7 no longer required, T,7as selected by the Air Officer
commanding, Balloon Command, for duty'at ’’Port B",

No sooner had this decision been taken than the squadron
was ordered to proceed with Force X, and It vras No,920 Squadron
riiich was finally instructed to proceed to •'Port B" on the
5th IJiy, the date on which the barrage was required to operate
having been put forward to the 15th of that month.

ibid,

Encl,47A

In April further discussions took place on the
possibility of moving the minelaying base from the Kyle to
Oban, The proposal raised many difficulties, for flying
boats w'ere now operating from Oban, and it was agreed that,
while balloon protection was essential for the minelaying
base, it could not operate in conjunction T/ith flying boats.
Nevertheless, a reconnaissance party went to Oban to make
arrangements for the transfer of the Kyle defences should
this become necessary, and sites w’ere noted for eleven watei^-
bome and five land-bc^sed balloons, while tentative plans were
made for accommodation and communications, Meanv/hile,
Coastal Command had found it impossible to discover an
alternative base for flying boats, and the move to Oban was
therefore considered to be impracticable, (2)

ibid,

Encl,2lA,

ibid.

End, 25A,

NO,920 Sqdn,
F,540.

No,920 Squadron proceeded from Liverpool--to the Kyle of
Lochalsh on the 5th May, 1940 being transported by ferry to
Skye, As the building of huts had not been completed, airmen
were accommodated in tents. Inflations were commenced on the

10th May but orders were received to deflate on the follo\7ing
day. During the remainder of May and the greater part of
June airmen v/ere engaged on the preparation of balloon sites,
and drifters adapted for flying balloons \7ere arriving. After
air raid warnings had been received, instructions 7/ere
finally given to inflate on the 25th June, but owing to bad
v/eather this xm.3 not completed until the 28th June,

/Mobile Balloon

(1) The number of \-/aterborne balloons was later increased
to eleven.

(2) In any case, at a conference held at the Admiralty on the
23rd September, 1940, it was announced that the Kyle of
Lochalsh barrage ̂ 7as to be transferred to Northern
Ireland in October and no more balloons were available.
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Mobile Balloon Squadrons - 1939/1941

In Scpteniber, 1939, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
Command, proposed to the Lir Ministry certain measures to

provide balloon barrage reinforcements for vital areas which
might suddenly become primary eneny objectives, /Jthough the
balloon barrage had always been considered tactically mobile
it \7as difficult to effect raovemonts without dislocation of

administration. Air Vice-Marshal Boyd proposed to overcome
this difficulty by forming nev; squadrons, withdrawing a certain
number of balloons from existj.ng flights for this purpose.
At centres first in London and later in Birmingham, a nucleus

.squadron and flight headquarters staff 7Vould be established
with the necessary transport and equipment in order that the
crows detailed might be organised into flights and squadrons
at short notice for deployment in threatened areas. The Air
Ministry agreed in principle with the proposals of the Air

Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, and suggested that, as
the districts for v;hich balloon protection might be required
vovQ likely to be industrial areas, mobile units should be

built up at the following centres

London

Birmingham
Manchester

Tyne

Glasgow

for the south-east)
for south midlands and south-west)
for central midlands)
for northern industrial area)
for the Scottish industrial area)

S,45e?7
Enol,47A.

28/9/39.

ibid,

Enol.58A.
21/11/39.

The mobile squadrons could be equipped by arranging for the
•withdrawal of twenty per cent of the balloons from the existing
barrages with an addition at each centre of five per cent of
the authorised establishment,

v/ould provide a total of 208 balloons for use in mobile squad-
rons throughout the country.

In reply, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command,
submitted alternative proposals pointing out that although
balloon crews with their equipment could be withdrawn from

squadrons they could not bo quickly organised into units unless
an administrative organisation existed, while a reserve of

transport would also have to be held in readiness,
submitted at the same time, plans for the formation of single
mobile units.

The adoption of this method

He

ibid,

Encl,65A*
50/12/39.

In February, Air Ministry gave instructions for the
formation on the l^th February, 1940, of a single mobile
balloon squadron at Cardington to consist of four flights of
eight balloons each. One conplete squadron headquarters and
four complete flight headquarters with the necessary administra

tive staff, transport and equipment would be established at
Cardington, but balloon crews would not be provided as they

to be withdrawn from existing barrages when the need for

deployment arose. Three flights of
to be provided from the London barrage and one flight from
Binningham,

were

Mobile Squadron wereII / It

ibid,

£nol,6dA,
7/2/40.

In April, 1940, Mo,30 Group and No,33 Group were instructed
to despatch the crews forming the mobile squadron to their

Flight of the mobile squadron was moved
from Cardington to Kidbrooke and thence to the Royal Marine

Barracks, Deal, In May, "C Flight went to Southampton for
temporary duty with the watiSrborno flight of Ko,930 Squadron,
and ”B" Flight proceeded to bheerness for waterborne training

Later "D" Plight

assembly stations;
Tl / l»
4.x

before going on to Deal for deployment,

Slg.0,990,
26/4/40,

Sig. 0,914.
3/5/40*

Slg.0,923.
3/5/40.

moved to 110,15 Balloon Centre, Newcastle,

In May, 1940, it was decided to increase the strength
of "A" Mobile Squadron to 56 I.E, balloons, and. groups were
instructed to allocate crews as follows

91/-^

6/5/40.
/No,30 Group
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"but not from Noa.952 and 958 Sqdns,

"but not from Nos. 949 and 918 Sqdns.

18 orev/s,Kb.30 Group

rto.31 Group 30 crev/s,

”but not from No. 955 Sqdn.

but not from Nos.956, 957, 958, 942
and 948 Sqdns.

9 crei;.-s,No,32 Group

No,33 Group 4 crews.

No,34 Group 5 crev/s, but not from Nos, 929, 943, 950 and
920 Sqdns,

No.956 Squadron rffl.s formed at Deal from "A" Mobile
Balloon Squadron, and instructions vrere given for a mobile

squadron to be re-formed at Cardington and brought up to
strength again. It was to consist of seven flights of eight
balloons each v/ith one of its flights operating ter^orarily
with No,930 Squadron and one at Newcastle. As it \7as found

that a seven flight squadron was too cumbersome it 'vra.a proposed
that the mobile "squadron should be re-organised into tvAa squadrons,
to be called No.957 Sqxoadron consisting of four flights, and

No,958 Squadron made up of three flights. The formation of
the latter squadron however, was cancelled and its place taken
by Kb.912 Squadron, already established at Cardington with a
strength of tironty-four balloons. It was also decided that
Nos,912 and 924 Squadrons both then at Cardington, were to
retain their overseas establishments and to be considered
mobile units.

At the end of June, No,956 Squadron, which had been
re-established as a unit of thirty-two balloons, was instructed

to proceed to Langley, Buckinghamshire, the twenty-four
creT/s constituting three flights, to which the squadron was

reduced for this deployment, which was carried out on the
29th June, being provided by No»30 Group, No,912 Squadron
proceeded to Erockr/orth on the 26th .Tune, and No, 924 Squadron
to Eastleigh on the 29th .Tune,

To replace these squadrons two further mobile squadrons
Nos.957 and 958, were formed at Cardington on the 1st July, 1940;

>• the former proceeding to Yeovil and the latter to Sv-nnsea

f. Then they ceased to form part of the mobile barrage. No, 959
3. Squadron was formed on the 26th July, 1940, and to Ealmouth
on the 14th August with a strength of fourteen land and ten

waterborne balloons, and became part of No,32 Group,

Sig.0.793

1V5/40.

KBe/S.'5e491/39/
_Or^l3/5/40,
ibid.

V5/40.
Sig.0.507

20/5/40.
50491/71/

'0rg»^-27/5/40.

Sig.0,816
25/6/40,

Sig,0,936
26/6/40.

Sig.0,352

29/6/40.
Sig.0.670

Sig,0.988.u;4^
Sig.0,122.25/7AC
KB9/s/5Q491/

16/11/40.
Further squadrons were formed at Cardington as replacements,

and the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, in November,
1940, obtained Air Ministry authority to form complete mobile
squadrons instead of continuing the policy of vd-thdraT/ing
cre\7s from existing barrages. As a result, Nos,963 and 955
Squadrons were formed at Cardington as complete three flight
squadiTons, the former proceeding to Accrington in December,
and the latter to Neston-super-Mare, Yet two further mobile

squadrons were formed. No,951 and No,970, the fqrmer
proceeding to No,10 Balloon Centre for subsequent deployment
as part of the l^nchester barrage, and the lattfer being
despatched to Barrow-in-Pumess,

Sig.0.495

23/11/40.
Sig.0,184
6/12/40,
Sig.A,394

^rg.
Cardington was once again denuded of mobile squadrons,

and the Air Ministry after consultation ndth the Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Command, decided in July, 1941 that no
further units of this t^'pe should be formed.

5,73006/04
10/7/41.
icdo/s5^)4^/
9-9/W,-
15/7/41 /SECTION 3.

C,19240C
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SECTION 3 SECRET

TJHl^IgOTlCTIj^... .CP VITAL POINTS IN THE AIRCRAFT
imjSTi^'

On the l^th September, 1959, the chief of the Air Staff
(Air Chief Marshal Sir Cyril Nfev/all) submitted  a note to the
Chiefs of Staff on the Protection of Vital Points in the

Aircraft Industry.

"Information at my disposal", he stated, 'hvith regard to
the considered views of the German Air Staff as to the

most effective method of eirployment to their air striking
force in a imr against another air povrer is to the effect
that they regard the destruction or neutralization of the
opposing Air Force as the primary aim at the outset.
German manuals, and other published writings, make it
clear that this policy will be implemented by attacks on
the opposing air forces on the ground as well as in the
air, and it is logical to conclude that such a course
of action will include attacks on the aircraft industry

Since the enemy must be aware of our present
numerical inferiority in aircraft, both as regards first-
line and also reserves, it would be in his interest to
attempt the inmediate destruction of our sources of
supply of air material at the outset".

The Chief of the Air Staff went on to draw attention in

particular to the Sheffield and Coventry areas which constituted
key centres of major importance to the whole of the aircraft
industry. The Coventry area contained factories which produced
by far the largest prcportion of light alloy components, while
Sheffield was the largest producer of the steel materials used
in aircraft construction. Derby and Bristol were also most
vital in connection with aero engine produption. If serious
damage wras inflicted in areas such as these the Thole of the
aircraft industry, wherever situated, would be virtually
paralysed.

The Chief of the Air Staff proposed therefore to issue a

general directive to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Fighter Command, indicating that the aircraft industry was to be
regarded as a very probable first objective for enemy air
attacks against the United Kingdom, instructing him to re-examine
the defence situation on that basis and requesting him to under
take any modifications to the present deployment of the defences
which might consequently appear desirable.

• « t

5.H.O. Folder
"Defence of

Aircraft

Industry"•

The Chiefs of Staff approved the Chief of the Air Staff*s
proposals and the following day, the Deputy Chief of the Air
Staff (Air Vice-JIarshal R.E.C. Pelrse) v/rote to Air Chief Marshal
Sir Hugh Dowding setting out these views and listing a number
of areas as particularly requiring attention. On the 19th
September a signal was despatched to the Air Officer Oommandlng-
in-(Siief giving him the Air Staff's order of priority of their
vital points. (!) On the 22nd September, the Deputy Chief

/of the
(1) It is interesting to note that the First Lord of the

Admiralty (The Rt.Hon.Winston S. Churchill) was also
concerned rdth the safety of aircraft factories. In a
letter to the Secretary of State for Air (Sir Kingsley Ibod)
dated 18th September 1939 he wrote; "I feel increasingly
that an air attack on our aircraft factories v/ould be the
right thing for the Gennans to do before the weather
seriously deteriorates; and that this is far more likely
than a heavy land offensive in the west. I see there
are renewred efforts of German Air Force concentrations
towards us. In these circumstances, would it not be as
well to take some of the balloons and anti-aircraft guns
from London for the defence of the principal aircraft

I^erby, Bristol, etc?
support this policy if you proposed it".

I TTOUld

Ibid,

ibid.

G.192i|fO
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of the Air Staff again xrrote to the Air Officer Corananding-ln-
Chief stating that, v;hereas the directive of the Chief of the
Air Staff had defined the nerve centre of the aircraft industry
in terms of key points, an appreciation prepared by the Air
Member for Development and Production (Air liiarshal W*R» Freeman)
had expressed viev/s in terms of areas,

it X73.S necessary to indicate in general terms the areas isiilch
could be TOakened in order to strengthen the defences of vital
aircraft factories.

In these circumstances

In the li^t of existing conditions, the threat of air
attack on London as an initial act by the German Air Force had
receded. The emphasis was on the air force as such, including
the aircraft industry. The Air Cfficer Gomnanding-in-Chief
was informed therefore that as a general guide he could assume
that the central London area together vjlth areas such as Cardiff,
Sv/ansea, Leeds, Liverpool and Manchester, (less the Widnes/
Runcorn area) \-;hich received protection from the general air
defence of the country, could be regarded as reservoirs from
T.iiich limited withdravra,! could be made in favour of the following
key factories>K)/0.1-733I~

Enel,50,
London area

Hawkers, Ltd,
Vickers, Ltd,
Fapier, Ltd.
Handley Page, Ltd.
Handley Page, Ltd.

Kingston-on-Thames
Weybridge
Acton

Oricklewood

Radlett,

\

Derby area

Rolls Royce, Ltd,

Crewe area

Rolls Royce, Ltd,

Sheffield area

^jnbrose Shardlow, Ltd.
English Steel Corporation, Ltd,
Firth Derihon Standings, Ltd,
Firth Vickers Stainless Steels, Ltd.
Thomas Firth & John Brown, Ltd,
Hadfields, Ltd.

Coventry and Birmingham areas

Armstrong Siddeley Motors, Ltd
Armstrong TThitworth (Sir W,G.)
Daimler Co, Ltd,
Rootes Securities,

Standard Motor Co,

Austin Motor Co.

Castle BromviTich Aeroplane Factory
Power Co, Ltd,

Boulton & Paul (Wolverhampton)

Parkside

Whitley

Soj^h^pton area

Supermarine Aviation Co.

Bristol area

Bristol Aeroplane Go, Ltd,
Parnall Aircraft, Ltd.

Gloucester area

Gloster Aircraft Co. (Hucclecote)
/The CrexTCG.1924GO
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The CreT?e Balloon Barrage

Air Chief Marshal Dowding’s first move, in so far as the
balloon defences v/ere concerned, -was to instruct the Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Command, to deploy a barrage of thirty-two
balloons to Crewe "as soon as you can conveniently do so"*

Air Vice-Marshal Boyd planned to meet this commitment by
withdrawing three balloons from each of the London squadrons,
thereby raising thirty balloons complete with crev:a and equipment,
and providing the remaining two balloons and crews from No.9
Balloon Centre, l^arrington, which he proposed should administer
the squadron. On the 13th October, 1939, the Air Ministry
signalled their approval of these proposals and No.949 Squadron
■was formed with effect from that date. The following day, the
first flight of eight balloons moved, with full equipment, from
London to No,6 Balloon Centre, Birmingham, and proceeded to
Crewe on the l6th October, when balloons were inflated and flown.
At the same time the remaining three flights, less the two
balloons to be provided by No,9 Balloon Centre, ■were moved from
London to Birmingham, The full barrage ■was flying by the
19th October, on which date sqviadron headquarters wrere established
at Cresty Lodge, a country house, a mile or so to the south of
the town.

ibid.
End, 13a
15/10/59.
S.2200

End. iB,
3/10/39.

S.2200
End,5A,
13/10/59.

Thus, when on the 15th October, Air Chief Marshal Dowding
informed the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff of the defensive
measures he had taken to protect the vital centres of the
aircraft industry he was able to state, inter alia, "at Crewe
a new balloon barrage has been created and light defence has
been pro-vided".

No further balloon barrages were planned at this stage.
Air Chief Ifershal Dowding pointing out that Sheffield,
Southampton, Birmingham and Coventry already had balloons*
Castle Bromwich, hovrever, the balloons had been adjusted to give
cover to the NUffield Works, The Bristol Engine and Aircraft
works could not receive protection from a balloon barrage
"because of the flying which must take place from pilton
aerodrome".

At

Further Plans for Balloon Barrages

The question of balloon protection for the aircraft industry
now lay dormant until December, 1939, when the General Officer
Conmanding-in-Chief, Anti-Aircraft Command, informed Air Chief
Marshal Dowding that in order to protect the Hawker factory at
Kingston with Bofors guns it would be necessary to mount them
on specially built towers so that a field of view could be
obtained. But even v/ith tov/ers, the Bofors were not likely to
be fully effective and the General Officer Comraanding-in-Chief
suggested that the factory could be better protected if the
London Balloon Barrage was extended to cover it.
suggestion v/ns not agreed to, however, because the factory was
too far from the limits of the barrage.

This

A similar proposal ■was raised concerning the Dorman Long
Works at Middlesboreugh, where Headquarters, Anti-Aircraft
Command, advocated that certain sections of the works could be
protected more effectively by resiting the balloons already
deployed in the area. This did not prove entirely practicable,
Headquarters, Balloon Comnand, pointing out that although the
twenty-four balloons already deployed could be resited to
the greater part of the v/orks, to protect the entire v/oiks ■would
require some forty^eight balloons. Air chief Marshal Do’wding,
hov/evor, compromised and instructed Balloon Command to strengthen

/the barrage

co'ver

ibid.
Snel.37A«
19/1/40.

ibid.
Enol.59A.
12/2/40.

ibid.
End, 69a,
7/3/40,
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the barrage with a further eight balloons, five to be flovm
oh the north side of the River Tees and three to the south.(1)

The Pilton Balloon Barrage

ibid.

Encl.95A.

27/5/40.

On the 27th May, 1940, Sir Stanley White, Managing Director
of the Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd., wrote to the Air Officer
Conimanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, requesting that a balloon

barrage should be provided to protect the coiipany's \7orks.
Sir Stanley White was well av/are of the difficulties involved

by this proposal as a fighter squadron was already operating
in the vicinity from pilton aerodrome. He suggested, therefore,
that the balloons should be flown immediately the fighter
squadron had taken off. On the conclusion of their sortie

the aircraft should be detailed to land at Hullavington, or at
some other suitable aerodrome in the vicinity, and await
instructions to return to Pilton when the balloons had been

lovrered, "At this critical juncture", \rrote Sir Stanley,
"unusual procedure is fully justified if it increases immunity
against air attack, and therefore ensures no interruption in
our daily increasing output of both aircraft and engines".

Air Chief Marshal Dov/ding decided that Sir Stanley White
had made out a good case. Two days later he informed him that

he would get his balloon barrage in the very near future.
He did, A flight of No,956 Squadron, a mobile squadron
formed at Cardington, T/as despatched to reinforce No,955 Squadron
at Bristol, This flight set up its headquarters at R.A.P,
Station Pilton, and completed deployment by the 8th June,

ibid.

Encl.97A.

No.935 Sqdn.
P.540

2/6/40.

A Few Directive

HlltolullZ-?
^P^/^; 17531-
End. lOOA.

31/5/40.

On the 31st May, 1940, the Air Ministry again wrote to

the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, instructing him to provide
the greatest possible protection to factories (^) engaged on

/the
This plan was approved at the 9th Meeting of the Deputy
Chiefs of Staff (Anti-Aircraft) Sub-Committee on the 1st
March, 1940, The nev; flight of No,938 Squadron was
flying by the 14th April, 1940,

(1)

(2) Langley, Bucks,
Hawker,

Kingston, Surrey
Hawker

Rolls Royce, Derby
Rolls Royce, Crewe
Rolls Royce, GlasgcTcr

Pilton, Bristol
Bristol

Eastleigh, Southampton
Vickers Armstrong,

Woolston, Southampton
Vickers Super-Marine,

Brooklands, Surrey
Hawker Aircraft

Vickers Armstrong

Brockrrorth, Gloucester
Gloster

Beginton, Coventry
Armstrong ?/hitworth

Ringv/ay, Manchester
Palrey

Slough
High Duties Alloys

Speke, Liverpool
Rootcs, Securities
Banbury
Northern AluminiuEr

G. 192400
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the production of Hurricane, Spitfire and Wellington aircraft*
It ms suggested that he should not overlook the possihility
of extending balloon barrages where possible to cover factories
such as Dagington and Ringvra,y, and providing others tiiere
desirable, a fortnight later the directive was an^jlified by
the Air Staff who stated •

"In view of the nev/ situation in which it is likely that
the entire Geiman bomber and filter forces will be
turned against this country the Chiefs of Staff
uneasy and would welcome a review of the deployment of
fighters, A*A* and light A«A. guns, balloons and search-
lights in the defence of the aircraft industry,
particularly the fighter airframe and engine potential.
In carrying out this review you have authority to with
draw to the protection of these vital points such equip
ment as you consider necessary to provide the required;
security at the expense of other vulnerable areas in
this country. This includes London

are

ibid,

Enol,lllA,

15/6/40,

Two days later, Air Chief Ifcrshal Dow-ding forwarded his
proposals to the Air Jfinistry, He p ointed out that heibid,

Enel*113a*

17/6/40,

could
not atteept to distribute his limited resources evenly between
various factories, but had concentrated on the moat important
at the expense of those considered no-^ to be main production
units. As far as balloons were concaned he proposed to
increase the balloon barrages at Sheffield and Derby by twelve

'  new barrages at Langley, Brockwearth
, W each consisting of t\7enty-four balloons,

balloons each,
and Eastleigh
and to provide one hundred per cent reserves for the barrages
at Derby, Crewe, Pilton and at Coventry* The balloons that
would be required to meet these plans were to be taken from
the London, NeT»roastle and Thames barrages* The 189th
Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee held on the 21st Jvine,

ibid* Encl,117A

22/6/40*
2H/99
War Cabinet (40) 1940, approved Air Chief Marshal Dowding's suggestions and it
Meeting held on was considered that he had gone as far as was practicable in

the defence of the aircraft industry without reducing to a
dangerous degree local protection in other parts of the
country, Hov/ever, in July, Air Chief Marshal Dowding
decided to deploy twenty-four balloons to Yeovil to augment
the defences of the Westland Aircraft ■worfes;
later he gave instructions for the despatch of twenty-four
balloons to Weybridge, to protect the Vickers v/orks at
Brooklands,(2)

1/7/40.

amd two months

/The Third

(1) The proposals v/ere implemented as follows :

On the 25th JUne Balloon Command informed Fighter
Command that the barrages at Derby and Sheffield had
been increased by twelve balloons each and that
arrangements made for No,912 Squadron to proceed to
Brockvrorth on the 26th JUne; No*956 Squadron was to be
deployed at Langley on the 27th or 28th JUne, and No,924
Squadron at Eastleigh on the 28th or 29th JUne. These
Mobile Squadrons from Cardlngton arrived at their stations
on the dates arranged and balloons were flying at
Brockworth and Langley on the 29th JUne, and at
Eastleigh on the 30th JUnt*"

The Air Officer Commanding Balloon Command met these
commitments by moving No,957 Squadron to Yeovil, and
No,954 Squadron to T^eybridge, The barrages became
operational on 26th July and 6th September respectively.

P8/8.17531
Encl*125A
25/6/40.

Ibid,
Enel*132a*
156a, 137a.

(2)

G. 192400
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The Third Directive#

S.2741/D.H*C
29/10/40#

By the end of September, 1940, the determined and by
means unsuccessful attacks being made by the German Air Force
against aircraft factories led the Air Staff to the conclusion
that the deployment of anti-aircraft defences should a^rain be
reconsidered. Air Chief Marshal Dowding was instructed
accordingly, it being stressed that he yas to give special
attention to •

The Rolls Boyce yorks at Crewe,
The Bristol Aeroplane T/orks at Pilton,
The Boulton and Paul works at 17olverhampton,
The Pnmall works at Yate,
Sheffield

A survey was made of the existing defences at Crewe, Pilton
and Sheffield, but no recommendations were made for any new
deployment of balloons at these places.

no

AHS/«h/24o/4-//37
PO/04^531-
M.190#

2li/99.
mo/3033,
/9/40-29

As shortage of equipment made it impossible to provide
adequate protection for all the localities v/here aircraft
manufactured, the Minister of Aircraft Production now submitted
a list of key points concerned vdth airframe and engine production
T;hich he considered should receive the greatest possible
protection.

were

The need for action in this respect was enphasized21^/99.
DH0#3080.

3/10/40,

PC/S,17531
Pncl.20U.

v'hen, on the 3rd October, a single enemy aircraft bombed and
damaged the De Havilland Yorks at Hatfield,

Three days later Lord Beaverbrook informed the Secretary of
State for Air that "De Havillan* at Hatfield
a balloon barrage.

are asking for
If they want it they should have it.

Ye seek in particular, however, protection for :

• ♦ •

Haidcera

Gloster

Rolls Royce
Castle BroMrrich

Chester (Vickers),

-  Kingston, Langley and Brooklands
- Brockworth,

- Derby, Crewe and Glasgow,

Bristols are working again and I urge their protection* •,,,

upon you".

Sir Archibald Sinclair pror^jtly sent Lord Beaverbrook *s
letter to Air Chief Marshal Dov;ding who, in reply,, stated he had
sent Balloon Command officers to Hawkers at Kingston and
De Havillands at Hatfield, but both firms had decided that they
TOuld rather do T/ithout balloons.

Secretary of State for Air, Air Chief Marshal Dowding went on to
point out that Langley and Brockworth already had tiventy^four
balloons each, "I do not knov; on what grounds these are
considered to be insufficient", he wrote", but I am alv/ays open to
conviction."

No more bc-lloons, therefore, were to be allocated by the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief for the defence of aircraft
factories, HoxTever, early in November the Chiefs of Staff
(Anti-Aircraft) Shadow Committee decided that the defence of
Coventry (1; should be strengthened and recommended, among other
things, that the barrage should be increased to seventy-two
balloons. A reconnaissance for this purpose v;as carried out

/and four

(1) The Coventry Balloon Barrage had already been strengthened
in my, 1940, by the addition of eight balloons to
Dtimlers, and the Standard Motor Co, - See p,p.

In a further letter to the

cover

2B/99
DHO.3456

Vll/40,

G, 192400
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and four sites had been occupied v/hen, on 14th November, the
German Air Force carried out a most concentrated and, from
their point of viev/, highly successful attack on the city»(^)

No one v/as more alarmed at the result of this attack than

Lord Beaverbrook* On the 20th November, he informed the
Secretary of State for Air •

"The aircraft industry has suffered so severely, and
v/idespread damage has been done to our plants, and our
properties, our production has been disturbed so
seriously, that v/e hope very much the Air Ministry T,i.ll
do everything possible to defend Sheffield and BimingJiam,
Should these two centres fall victims to attack like the

recent bombing of Coventry, then our production vrould
inevitably be damaged to an irreparable degree,«•

However, the Air Staff did not consider anything further could
be done to strengthen the balloon defences of these cities and
other defensive measures were taken*.

On the 27th January, 1941» a JU.88 attacked the T/orks of
the British Manufacturing Research Company at Grantham*
Lord Beaverbrook immediately requested balloon protection for
the r.?orka* The Chief of the Air Staff (Air Chief Marshal
Sir Charles Portal) explained that a balloon barrage could not
be provided ov/ing to the close proximity of several operational
aerodromes* Lord Beavezi^rook did not accept this and pressed
the Chief of the Air Staff to reconsider his decision*

This prompted Sir Charles Portal to explain the limitations
of balloon protection;

"Useful as these barrages are", he Vi^rote, "in practice,
they have proved almost as successful in bringing down
our ovm aircraft as enemy aircraft. The operational
limitations xThich they icpose have had to be accepted in
a number of cases such as Langley and at Filton, but there
are I am afraid other places where the operational
requirements have to be overriding*
in point,

many aerodromes at which our night bomber squadrons are
located and there is also a night fighter squadron stationed
at ’.'Ittering close by,
to undergo are so great that I do not feel I v/ould be
Justified in asking them to accept this additional

In any case we do not think that a balloon barrage would
provide a high degree of protection to Grantham for it

would be unable to prevent the normal form of night
bombing attack,

aircraft .guns, coupled ivlth dispersal and camouflage.

The subject insofar as balloons xrere concerned was closed,

Accrington and Weston-super-Mare Balloon Barrages,

Grantham is a case

It is situated in an area xrhere there are

The risks which these aircraft have

one.

The best form of protection is antl-

21^/99*
M. A.P*letter

dated 20/11/1^0,

2li/99.
D.F, Opa,4665
18/2/41*

D,C, 0, S* (a. A*)
22nd Meeting
18/10/40.

As a result of a general review of the air potential and
because of pressure from the Ministry of Aircraft Production
the Sub-Committee of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (iinti-Aircraft)
at their 22nd Meeting held on the 18th October, 1940, decided
to invite the Air Officer Comraanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command,
to consider the provision of balloons for the protection of
the nev/ Bristol Aeroplane vrorks at Accrington and Weston-
super-Mare*

/On the

(1) See page 356,

G.192400
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On the 24th November, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief
informed the Air Ministry that **it has not yet been possible
to meet these requirements owing to the shortage of equipment",
and he requested that an order of priority in which these, and
other requirements that were arising should be discussed by
the Sub-committee.

8049
Enel,2a.

•SK/s.506%/- The committee had, however, met tvro days previously and
Ops. Encl.llA. had decided that the aircraft factory at Accrington should

have first priority and the provision of a balloon barrange
should be proceeded vriLth as quickly as possible. To meet this
requirement, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command,
selected a mobile squadron, No,963 Squadron, which had formed
at Cardington, The squadron was moved to NO,10 Balloon Centre,
Ifenchester, and on the 26th December, authority sought to fly
twenty-four balloons at Accrington with effect from the

15th January, 1941. Except for a number of protests from the
towns-people, who felt that the advent of balloons meant also
the advent of bombing, the barrage was deployed and flown
that date vlthout incident.

The barrange at T7eston-super-Mare presented a more formid
able problem. On the 6th December, 1940, Headquarters,
pij;^ter Command, infomed the Air Ministry that a survey had
been made by Balloon Command of the proposed barrage and that
a complication had arisen in that there was an Elementary
Plying Training School which vrould be completely sunrounded
by balloons. The question ttiat now arose was whether the
balloon defence was more important than the Elementary Plying
Training School,

on

The Deputy Director of Home Operations (Group Captain J,
Ti/hitworth Jones) therefore placed the problem before the
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff (Air Vice-Marshal A.T. Harris),

difficulties,,. "wrote

it has been recently
pointed out that the strvicture and equipment of one of
these factories costs about as much as a modero* battle**
ship and takes just as long to construct. When in
production these factories contain many more men than a
battleship and carry much more valuable material. If the
¥eston-super-Mare factory is destroyed it will have a
profound and lasting effect on our war effort. A
reduction of pilot output is undoubtedly a serious matter,
but if this results from a hasty move not perhaps timed
to suit the conplex traltlng period, we are only faced with
a known, calculable and transitory setbac-k."

The argument was a good one and it convinced Air Vice-
Marshal Harris and on the following day, acting on behalf of
the Vice Chief of the Air Staff, he appealed to the Air Member
for supply and Organization "for every effort to be made to
move No, 10 E.P.T.S, by the end of Pebruary or early in Jferoh
at the latest," But when late in April the barrage xme
ready to become operational the Elementary plying Training
School T;as still in occupation of the aerodrome «fc T/eston.
Therefore the Air Ministry instructed Headquarters, Pighter
Command, that it was to be deployed but no balloons were to bo
flown in daylight except at such times as flying had stopped

/at the

"Fe fully appreciate A.M,T,’a(^)
Group Captain TihitiTOrth Jones, • • •

8049
Encl.SA,

ibid,

Encl.9A*

ibid.

Enel.25a*

(1) The Air Member for Training,
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at the Elementary plying Training School#
arose, the halloons were to he flown hy arrangement between the
barrage connnander and the chief flying instructor, but were to
be close hauled immediately flying conmenced again#

When these occasions

Enol#5QA»
Thus, No#955 Squadron of twenty-fo\ir balloons deployed to

Weston-super-Mare and became operational with effect from dusk
on the 3rd May#

But it was operational for only very brief periods in each
twenty-four hours4 During the hours of daylight it was
controlled by the Elementary Plying Training School and by
night became subject, to a contral under which it was grounded,
toge-fher with a number of other barrages, from half an hour
after the prescribe
blackout period#

latter control only if enemy aircraft vrere plotted as approaching
the barrage area or on receipt of a Red warning from the
Home Office#

On 3rd August, 19i4l» the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
command, (Air Marshal Sir Leslie Gossage) pointed out these
facts to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command,
(Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas) adding:

"In practice the E#P#T.S# control is operational with
very few exceptions over the whole period stated; while
since the ni^t control for the benefit of friendly
aircraft has been in operation, neither plots nor Home
Officer Red warnings have been received. Consequently
it will be seen that the balloons in this barrage remain

on the ground for a very considerable portion of the
24 hours"#

As a result, continued Sir Leslie Uossage,

"A severe strain is placed on the keenness of both officers

and airmen in the squadron so long as this very restricted
period of flyiiig continues#"

He suggested, therefore, that if the flying school was?
likely to continue to operate for an indefinite period,
consideration be given to the tenporary withdrawal of the

personnel and equipment for use in reinforcing other barrages#

Sir Sholto Douglas in reply stated that the Elementajcy
Plying Training School was likely to be moved on or about the
20th September and in consequence he did not consider it worth
while to move the balloon personnel or equipment elsewhere#

d blackout time until the cessation of the

The balloons were released from this

iaag/&,506a3/cpB#>
Enel#60A#

ibid,

Ero1#63A#

Extension of Barrages to Cover additional Vital Points

At the 10th Meeting of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-
Aircraft) Sub-Committee held on the 15th March, 194-0, the
anti-aircraft defences of a number of additional vital factories

were considered and it was recorameided that they should be

protected by extension of balloon barrages# The list, which

had been prepared by the Key Points Intelligence Branch of the

Ministry of Home Secruity, included factories in Coventry,
Birmingham, Middlesbrough and Glasgow, and the Director of
Home Operations instructed the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chlef,
Fighter Command, to arrange for a reconnaissance of them and to

/forward his

S.4275
Encl#3A

22/3/40.

(1) Piif^ter Command Operational Instruction No#83#
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forv/ard his recommendations, together vjlth an estimate of the
nuniber of balloons required, for consideration by the Sub
committee. The reconnaissance waa carried out by Headquarters,
Balloon Command, and the following recommendations made:-

ibid.

Encl.SA.

Rtober of Additional

Balloon3~'Req'uiria«’'~'Barrage Vital P^to^

Coventry Rootes Securities Nil

(one balloon to be
resited)

.1
Daimlers

Standard Motor Co 8

Birmingham Booth Janes

Rover

8
8

Middlesbrough Cargo Fleet Iron Co.
South Durham Steel Co.

8

8

Glasgow Rolls Royce
Steel Coirgpany of Scotland

(Hallside)

8

12

Oolvilles

Steel Company of Scotland,
(Blockaim) 4

These additional flights were in all cases to link up vdth
existing barrages, and in the case of the Middlesbrough
barrage to assist in covering the Dorman Long works, for
which additional balloon protection had already been authorized.
It was not considered possible to extend the GlasgoviT barrage
to cover

William Baird, Kilsyth, Stirling,
William Baird, Coatbridge, Lanark,

and Oolvilles, Moss End, Lanark*

as detached flights would bo required and it was a,gainst the
general policy to protect vulnerable points by isolated
■tolloon units,
of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff committee at its 12th meeting
held on the 17th April, 1940| and the Air Ministry instructed
the Air
effect

These recommendations received the approval

r^O^icor Commanding, Balloon Command, to put them into

ibid.
End, 22a,
A.M*Signal
0.168 1/5A0*

/Section 4»

(1) This was accomplished as follows

On the 20th May, a complete reorganization of the Glasgow
squadrons took place and balloons were deflated and
transferred to new sites to cover the vulnerable points^

At Birmingham the occupation of new sites v/as completed
on 21st May. At Coventry arrangements were made for
the addition of another flight, and the extra balloons
T/ere flying on the 6th June.

On the l6th May, No*938 Squadron at Middlesbrough .was
reorganized as a six-flight squadron and the increased
number of balloons was flying by the 20th May,

Nos.947,946,
945 Sqdns,
P.540 20/5/40*

Nos,915 and 914
Sqdns, P.540 and
Y return.

Nb,938 Sqdn,
P.540 and y
Return 20/5/40,
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SECTION 4

THE B/.LLOON BARR/.GES AT m.VRE AND BOULOGNE

S.1918.
EnclrlA*

On the 13th September, 1939, the Army Council informed
the Air Council that they had considered the possibilities of
using balloons to assist in the defence of bases and installa

tion used by the British Expeditionary Force, and were of
the opinion that they v/ould be of great value for this purpose.
iTiile the Army Council fully appreciated that it Tra,s not
possible for balloons to be provided immediately, they wished
to knov/ whether the Air council would be in a position to
supply them at a later date.

ibid,

Encl.2A,
This request v/as received with no enthusiasm by

the Air Ministry for the resources of Balloon Command were

already stretched to their limit. The Army Council was
therefore referred to a conference which had been held at

the Air Ministry in June, 1939, vlien the question of the
protection of the Field Force by balloon barrages had been
examined. The conference (at vliich the l!a.r Office had
been represented by Brigadier K,M, Loch) had considered the
suggestion that balloon barrage defences might be valuable
in the case of objectives such as the base ports, important-
railheads, and possibly parks or establishments of vital
importance vliich constituted valuable targets for low-level

air attacks. It was felt, hov/ever, that balloons v/ould be
of doubtful value for the defence of ports remote from
enemy air bases. They v/ould be difficult to maintain and

were incapable of giving protection against low-flying
attacks from the sea. Moreover, at other targets such
as railheads, parks and establishments, they might \7ell
serve as target indicators and, in any case, vrould constitute
a source of danger to our own aircraft, while the maintenance
of the hydrogen supply would present a formidable problem.
For these reasons, the conference had come to the conclusion
that balloon barrage defences for the Field Force v/ould be
undesirable.

ibid,

Encl.lOA,
The War Office, however, brushed these considerations

On the 6th November, they again wrote to the Airaside.

Ministry stating that the Army Council had nov/ decided to
develop Havre as a main base port and a considerable number
of anti-aircraft guns were being allocated to its defence,
¥ith a view to economy in light anti-aircraft artillery
resources they requested that the provision of balloons at

the port might now be considered by the Air Cotincil*
the same time they intimated that balloons might also be
required at Boulogne,

At

ibid,

Encl,12A,
Fifteen days later, their intimation was supplemented

by a definite request. The Army Council had decided that
Boulogne should be used as the port for the shipment of
leave personnel, and would require a high degree of protection
from air attack. They v/ere of the opinion that the employ
ment of anti-aircraft guns alone for this purpose, and in
particular to meet lov/^flying attack, would inpose a very
great strain on the already inadequate resources of the
British Expeditionary Force and would involve a most undesir
able v/ithdraiml of light anti-aircraft guns from the forward

areas. The Army Council therefore requested that  a sufficient
number of balloons to afford protection to the vulnerable
area of the port should be provided as soon as possible after
the 15th December - the date on vdrich it v/as intended to

put the port into use.

/The Air
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The Air Staff did not accept this new commitment without
a fight. Whilst agreeing that Havre should have a barrage
of twenty-four balloons, they stated that so far as Boulogne
was concerned they considered that ovdng to the geographical
position of the port, a balloon barrage would possess the

serious disadvantage of drav/ing attention to the vital areaa

and vrould be difficult and costly to maintain in the face

of persistent air attack from the sea. Also, it ̂ ^5uld not be
possible to establish the barrage by the date required, unless

the Army Council were prepared to agree to the v/ithdravreil of
balloons from other vital points, Otherc^dse, the barrages
could not be provided before March, 1940, at the earliest.

The War Office' rejoined that the use of Boulogne by the

British Expeditionary Force could hardly escape the notice of
the Germans and the Army Council v/ere therefore prepared to

accept the risk of attention being drav/n to the point by the
presence of balloons. Because of the resultant saving in

light anti-aircraft guns they also accepted the possible loss

of balloons by attack from the sea. They, therefore, renewed
their demand for the provision of balloons at both ports,
priority being given to Havre. The Air Ministiy yielded.
On the 31st December, 1939, they informed the War Officer that

they would accept the t-wo new commitments, but that balloons
would not be deployed and ready to fly until Jferch, 1940,
The Air Ministry therefore informed the Air Officer Commanding,
Balloon Command, on the 8th January, 1940, following pre'vious'
verbal notification, that it had been decided to form No.l
(Balloon Barrage) Wing for service in Prance by the 1st Ifarch,
The Ting vrould be placed under the command of the Royal Air
Force Component of the British Expeditionary Force except for
technical administration which vrould remain the responsibility
of Balloon Command, Meanvdiile, reconnaissance should be made

of Havre and Boulogne to determine the siting of balloons and

to make the necessary administrative arrangements, and also

to investigate the possibilities of obtaining hydrogen from
French sources-.

Instructions were given for the formation of Nc,l.
(Balloon Barrage) Wing at No,5 Balloon Centre (Birmingham
Worth) on the 22nd January, The wing was to consist of two

squadrons, No»912 Squadron and No»924 Squadron, and the first
intention was that they should be of equal strength. It Tras
later decided, however, that No.924 Squadron should consist of
three flights of eight balloons each and undertake the

protection of Havre, and Nt),912 Squadron, consisting of two

flights of eight balloons each, should be based on Boulogne,

ibid.

Encl,17A»

ibid,

Encl»18A«

ibid.

Encl,22A,

S.59381'
Encl,2A.

D .

ibid,

Encl,12A.

ibid.

Encl*15A.
ibid,

Encl.lTA,
Two staff officers of Headquarters, Balloon Command

(croup Captain G, Cock and Wing Commander C»J,R, Turner)
proceeded to Havre and Boulogne to make the preliminary
reconnaissance. The main objectives to be defended at Havre

were the port, docks, quays and petrol storage stations, T/hile
at Boulogne similar objrsctives existed with the addition of
the Gare Maritime. The reconnaissance party made contact
\rith the brigadier commanding the base sub-area at Le Havre
and with Admiral de Villaine, the commander of the port and
the land defences at Havre, -who asked to be given operational
control of the barrage in order that aircraft could operate
Tiien required. Despite some difficulties trrenty^four site®

located for the protection of Havre and their position®
Suitable accommodation

were

co-ordinated v/ith anti-aircraft sites,

ibid.

End, 18a,

was found for three flight headquarters and a squadron
headquarters.

/The
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The reconnaissance party next proceeded to Boulogne, made
similar contacts and located tv/elve sites. In view of the
fact that the local French naval commander at each port
exercised operational control over British anti-aircraft guns,
it was agreed that operational control over the barrages should
also be vested in these officers, A meteorological officer
was to be attached to each barrage and the army agreed to
instal telephone communications. The reconnaissance party
decided that the ’7/ing headquarters should be at Havre,
adjacent to. the squadron headquarters',

T/hile the French Admiralty, which was responsible for
the defence of the coastal areas to be covered by the balloon
barrage, accepted very T,Tillingly the protection offered, it
asked that the allocation of this form of defence should be

submitted to the Admiral Commandant-en-Chef les Forces Maritimes

du Nord at Dunkirk for his approval and that the disposition
of the balloon detachments should be under the control of the

local French naval commander. These stipulations received the
approval of the Air Ministry and the concurrence of the

General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, British Expeditionary Force
(General viscount Gort)

Investigation had continued into the possibility of
obtaining hydrogen for the ¥ing from French sources^, A
hydrogen factory at St, Etienne, some 575 miles from Boulogne,
had been allotted to the Royal Air Force, This factory had

an output of 500 cubic metres a day which it was hoped shortly
to increase substantially, and the suggestion was made that a
hydrogen plant might be set up in the Havre or Boulogne
districts to supply the barrages, RTiile it might be possible
to obtain ultimately sufficient hydrogen from the St, Etienne
source, it was considered that the difficulties over transport,
either by road or rail, and over the supply of cylinders, made
it impossible to rely on it as a sole source of supply, and
that hydrogen for initial inflation and maintenance v/ould have

to come from England, It was thought that a weekly sailing
each way v/ith fifteen to twenty trailers \TOuld suffice, and it
was recommended that the possibility of using St. Etienne as'

an emergency of subsidiary source of supply should be
investigated. In view of these recommendations the Director

of Equipment decided that hydrogen for the Wing should be
provided from England and the St. Etienne supply considered as:
an emergency source. An allocation of 1,950 cylinders vra.®
made for the hydrogen supply of the barrage, and, viiile the
provision of a local plant in the Havre or Boulogne district

remained under consideration, it was pointed out by the
Director of Equipment that such a source would only suffice for
a small proportion of the requirements of the barrage, and in
any case v/ould not affect immediate plans.

2f542/Org.l
Encl.lOA*

ibid.

End, 18a,
ibid,

Encl.25A,

SB. 2810"

ibid,

Encl,15F,

ibid.

End, 16a,

ibid.

End, 18a,

ibid,

Encl.l9A.

ibid.

End, 26a,

Headquarters, Balloon Command, asked for arrangements
to be made for the shipment of hydrogen from Southaupton -

where suitable facilities existed - to Havre commencing on the
1st March, and for the St.Etienne supply to be retained for
emergency use. On arrival, the wing commander would consultibid.

End. 56a. the French authorities regarding further sotirces of hydrogen
and the ’whole matter was to be reviewed when experience had
been gained.

A.M. File

S.5158
Encl.29A,

On the 51st January, Headquarters, Balloon Command, were
informed by the Director of Organisation that the War Office
had made provisional arrangements for the shipment of the
^7ing to France, These arrangements specified that the
Boulogne unit should be shipped complete from Dover to Dunkirk
by ferry on the 15th Pebrmry; the motor transport of the

/Havre
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Havre unit tras to sail from Southan-^ton on the 19th February

and the personnel on the 19th February or 22nd February*

On account of the distance from a source of technical
supplies, each squadron v;as equipped vd.th technical equip-

Future demands;

for all classes of equipment v'ere to be made on No*25
Maintenance Unit, Hartlebury, and such technical equipment
as vrould not in normal circumstances be stocked there vra.s

to be transferred from Cardington to supply the needs of

the T-i-ng*

ment considered sufficient for one month.
ibid*

Enclt45A*

Shipment to France ras corapleted by the 19th February
and on that date No.l (Balloon Barrage) Fing and No*912 and
No*924 Squadrons vere transferred from Balloon Gonmiand to

the Royal 4ir Force Component of the British Expeditionary
Force,

Conditions at Havre and Boulogne. (1)

The situation at Havre at the time of the move from
England is described in a report submitted to Headquarters,
Balloon Command, on the 15th February, 1940, by Fing
Commander K*P. Angus, the officer commanding No.l (Balloon
Barrage) Fing. Many difficulties had been encountered in
securing suitable premises and it had been found impracti
cable to accommodate both v.dng and squadron headquarters in

the building selected, which vas to be vacated by No.3 Base
Headquarters. Accoi'mnodation had been found for two flight
headquarters, sites selected for huts for the third and a
building taken over for balloon inflations* The positions
of some of the sites first chosen had been altered and many

required concrete blocks before ba-lloons could be floT.n*
There had been serious delay in delivering the materials
for huts* Telephones had not yet been insta.lled.

S.4542/0rg.l
Encl*29F

Appendix A*

4 second report dated the 6th March stated that it had

been impossible to keep to the dates proposed for the
operation* At the earnest request of Adm.iral de Villaine,

balloon had been flo\7n at Havre on the 25th February,
One of

one

but unfortunately it itus lost a few days later,

ibid*

Appendix A.

the reasons advanced for the slov.' progress \ms that site

preparation vras far from complete and most of the construc
tional T;ork that ha.d been accomplished on sites both at

Havre and Boulogne had been carried out by airmen*
Havre no huts had yet been erected as the contractors had

refused to \7ork vri.thout plans vdiich had only just arrived,
\diile at -Boulogne a few huts had been built ̂ Tithout plans*
Fith the approval of Headquarters, Air Component, Fing
Headquarters had been established at iuniens vrhere a more
central control over the barrages could be exercised*
Royal Engineers had begun to instal telephones for both
barrages. There were serious deficiencies in the supply
of equipment vAiich squadron equipment officers were unable
to remedy ov/ing to lack of infomation regarding the
approved initial scale and that which had actually been

despatched from England*

At,

Th

ibid*

Encl»20A»
e

/iiTising out

(l) The Operations Records Books (Forms 5A0) and other
official records of No.912 and No.924 Squadrons

vrore destroyed befoi-e the evacuation of Havre and
Boulogne and it has not been possible to give a
full account of the activities of these squadrons*
Such reports and inconplete records that survive have
been utilised to describe the conditions first

encountered in France and the circumstances of
evacuation*
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Ai^lsing out of these many difficulties isiiich had complica
ted the deployment of the squadrons, various recommendations
for future guidance were made by those viho had experienced the
problems* It was considered that the commanding officer and

the engineer officer should invariably be included in an advance

party, the former to supervise the selection of headquarters,
and the latter to assess the work required for the preparation
of balloon sltes=» More information should be given to

squadron equipment officers, and demands for equipment should

be sulanitted direct by squadron and not centre equipment offioer^
while the material for huts, together with plans for their

erection, should be despatched in time for the work to be

finished before the arrival of the main party*

ibid*

Enel* 29m

Appendix D*

No *912 Squadro^ Boulogne
1; s

3.62^ The main party of the Boulogne squadron arrived so soon

after the advance party that practically no arrangements could

be made for its reception, though the advance party had: worked
hard to provide accommodation* Indeed, living condition®
continued to be difficult throughout the deployment a®

accommodation had not been completed even by the time the

squadron was obliged to leave the port* No field service
beds were ever supplied and many men were, for some time,
without paliasses* Cleaning materials could not be obtained

nor were flight headquarters supplied with any office
furniture or meqns of keeping documents in safety.

Encl*lB*

Operational problems included difficulties over the
hydrogen supply which came from Calais and was often
interrupted* The Boulogne area endured frequent air attack,
as many as sixteen air raid warnings being sounded in the

course of a single day. But, except for the last two days,
when conditions were chaotic, the barrage, always maintained
at its full strength of sixteen balloons, appeared to fulfil

its purpose, for while it v/as in operation the enemy did not
inflict damage on the objectives it was protecting and no
dive bombing was attempted in the actual barrage area.
However, many balloon casualties were caused by the porosity
of the balloon fabric, proofing being poor and patches and
seams peeling in warm v/eather. This point, advanced by the
balloon officer in an appendix to the report on the operations
of No,912 Squadron, is supported by a similar report by one of
the flight commanders who asserted that, after balloons had
been flown for about a month their purities began to fall to

the extent of Ifo per day*

No.l (Balloon Barrage) ling, May, 1940.

P.54O At the beginning of May, Wing headquarters were established
With his Squadron Leader (Administration), Wing

Commander Angus attended a conference on the 1st May, at
General Headquarters, Arras, to discuss the future balloon
policy.

at Amiens,

As there vras a possibility of General Headquarters moving
to Doullens, arrangements were to be made for a reconnaissance

This wasthere with the object of finding balloon sites,
carried out later in the month, but no balloons were ever
flown at Doullenff*

At this time a large number of deflations in both
barrages v/as occurring through loss of purity, and as investi
gation revealed that a contributory cause was the age of the
balloons Tdiich had been supplied, the Air Ministry were

/requested to
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requested to provide twenty-five new iDalloons,
while at Havre, 'Wing Commander Angus informed the Air Ministry
of the shortage of 'both balloons and hydrogen which had arisen

because of the many deflations through loss of purity and v/as

advised that more balloons were on the way and that it was inten

ded to despatch, in future, two trailers of hydrogen a day
either by way of Boulogne or Calais.

On the 17th May,

On returning to Amiens, the vri.ng commander issued instruc

tions to NO* 912 Squadron for their action should the occi^ation
of Boulogne by the enemy appear imminent. By this time Amiens

was being frequently attacked by enemy aircraft and after consul
tation with Headquarters, Royal Air Force Component, it was
accordingly decided to move v/ing headquarters to Havre, This
move was effected on the 19th May, Extensive air attacks were

also occurring at Havre but some trailers of hydrogen vrere

brought in from Boulogne and arrangements made by using all

available transport to collect a further thirteen trailers from

Cherbourg. It v/as vhile this convoy v/as away that a code

message instructing Wo.924 Squadron to withdraw to Dunkirk was
received and the events occurred viiich are described later in

a report to the Secretary of State for Air by the squadron
commander.A

The garrison commander at Havre ordered wing headquarters, and

No.924 Squadron to evacuate Havre and proceed to Bemay.
Instructions were given to leave the balloons flying from central

anchorages and to destroy all secret or useful material that
could not be vathdraTm. Destructive action was later suspended
and after further consultation with the garrison commander it

was decided to maintain the barrage for the time being and

only to evacuate such personnel as could be spared* T?/ing
Headquarters left Havre on the 21st May, for Bemay, but vra.s

delayed at the ferry at Quillebeuf until the following morning*
After unsuccessful attempts had been made to make contact at
St. Thurion T/ith the units viiich were known to have crossed the

ferry, Wing Commander Angus went on to Bernay v/here the remainder
of the wing detachment had assembled* After reviewing the
situation he decided to advise the officer commanding. Wo,924

Squadron at Havre that ovriing to the congestion at Bemay any
parties evacuated from Havre should go to Lissieux, and that if
sufficient equipment v/e.s available, personnel who had been
evacuated should be sent on to Cher'bourg to fly balloons there,
but that if equipment tos not available those evacuated should
go to Wantes, The wing detachment Trent on from Bemay to Wantes
Tdiere Wing Commander Angus was informed by Group Captain Carr,
canmanding Wo.2 Base Area, that the Royal Air Force Component
was returning to England, It was pointed out to Group Captain Carr
that the present intention vres to fly balloons at Cherbourg if
equipment was available. l/lTien communication was established

with No*924 Squadron it was found that the squadron commander
had already recalled all personnel who had been evacuated and

the instructions sent by the wing commander had not been

carried out. On the 25th June, Wing Commander Angus and his

Squadron Leader (Administration) returned to Havre and made
unsuccessful attempts to get into touch v/ith the Air Ministry
regarding the future of the \7ing. Group Captain Carr telephoned
instructions from wantes for the v/ing to return to England, but
Wing Commander Angus remained in Havre for a few dajre in order
to find a suitable emergency headquarters and store for No.924
Squadron on the south bank of the Seine, After arranging
suita,ble accommodation at Beuseville, he returned to Nantes

and left for England on the 31st May, having handed over all

Tdng transport to WO*2 Base.
/Wo.l

(1) See pp. 243-245.
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No.l (Balloon Barrage) Wing was distended on the
24th June.

No *912 Squadron - Evaouatlon from Boulogne

On the 10th May, 194^# Germany invaded Holland and
Belgium and enemy bombers were continuously in the vicinity of
Boulogne, an air raid warning being in operation for the whole
day. On the foUov^ing day, when similar conditions prevailed,
ammunition was issued to each site, one of which was maehine-
gunned from the air.

On the 17th May the squadron v/as ordered to be ready to
move from the area at two hours' notice,
in intensity;
all day and night, while mines were dropped in the harbour
and parachutists reported outside the town. Next day the
toifvn was again heavily bombed from above barrage hei^t,
houses being demolished on each side of squadron headquarters,
but no main objectives within the barrage area were hit.
Sites were bombed and machine-gunned on the 21st May.
When evacuation was finally decided upon, operations records
books ciphers and code publications were burnt; vdiile on
sites uervicoablo balloons were destroyed except for a few
left flying from central anchorages to act as a deterrent to
enemy raiders.

Air raids increased

on the 19th May, enemy air action continued

If. file
S.62471
Bnol.'lB*

and ?,540*

Communication v/ith wing headquarters had been broken
since the 19th May, and the squadron was insti*ucted to
conform -,vith the general defence of the port so long as
equipment lasted, v/hen this was no longer possible and
the enemy vms v^ithin two miles of the town, the squadron
commander gave instructions for the evacuation plans to be
carried out. The squadron with eighteen winches and ottier
motor transport prx)ceeded towards Calais, halting for the
night on the roadside under cover of trees. Early next
morning it moved to the north side of the tovsn and
reconnoitring parties were sent out to make contact with the
authorities there, and to find out the conditions prevailing
on the roads. In accordanoe with instructions obtained,
transport was driven to the docks and handed over to the
Camp Commandant of Calais, The squadron marched to the
quay and boarded the "CITY OP CHRISTCHURCH" arriving at
Southampton at 14«30 hours on the 24th May and proceeded
from there to Cardington v/here, after re-equipment, -tjie
squadron was retained as a mobile unit.

No,924 Squadron, Havre - 19th/23rd May, 1940,

S.59381
Si9l,6lA,

Events and operations which occurred at Havre between the
19th and 23rd May are described in a report to t^e Secretary
of State for Air by the officer commanding, No.9^ Squadron
(Squadron Leader W.T. Barnes). On the 19th Ifey, the officer
commanding, No.l (Balloon Barrage) \/ing, set up his headquarters
at Havre, having been compelled to leave iuniens because of
enemy action. Two days later a coded signal was received
v/hich gave orders for No, 924 Squadron to move to Dunkirk and
fly balloons there. This signal, which appeared to have
come from Headquarters, Royal Air Force Component, was the
subject of suspicion as being of enemy origin.

/After
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After aiscussion with v/ing Commaiider Angus, Squadron
Leader Barnes attempted to get in touch v/ith Headquarters,
Royal Air Force Component to obtain verification and to point
out that it Y/as impossible for the squadron to operate outside
its present locixtion, ov/ing to shortage not only of hydrogen
but also of transport, as at that time six prime-movers were
av;ey on convoy. He v/as not able to make contact, hovirever,
^d ,/ing Commander ̂ uigus, stating that he was acting on
instructions from Headquarters, Havre Garrison, some hours
later ordered the evacuation of the port.

These instructions v/ere received -with such dismay by the
officers of the squadron that Squadron Leader Barnes visited
Admiral de Villaine "the commanding officer of all air defences
in this port and from v/hon I receive all operational orders".
The admiral received the nevYS "v/ith surprise and disgust".
In vieYv of this attitude the Squadron commander decided to
maintain the barrage a.s long as hydrogen, novY reduced to a three
days suvjply, lasted, and only to evacuate such personnel
VYere

as

unnecessary for the operation of balloons  A convoy had.,
already been despatched to Cherbourg to collect hydrogen and
balloons diverted there because of air raids. Y/ing headquartej-s
left Havre for Bernay on the 21st May, On the following day
Squadron Leader Barnes learned that Havre vYas to be evacuated,
but after a conference v/ith Admiral de Villaine  a request, made
to the Rouen Sub-Base Area for the cancellation of this order,
was accepted. Later in the day, orders were received from
YYing headquarters tha.t the squadron was to evacuate to Nantes,
but Squadron Leader Barnes refused to accept this order,
In the evening he received information that the hydrogen convoy
VYas close to Havre and he immediately recalled all personnel
already evacuated. By the next morning six trailers and
tvYelve spare balloons had arrived and it was expected that
further supplies of hydrogen YYOuld shortly become available for
the maintenance of the barrage.

No,924 Squadron - Beuzeville Detachment,

Form 540 On the 30th May, No,924 Squadron took over buildings and
established a detachment of the squadron near Beuzeville,
fifteen miles south of Havre on the other side of the Seine,
It VYas intended that the camp should be used for stores and for
the accommodation of such personnel as could be moved from
Havre,

installed.

some

Stores were vYithdravm from Havre and telephones
The squadron commander gave orders that if

communications with Havre failed the destination of the detach
ment nt Beuzeville should be Nantes, v/here it would take orders
from the officer commanding, Base Area Fort Audemar,

Communications with Havre ceased on the 9th June, and in
accordance with instructions received from the Base Area
commander preparations were made to move from Beuzeville,
During the day hydrogen trailers VYcre converted into vehicles
suitable for carrying equipment and balloons. Such equip
ment as could not be moved vYas destroyed vYith the exception of
anti-gas clothing and a certain amount of petrol and food which
VYas left behind for use by other troops.

/a convoy

(1) "I replied that we could not accept this order, and that,
on the contrary, I was on the point of recalling the
personnel that I had already evacuated. The language
used was not justified in accordance with regulations,
but the situation justified, in my submission, the
measures I took and the foroibillty of my language".

Extract from No. 924/8/ilir dated 23rd May, from
Squadron Leader Y/,T, Barnes to the Secretary of State
for ̂ ^ir.

G.192400
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A convoy v/as assembled and travelled through the night
to'.vards Caen. Allencour v/as reached by noon next day and

convoy cainpod for the night on the roadside seven miles
from Chateau Potteau. Next morning the officer in command
v/ent ahead to Nantes, reporting to Group Captain Carr,
commanding No,2 Base ̂ ^rea, who instructed him to prepare to
fly balloons at Nantes and to demand such extra equipment
as v/ould be required. Later in the day, however, Group
Capta.in Carr cancelled these instructions tand ordered the
deta.chraent to be held in readiness to return to England,
Proceeding by road to St. Nazaire, the Detachment embarked

“^^^^^oyer on the l6th June, later trans-shipping to the
"EtiPRESS OP YORK", v/hich arrived at Liverpool during the
afternoon of the 18th June, having been bombed unnsuccessfully
during the voyage. At Liverpool the detachment entrained for
;/ilmslow and arrived finally at Cardington.

the

.Squadron - Evacuation fromjgavre.

Meanwhile, balloons had continued to fly at Havre,
The port and tov/n v/ere subjected to constant enemy raids while
mines were dropped in the harbour,

very severe raids occurred and oil dumps and storage tanks
were set on fire. During intense enemy bombing an officer
with two airmen of the squadron carried out repairs to
telephone lines in close proximity to burning oil tiuiks.

In the early hours of the following morning an enemy
aircraft struck a. balloon cable, the balloon bre;iking av/ay
at the point of attachment,

of the balloon it appeared that the propeller of the aircraft
had come in contact with the flying rigging.

During the next day enemy activity continued on a heavy
scale and a number of balloons were damaged but repilacements
were made and the barrp.ge ma.intained,
demolition parties set fire to oil refineries, but the squadron
was instructed not to move until the anti-aircraft xjnits
evacuated,

guns were to be evacuated and the static guns destroyed
while in the evening the balloons were ordered to fly as high
as possible xonder the pall of smoke which now enveloped the
tov/n.

Throughout the 3rd June

On examination of the remains

On the 8th June

were

At noon, information v/as received that mobile

Perm 540.

The following afternoon the garrison commander gave the
codeword tha.t signified that the port was about to be
atte.cked by enemy land forces and preparations for evacuation
were commenced, though the barrage was still maintained,
iill ni^t long enemy aircraft bombed Havre in continuous waves,
and quays and buildings v/ere lit up by the burning oil tanks,
but fourteen balloons still remained flying on the morning of
the 11th June,

The last reserve balloon v/as inflated v/ith the last

remaining trailer of hydrogen at 09,00 hours and flown at

4>500 feet, but during the afternoon no less than ten balloons
were shot down by enemy aircraft. The garrison commander
ordered all personnel not actually required for defence to be

despatched to the Quai Escale for embarkation, and in the late
afternoon and evening crews from sites reported at the quai
as they evacuated their positions, being joined there by
the squadron commander and the headquarters staff. They
embarked on the s.s. "VIENNA" which sailed just before
nddnight. The ship was unsuccessfully attacked by enemy
aircraft on its way to Cherbourg and from there the squadron
sailed to Southampton on board the s.s, "ST. SSIRIOL".

iifter re-equipment at Cardington, the squadron was retained
as a mobile unit.

/SECTION 5
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THE DOVER B.\LLOON B...\RR4GE

ia€^S.500^9/0Be. '
Enel, 1A

13/5/^43

Alarmed at the determined and successful attacks that

were being made on the Train Eorry Docks at Calais follo\7ing
the German invasion of the Low Countries, the Vice Admiral,
Dover, on the 13th May, 1940, advised the Admiralty that he

was of the opinion that immediate arrangements should be

made for a flight of balloons for the protection of the Dover
Ti'ain Ferry Dock and Marino Station,
the same opinion and suggested to the Air Ministry that an
immediate reconnaissance should bo undertaken with a viev/

to mking a firm recommendation to the Deputy Chiefs of

Staff (Anti-Aircraft) Sub-Committee.

The Admiralty v/ere of

Ibid.

End. 8B.
Headquarters, Balloon Command, wore instructed

accordingly and eight sites v/erc selected, six being on

land and tv/o waterborne, which were considered sufficient
to offer adequate protection to the dock. Hovrover, on the

16th May, the project Viras deferred when the xdr Iviinistry
informed the ^idmiralty that they were averse to flying
balloons at Dover, unless absolutely necessary, because
of the interference the balloons would cause not only to

fighter aircraft, but also to Radio Direction Finding and

to bombers returning from operations directed against
enemy targets in Franco.

Ibid.

Encl.9At

FO/Sc20362
Enc1»1a•

The subject therefore lay dormant until the l6th June
The fall ofv/hen it v/as again raised by the Admiralty.

Calais on the 26th May had made it even more important that
the Royal Navy should maintain effective control of the
Straits of Dover, The force with which it v/as proposed to
effect this control consisted principally of the mine barrage,
destroyers, motor torpedo boats, minelayers and minesweepers
based on Dover. The successful operation of these forces
was dependent upon:-

(a) the maintenance of a secure base at Dover.

W air superiority over the adjacent waters to
prevent interference to surface craft by enemy
aircraft operating from aerodromes in the Low
Countries and in Prance,

The Admiralty now asked that immediate consideration be
,given to the anti-aircraft defences for the base at Dover;
and the provision of the maximum possible fighter defence.
But it was not until the 29th July, that the Jar Cabinet
Defence Committee (Operations) instructed the Air Officer
Commanding-in-chief. Fighter Command, to examine the proposal
to instal a balloon barrage at Dover and if practicable and
desirable, to take the necessary action.

Aiir Chief Marshal Dowding decided a barrage was desirable
and lost iio time in instructing Balloon Command to make

arrangements for the immediate move of twenty-four balloons
of No, 992 Squadron to 1he town,
carried out for the additional sites, and on the 30th July,
Fighter Command informed all concerned that part of the
barrage would be flying at operational height at 0001 hours
on the f ollov/ing jnorning.

A further reconnaissance was

Ibid,

Enc 1.45A

Ibid,

unci, 42i.

/The barrage
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Ibid.

Sncl.43A
The barrage consisted of sixteen balloons flying from land

sites and eight flying from either buoys or surface vessels.
In order that the waterborne balloons should be flying
as possible - for Air Chief liarshal Dovrding did not consider
Dover v/ould be adequately protected until they were flying a
signal was despatched to the Commander-in'-Chief, the Nore, asking
him to release six vicaterbome balloons, together v/ith barges,
from the Thames barrage. The Cotnmandor-in-Chiof, the Norc,
however, considered that the balloons could not be spared without
impairing the efficiency of the barrage, but the Admiralty,
deciding that Dover must have first priority, instructed him to
despatch three drifters and two power barges as soon as possible;
these arrived at Dover on the 2nd August.

Meanwhile, Balloon Command had been endeavouring to obtain
official approval to the establishment of the new barrage, but

the 6th August they were informed by the Air Ministry that
the barrage was only a temporary deployment and for this reason
was not to bo established.

Balloon Command were somewhat alarmed at this decision
numerous administrative difficulties connected with accommodation
and the hiring of land for balloon sites invariably arose when a
temporary barrage remained in operation for any length of time,
iiS the result of an appeal for reconsideration through Fighter
Command, hov/ever, the Air Ministry approval was eventually
forthcoming and No,96l Squadron, consisting of three flights
of eight balloons each, v/as formed with effect from the
5th .'ugust, 1940, for the protection of the port.

as soon

on

as

Ibid.

Bncl. 46a
End. 49A

Ibid.

End. 93A
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pcyiON^ 6

THE CIi;j<!EEL .. ...iiOBIIE _ B.\LLO(M _ BiilffiAGE. ELOTILLil

The collapse of Prance and the consequent occupation
by the Germans of the French Atlantic and North Sea coasts

at once constituted a grave menace to ttie operation of
shipping in the English Channel. vThile the Royal Navy
could deal v/ith the German Navyj the problem of the Gorman
Air Force, nov; installed at aerodromes all along the French
coast, was one that gave cause for considerable alarm,

i/Iatters reached a climax on the 25th July, 1940, when a
convoy en route from Southend to Portsmouth was heavily
attacked from the air and suffered the loss of eight ships
sunlc and five damaged.

/  y / / V Clearly, if Channel convoys v/ere to survive, their
must be greatly strengthened and the Admiralty,

NC-^S.503lQ/Ops. making their recommendations in this respect to the Defence
I  ̂ Committee (Operations), requested inter alia, that balloon

Enel. 10A protection should bo provided. Approval was forthcoming
and on the 28th July, the Director of Local Defences,
Admiralty, drew up a preliminary plan to implement what
to be known as the Channel Mobile Balloon Barrage Flotilla,

Ho considered that eight balloons was the miwjTmim number
required to accompany each convoy, and in order to maintain
them the barrage should consist of sixteen vessels with tv/o
in reserve, v/orlcing in two divisions each of eight vessels.

As the Commander-in-chief, the Nore, operated the
escort for the Channel convoy, it would be convenient £ind
economical, if the mobile balloon barrage wore placed under
his operational control, and based on Sheemess,

ujkir)
ie97<3.50518/Ops.
Pt. VI.

End. 14ii.

U)

was

Meanwhile, in order to save time, instructions had been
issued to the Flag Officer-in-Charge, Southampton, to fit out
eight tugs with balloon v/inches and such additional accommoda
tion as would be improvised before 30th July, the date
■which the tugs were to bo ready to sail,
assigned for the task wore French and Belgian tugs and pilot-
boats of a nondescript typo; these ships being selected as
it T/as at first thought that the mobile barrage would bo
required only for a short period,
as the ships wore motley:
Cashin'*,
to quote but a few.

on

The vessels

Their names were as varied
’’Rone Lebessnorais", '‘Ingonieur

Pingouin”, "pintado”, "Gatenais", "Ramior", "Sioux”
All had escaped from either French or

Report by VZ/C
E.Ii. Berryman.
O.C»No,952 Sqdn.

Belgian ports and some still had foreign crews,
opiraon of the officer commanding, No, 952 Squadron, Sheemess,
on whoso headquarters the mobile balloon barrage was to be based,
"the whole set-up appeared very ropey".

In the

Other problems were also dealt with; the strength of the
crews being dependent on the accommodation available, it was
proposed that each balloon should be operated by three airmen
to be provided by No. 952 Squadron, where a special flight

, knoT/n as 'Q' Flight was formed for this purpose; an air force
officer was to accompany each convoy to coimnand the flight and
give technical advice to the senior naval officer of the escort;
the balloons would be inflated at Southampton by "T\T" Plight of

imk
Pt.I Enel. 30
Report by W/C
E.H, Berryman,
0/G, No. 952 Sqdn /llo,930 Squadron

(l) At the D, G.(40) 23rd Mooting

G. 192400
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No. 930 Squadron, and flovm from a stronger cable(^) than that
normally used since greater stredns would he experienced; the

transfer from shore to ship would he effected hy flying the

balloon from a mobile winch and taldLng the winch to the ship's
berth.

At Falmouth and Sheerness similar arrangements wore made.

General Policy

On the 2nd August, Balloon Command informed headquarters,
No. 30 Group of the general policy to be followed,
decided that the barrage should be based on Sheemess, and would

normally escort convoys to and from Falmouth, each journey taking
about 2^ days. BetTreen six and twelve aours v/ould bo spent at
Falmouth before the convoy sailed on the return journey, where apy
servicing of balloons would have to bo carried out.

It had been
KBG/S^50>18/*
Ops.
Pt.I

Encl*3lA.

The positioning of the balloons in the convoy v/as, of course,
dependent upon the number of ships to be protected,
convoy was to consist of twenty-five morch?wntmon, disposed in
columns of five.

The first

A balloon ship was to bo stationed fore and
aft of the first, third and fifth columns, while one of the tyi'o

remaining balloon ships sailed after the first three ships in the
second column, and the other after the first two ships in the
fourth column.

At that time the barrage was not to be established but

regarded as an experiment.

The First Convoys.

3^18/- Tho Channel Mobile Balloon Barrage began its maiden voyage
on the morning of the ifth August, five balloon ships proceeding
to ot. Helen's Bay at j0,00 hours to join the merchant ships
which had left Falmouth the previous day.
ship joined them at noon; and a seventh at 13«45 hours,
passage through the Channel was without incident, but served as

useful experience and at the some time indicated that not all
the balloon ships had a sufficient turn of speed to keep up with
the convoy.

A sixth balloon
The

B.

Encl.lA,

The passage westward was rather more eventful,
after 08,00 hours on the

The con

shortly

voyIbid.

Sncl,2A,
escorting some thirty merchantmen.

got xmder way from Sheemess
7th August, six balloon ships
The balloons v/ere flown at 3,500 foot.

The first eighteen hours of the voyage wore without incident.

During the hours of daylight a fighter escort of Spitfires
patrolled over the ships, v/hile Ansons flew ahead warning the
leading vessels if they approached drifting mines,
hours on 8th August, the officer commanding "Q" Flight
(pilot Officer A,M, Pucklc) noted in his log:

"Still going with the rear convoy vessels just visible.
The stars arc many but luckily no moon".

Five minutes later the convoy was heavily attacked by surface
craft.

At 02.00

"There was an explosion astern of us", wrote Pilot Officer

pucklc "followed immediately by another and it appeared that

both torpedoes had found the same vessel,
place soonicd to become lilce a Brocks firework display.

Immediately the

/Everybody

(1) KB. 85.

(2) The remainder had engine trouble and were unable to join
the convoy.G. 1921.00
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Evciybody that had .anything scoracd to let it off -

tracers shov/ing up scarlet in the night were returned
hy bullets which a.ppeared ,green in colour and not one
of us Imew who \ma firing at who".

The action lasted some fifteen minutes, and when dawn broke,
it ¥/as evident that -

the convoy was to all intents non-existent".

The balloon ships, though somewhat scattered, still survived
but

"the convoy has nov7 dv/indled to about eight ships and
throe escorts so that we are considerably over
establishment".

The convoy proceeded on its course, and although slowed down

by a strong tide passed the Needles at 11.30 hours,
11.55 hours about thirty German aircraft appeared on the
scene.

At

These comprised Jxi. 87s v/ith an escort of Me. 109s,
S9B/S.5a31&/-0ps. Their tactics wore simple and effective,

still spread out.
position, but the sixth, 'hlstral", in which the flight
commndcr was stationed, had proceeded ahead to carry out
experiments in topping up the balloon ̂ 7ith hydrogen,
before the attack commenced "mistral" was a quarter of a
mile ahead of the convoy and had turned about in order to
rejoin it.

The convoy was
Five of the balloons were in correct

Just

Enel,601,

The Me.109s approached at a height of about 8,000 feet.
They imniediatcly dived down and made for the balloon ships,
tliroo aircraft attacking each balloon and shooting doxTn five.
The fighters now withdrew and made way for the dive bombers
V7hich attacked from 3,000 feet, all dropping their bombs
simultaneously. Subsequently a smaller formation attacked
from 1,500 feet, several ships being hit and at least two
sunk. The five balloon ships deprived of their balloons
put into Portsmouth at 18,45 hours, while the sixth,
"Pingouin", flying the sole remaining balloon was ordered
to proceed to Falmouth with the remainder of the convoy.

First reactions to the effectiveness of protection
afforded the ships by the balloons could hardly be other
than unfavourable. But the officer commanding, No.952
Squadron (Squadron Leader R,H, Berryman) considered that
failure was due to the fact that 3>500 feet was too great
a height at which to fly the balloons, for the armament on
the various vessels of the convoy v/as ineffective at this
height, v/hile the unusually clear weather on the 8th August
had made it easy for the oneny to see the balloons.

Kites,

Report by W/C
R.H. Berr^anan
O/C.No.952 Sqdn.

IS0/s.5b3l8/opD,
End, 55 a.

Ibid.

End. 62^1
The Admiralty, ho\7cver, decided that the balloons v/ore

not a success and different arrangements were made for the
next convoy.

Those wore as followsj-

(a) Ships to proceed in stages by night, escorted in
small groups botwoen Falmouth and Portsmouth, and
vice versa, on approxiinately an eight-day cyclej
convoys to be run between Portsmouth and the Thames,

/and vice versa,

G.192400
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and vice versa, during a similar period; each convoy
to Tdc limited to twelve ships.

Escort for convoys to consist of a "Hunt" class
destroyer and three trawlers by day and, in addition,
four motor anti-submarine boats and two French torpedo
boats by night.

Ships in convoy to fly kites; the mobile balloon barrage
not to be used, but the balloon ships fitted with kites
and additional guns to reinforce the escorts.

The convoys to be routed closer inshore; the air force
balloon crovra to remain on the balloon ships, flying
kites from their winches instead of balloons.

(t)

(c)

(<a)

For the return convoy from Sheomess to Falmouth it was

proposed to experiment with a combined balloon and kite barrage.

The second convoy left Falmouth dxAring the afternoon of the

17th August,
but "Pingouin” flew hers for ton minutes by altering course into
vn.nd; but ns soon as she reverted to the correct course, the
kite fell into the sea.

There was insufficient breeze for flying kites

Enel.3A#

The convoy arrived at Dartmouth the next morning, whore it
On sailing that nightremained during the hours of daylight,

there v/as again insxifficient wind to fly kites.

At 06,50 ho\ATs on the 19th Aiigust the breeze freshened but

"Gatonais" flow a kite at 1,000 feet with mxich difficulty,
remained airborne for jxist under on hour and then collapsed.

The following night, en route for Southampton, ’'Catonnis'*
made a second attempt to fly her kite, but after five minutes it
dived into the sea, and it was not until the evening of the 21st

that it YfD.s possible to raise a number of kites into the air.
By the early morning of the 22nd, ton wore flying. This

*ng,/iU)/W‘4/i/(n)success vTas short-lived, however, for soon after mid-day, a
lCCO/2-5'^31 5/ ~ si^rong squally wind blev/ up and all the kites were carried away.

The Commander-in-chief, the Nore, was not at all impressed and

promptly signalled the Admiralty recemraending that the convoy
should revert to balloons.

It

Ops.
Encl.76A»

The Convoy Reverts to Balloons,

By the 24th August, the Admiralty had decided that it was
desirable that the balloon ships should, after all, fly balloons,
but they were also to be fitted to fly kites should the balloons
be shot down. In addition, other ships of the convoy were to be

permitted to fly kites.

It had now become apparent that if a balloon barrage wore

to be available to accompany each Channel convoy it was essential
that there should be tvro flotillas, to ensure that time was given
to carry out such repairs to the balloons and ships as might bo
necessary and, incidentally, to enable the crews to be given
leave. As the convoy was in futiare to consist of twelve ships,
it v/as considered that only six balloon ships would bo required to
accompany each convoy, v/ith two in reserve, one to be stationed at
Shoomess, the other at Southampton. All ships v/ere to be fitted
vd.th Oerlikon guns.

ibid,

Enel,80A,

/A further

G.192400
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A further important decision was reached when the
height of the balloons of the convoy was limited to 2,500
feet; that is to say, they were to fly belov7 the
range of the Oerlikon and twelve-pounder guns.

Meanwhile, an enterprising airman (No. 841121 Leading
Aircraftman Sears) had made out a report of his experiences
dxxring the passage of the "Pingoxiin" from Portsmouth to

Falmouth on the 8th and 9th Aiigust.
main convoy, protected by only one balloon, were attacked
by some fifty aircraft,
tactics as before, set about destroying the>balloon prior
to bombing. But Loading Aircraftman Sears^*^^ had now
decided to use tactics of his own, and when three fighter
aircraft opened fire on his balloon -

effective

The remnants of the

The enemy, adopting the some

Ibid,

End. 87B

'I threw off ny brakes and it lifted rapidly and the
bullets went through the flying ropes, one of vrtiich
v/as badly frayed".

"Pingouin's" balloon endured four more attacks, but by
playing it up and down, Leading Aircraftman Sears was able
to cause the fighters to miss on each occasion,
balloon finally succumbed to shrapnel holes three hours
after attack.

The

Ibid.

End. 88A
The Air Staff at Headquarters, Balloon Command, after

examining the report submitted by Leading Aircraftman Sears,
T/ere

lo'woring the height of balloons dxiring an attack v/as really
effective because of -

rather doubtful" v/hether the action of raising and

the disproportion of the relative speeds of aircraft
and balloons".

Report by W/C
R.H.Berryman
O/C.No.942 Sqdn.

Heswever, they had no objection to the convoy using this
method of defending the balloons,
as these tactics subsequently became the standard method of
protecting balloons of the convoy when they were attacked,
and according to the officer commanding, No.952 Squadron,
few balloons were hit and enemy aircrews -

"v/ere satisfied to drop their bombs away above the
balloons".

This was just as well

ia(Vsr503l8/Qpa.
Encl.1l8A

By September it had been decided that the balloon
ships should only escort the Channel convoy between Sheemess
and Southampton and back,
balloons was novT liiiiited to 2,000 feet, the Admiralty having
ruled that high ejcplosive shells for anti-aircraft guns in
merchant ships should be sot to burst at 2,500 feet.

In addition, the height of the
Ibid.

Enel. 126a

Ibid.

End. 1374
On the 9th September, a convoy was again subjected to

air attack. The ships were sailing in single line ahead,
and in front of the leading balloon ship "Astral", wore a

/destroyer

Both those types of g\an were effective at 3>000 feet.

Leading Aircraftman Sears vTas subso-quently awarded
the Distinguished Service Medal, a unique honour
for an airman.

(1)

(2)

G.192400
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destroyer, tvvo armed trawlers, and a merohant ship flying the
flag of the commodore. The first onomy aircraft to appear
wore throe Mo,109s and it was clearly their intention to
shoot down the "balloon flown from "ilstral**. Their ondval

’was greeted by heavy fire from the escort ships and tvwo of
the aircraft v/xthdrow. The third made three attacks on the

leading balloon which was played up and down, Prior to the
final attack the balloon had been lowered to 1,200 foot and
was now let up rapidly to 2,000 feet. This so upset the
calculations of the enemy pilot that he had to olimb hard to
avoid a collision.

Some fourteen minutes later about tvwenty dive-bombers
attacked the leading ships of the convoy, but no attempt was
made to bomb astern of '’Astral” and in the opinion of the
Officer Commanding, No,952 Squadron -

"the dive bombing w/as not continued on other merchant
ships in the convoy, ovdng to the fact that a balloon
was still flying bcti-wecn the leading escort ships and
the remainder of the convoy”.

On the return convoy, "Astral” was placed ahead of all other

ships except the Minesweepers and v/hen once again the convoy
was subjected to air attack by two aircraft, "Astral” was the
main target for their bombs, the nearest of which fell
yards to starboard astern.

By October the enemy, chagrined at the failure of their
air attacks against the Channel convoys, unloashed another

weapon in an effort to stop their passage through the Straits
of Dover, On the 11th October, a westbound convoy was the

Ops.
Enel. 10A

target for over 200 shells fired from the French coast,

the shelling was accurate, ships being straddled on many
occasions, no ship suffered a direct hit,
balloon ships wore slightly damaged.

Wh

Five of the six

ileIbid,

Enel. 160A

The Comraandor-in-Chief, The Noro, oonsidored it was not
improbable that the accuracy of the eneny guns was achieved by
the use of radio direction finding apparatus dirootod on the
balloons or their cables. Ho therefore issued instructions

for tho balloons of future convoys to bo close-hauled to the

minimum height when passing through tho Straits in the hope
that balloons flying below the height of the IDover cliffs

would not be "picked up" by eneniy radar.

Whether the lowering of tho balloons in the Straits did,
in fact, have an effect on the accuracy of the enony long-range
guns is a moot point, but it became a routine operation on each
convoy, and no ship was ever hit by a shell, although many were

Report by Tf/O superficially damaged by splinters. Casualties were also
R.H.Berryman, suffered by the crews. On one occasion a naval officer on duty
0/c,No,952 SqdOfon "Pratton” recorded in his log four flashos seen from the

French coast and seventy seconds later was killed when one of
the shells burst over the ship.

The sailings of the convoys had by this time beoon©
air attacks were few and far botweenj and while the

shelling was not regarded with relish, the ships* crews carefully
counted each shell and, like spectators at Lords, religiously
applauded when the score reached fifty.

Interview with regular;
F/Lt. A.D.
Forster, O/C
»Q” Flight.

/On tho 27th October

0.192/400
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4 /Wf A/?
~IgBC/S.503l8/Op
End. 6

On the 27th October, Balloon Conmiand infoiraed
No.50 Group that a further change was to he made in the
composition of the mobile balloon barrage,
■were to be provided for the barrage, of which up to eight
\/ould sail with the convoy at any one time, the actual
number being dependent on the size of the convoy and
determined by the Commander-in-Ghicf, The None.

Report by Iv/C Of the original balloon-carrying
been paid off as unfit for soryico, a third

O/C.No.952 Sqdn. to other service, and a fourth'^^
ships were fitted out including the Southern Railway
Cross-Channel ships "Fratten" and ''Haslemere'*, and the
accomodation on the other ships was considerably improved.
One some of the ships, where the Virinch was placed close
to the mast, an iron ring about four feet in diameter
was fitted to the masthead to prevent the balloon cable
fraa fouling it when the wind changed.

The servicing of the balloons at Sheemoss had proved
difficult, as the balloon ships were not able to berth
alongside the servicing bod as at Southampton, .-1 large
motorised barge, '•Helen Birch", was fitted out, therefore,
to transfer balloons from the ships to the servicing bed,
and vice versa; a special bridge being built aboard her to
prevent balloons from fouling funnels and loasts during
transfer.

Vi

Ten vessels

(1)tr/o'-'' had
transferred

sunk. Other more suitab

Ibid.

le

vesse

Ibid. The convoys continued to sail east and west throughout
the winter of 1940/194'! and the operation became  a comparatively
uneventful one. The formation of the convoys was regularized;
there being six "Tree" type sweepers ahead, then the first
balloon ship, two destroyers of the "Hunt" class on the
seaward side, then throe or four merchant ships, followed
by another balloon ship, more merchant ships, another balloon
ship, ,and so on, the escorted number of ships being evenly
spaced between the balloon ships. When off Margate six

eight anti-submarine motorboats took up position on the
seav/ard side of the convoy where they remained until the end
of the run.

or

-fiirthor ships wore replaced at the end of the first
rjvd-nter, mainly as a result of heavy weather, and ^reo moreSouthern Railway Ships were equipped for the work'^\ and the

convoy continued to operate throughout the following summer
and winter.

^BG-/3.505l8/Op
Pt.VI.
End, 144

In Hugest, 1942, the Coramander-in-Chief, The Noro,
forwarded a stmnnary of the activities of the Channel Mobile
Balloon Barrage Flotilla for the information of the
Lords Gormmlssioners of the Admiralty, pointing out that:-

/"it had

(1) Ingenieur Gashin" and "Sioux"

(2) Indefatigable

(3) "Porealis"

(4) "Sambur", "Deal", "Roebuck*^.

G. 192400
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"it had sonetimcs proved difficult to induce Masters to
sail during the veiy heavy air attacks v/hich \7ore being
experienced at this time, but the increased escort, and
in particular the appearance of the Channel Mobile
Balloon Barrage, sconed to have a very heartening effect
on the Masters* morale'*,

T\vo hundred convoys comprising over 3,000 merchant ships
had boon cscortodj an average of 6,6 balloon ships operating
on each occasion. The convoys had suffered attack by air on
tvTcnty-throo occasions, and by "E" boats on throe occasions,
v/hilo the danger from mines was over present. The German
long-range guns hr.d engaged the convoys forty-eight times,
firing well ever 2,000 shells,
lost, five as the result of mnes.

mde to officers and men of the convoys, incltiding nine to
Hoyal Air Eorco personnel.

One hundred and one balloons had been inflated,
twenty had been lost as a result of enemy action, four by
lightening on voyage, and t\7enty-three due to gales,
was a good one.

The flotilla continued to sail up and dovm the Gha.nncl for
a further nine months and the long-range guns continued to fire at,
and miss, the ships, ?7hile mines were still laid in the ^th of
the convoys. The increasing strength of allied airpower, however,
YTas beginning to tell. By the beginning of 1943 the German
lar l^'orce no longer ventured out in fox^ce over the Channel during
the hours of daylight .".nd in consequence balloon protection
became -unnccossary.

On the 13th i'iay, 1943, the Channel Mobile Balloon Barrage
.dlotilla, halving completed one hundred and sixty-six runs in
each direction, put into Sheerncss for the last time,
value of this contribution to the final victory cannot be
assessed, but there is little doubt that v/ithout it allied

shipping would have been unable to pass through the Straits of
Dover dui-ing the critical years of 1940/1942,

Ton merchant ships had boon
Pifty-tv7o av/ards had boon

Of those

The record

The

/SECTION 7
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SECTION 7.

OPSRv'JIQN >L PLYINC POLICY/

The first discussions on the operat;i^3nai. control of

Tjalloon harrages took place in the spring of ’1939 when,
on the 11th May, a conference v/as held at Headquarters,
Fighter Goinraand, with the Air Officer Conunanding-in-Chief

Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dov/ding said

that, broadly speaking, the balloon barrage v/ould go up
at the outset of war and would remain up night and day

throughout hostilities, except possibly in gale of
thundery conditions inimical to balloonsi Balloons v/ould
normally fly at their maximum height; v/hen clouds were

below this height the balloons would bo flovm in the clouds.

It 'vvas recognised, however, that certain limited
controls would be required over balloon flying,
selected balloons would be groxmded in the Hornchurch area

v/hen visibility hampered the operations of aircraft from there,
and similar controls would be exercised in the Tyne, Toes and

Humber areas, but these were exceptions.

in the Chair,

For instance.

03.1395
Enol, IB

11/5/39

Air Staff Instructions^ ^ wore issued on the 25th August,
1939 implementing the conference decisions. Operational
control over the balloon barrages would be exercised as
f olloT/7a: -

CS.1396
Enel. IliB

25/V39

Fighter Command
I

Balloon Command

I

Provincial Groups London Groups
II

Centres Squadrons
II

PlightsSquadrons
II

Certain SitesFlights

From this basic idea of permanent flying in the case
of possible attack, evolved the policy of permanent grounding
except in the case of probable attack - a policy subject, of

oourse, to modification and adaptation to local circumstances,
but v/hich never lost sight of the desirability of keeping
the sl-cy as free as possible from obstructions to our ov/n
aircraft.

The most important immediate reason for modifying the
original policy was the serious v/astage of balloons and

equipment through v/cather conditions, while, later, improved
oommimications coupled ¥/ith the ever-lessening threat of air
attack on the one hand, and the increasing number of fatal

accidents to friendly aircraft, caused through faulty navigation

/on the other.

(1) It is unfortunate that Balloon Command Air Staff
Instiajctions Part 1 (Operations) are complete only in so
far as the latest instructions are concerned. As the

various instructions v/ere implemented, modified or replaced,
the obsolete instructions were destroyed, and there does
not navf appear to be any record of any original or
intermediate instrijctions for reference purposes,
was an original series num'bering 1 upwards, T/hich were
substituted by a nevT series numbering 101 to 128, of which
there remain today only n-umbers 111-113> 115-129.
will be found in ̂ '.ppendix *N',

The are

These

G.-l92i^J00
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on the other, combined to hasten the saving of the pendulim
towards the grounded policy.

Breakay/^ Balloons

Even before the outbreak of war it was recognised that
balloons breaking away from their winches and trailing cables
across country v/ould cause great dislocation of industry through
fusing high tension electric cables, and at the Balloon
development conference held at Cardington in July, 1939> it was
therefore decided as an urgent requirement that a device should be

L III / •» ^ balloon immediately it broke away from its
J^AWy'S'/fiJmoorings, The result was an inertia link submitted for service

I3C/s58815-' trials at the beginning of 1940, and put into full-scale
9/4/40 production later in the year. The device was simple and v/orked

successfully, on the Virholo, when properly serviced.

Data supplied
by Balloon
Command

Balloon

Command P540

6/10/39

In October, 1939, there was no such safety measure, and

after a spate .of casualties through lightning, and breakaways
which caused the anticipated extensive dislocation of industry
by the interruption of electric supplies, all groups were
instructed by Headquarters, Balloon Command to take greater
precautions against losses duo to the weather,
balloons' ' were in fact such a menace that great care had to

be taken to reduce this risk, and prompt arrangements made to
shoot down ai-y balloons that were adrift,
could ca-use wide havoc.

Broalcaway

Even one balloon

Balloon

Command Air

Staff

Instructions

Part 1 Ops,
Serial No. II3 v^'ithout delay to Balloon Command, in order that the appropriate
W41 authorities in that countiy mi^t be warned.

In the event of a breakav/oy, the nearest control centre
of the Central Electricity Board had to bo telephoned at once,
particulars being given of height, direction of travel, length
of trailing cable, and time and place of breakaway,
balloons likely to drift over Eire had in addition to be reported

Any such

Barrage Cpntrg1 De cidcd_ Upon

The first step tov/ards the institution of organised flying
discipline was the decision to control each barrage by a single
authority; in the case of London the barrage commander, as he

was to be called, would be the Air Officer Commanding, No. 30
Group, while in the provinces he would be the officer conmanding
the centre within a radius of five miles, or if outside that

distance, the senior squadron commander. All squadron commanders,
hovrever, would retain the right (rarely exercised in practice)
to reduce the height of, or ground, their balloons in emergency.

This decision entailed the setting-up of an operations room

for each centre or barrage, staffed to maintain a continuous
Watch divided into three shifts, each under the command of a

barrage control officer of the ranlc of flight lieutenant,
two-day course was held at Headquarters, Balloon Command, on

12th and 13th February, 1940» for the first group of officers

selected, the syllabus including lectures on the functions and

layout of operations rooms; the operations of balloon barrages
in v/or; various typos of control; co-operation with local

defences; reporting balloon casualties and breakaways;
keeping of log and operations record books and the making of
returns; maps and co-ordinates; and meteorology,
ambitious syllabus to cover in a brief two days, but the subject

/matter

(1) For further information regarding breakaway balloons and
the Central Electricity Board see Appendix "L'*,

A

the

This was an

Balloon

Goimvind

P.540

27/10/39

Balloon

Commend F.540

12/2/40

GI924OO
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matter was only handled in a general manner, the intentinu
being to start the budding controllers on the-right path
rather than to indicate the end of the roo.d.

A n&j fi hJZU bju-//39
Encl,137A

11AA0

Ifith the establishment of the operations rooms early
in 1940 came the need for quick and reliable communications.
Telephone lines already radiated from the operations room
at Fighter Command to those at fighter groups and thence
to anti-aircraft gun operations rooms,
of extending the lines from the latter to all balloon sites
via the operations rooms at balloon barrages and to squadron
and flight headquarters.

Time showed that the qystem worked quickly and efficiently.

It was now a matter

K€8/S. 50900
Enol,39B

16/V41
41 r Staff Ii^tructions,

Once it was decided to decentralise the control of flying
it became necessary to frame rules to guide barrage commanders.
At first these v/ore rigid, but with the mellowing effect of
experience came a greater latitude of discretion. Originally,
when balloons were grounded in unsuitable weather, it was
laid dov/n that they would immediately be flown on a Home
Office "yellow” or "red" air raid vTarning. Later, with a
change in the policy of the Home Office to give yellow
warnings more freely, pennission was accorded to the barrage
ccanmander to exercise his discretion whether or not to

fly on receipt of such a warning. Later still, he was
ompovyered to keep all balloons grounded even on  a red"
vrarning, should he consider circumstances to Justify such
an extreme step. In fact, this discretion weighed heavily
upon the Moulders of barrage commanders who usually chose
to fly, whatever the weather, sometimes with disastrous
consequences, when enemy aircraft TCro in the neighbourhood,
for fear of being caught grounded in an attack on their
particular areas. It frequently happened that the enemy
passed mary miles wide of the barrages, so Jeopardised,
their way to another objective.

The Introduction of the Plotting gystom.

On the sxjggestion, therefore, in July 1940, of the
Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, to overcome this
difficulty, it was arranged that barrage commanders should
receive the- plots of eneny aircraft as broadcast over the
Fighter Command ^stem, and ignore the Home Office warnings
unless there was a breakdown in communications between the
local anti-aircraft gun operations room and barrage control
room. The Home Office warnings system thus became the
second, instead of the only, string in the communications
bow, and the arrangement was certainly an improvement. The
more complete viev/ of the tactical situation thus afforded
to barrage cormmndors naturally enabled them to exercise
their discretion with greater confidence.

G.Qn±rQls.

on

FG/S22h22
End, 26a
26/3A1

ICBC/S54825
7/7/hO ,

As the restrictions on flying balloons increased as
the war progressed so, too, did the various types of control,
the first of which, with a general scope, T/as brought about
by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command
(Air Marshal C.F.A. Portal), who, in June, 1940, asked that
the east coast barrages should be close-hauled at nights

/when

FO/SI628I
Encl,l62A

4/6/40

GI924OO
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v.1ien his bombers '.-rere out over the Continent;
out that navigational difficulties in bad \veather
great and that on recent occasions three aircraft of
Bomber Command had impacted British balloon cables, '
Trith fatal results. He concluded -

the total casualties inflicted on the Hampdena of
this Command by our am defences in this country
exceed the total number suffered at the hands of the
enemy during night operations, and if this continue©
it imst have a most serious adverse affect on morale*'.

The reaction of the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
Command, to the suggestion, tras srrift* He pointed out
that one of the tw fatal impacts mentioned by Air Marshal
Portal took place at Coventry and \7as incorrectly described
as a casualty to an aircraft returning from an overseas
operation. Emphasizing that barrages close-hauled, for
the safety of our ovm aircraft, could not be made reasonably
operational if they nnsre only to fly on a yellov; warning,
he ended his letter on a vigorous note -

it Tdll be seen that only in one instance has a
balloon cable been the cause of bringing down one
of our orm bombers returning from abroad. This
figure IS of course extremely small in relation to
the number of flights made, and I consider represents
a degree of risk inevitable in v/ar operations, I
suggest, therefore, since balloons have contributed
in such a minor degree to the alarming statement in
the last paragraph of Bomber Command's letter, that
to render the east coastal barrages ineffective is-
hardly warranted".

The contribution to this question by Air Chief Marshal
Sir^HUgJi Dow'ding was that, thougli he personally would be
delighted to dispense ̂ vith balloons altogether on the east
coast, since they vrere Just as dangerous to fighters as
bombers, he did not thinlc that such a drastic step could
be contemplated as to close-haul on the lines suggested bv
Air Marshal portal, ^

The matter vra.s decided on the 15th JUne Tdien an
Air Ministry signal was despatched, ordering all balloows
in the Harv^d.ch, Humber, Tyne, Tees and Blyth areas to be
ctose-hauled, at the diser*etion of Fighter Command,
nights when bombers XTcre returning from sorties. They
vrould be close-hauled at dusk and flotm again at dav/n.
Waterborne balloons (-which could not be close-hauled owing
to technical difficulties) r/ould be flcn-jn at 1,000 feet
during the same period.

he pointed
\vere

two

• • •

• • f

on

ibid.

Encl.TA.

8/6AO.

AI ^1
Enel,188a,

11/6/i^.

ibid.

Encl,195A.
15/6/40,

ibid.

Enel,198a,

13/6/40.
ibid.

Encl,207A,

13/6/40.

This was indeed a Td.de control and a foretaste caP
That was to that it \7as 1-mposed at all showed the
respect in Thich the balloon defences of this country
were held by the aircrews- a respect only too well Justi
fied by the many casualties that subsequently occurred.

In addition, the summer of I940 found the following
controls in operation

come;

Note by Balloon
Command Air

Staff. Peb.1945.

(a) Fighter Operational Control,
operational mits over specified balloons in
order to facilitate active operations against
the enen^. Once imposed it remained in force
wtil released by the controlling authority
irrespective of enemy plots in the neighbour
hood. ^

Gun Operational Control. Granted to Anti-
Aircraft Command over certain balloons at
night when the balloon cables interfered with
their instruments.

Granted to

(b)
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(o) Local Safety Control,
aerodrome controllers where the safety of aircraft
was affected,

were affected, either singly or in lanes, accord
ing to v/ind direction,
refused or released by the barrage commander in
accordance with the tactical situation.

Granted to civil or servic

Frequently only certain balloons

The control was granted,

e

(d) General Ptirpose Control. Imposed and released
only by Fighter OOTumand.

(e) Gvin Calibration Control. Imposed for the benefit
of the gun and searchlight defences and released
by the barrage commander if the tactical situ
ation required it.

(f) S.O, S. Control. Imposed by fighter groups to
assist friendly aircraft in difficulties.

(g) Air Co-operation Control. Granted to anti
aircraft defence commanders fear training pxir-
poses and released by the barrage commander
if the tactical situation required it.

These controls remained in force -throughout "the war though
they became more standardised. the end of 19h-2 controls
wore called ’’standing" or "general purpose" and wore imposed
either as "terminable" or "over-riding.” Standing controls
wore arranged be-twcon the controlling authority and the
barrage commander concerned once the initial author!-fcy had

boon granted by the local fighter group, while general pur
pose controls wore imposed by the balloon liaison officers(l)
at fighter groups on behalf of the fighter group controller.

The barrage coiimandor was authorised -to release termin
able controls upon threat of enemy action, but had no
;}uri8diction regarding over-riding controls even in the

o-vent of attack on his particular target area, \mloss (a)
ccanmunioations had broken dovm and heavy attack developed,
or (b) the control was in the hands of the anti-airefaft
defence commander, when it was his responsibility, or the
barrage commander's on his own information or if notified
by the balloon liaison officer, to release it at once on
becoming aware of the approach of enemy aircraft below
5,000 ft.

Toll of Friendly Aircraft.

V/ith the increasing momentvira of flying training came an
alarming increase in the number of incidents invol-ving both

trespasses of barrage areas and impacts with balloon cables.
Indeed, the Air Council became so concerned that they

"reached the conclusion that the policy governing the
operation of this form of defence must be re-viewed, as

a matter of urgency, in order to reduce this toll on
our air effort."

A.S.I,»s Pt,l.

(Ops) Serial 11^
I6/I2A2.

AH(S/'lH/i4o/V/33

Enol,9A and

9B,
30/3/41.

The question v/as accordingly put to Figh-fcer Command in
March 1941 and thoroughly investigated. The diffioul-ty
throughout the war -wi-th balloon barrages was to reconcile
Irroconcilabilitios - to reconcile the need for the permanent
flying of balloons to achieve the fullest protection possible

'  /from

(1). See pp.267-269
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from this form of defcnco on the one hand, with the need for

keeping the slc7 as free of obstructions ns possible to friendly
aircrri’t on the other, and ary solution could only be a com

promise to the detriment of both.

From the outbreak of war to tho 25th 1/Iarch 1941» there had

been a large and increasing nuiiiber of infringements of barrage
areas, including no less than 91 impacts of balloon cables by
friendly aircraft, more than half in bix)ad daylight. These
iiTipacts resulted in 81 fatal casualties to flying personnel
involving the loss of 38 aircraft, and the serious damage to
another 21, while the remainder escaped vdth minor damage. In
addition, there had been reported the disturbing number of 50
penetrations by friendly .aircraft of barrage areas, Tdthout
impacting cables, during tho first 25 days of March alone, vl)

Analysis showed that 27 out of the 36 barrages flying at
that time wore involved in all these incidents, which indicated

that tho problem was a general one, and not confined merely to
operational areas. In fact, the majority of tho penetrations
wore caiosed by training and other non-operational aircraft.

ibid.

Encl,13A

Pilots at Fault

Primarily, pilots v/ere to be blamed for this state of
affairs.

"After all, this is not unlikely as they, and particularly
the pupils arc relatively young and reckless and still
need education. T/e do not relax the blackout at night
so as to prevent careless people falling dovm holes;
instead we carry out constant propag.anda,
should not cripple an essential form of defence to save

our pilots; rather should we intensify their education in

this particular matter."

wrote Lieutenant Colonel Burlton, the Fighter Command staff

officer who made an appreciation of this problem.

The Air Ministry proposal was that, apart from the control
.already discussed wrhereby east coast barrages could be close-
hauled on nights v/hen our bombers were on operations over the
Continent, certain barrages should be grounded at night (con
sidered for this purpose as one hour after sunset to one hour
before sunrise) as a routine, and subject of course to the activ
ities of the enemy. Tho remainder, in view of their exposed
position, were not as a general rule to be close-hauled at

nights, Yfeterbome balloons, because of the ^ecial difficulties

/attending

Similarly we

ibid.

End. 9B,

30/3/a.

(1)^ Too hasty conclusions should not be dravm about the
efficiency of balloon barrages from this figure, for many of
the incidents involved an aircraft flying only between two
balloons on the perimeter of a barrage. Further, it is blown
that some incidents reported were in fact not infringements
at all, since the aircraft vrere above tho height of tho balloons,
while it is equally true to soy that other oases of infringement
escaped report through non-observation. To gauge relative height
is difficult for the inexperienced ground observer,

/mother important factor affecting penetrations of barrage
areas also needs to be taken into consideration,
of tho smaller barrages expressly intended to protect one or mere
vulnerable points, balloons were sited to preclude a bombing run
over these special targets from any direction, quite possibly leav
ing lanes or v/ide spaces across the barrage area through which
trespassing aircraft could fly vlth a greatly lessened chance
of striking a cable (see Part I pp.l47.)

In the case

a

G. 192400
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attending their handling, would not he included in these
proposals.

ibid.

End, 13i«
Fighter Command's reactions, apart from disagreeing

with details of the distribution of the barrages into the
above categories, were that the various controls in force

adequately covered the idea behind the Air I\iinistiy*s
proposals without their inflexibility, and strongly
recommended among other things that their new operational
instruction No.74, recently promulgated, should be given a
thoroxigh trial, as it had been compiled only after careful
thought and experience, and that an intensive educational
campaign should be launched through all levels down to
embryo pilots.

■"As vro do not mind in the least how much the enemy
kno\7s about our balloons, which ho obviously respects,
part of this campaign should include a broadcast by
the Air llinistry to all aerodromes without exception,
to all Royal Air Force units and civil contractors and
to all duty pilots of a non-secret detailed map or maps
showing the perimeters of every established barrage
in the British Isles,"

Balloon Command, commenting on Fighter Command's views
on the matter, found themselves in complete agreement.
In fact, the only comment made by the Air Officer Commanding
v/as a small though significant one, a sidelight on tho effect
balloons exercised on public morale -

"I do not know whether you are aware that it is the
fact of our balloons being flown during the hours of
darkness which has induced the woikmen at Vickers,
■'Jeybridge, to resume work during those hours."

;dr Council Reassured.

ibid.
End. l6/u
6/4/41 •

ibid.
End, 24;'*-.

Tho Air Council, reassured that the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, held tho question
of balloons continually in mind, were content to leave the
matter in his hands without further demur,
perhaps not unavraro of the prejudice against balloons excited
in tho breasts of all aircrews, and were satisfied that there
would bo an ever-present tendenqy to take every possible
precautionary stop to ensxiro the safety of aircraft and their
crews, including the grounding of balloons tinder controls.

This aspect did not escape the attention of the Senior
Air Staff Officer, Fighter Command (Air Vice-Marshal
E,G,S. Evill) who observed in April -

"I still notice a tendency in these minutes to assume
that it is our object to fly balloons as little as
possible, whereas tho C-in-C has laid down quite
clearly that it is our puurpose to fly them by day
whenever practicable,"

Flyinyg Policy Reviewed,

With tho autumn of 1941 operational balloon flying
policy was again reviewed as the result of increasing
infringements of barrage areas by friendly aircraft and
on the 29th October, 1941 the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff

/(Air Vice-Marshal Bottomley

They were
1/5/41.

/\H6/nH/xUo/Jju^
•Fe/3£242R-
M.33.
1/4/41.

S.A449
IF.Ops.
29/10/41.

G.19 22iJOO
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(4ir Vicc-ivlarshal Bottomlcy) TATotc to the itir Officer Coitimanding-
in-Uhiof, lighter Conimajad (.s'iir Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas) on
the sahjcct. ii/'ith the earlier decision to close-haul all except
certain coastal halloons during the hours of darkness unless
cneniy 'ircraft were in the neighbourhood, it natural that
there had been a considerable reduction of the number of

penetrations by night. By day, hov/ever, the position had
deteriorated, and in October there had, in addition, boon
increase in the number of collisions with cables, seven out of
eleven proving fatal.

an

The suggestion Dir Vice-Marshal Bottomley now put forward
was that balloons should be grounded by day as v;ell as by night,
at any rate during the continuance of the existing state of
cncniy air inactivity. This policy v/ould increase the risk of
surprise attack by isolated cloud-flying oneray aircraft, but
the enemy had not lately been adopting these tactics, it was a
risk considered justified in the circumstances, and in the
meantime incidents involving the loss of valuable lives and
material would be avoided. 4 resumption by the enemy of this
form of attack would naturally bring about a review of this policy.

Balloon Goiiinand' s Proposals to Close-haul Balloons.

The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command (Air Marshal
Sir Leslie Gossage) was also thinking along the same lines at
this time, and jput forvyard similar suggestions to the Air Officer
Coimnanding-in-Chief, pightcr Command on the 13th October, 1941.
He remarked that as the allied air offensive increased, considei^
ably more limtations v/ouild have to be placed on balloons flying
owing to the danger to friendly aircraft, and he wont on to

postulate that balloons should bo kept grounded day and night
except when enemy air attack threatened and examined ways and
means of mking this practicable.

Heviev/ing the situation from the outbreak of war, he recalled
that the policy governing balloon operation was to maintain a
lethal cable barrage under all practicable weather conditions,
Experience soon shovyed that this policy caused embarrassment to

commands engaged in operations and training, hampering their

scope and resulting in serious casualties to friendly aircraft.
The antidote was a system of controls v/hich v/ere intended not
only to safeguard friendly aircre-ft but also to remove radio
interference with anti-aircraft gun instruments.

The current policy for operating balloons was briefly:-

To fly at all times except when under a control and
no likelihood of excessive casualties from the

weather. To run greater flying risks -under
conditions of lovy cloud (i, c. cloud base less than
5,000 feet) favouring surprise attack. To fly,
on a hostile plot, balloons under a control except
v/hen they would hamper the operation of friendly
fighters.

as

Fo/saigui 7.. „
Sncls. 74D & B

13/10/41.

/39

By night To ground balloons, unless an attack threatened
below their raaximijm operational height.

/The whole

7'
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The v/holo question of extending the grounded policy
turned on the speed with v/hich "balloons could attain
operational height and, closely connected with it, the
problem of communications,
had also to be weighed.

The effect on civilian morale

(1) .
iJiS the result of technical improvements n mooring

and handling balloons, experience showed that they could
be raised from surface to 4,000 feet in nine minutes, while
with the best communication facilities an operational order
from a barrage control room to all sites took three minutes.
Thus, the iTiinimum time required to raise balloons to 4>000
feet was twelve minutes, "but it was considered desirable that
a v/arning period of fifteen ndnutes should be provided,
that time, however, the average warning time was only about
eight minutes, except in the case of No.50 Group fLondon)
which received its information direct from No, 11 (Fighter)
Group, v/hereas records showed at least a fifteen minutes
warning as a general rule,
should, therefore, be adopted as far as practicable,
far as civilian morale was concerned, it was thought that if
balloons were at operational height by the beginning of a
raid, any criticism of the grounded policy could be met
without difficulty.

tJ.L

This latter chain of communicatio

In so

n

V/ith balloons equipped with the latest improvements
the proposal was that barrages generally should bo permanently
close-hauled; that manned waterborne balloons should
at 1,000 feet by day and at ruling operational height
night; that -unmanned T/atorborne sites (Mark "VI balloons)
should fly permanently at operational height. It was
recognised that coastal barrages, -whore sufficient warning
might not be found possible, might have to bo treated
differently, and naval objections to the nev^ proposals were
to be expected.

F-undamental Change in Flying Policy Approved

at

/■Vna/// H /zud/jJ/ 55
•FC/5255 K7
Enel. 98A
13/11/41.

A conference was held at Hoadqmrtors, Fighter Gonmand,
on the 7th November to consider the whole question, and
the proposals v/ere accepted in principle, though Air liarshal
Douglas was apprehensive regarding the coastal barrages which
ho considered should continue to fly as much as possible.
Air Marshal Gossage, hov/ever, drew attention to the fact that
controls in many barrages already resulted in a semi
permanent grounded state. In tho end it was decided that the

/folloTiTing

(1) The most important single improvement was tho double
parachute rip link (dp/R link) w-hich combined the
devices for cutting the cable and ripping the balloon
if it broke away, and freeing the top parachute in the
event of an aircraft impacting the cable. This DP/R
link v/as permanently fitted to tho cable at the point
of attachment to the balloon which could accordingly
be paid out to operational hoi^t from tho close-
hauled position v/ithout the crucial delay occasioned
by stopping it at about 300 feet for the fitting of
the normal double parachute link (D,P,L,)

Ruling Operational Height (r.0,H,) '*is tho height at
which Balloons are to be flown in Air Raid conditions.
It is to be selected by tho Barrage Commander and is
to bo known at all times by the N,C,0. or airman i/c of
every site, irrespective of whether balloons are flying
or not* '*

(2)Balloon
Command

ASI's Pt,1
Serial No. 123
23/3/41
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lollox/ing barragos \7caild, in principle, bo flown clay and night;-

Lino Barragos.

Palnouth

Falmouth (App.Channel
Portland (App,Channel
Poole

Hull

Hunbe r

Newcastle

Newcastle (App.Channel)
Blyth
Blyth
Billingham
Hartlepool (App,Channel)
Scapa
Perth

Belfast

Belfast (App.Channel)

The remaining barragos would, in principle, be grounded day
and night, at a date to be determined later;-

Second Line Barrages,

PiIt on

Bristol

Ve st on~supe r-Maro
Yeovil

Birmingham North
Birmingham South
Coventry
Liverpool (Outer Mersey)
Barrovir

Barrow (App,Channel)

(1)

Thames Bstuary
Dover

HamTich

Harwich (App,Channel)
Pembroke Dock

Milford Haven (App.Channel)
Southnr.ipton and Eastleigh
Southampton (Anti-Minelaying)
Portsmouth

Portsmouth (App,Channel)
Plymouth
Plymouth (App.Channel)

App.Channel

(App,Channel)

London

Weybridge
Langley
Cardiff

Newport
Barry
Sv/ansea

Port Talbot

BrockvTorth

Avoni'iouth

Runcorn

Crev/e

Mancester

Accrington
Derby
Sheffield

Glasgow
Clyde
Ardeor

Methil

Londonderry
Lisahelly

To ensure that public morale should not suffer, and that
should maintain a high standard of efficiency in balloon handling

/it was laid

crews

Balloon Cmd, (1)
aSI’s. Pt.l.

Ser.No.liy.

Por purposes of comparison, the final list of first

and second line barrages, at the beginning of 1944, is
appended below

App."A".
First Line Barrages

London

Langley
’■.'eybridge
Dover

Thames
Han-fich
Portsmouth

Southan^ton

Dartmouth (Mk.Vl)
Hull

Canterbury
Chelmsford

Yamouth/Lowestoft Humber
Nev»'’castle
Billingham
Sunderland
Forth

Norv/ich

Plymouth
palmouth
Yeovil

Scapa

Second Line_Barrages

Cardiff/
Bai'ry

Nen’port

ibid.

App.B*
Weston
Bristol
BroclnTOrth

Swansea/
Port Talbot

G.192400
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it was laid down that in the case of the grounded harragos
the "balloons should "bo flovm to ruling operational height
at least tv7ice a v/oek.

Before putting into effect this radical change of
policy it was necessary to hold a full-scale trial, and the
experiment was made with the "barrages at Bristol, Avonmouth,
Pilton, Brockworth, Yeovil and ¥eston-super-l/Iare (all "based
on No. 11 Balloon Centre, No.32 Group) linked up via group
headquarters to No.10 (Pighter) Group Operations Room at
Rendloe,

there v/as the existing line, fighter group - gun operations
room - barrage control room, which would continue to "bo used

in order to keep barrage commanders in the tactical picture
as well as to provide them v^ith necessary information for
operation of decoys.

In case of breakdown of this lino of communicatio

th

Encl.19A

13/11/41

n

e

ibid.

Enc 1. 66 a

20/1/42

By the 20th January, 1942, Air Marshal Gossage was able

to report favourably on the experiment, the only difficulty
having been poor reception over some of the lines,
recommended that the system should be extended to all balloon

barrages in the country.

He

ibid.

Enel. 79A.

31/1/42

In acquainting the Air Ministry of the success of the
experiment and of his decision to moke the system general,
Air Marshal Douglas stated that the :
would normally be flovTn at 1,500 feet
a compromise, precluding a surprise attack at a very low
height, while providing less of a danger to friendly aircraft.

There were, hovTovor, a few exceptions to the new instructions.
Dover, Plymouth and Harwich v/ere to continue to fly at full

operational height whenever possible, while the Northern
Ireland borrages were to be operated at the discretion of

the Air Officer Commanding, No.82 (Pighter) Group, and the
Soapa Barrage was to continue under the operational control

of the Admiral Commanding, Orkneys and Shetlands.

A concession to second line barrages provided that,
if v/eather conditions permitted, balloons might be flown
at 500 feet,

"be carried out during ary spell of calm weather, and also
ensured a greater state of readiness. ■

line barrages
This height was

This enabled a certain amount of training to

Enel.109A

6/3/42

ibid.

Enc 1,80A

31/1/42

Balloon Officers

H3/g6638 These developments had made it necessary to provide
a peimanent V7atch in group fighter operations rooms by
specialist officers, known as balloon officers, whose duty
it was to control all barrages (ronder the group controllers)
as the tactical situation required.

As early as December, 1939, the question of establishing
a balloon liaison officer from. Balloon Command at Pighter
Command was raised by the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
CoOTaand, in order that the operations officers at his

Headquarters might be kept closely acquainted with all enemy

Enc 1.19A

15/11/41

TlHkkC!k//3'?(^)
PO/Ol628i-
Enel. 107A

19/12/39

Am

/air activity

(1) Por further information about decoys, see page 461.

At this height the balloons generally were fully
armed,

see pp.

Por further information on "series” arming
(2)

.
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air aotivity and thus enable than in their turn to give early
warning of possible attack to any barrage that was at the time
close-hauled for vfoather reasons,

however, in March, 1940» on being informed of the oxtremcly
heavy work entailed in linking up by telephone all barrages
direct v/ith Balloon Command.

He v/ithdrov/ his suggestion,
ibid.

Enel, 12

5/3/40.

The next month, hovrevor, on the instructions of the
Air Officer Conmanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command,  a trial was
made of stationing a liaison officer from Balloon Command in the

Fighter Command operations room,
progress of enemy raids, and to pass flying orders direct to the

coastal barrages of Newcastle, Billingham, Hull and Harwich if

these were grounded because of the weather, since they could not

be raised to operational height in time to be of practical use
if they had to vmit till receipt of the yellov^ v/arning,
the second time the idea was abandoned, since it was found on

further trial that messages could be telephoned satisfactorily
from the floor supervisor's line to the group supervisor who

repeated it to the gun liaison officer for transmission to the
barrage concerned,

be passed on an average in two minutes, but v/hen this method

of passing operational messages was put to practical test later
in the war, it v/as found unsatisfactory, and abandoned.

¥ith the final re-introduction of balloon officers at

fighter groups their duties were closely defined, and by being
able to give their v/hole attention to the tactical situation as

depicted on the operations room table they wore able to pass
operational instructions v/ith all possible dispatch,
simple opcratioml instructions v/ero used;-

His duties were to v/atch the

For

It was established that such messages could

Four

ibid.

Encl.137A

11/4/40.

ibid.

Ends. 148a &

149A.

29/4/i^ , ,

Enel. 74i^ -

13/10/41.

meaning that a dangerous plot v/as approaching
the barrage area but not sufficiently close
or definitely dangerous to raise the balloons.

Standby:

moaning that the danger from the plot had
passed.

Stand-dovm:

moaning that the barrage was to be flown at
once at the ruling operational height already
determined by the Individual barrage
coimianders and in accordance with Balloon

Conmand Air Staff Instruction,

Shine:

mooning that the danger had passed and that
the balloons were to bo lowered again as
quickly as possible.

There was more than one attempt by air officers commanding,
fighter groups, to dispense with the «!5tablishment of these
balloon officers on the grounds that their duties could be

combined with those of other specialist officers, but Air Marshal
Gossage was strongly of the opinion, based on experionoo, that

the posts should be filled by officers with practical balloon

experience and, who, in addition, enjoyed the personal confid
ence of the comandors of the barrages they controlled,
suggestion was therefore withdrawn.

Dull:

The

ibid.

Enel,

28/V42
ibid,

Enel, 149A

6/5/42.

ibid,

Enel, 154A

9/5/42
/Superficially,

G.192400
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Superficially, there vms much to rocomraond the
amalgamation of duties in these cases where there was little

or nothing to do during spells of inaction, but, with the
duties of the balloon officers taken over by the air raid
warnings officers as suggested, there was the very real
fear that balloon operational instructions would receive
secondary attention in the event of emergency. Since the
Y/holo revised policy of operating balloon barrages turned
on the'immediate passing of flying instructions, the possible
delay of even a minute could not bo countenanced.

'i7arnj^^ Devisee^for Pricndly Aircraft - J*Squeakers", (1)

At the same time as the policy of imposing controls on
balloon flying for the protection of friendly aircraft was
being formulated, the Royal Aircraft Establishment, at the
urgent instigation of the Air Officer Comnanding-in-Chiof,
Bomber Command, viras investigating the possibilities of
vraming aircraft by radio of the proximity of balloon barrages,
ITithin a month the Establishment had produced a solution that
ultimately proved successful, A small transmitter (called a
Squeaker) wras evolved v/hich gave a wailing note somewhat
similar to an air raid siren, and one of its characteristics
v/as that, v/hilo the minimum radius of transmission v/as some

8-^ miles, beyond that distance it could not be picked up by
the equipment then installed in bomber aircraft (radio
receivers type TR9),

The transmitter T^as tried out successfully in August, 1940,
but mass prodiiction was held up by modifications and bottlenecks
in the manufacture of components and barrages were not fully
equipped with transmitters lantil the smmer of 1941*

S,5304
End. 1A.

1A/6/40.

ibid,

Enel. 21\.

11/7/40,

ibid,

Encls.4i“

3/8/40
81B.

2/3/41
ibid,

Encl,50A

15/10/40

The first instructions for the operationa of Squeakers
laid dmn that transmitters would be switched on "during
blackout hours and at all times except when visibility is
greater than 5 miles, in the opinion of the Barrage Commander,
In oases of doubt the set should be switched on."

ibid.

End, 86 a,

12/6/41,

These instructions were followed by an Air Ministry
signal that Squeaters wore to operate at all times, both
day or night, when balloons were flying.

ibid.

End, 106 A,

29/7/41.

The next order was less simple,
operate (i) from sunset to sunrise,
during daylight fell bolovir 4 miles,
flying in cloud.

Squeakers were to
ii) when local visibility
iii) when balloons were

ibid.

Enel, 157B.

18/7/42.

The final instruction was that Squeakers were to bo in

permanent operation regardless of the operational state of
the balloons, so that at all times aircraft v/ithin a radius
of 8-^ miles might be aware of their proximity,
apply to mobile barrages v/hosc Squealcers were only to be
switched on when the balloons were flying.

This did not

3,5504

End, 214B,

1/6/43.

The responsibility for the control and close supervision
of Squeakers was placed on barrage control, and very full
instructions were issued. If any instrxmient became
unserviceable, and remained so for more than two hours, no
spare sot being available, a signal had to bo f.orwarded via

the group operations room and Balloon Command to the Air

Ministry, so that navigational warning of its unserviceability
could be sent out to all flying units.

/plying of Balloons etc.

(1) For further information on Squeakers seo pp, 493“497»
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Plying of Balloons in Advorso Woather

To safeguard a target as much as possible while at the
same time trying to oonsorvo balloons* it was decided early in
1940 to divide barrages into four oatogojpioa, throe being
expressed as percentages of the total number of balloons;-

Category X

Category Y A further 20J?
.  Category Z A further 20^

As the \Tor continued the categories were reduced; category 1
corresponded to category X and represented 3C9S of the barrage;
category 2 corresponded \7ith categories Y and Z and represented
a further 40^ of the barrage; category } represented the
remainder of the barrage#

It was alv/oys a proviso, however, that not less than
sixteen balloons would over be flown as a category in ary
barrage, so that in small barrages tho category peroaitogea
had to be adjusted, or ignored altogether. Thus,  a barrage
of tvrenty balloons flew sixteen in category X (later, category
1) and tho remaining fo\ir under either of the other categories
(later category 2), \rhile a barrage of sixteen balloons was not
concerned v/ith categories.

5095

Balloon Omd.

.;SI's Pt. 1

Ops. Serial
No, 19.

22/5 AO.

ibid.

Serial 118

16.12.42.

Balloon Command Air Staff Instructions specified the
category or categories which vfould fly under various weather
conditions. For example, under vexy thundeiy conditions, or
in high winds it was directed that oategoiy X would fly on a
dangerous plot; if the balloons in this category were mostly
destroyed by lightning or carried away by wind, there would
sbill bo the remainder of tho barrage available for
protection.

immediate

Tactical Uso_^ Balloons versus Fighters
Am

F0/s«aio6o>
Enel. 2B.

1/9/40.

¥ith the opening of the Battle of !^ltain oame dotex^dned
attacks on balloons by eneny fig^iters, notably at Dover,(2)
and losses were sufficiently serious inBaedtatoly to provoko
tactics formulated essentially to protect the balloons and
incidentally to destroy the attackers*
gratifyiiogly sxacoeasful at Dovor on 1st September, 1940» when,
by enticing the enemy within range of the light anti-aircraft
guns, they wore largely instrunontal In bringing about the
destruction of three fighters for tho loss of only two balloons.

As a result, the following operational instruoftions were given to
the coastal barrages at Hull, Harwich, Th^nves, Dover, Portsmouth,
Southampton, Plymouth and Falmouth, which were oonaidored
particularly vulnorablo to filter attack;-

The tactics wore

"At all times when balloons are flown, 50jS of the
barrage is to bo flown from 2,500 feet staggered down to
1,500 feet (referred to below as ”A" balloons),
remaining 50^5 (referred to below as *’B” balloons) will
be flovm at 500 feet or as near to this height as
existing weather conditions pannit*

The

/in the

(1) Balloon Ctomraand A.S.I. *s Part 1 Ops.See Appendix "N”.
Serial No,118*

(2) See page 355,
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In the event of an attack by hostile fighter aircraft,
".fs” balloons will be hauled doivn as quickly as possible
to the height of the ’’B" balloons thus enabling full
advantage to be taken of the protective barrage which can
be provided by all UL, gims, including light automatics.

In the event of a bombing attack taking place either
folloi7ing or without a fighter attack, ”A'* balloons will
be raised to ruling operational height and staggered, while
"B" balloons will be staggered from 2,500 feet dovm to
1,500 feet.

These instructions will apply during the hours of daylight
and at night if it is considered that visibility is such that
balloons could easily be seen by the attacking aircraft,
V/'hen cloud conditions are sioch that the balloons could v/ith
some certainty be, well hidden in them, these instructions
will not apply, but normal operational practice v/ill be
adopted.

The purpose of those operational orders is to ensure that
a proportion of these barrages is always available to
counter a bombing attack follov/ing a fighter attack and
it is thoroforo obvious that care must be used in selecting
the sites of the
It ■ It

and '♦b” balloons so that if all the
balloons are shot dovm, the «B” balloons will still

provide a barrage the pattern of which would provide the
maximijm protection of the Vulnerable Points.

n A u

Close liadson with the local Commander will be
necessary in every case, in order to ensure the co-operation
of the gun barrage."

P0/SglO6O
Encls.2A &

The day of the fighter-bomber had not arrived, or the
iranodiatc protest of the Admiralty that those tactics exposed
the base and anchorage at Har^vich to bombing might have carried
more vroight. As it was, however, the Air Officer Commanding-
in-Chief, Fighter Command, considered tVnt the tactics should be
given a trial unless good reasons to the contrary were forthcoming.
A signal v/as therefore sent to the Admiralty on the 11th September,
pointing out that these tactics were only adopted when the balloons
v/ere attacked by fighters, to ensure that balloon protection
would remain as far as possible available to counter bombers.

Target Indication.

One of the most difficult operational problems which faced
Balloon^Command was that of giving away a position, or target
indication as it v/as called, by flying balloons above the topsof clouds. Air Staff Instructions therefore laid dov/n that,
when th3 base of the clouds was less than the maximum operational
height of a barrage, the balloons would be flown just in the
cloud base, thereby achieving the ideal conditions of
invisible aerial stockade*
constantly, both in extent and depth, and in practice it v/as not
found feasible to obey precept and continually vary balloon
height to correspond "with cloud base. It v/as not surprising,
therefore, that there were many complaints from the operational
coniiiands of balloons flying in full sunshine above a cloud mass
v/hich completely obscured the ground,
intercepted a radio message from an eneny aircraft, reporting
on the Y/eather in the Brentford area, and stating that balloons
v/ei'o visible above the first cloud layer.

an

But cloud conditions differ

Fighter Command even

3AX  •

4/9/40*
ibid.
Encl.9A,
8/9/40.

Balloon
Crnd. ASI's.
Pt.l.
Ser.No,123
23/3/41.

i‘?iG/g5474l
Encl.25B'
11/2/41.

/The question
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The question v/as referred to officially in a letter from the

Director of Home Operations to the Air Officer Goramanding-in-Chief,
Fighter Command, in De-cember, 1939. He stated that it had "been

found difficult to judge from the ground the height at v/hich

balloons should be flovm, or, indeed, whether they should be flovm

at all under certain foggy or cloudy conditions. Balloons
protruding above the clouds acted as excellent guides to enemy
aircraft, both as a check on navigation and as on indication of a

vulnerable point below.

Pending the perfection of cloiid indicator instruments or

otter means of determining cloud height, it T/as therefore arranged
that barrages should establish liaison with nearby aerodromes to

enlist the aid of pilots in this direction. This, however, did

not prove very successful, as it often happened that, when barrage
commanders required information, bad visibility had cancelled all

flying.

The Problems of Haze

It was not only fog and cloud that oaxised trouble, as the

follovdng letter from the officer coramonding. Fighter Interception
Unit, Ford, illustrates wcll:-

it is considered that there have been masny recent
cases v/hen the flying of these balloons has revealed the

proximity of the target they are designed to protect.

On several occasions during the recent hazy weather
it has been almost impossible to see the ground v/hen flying
above the haze; occasionally it has been possible to see

the ground almost vertically below the aircraft. On
I5th March, 1941> at about 17.30 hours, there was  a thick

haze up to 3,500 feet, and, when it was possible to see

the ground at all from that height, the maximum visibility
down sun was about half a mile. This applied to the
general area Hendon, Northolt, Guildford, Horsham, and

may have extended beyond,
was

Langley barrage was the same.
Air Force pilots knov/ the position of these barrages, but

it is suggested that the enemy almost certainly have the

same information, and could have used ttem to verify their

position when it was impossible to do so by visual
observation of the .ground.

• « • •

Brooklands Balloon Barrage

flying in bright sunlight at about 5,000 feet and the
It is agreed that Royal

^/S33517-^-
Enc 1,5C

20/3/41

Between 18»30 and 19.30 hours on 19th March, 1941,
there was a thick Layer of haze v/’ith its top at 5,000 feet

the general area Christchurch, Portsmouth, Ford,
When looking up sun it Yf&a

over

Horsham, Boscombo Do\7n,
impossible to see the ground, and when loolcLng down sxin

it was occasionally possible to get glimpses of light
objects such as light coloured artorial roads,
time the Eastleigh and Portsmouth balloon barrage was
visible 1,000 feet above the haze.

t this

It is suggested that, on both occasions already
mentioned, Observers on the ground saw blue sky above them
and v/ere not aware of the thickness of the haze and

outstanding appearance of their balloons above it.
3\iggestion is backed up by the fact that the air crews,
who made the observation, found visibility much worse than

they had expected from obseivaticns made on the ground at

Ford prior to these flights.

This

/it is suggested
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It is suggested that the decision to fly balloon
barrages should not be based on the visibility as it
appears to a ground observer. On each of the above-
mentioned occasions the balloons would have been more

effective had they been flovfn just below the level
top of the haze.”

Cloud Indicators.

It v/as not until January, 194-2 tteit satisfactory trials
had been carried out with a cloud indicator instrument,
and shortly aftorv/ards barrages v/ere equipped with this
apparatus, which worked well in cloud andfcJg but not in haze.
Air Staff Instructions v/ore issued governing its use,
ascents being made under conditions of six-tenths

cloud at seven stated intervals during the twenty-four hours,
or more often if required by barrage control;,
hov/ever, were not made in hazardous weather,
commanders determined the ruling operational height on the
strength of the data supplied by the apparatus.

Cloud indicator balloons wore subject to nonnal control
but, if under control, wore allowed to make* ascents by
special permission of the controlling authority, IThon
flying for this purpose their cables were not armed, though
at all other times they conformed to normal operational
balloon practice.

Regularised Control

By the end of 194-2 the gonoral courso of action had
boGorao constant, and it is intoresting to note briefly
the change in outlook and method of approach that throe
years of war experience had brought about.

In the first place, the accent on policy, as was only
to bo expected in the light of exporionco, had become
particular rather than general, the object being, in the
words of the proamblo to the appropriate section of Air Staff
Instructions, Part 1 (Operations) -

"to provide the maximum balloon protection possible
commens^Jrato vd.th the prevailing v/eather conditions
immediately but not until an air attack throatens
a barrage area."

In the second place the general dirootions given to
the barrage ooramander shovfcd that the problems facing him
v/ere recognised and that ho vra-s therefore accorded a broad
authority. After making the rather obvious point that fewer
balloons should be hazarded in bad than in good conditions,
it was laid dovm as a guiding principlo that, when on atthpk
threatened or developed on a barrage area, the primary
consideration governing the action to bo taken was the safety
of the targets, the loss of balloons being of lessor importance.
But if weather conditions were so bad, in tho opinion of the
barrage comiTiander, as to make it certain that an order to fly
Vifould involve -

"balloon casualties so groat as to nullify the value
of balloon protection, he was authorised to keep the
whole barrage grounded,

or more

ascents,
Barrage

3.3852
Enc 1.34-A

21/1/4-2.

Balloon

Command

A. 3,1,'s,

?t. 1. (Ops.)
Serial No.121

3/5Z4-3.

Balloon

Command

A.3.1. *s

Pt, 1. (Ops, )

/in the third
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In the third place, it \ras determined that -

'hvhen a barrage is not directly threatened balloons are
gro^indod, or kept at a reduced height v/here they will
provide as little potential danger as possible to friendly
aircraft,"

Balloon

Command

.Si's Pt. 1,

3er. No, 116,

l6/i2/42.

The changes affected the operational chain of comraa.nd,
the links in which were now:-

Pightcr Command
I

Fighter Groups
I

Barrage Commanders
I

Squadrons
I

Plights
I

Sites

Balloon Command v/as nov/ at its zenith, and declined in importance
and prominence only as the German Air Force lost its ability
to wage offensive operations. But the balloon flying policy
remained fvcndamentally tlic same during the remainder of the war

in Europe.

/SECTION 8,
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SECTION 8

B/iLIiOON MKRAGES IN IRELA.ND

Belfast

S.5474
End. 1A»

Early in July, 1940, the Army Council informed the Air
Council that they had received a communication from Head
quarters, Northern Ireland District, requesting particulars
and plana for the installation of a "balloon "barrage in
Northern Ireland, The Air Council replied that should such
a "barrage become necessary, the Air Ministry would make
all arrangements.

The subject was again raised on the 8th August, viien
the Comraander-ln-Chief, Tfeatem Approaches, (Admiral Sir
M. Dunbar-Nasmith) informed the Admiralty ttxat -

"during my visit to Belfast on 7th August, the lack of
A,A* defence of the port generally was brought to ray
notice by all concerned and was particularly^ keenly
felt by the manager of the Shipyard Tiio spoke most
strongly on the subjsct. Apart from the definite
requirement from the military aspect, I feel that any
delay would be a severe test of the loyalty of those
splendid Northern Irishmen 'sh.o are playing such
important part in the national war effort,'.'

Admiral Dunbar-Nhsmith, therefore, strongly recormended
that adequate anti-aircraft defence, including a balloon
"barrage, should be allocated to Belfast as soon as practicable,

'Dtd days later the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-Aircraft)
Sub-Committee approved a "barrage of forty balloons for
Belfast, This v/as to consist of thirty-two land and eight
waterborne "balloons to be deployed during the third week in
Septem"ber, A further ten Very Lov\t Altitude "balloons were to
be flovm at a later date to prevent minelaying in Belfast
Lough, A new squadron. No,968 Squadron, vrould be formed
within No,34 (Balloon) Group, for service in Northern Ireland,

The Air Officer Commanding, Royal Air Force in Northern
Ireland, had also become concerned at the lack of "balloons at

Belfast and on the l6th August \xrged the Air Ministry to
ensure that the barrage became operational by 15th September,
at the latest. His plea was not in vain, as the "balloons,
or at any rate, the land-based "balloons, were flying and
operational at 08,00 hours on the day suggested. Meanwhile,
in order to brtng No,968 Squadron into line with other \onits
in Nbrthem Ireland the Air Ministry decided it should be
controlled and administered as follows j-

(a) Administration and discipline

Headquarters, Royal Air poroe in Northere Ireland,

(b) Technical administration

Headquarters, Balloon Command, through Headquarters,
No,34 (Balloon) Group

(c) Operational Control

an

D,C*0,S, (A,A* )
Sub-Committee

18th Meeting,
10/8/40,

S.5474
End.llA,

Ibid,

Enel,12a.

A'-'6

Encl,9A,

(i) Under the prevailing conditions (l.e, no
hostilities in Northern Ireland or Eire)
by Headquarters, Fighter Command throu^
No,13 (Fi^^iter) Group, via Sector Station,
Aldergrove, /(ll) UnderG.192400
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(ii) Under certain eventualitiea (i.e. in the event of a
German invasion of Northern Ireland or Eire) Tjy
Headquarters, Royal Air Eoroe in Northern Ireland.

The Air Officer Coinraanding-in-Ghief, Fighter Command, hov/ever,
decided under the prevailing conditions to invest operational
control in Headquarters, Royal Air Force in Northern Ireland,

By October, the Admiralty had, after soma difficulty,
managed to provide craft for the v/atorborno balloons, and the
Air Officer Gomnanding, Royal Air Force in Northern Ireland,
issued instruction, on the 20th October, for the balloons to
be flown from then forthv/ith. This instruction v/as immediately
countermanded by the Air Oi’ficer Commanding-in-Ohiof, Fighter
Gommaiad, y/ho had neither approved the siting plan nor requested
the Air Ministry to send out a warning to all flying units that
now balloons v/ore about to become operational. Although this
notion v/as perfectly correct it was unfortunate for on the night
of the 2/4-th/25th enemy aircraft heavily mined Belfast Lough.
The Air Officer Commanding, Royal Air Force in Northern Ireland,
promptly signalled this information to Headquarters, Fighter
Command, adding;-

"Had 968 Squadron not been ordered by 34 Group to deflate
Y/aterbome balloons already flying mining aircraft would
have been obstructed and probably destroyed and port
remained open. Previous experience shows that enemy
tends to mine Lough spasmodically but intensively. May
therefore expect similar action for some nights to come.
Deplorable if tliis is allowed to happen uninterruptedly
v/hile waiting for permission to take suitable action to
counteract it,"

ibid.

End, 15 A,

Tan /a r»A .

End, 22A

ibid.

End, 26a

But Headquarters, Fighter Command, v/ere still unable to give the
necessary permission for unrestricted flying owing to the fact
that the Vifarning of the presence of balloons had not yet reached
all flying units. Nevertheless, they compromised and informed

ibid,
Enol* 28 a the Air Officer Commanding that ho could fly the waterborne

balloons to a height of 1,000 foot forthwith.

Londondei^

End, 1A
Meanwliilo, a second balloon barrage had been established in

Northern Irolond, ■ On the 2nd September, 1940, the Deputy Chiefa
of Staff (Anti-Airoraft) Sub-Gommitteo had approved the provision
of a balloon barrage to protect the naval base at Londonderry,
The balloons vrero to be provided by the detachment of units from
existing barrages at the discretion of the Air Officer Oommanding-
in-Ohief, Fighter Oomnand, Air Marshal Dowding thereupon
decided to move the barrage from the Kyle of Lockalsh, No, 920
Squadron, comprising sixteen balloons, was therefore transferred
to Londonderry and became operational with effect from the
8th October, 1940,

ibid.

End, 26a

ibid.

End. 35/,
In July, 1941, the Chiefs of Staff (Anti-Airoraft) Shadow

Sub-CoiTunittec invited the Air Ministry to consider the provision
of an additional twenty-four balloons, in order to provide
protection for a proposed new nr-val base at Lisalally near
Londonderry. The preliminary reconnaissance report indicated
that sixteen balloons would bo required at Lisalally, but the
dr Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, strongly recommended that
a iurther eight balloons should be used in the Londonderry barrage

ibid.

End. 56 a

/"In order

G, 192400
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”In order to strengthen the existing protection in
view of the grently increased activity which is taking
place there and which includes the construction of
nev/ docks. ”

The siting of sixteen balloons at Lisalally was
api^roved and the barrage became operational on the 18th July,

The additional eight balloons for Londonderry wore
approved by the ..lir Ministiy on the 26th July and became
operational four days later, the establishment of No,920
Squadron having been increased to forty balloons to cover
both Londonderry and Lisalally,

ibid.

End. 58A,

ibid.

Enol,57A*

Proposed JBa. 11 oon Barrage _for Eiire.

On the 1 7th August, 1940, it vifas agreed by the Chiefs
of Staff Committee to instruct the sub-committoo on the
iillocation of ...iOtive A,ir Defences to draw up an estimate
of the defence requirements of Eire should that country
bo invaded by Germary.

^In due course, therefore, the Chiefs of Staff
(...nti-Aircraft) Sub-Committee submitted their recommendations
which stated, intcr-alia, that in addition to the barrages
at Belfast and Londonderry, some sixty balloons v/ould bo
required for the Shannon-Poynes area, while it might be .
advisable to provide a barrage of forty balloons for Dublin.

The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, was
instructed to make arrangements to meet these cccimitments
should they become necessary,
setting up three squadrons
be formed as follows:-

No.30 (Balloon) Group

Ho proposed to do so by
on a "Rover” basis. These v^ould

1 Hover squadron

3.7464
Enel, 1 A,

ibid.

Enol, 20B

3 flights - 30 balloons

No,32 (Balloon) Group 1 Rover squadron
3 flights - 30 balloons

No,33 (Balloon) Group 1 Rover squadron
4 flights - 40 balloons

Officers and airmen were to bo selected for the squadrons
and, if necessai^^, to be held surplus to the establishment
ceiling of the groups. No equipment was to be withdrawn
fran sites, and no arrangements wore to be made at present
with regard to the supply of hydrogen.

Various other plans for the proposed barrages were put
forv/ard during 1941, including the forrmation of  a balloon

But as the strength of the German ̂ Ur Force
ebbed av/ay, the interest in possible air defences for Eire
lessoned, until, finally, on 13th January, 1942, the Air Miniatiy
informed the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Comimnd, that the
scheme was carcellod.

centre in Eire,

S.71548
SIW1.47A.

/SECTION 9

(l) The Chiefs of staff approved these recommendations
at their 409th meeting on the 29th November, 1940.

G.192400
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SECTION 9

ADDITIONAL B/iLLOON BARR/.GES

The establishment of German airfields in the conquered
provlnoes of north-west France brought the western and south

western ports of Great Britain within the orbit of enemy
bombing and it became necessary to provide defences’ for areas
hitherto considered more or less immune from enemy attack*

With this situation in v±e\r, the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-
Aircraft) Sub-Committee at its meeting on the 10th August,
1940, approved nev/ balloon barrages recommended by the Air
Staff atj-

D*C•0» S»(a*A>)
18th Meeting
10/8/40.

24 balloons

48 balloons (including ei^t
waterborne)

Falmouth

Ardeer

NeT.port
Milford Haven

Belfast

40 balloons
48 balloons
40 balloons

Immediate steps were taken to provide these barrages and

they all became operational by the middle of September, 1940*

Falmouth.

The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, had been
at/are for some time that a balloon barrage was likely to be

established at Falmouth, the first of the new barrages to be
implemented, and In anticip<Sition, in July 1940, instructed
hie staff to carry out a reconnaissance of the port. The
points to be protected were firstly, the dockyard, used for

the maintenance and repair of Admiralty vessels, and secondly,
petrol storage tanks belonging for the most part to the Air

Ilinistry, The number of balloons to be deployed had been

provisionally fixed at sixteen and the reconnaissance was
carried out with that number of sites in mind, but the

resultant report emphasized that tv;enty-four balloons vrould

be required* At present, hov/ever, only sixteen sites had

been selected* These comprised eleven land sites and five
\-3aterbome. The number of waterborne sites was restricted

to a minimum or/ing to the necessity for keeping the swept
harbour channels as clear of craft as possible and because

of the rough weather experienced south of the Falmouth
peninsula. Land siting was conplicated by the high cliffs

rising from the se^ v/hich made it difficult to find sites
near the shore*

3*6471
Enol.lA.

mo/D/5Q305/
Ops.pt.1
Encl.lA

V8A0*
ibid,

Encl,14A*

3v
with the object of saving marpov/er, Balloon Command

proposed to fly the Falmouth waterborne balloons from buo3r»
instead of vessels*

Tdth the Naval authorities.

Approaches, informed the Air Ministry that experience gained
at Plymouth had indicated that balloons which could not be

close-hauled were liable to suffer heavy casualties and could
act as target indicators xftien clouds were low,
also that the ceiling of balloons flying from buoys
too low to be effective and that craft to service buoys would

not be available when the channel convoy was in harbour,

/in addition

But this proposal failed to find favour
The Commander-in-Chief, l^^estem

He ̂ oysideredwaff

(1) The maximum altitude of balloons flying from buoys waff

2,500 - 3,000 feet*

G.192W
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ioid,

Encl,15A

5/8/40

In addition^ flying boats might require to use the harbour
approaches at short notice. The Air Officer Commanding,
Balloon Command, replied to these criticisms by retorting that
v/aterborne balloons, vvhether on buoys or vessels, could not
escape the consequences of storms by being bedded down and that
the difference in the height to which they could be flown
low enough to be immaterial. Neither would it be necessary
to service balloons during the short periods the channel convoy
T/as in harbour. However, the controversy v/as short-lived as
No, 15 (Coastal) Group required an emergency contix>l over the
Falmouth Barrage in order that flying boats could operate;
flying from buoys thereupon ceased to be a practical proposition.

was

ibid.

End, 21^

11/8/40.

ibid,

Enel.26b

9/8/40,

Meanv/hile, preparations were in hand for deployment and a
further reconnaissance was carried out to site the additional
eight balloons,

flights of eight balloons each, comprising sixteen land sites
and ei^t v/aterborne sites. No, 959 Squadren, a mobile unit,
was ordered to move from Cardington on the 14th August for

;deployment at Falmouth under No,13 Balloon Centre, with
instructions to fly balloons from land sites on 19th August,
The deployment of waterborne balloons was delayed owing to the

I  lack of craft. The squadron arrived at Falmouth on the
3(W evening of l6th August, Preparations for flying balloons were

made but it was found impossible to comply witn the order to
fly all land-sited balloons on the 19th August ovang to
deficiencies of equipment, However, these were remedied and
fifteen out of the sixteen land—sited balloons were flying
by raidni^t and on the 22nd August,

The squadron v/ould now consist of three

ibid.

Encl,33A
ibid,

Enel,37a

17/8/40.
F.540. ,

Enel,394,

19/8/40.

Pg/Bi20976 ~ jlrdeer.
Encl.lA

28/8/40. In accordance with the decision of the Deputy Chiefs of
Staff (Anti-Aircraft) Sub-Committee, Balloon Command made
preparations to fly balloons at Ardeer in Ayrshire in August,
1940, The balloons v/ere sited to protect the works of Imperial
Chemical Industries emd the Royal Ordinance factory at Irvine,
It T/as found impracticable to use waterborne balloons as the
craft y/ould be lying off a lee shore making maintenance
hazardous, -while land balloons had to be sited with care to
avoid -fche danger of the descending on the explosive works,
T./enty-four balloons, half the complete barrage, were to be
deployed. No,967 Squadron was formed at No,18 Balloon Centro
(Bishopbriggs) on the 24th August, and proceeded to iirdeer
four days later, and twenty-four balloons were inflated by the
evening of 1st September, A number of balloons had
subsequently to be re-sited as they were on the flying route
between the coast and Abbotsinch,

Y/hen the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, was
considering strengthening certain balloon barrages in January,
1941, he proposed to withdraw sixteen L,Z, balloons from Ardeer

In explanation,
he pointed out to Fighter Command -that only half the barrage
had ever been authorised to fly at Ardeer and taking in-to
consideration the relative importance of other places he did
not consider complete deployment was justified as the balloons
released could be used with greater advantage elsewhere.
The operational strength of the ardeer barrage remained at
t-wenty-four balloons during the v/hole period of deployment,
though an increase in establishment of eight balloons
approved by the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-Aircraft Sub
committee in April, 1941. In February, 1942, the same
sub-committee decided upon the abolition of -the ardeer

barrage, and No.967 SquF.dron was disbanded in March, 1942,

/Newport (Monmouth)

and substitute for them eight Mark VI balloons.

was

F.54O

AH&ifinhutUlM
Fe/fe/20976
Encl.l3A,
8/9/40.

ibid,

Enel,3OB,
27A/4I.

ibid,

Encl.30A,
31/3/41.

ibid,

Enel,354,
5/10/a,

ibid.

End ,444,

16/2/42.

G. 192400
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Nov^ort (Monnouth)

The balloon barrage at Nev/port (Monmouth), authorised
by the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (iinti-Airoraft) Sub-Committee
at its meeting on 10th August, 1940, was planned to protect
docks on the River Usk, marshalling yards, iron works,
munition works, aluminium vrorks, and the main road bridge
over the river* It was to consist of 40 balloons, a
substantial increase from the twenty-four first proposed.
A reconnaissance was carried out to select sites in July,
1940, as Balloon Command had been informed that a barrage
would shortly be required there.

The barrage was to be manned by a new squadron, to be
formed by No,33 Group, This was the first time that a

group had been called upon to supply a new squadron from
within its ovm resources for deployment in another part of
the country. Flints -were assembled at balloon centres
at Sheffield, Newcastle and Hull, and left for Nev/port
between the 26th and 28th August, v/inches being collected
at Cardington. Fifteen balloons v/ere inflated and flying
by the 31st August, the remaining sites became operational
during thu follov/ing week. v7ithin a fortnight of deploymeni
No, 966 Squadron was fortunate enou^ to bring down a  . .
Heinkel 111 v^hioh struck the balloon cable on Site 10,

Milford Haven,

F,540

IffiC/S.304l6/0rg.
Encl,4A,

12/8/40,

ibid.

End, 244.

27/8/40,
F,540.

3/8/40,

4h6

F,540, In August, 1940, instructions were given for the
formation of No,962 Squadron at No,5 Balloon Centre for
deployment at Milford Haven on 1st September, in accordance
with the decision of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-
Aircraft) Sub-Committee at its meeting on the 10th August,
1940, The barrage T/as intended to protect the fleet
anchorage and forty-eight sites had been selected, but
only tvTenty-four -were to be deployed, nine waterborne and
fifteen land sites,

north of Milford Haven and one to the south,
were not yet available additional land sites were to be used.
The main detachment of No,962 Squadron arrived at Milford
Haven on the 28th August, and twenty-four balloons v/ere
flying by the evening of the 1st September.

Two flights were to operate to the
As barges

3IG/S.692,
/8/40,18

ibid.

28/8/40.
ibid, 1/9/40.

3,6464
Encl,4A

21/9AO.

It was soon found that the barrage interfered seriously
with the operation of flying boats in the Haven and that,
as it had only been designed to protect the fleet anchorage,
it did not cover other objectives in the area. The most
important of these were the naval oil tanks at Llanreath
and Llanion near Pembroke Dock, In order to reconcile the

conflicting interests of flying boats and balloons, a
conference was held on the 25th September, at which it was
decided to re-site the balloons in such a manner"as not to

interfere v/ith flying and at the same time to protect
vulnerable points. It was proposed to site the twenty-four
balloons round Llanion, Llanreath and Pembroke Dock, and
not to attempt, at that time, the protection of the fleet
anchorage or convoy assembly anchorage. The new siting
meant that sixteen balloons vrould be flown on the south

side of the Haven and eight on the north, with the provision
that the balloons on the north side mi^t be withdrawn when
light anti-aircraft gxins ’were available. These proposals
were approved by the Air Ministry and deployment to the new
sites completed by the 26th October,

ibid,

Enol,6A*

30/9AO.

ibid. End, 84,

3AO/4O, F.540
26A0/40*

/At its

(1) See Section 29 "Collisionsj Aircraft and Balloon
cables,"

G,192400
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G.0.S#(A.A*)
COTEE.

25rd Meetinig
22/llAO,

At its 23rd meeting on 22nd NovemTser, 1940, the Chief#
of Staff (Anti-Aircraft) Committee considered a letter
from the flag officer-in-charge of Milford Haven in vhlch
he pointed out that since the removal of the balloon baz^
rage from the area of the fleet anchorage in Milford Haven
to the vicinity of Pembroke Dock, enemy attacks on the
anchorage had occurred* Under these circumstances the

Coramandcr-in-Chief, Mestom Approaches, strongly recom
mended that balloons should be flovm to prevent enemy mine
laying in the harbour and its approaches^ and suggested
that if the local Royal Air Force station ’.Tas given control
over the balloons the operation of flying boats would not
be hampered. The Air Officer Conmanding-in-Chlef, Fighter
Oomme.nd, agreed, that if the balloons were sited at the
entrance to the channel and placed under the control of
Coastal Command there need be no interference Tri,th flying*
The committee decided that the Air Ministry should be
requested to examine the possibility of providing  a balloon
barrage to protect the convoy anchorage and the outer
channels of the Haven. The implications of this decision
wore discussed on the 28th December, and it r/as agreed to
provide an anti-minelaying Mark VI barrage based on
Milford Haven for the outer channels. This” would be

under the control of Royal Air Force Station, Pembroke Dock,
but no barrage was to be provided for the convoy anchorage
as the operation of flying boats and balloons in this area
were considered incompatible* However, the Mark VX anti
minelaying barrage was never brought into use as the policy
governing their introduction was changed in 1941, and the
barrage continued to fly trjenty-four balloons all sited in
the neighbourhood of Pembroke Dock.

South Wales-

Form 540.

No*955 Sq.
At the beginning of the war the only balloons in

Wales were those at Cardiff. Here No.935 Squadron was
stationed w'ith an establishment of sixteen balloons, but
on the 3rd September, 1939, only four v/ere flying* This
total was subsequently increased but never exceeded eleven
diuring the first rrinter of the viar^ and was reduced again
to four on the 20th January, 1940, the remainder being
deflated in accordance with the conservation policy*
"Tien No.935 Squadron wa.s ordered overseas (1) its place
was taken in March, 1940, by No.953 Squadron, I'vhioh had
been formed at No.14 Balloon Centre*

During the same month the Air Ministry instructed
the Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, to
make arrangements to fly balloons at Svra,nsea and Port Talbot
as authorised by the Committee of Imperial Defence at its
331st meeting,
out by Headquarters, No.32 Croup and eight sites selected,
four in the &'ra.nsea district and the remainder at

Port Talbot, The object of these few balloons vas to
give token protection to oil refineries and factories at

each port. The reconnaissance report emphasised the
operational and administrative difficulties that vrould

result from dividing a single flight of balloons between
tr/o areas tiTelve miles apart. Instructions were given
however, to No,953 Squadron to administer the barrage at
Svrtmsca and Port Talbot as a detached flight, ViTlthout
any addition to its existing establishment, thereby
reducing the nuTiiber of balloons at Cardiff to eight*
Balloon Command anticipated being able to fly from the
new sites on the 7th JUne, but, ov/ing to shortage of
equipment, deployment was postponed until the following
month when the sites at ,5v.''ansea and Cardiff became

operational on the 8th and 20th_ July re spec tively*
(1) It was intended that No. 935 Squadron should "be"*"

dispatched to Norway, When this comitment was
cancelled, No,935 Squadron was deployed at Bristol,

A reconnaissance of these areas vi'a.st carried

OW40.

11/3/W. ,
PUB VJ-b/d+N/
J®0/S*532^V0P»»
Enel,2b*

19/3/40*

ibid.

Encl,9A*

KBO/a*50921/Oi’g,
Encl,3lA.

25/5/43.

2f

kbc/s.53252/qp».
Encl.32A.

4/6/40. Form 540
No.953 Sq*

&, 192400
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ICBO/S. 021 Org.
End, 44c*

3/6/40.

iioanwhilo, in June, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
Goranand, had expressed his misgiving v/ith regard to the

meagre Balloon protection afforded to South Tifalosj in view

of the Gonmn occupation of the Channel ports and the
consequent diversion of British shipping to west coast ports.
He asked that the barrage at Cardiff bo increased by one

flight, for the establishment of a flight to protect
Barry Dock, and also for an additional flight at Swansea.

These increases received the approval of the Air Ministry
and the sanction of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-Aircroft)
Sub-Committee at its 17th meeting held on the 9th July, 1940,
By the end of that month, No,953 Sqtxadron ha.d been reorganised
as a five-flight squadron controlling forty balloons deployed
at Cardiff, Barry Dock, Port Talbot and Swansea.

The V7ar situation in the summer of 1940 made this

increase protection appear meagre, and No,32 Group was
instructed to extend the Swansea ijarrage to cover the
Llandaroy oil refineries which lay to the east of the town.

This extension involved the deployment of a further twenty-
four balloons, sixteen of v/hich were sited to cover the oil
refineries.

ibid.

Encl.VvA,

24/6/40.
DoC.O.S,(.i,A.)
Sub-Committoo

Minutes,

I@9/s53252/0ps,
Encl.40A,

8/8/40.

As a barrage of those proportions could no longer be
maintained as a detachment of the Cardiff squadron, it was

decided that No,958 Squadron, a mobile squadron at Gardington,
should be moved to Sv/onsea to control the thirty-two sites
in that area together with three of the waterborne balloons

forming part of the Bristol Channel anti-minelaying barrage.

ibid.

Enel. 41 A.

11/8/40.

Form 540

No, 933 Sqdn,
13/8/40.

On the 13th /iUgust, No, 958 Squadron moved to Svmnsoa
from Cardington and took over the sites already deployed.
The additional balloons, bringing the total to thirty-two
in the Sv/ansca area, were inflated and flying by the
26th .iugust. The balloons at Port Talbot also ceased to
form part of the Cardiff squadron and became an independent
unit Icnown as No, 965 Squadron, Two days later eight moro
balloons wore added so that the Port Talbot barrage eventually
consisted of sixteen balloons in two flights, each.

At about the some time No, 969 Squadron was instructed
to talce over control of the balloons protecting Barry Dock
which had hitherto formed part of No,953 Squadron,
No, 969 Squadron moved to Barry on the 29th Axigust, and
two days later v/as frying sixteen balloons, including
an additional fli^t of ei^t balloons.

Perm

No, 969 Sqdn,
16/8/40.
Form 540

No,969 Sqdn.
29/8/40.
Form 540.

No.969 Sqdn.
4/9/¥).
D.C. O.S. )
Sub-Committee

Minutes,

I8th itoeting,
10/8/40.

The mooting of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff (Anti-
jJLroraft) Sub-Committee held on the 10th August, 1940,
\rhich authorised the extensions to the barrages at
Swansea, Port Talbot, and Barry, also agreed to increase
the Cardiff barrage by sixteen balloons,
accordingly gave instructions to No,32 Group for No,953
squadron to be re-organised to fly thirty-two land-sited
balloons and to control seven waterborne balloons, part of
the Bristol Channel anti-minelaying barrage,
balloons were flying at Cardiff on the 1st September, 1940.

Balloon Command

The addition

Enel, 74ii.

13/8/40
al

Form 540

No,953 Sqdn.
1/9/40.

/A heavy
X-
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A hoavy air attack on Swansea on tho 1st Soptombor, drew
attention to tho nood for protooting the Icxjk ^tes of the

harbour, at that time veiy crowded with vessels,
was discussed at the meeting of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff
(Anti-Aircraft) Sub-Committee held on the 2nd September, 1940,
and re-deployment of the balloons flying at Swansea to cover
those gates was rocomnonded as a matter of the utmost urgonqjr.
Tho same meeting also agreed that as an altcmativo to light
anti-aircraft guns, which \Tere not available, tho balloon
barrages at Cardiff and Newport should bo extended to protect

-ICBO/S.53252/Op3,< the gates at those ports,
Snol. 74A,

2/9/40
■ ibid.

Enol.8lA.

/9A0
.kbg/s53252/0p
Enel,77A.

6/9/40.

Enol.SlA.

21/s/m.

D. C.O. S» ( A.A. )
Sub-Coromittee

Mnutoa,

20th Meeting,
2/S/kO,

This matter

Land-based balloons at SvTansoa wer

25

3.

/SECTION 10

e

re-sited, but to give greater protection to the harbour it was

found nooossary to fly four of tho balloons from buoys as tho
water was too shallow for craft. Similar action was taken at
Cardiff where throe balloons wore transferred from land sites

to buoys and a further balloon flown from Ponartti Pier to
pro to at the lock gates.

G.192400
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SECTION 10.

CO-OPERATION HET\'?EEN iOTI-AIRCR/JT /JID

B/iLLOON UNITS.

The first mooting of tha Deputy Chiefs of Staff
(Anti-Aircraft) Sub-C omit too was held on the 27th October, 1959|
to discuss the allocation of anti-aircraft gun, searchlight
and balloon defences for vital points in the United Kingdom.
Representatives of the .admiralty, the War Office and the
Air Ministiy wore present.

Both the General Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Anti-Aircraft Goinmand, and the Air Officer Oommanding-in-Ohief,
Pieter Command, vroro of the opinion that they, or their

representatives, should attend all meetings of the Sub-
Comittoo, and a formal request to this effect v/as submitted
to the Air Ministry on the 4th December, 1939 by the Air
Officer Comanding-in-chief. Fighter Command, and was agreed.
Thus adequate representation of the operational forces
employed in the defence of the United Kingdom against air
attack vms provided on the sub-oommittee, and close co-operation
between the tv/o Oomciands ensured.

7J/1/S. 2933
End, 11 A.

4/1V39

Training Control of Balloon Barrages.

I l l, On the 24th April, 1940 Headquarters, Fighter Oomand
roqxxjsted that represent a tives from Anti-Aircraft and Balloon

EC^^I^ii^/Ops.Rb Gomands and from three fighter Groups should attend a
Encl.30A, conference to discuss "training control" over balloon barrages

throughout the country.

With this reqiiost sane notes were circulated on the
present conditions of "training control". In a previous
letter it had been stated that such a control over barrages,

with certain exceptions, hod been dooentralisod to fighter
groups in a restricted flying area and to local anti-airoraft
defence commanders in a non-restriated flying area.

There ’.vero, therefore, no restrictions whatever against
air co-operation for anti-aircraft and searohli^t training

any balloon barrage area for which "training control"
had boon granted, and the authority exercising this control

was empowered to close-haul or temporarily to reduce the
flying height of balloons for such co-operation, at any
time.

over

It was obvious, however, that balloons so controlled
had a temporarily reduced defensive value, and that the
difficulties which existed at that time in communioations,
tended to involve delay in warning local barrage oomandors
of approaching enemy raids. It was also a fact that air
co-operation was of more value to the ground defences, if
carried out at the greatest possible heights poiraitted ly
woathor conditions; normally searohlight co-operation did

not take place below 4,000 feet. Finally, over built-up
areas, pilots v/ore reqiiired to maintain sufficient height to
carry out a forced landing in an emergency. Those factors
had to bo kept constantly in mind by those authorities who
exercised this control and discretion was neodod so that

balloons were not hauled down unnecessarily for all air

co-operation.

P€/S. 19>1$
Encl.30D,

/"Training
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"Training Oontrol" was not decentralised in night
artillery zoneS| which covered certain fleet anchorages and
estuaries, nor was the control granted to local authoritios
over balloons in the London night artillery zone or the Glasgow
defended area. If such control was essential for any particular
form of air co-operation, it could be obtained for specific
periods, as arequirod, from Headquarters, Fighter Coimond.
Otherwise, when hauling down balloons was not involved, there
¥/oro no restrictions against organised air co-operation by day
or night over these areas, provided that the proposed progranmo
v/as submitted to that Headquarters for prior approval.

Similarly, "training control" was not decentralised in
the Tecs defended area, v/here the balloons could not be hauled
dovm ¥ifithout prior consent of Headquarters, Fighter Command,
Provided that balloons did not need to be hauled down, other
air co-operation by day v/as not restricted; by night, however,
this was confined to three nights a week, and as, in the case
of other coastal area training, no two adjacent searchlight
compeny areas were to be illuminated simultaneously.

On receipt of a "yellow" Air Raid Warning, or on orders
from the fighter group concerned, based on the tactical
situation, balloons hauled down for under the control \7ould bo
raised to operational height \vithout delay.

At the mooting, it was decided that a standard procedxiro
V7as required for notifying co-operation progreimmos to fighter
groups, and for ensuring tha.t the balloons concerned wore flying
at the desired height bofora the ooramencoia3nt of co-oporation.

The Air Officer Coramanding-in-Ohief, Fighter Gomnand
discussing the notes of the meeting v/ith the Air Officer Command
ing, Balloon Command, stated that light anti-aircraft guns
should no longer bo located in areas defended by balloons and
that all future heavy anti-aircraft gun and searchlight
co-operation should bo carried out above the operational height
of balloons,

therefore, were not required and "training control" became
unnecessary,

A letter was, therefore circulated to Anti-Aircraft and
Balloon Coitraands and to Fighter Groups, informing them that the
Commander-in-Ghief had considered in detail the various views
raised at the recent conference and in view of the altered war
conditions, all "training control" of balloons vms cancelled;
that future air co-operation for searchlights and anti-aircraft
guns within or adjacent to a balloon barrage was to be carried
out above the balloons,

aircraft guns v/erc provided in an area defended by a balloon
barrage, their training v/as to talco place v/hen the balloons
were already grounded for technieal or other reasons,
were, ho\/ever, not to be close-hauled specifically for the
training of light anti-aircraft batteries,

l^t Anti-Aircraft Division,

Both bedding and close-hauling of balloons.

In the few cases where light anti-

Balloons

S1G/S.19315/OP8.’
2b

Enol,46/i
21/5/AO,

Authority v/as requested, at the beginning of Ootobor, 19AO,
from Headquarters Fighter Gornaand for the close-hauling of
balloons in the London barrage for an exercise in co-operation
with the 1st Anti-Aircraft Division,

exorcise was to find out if the presence of the balloon cables
in the air interfered with the target indicators of the guns,

/Hoadqxjarters

The purpose of this

G. 192AOO
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)  / j Hcadquartors, Pightor Gomard, granted permission for
/ijh/4 i4i this exercise and said that this procedure night he continued

PO/S'rai^O/ nightly in future on request. Fighter Consnand Operation
Ops.2(a) Instruction No.39 laid down that it was of the utmost
Enel,27/i. importance that enemy aircraft should not obsoi*vo the close-
5/l0/^. hauling of the balloonsi and to obviate this the following

procedure v/ould be adopted:-

"(i) Balloons must not be hauled down until darkness
makes it certain that the operation will not bo
seen,

(ii) Balloons must revert to operational height before
daylight,

(iii) Balloons must not be hauled dovm on bright
moonlight nights or on ary other occasion when
their absence might bo noticed by the enemy.
Balloon Command will bo the ruling authority
in these respects,

(iv) Balloons are to revert to operational height
directly there is ary iirdication that eneny
aircraft are approaching the area at a height
of five thousand feet or less,"

The reqrrest for the balloons to be close hauled v/as to be
initiated by the 1st Anti-Aircraft Division direct to
Headquarters Balloon Conmand, the code to be used being
"LONDON P;JIT KILL",

Grounding of Balloons to facilitate Anti-Aircraft gunfire
at night.

Later in October, 1940, the General Officer Gommanding-
in-Ghief, (Lieut.General Sir Frederick Pile) Anti-Aircraft
CoKiaand, requested the Air Officer Gonimanding-in-Ghief,
Fighter Command to give approval for fighter group commanders
to authorise the close-hauling of balloons in ary defended
area within their command, in consultation with the local
Anti-Aircraft division commander.

The reason for this request was that very considerable
interference has been obtained from barrage balloons by G.I.
stations operating in their neighbourhood. This interfereirce
took the fom of a multitude of echoes of varying strength
from the balloons and their cables appear^g on the tube,
which confused the echo from eneny aircraft. Owing to their
intensity and varying volume of different bearings, it had
boon found impossible to determine an accurate range, vrhioh
nullified ary attempt to direct accurate anti-aircraft fire
on to an umseen target.

The General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, suggested that
the enemy would bo unable to detect ary weakness in the defence
of a particular area through the close-hauling of balloons,
provided such an operation was carried out after darkness,
and that occasionally the balloons be flown at their normal
operational heights.

/Although

G.192400
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/»lthou^ the ob^jections to this proposal v/ere obvious, as
it moant that balloons would never bo flovm at night, tho
Air Officer Oonsnanding-in-Ohief, Fighter Oommond (Air Chief
Marshal Sir Hugh Dcftvding) felt that he must support tho request
because tho additional accuracy imparted to the guns by the G#I,
sots was on advantage we could not afford to forego,
was ary sign that the cnony had discovered tho praotioo and was
talcing advantage of it by delivering low flying attacks, tho
balloon barrage could bo raised again at short notice.

However, as the question might have political repercussions,
through the inhabitants of a defended area discovering that the
balloons were not being flown at night, and raising an agitation
on tho subject, ho requested the Under-Socrotaiy of State for
Air to refer the matter to the V/ar Cabinet with  a note to tho
effect that he, personally, supported the proposal.

He pointed out that this procedure had been carried out
in tho Inner Artillery Zone for the past fortnight, with no
repercussions, and that he had also given permission for a
similar procedure in Biimingham.

The Air Officer Gonmanding, Balloon Conmand (Air Vice-
lurshal O.T, Boyd) v^lio had also received a copy of tho letter
from the General Officer Coranu.xnding-in-Chiof, Anti-Aircraft
Coiiimand, did not, however, agree nidth tho proposal,
to Headquarters, Fighter Gonmand, the Air Officer Conmanding
said:-

If there

In a letter

ibid.

Enel. Sz\,
”I am voiy disturbed at the state of affairs v/hioh is

envisaged in this letter, and which virtually entails
tho grounding of barrage balloons at night in all gun-
defended areas during air raids.

Tho main purpose of the barrage is to force onony
aircraft to fly above 5,000 feet, because they cannot
so effectively be engaged by anti-aircraft guns below
this height. I consider that if the close-hauling of
balloons at night is resorted to as suggested, it will
very quickly become knovm to the enetiy, who will take
advantage of it to maloo lov/ flying attacks on targets.
This will undoubtedly have a serious effect on tho
morale of tho population in those areas, and in
particular, on civilians engaged in work in essential
war industries, at aircraft factories and the like*

To raise balloons if enemy aircraft are approaching at
low altitude is not satisfactory in practice. Tho
height of the apprmching enemy aircraft is not obtain
able in a nunibor of oases and, when it is given, the time
remaining rarely permits of the message reaching balloon
sites and of the balloons being raised to operational
height, before the aircraft reaches, the hostile area.

It vdll be appreciated that balloon barrages are probably
most effective at night, and to remove them for this
period would leave undefended a considerable gap in the
anti-aircraft defences of vital targets,”

Nevertheless it was decided that the point raised Ty Anti-
^'.iroraft Conmand and referred by Headquarters, Fighter Command
to the Air Ministry must be referred to tte Chiefs of Staff,
and in the meantime, the arrangements made in tho Inner
Artillery Zone were allcxwed to stand.

ibid.

Enel. 56a,

/It is not
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It is not kno^vn to what extent this matter was discussed

hy the Chiefs of Staff or v/hether the proposal was Virlthdrawn

3  T/ithout reaching that stage but in March 1941» Headquarters,
Balloon Gonunand, informed all Balloon Barrage Groups that
experience had shovm that balloon cables seriously interfered
with the intricate apparatus which anti-aircraft gunfire
at unseen targets v/as directed. Since eveiy possible means
must bo used to combat the enon^y’s attacks, which, hitherto,
had been delivered from above the maximum operational height
of balloon barrages, it v,ras reasonable that balloons be
grounded at night to avoid interference with other defences

capable of dealing with enemy aircraft at these greater
heights. The location of balloon barrages in this country
vYas vroll-knovm to the enen\7, but at‘night, his pilots could
not bo sure \7hether the balloons v/ere flying or not, so
that it was unlikely that they would attempt low flying

By grounding balloons after dark and reverting
to nomal operational flying before daylight, the exercise
of this control would be concealed from the enemy.

In order to g\iard against possible low flying attacks, 
^

however, barrage comnanders were instructed to raise balloons
to ruling operational height immediately they received
information from the gun operation room or from other sources,
of aircraft approaching their barrage below the maximum
operational h&ight of the balloons. Headquarters, Anti-
Aircraft Gonmand, undertook the responsibility of informing
the barrage comraanders ooncemed of raid plots belov/ 6,000
feet, through the gun operation rocmis.

As a further safeguard, the Air Officer Conmanding ths
Fighter Group in whose area the barrage \Tas situated, was
given over-riding authority to vary the degree of the application
of the control in any way considered tactically necessary.

The novi arrangement, blown as "Gun Operational Control",
implemented the policy then in force. It naa obvious, however,
that no permanent arrangement could be made, as the polioy
would have to be varied from time to time to deal with the
tsotical situation.

On the 23rd liarch, 1941, Balloon Conmand Air Staff
Instruction Part I, No*104 - "Control of Balloons by Authorities
other than Barrage Commanders" was issued, laying dovm the polioy
to be adopted in all cases of controls over balloon barrages.
The section dealing v/ith gun operational control read as
folloY^-s:-

"Gxm_0perntionai Control

The control is granted to A.A« Defence Commanders
over all balloons in the barrages specified in Appendix "A"*
Its object is to remove the interfeirenoe caused by balloon
cables to A,A, gun instruments when engaging unseen targets.
As far as possible, balloons which interfere with G.I,
instruments are to be groxjnded after dark and will revert
to normal operational flying before daylight vdth the object
of concealing the exercise of this control from the onony,

/The A,A* Commander

attacks.
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Tho A,A# CoHmander v/ill state his requirements daily and

v/ill arrange with the Barrage Commander that only those land-
sited "balloons which activxjly interfere with G, I. cffioionoy
are grounded or, if water-borne, are hauled dovm to 1,000 feet.
In cases v/here a reduction in tho height of tho balloons
will overcome interference, the balloons need not bo grounded,
H.Q, Balloon Command vdll bo informed of the control in operation
and its extent by the Dull and Shining message passed at the
time the close-hauling is effected.

Termination of control and channels of oonmunication.

Tho Barrage Cormiandor is to terminate the control immediately
ho receives any indication, either from G»0,R, or other sources,
of aircraft approaching tho barrage area at a height of 6,000
feet or less*

he is to inform the Fighter Group in whose area the barrage is
situated inmediatcly and also H.Q, Balloon Command, by priority
telephone.

If the Barrage Commander terminates the control.

The Air Officer Commanding of the Fighter Group conoemed
has an over-riding control and may vary the degree or application
of this control in any manner ho considers tactically necessary.
H.Q* Balloon Command is to be informed by the Barrage Commander

of ary variation of the control ordered by the A,0,G» Fighter
Group,
bo obtained via G,0,R, and instructions from A*0,C. Fighter
Group v/ill also be passed via G.O.R, or other direct communi
cations if they exist.

The penultiimto paragraph quoted above was subsequently
altered by an amendment issued "by Headquarters, Balloon Command
on the 25th April, 194-1, to read as follows;-

"If the Barrage Coiamander receives ary indication, either
from G.O.R. or other sources, of aircraft approaching tho

barrage at a height of 6,000 feet or loss, ho will first coxvfirm
with the ii,A» Comandor that the indicated height is reliable,
in v/hich case, he is to terminate the control immediately and
order balloons to be flown at Ruling Operational Height,
tho Barrage Coimnandor terminates the control, he is to inform
the Fighter Group in whoso area the barrage is situated
immediately and also H.Q, Balloon Command, by priority telephone
call.

Communication with local A.A, Defence Commander can

If

WS,7817.
BnoI*4>A,

9,2.41.

Close-hauling of Balloons for Gxui Calibration,

All authorities concerned were notified in February, 1941

that the Air J/Iinistry had authorised, vidth effect from the
12th February, 1941, the close-hauling of balloons as i»cossary,
within fifteen miles of gvtn-laying sets which were being
calibrated.

It was laid dov/n that it was the responsibility of the
anti-aircraft formation concerned to notify their roqxiirementa
in this respect to the Fighter Group in whose area they were
stationed, who would obtain the necessary authority from

Headquo.rtors, Fighter Coirraand,

Balloons that were close-hauled for this purpose were to

revert to operational height on tho orders of the barrage
control officer conoemed if the tactical situation made this

Vrtien maliing preliminary arrangements for gun
calibration, the anti-aircraft formation conoomed could be

/warned

desirable.

G.I9240O
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wan»ed "by radio-telephony immediately any balloons reverted
to operational height likely to affect the aircraft on its
agreed course.

Three n»nths later, however, the Air Officer Commanding,
Balloon Comnand, found it necessary to draw the attention
of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief, Fighter Command
to the number of occasions upon which various barrages were
being regularly grounded for the purpose of gun calibration,
with the result that a very large number of balloons Tfere
close-hauled during most of the hours of daylight, and while
it was appreciated that the balloons could be flown
immediately the tactical situation rendered it necessary,
it v;as doubtful whether, particularly in coastal districts,
the balloons could be raised in sufficient time to counter

an enemy attack on the barrage area.

The Air Officer Conmanding, fully appreciated the
necossily for gun calibration, requiring, as it did, that
balloons be grounded to avoid interfererxie,
time, he viewed with growing concern the extension of

demands made by anti-aircraft units 7/hich appeared likely
to grow to such proportions as to render nugatory the existing
policy, v/hich laid dewn the importance of flying balloons
during the greatest proportion of daylight and in clou(^
weather,

and low-level attacks by enemy aircraft, a balloon barrage
undoubtedly enhanced civilian morale but if balloons failed

to be raised in tioKJ when an attack developed over an area
they were protecting, civilian morale v/ould undoubtedly be
adversely affected.

At the same

Apart from its value as a counter to dive-bombing

5A825/Ops,
Enol,6A,
25/5A1.

He continvied;-

I am using every endeavour to speed up communications
and the operation of raising balloons into the air v/ith a
view to lessening the length of warning required, I
nevertheless submit that, unless you are prepared to
accept the risk that in a number of cases it will not be
possible to got the balloons into tte air in time, a
limit will have to be drawn to the extent to which

balloons may be close-hauled for calibration

• • • •

• # • •

He |)ut forward the following suggestions which, although
not entirely solving the problem, would help to a considerable
extent:-

(i) When penaission is given by your Headquarters for
balloons to be close-hauled for calibration, it is
usually qualified by the safeguard that balloons
should go to operational height in the event of
the tactical situation rendering it necessary.
In general, this has been aooepted as meaning when
there are hostile plots in the vicinity or a
Home Office warning is received,
however, that if this qualification "subject to
operational requirements", can be extended to give
barrage commanders discretion to cancel the
calibration test if he considers the weather

conditions are suitable for a surprise attack by
single enemy aircraft using cloud cover, it will
materially help the situation.

I suggest,

/(il)
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(ii) It is the practioo in the 1st A*A, Division to ask
for halloons v/hich affect their gun sites to ho
hauled down to 2,000 or 1,500 foot, at which heights
the intorforonco caused is so slight that it can ho
ignored,
for calibration exorcises hy day and at night whon
the guns are being used against onon^ aircraft,
suggest, therefore, that if this practice is aooopt-
ahle to the 1st A«A, Division, it could ho extended
to all divisions throughout the country and v/ould
materially speed up the raising of halloons to
operational heights. '*

On the 21st March, 19A2, a further variation in opemting
halloons was introduced, the intention being to keep halloons
grounded or at a reduced height hy day as well as hy night,
hut always ready to fly to ruling operational height immediately
on receipt of a vmrning that enemy aircraft were approaching
the barrage area,
in Balloon Command ^^ir Staff Instructions Part I, No, 104, still
continued to apply, except that in the case of Gun Operational
Control orders took precedence at night over orders from

barrage control officers, and it remained the responsibility of
the anti-£iirciaft divisional commander to notify barrage control

of loiv flying enemy aircraft approaching the barrage area, to
enable barrage controllers to order halloons to ho raised

immediately to ruling operational height.

Air Co-operation Control

The training of gun-site personnel, for which this control
was imposed, consisted of tvi'o forms:-

(a) aircraft flying at altitude, to exorcise gun crows
in the operation of predictors and range-finding
instruments;

(h) aircraft flying low, to oxoroise gun crev/s against
dive-bombing attacks.

Prior to the introduction of the nev/ operating policy on the

21st March, 1942, balloons wore grounded when Air Co-operation
Control v/as imposed, but on the implomontation of the new
procodxrro, balloons were "Dull” T/hen flying at 1,500 foot in

first line barrages and when grounded in second line barrages.

By this new instruction, the operational control of all

balloons in his area v/as delegated to Air Officers Commanding
Pighter Groups by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chiof,
Fighter Comnand.

Some xmoertainty was felt by the Anti-Aircraft Divisional
Comnandor and the Barrage Commander in the London area regarding
fiir Co-operation Control and in April, 1942, Headquarters, Anti-
Airciuft Command requested that permission bo granted to pass
the Word "Grounded” on clair, in place of the codeword "Dull"
at tunes when balloons were actually on the ground, the reason

being thr.t aircraft co-operating in low-flying attacks might be
misled by the codeword "Dull" into assuming that the balloons
wore grounded, v/hon in fact, they vrore flying at ary height up
to 500 feet.

This height appears to satisfy them both

I

The controls set out twelve months previously

Q^s«—
Encl,92£l,

I

If)
>KBC/S» -
52073/Ops,
Part VI-
Snd« 22A«

21/k/kZ,

\

/\'/hile
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While agrcolng that there was no objection to the fact
that the balloons were garoundecl being stated, Headquarters,
Rightor Command, in reply refused to authorise any new
codc-viTord to indicate a third stage, for universal application,

No»30 G-roup was informed of the correspondence by
Headquarters, Balloon Command, vrtio said;-

ibid.
33A,

7/5/42.

ibid. There is rather more in this than is apparent at
first sight, in that it is believed that the intention

of ̂ Jiti-Aircraft Command was for the co-operating
aircraft to find out from Barrage Control whether
balloons v/ero actioally on the ground, or at any height
up to 500 foot, and then arrange their co-operation
and calibra.tion exorcises without imposing a specific
control. This vTill, of course, bo a dangeroiis policy
as the Barrage Commander will be quite within his ri^ts
in putting the balloons up to 300 foot for training in
the appropriate circumstances and not informing the
AlJXi

• • • •

• * • •

34*'..

ibid. In reply. Headquarters No,30 Group pointed out that
requests had recently boon made by ;mti-Aircraft Divisional
Conmanders, partioulajly in the London barrage area, for all
balloons to be grounded when Air co-operation control was
imposed, irrospootive of the typo of exorcise taking place.
This had resulted in balloons being grounded unnocossaiily
with a consequent loss in balloon training.

In order to overcome this difficulty, it was suggested
that instructions be given to Barrage Commanders and Anti-
Aircraft Divisional Commanders to the effect that when

"^r Go-operation Control” was imposed, an indication be
given of the maximum height at which balloons might be flown,
and in the case of the London barrage, a Squadron area
indicated, when it was required that 'balloons be grounded.

In the meantime, and ponding further instructions,
arrangements had been made with Headquarters 1st Anti-Aircraft
Division that, in the case of the London barrage, the following
information would be given by the Divisional Coraraandor Barrage
Conmandor when imposing ”Aiir Go-operation Control”!-

'hUr Co-operation control” - meaning that all balloons
in the barrage would fly at 1,500 feet,

”Aiir Co-operation Control dive-bombing - indicating
Squadron area” - meaning that balloons in the Squadron
area v/ould bo grounded and the remainder of tlie barrage
flown at 1,500 feet.

Headquarters, Balloon Command, in reply stated that
although it was appreciated that the ba.lloons were either
reqxiired to be grounded or to fly at a restricted height
in accordance with the exercise being carried out, it was
most desirable that balloons should be flown for training
purposes, if it was not neoessaiy that they bo groxxnded for
the purpose of the exorcise.

The letter continued:-

",,.,The number of controls already existing is large,
and it is felt that to add to the type of control is
not desirable when the existing machinoiy already

/allows

40A

14/5A2.

Ibid.

41A.

18/5/42.

G*192400
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allov/s for control either to keep tte balloons on tto
ground or to fly up to a limited height

On the 29th September representatives of ijiti-Aircraft
c^d Fighter Command, disoussod the procedure to be adopted
in notifying Divisional Comandors of the raising of balloons
on the occasions v/hen enemy aircraft wore plotted approaching
an area bclov/ 6,000 foot and it was decided that Barrage
Commanders should inform Anti-Aircraft Divisional Commanders*
"t the same time, it was confirmed that vfhen a Divisional
Commander became aware, from ary source, of enemy aircraft
approaching a balloon barrage area, below the height of the
barrage when mder a control exercised ty him, it remained
his responsibility to release this control immediately and to
notify the Barrage Comandor, who would then order the balloons
to be raised to ruling operational toight.

Mght Training of Y/.A*A*F. Balloon Oporatora*

During December, 1941, Headquarters, Balloon Command pointed
out to Headquarters, Fighter Command that owing to the controls
exoroisod over balloons for the safety of friendly aircraft and
for gun calibration excroises, l/./uA.P* Balloon operators
who had received no night training at Cardington, but who wore
trained at centres and on war sites, had no opportunity to
oxperionco the difficulties of ftying a balloon at night until
they actually operated in a barrage when a low flying attack
developed.

• • • *

4.^

-Ops,Encr33A-
19/1^41.

It was suggested, therefore, that authority bo given for
balloons to be flown up to a height of 300 feet at night for
tho purpose of training these operators under blackout conditions.
Such authority would qualify the close-hauling of balloons for
the safety of our aircraft, and include instructions for local
arrangoments to be made between the barrage concerned and tho
local anti-aircraft formation in respect of gun operational
control.

Headquarters, Fighter Oonmand agi^cd to tho suggestion,
and on the 1st January, 1942, Headquarters Balloon Command
notified all Groups of this modification to existing policy.
Barrage Commanders woro instructed to contact local imti-
Airoraft Conmandors and obtain confirmation that in flying
balloons at 300 foot, intorforonce to G.L, was insufficient
to affect the xisc of the instrxanent.
Divisional Commander bo unv/illing to accept balloons at this
height \7hcn he v/ishod to engage unsoen targets at night.
Barrage Commanlors v/ould ground all balloons flying at this
height, should a raid develop.

Balloons for Gun Calibration.

Should the local

Certain LZ balloons (known aia "Nomad” balloons) were loaned
to Anti-Aircraft Goinmand for the purpose of gun calibration,
”t tho ond of 1940, there were ■tiiirty-six such balloons in use.
Headquarters, Anti-Airoraft Command, now intimated that they
proposed to extend considerably thoir vise in connection with
calibration and for this purpose would require the use of an
increased number of balloons.

To meet this ro^oirement and to obviate, if possible, tho
use of tho LZ type, it v/as arrange with Anti-Aircraft OoDiraand
to lighten the apparatus to be lifted into tto air sufficienttyto enable Mark VI typo balloons to be used. The Air Ministry

/was requested

gun

AH/S/7817
Enol,1A
29/12/40.

0,192400
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V7as requested to approve the substitution from which it v/as
pointed out hr.d the following advantages;-

A considerable saving in hydrogen would be effected,
since the LZ balloon had to be deflated each time

it was moved from one battery to another, whereas
it was possible to move the Mark VI balloon from
one gun site to another by motor transport, without
deflation*

the Mark VI in comparison with that of Ihe LZ balloon
made it considerably more economical,

A saving in personnel would be effected,

LZ balloons so released could be used to expand
barrages v/here they were urgently needed.

At a meeting held at Air Ministry on the 28th January,
1941, to discuss the requirement, the Anti-Aircraft Conmana
representatives oanfirmed tte.t experiments carried out with
Mark VI VIA balloons for Q-.L. calibration purposes, had
proved successful. It was, therefore, agreed that the Mark VI
could be substituted for the LZ balloon, provided it was
rope-rigged.

The requirement at that time for Very Low Altitude
balloons for calibration purposes was in the neighbourhood of
tvro hundred, but it was not possible to say what the ultimate
requirement wcruld be. It was suggested that the method of
introducing those balloons should be by the replacement of
the existing thirty-six balloons \7ith Mark VIA types, and
an inmediate expansion of the Vli* strength from thirty-six
to seventy-five.

On the 28th May, 1941, the Air Ministry confirmed that
it was in a position to supply seventy-five balloons out of
the total number required, and requested that the Y^ar Office
viTcxild forvvard the necessary requisition to regularise the
position.

(a)

Even so, the lovr hydrogen content of

(b)

(°)

ibid. Encl.3A

28/1/41.

Headquarters, Anti-Aircraft Ooninand -viere notified
the 15th Jxine that thirty-seven suitab]y rigged Mark VI
balloons were inmediatcly availeiblo, together with Admiralty-
type hand v/lnches, at the appropriate Balloon Centres where
arrangements had been made for the equipment staffs to issrxj
the equipment as in order to avoid complications it was
proposed to regard each Aniy anti-aircraft balloon crew
ns a detachment of a Royal Air Force Balloon Centre for this
pxjrpose.

on

ibid* Enel,
27A & 284.

5/5/42.

During the spring of 1942 the policy regarding the
calibration of Army radar equlpm^^nt was modified ani the
responsibility for the vsG of balloons for anti-aircraft guns
in this connection was vested in Royal Arny Ordnance Corps
radio maintenance personnel. In consequence, an additional
tvTo hundred and four Mark VI balloons, complete with ancillary
equipment were now required by tte V/ar Office to be held by
the Royal Ordnance Corps units servicing radar equipment
v/horevor it was in use by the Amy.

Awhile

G. 19 2400
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Whilo there wore no difficulties in providing those balloonB,
together vslth tho niasaing of hydrogen for \ise in this oountry,
there was a possibility that the provision of the latter over
seas Eiight prove embarrassing ov/ing to supply difficulties, A
meeting was, therefore, held at the Air Ministry on the 15th May
to discuss the provision of Mark VI balloons and ancillary
equipment required for the calibration of arny radar equipment.
The War O^lee representatives asked for a considerable increase
in the units for anti-aircraft calibration by the provision of
more Mark VI G-, L, balloons. This increase would normally have
required starting production ab initio and taken some six
months to assemble the necessary equipment for operations but
forttinately it was possible to meet the demand by provisioning
from Air Ministry surplus stocks.

Combined Itefonce Tactics,

At the beginning of September, 19A0, certain alterations
in tactics wore put into effect at coastal barrages v/tdch were
subject to attack by enemy fighter aircraft, for the purpose
of shooting down the balloons prior to a dive-bombing attack,

Tho success of these tactics had been demonstrated at Dover
where the barrage had recently boon attacked by onony fighters.
By previous agrooment with tho local xlnti-Aireraft Commander, the
balloons V7ore flying at 3>500 feet and a protective box barrage
was put up, Tho enemy aircraft suoooodod in shooting dovim all
the balloons in the barrage, and three enemy airoraft v^ero shot
down. By the afternoon of the same day, eighteen of the twenty-
three balloons had been replaced, and in a smaller attack
fifteen were again shot down.

Tho balloons wore replaced a second time and were flying
tho follovTing morning when Mc,109's attacked the barrage. This
time, hov/cver, it had been decided that the barrage should be
hauled down to 500 foet if attacked by fighters, in order to
bring the full offeot of all anti-aircraft defences into play.
The Anti-Aircraft gunfire vms so intense that threo
wore destroyed for the loss of only two balloons. C^)

.Wnended operational instructions were put into effect
at all coastal barrages which were considered particularly
vulnerable to cneny fighter attack.

At all times when balloons were flying, 50^ of tho barrage
("A" balloons) were to be flown at 2,500 feet, staggered down to
1,500 feot and tho remaining 50^ (*'B” balloons) were to fly at
500 feet or as near that height as existing weatter conditions
po unit tod.

Me. 109'3

ibid,

Enol.35B
15/3/42.

M\6l)jhliUc/u/j¥Z
Enol, 2A,

ibid.

Enol.2B,

In the event of an attack by hostile fighter airoraft,
the ”A'' balloons wore to be hauled down as quickly as possiblo
to tho height of the "B" balloons, thus enabling full advantage
to be taken of the protective barrage provided by all the anti
aircraft guns.

In the event of a bombing attack taking place, sitter
follo\Ying or without a fighter attack, "A" balloons were to bo
raised to ruling operational height and staggered, while "B"
balloons were to be raised and staggered from 2,500 feot down
to 1,500 foot.

/Those

(1) Soe page 355.
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These instruotioiis applied during the hours of dayli^t
and at nighty if it was considered that tte visibility was
such that balloons could easily be seen by the attacking
airomft, Vrtien cloud conditions were such that the balloons
could, with some certainty, be well hidden in them, these
inst^otions would not apply, but noimal operational practice
would be adopted,

purpose of these operational orders was to ensure
that a proportion of the barrage was always available to
counter a bombing attack follovdng a fighter attack, and it
was, tterefore, necessary that care be taken in selecting
the Bites of the and "B« balloons, so that if all the
fomer were shot down, the latter would still provide a
barrap, the pattern still providing the maximum protection
to vulnerable points.

Headquarters, Balloon Conmand notified all Balloon Barrage
Groups^ of those new tactical instructions, and at the same
time dispatching a letter on the tactical use of balloons
^ co-operation with anti-aircraft defences, which stated
that:-

Hitherto the tactical aspect of balloon bandages heis
been limited to an agreed operational height, thereby
raising a cable barrage to that height. In order to
make the balloons less vulnerable to enemy aircraft
attack, they are hidden in cloxid if this is possible,
even at the expense of height.

Consideration has recently been given to developing
further tactical uses of balloons and to affording
them protection by anti-aircraft barrage when they
cannot be hidden in cloud.

ibid,

Encl,2C,

A,A, Command have already agreed to put up protective
gun barrages round balloons when attacked, ani
conversations have also taken place with them on methods
to increase the tactical value of balloons, in \rhich
direction it is realised considerable scope exists.

The best results will undoubtedly be obtained by close
liaison betjveon the Barrage CoBmandors aid the local
A,A, Comnanders, since the governing factors vary
considerably at different places**.

B^age Commanders were, therefore, to be inatrusted
to contact local Anti-Aircraft Commandera and to nok© iolnt
^Gorancndationa, Sxiggestions put forward wore not to
iwolve ro-siting and were, as far as possible, to come
■i/ithin the scope of Air Staff Instructions, Ihrt I,

Concurrently, Headquarters, Anti-Aircraft Command wrote
to all Anti-Aircraft Divisions, informing them of the
conversations that had taken place as to the possibilities
of co-operation between balloons and heavy and light anti
aircraft guns, both to inflict casualties on the eneny and
to pixjtect the balloons in their defensive role.

The letter continued;-

There are various ways in which A#A. guns ard
balloons may r/ark together.

• « * •

Among these are:-

/(a)

G. 192400
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Enol«'IA

mi

(^) The use of 0. balloon or balloons as a bait to

attract enen\y olrcraft to attack them and to
arrange barrage fire at the knovm height of tho
balloons.

Closc^hauling balloons to leave lanes in balloon
barrages and to cover these Ifmos vdth barrage fire.

(c) Variations in height of the balloon barrage to
assist gun boirages.

Other ways will occur to A«A, Defence and Barrage
Coramanders, *

Divisional Oommanders of defended areas, where there was
a balloon barrage, were dnstructod to contact the Barrage
Ooramondor and malce suitable arrangements for co-operation and
to report any methods of co-operation found suooossful, in
order that other Division might be informed of them.

/SBQTION 11,
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SECTION" 11

HIGH ALTITUDE B/JJLOONS - 1939/U

The aspect of high altitude balloons between 1927 and 1936
has been described in Part I of this narrative r/hich deals
with the research and experimental problems up to the middle
of 1936* Prom that time until July 1939* progress was'
extremely slow, mainly owing to the pressure of other work.

On the 21st May, 1939, a conference on kite balloon
research tos held at the Air Ministry when it v/as decided
that research on the problems of high altitude balloons should
go forward. The outcome was that the Director of Scientific
Research instructed the Superintendent of the Balloon
Development Establishment to proceed at once v/ith the design
and manufacture of two experimental balloons of the lobular (1)
expanding type capable of reaching a ceiling of 20,000 ft.
This research was destined, however, to have an extremely
short life, as on the 15th January, 1940, these instructions
T/ere cancelled and the work discontinued*

OV407I2
Bncl.62a*

ibid.

Enel.72a.
The subject v/as reopened again in July I940 when

Headquarters Balloon Command were informed by the Air Ministry
that as the result of experiments it had been found practicable
to fly a skeleton barrage at 10,000 ft. This emanated from a

^0 the Deputy chief of the Air Staff from the Assistant
said^ Staff (Technical Requirements) in tiiich he

ibid.

Mln*76A. We are anxious to increase the moral effect, especially
by night, of the balloon barrage. We know from certain
reports, that it has had good moral effect and that it
is believed that our balloons can ascend to great heights-*
In order to increase this effort, could we not display
a few balloons at a very great altitude? The enemy
pilot is not to know that it has reached its altitude
because it is being flown on a very much leas robust
cable tl^n the standard one, the proposal being that a
few balloons should be supplied \vlth a special light
cable enabling them to go to a very high altitude,
A few balloons seen in this way, by day-flying
reconnaissance aircraft will give the inpression that
ow telloon barrage can operate at high altitude when
cloud conditions make this desirable and the
iTould be greatly increased, »,«*,”

• • •

moral effect

Ballon Command vrere instructed to obtain, with the least
posable delay, a light vreight cable which could be used v/ith
their existi^ equipment. The ordinary LZG C2) type balloon
S  J used with a light cable and flown to heights

accasions v/hen hauled

dovm the balloon had almost completely lost its shape owing
to lack of gas pressure*

/Experiments

(1) An extensible balloon v/ith
volume of 30,000 cu.ft,

(2) L-z Balloons
manufactured.

were given ser

rigid fins, with a ground

ial letters for each type
n. X j h-Z.G balloon T/as made of improved

f^rto but in all essentials was exactly similar to the
ordinary L-Z balloon.
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Experiments at Cardington,

Bearing this fault in mind, Balloon Command suggested that
tvro further experiments should he made at Cardington; the
first, to introduce an additional gore in the hallonet of a
standard balloon and to modify the existing valve so that it
T,7as actuated by pressure instead of by valve line; the
second, to redesign the diaphragm and raise the position of
the diaphragm seam between tv/o to two-and-a-half feet, thereby
increasing the ballonet capacity to accommodate the expansion
of gas at 10,000 ft* It vjas suggested, too, that one of the
"G" type balloons at present being manufactured should be
modified in accordance v/ith the second suggestion*

Their experiments vrere successful. Difficulties had been
foreseen in regard to arming the new light cable. However, it
was considered that no delay should occur because of this,
the main object being to fly a few high altitude balloons In
all the in^ortant barrages. Accordingly on the 9th August-,
19A0, ̂ Headquarters, Balloon Command, requested permission to
fly hi^ altitude balloons in the follovring barrages:*

London

South Ti^ales

Portsmouth

Southampton
Avonmouth

Pl3miouth
Sheffield

The East Coast barrages had been excluded because of the
Operational Pieter Control which existed,

Pinches

certain modifications had to be made to the standard
winches v;hich were to carry the new 25 cwt, cable.

(a)Mark II Pinches Reverse the chain sprocket on the
serving gear drive, attaching the
34r to the storage drum and the'
i*J+T to the serving box.

Reduce the tension on the friction
drive to approximately 40 Ibe*

Reduce the tension On the friction
drive to approximately 40 lbs*

Reduce the drag of the stojrage drum
brake to approximately 40 lbs-.

Not recommended that this type
should be used.

CS/40712
End* 98a,

i^)

(a)Mark IH T/inches’

(t)

Mark IV Pinches'

Cables

ibid,

Encl»106A,
In September 1940 production of the first tv/o sets of

fifty cables each vrs.s v/ell under way, the specification
being;-

First Fifty
14,C>0'5' fl".
25 cwt

6x7 over
fibre core

.169 inches
41 lbs.

Second Fifty

^■'ii'rooo'f t,' ■
25 cv/t
6 over fibre
core

,151 inches
a lbs,

/The Balloons

Length
B,L,
Construction

Diameter

Peight per 1,000 ft*
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gie Balloons fly vriLth Unarmed QaTalea-^

The first high altitude balloons were flown from Regents
Park, London, in September 19^0, and for the next two months
twenty^five of these balloons v/ere flown, fifteen in London
and ten in the Birmingham barrage. They v/ere only flown
during daylight hours, when Trf.nd speeds up to 10,000 ft. did
not exceed 30 m.p.h, and vjhen there rms no risk of lightning.
In practice, the operation v/as successful but a very hi^
standard of balloon handling was required and the speed of
hauling down these balloons was about half that of a normal
LZ barrage.

Hhving proved that balloons could be flown successfully-
at 10,000 ft., the main difficulty Tdiich now presented itself
\fs.e the arming of the cables, as it was considered that with
the introduction of buispers on aircraft an unarmed cable
would be useless. The most promising method of doing this
was to attach a small bomb to the cable, so that on impact
the lov/er end of the cable was automatically severed, and the
cable and bomb dragged up to the wings of the aircraft.
Another scheme put forv/ard was that a larger balloon should bo
used, flying on a 2^ ton cable armed with a double parachute
link, no existing unit being suitable for the 25 cwt. cable.
Parachute arming v/as experimented with, but no successful
solution to the problem wa.s found.

SEC RET

S.lt.0712
En»l*129A.

Although the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Technical
Requirements) had directed that the 10,000 ft. barrage be
made lethal as an operational requirement, this net with such
opposition from the Air Member for Development and Production
(Sir Henry Tizard) that in December 1940 the requirement %7as^
withdrawn. Authorizing the retention of a small number of
these high altitude balloons to be flown in selected barrages
as unarmed scarecror/ units, the Air Ministry intimated that a
small number of H.Z. type balloons (35,000 cubic feet) v/ere to
be constructed, ̂ vhich it v/as proposed should be flovm, in
addition, under suitable condition^ on 25-cwt unarmed cable
purely as scarecrows.

Further Experiments:

(a) Kites

In spite of all the inherent disadvantages in’ the
use of kites, a suggestion was put forward by the Air
Officer Commanding, No.32 Group (Air Commodore a.A, falser)
vdiereby the fl^ng of kites from balloon cables would
give the additional altitude required. The idea
that a kite could be attached to the cable, Thereby it

and fly as soon as the balloon T/as

Ibid,
Eno 1,125a*

Under arrangements made by No.32 Group, a kite wa»
flown from a separate v/inch, the cable leading round a
pulley fixed to the balloon cable
below' the balloon.

approximately 400 feet
,  ̂ rt w-as claimed that by this method '
kites could be flown at 10,000 feet from a confined site,
xn conditions which vrould not have allowed launching bv
the normal method.

4. balloons
up to 9,000 feet in the Plymouth barrage. The trial®
^ved successful enough and in January, 1941, the Balloon
Development Establishment took over the experiments vdiicli
were continued at Cardington until May*

/(b) Tandem
(1) See pp. 311-315.
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("b) Tandem Balloons

Before experiments on the high altitude barrage
finally ceased during this period of playing with kites',
a further scheme involving balloons flovm in tandem was
tried.

The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command
(Air Vice-Marshal O.T. Boyd), writing to the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, on the 12thi
October 1940 said;-

An unofficial experiment indicates that a
small balloon modified from the general Hark VT
typo now being produced for estuaiy and ship
work, can be flown above the L.Z. balloon on a

thin wire to give a further height of 2,000/3,000
feet

• s •

• • • e >

The lower balloon to be used was to be an LZ*J
(2,300 cu.ft,), fl3rlng on 3^ ton cable armed v/ith the
existing pattern D.P.L*
V.L,A.

13 gauge piano v/ire. The idea was to fly the upper
balloon in tandem from a standard Mark VT winch, using
a detachable drum from a Ti,Ockham winch mounted on a
special shaft.

The upper unit was to be a

type balloon (4/6,000 cu«ft»), flown on

The first unit of tvro balloons flown in tandem

was flown experimentally fiwm Regents park, on the 15th>.
February 1941, vjlth the result that tv/o major problems
arose at once:-

(a) The tipper unit would not stand up to the
same vri.nd speeds as the L*Z. balloon,

(b) Approximately two hours v/as required to
haul do\vn the unit from the flying position*

The latter difficulty presented the greater of the two
problems as quite obviously the time lag was far too great
and it would be inpossible to use these hi^ altitude
balloons in barrages near aerodromes or over which a control •
was operating. It was decided, therefore, that their
use would be limited to barrages where indication of the
target was of the least importance or vfhen not sited on
a regular route used by operational aircraft and not
sufficiently near aerodromes to interfere with flying.

The folloiTing barrages were suggested as conforming
with these conditions;-

ibid,

Enol,155A,

London

Liverpool
Portsmouth'

Manchester

Sheffield

ueTport

80 Hi^ Altitude Balloons
40 It It

20 •» II M

30 It It

30 ft It

15

With these points in mind Balloon Command pressed
forr/ard vdth the service trials of the 12 tandem
balloons available.

/The Trials

G. 192400
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The Trials Dlsoonttnued»

On the 22nd May 1941, hovrever, a report vras' submitted to
the Air Ministry by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Fighter Coiiinand, in v-hioh the follov/ing major criticisms
made;-

xrero
ibid.

Biol* 165a.

(a) The difference in equipment, performance and!
methods of handling this type, as coirpared TTith
the standard L.Z» will introduce undesirable
coiaplications.

The marked increase in the period necessary both to
raise or lower this type will make it extremely
difficult, if not in^ossible, to apply any forma of
operational or safety control to the barrace
affected,

effect on G.E. equipment and AA efficiency*

The use of these balloons will increase the danger
to friendly aircraft, v/hich is already sufficiently
serious to cause concern*

The use of enemy aircraft fitted vith effective
b^ers would make the upper units flying on piano
wire con^jletely useless. ”

The Coninandei>-in-Chief concluded his report \7ith;-

I consider that any atten^st to use these balloons i»
likely to have such repercussions on operational training
requirements that a general conference to settle all
relevant details vdll be essential before any steps
taken to employ these balloons operationally

The result of this letter v/as a direction from the Air Ministry
that all action should cease on the development of hirfi altitude
balloons*

(t)

s

The balloons will have an adverse

(c)

Cd)

• • t •

are

• • •

ibid.

Sioi.iyoA*

/SBCTiorr 12
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SECTION 12

KITE lEVELOBiENT

Work on Kites by Royal Aircraft Establishment. 1937-36.

In July, 1937, the Director of Scientific Research
suggested that kites might be used to increase the altitude
obtainable by barrage balloons* As a result of his
representations kites were given a definite place in the
Defence Programne on Priority '*B". The Royal Aircraft
Establishment, which had already given some consideration to
the problem earlier in the year, forwarded their conclusions
to the Air Ministry on the 15th March, 1938, Th^ pointed
out that there were tivo serious disadvantages in  a dual system.
First, balloons designed to have a comparatively low blowing-
av/ay speed in a steady wind would be appreciably unsafe in
certain gusty conditions. Secondly, the changes of wind
speed up to 20,000 feet might be both considerable and erratic,
and it v/as possible that a wind of, say, 30 miles an hour at
20,000 feet would be assocaited with one of AX) or 50 miles an
hour at lov/er levels. Thus there would always be uncertainty
whether balloons or kites should be used, in addition to the
danger of a sudden change in conditions making the balloons
unsafe.

S.4I8AX)

Hov/ever, kite-assisted balloons did possess certain
advantages. There is an intrinsic upper limit to the height
to which a cable of given strength and weight can be lifted by
moans of a single lifting agency such as a balloon or kite.
This limiting height is determined by the weight and air drag
forces on the cable, and falls considerably v;ith an increase
of wind speed. Thus, to roach a height of 20,000 feet a very
strong cable (and in consequence a very large balloon) is
required.

The height limit, stated the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
could not be raised by improvements in the design and oharacteir-
istica of the balloon. It could be raised, however, by
attaching a series of ld.tes along the flying cable. Calcula
tions indicated this would reduce the cable strength required
and would allov/ for a reasonable sized balloon.

Kites used by themselves as a low altitude barrage might
be suitable for defending isolated targets against dive and
low level bombing, and virould be particularly useful for the
defence of ships, where favourable conditions for flying kites
would bo the rule rather than the exception. In general, the
Royal Aircraft Establishment considered that kites merited

further investigation with a view to their use in all these
roles.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Kites for Barrages.

The advantages and disadvantages of kites for barrages
were fully outlined in a note circulated in May, 1938, by the
Director of Scientific Research to the Committee for the

Scientific Survey of Air Defence. By this time it was known
from intelligence sources that air barrage units in Germany
i/ore equipped with balloons and kites.

ibid.

Enc, 15b

/Kites

G. 192A.OO
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Kites had an outstanding advantage over balloons of beinc
able to operate in medium or high v/inds, instead of being limited
to oabn or light winds. Moreover, they were likely to be
cheap both in initial cost and maintenance; required no
additional means of protection, being almost impossible ■
shoot down; were not dependent on the production and transport

quantities of hydrogen; and were extremely mobile, as,
collapsible they could be hauled dovrti and

pc.cked ior transport, and launched again comparatively quickly
on arrival at their destination.

to

On the other hand kites coul
speed exceeded a certain minimum.

4 only be operated if the wind
' ̂ Operation in confined

spaces presented difficulties, cs'/ing to probable instability
in gusts near the ground. In addition when lethal devices
employing bombs vrore attached to the cable, it would probably
be necessary to leave an appreciable length of cable near the
ground unarmed, in order to avoid bombs hitting buildings if
the wind dropped suddenly.

i'inally, if used in conjunction v/ith balloons there might
be operational disadvantages in the dual system, from the
point of view of equipment and personnel. On balance, ho\rever,
the Royal Aircraft Establishment considered that kites had a
possible application as moans of lifting lethal cables;-

(a) As an alternative to balloons for low altitude barrages
in relatively high winds,

(b) In combination with balloons,, for high altitude barrages,

(c) For the protection of ships against lev/ flying attacks,

Thoy_ suggested, therefore, that a kite should bo designed capable
of lifting a lethal cable to a height of 4,000 feet, and a
number of experimental kites constructed in order to obtain
experience in their operation,

gHPlaj-QU by Conroittee for Scientific Survey of Air Defence,

Ibid,

Encl.ljA
The Committee for the Scientific Survey of Air Defence

at their 41st meeting on the 19th f/iay, 1938, approved this
proposal, which was added to the Royal Aircraft Establishment's
research programme on Priority "A", It was agrood that if the
kites proved satisfactory in design they might be useful both
for lofv/ altitude barrages on land, and for the protection of
ships at sea, but that their employment in a series to lift a
cable for a high altitude barrage was to be deferred as a long
range possibility.

Progress v/ith kites up to Dcccrabor 1938

ibid,

Ehel.55A,
During October, 1938, stops were taken by the Royal

Aircraft Establishment to prepare for the eventual possibility
of a large demand for kites by making preliminary enquiries
concerning production. The preparation of drawings was also
put in Imnd, though there was as yet no operational require
ment, By the end of the year experiments v/ere progressing
satisfactorily.

The main problem was to produce a Idtc suitable for a
4,000/5,000 feet barrage,
and tested in the wind tunnel.

A number of Oody kites v/ere made
Those kites were robust, easy

/to pi-oduco^
(1) In the case of the oarly man-lifting kites this

20 m,p,h.
v/as about

192400
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to produoo, operate, store and maintain. It was expected that
the Idtes could bo launched in winds of 15 miles an hour and
that throe or four such kites, probably arrn^d with aerial
mines, v/ould provide
5,000 feet.

barrage unit capable of flying to

A glider type kite with a high lift ratio had been
evolved and flown, but proved laterally unstable and was being
replaced by a pterodactyl type,

The chief limitation to the use of kites from land
stations was f oeind to be the ndnimuj-n surface wind of about
12/15 Mies an hour required for launching and a scheme for
assisting the ld.tos by means of rubber balloons, inflated with
hydrogen, was under consideration as a method of overcoming
the difficulty.

Technical Progress. January;, pril, 1959.

ibid,

E«o*56a.
Progress continued on.  these lines during the spring of

1939, and 2-foet and 3~fGct Cody kites were launched in mean
winds ranging from 20/40 and 15/30 miles an hour respectively,
both types sustaining winds up to 50 miles an hour at height
without dai^go. Causes of occasional instability were under
investigation. The performance of a barrage was found to be
very sensitive to wind strengths and the stronger the wind the
lower the Idtcs needed. It was considered that one rubber
balloon 8 feet in diameter would be sufficient to raise a kite
oven in the hipest winds.

Econony of iCite Barrage Units

Ibid,

5Me,59A*
A kite barrage unit was clearly much cheaper than a

balloon ba^age unit. The cost of a standard box kite was
estimated in April 1939, at about £15, and the flying cable
and arming devices at probably about £100 per unit. The
f^ing cable was planned to consist of a series of aerial
mines, end to end, each between 1,000 and 2,000 feet in
length, and connected by inertia links. The estimated cost
of an experimental engine-driven winch in process of
construction was £200, as opposed to about £500 for a standard
balloon winch. ̂ The whole process of transport, erection and
launching required only a small crew with a lower standard
01 training than that of a balloon crew.

for an Experimental "permanent” Kite barrage.

ibid,

Enc,109a.
By July 1930 a considerable number of experimental flights

with Cody box-type kites had been made at the Balloon Devolop-
mont Establishment, Cardington, and the equivalent of a lethal
cable had been raised by moans of kites to 8,000 feet. A
pTOliminary demonstration given to representatives of the
Air Staff and Headquarters, Balloon Command, on the 3rd May, 1939,
was not altogether satisfactory owing to low wind speed,
It was questioned whether a single demonstration could really
ever be satisfactory in view of the difficulties involved.
This led to an Air Staff proposal that an attempt should bo
made to fly a ''permanent'' kite barrage from some suitable site,
so that records and information of its operation could be
obtained at regular intervals, and could be more easily on
view to representatives of the Air Staff and others, while at
the same time the handling personnel v/ould gain valuable
experience. The barrage v/as to consist of a number of kites

and

/each
C.19240f
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each on a single cable, flovm at 5,000 feet v/henever v/eather
conditions permitted, ojid kept up day and night as long as
possible,

AdiTdralty Interest in Kite a.

Development work on kites vas stimulated by the heavy losses
sustained hy balloons during the first few months of the vfar.
It vms decided to provide an experimental kite barrage as a
supplement to the defences of Scapa Plow, where high winds would
favour the device, and the question of training naval, together
with balloon, personnel in the technique of handling kites at
Mullion in.Gomwall was taken up with the Director of Naval Co
operation, v As far back as the Spring of 1939 the Admiralty
had made preliminary enquiries into the possibilities of flying
kites as an alternative to balloons for the protection of shit)s,
and in November they asked for the co-operation of the Air

investigating the problem. With the assistance
of tte Eesearch Department at Exeter, Cemmander Dove, R,N
carried out sea trials with Cody typo kites, and also of a
special Admiralty typo, and found no serious difficulty in
launching kites from ships provided there v/as sufficient wind*
The Admiralty made considerable progress in the development of
a lethal kite, and the apparatus was put into production
largo scale.

on a

ibid,

Enc,129A»

ibid,

Enc.l32B,

ibid,

Enc,132A.
Min.139*

Suranary of Progress up to Hay 192^0

KBC/S.5001U/

Enc,3B.
Org.

On the 1st May, 1940, a meeting was held at the Air Ministry
to discuss the development of the ELte Barrage, and arrive at
some conclusions in the light of the experimental work so far
carried out. It was learned that at Mullion the 3-foot Cody
kite had proved satisfactory in winds up to 80 miles an hour, and
could be launched in winds from 12 to 30 miles an hour, but that
the 2-foet type was occasionally unstable and required a minimum
launching v^ind of 20 miles an hour. A type designed by
Commander Dove had not yet proved itself strong onotjgh for
service use. A converted Ford V.8 winch had boon in use for
throe months, and a specially built Morris vdnch at Mullion
seemed likely to prove very satisfactory. At Plymouth, whore
experience with kites had been much the same, a balloon winch
attactoent had been tried out with some success. Eight men
were in training at Exeter, and tvrenty trained at Mullion had
now proceeded to Scapa, where Commander Dove's experiments had
so far been limited through lack of high vdnds.

It was decided that experiments should continue with all
three types of kite, and that, if possible, the 3-feet Cody kite
should be la\mched in winds above 30 miles an hour, and flown
in Tdrinds oi 80 miles an hour. Balloon Command and the Research
Departeient at Exeter were required to co-operate closely in
carrying out trials with the Morris v/lnch and balloon v/inoh
attaohraent, on high priority, and together with the Directorate
of Armament Developjiient aim at sii'nplification of design.
Service trails with the lethal device were also to toko place
as soon as possible, and -the speeding up of the monttfaoturing
process was to be explored.

It was agreed the'-^t the immediate aim was to prodxjce a
lethal barrage; that the substitution of kites for baUoons
was only practicable in imrestrioted areas; and that the use

/of a barrage

(1) The kite flying experiments at Mullion wore under the
direction of Professor P,T,S. Hill, then in charge of the
Air Defence Section of the Royal Aircraft Establishment at
Exeter,G.192400
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of a barrage consisting of kites only was linitod by metooiN-
ological conditions.

As TOgards organisation and training it was decided
that the Air Officer Conxiianding, Balloon Oomand, shovild
develop a oomplete siiiall kite barrage of two flights (16 points)
and should also consider the establishracnt of a smll training
unit for kite developnent, to be given a high degree of
pnoriiy.

Training School, Plymouth.

As a result of these decisions, Air Ministry authorily
was given for the formation of a Kite Training School at
No.13 Balloon Centre, Plymouth, with effect from the
27th May, 1940, the personnel for training being drawn from
No,934 Squadron, It was arranged that eight ore\rs of six
men each should be trained at one time, occupying eight
selected sites. The equipment consisted of 32 3-feet kites,
12 2-feet kites and 9 kite winches.

ibid.

Enc,1A

A complete small Idte barrage was also formed at Plymouth,
and operated there for the next few months. The experience
gained v/as on the whole discouraging, and suggested that the
Cody kite was of little vise in low ground winds; that a dual
kite and balloon barrage was unsatisfactory;
of 9 men \/as required to fly kites.

and that a crew

ibid.

Snc. 15B

;dr Mnistry Oonferenoe. August 21st 19^

These conclusions were considered, together with other
evidence based on recent experience, at a fxjrther confereice
hold at the Air Ministry on the 21st Augirst, 1940,
progress made since May was analysed, and it was learned that
the 2-fect type v/as now considerably more stable, and could bo
launched in winds up to 35 miles an hour, v/hile 800 merohaixt
vessels had been fitted with the Admiralty pattern, wliich v/as
much stronger than the original version, but had not yet boon
made lethal, A light v/ind type, the Brook kite, had also
boon produced, which could be launched in winds of 7 miles
hour. Tests v/ith bombs had proved successful, and both the
Morris winch and the balloon v/inch attachment had been found
satisfactory.

The

an

In spite of those advances it v/as agreed that the
practicability of flying kites in wind speeds higher than thoso
safe for balloons had yet to be proved, (No further progrosa
had been made v/ith the 3-foot Gody kite through lack of sxxLtabl©
wind velocities). It had been foiand that kites and balloons
could not be flown together in the same barrage, if normal
spacing were used, for fear of cable fouling; neither could a
kite barrage on its ov/n be regarded as a satisfactory replace
ment for a balloon barrage, as flying hottrs were generally
too limited and uncertain. At Mullion, however, kites had
been flown on 50fr, of occasions since the 1st May at the
operational height of a balloon barrage,
that kites had no value in congested areas.

It v/as reaffirmed

In the face of so much discouraging evideix3e, the policy
was changed, and it was decided that at present the use of
kites should be limited to a barrage at Scapa, as an alternative

/to the balloon

G, 192400
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to the balloon barrage; the protection of ships under way, (for
v/hich they had proved satisfactory except in the case of slow
speed vessels); and possibly to a special kite element in the
mobile balloon barrage. Kite development vms to be limited to
their use in these roles. The kite barrage at Plymouth was to
be disbanded, and the Kite Training School reformed at Exeter,

3capa_ Barrage.

It was agreed that the barrage at Soapa was to consist of
56 points, the equipment being an eqxial proportion of 3-feet
and 2-feet Cody kites aimed with the l^Iark VI bcanb and a typo of
v/inch to bo decided on. The organisation necessary to operate
the barrage was to be settled by the Admiralty and Air Ministry
together, and it was recomnKinded that a naval liaison officer
should be appointed to Headquarters, Balloon Command,

raised by Air Officer Conmianding, Balloon Command.

The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, was not
satisfied v/ith the decisions reached. His causes of ccxEplaint
were tha.t the kite v/as not yet sufficiently developed to be
satisfactory alternative to the L.Z, balloon; that this
deficiency was aggravated by the lack of a suitable winch for
conditions prevalent at Soapa; and that tensions of anything
over ACO-lbe on the cable v/ould make the lethal equipment value
less, (in this last point he proved to be wrong). These
objections were overruled in viev/ of the undertaking already
given by the Air Ministry to the Admiralty to provide a barrage
at Scapa, but it was agreed that any extension of the employment
of kites should avmit the outooroe of practical experience.
Valuable information was hoped for from the flying of kites at
Soapa throughout the winter months.

Progress of^ Soapa Barrage

After much disoussion it was ilnally arranged that the

kites at Scapa wore to bo flown frem forty-four land sites at
a height not exceoding 5,000 feet, whenever weather conditions
vrere likely to cause severe oasualtios to balloons; and that
they were to be operated by balloon crows augmented by kite
trained pcrsomol from No,34 Group. In addition six kite
instructors wore to bo sent from No,32 Group, All material
for the kites was to be provided by the Admiralty and a naval
expert was to bo attached to No,20 Balloon Centre to assist

and advise in the flying of the Admiralty pattern kite.

Causes of Delay.

a

ibid.

ibid.

Enc, 1 6a

ibid

Eno,21A

S.5380
Enc.20A

Enc.22A

The deployment of the full barrage was delayed for some
time owing to the refusal of the Admiral Conmnding, Orkneys
and Shetlands, to allov/ lethal kite devices in the area, and
kite development proceeded on lov/ priority until this objection
was v/ithdravm on the 25th November,

caused by lack of equipment; and deliveries of kites, winobss,
and inertia links were still awaited at the beginning of 1941,
By this time the 3-foct kite had proved unsatisfactory, and the
contract had been cancelled, while the question of winches was
still in the experimental stage and remained unsettled,
coming supplies of metal hand-winches had been provisionally
allocated to Mark VI balloons and no contract had been placed
for Morris winches.

Further delays wore also

Porth-

A few unrolanblo Ford winches vrore in

ir-50044/-
Aim

Crg.
Eno. 39A

use by No,32 Group at Plymouth, but none vroro available for
Soapa,

/Abandonment

G.192400
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of Altitude Kite Barrage Scheme

S.13980
Enc.36b»

At a conference held at the Air Ministry on the 28th
Ja^ary, 1941, it \ras agreed that operational experiments over
the ^st year had been universally unsuccessful in producing
a satisfactory form of land kite barrage, Paotors influencing
this decision were the number of occasions on which it was not
po^ible to launch kites owing to lack of wind; the lack of
a late robust enough to stand up to greater wind speeds than
the average L.Z. balloon; and the difficulties of launching
and flying kites from enclosed sites ovdng to the lovy angle
of the kite wire.

Pise stab l3£hmont^of^ the Kite Training School

REC/S. 5001V As a result of the decision on kite policy ma.de on the
21st iiUgust, 19A0, it had been laid down that the Kite Training
School should be disbanded, but not disestablished in case it
might have to be restarted,

personnel should be absorbed by the Scapa barrage and other
units, but their movements annotated in case they wore required
at a later date. Following a special request from the Air
OffLoor Commanding, No, 32 Group (Air Commodore A,A. Walsor)
however, a number of airmen were retained after the disbandment
of the School to form the nucleus of an experimental unit and
remained until June of the following year,
the close of these experiments, when all equipment vyas
transferred to Cardington, that the school was officially
disestablished on the 17th June, 1941,
necessary of the experiments carried out in No,32 Group which,
though inconclusive, carried kite development a stage further
in a new direction.

It was recommended that the

It was not until

Some account is

Enc,29a,

ibid,

Enc,30A.

ibid.

Encs.4lA A
42A.

ffalser Kite and Balloon Scheme, October 1940 -» August 1941

/ifter the disappointing experiments at Scapa and Plymouth
during 194^ had shown that a low altitude kite barrage
impracticable substitute for a balloon barrage, attention was
turned instead to experiments with a combined kite and balloon
barrage at high altitude. This scheme, which was initiated
by the Air Officer Commanding No,32 Group (Air Commodore A,A,
Walser) was baaed on considerable expectations, and did much
to justify them, but after meeting with little si:^port from
other qxoarters eventually died a lingering death. It was
hoped that it might overcome the main disadvantages which had
been found inherent in the Balloon Barrage, namely the limiting
height of approximately 6,000 foot, the severe losses incurred
in bad weather, and the frequent cases of damage by lightning.
At the same time it was thought that by raising a kite from a
weak link or automatic launching device fitted to  a balloon
cable, and thus reaching a higher altitude, it would bo possible
to fly the kite successfully when the v/ind at ground level was
negligible, oven from an enclosed site. Hitherto  a kite

barrage had been limited by the inability to la\inoh kites in

winds of under 12 to 15 mileo per hour, or to fly off enclosed
sites owing to the low cable angle inherent in a kite flying at
a high altitxjde. A combined Kite and Balloon Barrage was also
regarded as less likely to suffer from enemy air attack or act
as a target indicator,

Experira^ts at Tiohfield and Plymouth

Permission to try out the enterprise was obtained in
October, 1940, and preliminary experiments began at No, 12
Centro, Tiohfield, in spite of the primitive equipment available,
the idea v/as soon shov'm to be feasible, and a kite was success
fully launched and flown from a balloon cable on days when, owing

/to laok

was an

S.B.13980
Enc,34B»

G.192400
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to lack of vdnd at ground level. It would not have been possible
to launch it off the ground by orthodox methods. The experi-
inents were then transferred to Plymouth, and continued on a

larger scale in "B'* Plight of No.964 Squadron at Torpoint, from
the 30th November, 1940, up to the end of April 1941, the Kite
Section being under the charge of Plight Lieutenant O.V.L.
Hooman, who v/as given much valxiable assistance and advice during
part of the time by Mr. W. Smith from Mullion. The actual work
was undertaken with kite-trained personnel, v7ho were scattered

among the crows in the Plight, and passed on their kno\7lodgo to
the balloon operators. Altogether a total of 2,894 kite flying
hours was carried out at Torpoint. In Ifaroh the temporary
transfer of the experiments to Cardington v/as roconsidored, as
the flying of unmarlced cables over 5,000 feet at Plymouth was
thought undesirable, and it was found Impossible to comply with
this restriction.

ibid.
Eno.20A

Results.

A report by Air Conmodore Nalser on the outoone of the
Xite-cum-Balloon trials, together with recommendations on futviro
policy, was foiwarded to the Ministry of Aircraft Production
on the 21st May, 1941. The results of the experiment had
effectively demonstrated that given suitable conditions, it Viras
possible to maintain a combined Balloon and Kite Barrage in

the air continuously for long periods, ard to fly it to
altitude of 9,000 feet of paid wire. Had it not been for
operational restrictions a greater height might have been
achieved. The Kites might be launched in three different ways
- either by hanging loosely from a balloon cable lead-off on a
short, medium, or long log of fljdng wire; from the site,
sending the flying-wire up on the cable lead-off; or from the
balloon cable by means of weak links. The last of those
methods Vifas useful for launching from extremely enclosed sites,
but proved both slow and hazardous, and required at least five
men.

an

ibid.

Enc, 34A

ibid.

Enos, 3OB &
33B

Adycmtage3_^__ th(^ Combined Barrage,

Air Commodore Yifalser pointed out omsidorable advantages
in the combined barrage, such as the increased altitude achieved;
the greater number of days on which it could be flown;
(approximately 60^, of Ihe time throughout the year, as opposed
to about 30 or kOyi with kites alon©); the improved pattern
obtained in the barrage owing to the angle of the kite wire
from the balloon cable lead-off; and the possibility of
minimising casualties by bedding the balloons and keeping the
kites flying, or vice versa, according to prevailing weather
conditions, (a report on operations for ihe week 9th - I5th
Pobruary bears out this last point. It states -

"On several occasions the kites have been detached from the

Balloon Gable when the Balloon has had to be bedded,

have been kept flying, and re-attaohed when the Balloon
has been able to go to altitude again. Under storm con
ditions, with wind-speeds of 70*^0 nup.h,, as many as six
atom kites have been suooessjKilly flown on "legs" of
4000-7000 feet of paid-out cable. These operations have
shown that a satisfactory barrage can be maintained by
kites Y/hen it is quite rinsafe for balloons to remain in
the air,...The sites used included the most difficult and

enclosed in this Plight.")

• • t

ibid.

Eno, 34b

ibid.

Eno. 8b.

/The cost
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equipment and personnel involved in supplo-
raenting a balloon barrage with kites was eoonomioal v;hen cam-
]^red with operating tandem or L.Z. balloons, while the view
that fewer balloons would be struck by lightning in a combined
barrage appeared to bo borne out by an incident on the 18th
January \/hen a kite cable acted as a lightning conductor,
thereby saving a balloon from being stinjok.

Equipment

(a) Kites

The cost of

ibid,

Enc,1B

Of the various experimental kites used for the con4>iDod
barrage the 3-feet Cody type gave the best service, and variants
iTianufactured from cotton and 2-ply fabric also showed promise,
Mark II storm IdLtes revealed excellent qualities on several
occasions, but were less consistently reliable, and needed
careful attention to rigging and trim. At an early stage the
Admiralty storm kite (the Dove), twenty of which arrived in
January, was found to be most unstable and considered unsuitable
for land operations.

Exoter, and experiments were carried out in applying
bracing to the 3“fcet Cody and Mark II storm kites to strengthen
them. By May I941 the existing kites v/erc still in need of
further modification in rigging, for operation in really strong
gales of 70 miles per hour or more, and work on those improve
ments continued for several months after operational flying had
ceased,

(b) Fairleads

In other respects there were many defects in equiptnent,
lack of a suitable balloon cable fairlead, for example. The
early typos of this attachment proved too soft, and when a long-
av/aited sample arrived from Exeter in March, it soon showed
weaknesses and had to bo returned for modification,
place was taken by a new steel fairlead designed by
Plight Lieutenant Vinton of N0.I3 Centre, the first of which
was received at the beginning of 1/Iarch and appeared to be
a considerable improvement on the old attachments,
the Vinton type were available by May, which, though
considered satisfacto^ in principle, was not yet completely
efficient, as the flying wire still showed a tendency to leave
the sheave Twhen the kites stalled at a very steep angle.
It was not until the summer of 1941 that a modified fairlead
was received from Exeter, v/hioh, after further alterations,
proved wholly satisfactory,

(o) Winches

Later a new stom kite was sent from
cross-

Its

Five of

ibid,

Enc,8B

ibid.

End. 19B,
Encl.10B.

The absence of a suitable winch for combined barrage
operations was another obstacle, the only type available
being the unreliable Ford V.8,

a Wickham drum fitted to the bollard shaft of an adapted
Wild v/inch. This proved satisfactory up to a point when
flying from the balloon cable, but less practicable when
flying direct, owing to the need for several central
anchorages to dear the bedded balloon. Moreover, high
altitude flying T^as limited by the incapacity of the drum
to hold more than 8,000 feet of wire, and the technique of
transferring from one drum to another, by means of qvddk
connector links, was slow and dangerous. A larger drum,
therefore, capable of holding 16,000-20,000 feet of flying
■vrlro, would have boon an essential requirement in any further

Trials were carried out withibid,
Enel, 34B,

/development.
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dovGlopmont* A BOparate vdnoh of i/Iorris type was also essential,
but never became available in any nunibers.

Repairs,
n»i|M Mill.*, I’ll if>

The experiments also suffered from the lack of tension meters,
only ti7o of which were ever available, and of sufficient supplies
of traces, flying v/ire, stranded cable for bridles, and other
items of equipment. Iviuoh difficulty and delay was experienced
throughout the trials in obtaining supplies, ovdng to the •number
of firms involved, and also in effecting repairs after breakaways
and accidents, Mary of the older kites, which were worn out
and tended to split in the air had to be written off, and tho
stock ms further depleted after tho destruction of the kite
workshop by eneny action on the 23rd April.

Barrage Control,

ibid.

Enel, 19B,

ibid.

Enel. 8B.

ibid.

Encl.30B,

Another handicap to progress was the authority exercised by
Barrage Control at Plymouth, Although permission was gi-ven at the
start of the trials to fly kites up to 9,000 feet, it was not
always possible to achieve this height ovd.ng to special
restrictions in force at times, which forbade kites to be flown
above the altitude of balloons, thxxs rendering f]ying from the
balloons cable useless except for training purposes.

Training.

a far more serious difficulty was the question of training
the personnel necessary for tho combined barrage experiment,
Tho absence of kite trades and systoriiatio kite training put tho
balloon operators at a great disadvantage, and the weekly reports
issued by Plight Lieutenant Hooman constantly stressed tho lack of
enthusiasm and response among many of the crews caused by tho
absence of any settled policy as to the future of kites. At
intervals crev/s V7cre seriously depicted by sudden postings of
personnel. For example, during tho third v/eok in March six
airmen, trained in kite handling, were withdrawn for duty at
Liverpool, and did not return until a month later, while tvTo
of the best kite instructors were absent for maiy ■weeks at
Loiichars.

Reo ommo nda t ion s, Miy 1941

Air Commodore Walser's first recommendation was tte setting
up of a training centre, preferably at Mullion, to overcome
these disadvantages. (This echoed suggestions already put
foward as far back as February by Flight Lieutenant Hooman
of the Eeputy Directorate of Scientific Research),
advocated that all, or an agreed percentage of sites in an
opora'tional barrage should be equipped to fly balloons-cum-»kitoa,
and that those should be armed in collaboration with the Research
Department at Exeter,
barrage owing to the comparative absence of special controls, and
its prcxsiriiity to Mullion. (in spite of recommendations to the
contrary by those concerned, only unarmed cables had been allowed
for the experiments. Flight Lieutenant Hooman had suggested
in February that arming should take the simplest form, consisting
of a bomb and relase link at the upper end of the kite flying wire),

/Adverse

He also

Falmouth was suggested as a suitable

ibid.
Enel. 19B,
ibid.
End. 28a,

ibid.
Eno 1.34B,

C. 192400
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on the Combined Barrago>

_ Neither of those proposals was accepted. At the
poginning of April the Directorate of Armajaent Devolopment,
in a note to the Air Staff had more or less dismissed the
Aite-cum-Balloon Scheime as inferior to the tandem balloon
scheme or kite-assisted scheme then in process of development
at Cardington, (The latter was thought likely to result
in a lethal barrage up to 15,OCX) feet, and was accordingly
proceeding on high priority). it Y/as considered that the
percentage of days in the year suitable for kite-flying
would probably be small, especially at inland sites. The
Senior ,ar Staff Officer, Balloon Command (Group Captain
R.P.3. Morton) in a memorandum dated the 24th lylay, vifhich
was forv/arded to the Director of Fighter Operations,
adiiiitted that sonie success had been achieved YTith a high
altitude kite-c\am-balloon barrage, but remarked on its
slow operation, and also on the difficulties of arming the
upper or kite-supported section of the cable, It T/as

true that in considerable v^ind speeds the lowering of kites
from high altitudes was slow as compared v/’ith hauling-down
balloons, and that it vra-s often impossible to exceed a speed
of 200 feet a minute. In his opinion the kite-assisted
cable appeared to offer the greatest scope for the use of
kites, and it v/as hoped that the kite might be instrumental
in lifting a 10-ton cable to an acceptable operational height
in order to act as a covuater-meas'ure to the anti-balloon
barrage devices being fitted to certain enemy aircraft.

The Y/alser scheme, therefore, \fa.s relegated to  a veiy Icjw
level of priority, and on the 4th Jtine, orders were received
to transfer all kite-flying gear and winches from Plymouth
to Carddngton. Plight Lieutenant Hooman was attached to
the Balloon Development Establishment in order to clear ̂ 3p
the general development of the scheme, and experimental work
continued slov/ly, v/ith maiy delays, until the technical
equipment was perfected in principle. Blue prints v/cre
prepared and a raanual of instruction drawn up. Finally,
on the 10th August, the Director of Armament Development
issued instructions that all work on the scheme should cease,

Klto-cura-Mark VI Balloon Scheme, May-Jvine 1941.

ibid,

ilin, 59.

B. 17704 The ICito-cum-Mark VI Balloon scheme was a very brief
sideline in kite development during 1941. At the beginning
of I/iay the Director of Aimament Development asked for experiments
to be carried out at Oardington, parallel with the kite-assisted
scheme, in combining the Vfalser kite system with the Mark VI
balloon to produce a cheap and mobile lethal barrage. It was
thoxight the.t the balloon v/ould assist in lifting the kite clear
of obstructions and enable it to be launched from otxolosed
sites in built-up areas. After investigation, however, no

End. 3il

advantages v/ore found in this idea, since on open sites the
balloon had sufficient lift to raise the kite to  a height at
which it would moot wind higher than the surface wind, v/hilo
on enclosed sites the operational difficulties would be
considerable and the low cable angle would remain. Accordingly
at a conference at Cardington on the 15th June, it was decided
not to pursue the matter.

ibid.

Enc 1, 8A.

Rocket-launching device for lov? Kite Barrage, Ifaroh-June 1943.

In March 1943, occurred another short lived attempt to
make use of kites, this time in the form of a low-level barrage

/to counter

G.192400
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to oounter oneiniy tip and run raids raids against coastal targets#
It was stiggested by the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Operations
that the Admiralty stock of kites, at that time nvimbering abou+
5,000, might be adapted for Wing Oonanander l/heelTfright's rocket*
launching device, which had been introduced into the service in
August, 1942 vdth the object of providing an aerial for an
aircraft dinghy* The bombs used for the L.A,M* scheme were
reconmended as means of making the barrage lethal.

Objections to the scheme were at once raised by the
Directorate of Armament Develojanent, and the deployment of
Ivlark VI balloons was put forward as a more useful suggestion,
while the Admiralty, though Tailing to release twenty kites
for trials, also considered the proposal unsound. Wing
Commander Wheelwright, however, contrived to press his case,
brushing aside difficulties, and asked for a small development
contract, adding in support of his scheme that the rocket-
launched kite barrage might also serve to protect aircraft
carriers against low level attack.

In June the matter v/as again taken up with the Ministry of
Aircraft Production, who stated that the Wheelwright device was
still under development and so far \msatisfactory. There was
no operational requirement for a rocket-launched kite on surface

craft, as kites for this purpose had been superseded by balloons*
It was agreed that the project vrould be a long tom development,
needing considerable modifications, training facilities,
extensive launching-sites, and a power winch for each kite*
In view of the time and oqvdjanent involved it was reoonmended
that the scheme should be discontinued*

S.6868
End, 26a*

ibid.
End. 25 a.

End, 24A.

End. 30B.

ibid.

Min* 31.

/SECTION 13*

(1) W/Cdr. Wheelwright's original scheme for launching kites
by means of rockets was officially submitted on the
28th April 1939, and found to require extensive research
and experimental work. At that time the simple method
of using small balloons to assist in launching kites
appeared more promising.

S.41840
End.lOIA*
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SBCTION_ 13

TOg lot AKTiraiE BAIJOCMa^

S.5476
EttolvlA*

8/7AO.

In July I 1940# the'Direotor of Home Operations infozmed
the Air Officer Coramanding-in-CWef, Fighter Ccanmond, that
e^eriments condi^ted by the Admiralty to produce  a Voxy Low
Altitude balloon had proved suooessful* Two hundred of the
balloons had been ordered for qporationol trials and if
favourable results weiTo obtained it i^s intended to use them
for the prevention of minolcying in nariw ostuoxlos and for
tho protection of small vital points| such as oi^raft
factories^ Against low-flying attadk#

Tho V»L»A* balloon had a oapaoity of cubic feet
and had no ballonet or valve, the gas o3^ansion being
controlled by external rubber cords. Jt was flown from light
15 gauge piano wire and was designed to reach on altitude of
betwe<^ 1,CX)0 and 2,000 feet. Balloon OonBnand was to bo
^struoted to cany out operational trials of tho new balloon
in the Thames estuary and at Cordlngton..

Policy and Produotion

Enol.ljA.
10/7/40.

3.5476
Sncl.5A.

1V7/40.

ibid.

Bnol.lOA.

25/7/40.

The Ajlr Staff had decided that if tho trials wore

suocQssfiil tho balloons would be used for tho anti-mineloying
barrages which had been approved at tho 1?th mooting of tho
Deputy Chiefs of Staff held on 12th July, I940.
to- be situated at

Those were

Portsmouth

Poolo

Portland

Plymouth
Falmouth

Bristol Channel
Swansea

Liverpool
Milford Haven
Barrow

Humber

Hartlepool
Tyne
Blyth

!l^ August the ’trials wore sufficiently far advanced for
tho Director of Hcs®o Oporations to inform tho Deputy Chief
of tho Air Staff that

”Wo foel that tho Y.L.A. balloon has now rooohod  a stage
of dovolopmont whoa wo can c^ond its employmont in
bur balloon dofenoe organisation***

Ho considered that only one airman would bo required to
maintain oaoh V.L.A. balloon instead of tho ton nooded for
each 1m Z. Balloon, and therofore a oonsiderablo saving in man*
power would bo of footed. The. present roquircanonts for tho now
lypo of balloons wore as follows j-

S.A260^
M.24

Anti-mlnolaying roquiremont
200^0 Rg servo

B 226

a 452
Admiralty roquiremont for ships » 4D0
20C^& reserve a 800

1,878

Orders for 670 V.L.A. balloons had already been placed*
Authority was, thorofore, now sought to ordor a further'
1,530 to bring tho total to 2,000. He also required

/authorily
C.I792400
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to ordor 1|330 sots of anclllozy b^loon oquipmont cind, as it
“Ras ostimtcd that ono smU would suffioe for evozy
four hoilobna, ho ojpdbr 73 winohos.v^/

'Pho Boputy OMef of tho approved these proposals
ond prodi;^ ddnhio^ed* But Rhilo the Air Staff was satisfied
with tl^ iiir Officer Ccinmaiiding, Balloon
O^asaaand was hot# 6h the 8th Au^sust h^ out that the
bc^loDtt ROB still in the os^erim^^ he felt that to
provoht i3^o-*loying it was nocessa^ a hoiloon barrage to
f3y £xt feet# To roaoh this altitude the gas oapooity of
tho t#L#A^ bhilpon would haW raised to about 1,600 oubio
feet# I Ho also oonsidercd that the balloons were too fragile
ond^had asked Balloon Developinent Establishment at
G«&dtnit6h' pj^odupe a more robust balloon- with gpoc^ter stetio
lift# Noithor did the Mr Officor Gcmimettiding share the view
of the Director of Homo Oporations t^t a saving in manpower
wouldb^ pffeotod, and he made it oloar that in oases of barrages
subjoqt to control, balloons \?ould have to be flown from barges
and not from buoys, and ooiiploto brows would have to be t
retained# On the other bond idiere there were no controls
involved he though that one winch tp every ten or twelve
balloons would be onou^# The Air 6taff took note of the views
of the Air Offloer Commanding and two of tho fixms manufacturing
.V#If#A* balloons Were ihsiructed to moke a stronger and larger
boMoon in aocordanco with prapaTod designs and specificatlons#

A month later the gonoral polloy and organisation probl^s
connected with V#L#A# balloons again come tsider discussion#
By this time a total of 5,000 were on order, contracts havi3)g
been placed to allow for tho producticn of 100 balloons a week*

In addition to those required for tho protection of
ostuarios and ships, tho Fort Dpfenoo Committeo had asked for
a barrage of twenty-four V#L#A# baUpons at Aloxandria#
\9hilo it was conslderod that the ordering of 5,000 V#Ii#A*
bailee^' was Justified, it was deoided that all production
the o^io, papaoity of those in prpduetion should be increased
from 1,200 cubio feet to one of 1,^)0 pubic foot as roocamaended
by tho Air Qffioor C<^a(mdi]^, BMloon Oom^ It was also,
decided to order a further 27 winches for use in sygpt,
making a total of 100 in all# As some time would elapse
‘ before power winches ̂ ro forthooraing, xraoden hand winches were
to be used temporarily#

Armament

in the meantime, the probl<^ of arming the V#L#A#
balloon had been solved by the Deputy Director of Scientifla
Rosearoh (Mr# B* Lobkspeiser) tfeo, in order to simplify
equipment for watorbomo sites, had deviaod a sohemo vihereby
a bomb and fi3rfi^ link i-rore oarriod at the, upper end of the
cable, the lower being fastened to the! bucy# In pperatlon,
when tho firing link out the cable the bc^b was drawn down to
tho wing of the ispacting aircraft by the jpull exerted from
the buoy# Hifhilst this scheme was likely to prove effective
against minolaying aircraft flying at a Icdw speed, another
foxp of axxaament had been designed for uso> in V#D#A# land
barragos# ^liroraft flying overland woul<l, of course, fly
at much greater speeds and it was thereforre proposed to fix

;  ̂ ^ ~ • /two firing

ibid#

M»25«

ibid#

EnQl#3IA*

IMd

Bnoi«3^

Enol*45A

3,5476
Bnol,30A

6/9/40.

r^.

(1) Tho iidiiilrol'ty providod thoir <m^ irlnohes.

(2) Including. 3C$a raservo.
S.I924OO
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t';?© firing links to the cable. A ‘bomb and firing link trere

fixed to the upper end of the cable as before and  a firing
link and parachute also attached to the lo\7er end. Thus
on impact the cable v'ould be broken in tv/o places and the

bomb dravm on to the xving of the aircraft by the pull of

the parachute.

The Employment of V,L,A« Balloons

ibid,

Enel.42a
6/12/4D,

In December, 1940, the Air Staff enunciated the policy
that was to be followed in the use of the V.E*A, balloons.
ETiile this balloon with its limited operational ceiling vrauld
not have the same protective value as an L.Z. balloon, it
should prove adequate in the majority of cases especially
during the v/inter months when the main dayligJit risk was^
the single cloud-fl3dng enemy bomber. There were at thijr
time some sixteen aircraft factories of the first importance
protected by L.Z. balloons, seven of vdiich were isolated and
av/ay from large barrages, (l) TiTiile it xm.3 not the intention
that all L,Z. balloons should be removed and 7.L.A. balloons
substituted, it was proposed that tvjo V.L.A. balloons should
replace one L»Z, balloon up to the scale of 60^?, the L.Z.
balloons thrown up being used to strengthen existing E*Z.
barrages. The shortage of pov/er iTinches would prove a
difficulty; but this was to be overcome temporarily by a
slight modification to the L.Z. winches until V.L.A,
t/inches became available. In any case one winch could
serve several V.L.A. balloons. The total number of V.L.A.
balloons required for aircraft factories, on a scale of 6(^,
amounted to 204. Due to an insufficiency of equipment
these vrould have to be supplied from the balloons originally
intended for anti-minelaying barrages, as those allocated
to the Admiralty were all required "for ships and the tv/enty^
four detailed for Alexandria had already been despatched.
If a delay v/as accepted in the deployment of the full
anti-minelaying barrages, it vrould be practicab
protection for the major anti-minelaying
for the aircraft factories i

power

le to provide
and alsoareas

^  ̂ in a comparatively short time,
the full programme to be completed by April, I94I,

S.5476
Enel,47a*
12/12/40,

^ This statement of policy called forth a great deal of
criticism from those y&lo were to implement it. Moreover,
it would not be possible to con^lete it by the date requirad,
as it was already clear that the deliveries of Mark VI
balloons, as they nov/ became known, would fall short of the
minimum required.

On the 12th December, 1940, the Director General of
Equipment informed Balloon Command that no Mark VI power
v/inches were available for the balloons already supplied and
he suggested that hand \vinches should be used instead.

ibid.

End. 50a.
End. 54a,
24/12/40,

:
The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Conmand, rejoined

that hand vdnehes Trere not suitable for use in aircraft
factory barrages, because these were subject to controls,
the balloons having to be raised and lowered rapidly to
facilitate the taking off and landi ng of aircraft. To
haul a balloon dciwn by hand winch from 2,000 feet v/ould take

/forty minutes

]

(1) Hawkers, Langley
Havkers and Vickers, Brooklands
Gloster, BrockvTorth
Bristol, pilton
f/estland, Yeovil
Accrington

(2) The Clyde
Liverpool

Barry

The Thames estuary.0,192400
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forty minutes - a period which operationally was unacceptable*
Neither did he consider it feasible the Air Staff

suggestion that modified L»Z. winches should be used, for
”the shortage of \/ild winches is the only reason vhy the Axil
L.Z» barrage is not flying*
that it would be possible to operate several Mark VI
balloons frcan one winoh and he reooranonded that for provis
ioning purposes the requirements of winches should be
regarded on the basis of one winoh for each two balloons*(l)

Finally, he did not now consider

Meanwhile, as no power winches were available the Air
Officer Ocanmanding decided to fly the Mark VI balloons,
which wore undergoing operational trials at V/cybridge, from
Admiralty typo hand winches which "while not suitable for
use in aircraft factories", wore caisiderably bettor than
the alternative wooden hand v/inohos. This decision was

reached with reluotanco, and was only made practicable by
the introduction in the barrage of a pomanent lane, through
vhich aircraft could take off and land, and whioh made it
unnecessary for controls to bo exercised for this purpose*

_Mark VI Balloon Policy Changed

In March, 1941, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
Command, (now Air Marshal Sir Leslie Gossago) pointed out
that the enemy had recently dropped mines in the Thames
estuary frera a height of 3,250 feet* This was very much
higher than the ceiling of the Mark VI balloon. Moreover,
to protect estuaries adequately balloons had to bo sited

either side of the swept channels so that they were
accessible to servicing oraft. This was difficult enough
when balloons v/ere flying from craft , but to service
Mark VI balloons flying from buoys would, in rough weather,
be an extremely hazardous undertaking.

ibid.

Encl.59A.

5AM*

ibid.

Enel.86a.

2/3/a.

Taking those considerations into account Air Marshal
Gossage recommended that the use of Mark VI balloons for

anti-minelaying purposes should be re-oonsidered, and their
use limited to:-

"Ports, harbours, or esturaries \ihero the navigable
channel v^as so narrow that enemy aircraft would have
to fLy voiy low to lay their mines accurately in it.
or

Tfi/here balloons oculd be sited on land."

Tho Air Ministry acceptod those roccKimondations and
invited the Admiralty to ro-oonsider its requirements,
tho meantime. Balloon Command were instructed not to deploy
tho Mark VI anti-mineloying barrages, but to use the
balloons allocated for this purpose to strongthexi the
barrages for which there were not sufficient L.Z. balloons,(2)
The barrages which the Air Staff considered should be
strengthened wore as follows

In

/iianchester

ibid.

Enol.89A.
5AM*

(l) There were throe typos of winches which could be used,
vri-th Mark VI balloon:-

The TiTiokham power vdnoh (static)
The Ford power winch (static)
The Morris winch (mobile)

Balloon Command favoiirod the lost on account of its
mobilily.

(2) The final abandonment of tho Mark VI anti-minelaying
barrage was approved at the AOth meeting of tho Chiefs
of Staff (Anti-Aircraft) Sub-Committee, although
such barrage was established in Belfast Lough -
see pp.275-276,

one

G,192400
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Manchester

Falmouth

Portsmouth

Newcastle

/ordeer

32
4
16
16
8

7^

ihid.

Encl.lO^B*
The Chiefs of Staff (*Jiti-iUroraft) Sub-Committee

approved this plan in principle, but the Fighter Command
representative (Lieutenant Colonel H.G. Burlton), pointed out
that the experiments that v/ere being carried out Weybridge
had indicated that it v/as not practicable to substitute txfo
Mark VI balloons for one L»Z. balloon as the different

cables qtiickly become entangled*

L further note of warning in this connection was now
sounded by /lir Marshal Gossage who, in addition to informing
the idr Officer Gommonding-in-Ghlef, Fighter 0-omraand of
this problem, stated that the Weybridge trials had convinced
him of the necessity for each balloon to have its own winch
in controlled barrages* Thus, it become obvious that the
scheme for the substitutilan of Mark VI balloons for L»Z,

balloons in aircraft factory barrages, or in any other land
barrage for that matter, would also have to be abandoned and
on the 10th June, 1941» the Chiefs of Staff (/uiti-Mrcraft)
Suh-Oommitteo approving this decision signed the death
warrant of the scheme* But the Mark VI balloon itself was

by no means dead* On the contrary, it was ultimately to
triumph over its bigger brother both in numbers and in the
variety of its use*

Enel*36a*
16/5/4L.

ibid.

Encl*70A*

17/6/itl.

CS.8979.
Encl*X4A*

Mark VI Balloons Flying from Merchant Vessels

For some time the Admiralty had used kites for the
protection of merchant ships and certain ships of the Royal
Navy* This form of defence was not successful, the kites
being vmreliable in strong wind, and their lethal value

It vras not surprising therefore when, in April,
1941, the Admiralty informed the Air Ministry that they
proposed to substitute the Mark VI balloon for kites on

coastal and North Atlantic merchant shipping.

A Joint jidmiralty and Air Ministry note was prepared
therefore, for submission to the Chiefs of Staff (i'jiti-
iiircraft) Sub-Committee*

It was estimated that 850 Mark VI balloons would be
required in the first instance* If these vrero to be brought
into action sufficiently rapidly to play on effective part
in the battle of the Atlantic it vrould be necessary to divert
hydrogen and other maintenance resources from the static
barrages. The Admiralty and Air Ministry had concluded
that by depleting the land barrages of 180 L,Z* balloons,(^/
sufficient resources would be thrown up for the maintenance
of the ship-borne balloons* This was not as serious as it
appeared, for in point of fact it was thoxight unnecessary to
cease flying this nvonber of balloons, but to accept the risk
of being xxnable to replace them if casualties occurred;
however, any extension of static barrages would have to be
suspended until the ship-borne balloons were provided*

doubtful.

/The Chiefs

(1) This represented 8*1^ of the existing defences*

G. 19 2400
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The Chiefs of Staff (/inti-Aircraft) Committee considered
the Joint note on 22nd April, 1941, and agreed with the
proposals, stating in its conclusions that the reduction in
balloon defences was a legitimate risk as it was preferable to
send balloons to sea rather than Bofors g\uis« Taking into
account the interference which balloons caused to our own

aircraft, the Committee considered the existing scale of
balloon defences, without further extensions, could be accepted
with equanimity.

Meanwhile, an Admiralty conference had been held to discuss
the supply and serviciiig of Mark VI balloons on merchant ships*
The Admiralty considered that all ocean going ships should be

equipped with balloons, giving first priority to vessels on
the North Atlantic route, and had prepared a list of ports at
Tshich an organisation for the provision and servicing of
balloons should be established# Balloons would be inflated

at the quayside and a stock of tydrogen cylinders supplied to
ocean-going but not to coastal vessels. Balloon Command

v/ould bo responsible for providing and servicing the balloons,
and for ancillaiy equipment, hydrogen and cylinders, while
the Navy would supply the vdnches and cable. The balloons
would be operated by the ships crews.

The Admiralty policy of equipping all ships with balloon
protection involved a much greater number of balloons than
had been originally suggested. The intention was that ’’all
ocean-going ships in convoy should leave this country with on
Inflated balloon and the necessary cylinders of gas for re
inflating a balloon when they reach the danger zone on the
homov/ard voyage." This plan v/ould bring seme 3,000 oceatv-
going ships under balloon protection.

Confronted with this ambitious proposal, the Air Ministry
asked the Admiralty how it was proposed to carry out this
extended programme and pointed out that the whole matter
depended on what equipment could be made available. In
reply, the Admiralty forwarded details of the number of ships
it was hoped to equip with balloons during the ensuing nine
months. During that time it was intended to provide 700
coastal ships and 2,500 ocean-going ships with balloons, the
latter being fitted vdth six hydrogen cylinders each for
re-inflation of the balloon on the return voyage.

■VThen the implications of this policy were examined it
was estimated that a total of 27,800 hydrogen cylinders would
be needed. This number provided a stock of six hydrogen,
cylinders for 3,000 ocean-going ships, and allowed for the
initial inflation of some 1,450 balloons a month(l)
reserve for ships vAiich did not remain long enough in port for
their hydrogen cylinders to be re-filled; the inflation of
balloons on 700 coastal ships V7as also included. This figure
greatly exceeded the number of cylinders which could bo
supplied from the static barrages. Production might bo
increased but only to the detriment of the manufacture of
oxj'-gen cylinders. Enough hydrogen was available for the
scheme and it was estimated that 400 trailers and 124 prim©
movers v«juld be required to transport hydrogen from
factories to the ports. Balloons too were available but
the whole schema depended upon the provision of hydrogen
cylinders.

and a

c.o.s. (a.a. )
Committee
(41) 252.
22/VW..

C3.8979
Encl.l9A.
16/4/41*

ibid,
Enol.49A.
8/7/41.

ibid.
Enol.50A.
15/7/41*

ibid,
Enol.54A.
28/7/41*

ibid.
Enol*6lB«

/This problem

(l) rt was estimated that 1,450 ocean-going ships v/ould
pass through British ports each month.

G.192400
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ibid,

Encl.yWi.*
24/10/41*

This problura vras sv/ejpt aside, hov/ever, v/hon on the
24th October, a detailed plan by ■which the 5,000 ooeon-
Soing ships involved would bo equipped by September, 1942,
was considered by the Air Ministry ond the Admiralty and it
was learned that if cylinder production remained at its
present level of 3*000 a month and all the cylinders were
allocated to the Admiraliy, the programme could be ooinpletod
and all eqixipment pro'vided out of normal resources without
interfering with existing static barrages or overseas
requirements*

The plan was submitted to the Deputy Chief of the Air
Staff and received his approval and the Admiralty were
informed that the Idx Council were satisfied that the scheme
was practicable from the technical point of view*. The
Admiralty were asked, however, to examine it from the
c^erational side having regard to -the groat cost and effort
involved in its completion*

But when informed in a subsequent letter that arrangements
had been made for the equipment of nil ocean-going ships
with two Mark VI balloons and six hydrogen cylinders the
Admiralty changed its policy, and on the 8th December, 1941,
stated that in view of the practical cessation of attack,
on ocean-going shipping by long-range bombers it was not
proposed to proceed any further with the conplete project.
It was intended, however, that outward bound ocean-going
vessels and coastal ships should fly balloons which would be
deflated at longitude 8 degrees T>rest* No pro'vision was mad©
for the return voyage. The revised scheme involved only
5,¥30 balloons, including v/nstage allowance, against the
previous total of 17,100 and saved 21,000 hydrogen cylinders,
in addition to the equipment for inflating balloons on
3,000 ships.

Restricted entirely to coastal waters as the danger
of enenQr attacks on shipping diminished, balloons continued
to bo flown from merchant ships until the 13th November, 1944,
when the Admiralty issued a signal to the effect that it

had been decided to discontinue the use of balloons for the
defence of naval and merchant ships in all theatres of •war*

ibid.
Encl*77A*

s.73688
Encl.lOA.
ibid,
Enel.17a.

ibid.
Encl.ABA*
5/3/42.
CS.8979
Encl,117A.

G.192400
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SECTION 1/k

SHORE SERVICING STATIONS

Aa,a. result of tho auooossful trials of tho Mark VI or

Balloon^ tho Adndznlty, during August, 19W» infornod tho
Air Ministry that it was intended to use this typo of balloon
on destroyers as an alternative to kites, and in minesweepers
whore kites could not he satisfactorily flown,
hundred balloons wore to bo distributed between throe porta
only, namely, Portsmouth, Devonport and Shoomeas.

Admiralty Proposals.

In order to avoid thu sotting up of a large independent
organisation and the training of special personnel, the
ildmiralty asked tho Air Ministry to undertake tho maintenance
of these balloons and the supply of the necessary hydrogen.

When fxirther supplies of balloons became available, it
was intended that they should be distributed betireen Harwich,
Hunber, Tyne and North, where similar servicing arrangements
would bo required.

A copy of this letter was sent to Balloon Command, who
wore requested to make the necessary arrangements to undertake

the maintenance of balloons ashore and supply of hydrogen.

The firstS/5A-76
EnoU12A.

7/8/i.O,

ibid.
Enel. 16A.

19/8A0
ibid.

Snol.lSA

23/8/40.
4#

In reply Headquarters Balloon Command, requested that a
conference be called in order that the magnitude of this
coranitment might be appreciated and the division of responsi»
bility drawn botvrocn the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force
in this respect clearly defined,
sxiggested as a result of conversations with the /idmiralty,
vdicn it wr.s understood that the comrjiihnont was likely to
increase until a total of 1,000 balloons were being serviced
each week, distributed betiveen some seven or eight different
ports.

Such a ccaiforonoe was

Whilst wishing to bo of every assistance to the Admiralty
in this matter, Balloon Command pointed out that  a maintenanoo
service on this scale could not bo carried out without

organisation and increases in establishments} consideration
would also have to be given to tho supply of hydrogen in
suificient quantities and its transportation to tho ports
v/hero servicing was to be xmdertakoxi.

A oonforonce was duly held on the 6th September, when
the Admiralty representatives estimated that their initial
equipment roquiiements, together with reserves, Tirore
represented by an overall figure of four balloons per ship,
and they visualised equipping 250 vessels in tho first instance.
This gave a total Admiralty requiroraont of 1,000 balloons.
An initial Air Ministry estimate, made on behalf of the
Admiralty, had provided for a total of 1,200 Mark VI balloons,,
which would be adcqmte to moot their requirements and make
some provision for further demands.

ibid.

Bnol,3(V»*
6/9/40.

/With regard

(1) See Part II, Sect, 13,

G. 192400
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With regard to the organisation of these Shore Service
Stations, the naval representatives said that so far as manning
was concerned, it was proposed that the halloons should be based
and maintained at certain ports round the coast and they hoped
the handling of balloons, v/hile on shore, would be undertaken
by Balloon Oommand.

This was ah additional commitment v/hich tbs Air I/iinistzy
ware quite prepared to accept, provided the necessary personnel
and equipment could be provided. There was also another
important proviso « that the number of balloons maintained at
any one base remained substantially constant.

It was not expected that any servicing of the balloons
would bo carried out while on board ship, but It was proposed
that t\7o naval ratings in each ship should bo trained in the
elementary handling of balloons. Balloon Command agreed to
provide the necessary training facilities at the nearest
Balloon Centro to the ports concerned.

The Air Officer Commanding Balloon Oonmand (Air Vico-llarshal
0»T, Boyd) raised the question of hydrogen supply as it affected
ship-bome balloons and suggested that the Admiralty should
experiment \rith a mixture of hydrogen and coal gas. Those ship-
borne balloons, however, would have to remain at altitude for
throe or four days and would not be serviced until the ship
returned to port. For this reason, they virould require a high
content of hydrogen purity on embarkation, and plenty of sxirplus
lift. ^ y

On the 20th September, 1940, instructions were issued by
Headquarters, Balloon Command to all Groups to initiate enquiries
in regard to the provision of accommodation for the shore
raaintenanoG of the Admiralty Mark VI balloons.

An outstanding feature of the replies received was the fact
that in no case had the local naval authorities been informed
of the sohone.

Admiralty,

suitable for housing Wenty-fivc inflated balloons simultaneously,
which rcqijircd a floor space of some 15,000 square feet, with a
l6-ft, head clearance, a type of accommodation always in groat
demand in docks and 'v/harves.

This, of course, Viras speedily rectified by llio
The main difficulty was in finding acooranodation

KBO/50680-
Part Ir

Bica7A*
18/11/40,

ibid,

Eho,19A.

12/11/40.

This problem proved so difficult that an alternative
instruction was issued, whereby permission was given for the
balloons to bo bedded down in the open Tinder nets. Emphasis
was laid on the fact tint the vfhole scheme was primarily a matter
of naval interest and that local naval authorities were responsible
for the availability of accommodation. However, this proved
impossible as ports under naval control v/cro very congested, so
the arrangemonts for the accommodation required became an air force
ocanmitment.

Headquarters, No. 32 Group, on the 17th November, received
instructions to commence the operation of a Shore Service
Station at Portsmouth for the inflation and delivery to the
Navy of Mark VI balloons provided by them, and for the subsequent
maintenance of those balloons.

An increase in the establishment of No, 932 Squadron V7as
requested for this purpose, by the addition of fourteen airmen
an! one ton tender,11)

/in addition,

(l) 1 Sergt, 1 Coiporal and 10 aircraftmen (Balloon Operators)
1 Driver (mt) and Equipment Assistant,

(5.192^^15
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In addition, four W»A*A«P, 'balloon fabric virorkers wero
added to the establishment of No,12 Balloon Centre, with
the annotation •’For Admiralty V.L.A, repair".

Servicing operations oommenced at Portsmouth on the
26th November, 1940, and at the same time, preparations
were in hind for the setting up of further servicing statiois
at other ports.

At the end of November, the Admiralty notified
Headquarters, Balloon Command of the following altered
locations and priority of commencement of Shore Service
Stations:-

ibid,

Enol,33A,

ibid,

EnQl.3V.'-

28/11/40,

Portsmouth

Sheomoss

Harwich

Yarmouth

Plymouth
Grimsby
Pirth of Forth
Nev/castlo

Complete ar^ ready
To be ready by approx, l/l^40

n

Date not yet decided
To bo ready by approx, 31/12/40

<<

n

Not yet confirmed.

At this time, tv/enty small barrages of ton Mark VI
balloons each were projected, mainly for the protection of
ports; of these, that at Greenock was already deployed,
while thirteen more were authorised. Their deployment,
at the foUovdng locations in order of prioriiy depended
solely on the balloons and ancillary equipment being
available.

ibid,

Enel, 25b,

17/11/40

Port Squadron

No.946
No.956
No.948
No. 932

I.E,

Greenock

Langley
Jiethil
Portsmouth

Humber

Tyne
Medway
Plymouth
Hartlepool )
Middlesbrough . )
Blyth
Portland

Barrow

Poole

Harwich

10

8

10

10

10

10
10

ibid.

Enel.25c
17.11.40.

10

10
20

No,956
No.950

10

10

10

No. 930
No. 928

10

10

Projected, but not finally agreed upon at this time v/ere*»

No. 959
No. 968
No.962
No.958

Falmouth
Belfast

Milford Haven

Bristol channel

10

10

10

10

Liverpool 10

Di'^slon of Responsibi lily

In view of the projected increase in the number of
Mark VI balloons deployed by both the Royal Air Force and
the Royal Navy, Headquarters, Balloon Command consider it
desirable, on the 25th December, 1940, to clarify the
responsibility of Balloon Command in the matter.

ibid.

Enel. 56 a
25.12.40.

/After
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/i*ter mentioning the roaponsibility of Balloon Conunanfil for
tho operation and deployment of Mark VI anti**mlnelaying barragcs«
the letter continued

"The above has nothing to do with R, Shore Service
The localStations for Admirallsy Mark VI balloons,

naval liaison officers who have boon appointed to
deal with this matter are concerned only with all
matters in connection with H.M, Ships, and possibly
later, merchant ships, vdth Mark VI balloons.

It is not intended that those balloons should operate
as a protective barrage while the ships are in port,
and the function of tho Shore Service Station
is to service and inflate those balloons for tho
Admiralty, v/hen handed over by them to tho K.A.I’, at
tho quayside,"

As there appeared to be some confusion and lack of clarily
of though by the executive Royal Air Poroo officers responsible
for tho maintenance of the .'.dmiral'^ balloons when on shore.
Groups were instructed to inform lower formations of this policy
and of the responsibility of the local naval liaison officers
concerned in this matter.

On the 9th January, 1941, a conference was hold to discuss
tho detailed division of responsibility between the Admiralty
and Air Ministry with regard to Shore Service Stations. This
oonfercnco was attended by representatives I’rom tho oreanisn-
tion. Equipment and Accountant branches of Headquarters,
Balloon Command, by a representative of the late and Balloon
Section of tho Admiralty and by tho naval liaison officer at
Headquarters, Balloon Command,

Reference was made to the conference held at tho Idr
Ministry on the 6th September, 1940, v/hen it was agreed that
the iidmiralty v/ould supply their own Balloons and equipment to
the ships, these balloons having previously been supplied to
tho Aidrairalty from Air liinistry resources*

The Admiralty representative said that confusion had
arisen because the balloons and oquipiaent for use in tho ships
had been supplied by the Air Mnistry direct to balloon units,
who had talcon them on ohargo and were in doubt as to the account
ing action necessary v^hen the equipment was handed over to tho
ships.

After discussion it was agreed that^ •<-

The ildmiralty would request tho Air Ministry to
dispatch all balloons and equipment required '
for use in ships to tho Admiralty K.B, Section,
Tring, and to vouch such oquipment to that section.

The K.B. Section, Tring, would distribute tho
oquipment to tho Port Kite and Balloon Officers,
who had been appointed to supervise the equipping
of ships with balloons, etc., and for liaison
duties between Royal Air Voroo Shore Service
Stations and the local naval authorities,

Tho Port Kite and Balloon Officer ■would bo respon
sible for supplying the Shore Service Station
with all equipment required to bo placed on board
ships.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

ibid.
End, 69B
9.1.41,

/(iv)
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(iv) The Royal Air Force v/ould undertake repairs to the
balloons issued to ships* Minor repairs
might be ca3rried out by the Shore Servicing
detachment, but major repairs v;ould neces*-
sitate the balloons being sent to the nearest
Balloon Centre*

Xt was also laid dofm that Balloon Centres would take

steps to ensure that only repaired naval balloons \7ere
returned to the Navy, and that naval balloons v/ould not,
under any circumstances, be used by the Royal Air Force*
All naval balloons were therefore to be marked vlth the

letters "R.N*" on each side*

Supply of Balloons to Naval Ships from Barges

A meeting ivas held on the 50th December, 1940, by the

naval authorities at Posrtsmouth, to discuss the fitting and
maintenance of Hark VT balloons on destroyers and mine-

Tt/o representatives of No,932 Squadron, Portsmouthsvreepers*

ibid.7U

19.1*41.

attended this meeting and copies of the minutes were
forwarded to Headquarters, Balloon Command in due coixrse.

In view of the possibility of mine laying in the
Portsmouth approaches and subsequent enemy air attack on mine-

sT/eepers to prevent clearance of the channels, it was
considered desirable to equip the Portsmouth mines.Yeepers
with balloons, if it v/ere practicable.

In order to provide for the minimum requirements of
maintenance and to avoid v/aste of time in embarking and

disembarking balloons, it v/as considered essential that

there should be a sub-depot for balloons at a berth whore
trawlers could go alongside at all states of the tide.
As no space v/as available for such a berth in the dockyard,
the question of using barges was discussed.

The suggostion that minesweepers should be fed from
moored barges implied that the Royal Air Force would bo

responsiblo for the transfer of balloons to the barges, in

direct opposition to the policy laid down by Balloon Command
to the effect that the responsibility of the Royal Air Force
ceased upon the balloons becoming shipbomo.

Furthermore, at this time, the Royal Air Force had only
been required to maintain balloons for channel convoy,
it was intended to fly balloons from such vessels as mine

sweepers and destroyers, it was likely to develop into a
considerable commitment.

If

Headquarters, No. 32 Group, therefore, requested that
the policy be clearly defined, so that the Naval authorities
at Portsmouth could be informed as to how far the co-opera
tion of the Royal Air Force in the flying of balloons from
H,iA ships would extend.

Headquarters, Balloon Command wrote to the Admiralty
stating that they wished to make it quite clear that the
responsibility of the Royal Air Force for any Mark VI ba}.loons
flov/n from Naval vessels began on receiving the balloons at

the qvjaysido for servicing purposes. Ary arrangements that
might be suggested for placing the balloons at the quayside
would be an Admiralty responsibility.

In reply, the Admiralty confirmed the original arrange
ments but stated that the essence of these arrangements was

that the balloons required no maintenance afloat, but only

/skilled

ibid.

Enel, 72/i
22.1.41.

ibid,

Enel, 73A,
30.1.41.

G. 192400
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skilled servicing ashoroj thereby relieving the Admiralty of the
nooossily or training special personnel for balloon handling and
servicing.

It had, however, been overlooked that skilled haiviling would
be necessary in the naval servicing craft and it was requested,
therefore, that the original arrangements be modified. It was
proposed that, whilst the working of the boat would be carried
out by naval ratings, Air Force personnel should be embarked in
the boat to take over a balloon from the ship and transfer another
in its place. In the majority of cases, where there was only one
servicing boat, no balloons v/ero being handled ashore except when
the boat v/as alongside, and it was pointed out that no increase in
ujX Force personnel would, therefore, appear nocossaxy.

The proposal was carefully considered by Headquarters, Balloon
Command, who, pointed out in their reply tte units administering
shore service stations had already many commitments in addition to
operating their own barrages and those oommiianents vrere assianing
such large proportions that it was inadvisable to agree to any
activity which would further increase the responsibilities of the
squadrons concornod. The Admiralty were, therefore, requested
to re-consider the matter, and it was suggested that a solution
of their difficulties be found in the training of additional
naval personnel in balloon handling,

A month later, the Air Ministry wore notified by the
Admiralty that arrangements to provide trained naval balloon
crews had been made and that thirty-t\7o ratings wore to undergo
a one vveek's course in balloon handling at Cardington, It via
requested, however, that the necessary assistance and training be
given at the ports by the Royal ilir Force shore service detach*
ments until such time as the ratings became proficient, and that
the former might give temporary assistance in the servicing boats
in the event of the Naval balloon crews being unduly reduced by
sickness or leave.

It was further requested that at ports where moored barges

ibid,

Enel, 74A,
5/2/41,

wore used for maintenance purposes, those barges should be
treated as "quayside” from the point of view of Royal Air
Force responsibility, on the understanding that the Naval
servicing boat would bo responsible for maintaining the
nooossaiy communication between the barges and the shore.

Headquarters, Balloon Command wore asked by the Air }/iinistry
to examine the implications involved, and to indicate whether
they were prepared to accede to the request. This they agreed
to do, on the understanding that the arrangement was only
temporary and that communications boiwoen the moored barces
and the shore ivore maintained by the Navy,

Ushraent at PortBmoutj^

4-u 4. iu °f April, 1941, the Admiralty requostod
■cnat the establishment of the Shore Service Station at
Portanouth be doubled. Not only had the roquironents at this
port increased very considerably beyond those originally
anticipated, but there had also been several special commitments
involving the detachment of personnel, for maintenance purposes,
to balloons based on Portsmouth, but temporarily attached to
such ports as IIc\/haven, Poole and Southampton, Balloon
operations at these neighbouring ports were of ocoasional and
uncertain duration and therefore it was impossible to ask for
servicing mats to bo peiTOancntly stationed there.

ibid.
Enol,107A
16/3/41
ibid.
Enol.109A
22/3/41

ibid.
Encl.1l5A
3/4/41

/No*32 Group
G*192400
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4. Headquarters, Balloon Conmand,
stating that they had acceded to these unexpected requssts
in the past, owing to the urgency of operations, hut that
it was not proposed to continue to acquiesce unless
instrxx!tions to do

Balloon Gomnand, therefore, sought and obtained the
approval of the Air IvUnistiy to an increase in the establish
ment of one sergeant, one Corporal and ten Aircraftmen
galloon Operators) one Aircraftman (Driver M.T.) and „
3-ton tender. This increase, made it possible to detach
personnel temporarily for servicing duties at neighbouring
ports.

wore received from Command Headquartersso

a

ibid.
Bncl,1i6a

5AA1

.

Ehcl.52i'U

26/5A1

The responsibility of the two Services in the matter of
acoomnodation for personnel was clarified by a letter from
the Admiralty to Headquarters, Balloon Coirmand on the
23rd May, 1941# in which it was confirmed

that wherever possible Royal Air Force personnel
employed on the maintenance of Admiralty Mark VI
balloons, will be accommodated by the Royal Air Force
squadron by whom they are adminstered, but that v/here
this squadron is too far distant to make this
arrangement convenient, other arrangements will have
to be made,

2. If these men cannot bo accommodated as in paragraph
1 and the Royal Naval Balloon depot Includes accommodation.
Royal ,,ir Force personnel will be housed \7ith Naval
personnel at the depot.

• • • %

3. Where there is no accommodation as in paragraphs 1
and 2, both Naval and Royal Air Force personnel will
have to be billeted. Each Service will be responsible
for making the arrangements and for paying their
billets, '*

own

Position at 2nd June, 1941.

The position as regards Shore
time was as follov/s;-

Ports already established

Seivice Stations at this

Falmouth

Poi*tsmouth
HarvTich

Barry

Plymouth
Sheemeas
Yamouth

Milford Haven

Newport

Ports ready to receive Shore Service Units.

Dartmouth
Southend

Grimsby
Cardiff

Avonmouth

Portland

Tilbury
Granton

Swansea

\

Southampton Sunderland
Blyth Aberdeen

Newcastle (Tyne)
Methi1

/ports
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Ports not yot rea^

J/Liddlesbrough Hartlepool

Oban )
Loch 1^7e ) Probably speoi’a

Greenock Liverpool

l establishments.

A nQ%7 port probably necessary hero to
service shipping la Oovroa Reads,

Necossaiy, in addition to Granton, if
destroyers should be fitted with ballocns
to any great extent,

yj^g45ja£,o|!.N^i>l..Per3onnol_in Balloon Operations

;..lthough it had twice been stated by Balloon Command (at
moet^s at the Air Ministry on 6th September, 1%0, and agoi
on 14th April, 1941) that they v/ere prepared to undertake the
training of ,'^ralty personnel, both service and civilian, in
balloon handling, it v/as enphasized at a oonforenoo, to discuss
this matter, hold at Headquarters, Balloon Command on the
21st June, tliat the Admiralty did not wish Balloon Command to
unaertake ary training coiTmiitmont vifhatsoover for the Royal Navy,

the ..drairalty had accepted the training of ratings
purpose, it was also decided that they should produce

the two training publications necossaiy, 1.0. a general handbook
on the Mark VI Balloon for use by ratings on ships, and a
technical handbook.

C0V703

Port Edgar

n

As

for tills

ibid.

Enol,111A
21 • 6.41.

^tension of Sohomo to. Ocean-going ship®

ibid. Pt. Hi-
End, 94

2^7/41.

t the end of July, 1941, Groups wero notified that
the role of shore service stations, operating at that time
to maintain balloons flov7n from ships engaged on duties in
coastal vfaters, v7ould be extended to cover some }50 oooan-
going ships. Each ship would sail with one inflated balloon,
one spare balloon and six full high prossuro hydrogen cylinders,
and shore service stations wore authorised to issue six
cylinders per vessel sailing overseas, on the authority of the
Port late and Balloon or D.S.M.S. Officer,

The ports at which it was anticipated ocean-going ships
might require hydrogen cylinders v/ero as followa;-

Port
Estimate of number of ships

sailing per v/eek

Leith and/or Granton
NeT7oastlo

Middlesbrough
Hull

Port of London
Cardiff

Nov7port
Avonmouth

Sv7ansea

Liverpool
GlasgcV7

3
4

3
3
3

6

10

8

/Those instructions
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ibid. Pt*IV-r
Encl.127^^.

24/12/41.

Those instructions v/ore, howover rescinded in Deoombor»
Outgoing ocean-going ships v/ere relegated to the same1941.

category as ships in coastal waters and were to be supplied
only with inflated Mark VI balloons, although tire issue of
six hydrogen cylinders was allov/ed to continue in certain

cases of coastal shipping sailing round the north coast
of Sootlond, on the authority of the Port Kite and Balloon
or D,E«M.S, Officer,

Mobile Servicing Graft

End, 23A.
23/7/41.

It had been found from experience that the most economical
and satisfactory method of servicing balloons on ships in a
convoy anchorage was by means of a mobile servicing craft

carrying balloons, equijanent and hydrogen.

In July, 1941 the Admiralty, accordingly, requested
Balloon Goiiimrnd that arrangements might be made for six
aimen to be available on each of the croft to attend to

the servicing of balloons; naval ratings would also be on
board to supervise the transfer of balloons and to attend
to lethal oquipraent.
personnel would bo required for this purpose, as the work
at shore service stations would be reduced by the introduction
of these craft.

It was not considered that additional

Headquarters, Balloon Command agreed to the proposal
and arranged that airmen, drawn from the existing personnel
of the shore service stations be made available for this

purpose.

Review of Responsibility

During this time, an experiment conducted and reconanonded
by the Naval Coramandcr-in-Chief at Plymouth had been In

progress at Dartmouth. This experiment led the Commander^.
in-Chief to recommend to the Admiralty that the shore service

stations be manned by naval personnel, both male and female,
instead of by airmen.

The proposal sought to vary the present division of
responsibility between the Services, which was that the

Royal Air Force was responsible for handing over the waterline
balloons which wore inflated and fit to fly, for embarkation
in vessels by the Royal Navy, The Admiralty vrore not in
favour of altering the arrangements v/hich were clearly
satisfactory, but they submitted the comments of the Gommandor-

in-Ohief to the Air Ministry, v/ho in turn forwarded them to
Headquarters, Balloon Command for comment.

Balloon

Command

F.54O

22/V*»-2.

In their reply. Headquarters, Balloon Command gave the
follov/ing reasons v/hy the existing arrangements were
considered sr.tisfactory;-

(a) The employment of the T4R.N.S, at all ports was
impracticable and as ships passed from port tc
port, uniformity of servicing organization v/as
highly desirable.

Repair n.nd modification of Maik VI balloons and
technical supervision by Balloon Comnand of naval
personnel was \jndesirable.

/(c)

G,192J.OO
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(o) Thoro \7oro only 600 men cmiployGd on the fifty shore
sorvlco stations round the oountxy,
contribution to the war effort, the saving by
employing the if, R*N»S, would not offset the obvious

As a

decrease in officicnoy.

(<3) The principle of employing women at ports was open
to question, but v/horo v/omon could bo en^jloyod,
F»A»A«P. Balloon Operators were obviously
suitable than the V/,R.N,S,

The shore service stations fomod a valuable training
ground for balloon operators for overseas Mark VI
barrages.

The provision of equipment would be highly complicated.

The Royal Air Force would have to continue to supply
hydrogen, which would involve duplication of
transport at naval-manned porta.

Broadly speaking, Headquarters, Balloon Command told the
Air Ministry that it was not considered politic in this
to "change horses in midstream",

YiSL .9?, ,?^^5.?.lishm^t 3

Approximately one year after the oonmenoement of ox>erations
by shore service stations, Headquarters, Balloon Gomnand
instructed all Groups to review conditions at ports administered
by them.

more

(e)

(f)

(g)

case

The letter stated:-

"The establishment of

mQ/^06BQ-’
-Rart-V-

Bnol.44/1,

26/5/42.

personnel and mechanical transport
has been of necessity fixed on an arbitrary basis
v7ithout knoT/ledge of local conditions; furthermore,
operations at various ports v/ill now have settled down
and the exact commitment will be known.

The \irgency necessity for the utmost eoonony in personnel
and transport is already understood by all units and it is
clear from observations at some ports that economies can be
oj^octed, both in personnel and in transport, and also that in
the case of units operating more than one shore service station,
some re-arrangement of personnel might be desirable.

The vaiying conditions at ports caused different recommend
ations to be made. At many stations, work had settled down
and the existing csteblishments v/ere found to be adequate,
while at three stations in No.32 Group, reductions in personnel
were reconmended.

In Nos. 30, 33 and 34 Groups, however, it v/as stated that
work had increased, and additions to establishments totalling
three Sergeants, thirteen Corporals and 69 Aircraftmen
requested.

were

Where mechanical transport was oonoerned, request^
vrore made in several oases for the disestablishment of 3-ton
tenders, and at stations in No, 34 Group, it was reconmended
that these vehicles be changed for -15 or 25 owt. trucks.

Indeed, o mai-y points were involved that, at the request
of Headquarters, Balloon Command, a meeting was hold at tte
Air Ministry on the 13th July, 1942 v7hen the proposed changes,
in both personnel and transport, at shore service stations were

/discussed
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diaoussod and decided upon.

Suggested Re-organisation in No.3it, Group

As a result of the recent review, Headquarters,
No,34 Group submitted a proposal that shore service
stations, under its command, should be formed into
a separate entity, under the direct administration
of Group Headquarters,

Although this would entail the additional

establishment of a headquarters staff, the Group
maintained tliat this v/ould bo so small as to have
little or no bearing on the arguments for or
against the proposal, which their view had the
follov/ing advantages

"(a) The movement of personnel from station to
station to meet the varying conditions of
work would bo simplified under one control,

(b) All shore service stations would come xander one
control, avoiding unnecessary visits, simplifying
administration and procedure, and achieving,
economy of effort throughout all shore service
stations,

(c.) Liaison with the Royal Navy would be greatly
simplified and would preclude possibilities of
friction inevitable v/ith multiple control,

(d) Greater efficiency v/ould be achieved in organising
repair work, and a considerable extension of
these activities could be easily carried out
and supervised,

(c) If, through 'i7,A,A,P, substitution, the screening
of shore service station personnel becomes
necessary, the formation of this unit would
simplify the operation,”

In reply. Headquarters, Balloon Command pointed out that
the long-established Air Ministry principle in dealing v/ith
small and scattered units, similar to shore service stati
was that they should be controlled for all matters of
administration and discipline by the nearest unit. The
proposal to establish a separate unit for this purpose at
Group Headquarters cut right across this principle, and
obviously could not possibly be considered by the Air Ministiy,
unless very strong arguments could be presented in its favour,
particularly as this change of policy would involve an
increase in both personnel and transport at a time when
considerable effosrfcs were being directed to a reduction of
both.

ons.

ib44,--Part-V.
Enel, 58a.

4/7/42.

ibid, pagt-V"
Eno 1, 68a,

26/7/42

The shore service stations in No.34 Group appeared, to
the Command, to present no problems different from those in
a^ other Group, except for the stations situated north of the
Firth of Forth, For the administration of these, all of
v/hich come under No, 929 Squadron, one Plight Lieutenant
would be added to the establishment of that Squadron,

/N-ly,tetg
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Flying VI ̂ aD.oons from Merchant Ships.

In April, Headquarters, Fighter Conmand received  a signal
from the Admiralty stating that experience v/ith Mark VI balloons
in v/arships had shovm that they were suitable for towing by
merchant ships from the existing IcLte fittings.

Headquarters, Fighter Command notified both the Air Ministry
and Headquarters, Balloon Command of this signal and stated that
discussions, had been v/ith the Admiralty on the proposal to
fit Iviark VI Balloons on merchant ships operating as followss-

(i) On the Etast Coast - about 30 ships betv/een Methil and
Southend. A small servicing station v/ould be roqxdred
at both places,

(ii) Along the South Coast route - Sheerness to Portsmouth
Arrangements proposed the

Bristol Channel to Falmouth (servicing station already
established) to Dartmouth, to Portland, to Southampton.
It was suggested that lartmouth could be serviced from
Plymouth. Poole and Newhaven might also be used,
but a mobile servicing unit could possibly be estab
lished at Portsmouth to deal with Poole, Newhaven and
possibly Portland,

(iii) On the northern route (lov/ priority), Methil -•
Scapa - Oban - Greenock, The three last-named would

need to be established as servicing points.

This type of shipping only
would require to carry lydrogen at sea. In order
that balloons might be topped-up and floi/n until
the vessel ̂ vas beyond the reach of German aircraft
and similarly serviced on the return voyage, a total
of ton cylinders per ship might be required. It v/as
estimated that 200 ships v/ould be concerned and that
initially 700 cylinders v/ould probably sviffice.
Servicing of Atlantic vessels was proposed at Livoipjool,
Belfast, Greenock and Londonderry,

At a meeting held at the Air Ministry on the 14th April,
1941 to discuss these proposals, it was agreed that the servicing
of Admiralty balloons should remain an Air Force responsibility,
but that the personnel for handling the balloons in the ships
would be provided by the Admiralty, Headqioarters, Balloon
Command stated that sufficient Air Force personnel were available
to moot their side of the conmitraent, and that they would be
v/illing to train Admiralty personnel, v/ho 4#ere civilians and
unused to balloon handling,

A further conference at v/hich representatives of the Air

Ministiy and both Fighter and Balloon Commands v/ere present,
held at tto Adiniralty on the l6th April, 1941, to work out
details of the plan for flying Mark VI balloons from merchant
vessels.

v/as already operating.

(iv) On the Atlantic route.

;jvi/os,8979
Enel,11A,

10/VM.

ibid,

Enol,4A,

14/VM

At this meeting, a summary of the average daily movements
of ships round the British coasts was given and a list was

/submitted.

ibid.

Enel,19a*

16/4/41.

(1) See Part II, Section 13*

G. 192400
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submitted of the ports at Virhich it was considered
that organisations for the provision and servicing
of balloons should be established. This list,
v/hich is given below, included ports where shore
service stations were already in operation for
naval ships. Smaller ports, not listed, would
be grouped under the major ports, as might be
neoossaiy, for servicing.

Daily Sailings Boats

and f
Ht/I. Ships Merchant Ships } Total Crews I

\

Portat

{

;  Tilbury
i  Southend

I  Shoemess
Harwich

; Yarmouth

Humber

Middlesbrough
Hartlepool
Sunderland

Tyne

Blyth
Methil

Granton

Aberdeen

Loch Ewe

Obsin

^  Greenock

>  Liverpool
^ Milford
■  Sv/ansea

Cardiff

Barry
Avonmouth

Falmouth

Plymouth
Dartmouth

Portland

} Southampton
■ Portsmouth

t

I

10 ;  10 1

25 25 3
16 ^  16 2
6 6 1

4 4 1
6 9 15 2

9 9 1
1 1 1

I !•

4 4 1
6 14 20 2

(11I 11 1
TI 21 21 2

12 12 1

•  6 6
i 10 ;  10

t
1i

,  f
8 8 1I

4 4 1
}

8 8 2

3 3 1
6 11 7 1

1 1 1
f

1 1 1 1i

1 1I 1i
i

4 3 7 1
1

12 12 1i
51 ! 3 3 1

I

4 3 7 1

3 3 1
\

20 20 2

It was agreed that ary ships arriving at ports
other than those listed should, if necessary, in the absence
of topping-up or servicing facilities, haul down and deflate
their balloons and land them into the care of the naval
authorities. For this purpose and also for use in ocean
going ships, valises would bo supplied.

The Air lAinistry would supply balloons, swivels, boiribs,
hydrogen and cylinders, servicing equipment, hoses for
topping-up,and, for oceart-going ships, one and three-way-
fillers, long hoses and cylinder keys. The Admiral-ty would
provide winches and wire and would also bo responsible for

securing t^ necessary storage space and accommodation for
shore servicing units at ports, and for the embarkation of
balloons. Royal Air Force responsibility would end with
the delivery of the balloons and equipment at the quayside.
The principle of handing over balloons inflated and ready for
embarkation at the quayside held good, unless congestion
preclijded this v/hen arrangements v/ould be made to transfer -bo
ships at their anchorage.

/The Admiralty
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The ^idiviiralty accepted tte responsibility for finding
and manning the necessary craft for servicing work at the
ports; the only port at which any difficulty was anticipated
was Southend, whore it might be necessaiy to ask the Royal
'ir Force to assist by loaning or transferring to the
ildmiralty a suitable vessel,

Cn the 19 th 4ps;d.l, Headquarters,. Ballcoa OfJooani
noticed all Groups of the establishment of additional shore
service stations at ports for servicing balloons to be flown
on naval ships, coastal vessels and ooean-going ships, pro
ceeding to America, A list of the ports, in the anticipated
order of priority, and of the Air Force parent units was as
follows:-

Port

Tilbuiy )
Southend)

Liverpool (for
Atlantic shipping)
iviiddlesbrough
Hartlepool
Stinderland

44

Balloon Unit Hydrogen supplier

No. 4 Balloon Centre

(in liaison v/ith
No, 952 Sqdn.)

No, 919 Sqdn.

No, 938 Sqdn,

No, 937 Sqdn,

No, 4 Balloon
Centre

No. 8 Ballocai
Centre

No, 938 Sqdn,

No, 15 Balloon

Enol,126A
19.4,41

No. 936 or 937
Sqdn,

No. 936 Sqdn,
No. 948 Sqdn,
No, 962 Sqdn,

No. 958 Sqdn,
No, 935 Sqdn.

No, 969 Sqdn.
No, 927 Sqdn,

No, 18 Balloon
Centre

No. 944 Sqdn,

No, 946 Sqdn,

No, 934 Sqdn.

No. 957 Sqdn,

No, 18 Balloon
Centre

Centre
Tyne It

Blyth
Methil

Milford

ti

No. 948 Sqdn.
No, 21 Balloon
Centre

n

No, 14 Balloon
Centre

It

No, 11 Balloon
Centro

No, 16 Balloon
Centre

No, 17 Balloon
Centl^3

No, 18 Balloon
Centre

No. 13 Balloon
Centre

No, 11 Balloon
Centre

No," 18 Balloon
Centre

The Admiralty arranged to carry out a reconnaissance of
these ports and to contact the local Air Force authorities
concerned.

On the 26th April, Headquarters, Balloon Command,
submtted to the Air IvHnistry the provisional establish- 1
ments required for these additional shore service stations
am in a further letter to Groups stressed the Importance of
the ̂ 7 shore service stations and the speed with which they
should be set up and operations begun.

The new units were to ooramenoo working on the
provisional establishments laid dovm, and requests for
increases or reductions in those establishments were to be
made only after practical experience had been gained.

Swansea

Cardiff

Banry
Avonmouth

Oban

Humber

Greenock

Dartmouth

Portland

Aberdeen

OS. 8979
Enel. Z2A

26,4,41

ibid.

Bnol. 23A
27,4,41

/Balloon
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Balloon Liaiaon Officer for Canada,
SECRET

ibid.

Encl,19A.

16/VW.

At the conference held on l6th April, 1941, it had been
suggested that an air force officer, with knovTledge of the
Mark ?I balloon,, should proceed to Halifax, Nova Scotia at
early date to make the necessary arrangements for  a shore
servicing depot there.

an

Ibid.

Encl,24A.

3/5/41.
ibid.

Encl.32A.

On the 3rd May, this suggestion vms followed by a jK
request from the Admiralty, that Y/ing Commander BerryTnan,
might be loaned to that Department for this puipoee* This
was agreed to by the Air ivinistry, but at a conference held
at the Admiralty on the 30th June, the position was altered.

It was nov^ suggested that the principal object in sending
Commander Berryman to Canada would be to obtain supplies

'■ of cylinders, hydrogen and balloon equipment, It was pointed
out that any shore servicing depots set up at Halifax or

that It
would be preferable to have Jvinior naval kite and balloon

« was aaoidea, thorafora,1  ; the best plan vrould be for Wing Commander Berryman
lead a foraging” mission in co-operation vdth the Ministry
of Aircraft Production and for the servicing depots in Canada
to be a naval responsibility.

Enel, 129B.
30/6/41.

to

The matter rested there until the 15th July, 1941.
the Air Mnistry infonned the Admiralty that:-

"....The Council note that Y/ing Commander Berryman
is no longer required to establish the balloon servicing
depot at Halifax. In view of the fact that the British
Purchasing Coninission is handling the question of the
p^chaso of equipment from America, the Council consider
It ui^cessary for Wing Coinmander Berryman to proceed
to either Canada or U.S,A. ” ^

m  The Admiralty agreed that the Services of a Royal Air
Force officer were not now required in this connection, and
the matter was dropped. *

Liaison between Admiralty and Air Mnistiy.
Also included in the Admiralty letter of the 3rd Mav.

was the suggestion that a technical officer of the rank^
Wing Conmandcr be appointed from Balloon Commani for service
at the ad^alty as liaison officer. This suggestion was
mr.de on the grounis that the fitting of Mark VI balloons to
merchant ships proceeding coastwise and to .Ymerican ports
would involve considerable organisation for maintenance

oo-opor.tion bet«an tto AMmlty

Air Ministry replied that in view of the fact that
balloon servicing depots at ports had been placed under the

various Balloon Groups who administei^d and
supervised them, the Air Council considored that  a more
suifeble ^rangement than the appointment of a balloon
liaison officer at the Admiralty would be the attachment of
a further naval liaison officer to Headquarters,
Command to assist in the co-ordination of the control of
these dotachments and to keep the Command fully infomed
of thb movements of ships.

when

Balloon

CS/8979
Encl.50A,
15/7/41.

ibid.
Enol.5ZwY.
28/7/41.

03/8979
Enel. 24A.
5/5/41.

ibid.

/The Admiralty
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however, did not agree vd.th this view and
on tte 7th June, 1941, T,7rote a long letter to the Air 1/Iinlstiy,
setting out their reasons for adhering to the view that a
Hoyal Air Joroe officer was required,
were the follovdng:-

Among the points raised

ihid.
Enel,

7/6/41,

(a) Advice is required by the head of the Kite
Balloon Section, j.dmiralty on technical matters
comected with balloons, and also on such matters as
different supply procedure betv/een the Services,

(b) M^k VI balloons are not usually flown by
established balloon personnel nor are Balloon Group
officers fully familiar with -ttiora, and it is, thero-
fore, essential that a senior officer with completo
technical knov/ledgo of this typo of balloon, who ia
also in close touch vdth the Admiralty should bo  '

'

available, at all times, to give technical advice to
the ports and to assist in overcoming any diffioultios
v/hich might tend to interfere with that close
co-operation botvTeon the Services which is essential
for the efficient working of the sohemo,

(c) In many ports, shore service station personnel
are located at some distance from their parent units,
and this may cause Air Perce administrative difficult
ies. It is considered that these could only be
appreciated and dealt v/ith by a senior Boyal Air
Force officer, who is in close to\ioh with both
Headquarters, Balloon Command and tho Admiralty,«

finally agreed to the appointment of
officer for liaison duties in the Kite and Balloon Section,
and wrote a letter to the Admiralty on the 30th June, 1941
to that effect, stating that they were taking steps to post
a suitable officer. o

Reductions in Shore Service Stations

» * • t
and

an

ibid.

End, li5A,
30/6/41.

n  September, 1943, the Admiralty informed Balloon
Command that it had been decided to reduce the balloon
of merchant ships in certain v/aters. This enabled ahoix3
Semico stations at five ports to bo disbanded immediately,
and also made reductions in establishments possible at other

--ICBG/50680-.
-Part. VI-

Enol.5A

16/9/A4

prote

Reductions continued slov/ly but steadily during tho year

ction

,
until on the l6th September, 1944 when the follov/lng signal
was reoeivod from tho Admiralty

'^Balloons are^  no longer to be provided for ships in coastal
Twaters of tho United Kingdom or for ships bound for
French, Bay or Channel ports. ifhoro practicable,
balloons are to be provided for ships proceeding to
Belgian and Dutch ports,”

On the 27th September, a meeting was held at the Admiralty
whether the effort required to maintain the supply

of balloons on even a small scale was Justified,
°Te^«is^tion was proving increasingly

difficult as the actual flying of balloons from ships was

/reduced

Tho

ibid.

End. 10A,
27/9/44

G.192400
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reduced. The vievT vms expressed that it was unlikely that
balloons would be reguired even on ships proceeding to Dutch
and Belgian ports, Air opposition in Normandy v/as negligible
and in viovir of the scale of air cover maintained, it was
not considered Justifiable to maintain the organisation
sxx3h a anoall scale. It was, therefore, rooommended that the
flying of balloons by ships in all Home waters should cease
and that the organisation for the supply and maintenance
of balloons on ships in all Home waters be closed down
forth.Yd.th,

on

S/89 79
Enel. 117A

Encl.25A,

The Admiralty issued instiuotions on the 15th November, 19i»4
to the effect that it had been decided to discontinue the

_of balloons for the defence of naval and merchant ships in
yall theatres of v/ar, and instructions v/ere issued by the
Air iHnistry to Headquarters, Balloon Conmand that all shore
service stations vrere to be disbanded with effect from the
21st November, 1944.

use

/SECTION 15

G.192400
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SECTION 15

5 / l^[^)
KBa/s". 50230/'
MH6

.\NTI-Ci\BEtl nCVICES

.•.it 22,35 hours on the yth *ipril, 1941, an cnon\jr aircraft
approached Crewe up the main London iiidlnnd and Scottish
railv/ay line flying at a height between 500 and 1,000 feet.
The Ore^re balloons wore flying at 3,500 feet,
entered the barrage, flow up the railway line as far as
Crev/o Station, and then turned half right up the Ifenchcster
lino v/horeupon it circled and left the barrage
afterwards it returned and dropped a number of bombs in the
vicinity of the main railway junction,
banked to starboard and flow up the Chester line whore it
turned to port and again attacked the railway jxinction.
then loft the area in a south easterly direction.

The aircraft

Shortlyarea.

The aircraft then

It

BIT.

Enel.29A.

Such contempt for a balloon barrage was not a normal
occurrence; but this was not a normal aircraft, for a number
of crews reported that it carried a fixture rather on the
lines of the front bumper of a motor oar attached to protect
the forepart of the aircraft against the results of impacting
balloon cables. Some warning thata device of this natvire was
in course of preparation hoxl been gleaned from the interrogation
of Prisoners of \far, but no preparations had been made to
combat it.

P/y reports
.35/1941

No. 165/1941
No

The first reaction of the Air Staff v/as that the appearance
of the device was one of the unfortunate results of the Free
Balloon Barrage,

"It looks as if our forecasts of what would happen if
people were alloy/ed to go mad over balloon barrages
was now being realised,"

\yrote the Director of Fighter Operations (Air Commodore J,
Whitworth Jones) to the Vice-Chief of the Air Staff (Air Chief
Marshal Sir Wilfrid Freeman).

"One of the arguments in favour of retaining the balloon
barrage as protection against low flying and medium
height attacks was that the tactics of just going
the top of the balloons would be easier than developing
special cable cutting devices and fitting them,
moment \7o put obstructions at heights much greater than
5,000 feet it would obviously become y/orthwhile to
develop protective devices on aircraft.
Albino enthxosiasts and high altitude barrage experts
for this recent development in German equipment.,.,,
conclusion would seem to be to kill Albino at

Meanwhile, Fighter Command were demanding that information
be given them of the action being taken to render balloon
cables lethal to aircraft fitted with such protection, for

"the value of the balloon barrage is dependent on tte
solution of this problem at an early date".

In the event of no adequate solution being available it was
requested that a high percentage of balloon crows should be
provided with Lewis guns. Guns, however, were not forth
coming because firstly, they were not available and secondly,
the forthcoming substitution of airwomen for airmen
balloon sites precluded the manning of them.

over

The

¥0 have to thank

the

once

on

s. 7231
Enel. 38a

ibid.

Enc.39

/On the 29th April,
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On the 29th .upril^ n conference was held at the Ministzy
of Aircraft Production to discuss the problem, and it
decided that:-

was

ibid,

Enol«if7A»

(a) the Balloon Development Establishment, Cardington,
should exaraino the possibilities of flying balloons
on a vciy heavy cable, say of ten tons strength;

the Eosearoh Department, Exeter, and the Balloon
Development Establishment should consider the
possibilities of;-

(i) Hanging Short Aerial Mines on the cables,

(ii) Developing the scheme on lower priority,

(iii) Hooks spaced at intoi^als on the cable,

the Research Department should:-

(i) Examine the possibility of using abrasive
wires (which had greatly increased sawing
pov/cr) for Long nerial Mines and carry out
catapult tests,

(il) Consider the possibilities of a number of
light aerial mines coupled together,

(iii) Examine Long Aerial Mine flight film records
to assess the efficacy of hooks spaced along
a Mark VI balloon cable,

I'hile those counter-measures were being examined, further
bumper-fitted cneny airorai*t were reported flying over various
parts of the country, and during lAay, a Heinkel 111, so fitted,
was shot down near Birmingham. The aircraft, though consider
ably damaged, did at lea,st, give the scientists something to

The weight of the structure was estimated at 7OO
to 900 lbs, and its effect upon the performance of the aircraft
was such that it immediately reduced the range, ^eed and bomb
load by 15 to 20 per cent - a good indication of the respect the
enemy ho.d for balloon barrages.

THE HE.'Vy CABLE

(c)

work on.

The scientists met again on the 17th May at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment ajid decided tha.t the most promising counter-measure
against bumper-fitted aircraft would be to fly a proportion of
balloons each with an attachment of very heavy cable,
reported that the Balloon Development Establishment were obtain
ing 7 and 10 ton cables and examining the necessary modifications
to winches and other problems,
highest priority.

Meanwhile, the Royal Aircraft Establishment was to estimate
the strength of the cable required to break through the bumper:-

On impo.ot, for various positions of collisions,

(b) By static force in the optimum positions midvifay
between support members of the bumper.

It was

Their v/ork was to proceed on the

(a)

/This information

/

ff. 192400
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This Infonnation was not forthoomlng until the 13th June,
when at a priority conference held at the Balloon Development
Establishment it vraa stated that a bumper-fitter aircraft
required a load in excess of 25 tons to break it*

ibid.

Enol*52A.

By August, the position had again changed and it had been
ascertained that a 30 ton cable would be required* The Air
Staff proposed to equip 100 per cent of the balloons vdth this
new device but Balloon Command pointed out that the enclosed
nature of a number of sites would severely limit the use of
the cable and requested authority to experiment with the first
50 lengths available*

ibid.

Enel*76a*

The Director of Fighter Operations agreed to this
s’^^^Gstion and at the same time enunciated the policy for the
tactical employment of the cable. In the first place, by
^rtue of its weight, the height of the balloons would be
limited to about 1600 feet. iTiile this height might prevent
bombing from very low flying aircraft fitted v/ith bumpers, it
T^juld also enable standard aircraft to bomb from as low as
2,000 feet, Xt was desirable, therefore, that a proportion
of the balloons in all barrages should be flown at their normal
operational height as a deterrent to unprotected aircraft.

The Air Staff calculated that the chances of an aircraft
flying through a balloon barrage and impacting a cable varied a
great deal according to the size of the barrage.(1)

Balloon cables were assumed to be lethal throughout their
length to unprotected aircraft, but vdien balloons were equipped
v/ith heavy cables they v/ould only be lethal if  a protected
aircraft struck the heavy cable; as it was proposed that the
heavy cables should be suspended from varying heights, and
would be only 400 feet in length, the chances of destroying
aircraft were reduced by 75 per cent*

In order to afford the best possible protection, the Air
<3ecided that balloons with the heavy cable attachment

should be sited close together in the immediate vicinity of
vital points they were protecting, while balloons not fitted

cables riaould be retained at their normal operational
hei^t on the outer perimeters of the barrage. This might make
it necessary to augment isolated barrages at the expense" of
those protecting larger

an

the

areas.

ibid,

Enol.fllA#

Fighter Command did not agree with this latter decision,
pointing out that it would make numerical demands in with
drawals from larger barrages which they could not meet with
out being unacceptably weakened. The Command were of the
opinion that, vith the limited bomber force the enemy had at
his disposal on the western front and those concentrating
shipping attacks, there v/as little likelihood of the enemy
making large scale attacks on inland targets with bumper-
fitted aircraft. They proposed, therefore, in conjunction with
Balloon Command, to distribute the heavy cables available
those barrages which they considered most likely to be
attacked. This \TOuld, apart from anything else, allow the
crews to get operational experience in handling the cables and
assist in formulating a practicable policy for the future* —-

on

to

The trials were carried out in September and October 'vrfien
some 200 sites were issued with heavy cables which were flovm
under all conditions* In November, the Air Officer Commanding,
Balloon Conmand (Air Marshal sir Leslie Gossage) reported
results. They were not hi^iresslve. - The effective operation

/of balloons
(1) Representative estimates for three barrages

London 50??, Portsmouth 20??, Langley 15??* ~

the

were;-

ibid, Encl*97A
and 97B*

C.192400
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of 'balloons equipped v/ith heavy cables was in itself a
formidable task. The cable could only be used at sites where
the tops of surrounding obstacles, such as houses, trees, etc*,
formed an angle of less than 35 degrees vdth the ground at the
central anchorage. Neither could it be flovm when (ground
wind speeds wore over 25 miles an hour as it thrashed about in
a manner likely to cause serious injuries both to the crew
and to surrounding property. In dangerous lightning conditions
it could not be handled T/ithout danger of electric shock to
the operators. Finally, 30 minutes trere required to raise
the balloon to its maximum height of 1,600 feet -  a length of
time that operationally was unacceptable*

In view of these difficulties, Air Marshal Gossage came
to the conclusion that:-

"this temporary expedient has revealed so many limita
tions in operation, I consider it inadvisable
that its adoption should be extended beyond the 200
balloon sites already equipped pending the arrival of
better devices,"

The Air Staff accepted this view and the heavy cable waS'
abandoned, Br.t at the same time the enemy evidently decided
that the operational limitations vliich the bximper imposed upon
their aircraft \7ere too severe, and turned their attention to
a new form of anti-cable device known as the "Kutonase"
a highly efficient cable cutter,
think again.

The scientists had to

the 1'.KUT0NASE" cutter

rMle salvaging the vrreckage of a Domier 217 viiich
crashed on the 11th January, 1942, at Arbury, a short length
of steel, 7-^" long, of triangular section vrlth  a sharpened
knife-edged apex and a flanged base, was found. This was the
first tangible evidence of the "Kutonase" cutter. Prom this
small piece of steel it v;as deduced that the triangular blade
was fixed by means of rivets or screws to the foremost position
of the leading edge of the mainplane both outboard and inboard
of the engines, and around the nose of the cockpit on one of
the frame members. To prevent any turbulence vMch might
airLse due to its position, the blade i^s covered with
fairing \vhich, vrtaen it ran over the landing light in the leading
edge of the port v/ing, v/as made of perspex or glass. The
portion of the blade which ran round the cockpit was also
covered as apparently ground crews had cut themselves when
cleaning the aircraft.

a

S.7231

Enel.107b,

The appearance of the "Kutonase" cutter resulted in a
momentarj?- effort to resuscitate the heavy cable, but this idea
was promptly rejected by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief,
Pic'hter Command^ t.ho ruled that

"until there is an appreciable increase in enemy
activity in balloon barrages to show that the
"Kutonase" is effective against the type of wire
used,"

now

_ he proposed to make no changes in the present method of
operating balloon barrages. But anj'’ supporters the heavy
cable might have had were lost vdien, ’ on the 17th March,
Air Jforshal Goa sage infomed the Air Officer OommandiniT^in-
Chief that

OPS,

Encl,5U,

"tests \7ith the heavy cable as a counter to the "Iftitonase"
knife edge cutter have shown that it is quite ineffective,
being cut almost as easily as the ordinary talloon
flsring cable,"

/G,192400 COUNTER-MEASURES
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OODM’ER-I.'TE/iSURES

S.7232

Encl^llQA.,
Strenuous efforts uere iramediately made to produce

effective counter-measure to the new cutter*
were the Sliding Bolas and the Cordtex cable*
successful*

/imong the
an

 first
Neither proved

The sliding Solas consisted of a unit of about 5 feet of
cable with a weight at one end. The other end of the cable
was attached to the balloon cable by means of a grip \7hich
slid \^/ards, but not downwards; these units were fixed at
intervals of approximately 40 feet* Ylhen an aircraft hit the
cable, the bolas immediately below the point of in5)aot, i
round and moved upvra.rds until it wrapped itself round the
burner or wing of the aircraft.

swung

The Oordtex cable was an explosive unit placed alongside
the balloon cable and detonated electrically \Aen struck by
an aircraft. Although the e;}q)losion was not likely to cause
much damage to the aircraft, it was considered that the moral
effect on the pilot would be considerable*

To reply on a device which had only a moral effect,
however, vras no solution to the problem, and it was not until
the 11th October, 1942 that the Director of Fighter Operations
was able to inform the Air Officer Oommanding-ln-Chief that
a possible answer to the ’'Kutonase” cutter had been found*
This was known as the Twin Cable Bomb scheme*

THE Tli^'IN CABLE Ba®

ibid,

Enol*135A*
This device consisted of a standard EZ barrage balloon

flying on double 32 cwt, cable*
winch over a ground pulley up to the balloon v/here it ran over
a balloon pulley back to a swivel attached to the ground*
The cable was aimed v/ith a series of bomb units spaced at
intervals of either 100 or 200 feet* The cable formed part
of an electric circuit \ihioh was so arranged that when an
aircraft cut the cable all the bomb units below the aircraft
were fired*

The cable ran from the

The distribution of bomb fragments was in the
form of a cone spreading upwards from the bomb, tiiiich was
designed primarily to attack self-sealing petrol tanks;
high speed of the fragments combined with their shape

the

causing uncontrollable leaks in the tanks.

Yith bombs spaced at 100 feet, the height of the balloon
was 2,200 feet and the chances of hitting a tank with at least
one fragment v;as 75 per cent* The bloxT^way speed of the
balloon wreis 60 miles an hour.

The main disadvantage of the Twin Cable Bomb appeared to>
be the reduction it imposed upon the hei^t of the balloons,
but the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, ̂Fighter Command, wa®
prepared to accept this, and an order of priority for arming
balloon barrages with the new armament was prepared,
was changed \ith such regularity, however, that no useful
purpose is served by setting it out.

Meanwhile, as preparations were under way to produce
sets of Twin Cable Bomb equipment to undergo service trials,
experiments were also being made with Mark'vi balloons flying
In tandem as a possible counter to the "Kutonase” cutter*
This was known as the Mark VI (Type p) Barrage,

/mark VI

This-

SB.35154
S.7231

Enol.l35A»

(1) 3,500 feet a second.

G, 192400
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MARK VI (type P) BARR/iGE

A Mai^c VI bAlloon barrage unit consists of a small balloon
at a height of 2,000 feet
Tibere additional height

above another and a hei^t
The blov/^aTJay speed of

of 2,500 cubic feet capacity, flying
on 15 standard gauge piano v/ire,(l)
Is needed, one unit may be flown
of 4,500 feet can be reached,(2)
this arrangement is 50 miles an hour.

The flying v/lre is armed v»rlth a bomb unit at the top and
a toTTing parachute at the bottom,
in parallel Y/ith the Y/ire across inertia links,
aircraft strikes the v/ire the inertia links part, the towing
parachute is rTravm out of its container and the bomb is freed
from the bomb unit except for a small stabilizing parachute
which remains attached to the tail of the bomb#
is straddled, therefore, by a length of wdre vdth the towing
parachute at the lower end and the bomb and stabilizer at the

The tovrLng parachute rapidly draws the \i±re over
the Ydng until the bomb strikes it, detonating upon impact.

These units are connected
I^^hen an

The aircraft

upper end#

It T/as considered that the llark VI balloon cable -would
not be cut by aircraft fitted with the ''Kutonaae” cutter and
flying at speeds below 300 miles an hour,

AMD THE EQ[N G/.BLE
BOJffi SCHEME,

In December, 1942, the Deputy Director of Scientific
Research (2) (jft*. Eockspeiser), Ministry of Aircraft Production,
prepared a paper compai-d.ng the tY70 latest cotinter-devlcea to
the "Kutonase” cutter. The ad-vantages and disadvantages of
the tYTO schemes v/ere carefully set out and may be summarised
as follOY^;-

ADVANTAGES

Mark VT Tandem Barragg

1, E<iuipment practically entirely of existing t3Tpes In
production. Except for tandem flying had passed
the test of operational use.

2. Cheaper per site in both material and personnel than
the Tv/in Cable Bomb, Rubber required per site
50 lbs, (solo) or 100 lbs, (tandem) against 330 lbs#
for the LZ balloon#

3# Greater operational height than the Twin Cable Bomb
Scheme,

TY.i.n Cable Bomb Scheme,

1. Should bo able to deal with all probable cutter
developments, assuming that fairing development
vrould be in the direction of increased penetrability,

Effecti-ve anyv/here along an aircraft span, including
propeller impacts.

Speed of operation and variation of barrage height
consistent v/ith standard of flying policy.

Acceptable blo\>-aY7ay speed#

2,

3.

4.

5. The balloon could be flown at any height up to the
maximum.

/disadvantages

(1) Breaking strength 1,300 lbs,

(2) Sub-Section page 302G.192400
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DISiiWAMPAGES'

Mark VT Tandem Barrage

Maximum effective impact speed }00 miles an hour,
(This left little margin over the maximum speeds
of the Domier 21? and Poker Woolf 190 fighter/
bomber)•

BloxT^away speed 40 miles an hourt

Future developments of cutter fairings might
invalidate the Mark VI barrage*

Little variation of barrage hei^t possible.

1.

2.

5.

4.

5* Speed of operation too slow for standard flying
policy.

6. Less robust balloon*

Twin Cable Bomb Scheme

1. Lovi'- operational hei^t.

2, Operational difficulties and lower effective speed
limit unknown*

Any major change in height required two balloon
operations.

These comparisons were made as the result of various
expeid.ments,
now arrived vdien full-scale trials under operational conditions

should be arranged,
accordingly instructed Fighter and Balloon Commands to neke

the necessary preparations so that the trials could be made

as soon as the equipment became available,
undesirable that the enemy should learn of the existence of
the Twin Cable Bcmb until all barrages were equipped with it
the trials vrere to be carried out in an area which vraa

unlikely to be attacked during the present phase of enemy
tactics.

3.

rt was apparent, however, that the time had

The Director of Fighter Operations

Because it v/as

Ibid.
Enel,139A.

Equipment for the Tvdn Cable Bomb, stated the Director
of Fighter Operations, should be available by the end of

February, 1943, while that for the Tandem scheme v/ould be
ready some two weeks later.

The idea was that two barrages should be equipped with
the Twin Cable Bomb and two with the Tandem scheme* By
running the trials concurrently it would then be possible
to ascertain which of the two schemes was likely to be the

most practioablo. Because the Air Officer Comianding,
Balloon Command considered It essential that the trials

should be undertaken in barrages manned by airmen, he

proposed that they should be carried out in the following
areas;-

Ibid.

Enel, 146a*
Twin Cable Bomb Trials Crewe

Plymouth

Mark VI Trials Derby
Falmouth

This did not conform with the Air Staff requirement
that the trials of the Tvdn Cable Bomb should take place in
areas not liable to enemy attack, but under the circumstances
there was no alternative*

/0^192400 TWIN"
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T\?IN GABLE BOiffi - FIRST TRIALS

KB0/S.5301g/
CP&t

.  28a»

The Tv/in Gable Bomb trials commenced early in May at
No. 964 Squadron, Plymouth, and No, 949 Squadron, Crewu, eaoh
squadron using four balloons that were made non~operational
for the purpose. Training v/as carried out with full equipment
except that dummy bombs and detonators were used.

During this phase a number of minor vreaknesses in equip-
ment came to light but these were easily rectified, Crev/g
handled the new device ̂ ^dthout difficulty and in spite of the
entirely new technique required, there v;as no reason to
believe that they would not be able to operate the balloons in
a satisfactory manner and ■'-Tithin the accepted time limits.

Service trials using live bomb units commenced on the
By mid-day on that date, No. 949 Squadron had con

verted eight sites to Tv/in Cable Bombs, but being a second line
barrage, remained grounded. At Plymouth No, 964 Squadron had
five sites operating the Twin Cable Bomb vdiich v/ere flown at
the ruling operational height. They had not been flying for
long when the bottom bomb unit on one site detonated.
Shortly aftervreirds, the bottom detonator at another site fired,but as this unit had not been paid out to a sufficient height
to arm it, the bomb itself was not detonated,
bomb above it exploded tvAj minutes later.

1 st July,

Howrever, the

On the advice of the Balloon Development Establishment
live bombs v;ere immediately discarded and flying continued
T/ith dummy bombs and live detonators. Orders were also given
that no more sites in either squadron were to be converted to
T'.'.ln Cable Bomb pending further instruction.

On the 2nd Jhly, between first and last light, ten more
detonators fired at Plymouth and after taking advice from the
technical experts, the Air Officer Commanding suspended the
trials in both squadrons.

f®G/ST^5»ll/GP3'
Enol.SSA. The Tandem service trials commenced at No.918 Squadron,

Derby, and No,959 Squadron, T^’almouth on the 7th August, 1943.
Both barrages flew under normal operational control; Falmouth
es a first line barrage and Derby as a second line barrage.

The average time taken to complete a given operation did
not differ materially from that taken wath LZ balloons, but
numerous delays occurred at individual sites,
caused mainly by winch troubles and could not be accepted by
Balloon Command from an operational point of view;.

These were

One of the main disadvantages of the tandem scheme
proved to be the impossibility of aiming the cable except at
tvro fixed positions, 2,000 and 4,000 feet. Neither was there

indication, as had been hoped, that the size of each crew
could be materially reduced beloi? that required for LZ balloons.
The casualty rate for balloons vre.s also high, and when ground
w/ind speeds were over 35 miles an hour, reached  a level that wra,s
unacceptable. It was apparent, in fact, that for operation in
countries, ^ such as Drcat Britain, where wind and cloud conditions
are unpredictable, the Tandem scheme in its present form could
not be regarded as an adequate substitute for an LZ Barrage*
Furthermore, its possible advantages as an anti-cutter device
appeared to be more than offset by the difficulty of maintaining
a barrage at all during the vrinter months.

an

It W7as clear, in fact, that the Tandem scheme was going
to bo of no value and it wmis abandoned in January, 19i*4,

/further
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FURTHER TATO CABLE BQfffl TRIALS

!®0b^2bl2/GP»
Enel* 113a*

Meanwhile, the scientists v/ere endeavoxiring to
the difficulties that had arisen with the Tv;in Cable Bomb, but
vrith little success*

Hovever, a second series of service trials was eomenced

at Plymouth on the 1st December, 1943*
encouraging than the earlier experiments,
fortnight trro accidents were reported,
exploded viion the tdneh was started up, and in the second, all
the bombs on the cable at one site exploded for no knovm
reason*

overcome

They were no more
In the first

In one case a bomb

Further improvements vrere clearly required and the Air
Ministry were asked to consider viiether 10 per cent of the
T^dn Cable Bomb equipment should not be further modified,

"rt appears", wrote Wing Commander V*R. Gibbs, of
Organization 4, in a minute to the Controller of Research

and Development, Ministrjr of Aircraft Production (Air Marshal
P»J* Linnell)

"that viiat we took out was really an insurance policy
in July, 1942, to provide a counter in the event
of the enemy using cutters
have, to date, paid over 5 million pounds in premiums
for this, but at the end of 1943 'we have no answer*"

This enormous expenditure v/as incurred because material
to equip 1750 balloon sites were manufactured before waiting
for the conclusion of the first trials and vdthout waiting
for any service trials* This was done because, as the
Controller for Research and Development remarked in a minute
to the Minister of Aircraft Production,

"the enemy has a cutting device viiich renders our
existing barrage T/ell nigh useless
greatest importance that not a day be lost in
introducing our new counter-device*"

Had the equipment proved satisfactory, this policy
would have beenjustified* As it was, constant modifications,
new items of equipment, and various bottlenecks in production
resulted in an ever increasing cost for no satisfactory result,

Wing Commander Gibbs went on to point out that it was
for the Controller of Research and Development to balance the
expenditure of labour, time, and material and to decide viiether
to modify further the existing equipment or to wait until more
was knovm of the results of the present service trials.

I understand that we* • *

it is of the

ibid,
I^ol. 148b.

In order to assist the Controller of Research and

Development in making his decision Wing Couinander Gibbs set
out the folloiTing facts concerning the Twin Cable Bomb scheme;-

"(a) The Chiefs of Staff Committee have before them at
the moment a recommendation from the C-in-C

Fighter Command, to reduce the I*E, of the Home
L.Z. barrage to II38* Out of this number 31^
of the sites will be operated by W.A,A»F» personnel
who, according to A*M*0. A.673/43, are in no
circumstances to be trained in the use of firearms

or other lethal weapons* This ruling vrould appear
to cut out ¥*A*A*Ff sites from the T,C,B, scheme
if it were ever introduced, Eurthemore, it is
very doubtful if W*A*A*F* personnel could operate
T*C*B, as it is quite difficult to handle

/operationally.

•,

IMd*

G, 192400
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operationally* This leaves us Tdth a possible
793 sites for T*C»B* and no more unless ¥.A»A»P*s
are replaced by R*A*F» T?hich is against the policy
of the Directorate of Manning*

built in 1942 bomb storage and control posts
for the T#C»B* scheme at the following barrages’;*

First Line Barrages

Plymouth***.
Southampton.
¥eybridge*,,
Langley,,,,,
Yeovil*,,,,,

\
23

32
20

20

33 (To be manned by ¥,A.A.P*)

(^)

Second Line Barraftes

17 (To be manned by ¥.A,A*P*)
20JNOW all iBcnned by ¥,A.A*P,)

Brookworth,

Pilton..••.

165

Less ¥,A.A*P* sites ,79.
95

It is not intended to use our very scarce labour
and material to build anyvdiere else until we know
the scheme is practicable and to be definitely
proceeded v/ith.

Balloon Command has no intention of starting to
train their very depleted personnel until they
are given the final and proper equipment to
train v/ith, and this stage has obviously not yet
been reached. Therefore equipment for training
is not yet required.

The number of personnel required to operate T,C*B*
is not yet known, it will most certainly

not be less than at present for D,P,L aiming.
Some specialist personnel other than balloon
operators vdll most certainly be required* Any
increase in the strength of crews for balloons at
this stage of the war will most certainly meet
with the strongest opposition*

There is a great shortage of rubber and fabric to
make balloons and we are continually being pressed
to cut down our demands* The wastage over the
past twelve months has been approximately 24^ a
month of balloons flying. It is considered that
if the T.C*B. arming vra,s introduced the wastage
would most probably increase*"

^ving considered those facta, it was for the Controller
of Researoh and Development to decide \That equipment, if any.
should be modified on the basis of;* *

Labour, material, and time required for
modification of each individual site.

(c)

(^)

(e)

(I)

(n) The likelihood of the scheme being brought to a
stage \vhere it would be of practical use and
introduced in the service for either general use
in balloon barrages, or to be used only if the
enemy began to use the "Kutonase” on a larr^e
scale.

/The Controller
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The Controller of Research and Development decided that;-

"it is clear that the misadventures met during the service
trtals are the type, the discovery of which is the object
of^service trials,,,, I therefore consider that in
adaidition to those being used for service trials, 10!^
of the equipment should be modified,"

Before this ruling could be put into effect, hoT/ever, the
Air Marshal Commanding, Air Defence of Great Britain (Air
Marshal sir Roderic Hill) stepped into the picture.

Pointing out that Plymouth was in ran,ge of fighter/bombers
and v/as a target of increasing importance on account of the
forthcoming offensive operations, he went on to state that he
could no longer accept the limitation of operational
efficiency which the Trdn Cable Bomb imposed upon the barrage,

"Since this project was started eighteen months ago",
stated Air Tfershal Hill, "the tactical situation has
entirely changed and most balloons are now deployed to
counter attack by fighter/bombers, which aircraft do
not carry a cutter and for vdiich the normal armament of
balloons provides adequate lethality. It is clear that
before this device can be used, considerable further
development work vdll be required and if and when It
becomes technically satisfactory in the changed
circumstances, its operational value is doubtful. After
due consideration therefore, I consider tha.t it would be
better, even though a considerable quantity of material
has been manufactured, to cut our losses rather than to
expend further valuable time and effort on the
development of this weapon, I therefore recommend that
development v;nrk and trials of the T,C,B. device should
not be pursued and that its introduction into operational
service should be cancelled,"

In April, the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Operations)
intimated that the Air Staff no longer considered there was a
requirement for the Twin Cable Bomb, An attezr5)t was made to
continue field trials at Cardington, but these were also
cancelled -.hen, on the 5th September, the Ministry of Aircraft
Production finally informed the Superintendent, Balloon
Development Establishment, that the Twin Cable Bomb scheme
was cancelled.

Thus ended a most costly and unsuccessful venture.

> 353 -

ibid, .

Min,116,

/iDG^S, 56749
/Ops,
Encl,5A*

Ibid,

Mln,129*

/SECTION 16,

G,192400
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SECTION 16 SECRET

ERSJ'IY ACTIVITY OVER BALLOON BARRAGE AREAS

ATTACKS ON BALLOONS

At 0850 hours on the last day of August, 1940> observers
on the Kent coast sav tv/o waves of fifty enemy aircraft
approaching Dover at heights ranging between 15,000 and

20,000 feet* A few seconds later six Me,109s detached
themselves from the main formation and attacked "Hie balloons

flying over the port* In six minutes they shot dox^n the
entire barrage of 23 balloons at a cost to themselves of 3
aircraft - 2 destroyed by anti-aircraft fire, and the third

by rifle fire from balloon crevfs,

ITith no balloon protection it was to be expected that the
main formation of bombers if/Duld novr proceed to attack Dover
from a low level. This, hoii/ever, did not happen. The
bombers proceeded on their course and attacked targets else-
Tiiere,

Balloon

Command

Bulletin

NO* 7*

Strenous efforts were made to replace the casualties
and by 1130 hours one Tv'aterbome and ten land sites vrere

again flying balloons} by the afternoon a further seven were

airborne. But this happy state of affairs did not last for

long, for at 1950 hours the barrage was again attacked by
enemy fighters and fifteen balloons were shot down* By
the next morning a further sixteen had been replaced and

were flying*

Eurther attacks on the balloons were now expected and
tactics to meet them were arranged between the local anti
aircraft commander and the commanding officer of the balloon
squadron. Thus, v/hen later in the morning enemy aircraft
were sighted the balloons vrere hauled do\'m to 500 feet and

covered by a gun barrage, viiich at this height included
light anti-aircraft gun defences. This manoeuvre proved
highly successful, three enemy aircraft being shot down for
the loss of trro balloons.(1)

These three attacks on the Dover Balloon Barrage were
the only attempts made by the enemy to eliminate  a barrage
in its entirety. The reason for their doing so remains
obscure. Post war interrogation of senior German air
force officers has, so far, elucidated nothing,
targets protected by the balloons were not attacked,
could it conceivably be supposed that their policy was
designed to force British fighter aircraft into combat, for
the Germans must have been aware that the strength of the
Dover anti-aircraft defences, particularly within the range
of light anti-aircraft guns, was perhaps greater than at
any other point in the British Isles. But whatever the
reason a large-scale attack on balloons was never repeated.
On several occasions single balloons were shot down by
enemy aircraft, but these were generally ascribed to

/individual

The

Nor

Over
Britain"

p.64.

(1) It is interesting to note that a balloon crew again
claimed one of these aircraft "destroyed by rifle
fire.”

in to the aircraft, vdaich, exuding black smoke,
apparently dived into the

June, 1945*

Tt.’vd volleys of 50 and 20 rounds were fired

sea.

(2)

G,192400
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individual acts of daring ly members of the Luftwaffe and
said to bo fror/ned upon by tho Gorman authoritloa,

- 194V

Tho first so<^:allod major air attack on a target protootod
by balloons ocourrod on 8th April, 1940, Tirhen about 24 onony
aircraft attaokod Soapa Plow, Thoir objootivos appoarod to be
tho Hoxa and Switha booms, Thoao wore not hit and this, perhaps,
is not surprising since bombing was oarriod out from heights
ranging bctv7oon 12,000 and 20,000 foot. One balloon was
roportod to have boon maohino-gunnod, but sutvivod.

This attack was typical of tho oarly daylight raids.
No attompta v7oro made to shoot do\m tho balloons as part of
a strategical plan, nor indood wore any attempts made to fly
bolovr tho height of the balloons. Occasionally,  a single
onoviy aircraft would fly through a portion of a balloon barrage,
but incidents of this natxiro were

were

rare.

0 & S

Defonco

241/8

The soTAO applied to night attacks on areas protected by
balloon barrages. Invariably, those took place at  a height
v7oll above the balloons. The bombing, therefore, was haphasaid
and, when the individual targets protected by balloons wore hit,
it was more a matter of luck than Judgment on the part of tho
©noriiy. Again, there were exceptions to the rule,
generally spealdng in the first tv7o years of war the balloons
admirably fulfilled their purpose by keeping tho enemy flying
high.

But

problems aris_^g from major attacks.

On tho night of the 14/15th November, 194D# the oneny
attacked Oovontiy in force,
which the Gorman Air Poroe had been able to concentrate large
numbers of aircraft on one comparatively small target.

Approximately 400 aircraft participated, bombing the city
for some nine hours, and similar attacks, varying in intensity#
wore made during tho ensuing weeks on Sheffield, Liverpool,
Manchester, Southampton, Bristol and other cities and tov/i®,

Tho tactics used by tho enemy vrore almost identical
each occasion. The raids ooianoncod shortly after dusk.
Tho first aircraft, flying at approximately 10,000 feet, but
rarely below this height, scattered incendiaries indiscrimin
ately over tho target area,

biggest wore steadily bombed with high explosives by suooeoding
aircraft until shortly before dawn.

This was the first oocaslon on

on

Pires v/oro started ani tho

KS^fa'5G228 -
Ee«1.118b.

Prom the operational point of view, insofar as Balloon
Conmand were concerned, those raids presented few problems,
'dministrativoly, however, a number of difficulties
Communications and public utilities suffered severely;
booarae blocked and buildings damaged.

arose.

road

But if the barrage
s

was to function efficiently these services had to bo rosuned,
or at least improvised, with the least possible delay.

Balloon

Gomnand

Bulletin
No. 22

Appx, **A"

In late December, 1940, Headquarters, Balloon Command
circulated a sxsnmary of tho lessons learnt during those major
raids and issued instructions to overcome tho dlffioultios
that wore mot likoly to aid.se after such attacks,
wore as follows

These

/yatoy.
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TiTai^r

Lack of v/^ater, sometimes diae to mains siiffering direot
hits and sometimes to hydrants being buried under wreckage,
V7as a frequent occurrence,

water ahouM never be relied upon to deal with incipient
fires. In any case sand would perform this task eq\ial3y
satisfactorily.

Viator bottles were to be changed daily for drinking
purposes, and, for the same reason, fresh water in large
containers was to be maintained at squadron and fli^t
headquarters.

Gas and Electricity

It was therefore ruled that

Because gas and electricity supplies were also likely
to be out off, not only for a few hours, but possibly for
days. Primus stoves were to be made available for emergency
coolcing; and v/hile hurricane lamps were xiseful for obtaining
the minimum light, they v^ere not satisfactory for office
work. In an emergency barrack lamps were to be moved from
sites to offices.

Oonmiunioations

Telephones were likley to fail for various reasons,
and despatch riders hampered in delivering messages, not
only beoa.use of the eneny activity that might be talcing
place, but also because roads frequently becaane blocked with
wreckage. It was necessary, therefore, that alternative
telephone systems from outside the bombed area to higher
formations should be examined and arrangements made for use
in on emergency. In the event of the failure of all land
lines, despatch riders v/ere to be acquainted with
alternative routes as possible. As an inmediate measuro
to restore communications between barrage control ard sites,
a mobile signals unit, Icnovm as the Balloon Command Signals
Unit, vras to be formed. This unit v/ould be based on the
Royal Air Force Station, Oardington, and advised Immediately
a heavy attack developed on a balloon protected eireat A
detachment v/ould immediately set out, arriving there shortly
after^ the conclusion of the raid. Squadron headquarters
and sites, where oomraunioations had become unserviceable
would be equipped with radio telephory sets which would
remain installed until normal conditions had been restored
by engineers of the General Post Office,

as maiy

Ambulance^

i/hen casualties were removed from sites by ambulances
were told to ascertain, where possible, the hospital

to which they were being taken. While in most oases the
hospitals reported Royal Air Force casualties, instances had
occurred v/here this had not been done, and in consequence
airmen v/ere reported missing.

crews

The importance of practising first aid on balloon sites
was emphasized in order that minor injuries might be dealt
with on the spot, thus relieving medical orderlies of
unneoessaiy worlc.

G,1924jOO
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Pood

It VAIS a good plan to have food and hot drinks prepared for

personnel on duty. Sometimes there vrere delays in the serving of
early meals, and v;hile this Tra.s no hardship, it v/as found that
food and drinks helped to pass "hombing” time and thus assisted
morale.

Shelters

Finally, while it was necessary for a number of airmen to

be in the open during air raids, it was imperative that as many
persons as possible should keep under cover. There was a

tendency, particularly v/hen experiencing a first raid, to stand

outside and gape, but such unnecessary exposure was to be
strongly discouraged. It was important, too, that personnel
should not all congregate in one shelter when there was
alternative accomodation.

m2

The **Baedeker” Eaids

Towards the end of April, 1942, and just after the Royal
Air Force raids on Lubeck and Rostock, the enemy, presxanably by
\j&y of reprisal, made a series of vicious attacks on Exeter,
Bath, Norwich and Bristol,
•’Baedeker” raids and were the subject of an exhaustive analytical
study by the Air Warfare iuialytical Section of the Air Ministry,
whose function v;as to decide upon reasons for the successor
failure of enemy raids on this country.

In their report on the "Baedeker" raids the Air Ti.’arfare
Analytical Section came to the conclusion that;-

These came to be knorm as the

A,W,A,

Report
W/^

(1)"the Hun can only achieve good concentrations
is allowed to deliver his attack from low level.

when he

It has been noted in past bomb census reports that
the enemy has on no occasion produced accurate visual
bombing vdiere balloon barrage protection has forced him
to fly even ooiiparatively high, and this fact has been
stressed both in fact and by inference in the raids vmder
consideration. Alone of all the towns raided in April,
Bristol was scattered, vH.th most of the incidents in the
outskirts of the barrage,"

Ibid. The report then vront on to describe how after Norwich had been
heavily attacked on the 27/28th and the 29th/30th April, a
balloon barrage was deployed over the city, (2; on the
Jfey, when Nbrrrich v/as again the target, three parachute mines
fell j\ist outside the barrage area, v^ile 51 tons of high
explosive fell near the Royal Air Force Station at Stoke Holy
Cross, and a further 11 tons were diverted by decoys,

"These two facts", stated the Air Warfare Analytical section,
"added to past experience of enemy attacks on protected
towns, prove the value of a balloon barrage in frustrating
enemy attempts at concentrated bombing. Furthermore, 1die
fact that all the concentrated attacks were made at low

level in the absence of balloon protection and that the
concentrations achieved in these lev/ level attacks were

denser than any recorded in the blitzes on protected bomb
census to\-?ns, justifies the inference that the' presence of
a balloon barrage would have reduced the "Baedeker" raids
to the common level of past blitz experience,

(1) Of bombs. ’

(2) See Section 27 Operation "Crittall"

jTb&ss.
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BC/15. These vlev/s vrere reported in July, when the Air 17arfare
Analytical Section reported on raids that had taken place in
June, The analysis suggested that the past year had resulted
in a deterioration of the enemy's raiding efficiency where anti
aircraft fire and balloons had compelled him to fly high, (l)
The raiding efficiencies in the "Baedeker" raids made at 1o\t
level in the absence of balloon protection varied between 6?
per cent and SO per cent. The first raid on Canterbury was
86 per cent, but with the advent of a balloon barracre the
raiding efficiency fell to 24 per cent and in a followinf^ raid
to 25 per cent.

BC/18,
May, 1943. In a report on night bombing covering the period December,

1942, to March, 1943, the raiding efficiency in 37 of the most
inportant night attacks v/as analysed by the Air Warfare
/oialytical Section as 47 per cent. Included in these v/ere 12
raids on tovms in conditions favourable to accvirate bombing,
with no balloon defence and inadequate anti-aircraft defences,
and their average efficiency T/as 77 per cent, m the remaining
25 raids, the tovflis attacked were protected by balloons and anti
aircraft barrages of varying intensity and the average efficiency
achieved was only 25 per cent,

1943

During 1943, the enemy's air effort against the British
Isles was , comparatively speaking, negligible, but there
remained the potential threat of heavy attack, and balloons
were retained as a precaution. There vrere a number of isolated
incidents, such as the mid-day attack on London on the 20th
January, At 12,29 hours on this day Headquarters, No,11 Groip
instructed the London Barrage commander to fly his balloons

minutes later six or more enemy aircraft flew-
over the still grounded balloons, firing at them as they did so.
Bombs were dropped from a low height one hitting  a school at
Levn-sham causing heavy casualties. Another fell on a balloon
site wounding nine airvflomen balloon operators. This incident
proyoked national comment. The public wished to know why the
mlloons were down. In the House of Commons, Lieutenant-Colonel

•  Sir Assheton Pownall asked for an explanation and was informed by
the Secretary of State for Air (sir Archibald Sinclair) that:-

"The balloon barrage vns close-hauled over a part of the
^ndon area on the morning of 20th January, because
^ortant maintenance work on the London defences was

carried out in

daylight. There T^as no question of neglicrence
default,"

But this answer v/as misleading;
truth had to be withheld.

to

or

for reasons of secxu^ity, the

Hansard

26th Jan. 1943

EE/S.31822
W^t happened was that as the result of enemy interference

^e ra^r s^tem at No. 11 Group had been Jammed and the enemy had
^en plotted on a most erratic course on the Operations Room
tables at both Headquarters, Fighter Command, and Headquarters.
No,11 Group ovang to the main track splitting on the boundary
beWeen Maidstone and Horsham, Royal Observer Coips Group areas.

T  ̂ proceeded through the Horsham Group area towards
London and the other through the JTaidstone Group area towards

tracks still carried the original designation
^Rald 411; as both centres were under the impression that they
were tracking the main raid. In consequence, the track plotted

/on the

(1) Raiding efficiency was the percentage of the total bombs
dropped that fell within the boundaries of the
toT/n attacked.

city or

G, 192400
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on the Operations Room tables« from Infozmatlon rooelYed from
both oentreo, ahosred a alg-zag oourse steering in the general
diTOotion of Maidstone. This Impression was strengthened
ovri.ng to the faot that tfiro of the plots in the track steering
for London, though transmitted by teleprinter by the Royal
Observer Corps Centre, wore xiot received at the teleplotters
in the Operations Rooms, presvmably owing to a meohanioal
failure. Thus, it was not until 1229 hours that plots indi
cated that the enecay was likely to attack London, The
balloons Viroro inanediatoly ordered to fly,
late, however,

a  There wore other occasions %vhen the balloons were
^ 'jaLuJL apparently caught grounded. But each •kLm© they were groujided
I®O/Sr52073^' for a reason, A typical example of this occurred at Plymouth
Opa» on the night of the 13th February, while a large scale bomber
Snol,13 OB, effort against Lorient vms in progress. The balloons,

normally floT,7n at operational height, were grounded to ens\JT©
the safety of aircraft engaged on this operation.

At hours, a number of enemy aircraft intermingling
v/ith the returning bombers oommonood an attack on Plymoulli from
heights estimated at botvToon 2,000 and 3,000 feet. The
barrage control offioor immediately oontaotod the balloon
offioor at No, 10 Croup and reported the attack, but in tho
abaonoo of any confirmatory ovidonoo from tho Royal Obsoivor
Corps as to tho size of tho raid, or indeed, that  a raid was
tald.ng place, tho control Ic^sod upon tho balloons was not
released by the No, 10 Croup controller until 22,05 hoiars, by
which time the main weight of tho attack had been dolivored.

At 23,04 hours, tho balloon offioor at No, 10 Group spoke
to the barrage oontrollor at Plymouth and informed hin that the
raid was nov/ considered over and tho balloons were to bo
grounled. As gun fire was still contintiing in the noighboxa*-
hood, the Plymouth barrage controller requested that tho No, 10
Group controller should be informed of tho foot. This was done,
but the controller dooidod that the order to groxxtid tho
balloons should stand, Tho attack ceased at 23*09 hours and
orders were passed out to balloon sites to ground the balloons
at 23,14 hours,

a balloon cable and as a result crashed into the sea.

At tho subsequent enquiry, it was stated

”Tho Controller at No, 10 Grot^j appears to have rightly
hesitated to order the Plymouth Balloons up in spite of
the report that hostile aots were being oemmitted in the
area. There v/as a largo number of friendly aircraft
operating in the vioinily and his hesitation was based on
the faot that thoro wore no hostile plots on the table,
and his wish to have the report frem tho balloon barrage
verified.

Tho ordOT was too

SB,1832/
XI. Six minutes later a Lancaster collided with

-KBG/S,5207y
Ops,
Eno 1,130b,

Prom the balloon operational aspect, thoro is littlo
upon v/hioh to oonraont, except possibly on tho del^ of
about 7 minutes botvToon the receipt at barrage oontroX of
the order for tho balloons to be grounded and tho
passing of this order to sites,”

Gommonting upon this tho Air Offioor Oommanding-lixChief,
Fighter Oonuoand, stated s —

"it is considered that tho Barrage Oonirol offioor was
Justified in delaying the issue of the grounding order
v^-hllo ho confirmed with the Ballocai Offioor at No, 10

/Group

ibid,
Enol.i30A

G.192400
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Group that the Controller was aware of the current
situation over Pljaaouth*”

Thus, it will he seen that the fact that the balloons
were grounded dijring the major part of the attack, and a
British aircraft was destroyed as a resiolt of the balloons
being raised was, in fact, due to \mfortunate cirounstanoos*

Five months later on the I3th/It|.th June, the onony again
caught Plymouth with its balloons down,

balloons wore grounded for a teiminable general purpose control.
At 00,10 hours the first hostile raids were plotted some 45
miles from the port, at a height of 1,000 feet. Headquarters
No, 10 Grottp released the control at 00,12 hours and the balloons
wore ordered to fly to 4,500 feet. They reached this hei^t
by 00,36 hours. In the meantime the enemy had arrived over
Plymouth at 00,19 hours and in the early stages of the attack
flew at a low height.

Incidents of this nature normally resulted in some form
of repercussion, and those two oases no exception. On
the 19th June, the Commander-in-chief, Plymouth (Admiral of
the Fleet, Sir Charles Forbes) informed the Admiralty of the
attack pointing out that while ho approoiated

"that our own aircraft must be protected during
operations and exercises, it is felt that the
absence of the balloon barrage during air raids
removes a definite danger from the path of low
flying hostile aircraft, and allows the enemy
accurately to pin point his target with flares*
Moreover, (and this point I want particularly to
stress) I find it extremely difficult to e3q>lain
to the 20,000 or so dockyard v/orkers, their families
and the families of our men, v/ty Plymouth is always
being caught with our balloons down. When the warning
goes, these people see the balloons are down, and
see them go leisurely up and I fool oortain their
Lordships will agreo with mo that everything
possible should bo done to maintain their morale,
particularly as the dock-yard have been working
so wroll,"

On “this occasion “the
I193/P]y. 1127
19.6.43,

191/Ply. 127

IThatovor individual opinion might have been held on the
value of balloon defences, it is clear from this and maiy
similar statements that the population generally hold them in
high TOgard,

1944

Early in January, the eneny resumed the attack on London,
Reprisal raids, designed to terrorise the citizens of the
capital and to put heart into the already despairing peoples
of Germany, Virere carried out until the end of March*
balloon operational aspect they presented no problems.
Throughout the great majority of the attacks the balloons flew
at 1,000 feet mder a standing over-riding control in5>osed to
facilitate the virorking of gun-laying instruments,
made no effort to fly low,
flares from heights varying from 10,000 to 20,000 feet,
damage was caused to balloon huts and billets; a few squadron
and flight headquarters lost their windows; and No, 1 Balloon
Centre, Ilidbrooko, had a lucky escape when a 1,000 pound high
explosive bomb dropped on a road between the camp and the

The raids were a nuisance, but the prosonoo
of the balloons, whether flying at their full operational
height or bedded down on the ground, had no effect whatever on
their outcome.

From the

The eneny
Their tactics were to bomb marker

Minor

officers ness.

W,A#Report
Nb.BG/29*
H.Q. Balloon
Conmand*

"Enemy Activi
ty over Barr
age Areas"*.

No,1/44 et
seq.

/Later in
G. 192400
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Eater in the year came the flying homb, when balloons,
for the first tine, played a part that could be accurately
assessed instead of indefinitely inferred. The subject is
dealt T/ith fully elsewhere.
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SECTION 17

(1)t::,A.A.F. substitution in B/iLLOON CaftTAND

The rapid expansion of the three fighting services, the
civil defence services and the ever increasing requirements
of war industries during the year 1940 made it necessary for

the most stringent economies to he made in man-power*

In so far as the Royal Air Force wa.e concerned the alloca
tion of manpoT/er was the responsibility of the Director of

Manning, (Air Commodore J,7/. Cordingley). Having reviewed
and, where possible, made arrangements to reduce the strengths
of all Air Force commands, A±r Commodore Cordingley turned
his attention to the question of substituting women of the

Tfomen's Auxiliary Air Force for men of the Royal Air Force,
thereby releasing the men for more active dutieer. On the

10th January, 1941, he v/rote to the Air officer Commanding,
Balloon Command, requesting him to investigate the possibility
of employing airwomen for airmen in the trade of balloon
operator, Air Marshal Gossage replied that he did not feel
inclined to recommend the proposed substitution. His reasons
T/ere that the living conditions of balloon operators were

not good; their vflerk required great physical strength;
vdiile almost all his staff, who had had experience of balloon
operating, \7ere convinced that women would not be able to

perform the task satisfactorily.

The Director of Manning, however, was not convinced and

requested that an experiment be carried out, as soon as

possible, to ascertain the possibilities of the enployment of
xjomon in the trade.

X,

Air Marshal Gossage, until very recently the Air Member
for personnel, knew only too well the seriousness of the man
power situation and v;as aware from Air Commodore Cordingley
insistence that the substitution of aiiwomen for airmen was

inevitable. He therefore threw himself with the greatest
enthusiasm and endeavour into the task of ensuring that the

experiment should be successful. That it was ultimately
possible to substitute airwomen for airmen was due as much to
his efforts as to those of the airrromen themselves.

Conditions of Experiment,

The first decision vdiich Air Marshal Gossage had to make
T/as Trshether balloon crews should consist of airmen and airwomen,
or airTromen only,

"he was impressed with their ability and felt that their
prestige would be greatly enhanced if they were to
work in crews by themselves and under their own N»C,0s»

Because

and because he

"foresaw administrative difficulties if mixed crews

wore to he employed"

he decided against mixed crews.

It was also necessary to decide the strength of each
/crew.

(1) This section is based on a report made to the Air
Ministry by Air Marshal Sir Leslie Goasage, Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Command, in September, 1942; and on
the observations of the writer during the period 1941/^44,
There facts or quotations are made other than those
recorded in the report by Air Marshal Gossage, the so\m5e
is quoted marginally.G.1924O0
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orev;, Ac rev/ of aimen consisted of 12 men (2 N.C.Os* and 10
airmen W ), Tests xrere carried out to see '.vhat the airwemen
could do, such as carr3dng gas cylinders, handling the heavy
ladder provided on balloon sites, etc
first that not less than 20 airvomen should be alloxved for each
balloon site.

and it ■tvas considered»»

Subsequent discussion, hov/ever, reduced this
figure, first of all to 18, and later to 16 v/omen (2 N.C.Os. and
14 airv;omen)«

Having reached a decision on the tvro major problems, Air
Marshal Gossage called for 500 volunteers from members of the
Women’s Auxiliary Air Force serving in hia conmand* 265 alr-
vromen v/ere forthcoming and 247 v/ere accepted, mostly from the
trade of fabric vrorker. There v/as a great advantage in this In
that the airv/omen v/ere already familiar \vith the characteristics
of the balloon itself and. xrere not nervous about handling it;
a trait later found to be not uncommon among the airr/omen.

The Royal JSr Force Station at Cardington vras selected for
the training of the first group of airvromen, because

"the necessary accommodation v/as available and there were
good facilities to enable balloons to be flovm in numbers
v/lthout serious restriction."

Infect of Substitution on Airmen.

The nev/s of the impending experiment v/as not well received
This v/as due to the factby Royal Air Force balloon operators*

that they did not appreciate the urgency of the manpower situation*
They felt, too, that the decision to substitute ^^men in their
place reflected on their past efforts and would lead those
sections of public opinion, t.iiich did not understand the nature
of their work, to the conclusion that they had not be contributing
their full share to the war effort. (^/

This iJi5>resBion was firstly counteracted by a number of
properly informed announcements and, later, by the airv/omen
T/ho xrere quick to appreciate the part the airmen had played in
the advancement of balloon technique. Thus, the airmen,
convinced that they xrere needed more urgently elsevdaere, began
to treat the advent of the airwomen, if not with enthusiasm,
at least vath toleration*

^e :^eriment,

The idea underlying the training policy in Balloon Command
T/as the standa^ization of airmen balloon operators in various
states of proficiency* Now a position had arisen v/hereby a
course of training needed to be evolved for the ain-romen balloon
operator trainees who had had no previous experience vAiatever*
A progr^e v/as vrorked out therefore while the preliminary
discussions concerning the experiment were in progress.

KBC/2489Vp Entries of 68, 58 and 54 airwomen Joined at Cardington at weekly
Encl*24A. intervals commencing on the 5th May, 1941.

of 247 in training simultaneously. ' '
decided upon v/as one of ten weeks duration*

i' 'i .r

This gave a peak
The course of training

The first eight
A/eeks xrere

This T/as finally reduced to 2 N.C.Os. and 7 airmen*(1)

(2) Students of contemporary history will remark that the same
prejudice against the employment of v/omen in Jobs hitherto
regarded as the sole and right preserve of men, appeared in
many other departments of national life durinv the
years.

T/ar

G.192400
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TOBks v/ere devoted to theoretical instruction in rope, v/ire,
fabric, balloons and balloon flying, winches and airoament,
coupled with practical instruction in every phase*
This was followed by tv/o v/eeks on a training site in the camp
vliich simulated, as closely as possible, conditions on an

operational site, It was subsequently decided to include one
week*s leave, between ab initio training and training on

operational training sites, making a total of eleven weeks*
At the end of this course a Central Trade Test Board examina

tion was held and the airwomen graded accordingly to their

ability* Some of the original N*C*Os. necessarily retained
their rank, irrespective of the merit displayed on passing out.

The scheme was officially latinched on the 10th July, 1941»
by a formal passing out inspection carried out by Air Marshal
Gossage at Gardington* The inspection was attended by the
Director of Manning, the Director-General of Medical Service®

(Air Marshal sir Harold ’Thitingham), and the Director of the
¥onen’s Auxiliary Air Force (Air Commandant K» Trefusis-Porbes)*
The visitors were impressed \7ith what they saw, and it was
generally considered that the substitution of airv/omen for
airmen was likely to be a practical proposition*

T7ar Sites.

On their passing out, the first trainees from Cardington?
were distributed to operational sites as follows:-

One flight of eight balloons was taken over by the air
women fixira airmen at Sheffield and one site was manned by
women in each of the balloon barrages at London,
Portsmouth, Glasgow and Cardiff, The object of this
distribution was to obtain a general opinion of the
progress of the experiment throu^ the location of one
or more balloon sites in each of the five groups*

T.liilst training had been in progress in^irovements had
been made in the accommodation at war sites to be taken over

by the airwomen* Apart from the extra numbers involved, it
was considered advisable to provide a more comfortable scale

of accommodation, Y\flth difficulties in the provision of
material and shortage of labour it was not easy to ensure that
the quarters were ready by the time that trainees passed out
from Cardington, and the necessity of keeping the provision
of accommodation in phase with requirements was, and for some
considerable time remained, a constant problem*

Occupation of the sites commenced on the l6th July, 1941,
and Just over a month later. Air IJarshal Gossage reported to
the Air Ministry that the experiment had been sufficiently
successful to v/arrant its extension to the limit considered
advisable on operational groiinds.

Substitution Plan,

The Air Ministry thereupon decided that substitution was
to be carried out on sixty-six per cent of all balloon sites in
Balloon Command, giving a target figure of 31,800 airemmen to
be trained as balloon operators and to be located on
balloon sites by the 1st April, 1943.

/a subsequentI  _

This figure was arrived at on the assumption that
Theyballoon crews would consist of 16 aiiwomen,

were reduced finally to 12 airwomen*
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A subsequent reduction in the personnel establishment of
Balloon Command lowered the number of sites to be occupied by
T7*A«A*P. to I4OO; certain sites in unhealthy localities, such
as dock areas, being excluded from occupation# A later
decision, made at the request of the Commander-in-Ghief, Home
Forces, that the barrages at Harr/ich, Dover, Portsmouth,
Southanq)ton, Plymouth and Falmouth (where balloon sites and their
crews formed definite elements in the active defence of these
areas) should not be manned by women, further reduced the
number of sites to be occupied by them to 1,260, producing
requirement of 21,000 ¥#A.A.F. balloon operators to be trained
and deployed on sites as soon as possible*

Training Arrangements#

To roach this target a large scale plan of training had
to be worked out. A suggestion was put forward that this should
be carried out under the auspices of Technical Training Coirmand.
Biis was very soon abandoned, hoT/ever, v/hen Air Marshal Gossage
pointed out that it could be undertaken by Balloon Command
vdth the great advantage, that intimate touch could be maintained
T/ith the airrromen after they had reached operational sites.

The first intention was to concentrate all training at
Cardington, taking over accommodation from other commands
stationed there as lodger units. This was discarded, however,
owing to the large 7#A#A.F,trainee population which would
collect on one station; in addition, it ms found that there
would bo insufficient room for all the balloon flying that
would be required vrith so much training in progress.

The plan finally adopted v/as to spread the training
between Cardington and thirteen of the ballon centres,
Cardington it v/as decided that there should be weekly intakes
of 70 airwomen which, v/ith an eleven weeks course, v/orked out
at a total of 770 trainees,
average vreekly intake of trainees for a course of the same
period was 29 vri.th a peak of 319 airwomen. Intake at centres
was increased to 32 on the 7th Itay, 1942, making  a peak of 352,

Officers,

a

At

At each balloon centre the

Although it v/as originally contemplated that officers of
the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force involved in the substitution
plan should be used only for duties in connection with the v/elfare
of the airwomen, it was considered advisable that they should
have some fom of'^lloon training in order that they might
more readily sympathise v/ith the ainTOmen in the exacting work
which they were carrying out, A six weeks course was accordingly
planned and completed by the first six officers, but as a result
of the experience thus gained and in view of the increasing
numbers to be trained, it v/as decided to simplify the syllabus
and reduce the course to one of three weeks duration*

The Need for Non’-comnissloned Officers,

One of the main problems that arose as a result of the
speed T/ith v/hich substitution took place v/as that of finding
airwomen v/ho possessed the qualities of leadership necessary
for non-commissioned rank.

The first non-commissioned officers were obtained from
the original volunteers, but the supply soon became exhausted
and promotions had to be made v/ithin the various units. It
soon became apparent, however, that the most suitable candidates:
for non-commissioned rank v/ero not of a sufficiently high all
round standard to warrant their promotion. Air Marshal Gossage
decided, therefore, to initiate a course for airv/omen holding
the classification of leading aircraftwoman v/ho v/ere
recommended by their commanding officers as being suitable for
promotion# /This
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This course v;as of three v/eeks duration. The first v/eek
vra,s devoted to balloon handling in order to ascertain the air-
T/onian's capabilities ir/hen placed in charge of  a crer/. During
the remaining period she v/as given the necessary training in
those duties with which she vrould have to contend
comnissioned officer,

coxirse v/ere granted the rank of corporal*

The inprovement in the standard of non-commissioned
officers since the inception of the course was encouraging and
ultlinately all non-commissioned officers promoted prior to its
inception attended it.

as a non-

Airwonen who successfully completed the

Accommodation,

The accommodation of the airwomen at squadron and flight
headquarters as well as at sites proved to be a difficult
problem, A Royal Air Force balloon crew vrais provided with
a hut 36 feet x 15 feet in size, with internal cubicles for
ablutions and store or v/ith the equivalent in other types of
hutting or requisitioned buildings.

The original approved scale of accommodation for  a site
to be occupied by airrromen consisted of three 36 feet huts,
divided to provide a sitting room, kitchen, mess room, drying
room, food store, site store and sleeping accommodation with
separately built latrines,

with the reduction of the crew to sixteen, combined v/ith
an Air Ministry instruction that sleeping accommodation was to
be reduced from A5 to 38 square feet, a revised scale of site
accommodation based on 2^ huts, plus ablutions and latrines
v/as issued,

■'herever possible, buildings were requisitioned, but if
not available adjacent to the site, a hut was built for the
use of the site guard and to provide shelter for the

The accommodation difficulties at squadron and flight
headquarters were due not only to the increased numbers of
personnel for whom accommodation was required but also to the
fact that the segregation of sexes involved duplication of
latrines and ablutions, and other pieblems of this nature.

The scale of sick quarters aocoimodation also required
revision, partly by reason of the fact that v/hereas sick beds
vrere provided for airmen on the basis of one per cent, the
provision for airv/omen was t'/ro per cent and at the same time
it vms necessary to contend with increased numbers^
Clothing.

crew.

^ .

It T/as clear from an early stage that an alteration in
dress would be necessary for airv/omen balloon operators, and
several additions v/ere made to the scale of clothing. The
original volunteers attached to Cardington for the first balloon
course v/ere issued v/ith aircrew suits, but as soon as the
experiment had proved successful a garment more suitable for
v/omen v/as designed and issued. This was known by the somevdiat
cumbersome title of "vrorking dress serge” and was in fact
almost identical in design v/ith arwiy battle dress,
worn on all occasions on the site and

It was-
v/as protected during

v/orking hours by a "suit, combination blue,” A high
neck, long sleeved pullover completed the ensemble,

/paving
(1) A boiler suit.
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Havinrr provided for suitable clothinp vMch in addition to
leaving the airvronen unhar^iered by skirts, ensured vra,nnth during
the coldest v.'inter nonths, it v/as necessary to consider other
Itcns of apparel. Boots r/ere added to the scale; at first,
snail sized ainnen's ankle boots TOre issued, but these v'ere soon
replaced by a lighter and slimmer fitting style more suited to
the female foot;
these boots, vhile oilskins, sou'v/csters and rubber knee boots
TA3rc also added - these being issued on loan from flight head
quarters in order to lessen the airrromen's load on posting.
Soa-boot stockings were obtained from Royal Air Force Comforts
but the demand uas so great that it proved impossible to
provide every airuonen v/ith a pair for some considerable time.
In the early days of the experiment navy blue berets
issued as head gear for the airrromen but were v/ithdravm and
cap comforters or the ordinary peak cap supplied instead.

Medical Aspect.

Tilien the question of substituting airwomen for airmen first
arose, doubts vrere raised in the minds of the medical officers
at Balloon Command v/hether or not women could undertake the
strenuous vrork entailed v/ithout their health being adversely
affected. They considered it not iB5)robable that muscular
strain, rupture or displacement or interference with the

function of the generative organs might occur. In consequence,
an initial medical standard \7as laid doiTn for airv/omen balloon
operators. This was as follows

Hei;?ht.

Physical condition.

airmen’s socks vrare issued for v/ear inside

vrere

62 inches

Candidates to fit

Grade I, robust in all
respects, capable of
lifting v/eights,
minimum kO lbs.

Vision and hearing. Not less than

standard ll.

Menstruation, No abnormality.

The height standard was subsequently lov/ered to 60 inches,
and it wtis further ruled that no v/omen t/ho had been pregnant
should be selected, r/ith a view to avoiding gynaecological
examinations to ascertain if the pelvic organa v/ere sound.

Observations were made on batches of trainees at centres

and on a number of airv/omen at sites, \vhile monthly records of
pulse responses to exercise, and blood pressure readings v/ere
made. The incidence of menstrual irregularities vras found to
be no more common with airwomen employed on balloon sites than
with vromen in civil life. Records were also kept to corpare
the incidence of disease to v/hich balloon operators might be
thought particularly liable oT/ing to the nature of their en^jloyment,
such as respiratory, rheumic, digestive, pelvic troubles and
accidents. The result of these tests and records revealed

that, in spite of the loading against balloon operators, the
Incidence of sickness £unong them over a long period Tra.s
.greater than among airv/omen of other trades. In fact, if
anything, the general physical condition of the airwomen balloon
operators shovred an ii-i^rovement. Accidents among aiiwomen
balloon operators v/ere more frequent. But this was to be
expected ov/ing to the nature of their work. It is interesting
to note, however, that during the course of training 16,000
airvomen, only three serious accidents occurred, '

/majority

no

The
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majority of minor accirlents v/ere due to carelesseneas such
as tripping over v/ires, loose bricks or debris, resulting in
bruises, sprains and occasional fractures*
were corparatively frequent, and almost all v/ere attributable
to lack of experience in handling cooking and other stoves
on the balloon sites*

Redundant Airmen.

Minor bums

Meanvvbile, a large-scale scheme for the placing of airmen
declared redundant had been in progress.(1)
T/ere ultimately transferred from Balloon Command either for
direct remustering to a new trade, to training in an alter
native trade, reraustering to general duties, or recommended
for discharge. It \7b.s, of course, the intention to transfer
a very much larger number of airmen, but the effect of the
redundancy scheme was somewhat neutralised by the creation
of three mobile squadrons (2) and tr/o special duty squadrons,(3)
together v/ith the establishment of 50 balloons for reinforcing
existing barrages. Airmen were also required for the
balloon squadrons riiich v/ere needed for service

Pinal Situation*

Some airmen

overseas.

Air Jfinistry
Bulletin

No.17385.

By the end of 1942 there were nineteen times as many
balloon sites manned by members of the Women's Auxiliary
Air Force as there were at the beginning of the year. At
the peak period - 15th January, 1943, when the scheme vms
finally concluded - 1,029 sites had been occupied involving
nearly 18,000 airv/onen* But this number soon began to
dwindle as economies vTcre made in the mar\/\TOraan power of
Balloon Oor/mnd and by the summer of 19i*4 when the Germans
launched their flying bombs against London and Southern England
only 379 sites were manned by airr/omen*

Redundant Airv/omen*

Information

from Gp.Capt,
Org. H.Q.,
Balloon Command,

KBC/51995/P
Encl,4A.

•

On the 8th January, 1943, the Air Ministry inforrAed
Balloon Command that no further balloon operator trainees of
the Women's Auxiliary Air Force vrere to be reraustered to the
Group II trade of balloon operator. Those already under
training v;ere to be examined by the Central Trade Teat Board
for remustering to another trade and vrauld then be placed at
the disposal of the Air Officer in charge of Records.

Meanv.’hile, a reduction was being planned in the personnel
establishment of Balloon Command (^) and on completion of this
it vns anticipated that the final numbers of balloon sites
would comprise 960 manned by the Royal Air Force and 560
manned by the Yfomen's Auxiliary Air Force, and that the crevra
vrauld consist of 9 airmen and 12 airwomen respectively.

The nuraber of ai^TOmen employed on sites at this time
T/as 15,601, A further 2,307 were still undergoing a course
of training. The requirement for 56O T/omen's Auxiliary Air
Force sites v;as 6,720 making a total of 11,188 airwomen who
would become redundant* To dispose of this number without
affecting the operational efficiency of the command meant that
it was necessary to retain those airwomen vdio were the best:
balloon operators. This was achieved by ensuring that, as
far as possible, airv/omen in the classification of aircraft-
r/onen second class (of which there \7ore 7,726 in the cemmand),

_  /vrere those
"TT) I'He 'procedure oT'lEe“'scEeme‘Ti“ governea‘"’B^A.M,O.A.675/4-1*
(2) See Section 27. Operation "Crittall".

See Section 22, Operation "Petard"*

(4) See Section 28,
(3)

ibid.

Enel,8a.
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xrevo those xfho were put forward for remusterin,cr to the trades
that were at present open to them. (1)

On the 22nc1 Pehruary, 1943» Headquarters, Balloon Command,
outlined to jn^ups the policy to he followed in effecting the
reduction of airr/omen halloon operators* This was as follows•«

Airwomen desirous of transferring to other trades
should he allov/ed to do so*

(a)

(t) The host and keenest air-Tomen should he retained in

the command.

(c) No airvADman should he lost to the service hy
electing discharge.

Ohscrving these principles, centres were instructed to select
ain7omen in the follo^ving numbers •-

No.l Centre

No.3 Centre

No.4 Centre

No.30 Group 400

460
610 1,470

No.32_ Group No,11 Centre

No,14 Centre

880

680 1,560

No,6 centre
No,8 Centre

No,10 Centre

No,16 Centre
Sutton-on-Hull

No.33 croup 1270
1040

780
660

4,000

800No,34 Group No,15 centre
1080 1,880

8»910TOTAL

Further rerausterings were made in the summer of 1944, Vidaen
a reorganisation was made entailing the employment of almo

all the resoxirces of Balloon Command in one operation, (5)
This was virtually the end of the employment of ainTOmen halloon
operators, hut to rerauster them to different trades vra.s not as

straightfor.vard a problem as it had been in the past.
Air Ministry Order,
during which redundant airmen or aiiwomen could retain the pay
of their former rank or classification and trade group, to
six months..

st

/in

7 issued in 19^i4, limited the period,

ibid.

Snel,146*
et eeq.

/in the

(1) These trades were:

Flight Mechanic A, and E»
R.T, Operator
Electrician II
Drivers M.T,

Instrument Repairer
Wireless Operator
Cooks,

(2) Those trades \vere;

plight Mechanic A« and E,
Instrument Repairer
R.T. Operator
Wireless Operator

(3) The Anti-Diver Balloon Barrage,

(4) A.M,0. A.533/JA.

Electrician II
Cooks

Drivers M.T,

See Section 31,
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^In the past it had always been possible to obtain
oertifloates of v/illingness from the airwomen to remuster to
Other trades in suffioient numbers to liquidate any surplus
that arose. On the 8th July, 194t(. however, the Air Officer
commanding. Balloon Comnand, informing the Air Ministry that
he had a large surplus of airrromen vdio v/ould have to be
remustered, stated that he anticipated difficulties in obtaining
certificates of trillingness from the airvTomen owing to the
amended conditions under which remustering now took place.
At the time there were practically no Group II trades to r;hloh
the airwomen could remuster, or in fact, very few trades in
any other group, so that the Air Officer Commanding was faced
\7ith the task of persuading airwomen to sign a certificate of
v/illingness to remuster v;hen they v/ere aware they would not
retain their present rate of pay for longer than six months.
Nor could they do anything through their own efforts to maintain
that rate of pay, since they were precluded, by force of
circumstances, from entering a trade in the same group as that
in which they were nov/ mustered.

ibid.

End ,156a

In these circumstances, the Air Officer Commanding
strongly recommended that the airwomen should be permitted
to remuster under the terms of an earlier Air Ministry Order (1)
under vdiich they retained their former rank or classification
and trade group indefinitely.

ibid,

Enel.66a•
As a result the Air Ministry decided that the alrrromen

^lloon operators should be employed in trades not requiring
training and where manning needs were paramount, Por the
time being, the question of redundancy \70uld be left in abeyance.
Nevertheless, as a safeguard for the Air Ministry, the airTraraem
T/ere examined with a view to ascertaining their suitability
for training for, or direct remustering to, other trades in
wbich there might be vacancies, MeanT^^ile, 465 ain-romen had
remustered under the terms of the latest Air Ministry Order
and vrere now in a position whereby they vrould lose their Group

after a period of six months if the remustering already
effected was allowed to stand. Their predicament Tra,s brought
to the attention of the Air Ministry who ruled that the
airromen should retain their Group li rates of pay for a period
01 m;elve months from the date of commencement of training in
the nev/ trade, or, in the case of airvramen remustered without
undergoing training, from the date of remustering.

Thg^My-gejiyeness of the Substitution Scheme

In order to arrive at a Just appreciation of the effective
ness of the substitution scheme, it is necessary to examine the
capabilities of ainvomen as balloon operators; whether in fact
an economy in man-power was achieved by substituting them for
airmen; and, whether the effort involved was vrorth while.

Capabilities of the Airwomen

25/3A2.
In March, 1942, Ning Commander J,N, Browne, of Headquarters,

Balloon Command, and Mr. E.A, Smith of the Establishment
directorate, Air Ministry visited flight headquarters and
sites manned by airv/omen In Nos,959 and 940 Squadron, Sheffield.
The pui^ose of this visit yas to carry out an investigation
into the greatest number of sites that could be manned by air
women in any one flight, and it was necessary, therefore, for
them to consider in detail the strength and vreakness of
existing flight organisations which provided for up to 13 sites
manned by ainr/omen in each flight,
report it was stated that;-

In their subsequent

/''N.A.A.P, crews
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"¥.A,A»P, crev/s in comparison rdth R.A.P. crevra show
lack of initiative and forgetfulness v;hich is, and vdll
for some considerable time he aggravated, if not
caused by, unavoidable vd.thdraT,7ai of W.AtA.P. personnel
for promotion* This can only be overcome by supervision
far in excess of that required by R*A.P»

In flights T/ith only 8 sites manned by airwomen, a
Royal Air Force flight sergeant and tvro sergeant balloon
operators supervised training; in large flights there was
an additional corporal balloon operator for this purpose.
It was also found necessary to make a change in the Hydrogen
Heavy Lift Party established in these flights. This
consisted of one corporal and three aircrafthands (general
duties) whose functions were;-

"Hydrogen movements, assistance in starting winches
(as aiiTTomen are not permitted to use starting handles),
delivery of coal, preparation of hard standings and
other heavy vAark, and assistance where necessary with
construction and re-construction of soak pits,”

It X7S.S now proposed that balloon operators should carry out
these duties, as in addition to doxng the heavy work, they
v/ould be able to assist in training the airwomen. At large
flights where there were 9 or more sites manned by airvTOraen
a further airman balloon operator xma established on the

Thus, at each of these large flights 2
corporals and 4 aircraftmen balloon operators were established
for training in addition to the flight serrreant and tv/o
sergeants.

crews.

Heavy Lift Party,

Ibid,

Encl,19A,
"Org. Visits”,

This establishment came up for reviev/ a year later v^hen
in I.!arch, 1945, YJing Commander Brovme visited units in
London, Birmingham, Manchester and Glasgo’w, By this time
considerably more experience had been gained of the capabili
ties of the airvAomon balloon operators. But Wing Commander
Browne was not convinced that they were as efficient as the
airmen.

"YTiile nothing untowt^rd happens”, he v/rote in his report,

"the administrative and operational efficiency vdth
trained male crew as compared with a trained female
crew is no greater than would normally be expected from
any crew of men competing rdth VAomen,
emergency happens the male crew rise to the occasion
but the female crex7 go to pieces entirely, because
hovrever xrell-trained they may be, v/omen do not possess
the essential qualities of captaincy, initiative and
resourcefulness. Even if xre substituted 20 (instead
of 12) vromen for 9 men, these women could not always
satisfactorily operate a balloon site because ballooning
requires a quality of mind- v/hich women, v/orking alone,
do not possess. It is certain that T7.A*A,F, ̂ lloon
crews will alv/ays require a "backing” of R,A*P,
personnel,”

Y/hen an

To substantiate this statement, T/lIng Commander Browne quoted
verbatim comments made to him during his tour by squadron and
flight personnel, (1)

—^ /His views
(1) The folloT/ing are some of the statements quoted:-

'MYith one man on the site to help I get lOOt
work done”.

' In real rough weather I have had one corporal on
every site all day long,"

"I must send a man - any
"They are all right so L

more

man v/ill do,”

.. . ong as there is a man on the
site - I ve even sent a telephone operator,”
If the balloon is slightly damaged the T/7,A»A*P*
go near it,"

won

G,192400

‘t
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His views were supported "by a note written tv-t) months
later hy Wing Commander N.B. Thompson of Headquarters, Balloon
CommandOps.

12/5/45.

apart t'ron training there re and alvra.j’-s vdll he many
occasions v^en W.A.A.P. crews require assistance in
connection with hallooning and at such times it is the
definite experience that only R.A.P. personnel,
particularly officers can satisfactorily cope v/ith the
situation. A W.A.A.P. crew, in an emergency, responds to
the encouragement of an R.A.P. officer much better than
to a W.A.A.P. officer,"

• • # • Cl.

"Org. Vists"

Para,6(b)
Encl.l9A.

This refer*enoe to W.A.A.P. officers vras an over—statement, for
as Wing Commander Brovme pointed out in hiareport;-

"Administratively W.A.A.P. officers
Prom a balloon handling point of view the

position can be summarised in the words of one Plight
Commander who said they v/ere ’either very good
good at all,’"

are pulling their• • •

weight well.

or no

These viev/s v;ere, in fact, identical v/ith those held by
most of the officers at Headquarters, Balloon Command, and were
confirmed by e^erienoo.. But in fairness to the airwomen it
must be borne in mind that they v/ere all extremely young,
their average age being 19 years. Originally it had been
intended that some squadrons at least should be operated entirely
by airwomen serving under Royal Air Poroe officers. This plan
was abandoned as impracticable, and each squadron in vAiich the
majority of balloon operators were airwomen was reinforced by
having at least one flight manned by the Royal Air Force.
Tjater it became necessary to strengthen the flints manned by the
1/Omen’s Auxiliary Air Poroe by introducing at least one Royal
Air Force site; these airmen being additional to those
supervised the continual training that the airwomen required.

Interview

with Gp.Capt,
Org,, H.Q.
Balloon

Command.

There were t\TO further disadvantages in the employment of
airwomen balloon operators. They could not be used in mobile
squadrons; nor could they be used vjaere there vrere poor living
conditions. In 1944. when Balloon Command deployed over 2,000
balloons in the south-east covmtfes as part of the defences of
London against flying bombs, it was not possible to use a single
airwomen as a balloon operator because the conditions of living
were so completely unsuitable* The men lived in tents;
fetched their water from the nearest tap, ishich in
meant carrying a bucket for half a mile;
sanitary arrangements were primitive.

some cases

and, of course, the
There was not time to

build the hutted accommodation, or the latrines and ablutions
required for airwomen. And even if there had been, the problem
would not have been solved, for in a deployment of this
magnitude many of-the balloons were sited hundreds of yards from
roads, and hydrogen cylinders had to be manhandled by balloon
crews to the sites. These v/ere but a few of the problems that
would have had to be solved. The question of using airwomen
was discussed, however, but the Director of the Women’s
Auxiliary Air Force (Air Commandant Lady R.E. Welsh) visited
the barrage and immediately ruled that airwomen were not
to be employed in it as balloon operators except as a last
resource.

Interview vrtLth

Group Officer

G.E, Woodhead,
D.D, W.A.A.P.

/The Economy

(1) Royal Air Force flights required only 2 N.C.O. instructors,
as against the 5 N.C.O.'s and 4 ainnen balloon operatora
required for W.A.A.P, flights.

G.192400
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The.Economy.Achieved by the Substitution Scheme

Although it had been planned that the substitution of alr-
vTOmen for airmen balloon operators should release some 14,952
aiimen for remusterlng to other trades in point of fact only a
small percentage of airmen \vere so remustered. Nevertheless,
the substitution made available a large number of airmen for duty
in balloon squadrons overseas* On the other hand additional
raanpoTTer \Tas diverted to build and erect the extra accommodation
required on each site to be manned by airwomen, and the fact
remains that it proved necessary to have at least 18 airmen
balloon operators in each Tifomen’s Auxiliary Air Force fli^t*
Thus, by the beginning of January, 1944, an average flight of 10
balloons manned by airwomen comprised:-

Pffic^ers Qtber

D/155/1942.
29.

.^!airi?ja.

2 1 18 131

A similar fli^t manned by airmen, hov/ever, only required 3
officers and 110 other ranks - a saving of 39 pairs of hands.

It v/ould appear very much open to question, therefore,
v/hether the employment of Tromen balloon operators is normally
an economical preposition, bearing in mind that in many other
forms of national service women can be substituted for men on
the basis of one vvtDman for

Conclusions

one man.

Under the circumstances the effort involved in the substi
tution vra.s probably worth ̂ i^ile. Balloon Command were able to
fom squadrons for service overseas at a time when the man
power situtation \ms critical and without affecting the
strengths of barrages required for Home Defence. It is
unlikely that they \7ould have been able to do so if the air-
Tromen had not been forthcoming, As to the airwomen themselves,
they performed their task, if not with the efficiency and skill
of airmen, at least adequately.

Airwomen in Action

It is necessary in concluding this reviev/ of the activities
of the balloon operators of the Women's Auxiliary Air Force to
remark that the ainvomen, vdien called upon to face the dangers
of war, did so with the same unflinching and unquestioning spiid-t
as their brothers in the Royal Air Force, For their heroism,
or for outstanding Trork, while serving in BaJUoon Command, three
officers of the Women's Auxiliary Air Force were admitted to th©:
Order of the British Bipire; ‘
British Empire Medal, and tro v/ere commended for braveiy — not, ’
it vrould seem a very generous distribution of honours and awards
to a body of women vdio probably underwent as much danger and
hardship as any other branch of the v/omen's services.

five airwomen vrere awarded the
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SBOTION 18

qqmmaiitd i9ijjo - 191^2

in the Number of Squadron Headquarters

SECRET

H.Q. Balloon
Command

E.540

17/3/40
Appendices
9 and 10

26/2/40

In March 1940, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
Command submitted to the Air Ministry a scheme for reducing
the number of squadron headqimrters in the Command and thus
securing a reduction in personnel. His proposal, which
had been discussed at a meeting of Group Commanders held
in February, involved the elimination of 8 squadron head
quarters with an estimated saving of approximately 48
officers and 350 airmen. Plights administered by the
squadrons to be eliminated would be absorbed in other
squadrons operating in the same area. On consideration by
the Air Ministiy the elimination of 6 squadron headquarters
was approved and resulted in the following re-organisation

In No, 31 Group, No, 954 Squadron (Birmingham) was
eliminated. No, 911 Squadron increased from 4 flights t*
6 flights (48 balloons), and Noi 913 Squadron increased fVom
3 flights to 5 flights (40 balloons). No. 920 Squadron
(Liverpool) vms disbanded and its flights absorbed by No, 919
Squadron, increased from 4 flights to 5 flights (40 balloons)
^d No. 921 Squadron increased from 4 flights to 6 flights
(48 balloons). In Manchester, Nos. 925 and 926 Squadrons
\7oro each Increased from 3 to 5 flights (40 balloons), and
Np, 955 Squadron headquarters disbanded,

In No, 32 Groitp, No, 93i Squadron was eliminated ani its
flights absorbed in No. 930 Squadron (Southanq>ton) and No, 932
Squadron (Portsmouth),

In No,33 Group, the flights of NOc941 Squadron
(Sheffield) were taken over by No,939 Sqmdron, increased
from 3 to 5 flights (40 balloons) and No,940 Squadron,
increased from 3 to 4 flights (52 balloons). At Hull, on
the elimination of No,944 Squadron, W No,942 Squadron Tra.s
increased to 5 flights and No,943 Squadron to 4 flights.

No, 19 Balloon CentreA/zs/e)
1908/04584/11/
^*0*^ 22 /40 No, 19 Centro v/as formed at Rosyth on the 21st October

1939, to administer Nos. 929 and 948 Squadrons. It was
thought Virhen the centre was established that existing
dation vTould suffice. In praotioo, hovirovor, it was fo\jnd that
additional btiildings v/ere required and as the erection of these
would involve a considerable expenditure, the Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Command, decided to eliminate No, 19 Centre
altogether and it was disbanded on the 6th May 1940, Nos,
929 and 948 Squadrons wore transferred to No, 18 Balloon Centre,
Glasgow, and became self-aooounting and self-equipping units,
with balloon repairs carried out at this now centre.

aooommo*-

Balloon Oommani

Form 540. Org,
4/5/40

/bo-organisatlon

(1) No. 944 Squadron v/as 370-introduced on the ro-organisation
of the Hull barrage in October, 19^+0, and again eliminated
in 1942, The establishment for the Oommanding Officers
of balloon squadrons was standardised at a wing oommander
for 2,0 or more balloons and a squadron leader for loss
than 2,0, This was retained throughout.

0,19224^0
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Ro-orgojiisation of Groups ■ 1940 - 19M

In August 1940, the Air Offioer Oonmanding, Balloon Oonimand

decided that group areas should ho re-arrangod with a view to
ooononising in man-power and simplifying administration. The
proposals were that while No. 30 Group remained unchanged. No. 5*1
Group Would relinquish to No. 33 Group responsibility for the
squadrons at Manchester, Liverpool, Runcorn and Crewe together
with Nos. 8, 9 and 10 Centres, and take over the recently
increased number of barrages in South Wales situated at Newport,
Cardiff, Barry, Port Talbot, Swansea and Milford Haven together
with Nos. 14 and 21 Centres, while No. 34 Group would administer
the Newcastle and Billingham squadrons formerly controlled by
No. 33 Groi^, Those proposals, however, v/oro not carried out

except in the case of the South Wales barrages oesnprising Nos.
953» 969, 966, 958 and 965 Squadrons, which were transferred
from No, 32 Group to No, 31 Group on the 8th September.

During the summer of 1941 a n^Imb0r of re-organisation
projects, for reasons of econorcy and the co-ordination of balloon
group boundaries vd.th fighter group boundaries, were in hand
including a considerable re-organisation of the groups for which
instructions •were issued in September, This re-organisation
resulted in a reduction of the Command by one group headquarters,
three centres and three squadron headquarters.

Balloon Comand

P.540 Org.
9/8/40

1^8/40

ibid,

20/8/40

ibid.

8/9/40

Ops.
End. 2A.

20/8/41

Balloon Command

P.540 Org,
Appendices
B & C.

V'«V41

Owing to the bombing of London No. 30 Group moved from
Kelvin House London to the Royal Air Force Station, Hook, taking
over the premises occupied by No. 2 Balloon Centro which was

disbanded, v/hile No. 32 Groi:p moved from Romsey to Claver-ton

House, Bath, v/hich was considered to be more central within the

group area. No, 33 Group was re-organised, on becoming
responsible for the Birmingham- and Coventry sqxiadrons on the

20th September, No. 21 Balloon Centro which had no satisfactory
premises, was abolished, and the South Wales barrage, which it

administered, passed to No, 14 Balloon Centre which was to become

part of No. 32 Group, while No. 12 Balloon Centro with the

Portsmouth and Southampton sqviadrons was added to No. 30 GroxQ),

^Irrongeraonts wore made for the disbandBoent of No, 31 Group
Headquarters on the 13th November, v/hen the operational end
administrative control of No. 14 Balloon Centro and its

affiliated sqmdrons passed to No. 32 Grot^), No. 542 Squadron
(Hull) v/as amalgamated with No, 943 Sqxiadron, No, 7 Centre,
Derby, vfhich was neither operationally nor administratively
necessaiy, was closed down. In London, No. 904 Squadron (Hook)
and No, 909 Squadron (chigwell) were merged with No. 903 Squadron
(Kidbrooke) and No, 908 Squadron (Chigv/ell), the re-organisation
talcing effect from the 23rd August, 1941.

Change's in Establishment, 1941 ♦

The war situation in Spring, 1941, demanded that the most
oareful use should be made of all available man-pov/er in the,
services, and in March, the Air Ministry Establishment Committee
met at Headquarters, Balloon Comond to consider possible
reductions in -the personnel establishment as part of the policy
of conserving man-power throughout the Royal Air Force, It
T/as considered that the number of men in a balloon crew, then
fixed at 2 non-ooiwiiissioned officers and 10 airriien, might bo
reduced to 2 non-ooianissionod offioora and 9 airmeru -At the
same tiiBO a further econony could bo made by doing away vrith

/the 10

iKBC/S,5-H05/Opo>
Enol.17A«

5/11A1

Secret Org,
Mano, 627

Balloon Command

Form 540, Org,
19/3/41

G.192400
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the 10 per cent balloon crew reserve pool nointained at
balloon oontres,

conprislng a flight was also suggested as a noans of reducing
the number of flight headquarters. The introduction of tall
guy mooring made balloon handling less complioatad and the
reduotion of ore\,7s was now operationally praotioablo, though
it v;ovild be aocompanied h/ an increase in guard duties* At
the sane tine it was recognised that if the Women's Auxiliary
Air Force substitution, v/hioh was then under discussion*
proved a failure the manning sd,tuation would be so serious
that much greater rediiotions in crews would have to bo made
v/ith consequent increase of duties and deoi*ease of leisure
tine*

/m increase in the nuinbor of balloons

aioi.3U,
M. 1 aid 2,

At the beginning of Ivlay, the Air Ministry Establishments
Committee again met at Headquarters, Balloon Coninaid, and
agreed \7ith these reooEmendations* In addition the number of
balloon sites in a flight v/as to be increased from the v
standard of eight in the provinces and nine in London, to
to tv/elve per flight with additional officers allcw/ed for
large flights, v^hilo the establishment of officers for eight
balloon flights was reduced from three to tv/o. The variation
in the size of flights not only saved many flight headquarters,
but eased administration by permitting flight boundaries to be
drawn for topographical rather than numerical
Further economies in man-power were made by reducing the
training staffs at centres and the number of telephone
operators working in squadrons which had no barrage csontrol
organisation.

The new establishments for all types of

average

up

reasons.

balloon crews wore
tEnol,-49A.

19/6/AI
o bo;-

L. Z. Balloons

ACs

Land sites

\7ater-manned craft

One buoy (or unmanned craft)
Two buoys (or unmanned craft)

At the same time scaled eotablishments to suit every
variation of sixe of flight and squadron, were prepared by
Balloon Command and approved ly the Air Ministry, These
scales v/ere available to all units who loxjw the numbers aid
ranks of all the personnel to vdileh they were entitled, A
publication of an approved scale created a new departirre in
establishment action vrhioh \/as later widely applied throughout
the Royal Air Force, It made the maiy subsequent re-organi-
zations easier and gave all oonoemed a feeling of fair play#
During Jvine the re-organization of balloon squadrons began on
the lines agreed by the Establishments Committee.

Reduction of Establishmcmt. 19A1 - 19A2

2 9
82

1 3
51

This

C3.12172
Enel, 1A*

In November, 19M, Air Chief Marshal Sir High Dowding,
having relinquished his post as Air Officer Oommarding-in-Ohief,
Fighter Command, had been appointed ty the Air Council to review
Royal Air Force establishments and reoonmend possible reduotiens
to enable an overall out of 47,000 in personnel to be made, and
had prepared a memorandum on the possibilily of reducing the
density of balloon barrages without serious loss of operatLoiaal
effioionoy. He was of the opinion that a 25 per oent reduotion
in the number of balloons flying oould bo made without ary
marked effect on the moral detei^rent to enemy attack v/hioh they

/represented.

0.192400
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represented, /ifter considering this memorandum the Prime
Minister directed that the position would best be mot by a 25
per cent reduction on the manpower, rather than the balloon
strength of the Command. The Deputy Chief of Air Staff (Air
Vice-ltorshal N. S. Bottomley) in convoying this instruction to
the Air Officer Comnanding-in-Chief, Fighter Ooramani, sxjggosted
that the reduction in man-power might bo made by abolishing a
certain nuraber of barrages, thinning out others, cutting the
balloon cre\T strength frora 11 to 10 and economising in adminis
trative personnel as a result of those changes. On the
assmption that the main value of the balloon barrage was to
act as a deterrent, he advocated the thinning out of existing
barrages rather than abolition, and added that this saving in
personnel was to be independent of that made by Women's
Auxiliaiy Air Force substitution, Oaloulating his available
man-power at A6,372, including a certain proportion of irredu*
cible elements which brought this total down to 43|568, the
Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Oonmand found he would have
to bo prepared to do vyithout approximately 10^900 men. Ho
proposed to mate this possible in the following manner;-

(a) By oanocnation of the oranmitments
for Eire and authorised increases

of barrages which had not been made 2,134 airmen

iy T/ithdrawals of balloons from
operational barrages in United
Kingdcan

ty reducing the balloon crow
oetablishmont from 11 to 10 NOOo
and airmen a site

(t)

5,203

(o)

1,528 It

ibid.

Enel, 3A.

■Org.
Enel, IB.
29/11/41

ibid.
Enel, 1A,
ibid,
Enol,4^\,
7/12A1

(<a) by the saving in administrative
personnel resulting from (a) and (b) 2,035 H

Total 10,900

by the proposals in (a) and (b) some 667 balloons would bo
dis-cstablished reducing the balloon establishment to 1,928
balloons. The particulars of balloons to bo dis-established
ixndor (a) were as follows

100Eire
Inchkeith
Pembroke Dock
Falmouth

Derby
Ardoor
Newcastle
Birminghana

8
24
6
8
8
8

32

194

This left a total of 473 balloons to bo foxind by thinning
existing barrages and the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon
Comand had prepared plans to do this,
list of barrages from which deletions could bo made which
would result in a total reduction of flying strength by
473»

He submitted a

The Air Minista:y approved these proposals, in so far
as the cancellation of barrages and reduction in the strength
of orews were concerned, but stated that the plans for

/thinning
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thinning out harrages would require the assent of the Chiefs
of Staff (jinti-Aircraft) S^i>-Oo^lmitteo, Meanwhile, other
pro:)eot3 vTcro being examined ly the Air Ministiy, Those
inoluded:-

S B C R E T

"Org,
Enol. ,6a.

3/1/43.

(a) The acceleration of the Yifomen's Auxiliaiy Air Force
svibstitution sohomo.

(b) The formation of allied balloon squadrons recruited
from foreign nationals in the country unfit for
aorvico in the field.

(o) The substitution of Indian for British personnel in
overseas barrages.

Balloon Cnid.

F.540

.Appendix 0.
22/3/42.

In March, 1942, Headquarters Balloon Command informed
groups that a number of economies in man-power had already
been made by re-organisation and by reductions in certain
barrages,
now been decided upon and were communicated,
reduction in the overhead administrative structure it had been

fomd that, to secure the required reduction in man-power,
it would not be necessary to thin dovfn the barrages so
radically as v had been first suggested in the previotis
December, In instructing groups to submit their recom
mendations for securing the reductions in barrages v/hioh were
now required, the Command indicated the considerations that
should govern the choice of sites for elimination,
pointed out also that in accordance with a decision of the

Chiefs of Staff (Anti-^Airoraft) Siib-Coniidttoe balloons should
not be v/ithdrawn iintil personnel released oould be absorbed
into novT trades,
to be governed by those considerations

The effectiveness of balloon barrages is considered
to bo mainly moral and therefore while a thinner
barrage will bo loss offeotivo in actually
destroying onony aircraft, the reductions proposed
\7ill have little appreciable effect on the moral
deterrent valtie of the barrage, ,

Difficult sites from an operational aspect should
be abandoned in favour of those where operation is
easier and quicker.

The remaining cuts in balloAJn establishments had
By careful

It Was

The choice of sites to be eliminated was

«(1)

(2)

Ops.
Snol, 33A.

(3) Sites at which tail gty mooring has been installed
should be retained in proforenoo to sites without
it.

(4) Sites at which an audible lightning predictor is
installed should be retained where possible.

Subject to operational considerations set out above
a site at which accommodation is unsatisfactory
should be abandoned in favour of one with better

facilities; in particular sites at which
additional VAA, lAP. accommodation has been provided
or is in process of erection, should be retained,”

/The list

(5)

(1) In all the re-organisatic5ns, necessitated by the shortage
of man-power. Balloon Oommand adopted the view that
economies should be effected in evoiy way possible other
than by pulling dovm balloons.
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Tho list of balloon establishment reductions circulated

to groups v/aa as follov/s;-

RoductionBarrage Prom To

London

Birmingham
Coventry
Derby
lianohostcr

Crewe

Runcorn

Barrow

Sheffield

Langley
Newport
Swansea

400 300 100

168 157 11

54 1872
30 232

128 104 24
40 30 10

1664 48
62430

6485 21

27 24 3
40 30 10 ■

36 52 4 f

225
Form 540
Balloon Cmd,

This policy of reduction and re-organisation required
very close collaboration between the Air Ministry Establish
ments Branch and Headquarters, Balloon Command, and consi
derable diffic^llty was experienced in oo-ordinating the plans
for a 25 per cent decrease in man-povifer dependent on a
reduction in the number of balloons deployed with the process
of 17. A. i\,P. substitution which demanded small tinits and, in
consequence, a large administrative staff.

In April 1942, Headquarters Balloon Conmand ooranunioated
to groups its recommendations for the re-organisation needed

to make the reduction in the Command effective# Tho general
ptrpose behind the plan was to retain tho greatest degree of
operational efficiency v/ith the release of the required nun4>er

of personnel. Groups were advised that certain balloons
could bo removed iraraodiatoly, others when personnel could be

absorbed. Group proposals based on these directions were to
include a revised allocation of sites to flights and the

particulars of sites wViich were to be eliminated# Any marked
increase in the size of flights was to be avoided as this would
make substitution more difficult#

Form 540
Org#
Balloon Grad#

In the case of No. 30 Group, Headqtiarters, Balloon 0ommai4
recommended a reduction in the London Barrage from 400 to 300
balloons deployed either in 5 sqmdrons of 6 flights each, or
6 squadrons of 5 flights each* At Langley 24 instead of 27
balloons were to bo flown and amalgamations were suggested at

Portsmouth and Southampton where two squadrons were operating
in the same areas. In No# 32 Groiq>, reductions were advocated
at Swansea, Newport and Falmotith# The squadrons affected by
reduction in No, 33 Group were those at Birmingham, Oovontryi
Barrov/, Rmoom, Crevra, Manchester, Sheffield and Derby, and in

No# 34 Group, barrages at Novraastlo and Belfast were to be out
down in numbers, while at Glasgow an investigation was to be

made into the possibility of re-organising the barrage as two
squadrons instead of three,

7*3 part of the process of re-organisation. Headquarters,
Balloon Command offered to give up;-

No, 9 Centre, Warrington
No, 5 Centre, Birmingham North,
No. 17 Centre, Hiill,

ig30/a,5iMtB/ -

Enol,4lii#

12/4/42.

Z2,

/to the Air
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ibid,

Enol»6lA

1/5/42

to the Air Mnistry in vievT of the urgent need for storage space
for other oomraands. Plans were prepared for the re~adjustment
of administration which this would entail. The Air Ministry
approved the suggestion, but Headquarters, Balloon Oommand
pointed out that it would not be possible to hand over the
centres until W. A, A, P, training courses were completed and the
administrative arrangements ooncl\xded. No, 5 Centre v/as to be

transferred to Maintenance Command, and No, 9 and No, 17
Centres to Technical Training Command, The balloon units

formerly administered by these centres vrore to be transferred
as follows:-

Nos.911, 913 and 914/5 Squadrons to No»6 Centre
fBirmingham), No,993 Squadron to No,l6 Centre
(Sheffield), No.922/3 Squadron to No,8 Centre
(Liverpool), No,949 Squadron to No,10 Centre
(Manchester) and No. 942/3 Squadron to No.I6
Centre, (Sheffield),

Org.Memo.5i4
19/6/42

Before general instructions for the re-organisation
Y/ere issued a number of changes were being effected,
included the reduction of balloons flown by No,952 Squadron at
Sheerness from 32 to 25, the dis-establishment of No,944
Squadron (Hull), and the consequent re-organisation of No.942/3
Sqioadron (Hull) v/ith an establishment of 66 L, Z. balloons.
No, 948 Squadron (Firth of Forth) v/as disbanded on l5th May,
1942, and No,929 Sq\iadron (Firth of Forth) re-organised with an

No.967 Squadron (Ardeer)

These

establisliment of 5l L. Z, balloons,

ceased to operate on 24th April, 1942,

12. Prom May, onwards Balloon Command had under consideration
the detailed plans put forward by the groups for re-organi-
sation,

tion informed Balloon Command that the Director of Manning was
able to make use of airmen as they wore released from balloon
duties,

redxiotion of the barrages could be issued,
re-organisation as approved by Balloon Command vri.th the dates
on which it v/as to be put into effect v/ere as follows :-

No, 30 Group

LONDON

In the same month the Director-General of Organisa-

Under these circumstances the instructions for the

The details of

300 balloons administered by 6 squadrons

Bncl«dOA,
21/5/42

Form 540
Org,
Balloon Cmd,

Appojidix E,
8/7/42

lo. ,J. „BallpfiB.J3.§jiatjre(a)

50 balloons 5 flights 10 balloons
each.

No,901 Squadron

No. 902/3 Sqmdron 50 balloons 5 flights
(emergency barrage
control)

No. 3 Balloon Centre

No, 904/5 Squadron 50 balloons 5 flights

10 balloons

each.

(8)

10 balloons

each.

No,906 Squadron
(barrage control)

No. 4 BalloonCentre

No,907/8 Squadron 50 balloons 5 flights
(emergency barrage (including
control) 1 T/aterbome)

50 balloons 5 flights 10 balloons
each.

(o)

10 balloons

each

/No.909/10 Squadron
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No.909/10 Squadron 50 balloons
(including
3 waterborne)

Reduction 100 balloons,

take effect from 1st August, 1942,

5 fli

Re-organis

ghts 10 balloons
each

ation to

ibid,

Appdx.0,
30/^/42

-Moiii

No,956 Squadron 24 balloons 2 flights 12 balloons
each

Rediiotion 3 balloons. Re-organisation to
talce effect f3Pom the 1st July, 1942,

ibid,

Appdx,R,
31/V42

SOOTHAIvffTON

No.924/30 Squadron 63 balloons 6 flights
(including
3 T/aterbome)

2 flights
2 flights
1 flight

(1 flight

11 balloons

10 balloons

9 balloons
12 balloons

Landbome

Landborne

Landborne

9 Landbome )
3 Waterborne)

Reduction 11 balloons,

take effect from the 1st July, 1942,
Re-organisation to

PORTSivIOUTH

The proposal to amalgamate No,932 and No,933 Squadrons
was not proceeded with at that time.

No.32 Group

ibid.

Appdx,J,
20/6/42 No.958 Squadron 32 balloons 3 flights 10 balloons

each

1 flight
1 flight
1 flight

18 balloons

8 balloons
6 balloons

Reduction 4 balloons. Re-organisation to
take effect from the 1st July, 1942,

Org.Memo.

628/42.
NETPORT

No,966 Squadron 30 balloons 3 flights 10 balloons
esLoh

Reduction 10 balloons. Re-organisation to
take effect from the 12th July, 1942#

Org.Menoi,

635A2
FALMOUTH

No,959 Squadron

This squadron had been reduced to 24 balloons
Yd-th effect from the 20th Itarch, 1^2.

Ao,33 Group
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No,33 Group

Org, Memo

603/48
No,914 Squadron and No,915 Sq.uadron re-organised as
one sq.uadron of 53 balloons knoiTn as No,914^5
Squadron, ■vdth effect from the 15th September, 1942,
No,911 Squadron re-organised on an establishment of
48 balloons Trith effect from the 1st September, 1942,
No,913 Squadron re-organised on an establishment of
56 balloons vd.th effect from the 1st September, 1942,
Total reduction 43 balloons, including 32 balloons
established but never flown,

COVENTETForm 540 Org,
Appendix K,
29/6/42, No,916 Squadron and No,917 Squadron amalgamated

No,916/17 Squadron, on an establishment of 54 balloons,

4 flights
1 flight

Reduction 18 balloons,
take effect from the 25th August, 192^2,

as

11 balloons each
10 balloons

Re-organisation to

ibid.
Apndx.L.
24/5/42.

BARROTT

No,970 Squadron, 24 balloons

1 flight
1 flight

13 balloons
11 balloons

Reduction 6 balloons,
take effect from the 1st July, 1942,

Re-organisation to

ibid.
Appendix G,
18/6/42.

RUNCORN

No,922 Squadron and No,923 Squadron amalgamated
as No,922/23 Squadron*

No,922/23. Squadron. 48 balloons

1 flight
2 flights
1 flight

Reduction 16 balloons,
take effect from the 11th August, I942.

13 balloons
12 balloons each
11 balloons

Re-organisation to

Org, Memo,
520/42

CHIN'E

No,949 Squadron 30 balloons.

Reduction 10 balloons,
take effect from the 1st July, 1942,

Re-organisation to

Form 540 MANCHESTER
Org,
Balloon Cmd,
Appdx.D,
12/6/42.

N0.925 Squadron and No.926 Squadron each with
52 balloons deployed in;-

2 flights
5 flights

Reduction 24 balloons,
take effect from the 5th July, 1942,

/SHEFFIELD

11 balloons each
10 balloons each

Re-organisation to

G,192400
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Form 540 Org,
Balloon Command

Appendix D*
12/6/42.

No.939 Squadron and Ho.940 Squadron amalgamated aa
No,939/40 Squadron.

No,939/40 Squadron, 64 balloons

4 flights
2 flights

11 balloons each

10 balloons earf»

Reduction 21 balloons,

to take effect from the 25th Julj'-, 1942.
Re-organisa tlon

ibid.

Appendix B.

2/6/42.

DERBY

No.918 Squadron. 30 balloons 3 flights 10 balloons
each

Reduction 10 balloons,

to take effect fi-om the 1st July, 1942.
Re-organisation

No,34 Group

Form 540 Org,
Balloon Command

Appendix H.
m/5/k2.

NE'I^GASTLE

No,936 Squadron 40 balloons

(including 4 T/aterbome)

8 balloons (7 landbome,
1 T.^aterbome).,

11 balloons (8 landborne
3 rmiterbome),,
landbome

landbome

11 balloons

10 balloons

1 flight

1 flight

1 flight
1 flight

Re-organisation to take effect from the
1st June, 1942.

ibid.

Appendix G.
15/7A-2.

GLASGOW

60 balloons 6 flights 10 balloons
each

No,945 Squadron

No,946/7 Squadron 72 balloons
(including 12 Mk.VI Tra,terbome)

12 balloons each
10 balloons each

8 balloons each

8 balloons and 12 Mk.VT
balloons

Re-organisation to take effect from the
1st August, 1942.

2 flights
2 flir^hts

1 flight

1 flight

ibid.

Appendix P,

30/5/42.

BELFAST

No,968 Squadron 32 balloons

2 flights
1 flight

Reduction from 40 L.Z, balloons and 50
Mk.VT balloons to 32 L.Z, balloons.

Arrangements rere completed for handing over the
three balloon centres. Maintenance Command assumed

responsibility for No.5 Centre on the 1st'August,
1942; Technical Training Conms-nd took over No,9 centre
on the 15th September, 1942, On the 15th October^
1942, No,17 Centre ceased to operate as a balloon
centre and became the squadron headquarters of
No,942/3 Squadron and also to accommodate a
unit of Technical Training Comnand,

11 balloons each

10 balloons

Forai 540 Org,
Balloon Command

26/7/42.
Appendix K..

26/8/42
Appendix G,
28/8/42.
Appendix F,
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SECTION 15 SECRET

WALLOON UNIT

Shortly after the Ilunich crisis in 1938, the Air Officer
Gommanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command (Air Chief Marshal Sir
Edgar Ludlow^Hewitt) ViT^ote to the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff,
asking iThether any steps had been taken for the production of
suitable propaganda leaflets for release over hostile territory
in the event of r/ar and suggesting that:-

"skilfully dropped propaganda, distributed by aircraft,
might prove a more potent weapon than bombs."

This suggestion was passed to the Committee of Imperial
Defence (Major General Hastings Ismay), and the VThole question
of propaganda v/as taken up as a matter of the utmost urgency
by the Foreign Office, The proposal vms later approved by
the Air Staff,

Successful experiments r/ere carried out by Bomber Command
at Mildenhall, and in a letter to the Deputy Chief of the
Air Staff, reporting on the progress made in dropping leaflets
from aircraft, Air Chief Marshal Ludlow-Hewitt made the
suggestion that ov/ing to possible reprisals being taken against
pilots who vrere captured on leaflet flights, balloons might
be used, similar to those used in the last war.

At the end of August 1938, all investigations into the
means of disseminating propaganda from the air were being
undertaken by the Air Ministry, plans 5 (Wing Commander
D»L» Blackford), and in a "Memorandum on the use of the Royal
Air Force for dropping Pamphlets in Enemy Territory" issued
on the 10th October 1938, appeared the first description of a
special propaganda balloon unit and its proposed establishment,

3.46546 Encl.l^A, The Director of the Balloon Development Establishment at
Cardington was asked to explore the possibility of designing
and producing a balloon capable of six or more hours flying
and carrying approximately 6,000 leaflets,

In^May, 1939, at the 35th Meeting of the Deputy Chiefs of
Staff, it was decided that the formation of a balloon unit for
this purpose should be proceeded with for employment with the
French balloon companies.

S.46550 Encl.l
14.9,38,

ibid, Encls,l/i

5A, 6a,

ibid, Encl,12A.

ibid. Encl.l6A«

3,1497 Minute 1
10.6,59,

The Balloon Development Establishment had by March 1939,
3,47694 Encl.lQA designed and successfully flown  a balloon, fulfilling the
and Minute 8, requirements called for in a "Memorandum of Requirements for

Balloons for Leaflet Distribution" and by June a simple and
reliable release mechanism had been produced. During the
experiments the balloon equipment had been termed "P" :

ganda, but it was agreed that "M" = meteorological iTould"
cause less curiosity, and from this designation the Unit later
took its name.

ibid. Minutes

44 and 45,
= propa-

S.3497

Minute 3,
On the 14th June 1939, the Director of War Organisation

was asked by the Air Staff to make suitable arrangements to
form, on mobilisation, a special balloon unit, on the lines
of the provisional establishment dravm up during August, 1938,
Arrangements vrare made for the Unit, less transport to proceed
to France in the Advance Party ship on Z+2 day, viiere it would
be attached to the French balloon con5)anies until the ariT.val
of the transport,
area from v/hich to operater.

Nancy v/as suggested as the most suitable

S.I497
Minute 6,

/During the
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During the last fortnight of August 1939 the personnel
of the Unit were gradually transferred to Royal Air Force
Station Cardington to undergo training in handling *'M* type
balloons and equipment. At this time the Unit consisted of
one Officer and 20 airmen, formed into four sections of
four men each, together vdth M.T, drivers end Clerks. Tfith
this establishment it was anticipated that about 36 balloons
could be released each hour given suitable conditions. On
the 30th August, 1939, the Unit was order to move to Royal
Air Force Station, Abingdon, to be held ready for immediate
despatch to France,

pPERATI0^TS BT FRANCE

S.1497A.0.3
dated 30,8.39*

S.47694
Minute 77

Letter S.1497/
W.0.3 30,8.39*

On the 31st August an initial supply of balloons and
equipment was despatched to the Officer Commanding, Balloon
Group, French Army at Epinal, and on the 2nd September the
Unit moved by road to Southampton and embarked \7ith the first
contingent of the Advanced Air Striking Force, On disembarking
at Le Havre, the Unit proceeded by road to the village of
Foug near Toul, a few kilometres from Nancy, ivhere a suitable
site had been selected. The aerodrome at Toul-Croix-de-Metz
was selected as the terminal airport for supplies to the Unit,
which was nov: administered by Headquarters, Advanced Air
Striking Force,

The site proved to be very isolated and there were many
Udministrative difficulties but the Unit vra.s sufficiently
organised by the 1st October to carrj'- out its first operation.

Report BC/S. 20508/ This was some^A^at experimental and sixty balloons were
Int, 2,10,39* launched carrying 180,000 leaflets for destinations

hundred miles inside Germany,

In the middle of October the weather made it impossible
to continue operations from the site at Foug, which had
become v/aterloggcd and wr.s unapproachable by road, A move
was authorised to the village of Schickenbusch near Sarrebourg
where the Unit vms installed in more suitable quarters in a
chateau, ajid a hangar on Buhl aerodrome was placed at its
disposal for operational gear, A launching site t/as cleared
in a small vrood and operations were continued from here until
May 1940, An average of 60 releases were made on each

opportunity, and in all some 4,516,000 leaflets vrere sent
from this site,

leaflets by air from England, and hydrogen xre.s provided
from French sources at Epinal, in a mixture of British lov/
pressure and French cylinders. Owing to the proximity of
the German frontier, it v/as possible to use leaflets instead
of ballast bags, but these had to be punched by hand - a
considerable undertaking.

one

3,2256 Encl.4A
16.10,39.

The Unit xms supplied with balloons and

S.1497 Signal
W*56, to H*Q,
B.A.A.F. 17.5.40.

Operations from Kent

On the 17th May 1940, ovrlng to the military situation,
it Y/as decided to withdrav; the Unit from France, and it
proceeded via Cherbourg and Dover to Royal Air Force Station,
Uxbridge, to refit and thence to Royal Air Force Station,
Cardington, w^here it v;as reformed and transferred to
Balloon Conmand,

ibid, Sigs.

0.272 and 0,924.

RoyaJ Air Force Station, Mansion, ̂ 7as selected as the
nev/ site for the Unit, mainly on account of its geographical
situation which enabled the best use to be made of the

prevailing vrest and north-west winds. The unit arrivedibid, Sig.0.951
4.7.40, there on the 5th July, suitable accommodation for both personnel

and their equipment being provided on the station,
12j.th July, 1940, a signal was received from the Air Ministry
to the effect that operations vrero to commence as from 2000

hours on that day*

On the
S.2256 X.I3
14.7.40.

/V/ith all
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7/ith all Ifestern Europe occupied by the enemy it 1,75,3 nov/
possible for the Unit to operate over a very much v/ider area
than hitherto,

listening to foreign broadcasts and the strict control of
nev/spapers, made it iriiportant that the people of the occupied
countries should, by other means, be kept in as close touch as
possible \7lth current events abroad. The Political Intelli

gence Department of the Foreign Office, responsible for all
propaganda in enemy and enemy-occupied territory, vrere
producing special neaTspapers for Prance, Belgium and other
occupied countries. At this tina, the number of aircraft
available \rere insufficient to undertake special flights for
the sole purpose of dropping leaflets. The great quantity
of leaflets vhich vere dropped by the aircraft of Bomber
Command were only incidental to bombing operations, and so
the area affected was small. Here "M” Balloon Unit was of

special value, since it iTas possible, by using every available
v/ind, to send both newspapers and leaflets to Germany, Prance,
Belgium and Holland, and to areas rarely covered by
operational aircraft.

Confiscation of radio sets, the ban on

Log Book Entry
by Plt.Lt.Elton night of the 16/I7th July, 1940, for destinations north-west
and Unit Opera- of Paris and operations continued until the middle of August
tional Return - 'when the Luftwaffe began large-scale attacks against fighter
Form M»P,1 airfields in this country,
dated

17.7.40,

The first balloons vere released from Manston on the

Manston was singled out for
attack at the start of the Battle of Britain, and on the 24th
August a very heavy dive-bombing attack started late in the
morning. The hangar and stores used by the Unit received two
direct hits r/ith medium bombs and xrere set on fire,

Portumtely no personnel were injured but all the equipment
was lost \7ith the exception of a 5”ton lorry, a 15-cT/t van
and a pair of scissors. Pour airmen (1) of the Unit showed
considerable bravery in entering the burning hangar and
removing hydrogen trailers to safety under machine-gun fire.

Since the Unit nov7 load no accommodation, and as more
attacks were expected, alternative temporary billets were
found in the village of Birchington, about three miles from
Ifenston, After a period spent at No,l Balloon Centre,

No.l Bdlloon

Centre signal
A.82 dated

18.9.40,
Kidbrooke, to refit, another site vra.s found at Birchington -
Greiiham House School,
1940.

This W5.S occupied on the 19th September,
The School House provided excellent accommodation,

and a satisfactory launching site was made in the school grounds
The Unit again ready to opera,te on the 11th Ckjtober I94O,

Balloon

Command Signal
to A.M. A. 919
11.10.4X). The time taken to refit the Unit coincided T/ith  a period

of unsettled weather and it v/as not until the night of the
31st October that the first operation was made from Birchington,
Due partly to a small increase in personnel, but mainly to
the convenience of the site, it v;as possible to increase the
output considerably and an average of 1,500,000 leaflets
month v;ere disseminated, in February, 1941» a record figure
of 3,062,000 leaflets and 1,407 balloons v/ere released,

DWELOPMEMT IN "M" BALLOONS.

a

Up to this time, it had been the policy to fly as many
balloons per operation as xra.s thought practicable by the
Commanding Officer (Pg.Off. J.M. Woodcock), who xias solely
responsible to the Air Ministry (2) for the operational rrork
carried out by the unit, but it 1753 now considered that tivo
hundred balloons per operation should be regarded as a minimum,

/practical
(1) p/s Price, Sgt Topps", CpTkcNel’ll and LAC Quayle

commended by A.0.0, Balloon Command for their pron^jt
and plucky action.,

(2) A.M. Branches concerned \7ere Plans 5, later P»R,7, later
Deputy Directorate of Counter-propaganda,

\7ere

G,192400
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Practical experience had enabled the Unit to speed up the
inflation and release of balloons, and E^v,en the best possible
conditions it tTas found that, by employing three cre\7s of
seven men, one balloon could be inflated, loaded and leunohed
every forty seconds.

Several airmen in the Unit v^ere keenly interested in
the \7ork, and experimented on their own account, the most
successful being the modification of the Mark H release
mechanism. This modification tos desi,gnod for short-range
T/ork of five hours flying or less, at the same tine cariying
the maximum load of leaflets. Approved by the Balloon
Development Establishment in November, the new mechanism was
put into production as the Hark m release, and was in
constant use until the disbandment of the unit.

S.547694
End, 194a.

In July, 1941, Dr.H.A, Thomas of the National Physical
Laboratory, visited the Unit in connection with the
experiments he had been conducting from H4I, Balloon
Station, Mousehole, GornT/all. To help him in his research
work he v/as invited to examine the v/eather forecasts supplied
to the Unit during the preceding six months, and his
conclusions were published in "Statistics of Operations
for January - July 1941",
meteorological reports which were being prepared for the
Unit gave insufficient information and that the vdnd
directions given was often at variance iTith later know-

It ¥/as accordingly arranged that the Unit should
be furnished by the Meteorological Office, Air Ministry

No. 13 MBU/S.800,^ with a special report to be known as the "Papyrus" forecast,
2/Met, which would embody all essential v/eather and wind data up

to approximately two hours before the release of balloons.

MBU/S. 1950/2/
Ops,

It was found that the

Synoptic Special ledge.
Instruction-

The new service started on the 24th November, 1941,

In July 1941, a report (1) was issued by the National
Physical Laboratory giving a detailed account of the research
v/ork carried out by Dr. Thomas,
had been carried out to produce

Since 1939, experiments
a reliable balloon capable

of carrying leaflets over the Continent v.hich vrould at the
same time be inexpensive and easy to produce in quantities.
Besides the "if" type equipment, the Admiralty had been
using a latex balloon similar to that used in the Free
Balloon Barrage (Operation Albino), (2) but cmplo3Ting a
liquid ballasting device in place of sand ballast to maintain

The National Physical Laboratory, had
also developed a balloon r/ith a ballasting device controlled
by the gas pressure in the envelope.

a constant height.

S,47694
End, 188b.

At a meeting at the Ministry of Aircraft Production in
September 1941» it was decided that comparative trials
should be flovm to determine which type of balloon was the
most efficient.

The trial flights commenced in February, 1942 over the
British Isles, but before they were completed, it became
apparent that no definite result v/as likely to be obtained,
and they vrere abandoned. Some useful information was,
hovrc-ver, obtained and the results vrere embodied in a short
summary and maps issued by the unit. it vs.s found that the
"M" type balloon was equally as efficient as the other types,
and it was decided to retain the design. In April 1942,
hOT/ever, the shortage of rubber became acute and the Balloon

—  /Development
An Interim Report on Contrclling the Height of Free
Balloons." Pile: MBU/S.19&0/1/0PS.

(2) See Section 22,

(1)

CSB.44307 Ref.

Bal/206/R.D.
Arm.7 21.4,42,
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Development Establishment vra,s asked to find an alternative
proofing,
promising being nitro-cellulose,

T/as made and proved very successful under test, but they were
not put into production ovidng to the uncertain future of the
Unit,

Several were tried without success, the most
A small number of balloons

FURTHER OPERATIOilS PROM KENT

Towards the end of 1941, night Interception by our
fighter aircraft '.Tas rapidly increasing, and it was clear
that operations from Birchington would be impossible owing to
the proximity of Manston airfield, over v/hich prevailing
\7inds drifted the balloons,

the Air Ministry to find another site, preferably between
Folkestone and Dover, in Tliich/area there vra.3 little or no

In January 1942, a large country house -
General's Meadov;-, Falmer - v/as found suitable for the purpose.
After certain necessary \TOrk on the site had been completed
the Unit took over occupation on 11th June, 1942,

Instructions were received from

DDCP/60 Minute
from P0,1 to

PR.7, 20,1.42.
Balloon Command

letter KBC/
S.53485/l27/brg,
9.3.42* b night fljn.ng.

Balloon Command

postagram KBC/
S.53485/145/0rr*
10.6,42.

During the previous few months the number of balloon
releases had again been raised, this time to 350 per
operation* This later had to be reduced to 200 ovidng to
shortage of reserves and production difficulties vd-th the
nitro-cellulose fabric*

new

However, between the 1st December,
1942, and the 31st July, 1943, 11,000 balloons were released
and 25,000,000 leaflets and books distributed over Prance
and Germany. In February, 1943, all previous records were
broken v/hen 5,391,000 leaflets v/ere disseminated by 2,478
balloons*

In August, 1943, the Unit ms given the task of
disseminating special types of leaflets needing only a small
distribution. This fitted in mil with the shortage of
balloons, which ms becoming acute*
ho\7ever, a quantity of the nev/ balloons v/as delivered, the
first being used on the 3rd January, 1944. These balloons
were not very satisfactory at first, several only flying for
an hour or tv/o before coming down. This entailed that every
balloon had to be examined for leaks after inflation, v/hioh
greatly retarded the rate of release,
continued, however, and in June, 1944, releases v/ere made on
seventeen nights, 1,32? balloons being despatched v/ith
3,041,290 leaflets.

Operations were

RETURiT TO THE CONTIIIEMT

By September, 1944, the area over v/hich the Unit could
operate was considerably reduced by the advances of the
Allied armies, and it was decided that the Unit should be
moved to the Continent to continue operations over Germany*
A preliminary reconnaissance v/as made by the Commanding Officer
and the Quartering Branch of No,84 Group and a site found at
Bunsbeek, a small village near Tirlemont, Belgium*
part of a Roman Catholic Girls' School v/as taken over for
living accommodation, and a large hall in the village
requisitioned for stores, v^Drkshops, dining hall and cookhouse.

Here

The Unit was transferred from Balloon Command to 2nd
An Advance

Letter KBC/

3.55433/ ’ . ̂ - Tactical Air Force on the 15th November, 192t4,
7*11.44, Party consisting of a Sergeant and five airmen was

dispatched on the 13th December to prepare the site and to
receive the stores which were shipped under the care of tv/o

/other airmen*

G,192400
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other airmen. The Main Party left TiTalmer at O30O hours on
the 31st December by road and arrived at the Transit Canp,
Hornchurch during the afternoon* There was a lapse of
some four v/eeks after the unit's arrival on the continent,
before favourable v/eather enabled the first release to be
made; hov/over, during February it ivas possible to carry
out eight operations.

As the days passed the area over v/hich leaflets could
be disseminated became smaller, so that in March only four
operations vrere possible and in April only three, T/ith the
result that on the 27th April instructions trere received
to cease operations. On the 18th May the Unit with-
dravm to No, 159 Balloon Fing (the parent Unit) at St,
Nicholas for disbandment*

A.X.446
A.M. Signal

At the time of its disbandment, No.l "M" Balloon Unit
had been in existence for five years and ten months, during
T/hich time 57>863 balloons had been launched and 94.935.830
leaflets distributed over Germany, France, Belgium and
Holland*(
part of all the propaganda leaflets distributed by the
Royal Air Force during the period of hostilities in Europe,
and included 130,323.635 special type leaflets and booklets*

Major-General Bishop, Deputy Director General of the
Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign Office
•wrote to the Assistant Chief of,the Air Staff (General)
(Air Marshal Sir Richard Beck) on the 26th April, 1945 *"

"I see that upon the occasion of the Unit's transfer to
the Continent, Major-General Brooks took the
opportunity of placing on record our high appreciation
of this Unit's magnificent contiribution to political
warfare and I should nov/ like to add my personal thanks
for their continued efforts in difficult and trying
circumstances.

Executive the Commanding Officer and all ranks have
every reason to feel proud of their achievements"*

This number of leaflets represents a fifteenth

In view of the Political Warfare

4ID/23
md/is
26,4,45.

/SECTION 20

(1) See Appendix "B".
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SECTION 20

SECRET

MLLOON PROTECTION CP THE IUBJ.TanSK COWOY

Although it had been decided at a conference at the
Adniralty in April, I94I, that balloons vrould be supplied for
the protection of ocean-going ships as v/ell as for those
plying round the coasts, it v/as not until Kay 19if2, that
Admiralty approval xma given for British and European Allied
merchant ships leaving the United Kingdom and sailing in
conwy to Murmansk to be given balloon protection. It v;as
laid dovm that on leaving this country, the ships wotfLa not
liy balloons, but each rrould be issued \vith two deflated
Mark VI balloons in valises, together vd.th ten cylinders of
hydrogen, the necessary inflation equipment and a bedding-
doT/n net#

A.M./S#80773
Encl,lA.

16,9.42,

The intention was that on arriving in an area viiere air
attack was possible, one balloon would be inflated, and bedded-
dovm on deck under a net. On an air attack becoming imminent
the balloon would be tlcxm to operational height. It was
thought unvdse to fly the balloons the whole time,
the possibility of revealing the position of the
enemy submarines or surface craft.

owing to
convoy to

The principal ports concerned vrere Glasgow, Leith,
Newcastle and Hull, and to a lesser extent Sunderland,
Middlesborough, Cardiff and Liverpool. Arrangements for the
supply of balloons and ancillary equipment were made by the
Admiralty from their resources, and for the supply of hydrogen
and cylinders by Balloon Command,

The number of cylinders of hydrogen allowed permitted the
^flation of the two balloons and some degree of topping up.
The necessary inflation equipment was already in the possession
of the Royal Navy and the Air Ministry were requested" to make
avai^bie 1,000 cylinders. It was estimated that this number
would be required for the number of ships involved (100,
taking into account the period of "turn-round

Groups \/ere instructed to make all arrangements for the
supply of hydrogen to these merchant ships at the ports
concerned in their areas, and a further thousand cylinders
were added to the initial equipment of Balloon Command for
this purpose.

of the voyages.
ibid.

]3ncl,3A.
16,5.42.

In August, 1942, however. Balloon Command drew the
attention of the Air Ministry to the fact that already

allowance of 1,000 cylinders had been exceeded, and
that the demand was continuing. Up to that time, 1,33J
cylinders had been issued to the ships and only 180 had been
returned. The hydrogen cylinder situation in the Command
v/as alroady taxed to dangerous limits by reason of the various
extra demands which had been made for unforseen commitments,
so that immediate additional provision v/aa required if the
supply to the Russian convoys was to continue.

the
ibid.

Encl,5A;
23.8,;+2.

ibid,

Encl.lOA,

8.9.42.

The Admiralty were notified of the position and were
informed that their requirement had been met by cutting down
Balloon Command's operational value in the Home Defence

This obviously could not continue; in addition,
the fact T;as stressed that cylinder requirements for future
operations in Europe had not been covered. Whilst the
inportance of providing all that was possible for the Russian
convoys was recognized, this could only be carried out with
the material available at the expense of other commitments.
Information wras, therefore, requested as to the total require
ments of cylinders to be established to cover the Russian
convoy in addition to the number required by the Admiralty

/for shore

programme.
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for shore Servicing Stations in home v;aters. (^)

In reply, the Admiralty estimated that an additional
2,500 cylinders t/ould no\7 he required for this commitment, and
although it v/as not knovm for hov/ long the commitment v/ould
last, the Naval staff vrere, at that tine, considering the
value of balloons on the Russian convoys, and any decision to
dispense vrith such balloon protection would be notified to
the Air Ministry immediately»

Balloons continued to be florm by vessels on the convoys,
ho\7ever, until the final cancellation of such policy for
all merchant ships at sea T/as received from the Admiralty in
November, 194t«

Shore Servicing Station at Murmansk,

During September also, it was proposed by the Admiralty
that a balloon servicing station, manned by Royal 7i.ir Force
personnel, should be established at Murmansk, because the
existing arrangements for the convoys did not always ensure
the availability of balloons for the return voyage as all the
hydrogen was frequently expended on the outr/ard trip, '

Russian authorities had also suggested that ships should
have balloon protection whilst lying in harbour, which of
course v/ould also require the provision of hydrogen at
ITurmnnsk,

The

ibid,

Enel,18a,

25.9.42,

ibid.

Encl,13B«
8.9.42.

The Royal Air Force personnel, trained to operate a
portable siliool plant, as well as servicing the Balloons,
could be made available. Also 100 hydrogen cylinders could
be supplied, in addition to the existing float of 1,000, should
it be found possible to provide a compressor at Murmansk,
If the latter could not be provided, supply by "nurse" balloons
would be necessary*

At the end of the month, the Air Ministry was informed
that no compressors suitable for the requirement at Murmansk
T/ere available, but that an A.2 silicol plant with chemicals
could be provided, and therefore "nurse" balloons would be
required for transferring the hydrogen from the plant to the
balloons.

ibid.

Encl,13A.

10.9,42,

ibid,

Encl,22A.

50.9.42,

Defence of Murmansk Harbour,

On the 1st January, 1943, a signal was received at the
Admiralty from the Naval Officer in Charge, liurmansk, stating
that there had been intermittent air raids on the town and the
docks during the past thirty^six hours,
British or American casualties, but one Russian ship had been
flooded aft.

There ■mre no

An early decision regarding the supply of a

ibid.
End, 34a.
2.1.43,

balloon barrage at Jfurmansk vnxa therefore requested.

A Russian balloon barrage arrived at Murmansk shortly
after the raids, but vnxs only for covering the dock area.
It v/as necessary for ships at anchor in the harbour to fly
balloons as protection during the whole length of their stay.
This made local replenishment of hydrogen supplies doubly
essential,

be provided to maintain a continuous ship~bome barrage,
making necessary the early establishment of a shore servicing
station.

Also local servicing facilities would have to

/The Naval

(1) See page 337,
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ibid,
E»^cl,37A.
7.2.43.

The Naval Officer in Charge, I,/Iuntiansk^ was therefore
instructed by the Admiralty to make naximum use of Russian
balloon facilities, and in the meantime to ascertain if
local hydrogen was available for ships* balloons, after the
Russians' ovm requirements had been met; also whether
facilities were available locally for handling and
recharging ships • hydrogen cylinders, or v.hether ships'
balloons could be topped-up ashore from "nurse" balloons.

A reply was received to the effect that the Russians
could supply hydrogen, but would not state the quantity
available, and also that they could inflate ships' balloons
ashore, but not the hydrogen cylinders.

There was some reluctance on the part of the Russian
Naval Staff at this time to allw/ merchant vessels to fly
balloons in Kola Inlet, as they feared danger to Russian
fighter aircraft, but after some discussion they agreed to
the flying of ship-borne balloons in the vicinity of
Murmansk, these ships to make use of Russian hydrogen and
maintenance facilities,

addition to the Russian shore-based barrage fulfilled the
defence requirements for the docks.

In March, 1943, the Naval Officer in Charge, Murmansk,
interviewed the Commander of the Murmansk anti-aircraft guns
and conveyed to him the grave concern of the Senior British
Naval Officer, North Russia (Admiral Miles) regarding the
inadequate number of shore balloons being flown t© counteract
low-level enemy attacks,
a supply of land type balloons for the defence of the docks,
to replace any lost through weather or gunfire, but the
Russians insisted that they had a plentiful supply of
balloons and that these balloons would be flown whenever
weather conditions imde Iott’-level attacks probable,
defence of Murmansk harbour wns therefore, left entirely
in the hands of the Russians; ships flying balloons while
they Vv'ere lying at anchor as an additional measure,
both the supply of hydrogen and all maintenance could be
provided by the Russians, the establishment of a British
shore servicing station at Murmansk became unnecessary, and
the scheme was abandoned.

These w'ater-bome balloons in

An offer was made to send for

The

As

ibid.

Encl.39A.

14.2.43.

ibid,

Encl.42A.

/section 21
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SECTION 21

SECRET

OPERATION 'OUTWARD'
V4.

¥SG/$2S69/
Ops* End, lA*

L *

On the 21st February, I94O the Air Officer Corrmanding
Balloon Coinmand suggested in a letter to the Air Ministry the
possibility that valuable results night be achieved by flying
snail balloons over eneny territory, to each of v.hich vrould
be attached a lenrrth of cable trailing on the ground,
pointed out that since the outbreak of \mr considerable danage
had been done in this country to the electricity services by^
balloons v/hich had broken away from their noorings,
schene, ho\/ever, did not rreet with the Air Ministry approval}
they considered that the idea, apart from being uneconomical,
was not practicable in the light of the rarity'of targets and
the lack of adequate meteorological data.

He

This

ibid.

Encl.2A*

No further developments took place until the 13th October,
vAien the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, again wrote
to the Air ITinistry forwarding a paper on the subject written
by one of his staff (Sqn.Ldr. J.H.L.B. Davies). This paper
endeavoured to put the scheme on a practical and economical
basis. It pointed out that considerable damage had been
caused in Finland and Sweden as well as in this country,
ei^hasising the fact that although the actual physical damage
did not appear to be great, the consequent damage such as loss
of production, inconvenience and the general hankering of the
German war effort was considerable,
was turned down.

Once again this suggestion

ibid.

Encl.3B»

The Chiefs of Staff at their 324th Meeting held on the 25th
September, wore unable to recommend the use of balloons as an
offensive weapon. It is quite obvious from the dates that they
had had the matter under consideration before the second proposal
^ms submitted by Balloon Command, It emanated from a Minute
from the prt.me Minister; whether he based his minute on
Balloon Command*s first proposal or ’whether other information
had come before him from another source is a matter of
conjecture.

A number of points v/ere stressed at the Chief of Staff
meeting, the outcome being that the Committee decided to
Invite the Air Ministry to circulate a report on the subject,
dealing specifically v/ith certain points which are set out
belov/.

s

ibid.

Encl,5A,
(i) To T/hat extent were overhead power lines and telegraph

lines in Germany vulnerable to interruption in this
v/a3T? In what areas of Germany were such cables
particularly suitable for attack?

There would be a tendency for most of the balloons
released in this country to drift north-west in
accordance with the prevailing direction of the
wind, ̂ How many days per year vrould Td.nd conditions
make it possible to attack the vulnerable areas in
Germany by this method?

(ii)

(lii) The employment of this form of attack mieht ’^?ell
cause retaliation,

areas in this country open to attack from German-
occupied territories or on ho\7 many days of the yeajT?

R/bat modifications in present design would be
necessary in the light of pre-war experience, to
enable the balloons to be used effectively for thi
purpose?

To what extent were vulnerable

s

(iv)

/(v) To what
G,192400
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(v) To v.'hat extent touIA the production of such special
■balloons, and the necessary ca'ble attachments,
interfere T.ath 'barrarre "balloon production ■which
rra,s already "beinfr used to capacity for defence
requirements?

Again the whole su'bject seems to have heen shel'ved,
until the 14th March 1942, when out of the hlue can® a letter
from the Director of Boom Defences, Admiralty (Oapt. G» Banister)
referring to an operation appropriately knorm as 'Outward'*
(This operation rra,s approved hy the Chiefs of Staff at their
71st Meeting held on the 4th March 1942)* The Director of
Boom Defences explained to Headquarters, Balloon Command, the
functions of 'Ou'tvra.rd' and it v;as apparent that this
operation ■was identical in many respects to the proposal
submitted by Sqn»Ldr, Da-vles in Octo'ber 1940» Having
explained 'Ou^tvra.rd' the Director of Boom Defences concluded
by asking the Air Officer Commanding vhether in the e'vent of
certain apparatus being supplied to balloon centres,
releases could be under-taken by Air Force personnel*
Arrangements xrere accordingly made for a number of staff officers
from Headquarters Balloon Command, to attend a release of
balloons from Felixstowe, in order that they might be in a
position to decide to That extent releases from certain
barrage areas vrould be practicable*

lS/13790
Encl*4A.

to that of the
and 'Petard'(2)»

The balloons vrere fitted v/ith a special ballasting device
for long distance flying v/ith a view to their descent in
enemy country; they carried no explosive or lethal equipment
"but had 700 feet of string attached to a 300 foot length
of 15 gauge iron v/ire. Under the Naval organisation 4 men
or women were employed in servicing each release hut, and
would be able to deal vdth at least 10 balloons per hour.
The scale of release, amounting to a"bout 1,000 balloons in
4 hours from any given centre, t®.s considered to be quite
adequate*

The functioning of 'Outvm.rd' was simi
release of balloons in operations 'Albino'

Encl*5A.

FolloT/ing reports from the staff officers vho visited
Felixstowe, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command,
notified the Director of Fighter Operations, that it was
well within the Command’s capacity to carry out the vrishes
of the Director of Boom Defences, Admiralty, but pointed out
that before any releases were made sanction iTould have to
be given by the Air Ministry*

The next urgent request to Balloon Command came in
July, 1942 TiTen the Director of Boom Defences asked that
a supply of hydrogen be allocated for an operation in the
■vicinity of Ringraould, Kent, in addition to the supply provided
for Felixstowe* This request ms too much for the already
over-taxed hydrogen organisation, the limiting factors being

much the shortage of hydrogen cylinders as prime-movers
for toT/ing the trailers* Under these circumstances the
authority of Fighter Command was sought to cancel the
•Albino' operation in certain areas, until such time

either operation was completed or new cylinders were
a^vailable* Fighter Command sanctioned the ■withdraT/al of

number of hydrogen cylinders from the Hull area*
/thus

as

as

a

ibid*
End* 3A*

ibid*
Signal 9A.

(1) See pp* 403-406
(2) See pp. 406-410
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Thus *0utv7s.rd' cane into heing* "but definitely as
naval child*

the hydror'en, the demand for viiich increased as the months
Trent by. The original request, in July, for the balloon
release at Felixstovre vra.s for 13 prime-movers and 1,000
hydrogen cylinders,
prime-movers and another 1,000 cylinders for Ringmould*
By October the figures had reached 40 prime-movers and just
under 4>000 hydrogen cylinders. HoTrever, the naval
authorities had convinced the Chiefs of Staff of the success

of the operation and their demands vrere net until such time
as operations ’Overlord’ and ’Diver’ commenced, T\hen supplies
vrere cut to the minimum.

- 397 -
a

Balloon Command’s chief job xma to supply

This Tia-B increased by another 12

ibid.

Bnol.3OA.

It is appropriate to mention at this stage that during
the initial stages and, for that matter, vrell into its

career, ’Outyard’ was not blessed by Bomber, Fighter or

Coastal Commands* They vrere all very much concerned \7ith
the safety of their ovn aircraft and continued to put forward

the argument that this factor far outweighed the small effects

the balloons would be likely to have against enemy installa
tions,

once obtained assurance from the Admiralty that the apparatus
used vjDuld have little or no effect on our aircraft, the

suggestion of incorporating bombs in the units of the 'Outward •

apparatus brought about very strong objections, with the

result that in a letter to the Admiralty dated the 11th June,
1942 the Air Council pointed out that:-

To fit. ’Albino’ type bombs to the apparatus vreuld,
in fact, turn the operation into one as meanacing aa
’Albino’ or ’Petard’, both of which are considered to

be a danger to our ovm aircraft....."

It vra.8 quite understandable, therefore, that having

• • *

CS/13790
Fncl.40A»

However, in spite of all the protests the Naval
authorities vron half the battle and were allowed to attach to

their balloons incendiary bombs similar to those used in

the ’Petard' operation, mainly because Cperation ’Petard’
was controlled and operated by Fighter Coinnand, who thought
it a successful venture.

On the llth May, 1944» instructions were issued from
Headquarters, Air Defence of great Britian, to Nos.11 and 12
Groups changing the policy of ’Outr/ard*. Hitherto, it had

been customary for the Naval authorities to release balloons

only under the strict operational control of the Air Force
Commands concerned, owing to the very large number released at
a time, thereby causing danger to friendly aircraft and

interfering with operations. Consequently, permission to

put the operation into effect had, more often than not, been
refused* It had now been agreed bet^’/een the Admiralty and the

Air Ministry that the present arrangements should be considerably
modified by the introduction of a nevf method known as the

uncontrolled "trickle" release, whereby, when the wind v/as'

favourable, ’Outv,'ard' balloons were released:-

continuously at the rate of approximately one
balloon every ten minutes;

(ii) vath not more than tvro percent carrying trailing
T/ires;

(i)

(iii) \7ith the remainder fitted vrith incendiary material
only, thus reducing the danger to friendly aircraft
to a minimum.

The Naval authorities were,theirefore, relieved of the
responsibility of obtaining prior permission from the Royal

This policy remained in force until ’Outward

/SECTION 22.

Air Force.

vra.B discontinued in September, 1944#

I
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SECTION 22

THE FREE BALLOON BARRAGE

Introduction

In the autumn of 1940, the Admiralty put foir/ard  a plan
for using a free balloon barrage as an aerial minefield*
The idea \7as to release a large number of small balloons either
on routes generalljr follov/ed by hostile aircraft
objectives r/hich they vrere expected to bomb. To these small
balloons a trailing cable of some 2,000 feet of thin vine
v?as attached, v/ith a bomb fitted to the upper end and a drogue
parachute to the lov/er* Yfhen an aircraft struck this cable
the balloon yrould break away and the bomb would detonate
being brought into contact with the aircraft by the drag of
the parachute. The height of the balloon was controlled by
a lighted fuse which first burnt through a cord and released
the spool of cable and then set free small ballast bags to
corapensate for loss of gas through valving. Finally, the
fuse operated a self-destruction device*

Proposals for a Free Balloon Barrage,

At a meeting of the War Cabinet on the ?th October, 1940,
the folloTdng conclusion v;as recorded:-

"The Secretary of State for Air should be invited to
consider the use of balloons writh mines attached as a

weapon which can be used against enemy bombers attacking
this country when vreather conditions such as fog make
it impossible for our fighters to leave the ground".

or over

on

S,6866.Pt.l
Enol.lOA.

10.10.40.

ibid.

Encl.4B*
21.10,40.

Later in the same month at a meeting called by the Prime Minister
(Mr, Winston Churchill) to consider Night Air Defence, the
Third Sea Lord reported that the Admiralty had devised a free
aerial mine comprising a hydrogen balloon carrying a cable,
bomb and parachute which ;vould go to any height required up to
35,^0 feet. The meeting agreed that the moral effect of
flying such balloons on nights \vhen our fighters could not
operate \7ould be very great and instructions T/ore given for
the orders for such units to be greatly increased. The
details of the operation were discussed at a conference held
at the Air Ministry on the 29th November,
that the release of some

It was envisaged
3,200 balloons from Lfi points on a

10 mile front ’vould constitute an effective aerial minefield
an area of 53 miles by 15 miles at a height of between

14,000, and 22,000 feet. Approximately 1,024,000 cubic feet of
hydrogen would be required for an operation of this kind.

over

ibid,

Encl.4^A*
29.11.40,

The conference decided to carry out an experiment in the
use of the Free Balloon Barrage in the defence of London
extending over a period of about eight ?/eeks. Balloon CoEjmand
would provide the men, hydrogen, cylinders, trailers, \
communications and a proportion of the transport. The barrage
would be under the operational control of the Air Officer
Commanding- Fighter Command, and a special meteorological
officer v/ould be attached to his Headquarters, to advise him
Tdien conditions were favourable for the operation of the
balloons. The National Physical Laboratory v/as to assist
in plotting the course of the balloons, vdiich would be supplied
from Admiralty resources. The barrage vrould only be used at
night and in areas vAaere fighter aircraft were not operating.
Balloons would not be released in conditions of deep cloud
layer accompanied by ice and snow, nor in ground winds
exceeding 20 miles an hour. It vra.s considered that such

/a barrage.

GI924OO
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a barrage rrould be effective in upper vdnd speeds of 5 " 30
miles an hour, but no greater* A vraming note uas sounded
by the Air Officer Coniraanding-in-Chief vdio pointed out that
the operation of the Free Balloon Barrage might entail a
heavy drain on the operational resources of Balloon Command*(^)
The project of releasing 1,600 free'balloons over  a four-
hour period twice a week entailed 2,220 hydrogen cylinders
and 74 trailers, 37 prime-movers and 33 lorries, \7hilo
310 airmen and 3 officers would be involved* Nevertheless,
the Director of Home Operations recommended the scheme
to the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff pointing out that it
would, at least, constitute some form of defence when
fighters coiild not take the air and guns vAsre ineffective*

"The size of the barrage vrauld be 55 miles long,  7 miles
wide and 4,000 feet deep* This vlll be another hedge
for the bomber and I hope a useful one,"

The London Experiment

ibid*

Encl*47/.
4.12*40,

k9

ibid.

End. 86b*
6.12.40,

At the beginning of December, 1940, Headquarters, Balloon
Command issued instructions to No.30 Group to organize the
Free Balloon Barrage unit. It was to be set up on a
mobile basis in four detachments, each consisting of 1

officer, 5 non-conmissioned officers and 50 airmen, based on
the four London balloon centres. The complete imit vrould
operate in one of four sectors of a circle of about 25 miles
radius from Charing Cross, depending on v/eather conditions
and the direction of the ̂ lnd, The four sectors, south
east, south-vrcst, north-west and north-east corresponded to
the fovir balloon centres. When vroather v/b.s considered to

be favourable for Free Balloon Barrage operations, the unit
would be concentrated at the balloon centre from which the

night’s operation v/as to take place, and would later in the
day take up its position on the appropriate front in the
sector from which the release was to be made. Balloons

would bo released from 20 sites, each comprising  2 filling
points, each site being manned by 1 non-commissioned officer
and 10 airmen*

ibid.

Enel.88a*

10.12.40,

ibid*

Encl.lOOA.

13.12.40*

Other coimiands were warned of the impending operations
and of the possibility of units reaching the ground in a
dangerous condition*

ibid*

Enel.109a*
14.12,40.

bn the 14th December, the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief, Fighter Command, Tra,s able to inform the Air Ministry
that equipment sufficient for the experiment was in course of
delivery to Balloon Command and that all preparations would
be conipleted by the l6th December, An operational order for
the deployment of the Free Balloon Barrage under the code
name of "Pegasus" v/as issued by Fighter Command* The
barrage would be flown in accordance ̂ Tith meteorological
information supplied by their Headquarters ̂ vho T,vould also
state the target point vdiich vrould be:-

"that point over vrhich it is intended that the access of

the Barrage stream should pass at a specified distance
from the front of release* For the defence of London
the target point vdll be the TOWER BRIDGE at a distance
of approximately 20 miles."

/Fighter Command

(1) He estimated abc;ut 25fi in a woek^
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Fighter CorjEiiuid vrould also issue the orders to put the barrage
into effect. As soon as Balloon Conmand reported the barrage
vra.s ready for operations, the procedure v;ould be for Fighter
Corinand and Balloon Cor;inand operations staffs to receive a

special vreather forecast at 10*00 hours daily* On this weather
forecast, in consultation with the two staffs, the Air Officer
Comnanding-in-Chief v/ould decide whether or not to order the
barrage to be concentrated and on vAiat sector* If concentration
TC.S ordered, a further weather forecast would be obtained at

13*00 hours on which he would decide whether deployment wra,s to
proceed. It it wro.s so decided, Balloon Command w/ould select
the appropriate front and order deployment* By 18,30 hours,
Fighter Command ivould probably be in a position to assess the
nature and direction of enemy attack and to issue orders for
the barrage to be launched. Based on the plot of the barrage
made at Fighter Command in accordance w/ith the wreather reports,
instructions v;ould be issued to other commands prohibiting
flying in the area likely to be affected.

The first launching of the Free Balloon Barrage took place
on t he night of the 27th December, 1940, In accordance with
meteorological conditions, it wra,s decided to deploy from
No,3 Balloon Centre at release front No,13 situated on the

Hertford/Hatfield road. At 18*55 hours there were some 20
raids plotted on the operations room table at Fighter Command,
and the order to launch the barrage w/as given, the first balloon
ascending at 19,30 hours. At 21,30 hoxirs enemy air activity
had virtually ceased and orders were issued to make no further
releases and the last balloons v/ere launched at 22,10 hours.

This delay v/as caused by unsatisfactory communications,
the barrage v/as in flight, t\'flo radio~sounding balloons (^)
v/ere flow/n, and readings taken disclosed that the balloons v/ere

flying in a v/ind blow/ing at 46 and secondly 39 miles an hovir
from 335 degrees at a height of 23,000 to 24,000 feet, a much
greater height than had been intended. Reports v/ere received
from Observer Corps posts as far apart as Hatfield, Stanmore,
Edenbridge, Hever and Beachy Head of explosions and flares in
the air and on the ground* There w/ere no reports of contact
betv;cen free balloons and enemy aircraft* Of 963 balloons
inflated with hydrogen, some 305 v;ere found to be unserviceable
because of valve failure, pin pricks in the balloons, and
balloons bursting v/hen fully inflated. These failures materially
reduced the speed of release. Of the balloons launched, some
exploded very early in flight, and a considerable number failed
to fly satisfactorily so that balloons and w/lre v/ere retrieved

at many places in the London area. Thus, the first test
disclosed grave deficiencies in the equipment and in the signals
organisation,

A second operation took place on the llth/12th January, 1941,
v/hen balloons \/ere launched from the north~v/est sector. This

time the balloons v/ere v/nierhted so that they flew at about
18|000 feet v/ith a fuse setting of two hours, but once again
there v/ere failures of equipment as some 542 balloons were found
to be unserviceable out of 1,794 inflated. Again parts of the
device v/ere discovei/ed scattered over the London area and some

as far afield as Somerset* No contacts with enemy aircraft
occurred.

IVhile

ibid*

Encl,154A,
i.i.a.

ibid,

Encl*147A,
15,1.41.

The disappointing results of these tests were discussed

■Pei^Br^i4<35~ ^Radlo^souhdlng b'aITo"ons’ v/ere“ballooTis ¥imiTaF'to’'t'Kos^^ — ■
in the Free Balloon Barrage to v/hich a radio transmitter
had been fitted, capable of sending out signals which
could be received at ground level. Signals relating to
height v/ere taken by a receiver installed at Fighter
Coranand, and the track followed v/as measured by  3 ultra-
short-Vi/ave direction finding stations set up specially for
this puipose and in direct telephone communication v/ith
control room at Fighter Command* Position and altitude
v/erc plotted on a mp.p in the control room at Fighter Command*

Encl,2B
18,3.41.

the

c*192400
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at a conference held at the Air llinistry on the l6th Januayyi
and the two cmin conclusions reached were that the halloon

units would have to "be in^roved to he effective and the

density of the barrage should he increased hy releasing from
static balloon sites as well as the existing release points,

it had been calculated that the possibility of bringing
dovm enemy aircraft with the number of balloons released on
the 11th January v/as negligible, amounting indeed to one-

third of an enemy aircraft, Meanv.-hile, the Admiralty was

undertaking further trials of Free Balloon Barrage eq.uipraentii
These were to take the forri of long distance flights in the

vicinity of the south coast to determine how many units could
be relied upon to reach and maintain their correct height and
how many descended belov; 10,000 feet before destroying them-

It was also hoped to find out the effects of ballast
height maintained and vAiat improvements could be effected

Other trials, also under

as

selves.

on

by making changes in the equipment,

ibid,

Encl,150A*
16.1,41.

ibid.

Encl,154A.
21,1,41.

the supervision of the Admiralty, were to take place at
Cardington to find out hov; many units were lethal at the
correct height and how many destroyed themselves at the end
of their flight. Air Chief Marshal Dowding pointed out that
the failure to bring down any aircraft in the trials so far
undertaken did not necessarily indicate the ineffectiveness
of the Free Balloon Barrat^e, oxAng to the small number of
balloons flovm. Alterations and modifications were being

made in the existing apparatus. For future policy, he

advocated a plan previously proposed by the Air Officer
Commanding, Balloon Command for the release of free balloons
from balloon centres all over the country across the routes

followed by enemy aircraft.

ibid,

•gncl.llOA,

28/1/41.

In the meantime, grave doubts were being expressed as
to the advisability of continuing Tdth the use of Free Balloorv
Barraires, On the 29th January, Professor Lindenann,
scicnUfic adviser to the Prime Minister, prepared  a minute
for the Prime Minister on the operation of the Free Balloon
Barrage. He calculated that 10,000 mines T/ith an 18 niles-
an-hour Tdnd would be necessary to bring dovm 6 or 8 machines

out of 55, the number vMch had passed unscathed through the^
barrage on the night of the 11th January, He considered this
v/as a very extravagant use of mines. ilr, Churchill forv/arded
the ndnute to the Chief of the Air Staff (Air Marshal Sir

C* Portal) v/ho agreed that the \7eapon xjsxs uneconomical and pointed
out that further"^disadvantage was the time required to put it
into action; on the other hand it could be used against
enemy aircraft tiien v/eather conditions prevented our ovm
aircraft flying. Professor Lindemann was not the only person,
by any means, who did not consider the Free Balloon Barrage a
good weapon. The Deputy Chief of the Air Staff (Air Vice-
Marshal A,T, Harris) in a minute addressed to the Chief of the
Air Staff asked for;-

ibid.

Encl,l65A
2,2,41*

ibid,
Enel,160b
4*2*41.

'this ill-considered, expensive, and almost useless project
to be abandoned before Xfo are further embarrassed by
the demands which it is making upon our resources in-
material and manpov/er»"

The Deputy Chief of the Air Staff resumed the attack in a note
commenting on a paper (l) by the Third Sea Lord on the Free
Balloon Barrage, H© quoted the figures set out by Professor
Linderaann and stated that to fly a barrage of 10,000 units
would entail vast quantities of hydrogen and some 5,000
trained men, ishile T/eather conditions would only be suitable

In addition, enemy
/aircraft

for operations on very fevr occasions.

ibid.

End, 168a
8,2,41.

(1) Night Air Defence (41) 6th February, 1941.
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aircraft could be protected easily a,<rainst the thin cables.
The nine unit itself vra,s technically tinsatisfactory, and
considerable research and dovelopnent rrould be required to
make it reliable.

v;ho ninced his trords:

"All this effort ’./ill bur succeed in d eployin^
alKiost vrorthloss form of defence, v/hich, if we decided
to use it VTith any frequency in larqe enough numbers in
sufficient areas, would be as much of an embarrassment
to our ovm bombers and fighters as to the enemy."

He considered that the statement made by the Third Sea Lord
that the reduction and alteration of enemy attacks might be
due to the respect v/ith viiich the enemy regarded this form
of defence tos unsupported by a shred of e-(ddence.

Air Vice-Marshal Harris was not a man

an

ibid,

Enel,I7OA
15.3.41.

Further reference vms made to the use of the Free Balloon
Barrage at the Prime Minister’s Meeting on Ni^ht Air Defence
held on the 10th February, I94I, it xtb.b agreed that the
operational control should remain with the Air Officer
Oor:manding-in-Chief, Fighter Ooiwnand, who would use his
discretion in regard to releasing the barrage when \Tinds from
the north and vrest might carry balloons into enemy territory.
It wras also agreed that, in viev/ of the uncertain value of
the free btilloons as a vehicle for the aerial mine, the
Admiralty should consider the diversion of some of the
equipment to long aerial mines carried in minelaying aircraft*

A further trial of what was now known as the ‘Albino*
operation took place in the London area on the 11th March
when nearly 1,600 balloons TOro released from Kidbrooke and
from a front bet\;een Brentwood and Tilbury,

Again there was no evidence of any damage being inflicted
on enemy aircraft, but a mch higher speed of release
attained,

the p-rime Minister’s meeting on Night Air Defence hold on the
24th March vihen MT, Churchill decided that:

"the free balloon barrage should be operated for  a further
month in the Liverpool area, and that during this period
production of free balloon barrage equipment adiould be
maintained at its present level,
matter should be brought before the Committee for a
decision whether the free balloon barrage should be
further proceeded T/ith,"

Thus, despite its critics, the Free Balloon Barrage still
had a strong advocate.

The Liverpool Trials.

v.>as

The iiiimcdiate future of ‘Albino* was settled at

After a month the

ibid,

Enel,185A
27.3.a.

Arrangements v/ere made for the transfer of ‘Albino*
operations to Liverpool at the end of March, 1941, It \ma
decided, at the instance of the Admiralty, on account of the
danger of faulty equipment falling in a densely populated
area to postpone large-scale trials involving 10,000 balloons
until the 6th May, when improvements Y/ould have been made in
the unit. Small-scale trials could take place after the 15th
April, to ensure that local arrangements were satisfactory
and to provide training. Releases TOuld bo from the balloon
centres at Pazakerley and Warrington and arrangements were
again made for obtaining the assistance of the National
Physical Laboratory in the experiment. No further trials
•were, however, held until the Admiralty produced its second
edition of v/hat had become an anathema to the Air Staff,

S,686S Pt.Il
Encl,5B,
29.3.41.

/The Mark

G.192400
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The Mark II balloons differed from those orirrinally supplied In
that the hoirrht setting of the balloon no longer depended on
ballast bags carried, but a complete neu valving and height
control system had been introduced* In addition,  a barometrlo
self-destructor had been fitted tshich TOuld destroy the
apparatus \7hen the lower end of the cable descended belov;
10,000 feet# The length of flight was still governed by the
burning of a fuse. The e(iuipment could be set for flight
between 28,000 and 14,500 feet*

A test of the new equipment took place on the 15th J^y,
from Nos*8 and 9 Balloon Centres during which 288 balloons
wore launched. Communications v/orked so well that only six
minutes elapsed betr^een the order to release being transmitted
and the first balloon being launched, but the speed of release
was slow as the trained operators from London were not used in
order that the Liveipool airmen might gain in experience* A
number of premature explosions occurred, but only in
instanco was a live unit found on the ground indicating that
the barometric self-destruction device had vA^rked well.

one

ibid,

Encl,35B,

ibid.

Encl,47A,
22,5*41.

ibid,

Enel.58a
3.7.41*

During the ensuing months the 'Albino’ unit ranainod in
readiness at Liverpool, but no further trials took place,
the 3rd July, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Pirhter
Command, reported to Air Ministry that 'Albino* had been
cancelled 35 times o\7ing to the unsuitability of v/bather
conditions and had stood by to operate 24 times. Of these 24,
only ono v/as unsuitable for the operation of our own aircraft
and on that solitary occasion no enemy aircraft had approached
Liverpool. The short periods of darkness during the summer
made a proper test impracticable as, if enemy aircraft came at
all, they could only remain in the vicinity for about two hours
at that season and this would not give time to put the full
barrage into action* Accordingly, the Air Officer Commanding-
in^hief, Fighter command, asked for the trials to be postponed
until September. Those who regarded the 'Albino* experiments
vrith disfavour were quick to seize upon the opportunity
afforded. An Air staff note was prepared for submission to
the Chiefs of Staff committee which, after analysing the
position, recommended that the large-scale trials at Liverpool
should be postponed until September; there should be no
further extensions of 'Albino' in this country or overseas (1)
mtil the experiments had been concluded and that the manufac
ture of equipment should be suspended until the autumn,
was agreed that the 'Albino' trial at Liverpool should be
suspended until the matter had been brought before the Night
Air Defence Committee,

On

It
Ibid,
Bacl,72A* ■

51.7.41.

gype. Balinon Barrage on Ball^^on Sites
ibid.

Enc1.77a
14.8,41.

l^Tiile the 'Albino* trials at Liverpool v;ere still suspended
the Air Officer Conmanding-ln-Chief, pij^ter Command, suggested
a more economical form of experiment. Instead of the trials
taking place in one area only, he recoirmended they should be
carried out on sites, in the static barrages, selected by
reconnaissance v^ich had been made by Balloon Command. Thifl
method would have several advantages over the Liverpool trials’*
There v/uuld be more opportunity to use the weapon as it would
no longer be limited to one area*
retention of a speelaX body of men,for'Albino * operations v/ould
become part of the ordinary duties of a balloon crew. No
hydrogen need be socially assigned for the purpose because
Balloon Command would distribute trailers usually held in
hydrogen parks at balloon centres to sites from v/hich the Free
Balloon Barrage would be flo\-m.

a

It would avoid the

The Admiralty had agreed to
/supply

Ibid,

Encl»73A
6,8,41.

(1) About this time the AcJmiralty suggested that 'Albino',
should be used in defence of Singapore,
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supply containers for storing the units and structures from

v;hich to release them. The proposals advanced hy the Air

Officer-Coinmanding-in-Chief, Fighter command, vere approved
hy the Night Air Defence CornTittee, and 'Albino' ttes transferred

to the care of the static barrages. The barrages from Tdiich
'Albino' was to operate were as follows:-

ibid.

Enel,78a
16,8.41.

London

Birmingham

Bristol

Avonmouth

Pilton

114 sites

59

1

31

Portsmouth

Southampton 49

Plymouth

Liverpool
jRuncom

25

58

Hull 36

ibid.

Encl,82A.
The operational instructions issued by Headquarters,

Balloon Comnmand showed that the first idea of covering an
objective by an aerial minefield had been abandoned for it
was stated that the purpose of the barrage v,ras the interception
of the approach of enemy aircraft toTTards a target. The
Free Balloon Barrage T/as to bo regarded as of equal operational
importi.\nce to the static barrage. Each site vras expected to
release twenty balloons an hour, over a period not exceeding
four hours. Included in a release crev/ TOuld be two aimen
who had had previous experience of 'Albino', Each crev; would
use two inflation tents, and each site v/ould have two hydrogen'
trailers which were to be used for 'Albino* purposes and also
to inflate L.Z* balloons, 'Albino' launchings w/ould take
place under suitable 'weather conditions when enemy aircraft
were present in sufficient numbers to make interception
practicable and vAien friendly aircraft were not flying,
wrerc to prepare for an operation nightly unless  a cancellation
T«is received.

Once again all was ready for 'Albino' to be tested but
nothing happened and for a year there \rere no operations except
for small practice releases conducted under local arrangements.
In October, 1942, the Night Air Defence Committee abolished
'Petard* but decided to continue with 'Albino' as no extra men
\7ere involved and it fitted into an existing organisation.
But Fighter Command vras becoming v/eary of being burdened Ti.th
a device viiich would probably never be used and v/hich was

hedged about with restrictions and so dependent on a combination
of circumstances for its eeploynent. On the 26th October, 1942,
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command,
recommended to the Air Ministry that 'Albino* should be abolished.
The reasons he put forr/ard vrere that since its inception in
1940 our night fighters had improved and were novr able to go out
in all weathers, v/hile oiir anti-aircraft defences vrere also
much more efficient. Although no special units existed for
the operation of 'Albino' a large amo\mt of perishable
equipment was involved "which now required replacement.
Training for 'Albino' occupied much time and this "was fttrther
complicated by Women's Auxiliary Air Force substitution as the
airr/omen balloon operators had already more than enough to
occupy them on their short course of training "ivithout having
to learn how to operate 'Albino' in addition to L.Z, balloons,

/These points

Crews

so

S.6866 Pt.IIl
Encl.lA,
13,10,42,

ibid.
End, 2a

21,10.42,

G. 192400
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Those points T;sre the min &r«njnents advanced hy the Secretary
of State for Air (sir Archibald Sinclair) r^heni in a paper
prepared for consideration hy the Night Air Defence Conimlttee,
he reviewed the melancholy history of 'Albino* and asked for
the scheme to be abolished,

coning, as the Night Air Defence Connittee was not meeting for
some tine, but the Air Officer Commanding-ln-Chlef, Filter
Connand, at the instance of Be.lloon Commnd, continued to
represent the urgency of the mtter stressing the deterioration
of the equipment and the training problems arising as more
'Albino' sites v/ere occupied by the ’Women's Auxiliary Air Force,
Finally, the matter vras put before the Prime Minister for his
decision,

supporter, the Admiralty, put foi\ra.rd a final plea for the
retention of * Albino

No immediate decision \tos forth^

At this junctura, its first sponsor and strongest

ibid,

Encl,9A.

15.11.42.

ibid,

Encl,12A

17.11.42,

ibid,

Encl,l5A

22.11.42.

ibid,

JSnci.iyA.
11,12.42, "The First Lord would very much regret abolishing his

weapon, v^hich he feels has hardly had a fair trial,"

yTiile training difficulties v/ere appreciated, it vro,s
thought that women could easily learn to operate Free Balloon
Barrage equipment, and, if necessary, 'Albino' could be limited
to the ports of Plymouth, Bristol, Southan5)ton and Portsmuth,
Under these circumstances the reduced quantity of perishable
equipment, T.hich v/as in any case an Admiralty responsibility,
could be easily mintained. In conclusion it was stated;-

'"ge think it incorrect to assume that our defences have

sufficiently improved by comparison vdth the enemy's
methods of attack, to allow us to neglect the study of
fresh weapons; and the First Lord vrould urge that,
since the tax on our manpower is not in this case
appreciable the trial and development of 'Albino’
should be pursued trith persistence, ¥e feel that the
danger of rener/ed air attack on this country cannot be
discounted, and vre are in agreement with the decision
given in Night Air Defence (42nd) 3rd Meeting of 13th
October, 1942, to continue 'Albino',"

The conflicting viev/s of the A(3miralty and Air Ministry v/ere
placed before the Prime Minister who, while agreeing v/ith the
conclusions of the Secretary of State for Air, thought the
matter ought to come before the Night Air Defence Committee,

At a meeting of this committee on the l?th December, 1942,
memoranda prepared by the Secretary of State for Air and the
First Lord of the Admiralty were discussed. The First Lord
pleaded for the retention of 'Albino• on a reduced scale as

an alternative to other means of defence, but it was pointed
out that 'Albino* made it impossible for our fighters to
operate, and that the nights on v/hich fighters could not operate
\70uld be most unlikely to be those chosen for large-scale
enemy attacks. The Prime Minister said that 'Albino' had
been given fair consideration. The time had now come to
simplify our night defence measures and to concentrate on those
T/hich were most effective* Finally, the meeting agreed that
'Albino' should be abolished. Thus, an expensive and
ambitious project came to a belated end,

Ibid,

Encl.20A
9.12,42,

ibid,

Encl,22A

17.12.42.

OPERATION 'PETARD*

Fo/a^gfeTg-'
Encl.lA,

On the 12th December, 1941, the operations officer
responsible for 'Albino' matters at Headquarters, Pieter
Command (Squadron Leader J,G, Hudson) suggested that a form
of the Free Balloon Barrage should be used as a defence
against enemy minelaying aircraft,
released from Felixstowe, Birchington, and Sheemess to
cover the Themes Estuary and from static barrage sites at
Hull, Liverpool and Bristol,

The balloons could be

/The Air
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iMd.

Encl.llA.
The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief approved the suggestion

and instructed Balloon Command to submit a plan for the operation*
This ¥/as issued on the 29th December, under the code name
•Petard'. The intention vras to release balloons over the

area knorm as Barrovr Deep, a channel off the Essex coast

running approximately from Shoeburyness to Clacton-on~Sea.
Enemy aircraft usually approached this area from the east,
some time being spent in the area of the triangle formed by
Margate, Isle of Grain, and the Naze, before mines vrerre laid*

This, therefore, appeared to be the most suitable area for

interception by balloons Tihich T/ould be released from land

sites on the coast between Margate and Sheppey to the south

and from Shoeburyness and the Naze to the north west. Because

the release of the balloons was limited by ground wind speed
and wind direction, it would be necessary to concentrate the

release parties on the most suitable sections of the coast

according to the wind direction of the day. Complete mobility
•was essential. The difficulties of road communication and the

extent of the release areas necessiatated the duplication of

the release parties north and south of the River Thames,
Thus, they could operate from any one of the five release poin'tK
vAiich had been selected on each side of the river. The scale

of release was to be 1,000 balloons an hour up to three hours.

Headquarters, Fighter Command, were to state each day if
the operation \7as required and the front or fronts from 'tiiich
the releases was to be made,

released within 15 minutes after the order vra.s given by Fighter
Coiunand, or, if this 'was preceeded by an order to stand by, in
8 minutes.

The first balloons could be

500 men would be required for the operation.
These could be made available from existing resources.
Equipment presented no problems other than a shortage of mines,

Hov/ever, Balloon Command possessed a surplus of 3,000 and the

remaining 6,000 required could be found by v/ithdrawing from the
London Free Balloon Barrage,

By the middle of January, 1942, two squadrons had been
formed at No.4 Centre and No,l Centre, A further operational
instruction had been issued by Balloon Command now defining the
interception area as a triangle covering Poreness Point, the

Nore, and the Isle of Grain, Releases were to take place from
land sites on the coast betrreen Margate and Sheppey in the

south and Shoeburyness and the Naze in the North, The balloons

vrould fly at predetermined heists betvreen 4,500 and 10,000
feet. Height ■variations were to be in units of 1,000 feet
and separate balance weights to cover this range were issued*
The height setting would be given at the time of the order
•Petard Standby* or ’Petard Release*.

ibid,
Encl.20A*

In February, Headquarters, Fighter Command, issued an
operational instruction which stated that ’Petard' balloons
were not to be released.

(a) Unless the interception area was completely free
of filter aircraft.

Unless release would not restrict or endanger
operations undertaken by Bomber Command,

(c) When the wind speed at 4,500 feet v^as more than 40
miles an hour.

(a) l^hen the surface wind was over 25 miles an hour.

/The normal
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The normal release u>uld be 1,000 balloons an hour,
increased to 1,500 If the v/lnd v/as from the west south west,
A full release v^ould last six hours; that is to say the
balloons would be in the air for six hours from the time the
first balloon was released until the last balloon destroyed
itself.

FIRST OPERATION

KBC/S.51463 - ’Petard' operated for the first time on the night of
the 18th March, 1942. '
night over the Thejnes Estuary v/as:

T^ind surface - S, 10/15 m.,p,h,
4*500 feet - 210° - I9 m.p.h,

Weather - cloudy 1,000/1,500 feet.
Poor visibility.

The order v/as given for the South Squadron to deploy at
SvTalecliffe, near Heme Bay, at 16,24 hours, and the squadron
was ready to operate at 18,56 hours.

At 19,56 hours the first enemy plot appeared on the
operations room table at Headquarters, Fighter Oommand,
20.01 hours the release parties were ordered to stand by,
enabling one balloon to be inflated ready for release.

Prior to the appearance of the enemy, there was no
Information from the "Y" service;
forthcoming when the raid commenced.

The enemy plots increased in number aiid as they appeared
to be heading for the Thames Estuary, Balloon Coitmand
instructed to release at 20.10 hours,

12 aircraft were plotted in this phase; they appeared
adopt new tactics, flying straight in and then out again,

^e usual signs of the minelayers flying around the Estuary
to seek out their targets before dropping their mines vrere
£lDS6nX#

The meteorological forecast for the

Similar over Holland,

At

nor was any information

were

Ops,
Enel.89A»

At 20.52 hours, the enemy left the Estuary and the order
cease fire" v/as given.-  As no further enemy activity

to

seemed likely the squadron vra.s ordered to pack up and return
to DasG«

Hovreyer, at 21,42 hours, a second enemy raid of about
8 aircraft appeared from the Hook of Holland area, but it was
too late to recommence the release. Nevertheless, it was
considered that some of the 'Petard' units released against
first aircraft might intercept the second, but this did not,
in fact, happen, *

the

The results of the release from a practical point of view
were negative. One plot, fading I5 miles north of the
release front, raised a few optimistic hopes among the more
enthusiastic 'Petard' supporters, while another remained over
the Estuary for about one hour after the remainder had gone
home. This latter plot "indicated an aircraft circling raund
the same 3pot.,..as if in difficulties, and then turned S.E,

“lies, before it changed course to N.E, and made for

oT ni airborne, the last being released at
a “ean height of

4,500 feet,

/The ground
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Controlled Interception station at ̂ ailesEorcugh
of ff obtained responsJf
on thexr tubes from the 'Petard* wires and some heichts were
~ot tf oonsi£el Z7to
the ^=he extra weight caused by the rain on

local obstructions resulting in the vrires breaking and the
of tff r Pre-determined heights, becauseof the lesser vreight carried.

_  OPmTjq^

'Petard* did not operate again until the last night i
karch. Both squadrons v/ere deployed on this occasion.

i

AH^y'iIhlS^/Ui
mc/blBmU

n

Encl,5A,

et, seq.

+o release took place over a period extending from 20.40
to ,.2.07 hours, during which time a total of 2155 units vrere
released, of this number, some 70 per cent operated efficiently
and appeared to be travelling in the correct direction. Of
the remainder, 20 per cent e:<ploded prematurely in the air and
10 per cent came to earth intact, A number of the balloons
were also shot down by the army as they passed over the
Isle of Sheppey, This, coupled \?ith the fact that several
overhead electric cables had been fouled and parts of the
island had been plunged into darkness, caused considerable
alam ̂ ng the local inhabitants v/ho thought an invasion of
thexr island had commenced.

On the 1st April, the ’Petard* units caused further
trouble, in attempts to salvage unexploded units two airmen
and an Admiralty policeman were killed, two children were
injured and subsequently died, and three airmen seriously
injured, despite many warnings broadcast in the vicinity that:
the units should only be touched by Bomb Disposal units.

The effect of this release upon the enemy was nil for the
simple reason that the enemy failed to arrive ever the Estuary,
The release had been ordered, hovrever, for the follovdng
reasons: ^

(a) Intelligence sources indicated that there mi edit be
enemy activity in the Estuary area.

(b) The wind conditions fi^ere exceptionally favourable,
allovang both squadrons to operate at the same time.

(c) Bomber Command had gi
to take place.

given permission for the operation

(d) No.11 Group were not operating.
/This was
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This v.'tis the Ic.st occeision on nThich (Petard
although the squadrons stood by on
On the 28th October, the operation T.>as cancelled,
big brother, 'Albino', 'Petard' had failed to be of any value
whatsoever.

operated,
a number of oooaaions.(^)

Like its

•PTITAKD THILD'

Before closing the subject of the Free Balloon Barrage,
reference must be made to Petard Child,

This consisted of a signals unit which operated in the

Hull area, transmitting signals v/hich it xf&s hoped would lead
the enemy to the assumption that 'Petard* v/as operating on
certain occasions in the vicinity of the Humber, Aafhr as

can be seen the enemy remined in ignorance of the T/hole affair,

/SECTION 23,

(1) The operational career of 'Petard* may be summarised as
folloT/s:

Prom 11th February to 28th October, 1942, No, of Ni.ghts,

Enemy minelayers active

'Petard at readiness. 20

(a) Released:
1Against enemy.

On chance ,,,, 1 2

(b) Not Released:

No enemy activity

?inemy active but under
10 in number,

Other reasons

Cancellations,
■*^feather,

Administrative reasons,,,

Bomber Command ob^ctions

116

2

120

115
1

m20• •

Total nights 258
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SECTION 23

SECRET

BALLOON BARRAGES - MIDDLE EAST

After the Allied withdravra.! frojn Trestem Europe and on
the entry of Italy into the war, the Mediterranean theatre became
of vital importance.

It was essential that the lines of supply to our forces in
the western Desert, the fleet anchoracres at Alexandria and Malta,
and the important ports at Haifa, Port Said and Suez remained
as free as possible from attack. The possibility of heavy and
prolon,pred air attack against these targets v/as anticipated as
soon as the Luftwaffe reinforced the Regina Aeronautica,

The Ports Defence Committee gave the matter such high
priority that it xras decided in August 1940 to reconmiend the

establishment and maintenance of a barrage of t\renty-four
balloons at Alexandria as an urgent requirement, even at the
expense of Admiralty requirements at home.

The difficulties of maintaining such a barrage were
foreseen from the start, as no facilities existed in the Middle
East for providing essential supplies such as balloons and

hydrogen. All equipment vrould have to be shipped from the

United Kingdom, Fortunately a few "A" type silicol plants
T/ere available from the last vnr and could be utilised for the

supply of hydrogen, but as there was no local supply of silicol
or caustic soda, shipping of the necessary chemicals would have
to be carried out direct from Canada and the United Kingdom
respectively.

Another difficulty visualised was the reaction of Mark VI
No informationballoons to semi-tropical v/eather conditions,

existed with regard to this subject, so that any data collated
by these early balloon units would prove very useful in shaping
the future balloon policy abroad.

CS.9733

Enel,7A,
At a meeting at the Air Ministry on the 1st October, 1940,

it was decided to recommend to the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Oomndttae
that a barrage of thirty VLA balloons be provided for Alexandria,
to proceed during the fourth week of November,

App.”C''
1.10,40,

As a result. No,971 Squadron was formed at Cardington
and the advance party sailed for Egypt on 21st October, 1940,
It arrived at Alexandria on the 25th December, flying its first
balloon on the 4th January, 1941^

By the 11th January, the barrage v/as increased to tvrenty
balloons, all flying over the port and its installations,

Additional Demands Overseas

MeajxThile at home, the Admiralty and Air Ministry, alive
to the increasing threat to the Middle East, decided, at a
meeting held on the 28th January, 1941, at the Air Ministry to
provide additional barrages in that area.

The threat to Malta had increased; in addition, it had
become necessary to hold Crete and Piraeus as bases for our

troops in Greece, and the Luftwaffe was T/ithin striking, distance
of Haifa, Port Said, Suez and the Suez Canal, Apart from these
dangers, it v/as possible that the pleet would require anchorages
other than their permanent bases.

ibid,

Enel,16a»
28.1.41,

/All shipping

G. 192400
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All ahippinp: to the Miclclle East v;as nor; mkln,*? the

trip via the Cape, Preetorm had, therefore, bocone a vital

refuelling station, vAiich vould be in danger of attack should
the enemy gain bases in French Africa#

Japan, the third signatory to the Tripartite Pact, r^as

becoming restless, and the Sino-Japanese vjar, although not
yet menacing, threatened to involve the British Empire
ultimately*

At this conference, the Admiralty representative pressed
for a mobile barrage to be despatched to the Mediterranean a&

soon as possible, rrhile the Directorate of Operations (Overseas)
representative said that Malta and Singapore each urgently
required a barrage of L#Z. balloons#

Xt vra.s agreed that the provision of further Mark VX

barrages overseas depended upon the hydrogen supply
situation and the follov/ing order of priority V7as agreed

Crete (10 Balloons) and Malta (30 Balloons), for ̂ vhich
squadrons \7ere at the time being formed, vrauld have first
priority, follorred by -

One Mobile Barrage 50 Balloons

50
Port Said

Suez

Haifa

Singapore
Freetown

Penang

10

10
10

30
10

10

To keep these barrages fully operational and bearing in mind
the long supply route to Egypt it v/as estimated that 2*713
balloons would be required.

The Director of Hydrogen Production estimated that not

more than ten VLA balloons could be maintained, under tropical
conditions, by one portable "A" Type silicol plant, and that
forty^eight portable hydirogen plants were needed to maintain
these barrages#

Upon the speed of manufacture of essential equipment
depended the number of squadrons that could eventually be sent
overseas# At this time only ten portable silicol plants,
relics of the first Yorld T7ar, vrere available, of vdilch four
were already in Egypt, The production of wickham ivinches
also had not yet started, but it v/as hoped to produce five per
week from mid-February,

Formation of Nos,972 and 973 Squadrons

The formation of Nos,972 and 973 Squadrons at Cardington,
each intended to operate 10 balloons, Vi/as accelerated and on
the 17th February both embarked for Egypt# No,972 Squadron
was to provide the barrage for Malta and No,973 Squadron that
for Suda Bay,

In Egypt, the Officer CoiTimanding, No,971 Squadron had

made a reconnaissance of both Malta and Suda Bay preparatory
to his unit operating in those areas, but the project had been
dropped in favour of providing a barrage at the southern end
of the Suez Canal,

Nos,972 and 973

Squadrons
Forms 5^#

/Although operating
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Although operating to capacity at Alexandria and
providing a few halloons for merchant ships, No,971 Squadron
responded well to the call for additional halloon cover and on
the 24th February, 1941, 16 balloons became operational over
the Suez Canal at Challouffe,

More Reinforoements Required

The despatch of two squadrons of 10 balloons each,
however, did not go far in providing the balloon defences
required in the Middle East and led Hoadqviarters, Royal Air
Force, Middle East, to signal the Air Ministry requesting
that the next squadron tc be despatched, should consist of
3 flights, each of 10 balloons.

SECRET

V V .. / ;

ORS.

Encl,66A«

Meanwhile the prodigious efforts of No,971 Squadron had
resulted in the exhaustion of the Middle East stock of
balloons. In December 1940 general equipment to maintain
the squadron was sent, but oVvlng to the prevalent shortage
no balloons were included,

been forgotten for nearly three months and even i;7hen brought
to light, no serious view was taken of an object considered
vital to our commanders in the Mediterranean,

The matter would appear to have

Wing CommandCS.4733

Enol»17A»
9.3.41.

er
Yuille (War Organisation 3) in a minute to his Deputy Director
stated;-

”It was not until a day or two ago that we accidentally
discovered this.

The reason no balloons have been sent as reinforcements

is the usual one - the supply position - vMch in
effect means that other users have been given priority*
I suggest that the provisioning branch concerned knew
very well that No.971 Squadron was in danger of becoming
non-operative* .

It may be fortunate that viJiat would seem to be  a funda^
mental weakness in the system, should have come to
light over balloons, vAiich are relatively unimportant,”

It can be stated that the Naval Commander-in-Chief

Mediterranean held a totally different opinion of the importance
of the safety of his fleet anchorages and piort installations
at Alexandria, He \7as far from satisfied, and in a signal to

‘the Admiralty, he pointed out that on the arrival of Noa.972
and 973 Squadrons, there would be only 50 balloons to cover
80 miles of the Suez Canal, Alexandria, Malta, the main
Libs^n supply base at Tobruk, and the Greek supply base at
Piraeus, apart from Haifa, Suda Bay and any advance bases that
might be needed in future,

pool of 500 balloons together with the necessary personnel, be
set up to meet the expanding requirements.

HB suggested that a Middle East

Ibid*

Enol.lSA.

12,5.41.

KBC/50896
ORS.
Encl.l4C,
15.2.U.

The shortage of equipment at home, hovrever, prevented
any inanediate Improvement in the Middle East supply position
but Headquarters, Balloon Command at least shov/ed that the

difficulties were fully appreciated and made suggestions
designed to alleviate the shortage overseas,
that a number of airmen should be trained to manufacture Mark VI
balloons*

One such Vflas

These balloons v;ere made in 30 man-hours at the
manufacturers' works and it ?ra.s considered that 50 man-hours
was a fair estimate if airmen and native workers were employed
overseas,

in the manufacturers* workshops at home before sending ttiLera
overseas but no difficulty was anticipated in that connection.

It would of course be necessary to train airmen

/It is

G.I924OO
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It is not clear this su,crr;estion Was abenfloned because
unit, consisting mainly of a large balloon repair

XJB.B sent to the Middle 5&st; and It would &

later a

section

have been an easy matter to have included, in Its preparatory
training curriculum, a short coiurse on balloon manufacture.

Par from increasing the strength of the barrages in the

Middle East, the opposite was seriously contemplated, but in
March 1941 the Director of Overseas Operations in  a note for
submission to the Chiefs of Staff sub-Oommlttee, vigorously
opposed any reductions,

"I do not think", he said, "that we should contemplate
the serious reduction in the provisioning programme
for Mark VI balloons in the Middle East,
It does not follov/ that because v/e intend to take the

Dodecanese and deny advance bases in Libya to the Germans,
that this is an accomplished fact, and we do not v/ant to
start providing ground defences after the time has
arrived when they are urgently required,"

How far this note v/as successful in bringing the wishful
thinkers back to earth is, of course, not known, but as the
Dodecanese Islands remained in enemy hands until the end of
the war. It would appear to have been most timely.

Renewed Demand for L,Z, Barrages

By far the heaviest commitment was a barrage to
the Sue* Canal \ihich at this time was only partly covered
v/ith 10 balloons at challuffe. It was originally intended
to raise this barrage to 300 balloons and any suggestion that
this figure should be reduced below 250 v/as strongly opposed
by the Director of Overseas Operations, who stated

"Adequate balloons in the canal area are to my mind
essential. The canal is the main artery of our \vhole
military structure in the Middle East and we have
already seen how our military plans have been prejudiced
by successful mine-laying,"

About this time a new factor in enemy activity became apparent
- the ability of enemy pilots to lay mines successfully from
an altitude in excess of that reached by VLA balloons,

m his note on overseas barrages to the Chiefs of Staff
sub-Oommlttee, the Chief of the Air Staff (Air Chief Marshal
Sir Charles Portal) requesting additional equipment said;-

"Certain of the sites, such as the Suez Canal,
likely to be subjected to determined efforts by the
enemy to lay mines through the low barrage and althou^
few mines are likely to be laid accurately from
heights above the lovr balloons, it Is considered that
a fev/ high balloons should be provided as a deterrent^
Approval is therefore requested for:-

cover

are

CS.9733
Enel,22a,

21.3.41.

ibid,

Encl,27A,

March 41,

(a) the provision of 465 Mark VI balloons and 30 L,Z#
balloons to be organised in barrages;

(b) provision of 20 L.Z, balloons to mix with the VL/is
in certain positions,"

/The Cojimlttee
(TJ~ Balloon Repair ̂ ction,"’W,260 Mng,

1,192400
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The Comlttee approved these recommendations and aanotloned the
immediate provision of halipons to ̂ ise the barrage in the
Middle East to 120. No«974 Sqtiadron was formed at Oarfllngton
to fly 45 Mark VI balloons in 3 flights# In addition
reinforoements were sent to. Nos.972 and 973 Squadrons to inorease
the strength of their existing barrages. These squadrons
would in future fly 15 balloons each and No. 971 Squadron would

; fly 45 balloons# The suggested barrage of L.Z» balloons did
not tnaterlalise and at no time did they make an appearance in
the Middle East#

Equipment Policy

ibid. To prevent the barrages becoming non-opexational due to
Biol.29A# lack of equipment it was decided that in addition to the ihx^e
11.4* 41* months pack-up of spares accon^panying each unit,  a further

su^ly equal to 3005? of the initial equipment iirould be sent
one month after the unit sailed* Any subsequent requirement
would be demanded by the Royal Air Force, Middle East thiou^
the usxsal channels*

Further Bmpansion of Balloon Barrages

The year 1941 saw a further deterioration of our postion
.  in the. Middle East and on the 2nd jUne 1941 the Dlreotor of
Overseas Operations, in a minute to the Deputy chief of the

•  Air .Staff, set out his proposals for increased barrages in
!Ihey were:-

Alexandria

Suez Canal

Malta
Haifa
^tt-el-Arab
Freetown

that theatre.

- 45 balloons
- 250 balloons

- 150. .balloons

•Of these, 120 were now in Egypt and of the remainder it was
suggested thatveveiT- effort should be made to send one squadron
out each month. The proposals would require some 6,000
personnel of whom only 1,500 were at that time In the Middle
Baht* So urgent had the position become that it appeared
very unlikely that the airmen would be given Ihe special training-
required for Mark VI balloons. Deputy Chief of Air Staff
agreed to the proposals, which were then passed to the Dlfeotor
of WiT Organisation for action.

The Director of War Organisation considered, that, with
four squadrons already operating in Egypt and an additional .
seven squadrons authorised, a headquarters should be set up
to control and administer all balloon units within the Middle
East Command. As a result. Headquarters, No* 260 Balloon Wing
was formed at Cardington in July, 1941# together with the first
of the additional squadrons (No 1975 Squadron) which was to
consist of three flights, each of 15 balloons. Six similar
squadrons would follow at monthly intervals.

The Headquarters staff of No.260 Wing consisted of
experienced technical balloon officers and was expected to
provide valuable data on ballooning xmder sub-tropical
conditions* Group Captain A.S* Jackson was posted to ccminand.
Both Wing Headquarters and No.975 Squadron embarked for the

Middle East in August, reaching Egypt on the 3r3 October, 1941#

/Reorganisation

ibid.

Encl.43A#
17.6.41#

G.192400
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ReorganlSfttion of Barrages

7ith the arrival of the new units the ballon defenoeti
were redistrihuted as follows!-

971 Sq,u®^dron remained at Alexandx^ia, and iibp^ir
• 972 Squadron was transfeired from Suez C^l zone to HaifS

973 Squadron was transferred from Port Said to KSsfareet
and Panarat

n
974 Squadron remained at the southern end of the Suez Canal
between Genieffe and Port Tewfic* It also operated
flights of I5 balloons each at the Oil Refinery Suez,
and at Tewfio Docks.

975 Squadron took over port Said and part of the northern
end of the Suez Canal above El Khntara*

This left the Serapeum section of the canal and the long
northern section between El Kantara and Lake Timsah to be oovereA

by subsequent units* '

On the 2nd December 1941> n6»976 squadron disembarkad at
Suez, and, on the 2^?th December, took over from No.973 Squadron

It later extended the barrage toat Kasfareet and Panara.

cover the Seiapeum section and took over that part of No*974
Squadron’s area between Genieffe and Ohallouffee* Nt>*973
Squadron moved to El Kantara on being displaced by No*97^
Squadron and* shortly after the arrival of No*977 Squadron was
again transferred to Beirut (Syria)*
N0r977 Squadron on the 1st Pebruary 1942 and its subsequent
deployment, all sections of the canal between El Kantara and
Lake Trinsah, for which balloon protection had been requested,
were now covered*

With the arrival of

In January 1941 Air Vice^^arshal Evi^ (S*A«S*0* Head
quarters pighter Command) carried out, a survey of, the balloon
defences in the Middle East and recommended -that the barrage®
be strengthened by raising the number of balloons employed to
510* The Air Ministry agreed to his proposals, the additional
balloons to be operated under local arrangement*

initial Difficulties

'Compiled from
jUddle East squadrons moved into their allotted, areas vdth a minimum of.
Balloon Units* dislocation; . preliminary arrangements for their acooimiodation
Forms 540

With the establishment of the Wing Headquarters, all

and provisioning having been made in advance*

The weather presented some problems* Meteorological
forecasts were most unreliable and sudden unpredioted squalls
frequently resulted in the loss of‘large numbers of balloons*
Heat was another problem, and several experiments were
attempted to counteract its effect upon balloons, even to
flying at ICX) feet instead of bedding, and covering with
’’quilts•* made from the top half of unserviceable balloons*
These experiments, however, had only a small measure of
success, and it was not until ligbt hangars, oonstruoted of
limber and rush, were tried that the position became really
satisfactory* The porosity rate was enormous and at one
time the -average life of a balloon was only seven days*

/No compressed
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No compressed gas vreis available for inflations and topping
all balloons being inflated at flight headquarters and

"walked" to sites*

flight headquarters eaoh day for toppin-up, so small "nurse
balloons of about 100 to 150 cu.ft* capacity xrerc made and
delivered daily to sites*
gas inlet and the gas transferred by rolling up the "baby
balloon", but the method t/as not satisfactory*
balloons quickly became porous and caused lov/ purity gas to be
frequently used, but for want of a better system, this procedure
vms continued until compressed gas was supplied from No.260
Wing's hydrogen plant at Ismailia,

It was not possible to bring balloons to

These v/ere connected to the Mark VI

The small

A number of bedded balloons caught fire during the hot

seasons and on eaoh occasion friction caused through movement

in a light breeze appears to have been the probable cause.
In one case of fire, a balloon ms sv/ept off the bed, scraped
the ground and exploded.

It may be that gas purity vra.s lo¥7 in each of these cases,
but, in October 1941 two "nurse" balloons of recently made gas
caught fire while inflations were taking place,
bed in this case was of rough concrete covered v/ith ground
sheets, and as the accident occured v/hile the second inflation

was being made, a test was made of the gas in the previously
inflated balloon,

considered that friction caused by the movement of the "nurse
balloon on its rough bed resulted in the hydrogen becoming
Ignited.

The balloon

As this shov/ed a normal purity, it was

Provision of Additional Balloons

Although each Middle East squadron eventually had an
initial establishment figure of 45 Mark VI balloons, many more
were in fact flovm.

Balloons for shipping in the Red Sea and Mediterranean
were supplied by Nos.971>974 and 975 Sq^iadrons.
973 Squadrons also supplied "Defensively Equipped Merchant Ships
to a lesser extent*

and Aboukir by No.971 Squadron consisted at one period of nearly
60 balloons, as did that of No.974 Squadron wiiich, in addition
to providing flights of 15 balloons at Suez, Tevirfik and on the
Suez Canal also flew balloons at Abu Zenima, Ras Gharib and

Ataka, and operated the northern end of the Aden  - Suez shuttle
service.

Nos.972 and

The static barrage flovm at Alexandria

To No.975 Squadron goes the honour of flying the highest
number of balloons at one time*

absorbing one flight of No.977 Squadron, 102 balloons were
flown over the Suez Canal and Port Said; in addition 37
balloons were supplied to D.E.M.S. for the Mediterranean
shuttle service*

In November 1942 after

A mobile balloon flight under Headquarters No.260 ?/ing
provided balloon cover at various aerodromes in the Canal area,
and on the 3i^ May, 1942 an additional flight was formed to
operate balloons from trains on the Festern Desert Military
RailTflay,

The Effect in the Middle East of Japan's Entry into the Far

The entry of Japan into the war necessitated some delay
in providing the required squadrons for the Middle East, Nos.978,
979 and 980 Squadrons previously earmarked for Iraq and Persia
being diverted to India.(1) Headquarters, Royal Air Pbrce,

—— /Middle-JIaai.
C.192400 (1) see U-7.
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Jtidaie East also provided a balloon flight for Rangoon but before
it arrived at its destination the city had fallen to the
Japanese*

The rapid advance of the Japanese resulted in No,980
Squadron being re-diverted to Basrah vAiere it provided balloon
cover for the Anglo-/jnerican Oil Company's refinerjr at Abadan,

Palestinian Personnel

To help alleviate the acute manning position in the Middle
East, Palestinians, both Jews and Arabs, were enlisted locally
in the Royal Air Force Balloon squadrons. The standard of
intelligence of the Jev/ish portion was high and many became
adept at balloon handling.

Difficulties encountered betrreen British and Palestinian
personnel were mainly due to outlook and difference of
character. Entries from the Operations Record Book of No»975
Squadron illustrate the general feeling.

In February, 1941 the squadron were ordered to exchange 40
Balloon Operators for 40 Palestinians from No,972 Squadron
operating at Haifa, This move was made to conform vith the
Middle East policy that Palestinians must not be posted to units
in Palestine, ®

regarding the exchange as a serious blow to the
efficiency of his squadron, the Commanding Officer at the end
of February v/rites:-

"Few o^laints have as yet been made regarding the conduct
and efficiency of the Palestinians* Many do not speak
English or speak it badly but it is believed, with
handling, these men will be useful balloon operators".

The entry at the end of April reads•-

"This squadron has suffered considerable losses in personnel
by detachment, posting and exchange for Palestinians,"

At the end of August 1941 the \7hole position
the following words

"The Palestinian problem is becoming very difficult*
^e difference in race and character betv/een the British and
Palestinian personnel is becoming most marked and despite
stroi^ action, an anti-Semitic feeling appears to be rising.
The Palestinians on the whole are good rrorkers but the bad
proportion are very bad. One of the chief troubles is
absence \7ithout leave. This occurs among Palestinian
personnel quito out of proportion compared \-rith British
airmen*

The conclusions are that, despite the lack of
the squadron v/ould be happier without them. "

J^atover the official view, balloon squadrons
look upon Palestinians favourably,

.Aden - Suez Shuttle Service

was summed up in

manpovrar,

as a v/hole did not

50164
Enol*4A*
26.10.41.

Air Admiralty in conjunction with the
operate a full-scale balloon shuttle

service on ships in transit betr/een Aden and Suez,

/it was

(5*192400
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It Ti/as Intended to fly "balloons from 30 ships proceeding
in each direction vreekly, TVo "balloons vjlth 12 cylinders of

hydrogen would be placed aboard northbound ships at Aden.
One balloon would be inflated when the ship entered the danger
area, i.e. tvro days from Suez, and v/ould be maintained with the
balance of the gas during the remainder of the northbound
voyage and for the period of the ship’s stay at Suez. Before
departure on the southbound voyage, ships v/ould receive a

newly inflated balloon in exchange for that flying. This
would be maintained until the ship v/as two days south of
Suez \Aien It vreuld be deflated. On arrival at Aden "both

deflated balloons and the hydrogen cylinders would be handed
over.

- h-19 -

The scheme as envisaged v/ould require 2,520 hydrogen
cylinders, 1 silicol plant and 2 compressors to be sent to
Aden and 1 silicol plant at Port Tewfic (Suez),
assistance in recharging cylinders would be possible after

ibid. Enol.36A< June 1942 from Ismailla, by vhich date the hydrogen compressorsj
yet to "be Installed, would be ready.

Some

22.1,42.

Personnel to maintain the service vould be posted from
the United Kingdom and would consist of 1 officer, 5 N.C.Os.,
20 airmen and 7 civilian labourers at Aden; and 1 officer
3 N.C.Os. and 23 airmen at Suez. The estimated initial
establishment of balloons v/as 400 v/ith an initial reserve of

100 per cent. The monthly v/astage v/as estimated at 400
balloons. Naval personnel would man the balloons aboard
ships.

Pull operations v/ould not be possible until the gas
ooirj)ressors v/ere installed at Aden, it was hoped in
March 1942, - but it was necessary to provide immediate cover

for important convoys. To this end, Noc.974 Sq.uadron provided
a modified service in December 1941? supplying ten balloons.

This figure was raised to 66 in January 1942 and to 83 in
February. Royal Air Force personnel was provided to man the
balloons aboard ships until March 1942 when this duty v/as

undertaken by D.E.M.S, At the same time No.1436 Plight took

over control at Aden, leaving the section at Suez under the
control of No.974 Squadron.

The supply of compressed hydrogen to ships was the most
difficult part of the operation. No.974 Squadron had in

October, 194"' prevailed upon the Anglo-EKyptain Oil Company
to manufacture a •'B” type silicol plant to the speoifloatlon
outlined in the Official Hydrogen Manual. This was installed
later in the month and was in general use from November. It

was capable of a continuous output of 10,000 cubic feet per
hour. No hydrogen compressors however v/ere available, but,
as a result of much searching a three-stage ’’Messer, ” oxygen
compressor was rescued from the scrap-heap, overhauled, modi
fied and put to work. Its output was only 400 cubic feet of

hydrogen comparessed to 120 atmospheres per hour but it did
yeoman service and was chiefly instrumental in providing the
modified service.

No.974 Sqdn,
Form 540.

That No, 1456 plight did not at any time reach the target
set was entirely due to lack of conpiessed hydrogen,
compressors at Aden did not become operative until Ootober,
1942, by which time the danger to shipping in the Red Sea and
the Gulf of Suez had practically passed.

In December, 1942 No.1456 plight was reduced to a "cadre”
and ceased operations.

The

5r501 (54/org.
10/12/42

/PTOtcction
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Proteotion of Trains - Desert RailTro.y

In April, 1942, as a result of a meeting between the Air

Officer Commanding, Royal Air Force, in Egypt, and the General
Officer Commanding, (Lieut, General R,G,¥. Stone) British Troops,
Egypt, a conference was held at Air Headquarters, Egypt, to
discuss the possibility of flying balloons from trains on the
Desert Railway between Daba and the Railhead* It was stated that
owing to difficulties due to mounting, Bofors guns could not be
used and the use of balloons had been suggested by the Air
Officer Commanding, Twenty trains used the line daily, at a
speed of 30 m,p.h, between Daba and Semilla and 12 m,p,h, between
Semilla and the Railhead,

General Headquarters suggested that the army v/ould supply
two sets of quadruple Browning guns for each train but it was
pointed out that personnel to man them vrauld have to be drawn
from Bofors gvin crews employed in guarding landing grounds,

A trial run was decided upon with tv/o balloons flying at
1,000 ft, from a converted box-wagon situated directly behind the
water tanker of the railway engine,
such as telegraph wires would be removed,

v;ould man one set of guns throughout the run, the Army providing
personnel to man the other. On arrival at the Railhead,
balloons xvould be raised to 2,000 ft* to form a small barrage
during unloading. If the trial run was successful  a balloon
flight would be established with its Headquarters at Amriya,

Personnel with machine-,gun experience vrore withdravm from
all balloon squadrons, formed into a new flight based at Misheifa
and attached to No,971 Squadron,

At 1315 hours on l?th May, 1942, the first balloon protected
train left Misheifa for Capuzzo, The Officer CoMiianding No,973.
Squadron accompanied the train and reported on the run as followsj-

All overhead obstruction
The balloon crew

26QW/1006/3

Enol,15A,

16/V41

Air

Encl,54A
20.5*42.

"There v/as a fresh breeze blov/ing and the estimated surface
wind was 20/25 miles per hour across the railway line from
North to South* The balloon flev/ very steadily, the
cable angle varied.from 60° to 75° and the tension
strong.

was

Owing to the cross Tdnd I consider the amount of
protection given to the train was 75^. At milestone 155,
TJhich is a few miles east of Capuzzo, tvro overhead
telephone wires were observed; it was too late to inform
the engine driver and it v/ould have been impossible to
pull the train up in time as, according to the railway
company, it had a load of about 1,000 tons* Owing to
the excessive tension put on to the balloon cable'by
these lines, the Inertia link fired causing the balloon
to break away. But for this unfortunate incident, the
v/hole flight v/ould have been a success,"

Within a few days a nev/ section of the line
trains v/ere able to reach Gambut,

v/as opened and
This threw a heavier load

on the Railv/ay plight, resulting in a request for a 100^ increase
in personnel. To provide for this increase the Royal Navy agreed
to a temporary reduction of 6 balloons at Beirut, vAiich released
3 N,C,0s and 24 balloon operators.

ibid,

J^c1,64A«
10.6,42,

June, 1942 sav/ the rapid advance of the Afrika Korps to
El A^mein, and further operations by the plight v/ere not
possible. The excellent spirit of the men who had volunteered
for duty v/ith the plight came to the fore during the arduous
retreat. The Train Plight evacuated in four stages; from
Capuzzo to Misheifa, Misheifa to Semilla, Semilla to Daba, and
Daba to Amriya, Balloons flew on all trains until the last

ibid.

Encl.lOOB,
12,7.42,

/train v/as
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train ’T/as out of each position an3 as each nev; Headquarters
\ms set up, a barrage was formed. Several train orevTS were

supplied and during heavy, sustained attacks, the balloon
operators-oum-machlne gunners remined at their posts when all ,
other personnel were ordered to disperse. The Flight retired
to Amriya without casualties and withaU equipment intact.
The Officer Commanding "T" Plight and seven airmen were

mentioned in despatches as a result of their actions during
the withdrav/al.

Although "T” plight personnel continued to provide machine-

gun protection against enemy air attack, few balloons were
flown on trains after the withdrawal to Amriya* During the
subsequent advance from El Alamein, our fighter strength was
such that balloon defence was not needed, Neveii:heless, the

e:q)eriment proved the possibility of providing trains with a
large measure of protection against low^fl3dng attack.

Balloon Barrages - Iraq and Persia

Of the Balloon 17ing originally destined for Paiforce, now

diverted to India, No,980 Squadron finally received orders to
proceed to Abadan to fly a balloon barrage over the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Company’s oilfields.

As four squadrons would eventually be deployed throughout
Iraq and Persia it v/as decided to form a new wing headquarters.
To this end Headquartei^a, No,275 Balloon Wing v/as formed at

Chessington on the 23rd April, 1942. A nucleus of specialist
officers and airmen, v/ith tropical ballooning experience, was
posted from units under No.260 Wing to prepare for the arrival
of the new squadrons.

On the 28th May, 1942 No,980 Squadron disembarked at
Khosrowabad and was deployed at Abadan and Bahrein Island, vAiere
the personnel commenoed preparation of balloon sites,

Mid-July BB.V the arrival of the main party of Headquarters
275 Wing together vrlth No,982 Squadron, and on the 8th August,
1942, it was decided to deploy this squadron at Bandar, Shapur,
Ahvms, Kut Abdullah and Dorquaine, At the same time No, 981
Squadron, recently arrived in Egypt and nov; en route for Iraq,
T/as allotted to Basrah and Shaibah.

No,983 Squadron, the last of the squadrons forming No.275
Wing, arrived on the 11th November and was deployed at
Band^ Gulf, relieving a flij^t of No,982 Squadimn at
Iftit Abdullah,

perm 540*

Shortage of equipment delayed operations considerably;
indeed it was only by drawing from the Levant that enough
equipment \ms available to operate one squadron. No,980
Squadron v/as eventually equipped and became operational on the
29th August, flying six balloons. By the end of September,
eighteen balloons were deployed but adverse v/eather conditions
prevented flying on eleven nights during the month. The
barrage was increased to thirty-seven balloons in November but
weather conditions - mainly high winds - again made continuous
ni^t operations impossible. No other barrages were
operational.

In mid-November it v/as decided to operate twenty-tvro
balloons at Teheran, No,982 Squadron was ordered to deploy
and on the l6th January, 1942 the barrage became operational,
flying to a ruling operational height of 1,700 feet. This
was, however, the only occasion upon which the barrage flew,
orders to deflate being received on the 23rd January,

/On the 16th
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On the I6th December, I942, No.981 Squadron commonoed
deployment of Welve balloons at Basrah and nine balloons at
Shaibah, Although the first balloon flev for tivo hours on the
29th December, 1942, It ms not until the 8th January, 1943 that
the barrage became fully operational. Here a^ain the opera*
tional life of the squadron v/as short, orders to deflate and
pack up being given on the 17th February, 1943. During its
extremely short life the barrage v/as f lovm on only nineteen
oocQ-sions#

in defences of Iraq and Persia v/ere re-organized
WT,"" resulted in the .Tithdrav/al of Headquarters,

^ f ̂  squadrons. No. 980 Squadron remained at
Abadan to continue the defence of the oil refinery, but even
this arrangement v/as short-lived; on the 21st /^rll, 1943
deflation ̂ 7as ordered and the squadron proceeded to Egypt,
PorrSaid!° defences of the northern Suez SSal and

No enemy aircraft v/ere encountered during the period of
deployment in Iraq and Persia which covered some ten months-
1^! r fortunate as our balloon defences v/ere never
in ̂  Posi'tion to counter enemy air attack effectively. The
result of the venture does not appear to have justified the

-°f -JBsj-.jL?gg...E4rrages in J^ypt.

flv continued to
f. deployed, without encountering serious enemy

d^m^f^r+h'' ^ necessity. no.9?7 Squadron v/as then with-
diav/n from the canal zone in November, 1942, for duty at Dema
Tobruk and Benghazi. A flight of sixteen balloons quickly
became operational at Tobrulc, followed by a fllglit of six

quadron^came operational at Benghazi, flying five balloons.
All flights suffered heavy balloon casualties
anti-aircraft gunfire, the initial barrage
completely destroyed after five days.

SuEply_Difficultieg^

due to Intense

at Benghazi being

Perm 54ft*

Great difficulty v/as experienced in maintaining gas
supplies during the early stages of deployment, the\Jdrogen
being manufactured at Ismailia and hauled several hunSed miles
ZISTX “f * con=lg»e„t Of hyarogerSenSa t

despatched from Alexandria by sea.
to dock orflSZl?” December, but the ship was unableto dock on arrival and was damaged and partly sunk In the haitKMir
during an air raid that developed that night. The ship

hydrogen v/aa ^f-loaded
n the 22nd December; by Christmas Day a barrage of fifteen
oalioons v/as in operation.

It

The barrage at Derna v/as discontinued from the 29th
SengS^f’. strain of supplying Tobnik and
Ben^iazi, nevertheless the terrific anti-aireraft barrage v/hich
aZd continued to take a heavy toll of balloons,

prevented the squadron’s portable

vrinfln* Z number of balloons v/ere also lost through hi A
winds, which had not previously been forecast by the 

^
Keteortrlogioal Section. ^

/Despite
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Despite these difficulties, an increase of the Tobruk
barrage to forty-five balloons vjas ordered*
tremendous task and meant in effect that one flight was
required to operate the intended establishment of  a congjlete
squadron; hov/ever, it was accomplished.

This was a

Balloon Barrage at TriTPoli

The fvirther rapid advance of the Eighth Army resulted in
the supply posts at Tobruk and Benghazi becoming of secondary
importance to Tripoli, To cover this port No,976 Squadron,
which had been reduced to a ’number only* basis, was quickly
reformed in January 1943 and on the 2nd February, following a
heavy early morning raid, flew balloons from ships anchored
Just outside the harbour, which was at that time effectively
sealed by enemy blockships.

Another heavy air raid developed at 0730 hours on the
follov/ing morning* Of this raid the Squadron Operational
Diary states

"As was expected, enemy bombers attacked ships lying in
the anchorage and it was thought that upon sighting the
balloons the aircraft turned shaiply to port and the
bombs missed the ships by 50 yards,"

As v/ith No, 977 Squadron the supply of hydrogen handi
capped balloon operations. Hov/ever, No, 976 Squadron was able
to get better results from its portable silicol plants and
despite heavy anti-aircraft gunfire casualties, the barrage
T^as on the v^ole effectively maintained.

On the 9th April, 1943, a small party left Tripoli for
Sfax to fly ten balloons over the anchorage there. This
barrage remained operational for one month only and was
deflated on the 9th June, due to lack of hydrogen,

A barrage of tv/enty-five balloons was maintained
Tripoli during May, although very little enemy air activity
was noi7 apparent, but on the 18th June the barrage vres reduced
to fourteen balloons to allow a flight to proceed to
Pantellaria, ''/i’ith the deplo3snents at Sfax and Pantellaria,
the squadron virtually passed from Middle East Command to that
of British North African Forces.

over

The Middle East Balloon Barrages v/ere nor/’ deployed as
follows

No,971 Squadron
No,972 Squadron
No,973 Squadron . -
No.974 Squadron (l) -

No,975 Squadron (^) -
No,976 Squadron
No,977 Squadron

Alexandria

Haifa

Beirut

Southern Suez Canal - Port Tev;fic,
Suez Oil Refinery and Gulk of Suez
Northern Suez Canal - Port Said

Tripoli, Sfax, Pantellaria
Benghazi and Tobruk

Of the remaining squadrons No,980 was in transit from Abadan
to Egypt; Nos.981 and 982 Squadrons, together with Headquarters
275 Fing, v/ere in transit to North ¥est Africa, while No,983
Squadron had been reformed and v/as operating in Mhlta,

Reduction of Barrages

¥ith the cairpaign in North Africa rapidly drawing to a
close, the invasion of Sicily was envisaged. In April 1943,

/it was
(1) Each of 4 flights.

<J, 192400
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it vaa decided to use Mark VI balloons to protect the assault

beaches and ports, bearing in mind that it vould also be

necessary to keep supply bases in North West Africa well
protected. Five and a half balloon squadrons was the estimated
strength that would be required and Mediterranean Air Command

requested that Middle East Consnand reviev; balloon requirements
with a view to releasing sufficient personnel and equipment.

At this time Nos.981 and 982 Squadrons were en route to

North T7est Africa and it v/as intended that they would be used

as part of the commitment, leaving three and a half squadrons
to be provided from the Delta area and the Levant. The
provision of these would considerably thin out the existing
barrages and only after much discussion was it decided to

reorganize as follows

SASO/OO/74
Enol.lA.

13.4.43.

No.of Balloons Replacements
if anywithdrawnLocationSquadron

16 (one flight)
36 (two flights)

6UHalf Squadron)
4;
74 (One Squadron) By No.980

Squadron ex
Abadan

7

Haifa

Beirut
Kasfareet

Has Gharab

Fanara

North Suez
Canal

NO.972
No.973
NO.974

No.975

I(One Squadron)
26Benghazi

Tobruk
No.977

40

Nos.975 and 977 Squadrons were to move complete with squadron
headquarters, and No.973 Squadron vms to take over the thirty
balloons remaining at Haifa, thereby releasing that headquarters
to control the third squadron.

Fold: and Beach Detachments •

Before leaving the Middle East, two Port Detachments and
four Beach Detachments were fomed from the squadrons thrown

up. Each was fully equipped and consisted of;-

Port Detachment - Glutton (Augusta)
1 flight of 20 balloons
Personnel - 2 officers, 5 N.C.Os. and airmen.

Port Detachment - Ladbroke (Syracuse)
1 flight of 15 balloons
Personnel - 2 officers, 4 N.C.Os. and 24 aimen.

Beach Detachments each of 12 balloons

Personnel - 1 officer, 7 N.C.Os. and 12 airmen.

No. 975 Squadron was event\ially relieved by No*980 Squadron on
the 28th June 1943 and the latter v/ith the reduced No*974

Sqxiadron, continued the Suez Canal barrage until January 1944
when both squadrons returned to the United Kingdom.

Infiltration of R.E.A.F. Personnel

(a)

(t)

(c)

Form 540r

As the war moved once again to Europe the manpower position
in the Middle East v/bb again reviewed. The maintenance of

supply bases for our troops in Italy and the security of our
lines of communication to the Par East, necessitated retaining
a large force in Egypt. For obvious reasons, the substitution
of ?iT«A.A.P. personnel could riot proceed beyond the town-based

units and the larger permanent Air Force stations, certainly
not to isolated balloon sites. If the balloon barrages in the

/Delta area

G. 192400
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Delta area were to continue, it was Secided that they laust he
operated to a large extent hy Egyptians, Egypt vms at that
time neutral hut as halloons were a form of passive defence
her neutrality would not be involved.

The scheme generally was to train certain officers and
airmen of the Royal Egyptian Air Force in balloon handling,
and first stage balloon repairs. As each fll^t was tmined
It would be handed over to the Royal Air Force balloon squadron
responsible for the defence of the area in which it would
operate. Major repairs vmuld be carried out at the central
repair unit.(l)

Training Difficulties

initial training difficulties were foreseen, as in
addition to language differences a large number of the trainees
would be illiterate,

of the usual training policy was adopted,
ations were carried out by an expert British crew, accon?>anled
by a running commentary by a British N.C,0» which was
translated into Arabic by an Egyptian interpreter. Frequent
teats of the rate of absorption of knov/ledge vrere made by
putting simple but searching questions to individuals, A
individuals considered "bright” vrere entrusted with sin5)le
operations under careful supervision and earmariced as possible
instructors and N.C.Os.

In an effort to overcome ihis a reversal
Practical demonstr-

Those

3,59167
Enol*2A*

The trainees for the most part were very keen and
proved capable of handling balloons under the favourable
conditions prevailing. They vrere gradually absorbed into the
barrage as complete flights under their own officers and
N.C.Os. until, in January 1944, No,974 and No.980 Squadrons
were relieved and returned to the united Kingdom,
same time No,971 Squadron was considerably reduced in strength
and continued on a one-flight basis vri.th twenty-four balloons.

The necessity for maintaining a barrage in Tripoli v/as
also reviewed and resulted in the withdravrel of No.976 Squadron,
which also returned to the United Kingdom,

The balloon barrages were now deployed as follows

Headquarters, 260 Wing, Ismailia, responsible for;-

Technical and administrative control of balloon
squadrons and ancillary units in Egypt.

Liaison v/ith balloon squadrons operated by the
Royal Egyptian Air Force.

Equipment accounting for Royal Air Foroa
Balloon Units in Egypt,

Equipment accounting control of all equipment
loaned to the Royal Egyptian Air Force Balloon
Squadrons.

No,971 Sqxiadron, Alexandria, on a one-flight basis,
operating 24 I.E, balloons.

No.973 Squadron operating 60 balloons.
H.Q, and 3 Flights at Haifa
1 Flight at Beirut

Tripoli (Syria), /(iv)
(1) Balloon and Oxygen Centre formed in Jamiary~1943' for

the supply and repair of balloons and for the supply of
compressed gas.

soon

At the

(i)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(11)

(ill)

Form 540

206g/S.2946
Enol*30A
1.2.44.
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(iv) No,2 Shore Servicing Unit, Benghazi jResponsihle for
)supply and

(v; No.3 shore Servicing Uhlt, Port SaidWintenanoe of
' balloons for

, D.E.M.S.

In addition a small reserve detachment vra.s formed for possible
forthcoming operations.

The Suez Canal barrage itus knovm as -

No.l R.E.A.P. Balloon Sc^uadron (North Suez Canal)

No,2 R.E.A.P. Balloon Squadron (South Suez Canal)

Final Elimination of Middle East Barrages

On the 26th May 192jA, the reduced No.971 Squadron handed
over to the Royal Egyptian Air Force and was reduced to "number

No,2 Shore Servicing Unit was
discontinued at Benghazi and reformed at Alexandria. The only
remaining Royal Air Force barrage was No,973 Squadron in the
Levant, vdiich continued to operate until October 1944, when it
too was reduced to a "number only" basis.

The Royal Egyptian Air Force balloon Squadrons continued
until November 1944, vd\en it was decided that all possible
danger to the port installations at Alexandria and to the Suez
Canal had passed. Headquarters, 260 Wing was ordered to with
draw all equipment and T/lnd up the barrages, denuding the Delta
of its balloons.

only" basis on the 23rd June,

Form 540

Of the Royal Egyptian Air Force units, it cannot be said
that their operation of the barrage was up to the standard of
British balloon operators. How they would have reacted under
sustained enemy action it is not possible to assess, as none
was encountered. That the steadiness shovm by the British
operators under blitz conditions would be displayed by their
Egyptian counterparts, could hardly be expected, but the
substitution did fill a need when the nanpov/cr shortage
most acute.

was

Headquarters, No,260 Balloon ¥ing

Formed at Cardington under Air Ministry authority on the
15th July 1941, to control and administer eleven balloon squadrons
in the Middle East and i^I^est Africa, Headquarters, No,260 Balloon
’■'■ing arrived in Egypt on the 4th October 1941, and later made its
Headquarters at Royal Air Force Station, Ismailia,

Form 54jO

It was not well received and a few days after arrival the
?ring Commander, Group Captain A.S. Jackson) was sumoned to a
conference at Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Middle East, to
explain its policy and justify its establishment. At this
meeting he said;

the Wing is intended to control eleven Squadrons in
the Middle East and T^est Africa,
formation, something betr/een a Balloon Centre and a
Balloon Group and is no way analogous to a Flying
operational Wing,"

It was an untried formation and he recommended that it be
allowed to fmction as laid down by the Air Ministry,

/in reply

• • • •

It is a ‘bastard *
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In reply to the criticism that certain appointments csarrled

too many senior ranks, Cp, ce^pt. Jackson pointed out that when
dealing ̂ /ith the Amy, Navy and higher romatlons, senior rariks

woro necessary if the ¥ing was to function efficiently. Due
to dispersal of the squadrons, most of the 7ing officers would,
of necessity, spend a large part of each month away from

Headquarters visiting units. If the number ttus reduced it
VJDuld be difficult to deputize.

The Air Officer in charge. Administration, agreed rrith
this point of view, but said that, due to the shortage of

officers the argument could not stand.

Group Captain Jackson, continuing his defence of the ̂ Ing,
said that efficient technical officers were necessary as the

Mark VI balloon was in the experimental stage and the J<!inlstry
of Aircraft Production vrere anxious to receive reports with

a view to improvements in future production. He concluded by
saying that as a result of his visits to squadrons, he felt
that the wing had a useful function to perfom which would
eventually make the squadrons more efficient. All these
arguments, however, were of no avail and before the conference

broke up a new establishment of Headquarters, 260 T^/ing, was
proi)osod, reducing the strength from lij. officers and 130
aimen to 9 officers and 25 airmen. The Balloon Repair
Section was placed under No.10? Maintenance Unit and the

Hydrogen Section was taken over by R.A.P. Station, Ismailia,

The Uing was placed under H.Q.202 Group (1) and lost
control of all squadrons rAiich were then or in future based

outside Egypt,

Despite these initial setbacks, the Ving set to vrork
reorganizing the barra^-es in the Middle East, Conferences
were held with the Naval and Amy authorities in connection
with the siting of new barrages and the provision of defences

for shipping. Arrangements Mere made to cover the whole of
the Suez Canal vhich vras considered by all services a vital
link in the chain of consnunications, MUch opposition v/as

met here from Royal Air Force sources who saw balloons as a

potential danger to friendly aircraft.

By its first birthday, No,260 Fing had increased the
barrage under its control to 545 balloons. Its operations
had not been plain sailing and many technical difficulties
had been met and overcome, the main ones being those of supply,
repair and hydrogen. The Balloon Repair and Hydrogen Section
had not functioned satisfactorily under the units to v/hich

they were attached and had been returned, at least temporarily,
to the control of the wing.

Further Changes of Policy,

On the 2nd September 1942, the Air Officer in Charge,
Administration, Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Middle East,
interviev/ed the Officer Commanding, No, 260 Fing, regarding
balloon policy. The latter said that he had heard of possible
changes in the organisation of the Fing but had not been asked

for his v±e\TB and wondered whether there was any truth in the

story. The Air Officer in Charge, Administration, replied
that no changes were contemplated, other than in hydrogen
distribution and that the matter required review.

In spite of this assurance, Air Headquaipters, Egypt,
/received a

(1) Later Air Headquarters, Egypt,

0^192400
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received a letter - a copy of vAiich was subsequently forr.’’erded
to Headquarters, No.260 T'.'lnfr, - setting out a new orcranisation
policy for the Win.q, The letter v/as dated the 29th Aujrust,
1942, - three days prior to the interview at Headquarters,
Royal Air Force, Middle East,

Air Hoadqviarters, Egypt, asked for the coninents of the
Officer Conmanding, No,260 T/ing, who replied that the letter
was in direct contradiction to the remrks of the Air Officer
in Charge, Administration, Middle East, and if put into opera
tion would result in decreased efficiency. The r.mtter was
discussed with the Air Officer in Charge, Administration,
Egypt, who had no previous knowledge of the letter and said it
was to be cancelled. It was then arranged that a conference
would be called to discuss the matter fully. In the neantime,
the Wing would function as usual.

On the 29th September 1942, the Squadron Leader (Adminis
tration) of No,260 Wing visited Air Headquarters to discuss
balloon organisation and was informed that the conference would
not now be called,

letter dated the 29th August, would stand "in toto",
the last word and the '-^ing was reorganised during October,

The new policy provided for a Balloon Staff Officer,
established at Air Headquarters, Egypt, to fill the dual role
of Balloon Command Officer, Middle East, and Senior Balloon
Officer, Egypt, No,260 Wing was responsible only for the
technical operation and administration of balloons in the
Delta area. All matters connected v,dth the maintenance and
supply of balloons, hydrogen and cylinders in the Delta area
v/ere controlled by Headquarters, No, 206 croup, on whose staff
the requisite technical officers v/ere established* Headquarters,
No,260 Wing establishment v/as reduced to a Y/ing Commander
(in command) assisted by a Squadron Leader (Balloons), a plight
Lieutenant (Adjutant) and a Plight Lieutenant (Equipment),
together v/ith the normal orderly room staff.

The reason for the reorganisation is not clear and it is
difficult to find any dconoray in personnel. It is true the
establishment of the Wing Headquarters v/as reduced but
additional officers were established at Headquarters, Royal
Air Force, Middle East, Headquarters, No,206 Group, and. a
nev/unlt was formed to carry out balloon mintenance and
hydrogen supply. The scheme did eventually give the Senior
Balloon Officer v/ider control, as Group Captain Jackson in his
nevr dual appointments at Air Headquarters and Headquarters,
Middle East, covered the whole Command, hut this could have been
achieved by reverting to the original Air Ministry intention.

Headquarters, No,260 Wing, continued to function in its
reduced capacity until December 1944-, during viiich time it
continued to give good service. Its coiimiitments at this time
were considerable and included an Immensely increased service of
balloons to D,E,M»S, anti-aircraft gun calibration and the
provision of complete squadrons, fully equipped, for advanced
bases and the invasion of Sicily*

The successful absorption of Royal E.oyptian Air Force
personnel into the balloon defence scheme, was largely due to
the work of the Wing and there is no doubt that but for its
existence the balloon squadrons in Egypt would not have
functioned so efficiently.

The revised organisation, as set out in the
This was

It is also clear that a controlling formation for balloons
was needed in the Middle East and that Headquarters, No,260
Wing, to some extent fulfilled the need. The pity is that

/the ̂ /Ing
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the Turing "was not allowed to function as visualised by the Air
Hinistry in July 1941*
the direct control of Balloon Command, no doubt its strength
VJDuld have withstood the buffetings received and control of all

balloons vrould have remained in its charge.

Had a Balloon Group been sent, under

Provision of Hydrogen for Middle East Balloon Barrages.

Compiled from
Forms 540 of
Jfiddle East

Balloon Units

The deployment of balloon barrages in the Middle East was

carried out over a period exceeding three years, i.e. from the
formation of No.971 Squadron in October 1940, to the arrival of
No.983 Squadron in November 1943» This extremely slov/ rate of

and the personal progress was due to a variety of causes, including lack of
experience of

the Middle East tirgent need for balloon protection in India.
Command Hydrogen equipment in short supply, the most serious shortage was of
Officer.

balloon equipment, lack of shipping space and in 1942, the
Of the balloon

hydrogen and hydrogen producing plants.

"hen it was decided to send balloons to the Middle East,
no knoT/ledge was available at home regai*ding the behaviour of
balloons under the climatic conditions to be encountered. As

these conditions \70uld greatly affect the consun^ition of
hydrogen, it was difficult to estimate the requirement in plants
chemicals and ancillaiy equipment. The estimate of one
tyP®. portable silicol plant per ten balloons given by the
Director of Hydrogen Production (Lord Ridley) was, no doubt,
based on the principle that it v/as far better to underestimate
than be suddenly faced vath a shortage in the field. The
supply of portable plants in 1940 was limited to  a few (not
more than ten) reconditioned relics of the Great War, v/hich
could not be expected to remain serviceable for any length of
time under field conditions in eastern covintries, where repair
facilities v/’ere likely to be inefficient or entirely lacking.

The Directorate of Hydrogen Production v/as now faced with
the problem of supplying to each balloon squadron ordered
overseas, sufficient portable plants to maintain its barrage
at the rate of one plant, together vriLth one in reserve, to each
ten initially established balloons. As the number of plants
available \7ould support only seventy to eighty balloons it
necessary to manufacture portable plants on a high degree of
priority, or retard the despatch of balloon squadrons overseas,
A new version of the *A' type portable silicol plant v/as designed,
embodying all its basic principles vrith various improvements
tending tovjards easy operation. Shortage of materials and the
degree of priority accorded the T^ork resulted in much delay
before the first of these plants became available in the Middle
East, By the time of their arrival, five squadrons v/ere
endeavouring to fly barrages in excess of their initial
establishment \-dth the aid of the now decrepit *A* type plants,
together with three very crudely constructed local plants to
the same design.

It would appear to have been overlooked by those responsible
in the United Kingdom that at Ismallia a »C' type fixed Silicol
Plant capable of producing 60,000 cubic feet of hydrogen per
hour Tjas available. Mils was built prior to 1930 and intended
to supply the airships R.lOO and R.101 with hydrogen at the
staging post en route to India. At any rate it -v^s not until
July 1941 that steps were taken to overhaul and repair the plant
and gasholder. Here, with a little foresight, the vdiole
problem of hydrogen supply to the barrages in Egypt would have
been solved vd.th little difficulty,
not have arisen. The »C type Plant had probably the highest
output of any at that time in existence and could with ease
produce the estimated monthly requirement of 4,000,000 cubic feet
of hydrogen, V/hy, on the decision taken early in 1941 to

/increase the

» A
ii

was

Indeed the problem should
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increase the barrage, steps r/ere not taken to instal suitable
compressors at Ismailia and send trained operators to the
Middle East, must remain a mystery, it xtaa not until after
the arrival of Headquarters, No.260 V.lng, that personnel T/ere
established for this vrork and the 'O’ type Plant made
serviceable and tried out successfully; even so the absence
of compressors prevented its further use. Although efforts
v/ere made to convert and instal one oxygen compressor and one
air compressor, the results did not Justify their continued
operation. Eventually in mid-1942, tvo 4-stage Reavell
Compressors arrived from the United Kingdom, packed and
crated and apparently ready for use. However no skilled
technician was sent to instal them, the \7ox^ being ISft to
the Station Engineer (A.M.!7.D,) at Ismailia, who was entirely
dependent on locally recruited labour of very poor quality,
P.'hen the con^ressors were finally installed and tested, it
was found that insufficient power was available for their
continued operation. To meet this setback a portable
generating set xraa obtained from the Chief Royal Engineer,
and in October 1942, all v/as in readiness to supply balloon
squadrons in the Delta Area with compressed hydrogen.

There were at this time approximately 2,000 hydrogen
cylinders in Egypt, estimated to be sufficient to supply all
the gas required by balloon squadrons in the Delta and
Palestine, The barrage hovrever at this time had been increased
far beyond its original establishment and in practice it
possible to supply gas for topping up only. Lb
transport position v/as not all that could be desired

was

The local

as no Dodgo
hydrogen cylinder carriers vrere available and Dodge 3 Ton Trucks
had to be used. The "turn-round" of cylinders - estimated in
the Suez Canal area at three days - xraa in practice much slower
and in most cases averaged seven days. These difficulties
could have been overcome if additional transport and hydrogen
cylinders had been made available but the general position
it transpired v/ould not have improved.

as

Stertly after the commencement of gas supplies from Ismailia,
the Chief Royal Engineer required the return of his portable
generating set. This made a return to the station electricity
supply necessary, with the inevitable result that the increased
load rose beyond the capacity of the alternators. The periods
when compressing could take place rrere now reduced to daylight
hours only, even so the «C' type Plant could not be operated
^lle the compressor vrns in use. At no time xms it possible
to operate both compressors together, in the circumstances it
was surprising that compressed hydrogen was ever available
flXMn Ismailia,

Some time In September 1341 - a year before the Ismailla
Plant went into production - the enterprising Officer Commanding
No,974 Squadron (Sq,Ldr, H7»G, Summers) prevailed upon the chief
engineer at the /rnglo-Egyptian Oil Company’s Refinery at Suez
to build a fixed ’B' Type Silicol Plant from the speclfioation
in the Hydrogen Manual Part I, This v/as erected at ’B' Plight
Headquarters, No,974 Squadron, in October, and after various
small modifications carried out by an N,C,0, lent by Head
quarters, No,260 ’Ting, was tested and put into service before
the end of the month. The immediate effect of this was to
release three ’A ’ t3pe plants for use olsev/here.

The »B’ Type Plant v/as capable of producing 10,000 oubio
feet of hydrogen per hour, and under favourable conditions
would work continuously for long periods. This continuity
was not possible at Suez owing to lack of cooling v/ater,

/Presh Water
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Pjreah water Tra.s scare and had to he piped from the refinery
supply through approximately half-a-mile of pipe situated
above ground. In the sun temperature vAiich T/as often 120°p,
the vater v/as frequently near to boiling point riien it reached
the plant} it was not, therefore, possible to cool the
hydrogen produced and much steam entered the nurse balloons,
making frequent draining and drying necessary. To build an
orthodox xm.ter cooling tower was not possible owing to lack

of the necessary materials, but as a substitute,  a large well
to contain about 10,000 gallons of v/ater was dug and covered
with rushes. The vra,ter vra.s constantly re-used until in the
process of making four to five charges of gas it became too

hot; however, during the busiest period, No.974 Squadron
rarely used more than 40,000 cubic feet of hydrogen per day,
so by the time this condition was reached the day's requirement
vms fulfilled.

Thilst the 'B' type Plant vras in course of construction,
search was made for a compressor to enable No.974 Squadron to
supply compressed gas for the proposed Aden-Suez and various

Mediterranean shuttle services. Eventually a 3*stage
”Messor" oxygen compressor was rescued from the scrap-heap at
the ¥»D. Depot in Cairo. This was overhauled and  a Ford

V8 motor engine adapted to supply the necessary poorer, and
aatisfactoi-ily Used to fill cylinders - of various sizes - to
120 Atmospheres, at the rate of 400 cubic feet per hour.
Although the output was lav/ it gave yeoman service and was
chiefly instrumental in starting the shuttle services many
months before compressed gas was available at Ismailia or Aden.

Baby NUrse Balloons

Prom the time of the initial deplo3ment until October,
1942, much difficulty was experienced in topping-up deployed
balloons v/ith gas. All balloons along the Suez Canal v/ere
deployed in an almost straight line, at inteiwals of
approximately 1 kilometre, This meant that a flight of
fifteen balloons was deployed over approximately nine miles
and if the Plight Headquarters with the portable silicol plant
was at the half way stage, the furthest balloon to be topped
up was some 4'5‘ miles away.

No cylinders were available for this service and balloons

had either to be "walked” to the plant for topping-up (a round
trip of nine miles for the furthest balloon) or some method
devised whereby gas could be delivered in small quantities.
It was apparent that only the nearest balloons could be brought
in for gassing, even so the time taken was far too long and,
as it was not possible to top-up until the cool of the evening,

many balloons were not at operational height until long after
the order to fly v/as given. To obviate this delay, squadrons
made small square nurse balloons of 100 cubic feet capacity,
which were filled with h3rdrogen and delivered by motor trans
port to sites, where the gas was transferred to the Mark VI
by the simple process of attaching the nurse balloon to the
inflation sleeve and rolling it up. This procedure had
obvious drav/backsj the nurse balloons v/ere naturally subjected
to much chafing during transit and often during transference
of the gas. To get the required pressure for forcing the
gas into the Mark VI, many operators were knov/n to apply their
bodily vreight by falling or rolling on the nurse balloons,
thereby making them porous. Again when the balloons v/er®
slack and "tie-offs" inefficient, air entered with the gas
and considerably low/ered the purity. This, of course, "aduod
enormously to the number of deflations and in the summer of
1942 T/as mainly responsible for the rise in the gas consumption,
in Egjq)t alone, to over 4,000,000 cubic feet per month.

G.I924OO /Por this
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"For this reason Headquarters, No. 260 Y'ing, decided to Issue
compressed gas for topping-up as soon as it became available,
although the position regarding the Ismailia hydrogen
compressors v«xs so unsatisfactory.

Visit of Assistant Director of Hydrogen Production

The unsatisfactory position of hydrogen during the period
1941 and early 1942 resulted in the Director of Hydrogen
Production sending his assistant to survey conditions in the
Middle East with a view to setting up a steam iron plant in
Egypt to produce hydrogen in the same way as in the United
Kingdom,

chemicals, especially silicol tiiich had to be transported frcan
Canada, made some project of this description of the utmost
urgency.

The unsatisfactory supply position regarding

3,77566
Enel* 3OA
30,5.42,

The Assistant Director (Mr. W, K. Hutchinson) also
visited the Persian Gulf area where it was found that a

supply of hydrogen was available at the Anglo-Iranian Oil
Co*s Refinery, Abadan,
here and as it later transpired, the barrage
these parts were never fully operative. (^)

No supply difficulty was envisaged
s destined for

Aden was also visited and arrangements made to instal
plants and compressors for the operation of the Suez-Aden
Shuttle Service.(2)

It ’.vas intended when the steam-iron plant v/as erected
and in production at El Baalvm., to close den^n all silicol
plants and supply all hydrogen from there,
plants at Suez and Ismailia would, hov;ever, be .maintained in
a state of readiness to start-up, should they be required.
By this arrangement it was hoped to conserve the existing
stocks of caustic soda and silicol and obviate the need of

allocating valuable shipping space for further supplies.
The new hj^rogen plant was expected to be completed before the
end of 1942,

Assistant Director, v/ho had obviously not reckoned v/ith
transport and local labour difficulties.

Construction of Steam-Iron Plant

The static silico

That this was not so was due to the fault of th

l

e

On the return of the Assistant Director of Hydrogen
Production in May 1942, arrangements i,7ere immediately made
to send the necessary engineers and equipment to Egypt for
the purpose of installing the new plant,
a twD-unit hydrogen generator by Povrer Gas Ltd,, capable
of a normal output of 4,000,000 cubic feet per month, with
a peak output 50 per cent in excess of that figure; two
water Gas Generators v/ith a Cochrane boiler and Tra,ter gas
holder, tvro 4 stage Reavell Hydrogen Conpressors driven by
Bellise and Morcom steam engines and a 100,000 cubic feet
gas holder for hydrogen together v/ith the necessary gas and
\mter purifiers and cooling plant.

This consisted o

The general construc

f

tional work was cairrled out by local labour under the
direction of skilled engineers from the United Kingdom,
As this vra,s the only plant of its type ever erected in Egypt
the labour difficulties can be imagined.

The average native labourer in Egypt is concerned only
with obtaining the bare necessities of life,
get them without wrorking, so much the better,
have to wrork for them, then as soon as he has sufficient
for his immediate needs he takes time off to enjoy them.
The resultant absenteeism assumes colossal proportions,

/Another

If he can
Should he

See pp, 421 - 424
See pp. 4.I8 - 419
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Another cause contrihuting to the delay in the conpletion
of the TOrk, was loss of vital equipment in transit^

The plant eventually went into production in AugUat 1945»
at \^ich time, although not completed, it was ahle to deal
with the requirements of the reduced balloon barrages*

Reduction in Gas Consumption

During 1942 until the supply of coiipressed gas v/aa forth
coming from Ismailia, the hydrogen consumption of squadrons
controlled byNo,260 Fing assumed astronomical figures,
the topping-up procedure previously described was the primary
cause of this huge consumption is proved beyond doubt by the
figures given for the year 1942.

That

These are;-

Ayer^^e Balloons
Depioyed"-'~I)aIly Consuiiptibn

1,513,670
1,580,715
2,088,575
3,141,700
4,104,350
3,827,000
4,607,560
4,731,020

4,245,660
3,135,140
2,255,060

The compressors at Ismailia went into operation during October
1942, and early in November, compressed gas was issued to
squadrons in the Delta area for topping-up purposes only.
A rapid decline in consumption resulted immediately, and
although it nay be ar.gued that the fall coincided with the
passing of the hot season, it should be remembered that
November and December are rarely the coolest months of the
year in the Middle East*.

Consumption Fer

Balloon - Dally
Month

Jan*
Peb.

161.7 301
182 310

Mhr, 243 274
Apl. 291 360
May 335 395
June

July
AiUg.

Sept,
Oct,

Nov,

Dec.

362.2
365,3
382.1

352
407

399

394.22

388.96
356.9

347.4

268*7
203.8

In the early part of 1943 the process of supplying topping-
up gas only was continued, the thinning-out of the barrages,
prior to the invasion of Sicily making no appreciable difference
to the total requirements, ov/ing to increased demands from
D,E,M,S., the Port and Beach Detachments preparing for Sicily
and the necessity for supplying No,977 Squadron at Tobruk and
Benghazi* ’I'hen these commitments had been fulfilled the Delta

squadrons were supplied with hydrogen for all purposes and the
average daily consumption daowed a further reduction.

In August 1943, some difficulty arose in connection v/ith

the compressors at Ismailia, The necessary pressure - 2,500 lbs
inch - was unobtainable and it appeared forper square

some time that the barrage v/ould be grounded, but by speeding
up turn round and compressing to 1,800 lbs per square inch the
compressors held out until the plant at El Baalwa went into

production* The trouble at Ismailia, was found to be due to
excessive carbon given off from the silicol during manufacture
of hydrogen, combining with the oil used for lubrication of the
compressor cylinders, and causing excessive v;ear on the 4th
stage piston* It subsequently transpired, that this was
affecting compressors in all commands and was in no way due to
ai^ abnormal feature likely to arise in hot climates*

/By the
tX) " 1SeT"by~Assi's-Eahtl)irector'o^f Igydrogen ~Productron~"to

counteract possible danger due to heat expansion.
G.192400
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By the time, the plant at El BanlTTa started pyoduetton, the
last Mg commitment in the Ilddle East had ̂ en completed
and the daily demand for hydrogen \7as easily dealt vdth.
Indeed on numerous occasions the plant t;ns put on "stand by"
for several days due to the lack of enpty cylinders available
for refilling.

Distribution Problems

Distribution faced T.dth two major problems:

(a) lack of transport and

(b) lack of co-operation on the part of balloon
flights in collecting cylinders from sites*

It xras originally intended that the distribution centre
would deliver three cylinders per balloon to each site and
call each day to exchange empty cylinders for full cylinders
on a "milk round" basis. Mo difficulty \7as foreseen as
most balloons vrere bedded in groups of three at parent sites,
two being taken to their vfar sites on the order to fly.
With nine cylinders of hydrogen at each parent site it was
possible to top-up and in addition make one rapid inflation
should an urpnt need arise, such as the loss of all three
balloons, (IJ The extension of the barrage to Tobruk and
Benghazi, TJlth the resultant high degree of priority given
to this area, together wiLth the need for conservation of
transport, prevented the continuance of this scheme and it
was decided to deliver as required to sites at the same time
as the daily delivery of stores, rations, etc.

To give the Hydrogen Distribution Officer knowledge of
his daily requirements, an addition xras made to the Dally
'May-fly* Return showing the number of full and empty
cylinders held by flights*
time, but later, as xras perhaps inevitable, it broke down
due to lack of co-operation on the part of flights and
individual operators on sites* Often the *l.5ay-fly , ̂Tould
show few full cylinders and many enpties. Upon receipt of
this, a consignment of cylinders was despatched. On arrival
at the flight, the driver xras told that no transport was
available for collecting the empties, he could either collect
them himself or return Wfithout them,
possible to collect at parent sites and return to the filling
station on the same day, the driver - being ar.'are of the
extreme shortage of transport - v/ould usually elect to return
empty-handed.

Some balloon operators, gravely troubled by the lack of
bedding-down equipment, saw in the empty hydrogen cylinder the
answer to their many prayers for additional sand-bags.
Plight commanders appeared to think the idea an excellent one,
at all events very fev; discouraged it. This scheme assumed
such large proportions, that the Hydrogen Distributien Officer
was forced to si7oop upon selected sites, armed vHLth gas key
and pressure gauge, and later lodge a complaint with squadron
commanders regarding the dangerous misuse of this item of
equipment.

When the Royal Egyptian Air Porce took over all balloon
sites in the Delta area the distribution to flights became
impossible. Within a short time, it was kno\7n that Egyptian
balloon operators regarded hydrogen cylinders as very
ordinary equipment and handled them, v/hether filled or empty,
very carelessly. That no accident occurred xraa due to the

__ /^odT/ill

(1) This frequently occurred due to sudden high v/ind,

(2) Daily Return of Balloon State,

This scheme vrorked w^ell for a

As it xras at no time
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gooflvdll of rrovli3ence and the excellent vrorkmanship of the
British steelv/orker*

anxiety not to try Providence too far, the "milk-round.”
system was again put in action, the driver of the truck
standing-hy during off-loading to supervise the native airmen*

In these circumstances and with

The original estimate for the turn-round of cylinders
in the Canal area was tht*ee days*
possible to get down to this figtire was due to the reasons
mentioned above,

all areas was

That it xnxB never

The average turn-round of cylinders in

7 days
10 days
14 to 18 days
6 weeks to 3 months.

Canal area

Alexandria

Levant

Benghazi-Tobruk

All deliveries- were made by road, except in a few
instances to Benghazi and Tobruk, when priority was' obtained
on rail or ship. Generally speaking, shipping space was

in^ossible, and rail transport depended on degree of priority
which, in the case of balloons, vra,s at this time very lew.

/SECTION 22f,

G.192400
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SECTION 24

SECRET

EXPER1T.OTT/X MLLOON UNIT - SINGAPORE.

With the posihllity of sudden action by the thir^
signatory to the 'Tripartite Pact' ever in mind, the Air Staff
released that it might be faced vd-th a sudden demand for
extensive balloon barrages in the Par East,
realised that as no experience Tra.s available regarding the
behaviour of balloons under the intense tropical conditions
likely to be met, squadrons vrould have to "grope in the dark",
at a time vrhen immediate and efficient deployment was
essential,

April, 1941, to send a small experimental balloon unit to
Singapore,

It was further

To obviate these difficulties it was decided in
innlMd:!,
iac/6.5105V
-ORG.Enc.l/i

4,4.41.

II

The unit tos not in the nature of a complete barrage but
would fly tvro Mark VI balloons only, take observations of their
behaviour and report on their suitability,
consisted of tvAo officers, four balloon operators and three
airmen skilled in balloon manufacture. Equipment taken
provided for two initial equipment Mark VI balloons plus
eighteen in reserve, (1) tv/o Wickham and t\TO hand v;inches together
with the necessary ground equipment. In addition to obtaining
data the party were to examine the possibility of local
manufacture of balloons.

The detachment

Once again the main limitation would bo due to lack of

hydrogen, none being obtainable locally,
difficulty it was suggested that coal-gas - of TMch there was
a plentiful supply - could be used.
Engineering branch of Headquarters, Balloon Command, to point
out that the Mark '^/I Balloon, complete vath fins and rigged
for flying, weighed 110 lbs, and had a cubic capacity of only
2,300 cubic feet.

To overcome this

It T/as left to the

As the lift of coal-gas was approximately
37 lbs, per 1,000 cubic feet in hot climates, the total lift
of a fully-inflated Mark VI balloon would be insufficient to
raise it from the ground,
to the unit's establishment one

It T/as therefore necessary to add
type, portable silicol

It / II
ll

plant and three hydrogen workers.

To assist the preparatory v/ork of the unit on its arrival,
the Air Ministry sent a questionnaire to Air Headquarters,
Par East, viio in their reply indicated the more vulnerable
targets in order of priority. The reaction to the proposal,
hoTOver, was unfavourable. Air Headquarters, Par East
commenting

iB, Eno,7C
7.4,U.

"War with Japan will be short and sharp, i,e, naval
expedition probably backed by land attack from Thailand
starting 400/500 miles from Singapore,
will be of temporary use only, there v/ill be no sustained
bombing as in United Kingdom,

It is doubtful if expenditure of manpower, transport and
material is commensurate with the results hoped for,
Suggested that the effort would be far more effective
translated into squadrons of aircraft.

Therefore balloons

/Both

(1) It was anticiptated that much static condition would be
present therefore 9 balloons were wire rigged and 9
balloons rope rigged.

G.192400
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Both Singapore Island and mainland opposite Penang Island
are operational areas for our ovm aircraft* On Singapore
Island 'we have four aerodromes, one within 1^ miles and
one within 3 miles of the main enemy ohjeotive « Naval
Base and Senoko - one on the outskirts of Singapore tovm
and the fourth ¥/lthin four miles of Kranjl and Yoodlands,
Pour miles from Butterworth we have an operational aero
drome and within twenty miles of Butterworth a further^
three.

Both at Singapore and Penang aircraft 7/ill he operating
over both target and balloon areas
that balloons over Singapore island or mainland opposite
Penang would be a danger to our own aircraft at any
height. At Rangoon they could be accepted up to 2,CXX) ft,"

Despite the unfavourable comments the unit embarked for Singapore
with instructions to prepare a full reconnaissance report of
balloon protection, if experiments were successful. Shortly
after arrival, however, it became known that all equipment had

been lost at sea. Nevertheless the Officer Conmanding the

Experimental Balloon Unit, carried out a ooii5)rehensive survey
of the Singapore area and reported unfavourably on the

possibility of providing an efficient balloon barrage. Extracts
from his report, signalled to the Air lUnistry, were that:-

"I consider balloons not suitable for the following reasons:-

it would appear• • » •

iB Enc, 9A,

20.4.41.

S. 70911 En.lU

18,9.41.
(a) Adequate barrage T/ould require 150 to 200 balloons

T/hioh would prove a danger to our own aircraft.

(W Pew natural sites available, provision of others
difficult.

(c) Certainty of high losses from lightning with
consequent ground fires - majority of local
dwellings inflammable.

(a) No craft available for necessary waterborne sites.

Oreat difficulties regarding transport of portable
gas plant and provision for a damp-free storage
for chemicals at sites.

(e)

(0 Cloud conditions rarely such that balloon could be
flown without giving away ground targets,"

This was in effect a repetition of the original objections raised
by Air Headquarters, Par East, who supported the suggestion of
the Officer Commanding the Balloon Unit that the experiment be
abandoned.

On receipt of this report the Air lUnistry acted v5)on the
recommendations and cancelled the replacement of the lost
equipment. So ended a project from vdiich much useful knowledge
mi^t have been gained.

/SECTION 25.
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SECTION 25

BALLOON BARRAGES - NORTH-IYEST iiERICA AND CENTRAL
tmimfRANSAN AREA

SECRET

MALTA

In 1940, Malta was given high priority in the list of
overseas areas requiring balloon protection and was to be the
destination of No.972 Squadron, A preliminary reconnaissance of
the island was carried out by the Officer Commanding, No,971
Squadron, in January 1941, but the scheme was abandoned in
favour of the more

Suez Canal,

No father action was taken until an urgent request from
Malta was received by Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Middle East,
in January 1943* It was then decided to provide from Middle East
resources a flight of fifteen Mark VI balloons to be flown over
the Fleet anchorages and installations of the Grand Harbour at
Valetta, Reconnaissance revealed that owing to the closely
built-vrp nature of the area, grouped siting(l) would not be
possible. The close proximity of Luqa aerodrome necessitated
speedy operational control, making the provision of power
winches essential. Most of the sites selected to provide
protection for the Grand Harbour were at the top of the bastions
and made access from the seaward aide irapraticable. It was
therefore, necessary to inflate the balloons on their sites!
making the provision of a hydrogen compressor plant in the
Island of the utmost importance. To meet this requirement a
fouiv-stage compressor was transferred from Aden where No,,1436
Flight had been recently reduced to a cadre basis.

pressing need for a barrage over part of the

No,983 Sqn,
P,540,

It was decided to select only fully experienced personnel
for the Malta barrage, and to this end the Delta squadrons wore
Instructed to supply between them 70 balloon operators and 6
hydrogen workers, who were transferred to No,983 Squadron, which
had recently arrived in Egypt from Paiforce. The original
personnel of No.983 Squadron were posted to various balloon
units in the Delta area and the squadron was reformed
flight basis under a new commanding officer.

on a ono-

The squadron arrived in Malta on the 22nd February, 1943,
and by mid-March, t'Welve balloons were ready for operation, of
those, three were found to be in the path of aircraft operating
from the aerodrome and were resited,
twenty-one balloons were operative.

By the end of the month

The wisdom of employing only
experienced balloon operators was fully Justified when the
squadron was informed that only twelve minutes could bo allowed
for balloon operation, this time to include the transmission of
messages from Fighter Control to individual sites.

Eneny air raids met by heavy anti-aircraft gunfire resulted
in mary balloons becoming casualties. On one occasion 90 per cent
of the barrage, whilst bedded, was destroyed by shell fragmentation.

The islaM saw very little eneny air activity after the
invasion of Sicily but the barrage remained operational until the
21st January, 1944, when it was deflated and the squadron moved
to Corsica,.

/NORTH-WEST AFRICA

(1) Bedding of balloons in groups at a parent site to save
personnel; balloons are 'walked* to operational sites
as required#

6.192400
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N0RTH-\7EST iiJPRICA

On the 29th July, 1942, No,985 Squadron vma formed at
Chessington for duty overseas, its establishment providing for
a barrage of forty-five Mark XV balloons. The squadron did

not proceed overseas until tho 22nd December 1942, disembarking
at ilgiers on the 3fd January 1943, and subsequently moving to
Bone whore, on the 29th January, seven balloons were flown.
By tho end of the next month the barrage had been increased to
twenty-six balloons and an additional barrage of twelve balloons
T;/as in operation at philipville, Squipraont difficulties
caused subsequent reductions in the barrage, the many casualties,
due to anti-aircraft fire, being irreplaceable. In may 1945,
No,981 Squadron arrived at Bone and came under the control of
Headquarters, North jVfrican Air Force,

P.540,

On tho 13th May 1943, a barrage of fifteen balloons was
This Was handed overraised over Biaerta by No,985 Squadron,

to No,981 Squadron on the l6th May, who in addition provided
barrages at La Soulette and Perryville by the end of tho month.
In Juno 1943, the barrages were extended to Pantelleria where
No,982 Squadron, newly arrived from the Middle East, flow ten
balloons.

July saw the invasion of Sicily for which all throe
The success that met thesquadrons provided beach parties.

Allied efforts in Sicily resulted in decreased enemy air activity
in North-West Africa, and on tho 9th August 1943, the Perryville
barrage was delated, followed on the 9th September by the baivago
at Bono,

sailed for Italy,
Bizerta and Ponyville, and in addition took over tho barrage at
Bono from No*985 Squadron,
May 1944, when they v/ero deflated and tho squadron was reduced
to a "nuHiber only" basis.

A fciv days later on the 20th Septeniber, No.985 Squadron
No,987 Squadron continued to operate at

All remained in operation until

No,982 Squadron moved to Algiers and Oran in October, 1943,
continuing at both places until July 194^f, During the following
month it proceeded to Italy but found on arrival that it was iwt
required and was reduced to a "number only" basis.

During the life of the barrages in North-West Africa the
weather took a heavy toll of the balloons, Unforeoasted high
winds and oleotrical storms wore at times responsible for the
destruotion of large numbers of balloons whilst in the air.

SICILY

ihs.,ia^.tiajL.As§auii, The balloon protection provided for the
initial assault on Sicily coti^jrised two Beach detachments each
equipped with 12 balloons,
comprised 1 offioer, 1 sergeant, 6 corporals and 12 aircraftmen*
The equipment pack-up containedj-

Porsonnel of each detachment

Assault Stage to^tenange
*(to foliew)SASO/OC/74

Enel,13
21.5.43. 6■Winches

Cylinders Hydrogen
Balloons
Bombs
Drums

Parachutes
Inflation sets
M,T.

1
60 60
12 12
12 12
12 12

12 12
6 1

1
1-15 owt truck

fitted with
winoh

/instructions
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Instructions to Balloon Detachments were issued by Headquarters
No, 141 Force under reference 14lF/R/iF/260/AIIV^(p) dated the
7th May 1943.

”At the last possible moment before leaving the port of
departure each party will inflate its 12 balloons aid
attach them to the selected landing craft leaving empty
containers and arything necessary with the Port
Embarkation Officer,

On the beaches as no natural anchorages v;ill be found
......it is recommended that a well-filled sandbag
weighing between 60 and 70 lbs, be attached to the end
of the cable,

man to carry ashore and if no further anchorage is
found on arrival, will be sufficient to hold a balloon
to the ground in a breeze up to I5 m.p.h, until the
servicing party can make a more permanent anchorage.
An additional empty sand-bag can be carried ashore and

if the circumstances permit be quickly filled and added
to the original. The weather at the time of landing
obviously will be the deciding factor as to the weight
of the anchorage required.
The men who place the balloons having completed this
task will return in the landing craft and the mainten
ance party will endeavour to establish a plan for
stores and ary further inflations and repairs,”

The method of siting the beach barrages would bej six
of the balloon-carrying landing craft to beach and the balloons

to bo carried ashore and sited in staggered positions up to
a depth of 200 yards, over a frontage of 1,000 yards. The
remaining landing craft \vould then beach over the same front

age and the balloons thus carried, sited in staggered posi
tions, at a distance in excess of 200 yards from the sea.

This provides a practical weight for a

The Follow Up

The Port Detachments v;ere intended to operate at Augusta

and Siracuse, v/hich would in the early stage of their capture
be protected by t^venty and fifteen balloons respectively.
Here again the operation would be in three stages and was

arranged as follows:-
FIRST STiiGB

SIRAOUSEAUGUSTA

Personnelpersonnel

1 Officer

1 Sgt,^Balloon
2 Gpls)Operators
18 i/cs)
2 ii/cs D.M.Ts,
1 Cpl Fitter Marine
2 A/cs AGIVGD

1 Officer

1 Sgt.JBalloon
1 Gpl 1 Operators
11 ii/cs)
2 4/cs D,M,Ts.
2 Ves AGH/GD
1 li/o M.B. Grew

Equipment

15 Balloons I.E,
5 I.R.
1 Winch mounted on truck

Equipment

20 Balloons I.B.

10 I,R,

1 Y/inch mounted on 15 cwt
truck

1 Hand winch

150 Gylinders Hy<icogen
20 Wickham drums with 2,000 ft,

cable-lethal attachments,
siaall quantity of balloon
gear-anchor cable, sand
bags, etc,

1 Three ton truck
1 Marine Tender 24’

1 Hand winch

100 Gylinders Hy<^rogen
15 Wickham drums 2,000 ft,
cable and lethal attachments,
small quantity of balloon
gear

1 Three ton truck
1 Marine Tender

/SEGOKD STilGE
ffi. 192400
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SSCCI'33 STjXE

iiUGTJSTA
Personnel

1 Officer

2 CplsJBalloon
18 //c )Operators
2 A/c D.M.Ts,
2 Vc AOH/GD
3 Hydrogen V/orkers

personnel
I

1 Officer

2 CplsJBalloon
18 A/o ;Operators
2 ll/a D.M.TS.
2 A/o iiOH/GD
3 I^drogon \.’orkers

Squipraent Equipuie^
20 Balloons

1 Hydrogen Plant
3 Canvas water tanks
4 Tons caustic soda
4 Tons silicol
1 KUrse balloon

1 Hand blower

30 Balloons
1 Swift and machine

1 Portable Hydrogen plant
3 Canvas water tanks
5 Tons caustic soda

5 Tons silicol
1 Nurse balloon

1 Hand blower

1 Throe ton truck

1-15 cwt truck Yt^ith Y/lnch,
small spares tentage, etc.

THIRD ST^iGE

Up to Plight strength Up to Plight strength

The Beach and Port Dotaohraents v;cre selected from Nos,972»
975 , 977 and 985 Squadrons, It v;as intended that the parent
units v/ould proceed to the island at a later date, reform, and
provide barrages as required.

Porro. 540,

Wasted Effort

It can be said that the initial phase was a groat success
the detachments doing all that was required, and in addition
giving valuable assistance in unloading stores etc,
cannot be said of the organization covering the follow-up
operations.

The same

Early in August 1943, No,975 Squadron arrived in Sicily
and took over control of the port defence of Augusta, flying
30 balloons. At the same time No,972 Squadron took over at

Siracuse, No, 977 Squadron, however, Y\?oro not so fortunate
and on arrival found that they were not required and v/ero left
to Yifander through the island looking for work to do. The
Officer Commanding in a letter to the Senior Staff Officer,
Balloons, Middle East, wrotej-

"One officer and about 120 men with rations landed at

Palermo, v/hilst the balance were landed at Licato on the
South Coast,.,,The Licato contingent of which I was one

duly set off for Palermo with no nmps and no knowledge
of what the roads were like. The distance is about 120

miles. We sot off Y/ith a light heart glad to know that

at last we wore going to do a job of work. After 12
hours driving everyone was tired so wo slept in the
mountains, our total mileage was 86 miles,,,,We arrived
in Palermo about i;iid-day and imagine our disappointment
at seeing a barrage flyingj once again we v\fore fore
stalled, this time by the Americans vi/ho had got their
"batteries'* at every place where a port existed no matter
how small,,,,.

SASO/CO/74
Bno,13C
30.8.43t

/tlQ were
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We -were then placed in a staging area situated in a lemon

grove, the place looked charming and we starred for a week*
It was the most disgusting place I have ever boon in,
very hot and xk) attempt at sanitation,,,,,*

Generally speaking the men are fit but have had quite a

few go down with high temperature, the chief moan is
lack of English mail

All English Units on the west side have no idea whom they
come under, some are under M,E, and some N,W,A,A,Po and
some under everyone. We have been nearly 8 weeks sleeping
in or under a wagon,"

On to Italy,

Although other squadrons taking part in Sicily fared
rather better than No, 977 Squadron, none was fully on5)loyed and
mary appeared to be unnecessary. Eventually the bvulk of these

tmits were sent to Italy, where, in October they were operating
as under

No.972 Squadron, Taranto

Howe Beach

Reggio
,Bari

Naples
Salerno

15 Balloons
7  .
8

No,975 Squadron,
No,977 Squadron.

The barrage at Augusta continued to be flown by a unit
known as X Squadron which was later reinforced by various beach
parties and re-numbered No,986 Squadron, On the 12th June, 1944>
all balloons were deflated and the squadron moved to Naples,

Balloon barrages in Italy were constantly changing location

but the main towns covered were Taranto, Brindisi, Bari and
Naples, Among the places which received balloon protection for

short periods - mainly to cover store dumps and communications -
were*-

No,972 Squadron, Manfredonia

Ortona

Manfredonia

Barletta

ijicona

No, 975 Squadron,

No, 977 Squadron, iBagnoli
Castellaramare

/amunziata
Baia

Vomero Heights

,San Stefano

piom Bino
S. Marienella
Civitavecchia

Leghorn (30 Balloons)

No,985 Squadron,

Italians Co-operate

Soon after arrival in Italy the squadrons received
detachments of Italian co-operators who were trained in balloon

handling. These quicly became accustomed to our methods and

enabled raary British aimen to be remustered to other Air Force

trades, sadly in need of personnel, Mary of the original,
members of Middle East balloon, squadrons were due for home •

posting, these too were released by the Italian reinforcements,

/of the

0,192400
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Of the squadrons operating in Italy, No,972 Squadron was
reduced to a "number only" basis in April 1944 - Nos,977 and
985 Squadrons in September 1944, No,975 Squadron in October 1944
and No,986 Squadron in /iprll 1945,

On beix^g disbanded No,986 Squadron received a congratulatoiy
signal from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief, Mediterranean
Allied Coastal Air Forces, which read;-

"The disbanding of an operational unit because its task
is done is a natural corollaiy to successful achievement.
Although the last shot has still to be fired the Geman
Air Force has been smashed before the defence which it

coxild never break and No.986 Squadron has played its
allotted part in that defence,
theatre when other squadrons had to be withdrawn was in

itself a tribute to your keenness and efficiency, and in
wishing all ranks goodbye I want you to know that your ■

work has not gone unnoticed particularly by the Navy who
have always been full of praise for the efficient manner
in which you were affording them protection,
to you all,"

Your retention in this

Good luck

Corsica

After the conquest of Sicily, air activity over Malta waa
practically negligible and the balloon barrage was deflated.
No,983 Squadron v;as despatched to Corsica and duly arrived
the 1st March 1944 at Ajaccio, Later, Headquarters were set
up at Bastia and the squadron was reorganised into throe flights
by incorporating two detachments of No,982 Squadron operating in
Sardinia, In addition a flight was formed at Pirto, The
squadron personnel now numbered 6 officers and 205 airmen.

In April the barrage was increased by eight ballocns and
further increased to forty-five I.E, in June 1943, Eneny air
activity over Corsica was not of a serious nature, but maiy
balloons were lost due to bad weather and inaccurate moteoroll^ical
forecasts.

on

On the 16th June, a balloon detachment v/as provided for the
assault on Elba, the operation being carried out successfully.
One airman of the party was killed during the assault,
continued to be flown over Elba until the 6th Jixly 1944,

The behaviour of balloon personnel on this operation was
most praisewortly. Balloon Operators carried out maiy duties
in addition to their own, including the unloading of stores and
mules, assisting the wounded and police duties after darkj all
tinder heavy shell and mortar fire.

In July the Corsica Barrage was reduced to two flights total
ling tv/enty-soven balloons at Bastia ard Ajaccio and in August
to twelve balloons only. At tho end of August No.983 Squadron
was reduced to a "number only" basis, and the personnel dispersed
some to return to the United Kingdom, others to reinforce
Royal Air Force units in the Central Mediterranean,

Balloons

/section 26,
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SDCTION 26

SECRET

BALLOON BARRAGES - INDIA, BUHJIA AND CEYLONI

INITIAL PROPOSALS.

The possibility of flying balloons in India rraB first
considered by Air Headquarters, India, in July 1940,
proposed to operate a number of small barrages in various
passes, such as the Khyber Pass, to act as a deterrent to loiv-
flying aircraft, which vrere making illegal flights into the
country.

It was
^  S.5694 Encl.U
19.7.40.

Recruitment and training of personnel, and manufacture
of the necessary equipment, it v/as thought, could be under
taken in India,

requested that the Air Ministry send samples of balloons and
ancillary equipment to enable flying tests to be made, and to
assist investigation into the possibilities of local manufacture.
A few experts in balloon operations were also required to train
locally enlisted crev/s.

At the Air Ministry the project was referred to the
Planning Branch tAio took the view that no objections would be
raised to the proposed barrages if vro were at war with Russia,
As no state of vra.r between Britain and Russia existed, it was
suggested that the proposed barrages would require consideration
from the political point of view,

rt T^vas anticipated that the production of hydrogen would
be a limiting factor to the successful operation of the
barrages,
featuring its own balloons, the Air Staff considered it
doubtful that a supply of hydrogen would be available locally.
The supply of hydrogen would, therefore, depend entirely upon
manufacture by portable silicol plants, for liiich silicol
would have to be imported from Canada,
plants was the primary cause of our inability to pi-\3vide
balloon barrages in the Middle East and it v/as felt that the
need in India was not so great as the need there,

if India could be self-supporting in this respect, it was
thought that it might be possible to extend manufacture and
so supply the Middle East - with balloons at least - from that
source.

To this end Air Headquarters, India,

Even allowing for the possibility of India manu-

The lack of silicol

Neverilieless

ibid, Min.2,

30.7.40,

ibid,

Min,11

9.8.40,

Objections to the plan in its present state came from the
Organisation Branch, who pointed out that to guard against any
possibility of a premature termination of the experiment
through loss of the san^sle balloon, at least three additional
balloons should be sent. It was further pointed out that the
balloon technicians estimated that the -life of a balloon in

India would not exceed six weeks, compared v/ith six months in
United Kingdom, Putherraore, balloons sent to India vrould
need to be specially treated against excessive porosity.

In spite of all the objections raised the Director of

plans decided that the equipment asked for by Headquarters,
India, should be sent,
in gaining experience of flying balloons under tropical
conditions and might develop a new source of supply,

/The Dunlop

(1) Origin of aircraft not stated but believed to have been
Russian,

He agreed that to do so would result

G.192400
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The Dunlop Rubber CoiT5)any were approached \Tith  a viefs^ to
mnufacturinp balloons at their Trorks in India should th©
experiment prove successful# They \7ore requested to send
their Indian company samples of fabrics so that the matter
could be fully discussed vdih the Indian authorities#

The India Office tras informed of the proposals and asked
if India TTould a,p:ree to bear the cost of the trials# On the
9th November, 1940, a reply wae received from the Defence
Department of the Government of India stating that if the
necessary personnel, plant and materials v/ere sent they \VDuld
be prepared to pay for them# At the same time it vas pointed
out that usually for Air Force tests of this nature the Air
Ministry supplied the materials on loan# It v^as requested
that this procedure be adopted in the present case#

Requirements

Meanwhile in India, the General Staff ivere suggesting that
some form of light balloon barrage should bo provided for the
protection of detached posts against possible enemy dive-bombing
attacks#

8755/32(/40/
AIR Fncs#lA to

3A Aug, 1940.

Air Headquarters, India, infomed the Army Authorities
that the question of providing balloon barrages was al-ready
under consideration by the Air Defence Sub-Committee. If
it was decided to adopt them, their provision v.'ould be the
responsibility of the Royal Air Force# The General Staff,
however, visualised a simple type of small balloon, Avhich
could be easily handled by personnel at the posts concerned.
Similar protection, it ima thought, could be used by mechanical
transport convoys in the Indian Desert# As they could not
see how the Royal Air Force could be responsible for protection
of this kind, the mtter was not pursued further#

THE FROJECT ABANDONED

At hone nev/ objections to the Indian experiment had been
raised# In a minute to the Director of war Organisation on
the 25th November, 1940, the Operations Pranch set out in detail
the estimated personnel and equipment required to maintain a
barrage of 24 balloons in India, These figures T/cro so
staggering that the matter was placed before the Assistant
Chief of the Air Staff v^l’io, in referring it to the Director of
Overseas Operations, said:-

"Thc question is, I think, an operational one and not fo»
me to ansvrer, but I ought to state that I consider the
use of a balloon barrage in the Indian passes to bo
operationally unpracticable, bearing in mind the nature
of the terrain and the difficulties of coninunicationj
Moreover the air currents in the North-Fcst Frontier
mountain area, especially in the passes, are of great
violence.

S.5694 Min# 53
25.11.40.

I cannot see that the expenditure of effort could possibly
be justified#*'

The Director of Overseas Operations wa.s in full accord with
this statement and suggested that the India Office be
recommended to abandon the whole project. As far as gaining
expeiTlence of operating balloons vinder tropical conditions
T/as concerned, it W'as agreed that the recently-formed barrage
at Alexandria T/ould provide all the information required.
This decision xma duly comunicated to the Secretary of State
for India# Although IrZ balloons x/ere not used in India, the
results achieved since 19h2, xrLth the Marie VI balloon, v/ould

/appear

/
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appear to indicate that this initial experiment v;as abanflonecl

on an entirely inaccurate estimate of hydrogen consumption#
The fig\u*es given by the Operations Branch in their minute
to the Director of T/ar Organisation were based on the

necessity to reinflate each balloon every three days*
rate a squadron of 24 L-Z balloons vrould require yearly:-

At this

1, l^£0 tons
2,920 tons
18,900 lbs.
457 tons

8,760,000 gallons.

Subsequent operations of Mark VI balloons showed that although
deflations, due to porosity and purity, v/are fairly high,
comparative figures did not approach this estimate*

Silicol

Caustic Soda

Grease

Coke

Tfeter

Naval Requirements

The question of a balloon barrage for India was not
raised again until October 194l» when at the 22nd meeting of

the Chiefs of Staff Ccsnmittee held on the 9th October, a

scheme for providing balloon protection for the Calcutta
river was discussed.

Nhval authorities at Calcutta anticipated possible minelaying
by low-flying aircraft in the stretch of the river betv/een
Calcutta and Kantabarra,

up, and it was decided to ask for balloons to be deployed
along the 46 miles betrreen these two points to act as a
deterrent to such aircraft,

to fly balloons from vessels moored in the upper reaches of

the river owing to possible interference \7ith shipping.
Betiveen Hooley Point and Diamond Harbour, however, the river
T/as about one mile wide, and as it \vas intended to provide a
number of moored barges for mine-watching it would be possible
to site balloons on some of these.

War vrith Japan seemed imminent and the

Mine-watching posts were to be set

It vra.s considered inadvisable

8755/40/34
air. Enc.4A
De Cl, 1941#

By December 1941 our relations v/ith Japan had so
deteriorated that an attack could be expected at any moment#
Consequently, immediately following a further meeting of the

Chiefs of Staff, the Air Officer Comraanding-in-Chief, India,
signalled Air Ministry urging the early provision of balloon

protection for India and Burma. It was suggested that the

threat of minelaying by aircraft in the approaches to both
Rangoon and Calcutta v/as more imminent than in the Persian Gulf,
and he requested that the three balloon squadrons due to arrive

at Basrah in February, March and April, be diverted to India#

Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Middle East, fUlly alive to
the danger threatening from the East, agreed to the proposal,
although it meant loss of valuable units that might be required
at no distant date to protect the vital oilfields of Iran#

ibid, Enc,5A
24.i2.4i*-

The Air Ministry, however, were not prepared to send
balloon units to India and Burma in viev/- of an unfavourable

ndered by the Officer Commanding, Singapore Experimental
Instead Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Middle I^stItif

repo

Unit

were requested to send to India, a balloon officer with

experience in tropical areas to reconnoita?e and make
recommendations direct to the Air Ministry, Wing Commander
G.M. Trundle, Senior Balloon Staff Officer in the Middle East
v/as selected and proceeded immediately to Rangoon.

/The Naval
(1) See page 438.
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The Naval authorities at Rangoon asked for the early
estahlishment of a halloom barrage to protect shipping in the
Rangoon river, the port installations at Rangoon, and the oil
installations at Syriam and Thilav./a, from low-homhing attacks*
It was estimated that weather conditions would be favourable to
flying for seven months of each year. During the monsoon
period the barrage would need to be close-hauled and its useful
ness reduced to that of a scarecrov;'. Two squadrons, each of 45
balloons, were asked for, but, as it was realized that some time
would elapse before these were available it was requested that
the Singapore Unit, now in the Middle East, be sent to Rangoon to
provide a small temporary barrage,
and reported on favourably.

On receipt of these recommendations the Air Iflnistry acted
v/ith commendable ^eed. No. 978 Squadron already at sea, en
route to the Persian Gulf, was diverted to Bombay and No* 979
Squadron, forming at Royal Air Force Station, Hook, was embarked
on 13th February, 1942. No. 274 Wing, Headquarters Unit, was
formed and despatched to India to Join a nucleus supplied by
Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Middle East. In addition
No. 980 Squadron, formed in JPly 1941 for duty with the Royal
Navy, was en route to Ceylon.

Indianization of Balloon Squadrons

Calcutta was also surveyed

ibid.

Eno.12A

13.1.42.

At this time the shortage of manpov/er, already acute, was
becoming more serious. It had been possible in this instance to
meet an urgent demand by a simple svdtch of units from one place
to another, but it v/as realized that such a move could not be
repeated. in any case the Persian Gulf commitment remained and
would need to be met by the formation of additional squadrons.
This could be accomplished by using some of the manpower "thrown
up" by the policy of introducing the W.A.A.F. into balloon trades.
Even so the needs of the balloon barrages could not be allowed to
interfere v;ith the necessary expansion of other branches of the
Service, Furthermore it vra,s realized that the barrages s

ibid.

Enc.26A

5.2.it2

would in all probability require expansion. To meet this
necessity should it arise, and in an effort to release balloon
tradesmen for other duties, the Air Ministry requested that an
investigation should be made into the possibility of training
certain selected Indians of above average intelligence to under'-
take duty in ballnon trades. Both the Air Officer Oommanding-
in-Chief and the Defence Department of the Government of India
agreed that suitable personnel could be fo\ind, and eventually
mny officers and airmen were enlisted into the Indian Air Force
for these duties. Ultimately, Indians outnumbered British
personnel by four or five to one, and proved very satisfactory.

oversea

Initial Deployment

The rapid progress by the Japanese armed forces made the
plans for the deployment of balloons obsolete, even before they
could be put into effect. The loss of Rangoon released tv/o
squadrons,earmarked for that area, for duty elsewhere. It was
now proposed by Air Headquarters, India, that the balloon
squadrons be deployed as follows

No, 990 Squadron
No, 978 Squadron
No, 979 Squadron
No, 980 Squadron

Trincomallee

Calcutta

Colombo

Calcutta

• • •

• • •

f • •

• • •

ibid.

Enc, 4OA
17.3.42

/

/Headquarters, 274
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Headquarters, 274 Y^lng, v/ould also function from Calcutta,
The Air Ministry, hov/ever, would not agree to two squadrons
operating in Calcutta while the oilfields at Ahadan remained
vri.thout protection. On the 20th March, 1942, Air Headquarters,
India, vrere'notified that No, 980 Squadron would proceed to
Basrah and subject to the deployment of No. 990 Squadron to
Trincomallee, Air Headquarters, could have a free hand in
allocating the remaining balloon squadrons.

No, 980 Squadron was eventually replaced by No. 984
Squadron, which vras despatched to India after the depredations
in the Persian Gulf were made good. It arrived at Bombay in
October, 1942, and filled the need for a second barrage in
Ceylon, No. 979 Squadron meantime having been deployed at
Jamshedpur.

ibid. Bic.59i!^
21.5.42.

Rover Plights

274VS.214/
Org, Enc.lA
6.7.42.

The continued advance of the enemy, and the subsequent
widespread air attacks stretched the resources of No, 274 Wing
to the utmost. In July 1942 Air Headquarters, India, decided
to raise three mobile balloon flights from existing sources, to
operate at short notice in any area. Nos. 978, 979 and 990
Squadrons ’.Tere each Instructed to earmark one flight. Equip
ment pack-ups v;ere assembled and each flight was made capable
of operating independently should the need arise,
were carefully selected and those who had suffered from
climatic conditions \Tere excluded. All airmen were fully
armed with rifle, bayonet and 150 rounds of ammunition.

Although it was realized that the provision of a full
flight would seriously reduce a squadron’s capacity to operate
a full barrage, all were ordered to fly as many balloons
possible above the normal quota of the remaining two-thirds
strength. Should one flight only be,required, two squadrons
would each provide one half of a flight,
schemes were implemented as set oi^t below, each squadron being
required to operate Scheme One or Scheme Two as detailed;-

Personnel

as

For this reason tvro

SCHEME ONE

■' F/0 (balloons)
.  , J

SGTjCELSiA/CS ; TOTALi

OFFICERS 2/^'^ (BAT.bOGTJR) ^ ^
F/SGT| SGT! CPLS j VeS ItOTAL

1  I r6  i 48 56

TRADE

27WS.214/
Org, Eno»28B
App "A"
24.9.42.

Balloon Optr
ach/gd
hyd/wkr
D.M.T.
M.T.M.
Iffl^CLST
Clerk/C®
Nursing Ordly |
Cook
Telephone Optr

i

1  ! 5 6
1  ! 3 24 28

3 3!

3 3 1 1I

31 4 1 1
11 1 1

1  1 1 1
1 1 1 1" !
1 1 1 1
2  ; 2 1 1
2 2

T(

TOTAL 1  ! 3 I 341 8 67 ; 771 38i

The Barrages in Operation

(a) Ceylon

8755/34/40/
Air Enc. 37A
13.3.42.

On arrival in India No. 990 Squadron v/as ordered to proceed
to Ceylon to provide a barrage at Trincomallee, The balloons
were sited to afford the maximum protection against low-flying

/attacks
0,192400
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attacks and possible mine-laying operations in the Inner harbour.
The barrage v/as placed under the direction and control of the
Senior Naval Officer in Charge.

The viiole squadron v/as deployed;

"A” plight operated on the south side of the haibour and in
the inner ring of the inner harbour.
T/ere the Naval Yard, and Inner Harbour Road from China Bay to
Trincomallee.

Included in this area

•«B" plight controlled the outer ring of balloons, tThich
ranged from China Bay to Trincomallce Road, and those on the
east-side of the barrage area.

No. 990 Sqdn
Form 540

”C" plight vras made responsible for waterborne sites all of
which were uncontrolled.

The squadron formed part of a mobile Naval Base defence
organization and was in consequence equipped to a scale in excess
of the normal Mark VI Balloon Unit. it carried enough cylinders
of hydrogen to make the initial inflation of the barrage and was
equipped with three of the new ''B2" type silicol plants,
barrage was quickly operational; nine balloons v;ere flown on the

1st April, 1942, the total being increased to t\7enty, t\7o days
later. Purther expansion of the barrage vreis somewhat delayed
due to lack of labour needed to unload equipment from the ship.

Difficulties were encountered in connection with hydrogen
production. The water supply in the area was from small vrells
which were liable to dry up during the dry season. In any event
they could not be expected to support the squadron's silicol
plants, and it v/as decided to site these near the irrigation tank
at Andan-Kulam. It v/as now necessary to inflate all balloons
after the initial inflation at this point and transport them to
sites by road, All round the inner harbour, except the Inner
Harbour Road and Naval Yard, the Jungle reached the sea. The
road round the harbour vra,s very narrov/ and overhung by trees.
The transportation of inflated balloons to sites was rendered

very difficult and the chances of balloons being ripped in the
process v/ere considerable. However, these obstacles v/ere
surmounted and the squadron v/as operating tv/enty-seven balloons

by the middle of May,

The

The personnel quickly settled dov/n to ballooning under these
new conditions, althou^ in the early months of occupation the
incidence of sickness rose to 20 per cent of the unit's strength.
Chief con^jlaints were Dengue fever, malaria, ulcers and tropical
sores. Nevertheless morale remained extremely hi^^«

In common v/ith most balloon units operating in nev/ localities

overseas No, 990 Squadron \ms soon to find the weather capricious.
At 1600 hours on the 3rd April, Just two days after the initial
flight, an electrical storm arose suddenly and destroyed three
balloons. Similar storms arose at approximately the same time on
each of the next five days, causing part of the barrage to be
destroyed. A peculiarity of these casualties v/as that many times
the lightning struck the cable causing it to melt, thereby
allowing the balloon to break-away.

Barrage control at this time v/as very difficult. The
Squadron v/as equipped v'ith sufficient portable radio-telegraphy
sets to provide one at each site, but these had not been unloaded
from the ship,
and sites was made by means of dispatch luders.

Communication bet\'/een the Barrage Control Officer
'Then the sots

/v/ere installed

c.192400
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t.'ere Installed the barrage vras very efficiently controlled and
losses Trere reduced to Inflnitesiranl numbers,

A fexT days after the Initial appearance of the barrage a
heavy Japanese air attack was launched against the harbour,
and the aerodrome at china Bay. The raid -was carried out by
66 bombers flying at 15,000 ft, and by 40 fighters v/hich made
a lai7-level attack, using cannon and machine-guns, on the
aerodrome, }!!noh of the balloon squadron's equipment, v;hich
was stored at the aerodrome, was destroyed or damaged,
addition three airmen v/ere killed and one injured.

Although the barrage was not at full strength no attempt
was made to attack the Naval yard from a lo\T-level, Only one
aircraft was seen to penetrate the barrage and this is believed
to have struck the cable of the balloon flying from No. 24 site.
Pinal results of this collision were not observed and no claim
was made.

In

In May 1942 the Commander-in-Ohief, Ceylon, reviewed the
balloon barrage policy concerning the island. As  a result a
new order of priority v/as decided upon as follows:-

(i) Colombo Harbour and Merchant Shipping,

(ii) Oil Tank Installation, and iumunition Depot
at China Bay.

(iii) Talislmanaar Perry (Ceylon to India) Service.

The full programme would stretch the resources of No. 990
Squadron far beyond its intended establishment and doubts
to its ability to maintain all the barrages were expressed by
the Squadron Commander. it v;as ultimately decided that the
squadron would provide the tTro static barrages only. The
target date fixed for the Colombo Barrage v/as the 15th June.
1942.

as

"A” and "C" Pli^ts xrere transferred to Colombo and
deployed; "A" Plight in the Port area and "C" Plight at the
north-east side of the Harbour, It was also arranged to fly
waterborne balloons from ships as available, "B" Plight was
redeployed at China Bay to cover the Oil Tank Installations
and Ammunition Depot. The Colombo Barrage was raised for the
first time on the 23i^ June, sixteen balloons flying over the
target. TVro days later the reorganised barrage at China Bay
made its initial flight.

The operational policy at china Bay remained as hitherto.
At Colombo it v«s intended to fly day and night within the
oategories:-

State of Readiness "A" ?/hen there are ships of the
pleet, valuable merchant ships,
or auxiliaries in port and
there is imminent threat of
air attack.

(additional risks to be
taken and the maximum

number of balloons to be

flown in spite of bad
weather).

State of Readiness "B" lifhen there are ships of the
pleet, valuable merchant ships,
or auxiliaries in port but no
threat of attack.

The strength of the barrage would, of course, vary according to
the mmber of ships available for waterborne balloons.

/Operational
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Operational control v/as vested in the Sector Operations Conmandor
hut it vas arranged that the harrage vrould alvajrs fly on warning
of air raids. In spite of the policy to fly at all tines the
balloons were close-hauled or bedded for long periods due to
unfavourable v/eather and operational controls.

The China Bay Barrage, consisting of one flight, was found
to be inadequate. On the 5th August, 1943, "B" Plight was
ordered to rejoin the main body of No. 990 Squadron at Colombo,
its commitment being taken over by NO, 984 Squadron which raised
the barrage to full squadron strength.

On the 29th July, 1944, instructions to deflate the Colombo
balloons \7ere received, and the barrage became non-operational
two days later. At China Bay the barrage continued to operate
until the 22nd November, 1944, when it too vraa deflated and the
squadron disbanded.

A feature of the operations in Ceylon ivas the extraordinary
long life of the balloons. it will be appreciated that the
barrages were not in operation so frequently as in the Middle
East, Even so, the fact that a number of balloons were in use
for periods considerably in excess of one year, and in some cases
in excess of 500 days, is TOrthy of special mention,

(b) Calcutta

No. 990 Sqdn.
Form 540

The Japanese advance into Burma had brought Calcutta within

easy striking distance of the enemy's land-based aircraft, and
made the provision of balloon protection for the port a matter of
the greatest urgency. It was therefore decided to deploy the

274W/S.201/1/ next balloon squadron to arrive in India to that area. In March,
Org. Enc. 13A 1942, No, 978 Squadron - the first unit of No, 274 (Balloon) Wing
20.4.42, intended for the Persian Gulf - arrived in Bombay,

initial establishment of 45 Mark VI Balloons which were to be

sited in the dock area of Calcutta and along the west bank of the
Hooghly River from the Bengal-Nagpur Railway Jetty to a point
opposite King George Dock,
groups of Wo or three - v/hose location would vary each night -
were ordered to be flown in the tovAi area,

ten balloons were to be available to operate from ships in
Diamond Harbour.

It had an

A number of "Nomad" balloons in

In addition, up to

Balloons would be staggered at heights between 2,000 and
3,000 ft. To reach this maximum height it would be necessary to
fly balloons in tandem, and instructions v;ere given to fly such
balloons from twelve sites. Operational control was vested in

Headquarters, 224 Group, to be delegated to fighter formations at

the discretion of the Air officer Commanding that Group.

Although the whole of No. 274 Wing was diverted to India, it
would appear that no action was taken to divert the ships carrying
its equipment. Consequently considerable delay in providing the

barrages resulted. The personnel of No. 978 Squadron disembariced
during the first week of J.larch and spent the next six weeks in the

transit canp at Deolali. They did not arrive at Calcutta until

No, 978 Sqdn, 24th April, when they were installed in their sites vdthout
Form 540 further delay, A few balloons vrere obtained and flown for

training purposes but not until the 11th June, 1942, did the first

operational balloon make its appearance. This was taken up river
and flo^7n over the Hovnrah Bridge, On the 16th June fifteen
balloons appeared over the barrage area, but tT,7o days later,
Headquarters, 224 Group, ordered the balloons to remain bedded
until further notice.

/The proximity
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The proximity of the balloon barrage to Alipore Aerodrome
resulted in operational control over all balloons within 1^
miles of the flying field being given to the Station Commander,
Allpore. At the same time No. 978 Squadron was given
permission to operate a barrage of tv/enty^one balloons. The
deployment of the full barrage was completed on the 4th July,
and on the 26th July forty-six balloons were operational.
Thirty-six of these were land-sited and ten v/aterbome.

Shortly after becoming fully operational the Squadron was
ordered to earmaric a complete flight for duty as  a mobile unit.

This eventually proceeded to Chittagong; the personnel being
replaced by Indians,

Unfavourable weather and operational controls resulted in

the balloons being grounded, or flovm at heights not exceedii^
300 feet for long periods,
hours for

Squadron Operations Book,

On at least two occasions the barrage was not permitted to

operate during enemy air attacks on the area. The first of
these was on the 20th December, 1942, when according to the

squadron's report*-

"At 2220 hours the sirens sounded the Ain Raid v/aming.
On instructions from Fighter Operations Room the
barrage remained dull. At approximately 0245 hours,
five bombs were dropped in Kidderpore Dock
TOB reported that several coolies were killed and a
few civilians injured,”

SECRET

Indeed a total flying time of 168
vas deemed worthy of special mention in the

It• • • •

On the second occasion the report - also taken from the

Squadrons Operations Book - 8ho\ved that at 1120 hours on the

5th December, 1943, a yellow v/aming v/as received upon which
the Hov/rah Barrage v/as raised to 2,000 ft,
by an Air Raid warning at 1130 hours; the:-

This was followed

”Alipore Barrage was raised to 300 ft, at 1131 hours.
The first bombs were dropped at 1147 hours,
second load at 1225 hours,

consisted of 22 bombers flying at 15,000 feet
second attack was made by eight bombers at the same
height.”

The

The first attack
the

In all nine anti-personnel, and tvro 500-lb bombs were dropped
in the unit area, killing two airmen and causing much damage
to the squadron buildings and equipment. Although It may be
argued that the raid vreis carried out at a height far beyond
the maximum height to which the balloons could operate, the

bairrage was at no time in a position to counteract a change
of tactics on the enemy's part.

No further enemy air activity was recorded after this
last raid, but the barrage continued to be maintained in a
state of "readiness" until the 5th February, 1945> when

orders vrere received from Air Command, South East Asia, to
become non-ope3?ational. The squadron vras finally disbanded

in India on the 31st March, 1945*

In view of the small amount of flying that x/as possible
and considering the ineffective state of the barrage when enemy
air attacks were made, it is doubtful if the maintenance of the

barrage over three years was really Justified,

(c) Jamshedpur
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(c) Jamshedpur

No. 979 Squadron, the second "balloon squadron originally
intended for the Persian Gulf, arrived in India during April,
1942, and -was despatched to Homshedpur, to provide balloon
protection over Messrs, Tata's Iron and Steel Tforks,

274Tfi/S906/E
Enc. 14a

28*4.42.

The squadron's arrival during the hot season resulted in
many heat casualties among all ranks.

Forty-five sites were selected and prepared for operations
but at no time v/ere all these occupied.
Barrage, lack of equipment considerably delayed full operations.
Hovrever, a few balloons were obtained and flown to train the

NO operational difficulties appear to have been

As with the Calcutta

crews,

No, 979 Sqdn.
Form 540

encountered, either in deployment, hydrogen production or balloon
repair facilities.

Fith the arrival of its equipment, the squadron speedily
became operational. On the 20th July, the initial operations
flight was made, fifteen balloons being raised to  a maximum

operational height of 2,000 feet. By the 2nd August, a "barrage
of forty-trro balloons was operational. The "barrage was subjected
to the usual safety controls. These, and the unfavourable
weather, considerably interfered \7ith operations. Balloon
casualties were very high, due to porosity and loss of purity;
many balloons were also lost through lightning. Apart from this,
the barrage had an vineventful existence and was eventually made

non-operational on the 1st August, 1944.

The squadron personnel left Jamshedpur on the 31st August for
Cocanada, viiere an intensive course of training in connection with
combined operations was undertaken,
November v/hen the squadron returned to its former location.

Balloon operations, however, were not re-started and the squadron
remained inoperative until March 1945 when it was disbanded,

(d) Chittagong

Folloiving severe enemy air attacks on the har"bour and docks
area, it was decided to deploy a rover flight to Chittagong.
No, 978 Squadron v/as detailed to provide personnel for the task

and on the 13th November, 1942, the main party consisting of 1

Officer, 80 B.O.Rs, 12 I.O.Rs. and 14 Enrolled Followers, left
Calcutta.

B.O.Rs, had left two days previously to prepare for the arrival

of the' main body.

This lasted until mid-

An advance party, consisting of 1 Officer and 6

No, 978 Sqdi^.
Form 540

The flight arrived at Chittagong on tiie 16th November, and
Balloonscrev/s were deployed to sites on the follotdng day.

were deployed in the docks area and on the aerodrome, but no
inflations were made until the 11th December, v/hen, following
enemy air activity against the docks on the 4th and 10th

December, Air Headquarters, Bengal, issued instructions to fly
from seven dock sites. The policy was to fly the barrage
continuously at staggered heights, using both single and tandem
balloons.

On the 15th December, the enemy made a machine-gun and bomb

attack against the aerodrome during vAiich two "balloon operators
were TOunded. Bombs vrere also dropped on the docks area, one
striking a billet used by Indian airmen of the unit,
day, in accordance with instructions issued "by Air Headquarters,
Bengal, on the I3th Decem"ber, all balloons deployed at the

aerodrome were moved to the docks area and made operational.

That same

/The following
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The following day saw another air attack on the same area, hut
novj’ the full barrage was operational, and although bombs fell
in the dock area, all fell vrt.de of the targets. The enemy
aircraft also attacked the balloons, fourteen becoming
casualties. All balloon casualties ivere replaced and a
complete barrage vms again operational on the 18th Sooember,
1942.

Several warnings of impending air raids v/ere received
during the next few days, but no attack developed until 0008
hours on the 24th December, v/hen six bombs were dropped in
the protected area. At 0350 hours on the 28th December
another attack was made, during which incendiary and high
explosive bombs were dropped. The enemy's attacks continued
throughout January 1943, culminating in an attack launched
just after midday on the 23rd of the month. Fourteen enemy
bombers approached from the east at 15,000 feet, and dropped
many incendiary and high explosive bombs over the v/hole target
area. Many fires were started and considerable damage v/as

done. An ammunition barge in the docks caught fire. The
flight inflation shed was wrecked and 13 balloons destroyed.
Other Air Force buildings were hit and equipment lost and
damaged. One balloon operator vreis killed and several airmen

injured. In spite of the damage and loss of equipment, the
barrage v/as again fully operational by the follovrt.ng afternoon.

In February, four additional balloons were deployed
bringing the total flying in the barrage to tvrenty. On the
11th February, two officers and 48 airmen of No. 984 Squadron
Rover plight arrived. Part of this detachment was used to

operate the additional balloons. Enemy air attacks diminished

during February and March, but many warnings were received
during late March and early April, Prom the middle of April
until August the unfavouralDle weather conditions seriously
inteirfered with balloon operations. Luckily the enemy
appeared to have abandoned his attacks during this period, no
doubt due to the same reason.

The fusion of Nos. 978 and 984 Squadron's Rover plights
into one squadron resulted in still more balloons being added
to the barrage, and as No, 98? Squadron, the unit operated
three flights at Chittagong until the 31st March, 1945.
this date, at 1004 hours, instructions v/ere received from
Headquarters, Air Command, South East Asia, to deflate all
balloons and become non-operational,
instnictions had been carried into effect,

(e)

Balloons made their first appearance over Bombay on the
8th February, 1942, when the newly-arrived No, 984 Squadron
raised a barrage of fifteen to the ruling operational height
of 2,000 feet. This number was increased to thirty-ei^t by
the end of December, thirty-two being flown from land sites
and six vmterborne. The number of waterborne sites depended
upon the number of ships available in the harbour, and was
never large due to the refusal of the Senior Naval Officer in
Charge to allow balloons to be flovm from ammunition ships.

On

T^ithin an hour these

NO, 987 Sqdn,
Form 540

No, 984 Sqdn,
Pom 540

An "Air Co-operation Control", viiich included within its
con^iass all flying from Royal Air Force Station, Juhu, the
Bombay plying Club, and Tata Air Lines, v/as exercised by the
3rd Indian Anti-Aircraft Brigade.
Barrage Control and balloon sites v/as very poor  a daily list
of control times was issued.

As communications betv/een

To ensure an adequate margin

/of safety
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of safety, the programme vms arranged so that the barrage
close-hauled, one hour before the time of take-off of the first
aircraft, until one hour after the last aircraft vaa due to land,

Weather conditions in November and December TOre favourable
and balloons vere flo\vn almost daily during non-control hours.
Deflations, for both loss of purity and porosity, were many and
on at least two occasions during December balloons exploded
vMlst in flight,

somewhat, causing operations to be severely curtailed.

Instructions to deflate the balloons and move to Assam were
received from Air Headquarters, India, on the 7th January, and
eight days later the barrage became non-operatlonal. During
its extremely short life in Bombay, no enemy air activity VB.a
encountered,

(f) Assam

No. 984 Squadron left Bombay on the 1st February, 1943;
arrived at Digboi fourteen days later and v^as flying eight
balloons in the new area by the end of the month. During
March the barrage was increased to twenty-three balloons, but
adverse weather seriously interfered with continuous operations,

in addition to the barrage at Digboi, a flight was deployed
to Tinsukia, but at the urgent request of the Officer Commanding,
United States Army Air Corps, in that area, it was immediately
withdrawn. On the 1 ?th March, operational control over the
barrage at Digboi vra.3 vested in the United States Army Air Corps,
Fighter Commander.

Due to continued bad weather and operational controls, the
barrage vr&a flown on very few occasions and was eventually
deflated on 11th April, 1943».

was

In January 1943, the weather deteriorated

No, 984 Sqdn.
Form 540

/SBCTIQN 27
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SECTION 27

OPER/iTIONS - "CRITTilLL" iJTO "S/ilAMI"

Xfrv^Vn ccx/^lQ
Vith the cancellation of the proposed balloon barrages

for Eire, the necessity for holding, v/ithin Balloon Command,
an organisation for the rapid deployment of balloons over an
area likely to be subjected to attack "was reviev/ed. As a
result it T/as decided to retain a "Rover" squadron of forty
balloons T/ithin No, 35 Group for deployment at short notice.

That the decision was justified was proved vdien  a fev/
weeks later there occurred what proved to be the first of a

new series of enemy air attacks. The attacks were aimed at

unprotected cities of no strategic importance but viiich were

of great historical and cultural value to the nation. They
marked the beginning of a nev/ policy of reprisals by the
German Hi^ command for the heavy and sustained raids by
Bomber Command on targets in Germany, Their purpose was to
so undermine civilian morale that Bomber Command would be

forced to effect a conplete change in its bombing strategy.
This was a vain hope as nothing could be allowed to interfere

with our programme of systematic elimination of Germany’s wap

potential.

Mins,29-32

10.1.42,

ibid, Enc.5lB
6,5.42,

Steps immediately taken to combat the new menace included
the deployment of mobile balloon barrages and increased anti

aircraft gun batteries.

Mobile balloon squadrons raised vrLthin the existing
resources of Balloon Command consisted of;-

ibid. Enc,47A
5.5.42,

3 Squadron Headquarters (One each by Nos, 30, 32
and 33 Groups)

7 plights of ten balloons each (tvd each by Nos, 50,
32 and 33 Groups and one by No. 34 Group),

Balloon Command vrould thus be in a position to call upon the
nearest Group to provide a squadron in accordance v/ith the siJse

required and the location of the target to be protected,
mobile squadrons vrould be in a state of readiness to move

immediately and complete deployment in any area within 48 hours.
The organisation was to be such that, after deployment, the

squadron might either:-

(a) Become established on a permanent basis,

(b) Return to its parent unit, ^ould the emergency
cease to exist, or

(c) Move to a fiorther area to be protected.

The Attacks Commence

The

The German Air Force opened its offensive on the night of

the 2i)/25th April, 1942, vdth a sharp raid by twenty-five
aircraft against Exeter idien over 26 tons of high explosive of
a total of 52 tons fell in the target area,
folloT/ed on the next night by an attack against the historic

city of Bath, fifty enemy aircraft taking part,
of the 26/27th April saw the attack repeated v/hen sixty-five
aircraft unloaded 65 tons of bombs on the area vdth a raid

efficiency of 66,5^

This was

The night

/The First Deployment
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The First Deployment

KBO/35160
Snc« 1A

30.4.42.

Thereafter follov;ed two raids on Norwich, both highly
successful from the eneiry's point of view, the raiding efficiency
being 97.15^^ and 90.79^. This brought a loud and insistent
demand for additional defences and Headquarters, Balloon Coionand,
v/ere instructed to provide a barrage immediately. No, 993
Squadron was selected for the task and ordered to be fully
operational t/lthin 72 hours.

Oi-dng to the extremely short notice given, the reconnaissance
was carried out at the same time as deployment and naturally
resulted in some confusion. Nevertheless the squadron was
operational v/ithin the time allo\7ed.

KBC/55-369 •
Enc, 49A
6,5.42.

The sequence of events that led up to the squadron being
fully operational is worthy of mention;-

1630 hours
30 April.

Instructions to deploy received from
Headquarters, Fighter Command and No. 33 Group
ordered to despatch No, 933 Squadron,

0*G., Squadron and reconnaissance party arrived
at Nonvich, follovred by signals unit from the
Cardington Signals Post and part of main party.
Partial reconnaissance carried out and signals
arrangements made for barrage control.

Reconnaissance and deplojanent to 35 sites
conpleted. 26 balloons inflated and operational
T/ith effect from 2230 hours.

Remainder of balloons inflated and squadron fully
operational before noon.

The greatest difficulty v/as experienced in finding accommo
dation for the squadron headquarters as the Army were in occupa
tion of all suitable premises. This naturally con^licated the
administration of the barrage.

1st May

2nd May

3rd May

i>

SBC/35160
Enc, 9A

3.5.42.

Headquarters, No. 12 Group, were given operational control
over the barrage, which T/as categorised as a second-line barrage,
Tiiiich necessitated balloons remaining close-hauled duilng the
hours of daricness, except when the area was threatened with
attack.

On completing the siting survey it was found that thirty-
five balloons would provide all the protection necessary and it
was decided that the remaining five balloons be held in
to be deployed if and when the barrage commander deemed

reserve,

necessary.

Communication betr/een squadron headquarters, flights and
sites was made by \7ireloss transmitter and receiver (18 }.ik. III)
an adequate number of replacement batteries being provided to
ensure an unbroken vra.tch being maintained. A direct telephone '
line between the Squadron operations room and that at No, 12
Fighter Groi;^) v;as inst
barrage, squeakers ('/

ailed. At three suitable points in the
were set up.

The question of gun control over the balloons was discussed
with the comr/iajider of the 41st Anti-Aircraft Brigade, viiich had
recently been considerably augmented, in view of the consider
able communication difficulties involved it was decided to

/exercise

0) See Section 29.
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exercise no gun control unless it was found that the balloons
interfered isrith gun-laying instruments, in which case the
matter would be reconsidered.

Local safety control was sought by the Officer Commanding,
Royal Air Force Station, Horsham St, Faith, over certain
balloons sited in a direct line of approach to the aerodrome.
These, it was claimed, interfered with the training of pupils
in blind approach flying,
should be so controlled, and a field telephone line was laid
between the two operations rooms.

The barrage had been operational for less than a week
T^ien, on the night of the 8/9th May, the enemy made another
attack,

runners, some thirty-five to forty aircraft taking part, but
the results this time \7ere vastly different, Only three
bombs were reported to have fallen within the barrage area,
the remainder, together with many incendiaries, fell in the
neighbourhood of Stokes Holy Cross, to the south of the oity,
where a decoy site v/as situated. The raiding efficiemy on
this occasion was only 2,2% and the Squadron had the satis
faction of adding an enemy aircraft to Balloon Command's bag;
for at 0129 hours a JU,88 struck the cable of the balloon at
Site 33 and crashed at Stokes Holy Cross.

Possible Targets Surveyed

Tith an appreciation of the German Air Force's new tactics
came the necessity to take action in an endeavour to counteract
them. It was not possible to cover all likely targets prior
to possible raids; to have done so would mean forming barrages
in each area having a cathedral or historic building. The
only possible procedure was to have likely targets surveyed so
that deployment, when it was needed, could be carried out with
all possible speed. This would at least prevent repeated low-
level attacks and maintain civilian morale to a certain extent.

To this end, Headquarters, Balloon Command, issued
instructions that certain reconnaissances should be carried
out forthwith and the necessary data obtained and filed
against ^udden need. These surveys would be of a secret
nature, and in order to maintain civilian morale, the reasons
for the reconnaissance parties' visits would not be divulged.
This would, of course, add to the difficulties of the surveys
and ml^t result in failure to obtain the best siting, but it
was felt that any re-adjustment could be made after deployment.
In any event, the result would be far better than another
hurried reconnaissance, similar to that carried out at Norwich.

The areas selected were:-

No, 30 Group

It was agreed that these sites

The raid was on the same scale as its two fore-

Ipswich, Colchester, Canterbury,

KBC/P540
Appx,28/42,

■Jr*

Enc, 50a
8.5.42.

TiTinchester, Guildford.

Salisbury, Exeter, Bath.

York, Lincoln, Peterborough,

Groups were instructed to earmark suitable premises for
squadrons and flight Headquarters, but no requisitioning
action was to be taken,
was hoped that future deployments would be acconplished
vd.thin 48 hours of the orders being issued.

No, 32 Group

NO, 33 Group

With all information available it

/EKeter
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Exeter

-mi/m 664
Enc. 1A

9.5.42.

A second moTaile squadron was ordered to deploy at Exeter,
following an attack carried out on the night of 5/4th May, when
78 tons of hoiribs vrere dropped, 61,75 tons falling in the target
area. The squadron consisted of two flights each of ten
balloons, one of T^liich, provided by No, 30 Group, was assembled

fully equipped within five hours of the order to deploy being
issued by Headquarters, Balloon Command, This fli^t became
fully operational from dusk on the 11th May, 1942, and was
followed by the second flight at dusk on the following day.

The barrage was deployed within a two mile radius of the
centre of the city leaving a safety margin of four miles from
the aerodrome. It T/as flown under normal barrage conditions.
There followed a period of inactivity on the part of the eneny
and the barrage v/as in consequence short-lived, being withdrawn
on the 2nd June, 1942.ibid. Win.5.

"Crittall"

’,|u5)|3>*)u-Ui
K^55565-
Enc. 61A
12.5.42,

On the 12th May 1942, Headquarters, Fighter Command issued

Operational Instruction No, 20/1942, which outlined the action
to be taken in the event of future deployments due to a recur
rence of these vandal raids,

name "Crittall".
The operation was given the code

flHt>

The two mobile barrages nov/ operating vrere drawn from
existing resovirces iTithin Balloon Command and when formed, it
was intended that they should fill a temporary need only, which
vhen passed would allow the personnel and equipment to be

returned to their parent units. As nov/, however, it was

obvious that the "Baedeker" raids - as they had now become

known - were likely to be a permanent feature of German Air
Force policy, it was necessary to raise additional squadrons
on an established basis. To this end the Air Ministry
authorised an increase in the initial equipment of the L.-3
Barrage to cover the formation of three Mobile Squadrons of

forty balloons each.

These v/ere eventually stabilised within the follov/ing
ibid,

Eno. 74A
12.6.42.

areas:-

(a) No, 10 (Fighter) Group - One Squadron to cover as
required, EXETER, B/iTH, SWINDON,
GLOUCESTER, ISLE OP ITIQU.

No, 11 (Fighter) Group - One Squadron to cover as
required, CANTERBUHT, SALISBURT,
V/INCHESTER, GUILIFORD.

No, 12 (Fighter) Group - One Squadron to cover as
required, YORK, NORWICH, LINCOLN,
PETERBOROUGH, IPS^TICH, COLCHESTER.

(^>)

(c)

The squadrons .rere numbered Nos. 992, 993 and 994 Squadrons,

'Salaam*

It was not intended to create additional squadrons for

"Crittall" beyond those already authorized, but as it was
in5)ossible to anticipate the enemy attacks on any particular
city it was evident that the barrages, would not  - except by
chance - be operational when the first attack was made,
purpose of the barrage was therefore mainly to assist the

The

/maintenance
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maintenance of civilian morale after the initial attack and
during subsequent attacks which usually follo\7ed closely
the first. ^

on

ibid. Bnc.75A
17.6.42. The removal of a barrage would quickly be apparent to

German reconnaissance pilots, and the civil population would
of course be aware of its disappearance immediately.

To create in the minds of both enemy aircrews and the
generel public the illusion that many more barrages were
deployed than the three operating, Headquarters, Balloon
Command, instructed Groups to form dummy balloon barrages
supplementary to the mobile squadrons. T/hen any mobile
squadron was instructed to move, the squadrcn conmander
would select about 75 per cent of the sites and
them for the deployment of dummy balloons. L
selected vrere those readily seen from the air and were
usually situated on the perimeter of the barrage where
balloons v/ould show conspicuously against the surrounding
fields, A few sites in busy areas where balloons could be
seen by the local populace were also to be selected.

prepare
The sites

To keep the public unaware that a change in the barrage
T/as being made the dtiramy balloons must be deployed as far as
possible before the operational balloons were deflated.,  This,
however, was not to prejudice the move of the mobile squadron
to its new location Td.thin the specified time.

KDB/51432
Enc. 5A
June 1942.

Six dummy barrages vrerc authorized and v/ere formed from
the resources within the Group administering the mobile squadron
at the time of its move. The establishment of each dummy
barrage was:-

1 Plying Officer
1 P/Sergeant
1 Sergeant

2 Corporals
11 Aircraftmen

(Balloon Operators)

Two laying out and servicing parties and
one inflation party (with petrol blov;ers)

1 Equipment Assistant

1 Medical Nursing Orderly
1 M.T. Mechanic.

Mechanical Transport consisted of;-

Motor Cycle
Combination

Tenders 3 tons

Vans 15 cwt.

Bicj'cles

1

1

2

1

6

At least 50 per cent of Balloon Operators, including N.C.O.s,
had to be Drivers M.T., and in addition be able to ride motor
cycles.

The operation was called "Salaam" and was no doubt
successful, to some extent, in foiling German aircrews,
but not the general public. Inquisitive children the
vrorld over Trt.ll quickly sense a nev/ plaything if left
unattended, so ^vith the "Salaam Barrages"; the children
seeing in every site a new playground con^jlete with toy
spoilt the effect as far as hoodtrtnking the local populace
T/as concerned.

/Transport
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Transport PifflcultieB of "Crittall'

A fundamental weakness in the rapid deployment of mobile
squadrons to Non'dch and Exeter had proved to be due to lack of
transport. To overcome this it xvas decided that future

deployments would take place in two parts, the main party vdth
a reduced Kcalo of general equipment, but sufficient to operate
all sites efficiently would move in the first instance, followed
by the rear party a day or tvm lator. This decision greatly
facilitated subsequent moves and coupled v/ith the pre-reconnaiss
ance policy resulted in very speedy deployments.

Canterbury

On the night of the 31st May, 1942, Canterbury was attacked
by forty-eight enemy aircraft which dropped 55 tons of bombs, 83
per cent of which fell in the/ target area. Soon after mid-day
on 1st June, Headquarters, No. 30 Group were ordered to deploy
t'wenty L-Z balloons to the area immediately. No. 994 Rover

Squadron was assembled and instructed to deploy over an area idth

a radius of roughly two miles from the centre of the city. The
area had been subject to previous reconnaissance and deployment
■7/as effected vrlth amazing speed, ten balloons becoming
operational the some night, follov/ed by the remainder at 0730
on the morning of the 2nd June.

KBC/5i687-
Enc. 16a
June 1942.

Being a "rover" unit it was necessary for Headquarters, No.
30 GTOup, to contact all units holding crews ready for partici
pation in its formation and issue movement instructions.
folloT/ing extract of events leading to so successful a deploy
ment may, therefore, be of interest:

The

1st June

11.05 hours H.Q, Balloon Command notified H.Q. No. 30
Group that Rover Squadron could deploy.

11.10 hours H.Q. No. 30 Group instructed all units of
squadron to assemble at Nos. 3 and 4
Centres and R.A.E. Station, Chessington.

12.23 hours Confirmation to deploy at Canterbury,
received at H.Q. No. 50 Group.

13.50 hours Movement order signalled to all assembly
points.

14.15 hours "A” Plight advance party left No. 4 Centre
with hydrogen.

"A" plight left No, 4 Centre.15.45 hours

17* 13 hours B" plight left No. 4 Centre,

17*40 hours Squadron H.Q. left R.A.P. Chessington.

"A" plight, less one rd.nch (breakdovm),
arrived and commenced deployment.

The first balloon inflated.

21.10 hours

21,20 hours

21.55 hours Squadron H.Q, arrived,

"B" Plight aivived and commenced to deploy.22.45 hours

/23.OO hours
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Direct Lino from Squadron H.Q. to H.Q.
No. 11 (Fi,(?hter) Group established.

Nine balloons operational

23,00 hours

23.59 hours

2nd June

Last cre\r installed on site.05,00 hours

All balloons opemtional.07.24 hours

The speedy deployment of "A" Plight was to a large extent due
to the assistance rendered by cadets of the local squadron of

the Air Training Corps, who had been placed at the disposal of
the squadron to guide individual crews to their sites,
plight arrived too late to use the services of the cadets and
were shown singly to their sites by the barrage commander.
Enemy air activity did not hanper the deployment; eleven
balloons were flying before the "all clear" sounded at 0409
hour^.

"B"

The enemy launched a further attack against the city on

the night of the 2/3rd June erpl-oying some 40 aircraft, tut
of the 25 tons of bombs unloaded only 8 tons fell within the

target area,

(Dr. Hewlett Johnson) in a
No, 994 Squadron, said:-

"I cannot adequately express our gratitude for v^hat
you ha.ve done for Canterbury City and Cathedral.
The difference betv/een the night of Sunday, May
31st and June 1st, and Tuesday, June 2nd, v;hen
your balloon barrage and augmented gunfire appeared
on the scene was extraordinary. On Sunday night
dive-bombing was incessant; on Tuesday I only
noticed one dive-bombing attack, and that dive-
bomber, carrying the heaviest load yet discharged
upon us, probably a 2,000 kgm. bomb, was deflected
Into quite harmless ground. You have undoubtedly
been one of the chief factors in saving Canterbury
Cathedral."

Gomraenting on the raids the Dean of Canterbury
letter to the Officer Commanding,

ibid.

Eno. 18b

5.6.42.

Canterbury was again attacked on the night of the 6/7th June
when fifteen enemy aircraft dropped some 40 tons of bombs, seven
tons falling in the target area. There then followed a lull -
the balloons nevertheless remaining deployed - until on the 31st

October/1 st November, the enemy resumed the attack with three
sharq) raids during viiich 76 tons of bombs fell, but again only
22 tons reached the target area. In all sixty-five bombers and

thirty fighters were used in this raid, and direct hits were
scored on military barracks outside the barrage area. This
resulted in a request for four additional balloons, but although
nev/ sites were selected the expansion was not approved on the

usual grounds of lack of equipment and personnel.

Salisbury

Following a month free from enemy air activity, the Exeter

,  on the 2nd June 1942, ordered to deploy at
So far there had been no air attack on the city

barrage was
Salisbury,
but it was reasonable to suppose that such a target as its
ancient cathedral would not escape the enemy's attention for

long.
/The barrage
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Enc. 15A
2.6.42»

The 'barrarre area had been reconnoitred and once again a
speedy deployment of the barrage was made, in a rough circle
with a radius of t\7o miles from the centre of the city;
Headquarters, No, 32 Group, reporting tr/enty-tvflo ballobns
operational from 2230 hours on the 3rd June. Norml routine
was carried out for the next two months but on the afternoon of
the 11th August, a single enemy aircraft appeared unheralded
over the city and caught the defences napping. It dived to 40

dropped tvro bombs and machine-gunned t!te streets. On the
p  August, another single raider appeared

i7.a.4Z. without warning over the city, but on this occasion the barrage
was flying at 5,000 ft. having been raised on receipt of a
previous doubtful plot.

TWO such raids \7ithin the space of three days caused the
Royal Observer Corps to overhaul their warning system in that
area. This brou^^t to light a "blind-spot” which was immedi
ately rectified. At the same time it was observed that the
enony had followed the lines of the River Avon and the railv/ay
to the target. To counteract this the barrage was thickened by
three additional balloons v;hich v/ere operational from the 25th
August.

Little damage was caused by these attacks which were not
repeated and the barrage v^-as ultimately v/ithdrawn and transferred
to Sr/indon on the 24th April, 1943.

Ipswich and Chelmsford

On the 12th September, 1942, Headquarters, Balloon Command,
ordered the removal of the Norvaoh Barrage to Ips’.7ich; the new
barrage was expected to be operational within 72 hours. Here
again, due to pre-reconnaissance, a speedy deployment was made
and on the 14th September, Headquarters, No, 30 Group, were able
to report 75 per cent of the barrage operational,
communications beWeen the Operations Room at No, 11 (pighter)
Group and balloon sites had been established.

The barrage area was roughly circular and extended for two
miles from the centre of the to’.vn. It was operated under normal
barrage conditions and t/as subject to local safety controls by
Royal Air Force Station, Martlesham Heath, and Ipsv.lch Air Port -
at that time used for training purposes, it was, ho\7ever,
short-lived and after only two months was transferred to
Chelmsford and replaced by a "Salaam" unit.

On a^val at Chelmsford, No, 995 Squadron xras deployed over
,  an area 2^ miles diameter centred on the railway station. Its

thirty-one balloons v/ere operated as a first-line barrage and
were operational from 2000 hours on the 14th November, 1942, Just
48 hours after Headquarters, Balloon Command, issued its instruc
tions. Communication TTith Headquarters, No, 11 (pighter^ Group
v^s established through Royal Air Force Station, North Wekd.

Enemy air activity against the city a few days after the
barrage became operational revealed a weakness in the defence
system, the enemy penetrating the barrage by flying in along
the railway line. To counteract these tactics two balloons
were re-sited.

In addition

Ah&/'4
KBC/5^^27~'
Enc,3A
2.11,42.

V 2<=

The area was subjected to occasional light air attacks
causing the barrage to remain until mid-1944, when the squadron
Tra.s ^vithdra\7n to deploy with the "Diver" Barrage,

/York
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York

That York vrould be hiph on the German Air Eoroe's list of
“Baedeker" targets to.s obvious from the commencement of these

raids, and it v/as not long before the raiders paid a visit to
the city. On the night of the 28/29th April 1942, forty
enemy aircraft dropped a total of 83.85 tons of bombs 6^
falling in the target area. A reconnaissance of the area v/aa
carried out in May, but it v/as not intended to deploy unless
the attacks were repeated. The difficulty was the usual one,
lack of equipment and personnel. Luckily the attacks were
not repeated during the ensuing months and it v/as not until

the end of October that a balloon barrage was deployed in the
city.

KBC/51660
Eno, 1B

14.5.42,

prom July, 1942, No. 985 Squadron had been standing by at
Royal Air Force Station, Chessington, fully equipped to

proceed overseas, but lack of shipping space had prevented any
progress being made with its movement,
shipping space being made available for the unit in the near

future led the AirMinistry to suggest to both Fighter and

Balloon Commands that some useful work should be found for it

in the meantime.

No possible chance of

The squadron was esta,b].ished to fly forty-five Mk, VI

balloons and it was decided that a barrage of these at York
would serve the dual purpose of protecting the city and enable
the personnel to obtain valuable experience on the balloons to

be operated overseas,
squadron deployed thirty balloons over an area 2^ miles in
diameter centred on York Minster.

A new pack-up v/as issued and the

Numerous difficulties in connection v/ith supply v/ere
encountered and although the barrage v/as deployed in accord

ance with the previous reconnaissance, it v/as not operational
until the 3rd November. Like most "Crittall" barrages it v/as

designated a second-line barrage. Control v/as exercised by
Headquarters, No. 12 (Fighter) Group with local safety
controls granted to Royal Air Force Station, York, which v/as

within 300 yards of the barrage and to Royal Air Force Station,
Rufford, situated about two miles to the west.

ibid.

Eno,25A
5.11.42.

The former was a flying training unit and required the

balloons close-hauled during most hours of daylight therfeby
effectively precluding any possibility of training by No, 985
Squadron. During the month of November the barrage was

raised to 2,000 feet on only three occasions, but before any
arrangement could be made to supplement this meagre training
the squadron was ordered to proceed overseas. The barrage
was deflated and became non-operational on the 3rd December

after a life of just one month* Operation "Salaam" v/as not
effected in this case.

Return to Norv/ich

Enc. 66a
18,11.42.

On the 28th November 1942, Headquarters, Fighter Command,
ordered the barrage to re-deploy to Norv/ich. As previously
a total of forty L-Z balloons was required. No, 993 Squadron
was deployed at the time at Ipswich and a new squadron No. 995
was accordingly assembled and ordered to the area. The
balloons were again operated as a first-line barrage under the

operational control of Headquarters, No, 12 (Fighter) Group
with the usual local safety controls.

/in May

G. 192400
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In May a flight of tvrelve halloons v/aa transferred to
Tamouth and tos treated as an independent harrage under the

operational control of No. 12 (Fighter) Group hut remainded
under the administrative control of the Squadron Headquarters
at Norwich as a detached flight.

On the 15th May the "Crittall" barrage, lately operating at

Swindon, deployed to Lowestoft and was also treated as a

detached flight of No. 993 Squadron,
making up the establishment of the Swindon barrage only twelve
were deployed at Lovrestoft, the remaining six being used to
augment the depleted Noivri.ch barrage,
received enthusiastically by both the civil population and naval
personnel in the town, and resulted in raising morale vhioh had

ibid. Enc.28A been considerably disturbed by the machine-gunning  tactics of
25.6,43.

K-Bo/52122
Enc. 11A

13.5.43. Of the eighteen balloons

The balloons were

the enemy which had been a feature of recent air attacks.

On the 5th July 1943^ No. 992 Squadron took over the
control of the flights at Yarmouth and Lowestoft setting up
Headquarters in the former town. The barrages, however,
remained under the operational control of No. 995 Squadron at

This was a poor "set-up" and direct communication
was sought T/ith Headquarters, No. 12 (Fighter) Group.

Headquarters, No, 12 Group were alive to the difficulties
of operating these coastal barrages and did not T/lsh to impose
an overriding control on the frequent occasions on which friendly
aircraft flew over the area. To do so would be dangerous in an

area where surpr'ise attacks were likely. On the other hand to

fly at ruling operational flight on the sovinding of sirens would
constitute an unnecessary danger to our aircraft in the vicinity,
especially in view of the fact that the sirens in the neighbour
hood were sotmded on the instructions of the local Royal Observer
Coips without reference to No, 12 Group,

To obviate difficulties, Headquarters, No. 30 Grotq),
proposed that the Norvn.ch, Yarmouth and Lowestoft barrages be
limited to 1,500 feet unless the consent of the Balloon Officer
at Headquarters, No. 12 Group, was obtained. On the approach
of enemy aircraft near the area, balloons wovild be raised to the

ruling operational height at the discretion of the Barrage
commander. Before, hov/ever, any decision t/as arrived at, No,
995 Squadron moved to Shoreham and Newhaven, being relieved at

Noi\/ich by No. 1 Mobile Flight. This resulted in control being
passed to No, 992 Squadron,

Operational control was finally clarified by Headquarters,
No, 12 Group, viio in November 1943, issued its instructions to

Headquarters, No. 30 Group. These, amended to suit changed
barrage conditions in June 1944, were to the effect that the
Norwich barrage would not be raised above 15OO feet either by
day or night without the prior authority of the Balloon Officer,
No, 12 (Fighter) Group, except on the approach of enemy aircraft
when they would operate at ruling operational flight immediately.

The Yarmouth and Lowestoft barrages would be subject to a

similar control except that they would be raised to ruling
operational flight on the sounding of sirens by day. By night
on the sounding of sirens, barrage control vrould first obtain
the consent of the Balloon Officer at No. 12 Group before giving
the order to fly balloons, '

ibid, Enc. 30A Norwich.

8.7.43.

/under the

G. 192400
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Eno. 103a

19.6.44.

/sT under the reorganisation of Balloon Command, No.  1 Mobile
plight was disestablished and reformed as No. 951 Squadron,
this form it continued operations at Norwich until the 19th
June 1944, ■'slien like many other barrages it was required to
operate elsewhere.

In

Many areas in addition to those covered in this Section
enjoyed "Crlttall” protection for varying periods and for
obvious reasons have not been specifically dealt v/ith.
’Whether or not "crittall" and "Salaam" Justified their
undoubtedly heavy cost depend entirely on one's attitude
to the cultural aspect of life in this country,
barrages did in large measure nxillify the spoliation efforts
of the German Air Force cannot be doubted.

That these

/SECTION 28
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SECTION 28

FURTHER RE-ORgANISATION IN B/iLLOON COyMiND

ExaEdnatlon of Establishnent

In October 1942, ̂ ^hen its re-organisation was almost
oonplete Balloon Command v^as instructed by the Air Coimcil to
make a close scrutiny of its establishments with the object of
making still further economies in personnel,
in Charge, Administration (Air Commodore A,¥. Mylne) forwarded
various suggestions to all branches of the Command by \vhich
savings could be effected.

"The effect of so many apparently unpalatable savings
can be overcome by a general direction f3X>m this
Headquarters that a duplication of duties is
permissible for all trades in accordance vlth local
conditions." (0

The Air Officer

He stated that

Balloon
Comnand

Form 540
5.10.42.

*Pheee proposals wore discussed at a conference held at

Headquarters, Balloon Cormand, on the 15th October. The Air
Officer Commanding, Balloon Conmand, made it clear that, while
7?omen's Axuiliary Air Force training,
cable bomb training in the offing,
feasible to effect reductions by eliminating centres, and the
discussion at this end and a further conference in November

were confined to existing establishment details.  A number of

minor reductions v;ere approved but few radical changes were

accepted. Although Balloon Command were prepared to recommend
reductions in Nomen’s Auxiliary Air Force balloon crews and

Waterborne balloon crews, the Command Air Staff regarded with

disfavour any reduction in Royal Air Force land crews, and no
reduction in the establishment of officers in squadrons was

It had shovm a mrked increase since the

was in progress and twin
he did not consider it

entertained,

Appendix C.
15.10,42.

Appendix E
13.11,42,

beginning of the war, but so had the demands of stich branches
as Education, Anti-Gas, Fire, Defence, Gardening, Salvage, etc.,
all of which extended their activities down to individual

In general, the establishment reductionsballoon sites,

possible without further reductions in balloons were small
and not likely to effect much economy in numbers of personnel.

Reduction by Forty Per Cent

Efforts to economise in manpower by minor reductions in

establishments were soon eclipsed by a much larger project*
In December 1942, the Air Ministry requested Balloon Command
to make arrangements to reduce its strength by forty per cent
as part of a cut of 225,000 personnel throughout the Royal Air

This involved a reduction in personnel from some

50,000 to approximately 30,000 and a major re-organisation
would be required to effect it and at the same time keep as
many balloons flying as possible.

Force,

Balloon
Coninand

P.540
20.12,42.

/in a paper

(1) This, in effect, said "Ne must nls-employ tradesmen to
save other tradesmen,"

(2) See Section 15*
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In a paper suTmitted to the Air Council, the Air Fcnhcr for
Supply and Organisation and the Air Member for Personnel put
forv/ard various methods by \vhich the cut of 20,000 could be made.
Pointing out that the Yfemen's Auxiliary Air Force substitution
policy then being enacted t®s expensive in personnel, as 12 Tromen
did the v;ork of 9 men, three methods \7erc suggested:-

To retain separately manned sites and to reduce the
numbers of both airmen and aimromen to accord with
reduced operational requirements.

To eliminate airwomen balloon operators together
Tdth allied ancillary establishments.

To form mixed crews of airmen and airwomen.

To do away with airwomen balloon operators would cause political
embarrassment and it would be difficult to make use of airwomen
in other Royal Air Force trades,
would effect the biggest economy in personnel, but there were
objections to this in view of the conditions under vThich balloon
operators worked,

recomendod and was accepted by the Air Council on the 5th
January, 1943.

In preparing its proposals in accordance v/ith the decision
of the Air Council, Balloon Command calculated that with an
estimated strength of 29,243, it would be able to fly some 1,573
balloons of Viihich 560 would be operated by Women's Auxiliary Air
Force crews.

(a)

(o)

The formation of mixed crews

The adoption of the first method was

Air Ooxmoil

Memoranda

A02A3
5.1.43.

Air council

Meeting
1.43. 5.1.43.

Balloon Oomnand
F.540
Appendix A.
9.2.43.

It was proposed to retain the existing administrative system
of Balloon Command \iiiile effecting, within its structure,
substantial economies,
down.

BUtaitting others to drastic thinning,
proposals were to be carried out in t^To phases, the first

covering the majority of barrages. The second phase, affecting
only certain barrages, was to take place when the first had been
completed and the Command was in a position to estimate its

remaining resources to decide vhether the second phase, which
affected vitally important barrages, would be essential to

produce the required target. Certain general principles underlay
the specific instructions issued to groups. The existing system
of administrative responsibility was retained vlth equality
between groups as far as was possible. At least one Royal Air
Force fli^t should be maintained in squadrons where the yomen's
Auxiliary Air Force operated balloons. Barrages of 20 balloons
were to be administered as single flight squadrons with combined
squadron and flight headquarters. All prime mover wrinches v/ore
to be retained and the proportion of half mobile and half non-
mobile winches would be consequently changed. Mobile squadrons
were to be treated as normal units from the administrative point
of view. Establishments were framed so that auxiliary airmen,
vjho had not signed certificates of willingness to be posted from
their units, could be absorbed. Re-organisation proposals
involving the rearrangement of groups and the reduction of
squadrons based on these principles vrere submitted to the Air
Ministry and on securing approval were issued to groups on the
25th February.

The flying strength wrauld have to be cut
This meant doing aw/ay vrith some barrages altogether and

The rc-organisation

/The first
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The first phase of rc-organisation covered all barrages
except those at London, Plymouth, Palnouth and yeovil. Plans
for these barrages Tvould be considered on completion of Phase

I, Other barrages ver& divided into two categories

Protective barrages vvhere balloons were sited so
as to give the maxinun protection to certain
vulnerable points.

(a)

ibid.

Appendix (J.
25.2.43.

Token barrages v/here the number of balloons flown
was less than that required for full protection.
Here sites to be retained should be such as were
most suitable from the administrative and signals
standpoint,

A great deal of the re-organisation programme concerned
the closing down of a certain number of sites in barrages.
Gro\5)S were instructed to retain as far as possible sites
v/hich vrere already provided with full-scale ’yomen's Auxiliary
Air Force accommodation and also where audible lightning
predictors were installed. Preference was also to be given
to ttioae sites where there v/as ample room for the tail guy

• mooring,
annitary problems should be vacated especially if they v/ere
unsuitable for Women's Auxiliary Air Force or vrere required

by other services. Vacated sites where rents were low or
the cost of reinstatement mi^t be high were not to be given
up in case of future deployment.

The revision of establishment provided a new scale for

barrage control vAiich varied rdth the requirements of each

barrage. A new establishment xi&s issued for squadrons of

twenty balloons where the ttro flints could be administered
from one headquarters, retaining their individuality as

flights, but controlled administratively from the squadron
headquarters. Royal Air Force crews on land sites were
reduced to 2 non-commissioned officers and 7 aircraftmen,
and on waterborne sites to 2 non-commissioned officers and

6 aircraftmen. Women's Auxiliary Air Force crews were to

consist of 1 sergeant, 1 corporal and 10 aircraftwomen.

(t)

Sites which presented operational difficulties or

In No. 30 Group, group headquarters T/as to remain at

Royal Air Force Station, Chessington, and No. 4 Balloon
Centre eliminated, the administration of squadrons, for which

it was responsible, being transferred to No. 1 or No. 3 Balloon
Centres. __ _

(Weybridge), No, 928 Squadron (Harvdch), No, 95o Squadron
(Langley), and No. 924/30 Squadron (Southanpton) viiere balloons

to be sited to cover Eastleigh and Southampton docks at

Reductions were to take place in No. 954 Squ£.dron

v/ere

the expense of areas already heavily bombed or not containing
No. 932 and 933 Squadrons at Portsmouth werevital targets,

to be amalgamated with a reduced strength; No. 995 Squadron
(Norwich) vra,s to be transferred to No, 33 Group.

In No. 32 Group, No. 14 Balloon Centre \'/as to be eliminated

and the balloon repair services carried out there for the South

Wales squadrons transferred to No. 11 Balloon Centre, the

reoaining services continuing until after the South Wales

re-organisation was complete. Y/hen No. 965 Squadron (Port
Talbot) ceased to exist, the sixteen balloons remaining there
were to operate as a detached flight of No, 958 Squadron
(Swansea), No, 953 Squadron (Cardiff-Barry), No. 966 (Newport),
No, 912 (Brockr/orth), and No, 955 (Yfeston-super-Mare) were to
be reduced. No. 927 Squadron (Bristol) and No. 935 Squadron
(Pilton) were to be amalgamated as one squadron, flying a

/reduced
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reduced number of balloons with tvro,flights operating at Pilton.
No, 32 Group v;aa to assume control of No, 6 Balloon Centre and in
conjunction Tdth No. 33 Group va.3 to arrange for the reduction of
Mo, 918 Squadron (Derby) and No, 916/17 Squadron (Coventry),
v?hich was to become a token barrage only. The Birmingham
barrage was to be reduced to a token barrage of tw'o squadrons.

1

In No, 33 Group, Nos, 8 and 16 Balloon Centres were to be

vacated, and barrages at Eunoom (No. 22/3 Squadron), Accrington
(No,963 Squadron), Barrow (No, 950 Squadron) vd.thdravm. Nos.
919 and 921 Squadrons, Liverpool, were to be re-organised as a
single squadron flying a token bairage of sixty-five balloons,
the outer Mersey barrage having already been removed,
Manchester, Nos. 925 and 926 Squadrons were to be amalgamated as
a single squadron flying a token barrage of forty balloons.
949 Squadron (Crewe) and No. 942/3 Squadron (Hull) were to be
reduced but the six balloons florm from drifters in the Humber,
v/ere to remain unaffected, and No, 939/40 Squadron (Sheffield)
was to operate as a token barrage only.

At

No.

No, 34 Group headquarters was to be eliminated and the
squadrons which it administered were to pass to No, 33 Group.
No, 18 Balloon Centre, (Glasgow) was to be vacated, and the
Northern Ireland barrages. No. §20 Sqixadron (Londonderry) and
No, 968 Squadron (Belfast) were to cease to exist. Reductions
were also to take place at Billingham, Newcastle and in the Forth,
while the barrage at Blyth and the Clyde barrage v;ere to be
removed.

Barrages were to be reduced in the follov/ing manner.

Phase I

Present

Establishment
New

Reduction EstablishmentGroup Barrage

30 Weybridge
Langley
Harwich

Southampton
Portsmouth

24 4 20

24 4 20

32 2 30
63 15 48
64 10 54

32 Bristol
Port Talbot

Newport
Swansea

Cardiff

Brockworth

Weston

88 6523
20 164

630 24
32 4 28
48 6 42
24 4 20

24 4 20

33 Mersey 27 27 already with
drawn.

Accrington
Barrow

Runcorn

Manchester

Birmingham
Coventry
Sheffield

Derby
Crewe

Liverpool
Hull

24 24
24 24
48 48
104 64 40
157 73 84
54 24 30
64 11 53
30 10 20

30 10 20

92 6527
60 10 50

/34 Clyde
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Present

Establishment
New

Reduction EstablishmentGroup Barrage

34 Clyde
Londonderry
Belfast

Blyth
Glasgow
Blllingham
Newcastle
Forth

8 8

40 40
32 32
8 8

112 72 40
48 6 42
72 639
51 11 40

Phase II

These proposed reductions would not be decided upon until
the conpletion of phase I,

Present

Establishment Reduction Establishment
New

Group Barrage

30 London

Yeovil

Falmouth

Plymouth

300 125 175
32 24 204

24 4 20

67 5611

No ireductlons would take place in the following barrages

Present

EstablishmentGroup Borages

Canterbury
Dover

Thames

Chelmsford
Norwich

30 24

24
25
31

40

32 Salisbury
Mobile flight

25
18

(not deployed)

633 Humber

34 81Scapa

ibid.

54/V43.
Re-organisation in the manner specified in the comprehensive

instructions issued to groiJ5)a continued throughout April 1943»
Groups forwarded to Headquarters, Balloon Command, their

proposals which, vdien approved, were forwarded to the Air
Ministry together with the nev/ establishments required for
official sanction,

establishment and issue it vdien the re-organisation date,
which depended on the conpletion of signals, i7as anno\inced.
The scale establishments permitted units to plan their new

organisation without having to wait for the formal issue of

the approved establishment,
sufficiently far advanced to take stock of the position.
It was found that v/ith Phase I nearing conpletion, the

desired figure of man-po\7er had been attained i/ithout
touching the barrages in London, Falmouth, Plymouth and
Yeovil,

progress, twenty balloons had been deployed at Sunderland.

The Air Ministry would approve the

In May, the process was

In addition, vAiile the withdrawals were in

ibid.

27/V43.

/Despite
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■neaplte all this rearrangement of the Conanand, it waa still
possible, vri.th an establishment of approximately 30,000
personnel, to fly 1,638 balloons, many more than were
anticipated when the reorganisation oontmenaed.

On the completion of this reorganisation the disposition
of balloon barrages was as follows

No»30 G-roup 300London

Appendix A
V8A3.; , ,
0r51976/Wo^
Enc,24A*
8,6.43.

;«M

Thames
Dover
Harwich
Southampton
Portsmouth
Langley
Canterbury
Noirdoh
Chelmsford
Y^eybridge

20
24
30
48
54
20

24 fmobile
40 (mobile
31 (mobile

20

65Bristol
Brockworth
Cardiff
Falmouth
Newport
Port Talbot
Plymouth
SvTOnsea
Vfeston-super-Mare
Yeovil
Salisbury
Kobile Plight (undeployed) 18

20

24
24
16
67
28
20

24
25

No.32 Group

84No.33 Group Birmingham
Coventry
Crewe

Derby
Hull
Liverpool
Manchester
Sheffield
Sunderland

30
20
20
56
65
40
53
20

Billingham
Forth
Glasgow
Newcastle
Scapa

42
40
40
63
81

17^38

Disbandment of Balloon Training Unit

Balloon Command
Form 540
28.9.43.

Before this sweeping reorganisation v/as complete, the
Air Ministry was already suggesting a further cut of 2,000
personnel in Balloon Command, No measures, however, were

taken to effect this specific reduction because of the new
commitments which Balloon Command undertook in connection with
the invasion of Europe, It was, nevertheless, decided in
September, 1943 to disband No,l Balloon Training Unit in order
to save manpoT/er and because v/ith the reduced strength of the
Command and the cessation of Women's Auxiliary Air Force
training, the activities of this unit were considerably
ciu?tailed. Also, in the autumn of 1943. the nevr commitments
demanded a complete reorganisation of the training establishment*

/Accordingly
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ibid. Appendix Acooi^iingly on the 8th November, 1943j instructions were
C* 8.11.43* given for the disbandment of No.l Balloon Training Unit; courses

administered by the unit would come under the direct control of

Headquarters, Balloon Command (Training Section) and new
©atablishmonts for these courses were issued.

Preparations for Invasion

Balloon Command

Form 540
6.10,43.

m October 1943, the Air Ministry raised the question of
the part Balloon Command would bo required to play in the
invasion of Europe, Balloon Command stated that men could be
found for this purpose by further ’'Tomon's Auxiliary Air Force
substitution. After consultation with Balloon Command, the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chiof, Fighter Command (Air Marshal
Sir T, Leigh-Mallory) suggested to the Air Ministry that the
time had come for a con^jleto revision of policy with regard
to balloon defences. Taking into account the current and
Gjcpooted scale of enonny attack and the balloon requirements
for Operation "Overlord'* - the invasion of the Continent - he

considered that balloon barrages were no longer required north
of a line Severn to the Vfash and west of a line the Wash to

the Forth, with the exception of barrages flying at Brookworth,
Rosyth and Scapa, In the area where balloons were retained the

mobile squadrons operating at Nonvich, Groat Yarmouth,
Lowestoft, Chelmsford and Canterbury should be iiaado static and
aoconmodation provided to allow for occupation by the Y/oraen*s
Auxiliary Air Force if necessary. For the "Overlord" operation
a certain force of Mark VI balloons would be required both for
defending embarkation ports in England and beaches and
disembarkation points on the continent. The Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, recommended that this
force, on a mobile basis, should be deployed in areas from which
barrages wore to be removed for the purpose of training and
also to provide some balloon protection for those areas.
Ho asked for no further reduction in manpower in Balloon Command
until the requirements for "Overlord" were known.

Appendix B
16,10.43*

Appendix E
13.11.43.

Informed of the general requirements of "Overlord",
Balloon Command was able to calculate how mai\y men would be
required and how they could bo found by acting on the policy
put forward by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter
Command,

airmen would be wanted for the "Overlord" operation,
may be sviramarised as follows •-

Operation

It was assumed that a total of 4,041 officers and
The pl

Balloon Other

Balloons Qp'era^ Trace's Total Officers To

an

tors.

tal

(i) Home
Ports

(ii) Beach
Parties

421 235 656 36 692175

476 476210 14 490

(iil) Port
180Squadrons

(iv) Balloon
Repair

(v) Teiiporary Orgart-
isation in

437 295 732 38 770

60 60 60

51 1006 1057 113881rear areas,

(vi) Admiralty
requirement
for manning
Hards,

(vii) 2 Mark VI Sqdns.
reserved for

deplo^ent over
seas but not for
"Overlord"

Operation

Grand Total

90

385 385 8 393

 306 168 474

655 '2^""1764 '13840 201 4041
49824
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Balloon Command proposed to supply the men required by the
elimination of barrages in accordance with the recommendation
of the Air Officer Comraanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command,
There were alternative schemes, however, as at that time 31
per cent of balloon sites were manned by the Wotuen's Auxiliary
Air Force, If the rear barrages were removed the proportion
would fall to 21 per cent and some 8,823 Royal Air Force and
V/omen's Auxiliary Air Force personnel would be released, but,
if the original proportion was retained on the remaining
balloon sites, a total of 8,348 personnel would bo released.
In either case it seemed possible to find sufficient
existing resources for the "Overlord" operation, and also tc
release a certain number for other Air Force duties. As,
however. Balloon Command personnel had had little experience
with Mark VT balloons flying on land it was necessary to make
arrangements for extensive training facilities.

Planning for the Curtain Barrage,

men from

ibid,

14.11.43.

YiThilo these plans for Operation "Overlord." wore under
consideration. Balloon Command was faced with another and

greater responsibility. In December 1943, it was advised
of the possibility of attacks on this country by pilotless
aircraft and f

Great Britain
the Air Marshal Commanding Air Defence of
(Air Marshal Sir Roderic Hill) was consid

Balloon

Command

Form 540
12.12,45.

even

ering
the use of balloons to constitute a physical defence against
this form of attack. The plan for the deployment of what
was called the "Crossbow" or Curtain barrage was drawn up in

I  Briefly, the intention was to deploy someDecember, 1943,
500 b

ibid

21.12,43.

alloons south-east of London sited in such
to fly in the path of pilotless aircraft approaching the London

The necessary personnel and equipment for this purpose
could only be obtained by drawing on existing static defences,
and Headquarters, Air Defence of Great Britain, asked the
Air Ministry to approve the elimination of barrages at
Birmingham, Coventry, Derby, Manchester, Liverpool, Crewe,
Sheffield, Glasgow, Swansea, port Talbot, Cardiff, Barry,
Newport and No,995 Mobile Squadron at present undeployed.
Some of these squadrons, manned entirely by Royal Air Force
personnel, would be moved into the new area when deployment
was •rdered.

a memner as

area.

With regard to the manpower position, the Air Ministry
had ordered a reduction from approximately 30,000 to 28,000 in
the strength of Balloon Command, while the -instruction to hold
some 500 men for two Mark VI overseas squadrons had been
cancelled. It was considered possible, nevertheless, to
find the men necessary for both the Curtain and the "Overlord"
•perations,

elimination of the rear barrages would provide either 8,825
or 8,348 personnel in accordance with the policy followed
with regard to Women*s Auxiliary Air Force substitution.
Now it was estimated that the requirements for. future
operations would be as fellows

Balloon Operators Other
Officers 'R'rA.pT W.A,A.F.’ Trades Total

It had been previously calculated that the

(i) "Overlord"

Temporary
Administration

prior to deploy
ment of "Overlord"

92 1002 504 1598
(ii)

81 51 1006 1138
(iii) Admiralty

Hards,

500 "Crossbow"
isalloons including
balloon repair
personnel, but
excluding adrain-
strative personnel
for^ tenmorary
balloon’ centre

Total

8

12

30

420 428

(iv)

6 2361 1055„ 3542
■2J65 “■67063534"7

(1) Formerly Headquarters, Fighter Command,
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Thus, the necessary nunher of men vould be obtained for
both operations and a small number v/ould be still available for
other Air Force duties.

Reorganisation, 194^1- - First Phase,

Balloon Command

Form 540
Appendix B
22.1.2^.

Another major reorganisation was necessary to make these
projects possible and detailed instructions v/ere issued for

this purpose on the 22nd January 1944* These instructions
recalled that new balloon protection vras required at home and

^, abroad by balloons manned by the Rojral A.ir Force only, and that
the scale of air attack nov7 made barrages no longer essential

KBe/S2249/Qpg
Eno,26A, 17,1*44* north and v/est of a datum line, St, David's Head, Bletchley,

Goole and Falkirk with the exception of Brockr/orth, Rosyth
and Scapa* In view of these circumstances some barrages were

being disbanded altogether and the personnel from them pooled
with those remaining in the Command, v/ere to be utilised for
new commitments, A higher proportion of Women's Auxiliary
Air Force would be employed in the remaining barrages. The
reorganisation scheme affected nearly every unit in the Command,
Besides those squadrons that v/ere to be eliminated, others
were to be rendered non-operational and reformed ready to
deploy at short notice in other areas. Some units were to take

over new temporary shore servicing stations at invasion ports
and hards

case of breakdovm in hydrogen factories.

in certain areas. These areas had now been defined as those

and hydrogen plants located at strategic points in

In accordance T/lth these instructions mobile squadrons at

NorvTich, Yarmouth, Chelmsford and Canterbury were converted

to static units. For "Overlord" operations, port balloon
squadron headquarters, port balloon flights for overseas port
protection and beach balloon units for protecting the landing
beaches were to be formed, and also port balloon flights and

squadrons of lJk*VI balloons for the protection of embarkation

ports in this country. These formations consisting of eight
port balloon squadron headquarters mmibered 992 to 999 inclusive,
tr/enty port balloon flights, Nos.50 to 56 beach balloon units,
controlling in all 565 Mark VI balloons, vrere to be accommodated
and trained under the supervision of No,6 Balloon Centre
(Birmingham) an the sites and headquarters previously occupied
by the Birmingham barrage. Barrages at Portsmouth and
Southampton v;ere to be reinforcedo At the request of the

united States Army the South Wales barrages at Nevpiort,
Cardiff and Swansea, slightly reduced in strength, were to

remain in temporary deployment pending their being required for
the curtain barrage. The establishment of No.10 Balloon

Centre (Manchester) v/as cancelled and ti7o new balloon centres
intended to administer the Curtain barrage on deployment were
to be formed there. At London, Billinghom, Hull and Bristol
a greater proportion of sites was to be taken over by the
Women's Auxiliary Air Force to release men for other
operations.

The main features of the reorganisation effected by these
instructions may be summarised as follov/s:-

No, of

Balloons
New Squadron

Squadron Reorganisation Number

NO,945/7
(Glasgow)

945/740 Non-operational,
Reformed as 40 crew

squadron,

Non-operational,

Reformed as 40 crew

squadron

No,925/6
(Manchester)

925/640

/919/25

(1) Hards are slipv/ays built for embarkation purposes.G,192400
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No«off

Balloons
Ncv/ SquadronSquadron Reorganisation Number

919/23(Liverpool) 65 916/23Non-operationa1.
Reformed as 40 crev;^
squadron.

939/40(Sheffield) 53

949 (Crewe) 20

Eliminated

Non-operational.
Reformed as 20 crew

squadron.

Eliminated.

Eliminated,

949

9l6/7(coventrjr) 30

918 (Derby) 20

1 84 Refomied as 31 static 911/13/5
balloon squadron at
Chelmsford,

Reformed as 20 balloon

squadron temporarily
deployed at Newport.

Reformed as 40 Balloon

squadron temporarily
deployed at Cardiff.

Reformed as 40 Balloon

squadron temporarily
deployed at Swansea,

Eliminated (2 sites
added to No.951

Squadron, Norv/ich)

Establishment cancelled,

Care and maintenance party
established to form Nos,22
and 23 Balloon Centres,

966

953

958

Birmingham

966 (Newport) 24

953(Cardiff/
Barry)

42

958(Swansea/
Port Talbot),

44

995 (Mobile) 40

10 Centre

The requirement for the Curtain barrage had now been fixed
As it was proposed to arrange for one crewat 480 balloons,

to operate tvvo balloons, 24O crews vrere recruited in the
follovrLng manner from barrages which were to be rendered non-
operational or to be deployed on a terapore.ry basis*-

No, 945/7 (ClasgoT/)
916/23 (Liverpool)
925/6 (Manchester)

Newport
Cardiff

Swansea

Crev/e)

The squadrons were to remain in their original areas until the
Cirrtain barrage came into being.

40 cre\7s,

40 crews.

40 crews,
20 crews.

40 crews,
40 oreT/s,
20 crews.

966
953
958
949

The mobile squadrons were converted to static units, No.l
Mobile Flight (Norwich) flying eighteen balloons Tra,s refoimied
as No,951 Squadron vrith Wenty balloons; No,992 Squadron
operating at Yarmouth and Lov/estoft became No,969 Squadron;
No,993 Squadron (Chelmsford) took over the title of the
Birmingham squadrons becoming No.9H/13/5 Squadron and No,994
Squadron, (Canterbury) was renamed No,960 Squadron, In order
to increase the L-Z balloon protection of ports from which
invasion operations would be launched, trrelve extra balloons
were to be flown at Southampton and six at Portsmouth;
and equipment being dravm from other barrages*

ore\7s

/Following
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Pollo\Ting the receipt of these instructions, barrages
at GiasgoT/, Manchester, Liverpool and Crerro became non-

operationai, and the balloons iTere deflated. The squadrons
xfere reorganised in preparation for the Curtain barrage and

became fully mobile and ready to move at short notice.
Balloons also ceased to fly at Coventry, Sheffield and Derby,
and the squadrons that had been operating there were disbanded.

Royal Air Force Station, Norton, Sheffield, was transferred to

Maintenance Command and instructions were given to prepare
the organisation needed for the temporary balloon centres
which v/er© to be located at Royal Air Force Stations, Gravesend
and Biggin Hill, No.22 Balloon Centre moved to Biggin Hill

on the 19th February, 1944, Q'Ud No, 23 Balloon Centre to

Gravesend on the l6th February, 1944« These centres were to
administer squadrons as follows

ibid. 3.3.44*

ibid, 26,1,44.

ibid. 15.2,44.

No,22 Balloon Centre (Biggin Hill)

No,945/7 Squadron
No.953
NO.958

SquadTOn
Squadron

No.25 Balloon Centre (Gravesend)

No,966 Squadron
No.9l6/23Squadron
No,925/6 Squadron
No.949 SquadTOn

For reasons of security the squadrons x'/ere not moved into their

nev/ deployment areas.

The Air Staff instructed Balloon Command to complete its

administrative arrangements for the Curtain barrage by the
26th February, so that deployment after that date could be
carried out within eighteen days,
continued to fly to protect AmeirLcan installations on the

understanding that if the deployment of the Curtain barrage
was ordered, the balloons vrould be deflated and the squadrons
concerned moved into the Curtain area.

In South Wales the barrages

Follov/ing the conpletion of this reorganisation the flying
strength of the Command was reduced by 4OO balloons and the
disposition of barrages was as follov/s;-

No.30 Group

SD.155/287/44 London

Thames

Dover

Harrri.oh

Southanpton
Portsmouth

Langley
Canterbury
Norvdeh
Chelmsford

Weybridge
Yarmouth and

Lov/estoft

No.32 Group

Bristol

Brockvrorth

Falmouth

Plymouth
Weston-super-Mare 20
Yeovil

300
20

24
30
48
54
20

24
20

31
20

25

65
20

24
67

24

Temporary deployment
Cardiff

Nevqjort
Swansea/
Port Talbot

40
20

40

/No,33 Group
G. 192400
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No«33 Group

42Billinghan
Forth

Hull

Nov/cGstle

Soapa
Sunderland

40

56
63
81

20

1,238 balloons.Total

Reorganisation, 1944 ~ Second Phase.

By April 1944, the reorganisation plans outlined in the
general orders issued in January v/ere completed. Barrages
had been removed, new units created and trained ready to

participate in coming operations. It v/as nov.’ necessary for
Balloon Command to make further plana for the deployment of
the new units that v/ere to be engaged on "Overlord" operations

and provide for new circumstances that had developed as the

invasion plans matured. In particular, vdiat was known as the

"Plumtree" system required an organisation that had not been

previously envisaged. This inviting title had been given to
the means by which beach balloon units operating overseas v/oro

supplied with inflated balloons embarked on craft leaving
this country and, if required, picked off the craft on
arrival like fruit from a tree. The main features of the

second reorganisation plans were the doployriient of the hards
and shore servicing stations, the Mark VI port balloon
squadrons and flights operating at home.

Balloon
Command

Form 5¥>

5.4*44*

Reorganisation instructions for the second phase ware
issued on the 5th April, 1944* The deployment of parties for

Admiralty shore servicing stations and hards was to bo

conqileted by the 20th April, and by the same date advance parties
of the home port balloon squadrons and flights, conpid.sing
Nos.997, 998 and 999 squadrons and Nos.118 and 119 Port Balloons
Flights, T/ere to be moved into their operational areas. Port
balloon squadrons destined for overseas service w'ere to remain
at No.6 Balloon Centre from where they would proceed to a port
of embarkation, A further beach balloon unit, No.57 Flight,

to be formed at No.6 Balloon Centre. This fli^t ̂ 7ithwas

ibid.

Appendix B.

No,56 Beach Balloon Unit, administered by a new small squadron
headquarters (No,991) was intended for the protection of
Mulberry "B", and ms provided at the request of 2nd Tactical
Air Force#

The organisation needed to vrork the "Plumtree" syBtem
was set up by Balloon Command under the name of Balloon Port
Liaison Organisation* Its Officers were to ensure that the

shore servicing station and hard parties v/ore in possession
of the necessary equipment and knew where and v/hen the
balloons were to be embarked. It v/as to operate in
conjunction v/ith the existing shore servicing station organi
sations, (^) which i7as a joint Admiralty and Balloon Command
commitment operationally supervised by the Royal Navy.

ijnong the other instructions issued were details of changes
in the composition and location of the hard parties and in
the arrangements about the numerous shore servicing stations.
The functions of No.6 Balloon Centre vrere defined,
training of the Mark VI squadrons nearing con^letion, it was
to continue to prepare and modify Mark VI balloons and

equipment, undertake a proportion of the balloon repairs for
the Curtain barrage and act as parent unit to Nos.992 - 996
Squadrons while they remained in the United Kingdom*

!7ith the

/N0.951
(1) See Section 14,
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No.951 Squadron at Norvdch \7as to be prepared to deflate and
join other squadrons in the Curtain area v/hen deployment v/as
ordered. The additional eighteen balloons at Portsmouth and

Southampton vere to be ready for flying v/ithin 48 hours after
the 20th 1944. These balloons vrould be v/ithdravn
from the Scapa barrage V/iiich i^aa to be reduced as from the

15th April, ’l944i from eighty-one to forty-six balloons,
operating in four flights*

Headquarters, Balloon Command, issued instructions that
Nos. 103 and 104 Port Balloon Plights v/oro to be prepared for

embarkation and deployment as independent flights of
fifteen and tuenty-five Mark VI balloons each on the l6th
/ipril. N0S.974, 976 and 980 Beach Balloon Squadrons, tAiich
had been formed from Nos.50 - 55 Beach Balloon plights, were

transferred to 2nd Tactical Air Poroe and the newly formed

No.991 Beach Balloon Squadron with its associated flights
followed a few days later.

By the 25th April, all home port balloon squadrons v;ere

deployed in the areas which they were to defend. The
disposition of thess squadrons was as follows:-

ibid.

Appendix P.
14.4»44.
ibid.

Appendix P.l.
16.4.44.
ibid. 24.4.44.

ibid.

Appendix H.
25.4.44.

No.997 Port Squadron

20 Mark VI BalloonsNo,111 Port plight.
No.112

No,113

tlII

ttIf

Weymouth
Poole
Portland

15 It tl tf

10 tf ft tl

No»998 Port Squadron

25 Mark VI BalloonsNo.114 Port plight
No*115 tt tt

Nev/haven

Shoreham 20 tt tt

No.999 Port Squadron

Torquay
Brixham

No.116 Port plight
No.117

Port balloon flights \7ere attached to parent units as follows:

NO.92V30 Squadron'

20 Mark VI Balloons

15 tt tt ttn tt

Lepe
Stansvraod

Bay

No.119 Port plight. 20 Mark VI Balloons

No.959 Squadron

No,118 Port plight 20 Mark VI Balloons.Povrey

In addition, Welvo L-Z balloons had been added to the
Southampton barrage and six to the Portsmouth barrage.

At the beginning of May, the port balloon squadrons
intended for overseas (conprising Nos,992,993,994 and 995)
vrei*e dis-established and reorganised as follov/s:-

No,992 Port Balloon Squadron administering -

25 Mark VI Balloons

25 Mark VI Balloons
No.101 Port Balloon plight
No,102 port Balloon plight

No.994 Port Balloon Squadron administering;-

No,105 Port Balloon Plight
No,106 Port Balloon Plight

25 Mark VI Balloons
20 Mark VI Balloons.

/Noa,108
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NOS.108 (15 Mark VI Balloons) nnS 120 (10 Ifark VI balloons)
Port Balloon Plights vere re-established to operate as
individual flights. These units with No,996 Port Balloon
Squadron, Including Nos.109 and 110 Plights, were transferred
to No.85 Group on the 10th May, 1944.

With the transfer of these trained detachments, the
deployment of the hone port squadrons and the oon^letlon of
arrangements for ihe balloon port liaison organisation, the
hard parties and shore servicing stations. Balloon Command
had oonipleted its preparations for the invasion of Europe and
the advent of the Plying Bomb,

ibid,

28.5.W-

/section 29*

G.192400
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SEOPION 29

COLLISIONS - AIRCR-lIT /iKD BiiLLOON CiffiLES

It \ms realised from the outbreak of ViTar that the balloon

barrage constituted a menace to friendly aircraft flying in

poor visibility over areas not well-knov/n to pilots. Obviously
it was necessary for steps to be taken to prevent large numbers

of ovir own aircraft becoming victims of the measures designed to
trap the enemy. To this end, pilots v/ere made acquainted with
the exact positions of the various barrages likely to be
encountered on their courses and vrere ordered not to fly in or
near those areas* Plying In balloon areas was prohibited at all

times unless prior authority had been obtained, the only excep
tion being when our ov/n fighter aircraft v^ere in pursuit of the
enemy. Nor was it permitted to fly over the barrage,
irrespective of whether the balloons were flying or vrounded*
Despite the clarity of the instructions, many infrigemonts
occurred and collisions were frequent, in many oases \dth
fatal results*

It was five days after the declaration of virar and ei^t
days after the barrage was first floj/n that the first oollisionj
occurred* On the 8th Septeraber 1959» si'fc Southampton, a flight
of three Swordfish flew through the barrage at 2,500 feet (the
balloons at the time were flying at 5^000 feet), the port wing
of the starboard aircraft striking and severing a balloon cable.
The aircraft was thrown completely over and dived 500 feet,
but fortunately regained height and was able to continxie its
flight* On reaching its base, exaraination showed that the

leading edge of the lower mainplane was cut to a depth of
fourteen inches, while the upper mainplane v/as damaged to a
lesser extent.

On the 20th June, 1940, the first enemy aircraft collided
with a balloon cable and crashed, but this v/as not before

eleven of our own aircraft, five of vAxich crashed with fataL

casualties, had struck balloon cables*

Measures adopted to prevent Accidents

3*4449
EnoI*104B*

As a resixLt of a meeting between Air Officers Ooramanding-
in-Ghief and the Director of Home Operations, the Air Ministry
agreed to allow the barrages, east of a line London and Thames
Estuary (exclusive), Lincoln - York - Newcastle (inclusive) as
far north the Tyne to be close-hauled on nights when bombers

were returning from sorties, the times to be arranged by the
Coraraands concerned* The barrages concerned were Harwich -

Huinber - Tyne - Tees and Blyth* The operational order also
affected all waterborne balloons which v/ere to bo hauledj-dovm

to 1,000 feet d.uring blackout hours* Bomber Command agreed to
inform Plater Command fifteen minutes after sunset of the
barrages they required to be close-hauled*
would return to local operational hei^t on the cessation of the

official blackout* A suggestion was put forviiard by Pighter
Oommand that the firing of rockets at one or two minute
intervals in the vicinity of East Coast barrages as soon as it
was knovm that our aircraft v^^ere returning would be helpful,
but difficulties due to the slow communication between radar

units and the proposed rocket sites wore visualised and Pigliter
Oommand did not proceed with the idea*

All balloons

ibid* Enol*17A
13*6,40.

ibid. Encl,l8A

ibid. Enol.l9A
16*6*40*

The order to close-haul the East Coast barrages did not

find favour with Pighter Comraand and in a letter to the Air

Ministry, the Air Officer Ooriimanddng-ln-Chief, Pighter Command;
stated that:-

Ibid* Enol*24A

5*7.40*

I consider that the close-hauling of balloons at a
time when hostile aircraft are constantly operating in

the areas concerned is imdesirable, as the measure of

defence provided by the balloons becomes non-effective

/it \/as

II

• • •
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It was also pointed out that in the case of \/aterborne sites,
wather conditions raight prevail which would prevent balloons

being hauled down to 1,000 feet,
added that a number of mobile flashing beacons
installed and suggested that this idea be considered by both
Bomber and Balloon Camnanda*

The Canmande n-Chief

might be

ibid. Enol.

29A. 18.7.40.

This suggestion was adopted and for a short time  a series

of Balloon Marker Lights was installed. These had obvious
disadvantages and were opposed by various civil authorities and

private individuals v/ho feared that unwelcome attention from

enemy aircraft would result. Meanwhile at Harvdch  a special
radio transmitter intended to v/arn friendly aircraft approaching
the barrage area v/as being tried. Such transmitters wore
eventually supplied to all barrages and for a short time both
marker lights and squeakers were used.

ibid, Encl,46f,
29,7.40,

iif

Bomber Caiirnand’s Concern

ibid, Encl,84A.
6.U.40.

iill these precautions, however, failed to arrest the
mounting toll taken of friendly aircraft. In November 1940,
Headqxiarters, Baaber Coriimand again raised the qioestion of its

losses due to collisions with balloon cables. During the

summer of 1940, twenty friendly bombers had collided v/ith
balloon cables resulting in the total loss of 10 aircraft
and crews. It was emphasised that the collisions had occurred

during a period of exceptionally good weather conditions and

grave concern was felt that \ri.th winter conditions at hand the
nuriber of accidents woifLd increase.

The difficulties presented to pilots operating at night
were minly:-

(a) low cloud

(b) the regulations that aircraft
must fly within sight of the ground unless cloud base waa

1,000 ft. or lower.

It was clear that aircraft, flying in conditions where cloud

base was between the stated minimum and the operational height
of balloons, were likely to collide \dth cables,
leaving bases in East Anglia to attack targets in Western
Prance were required to pass close to several barrages en

route and it \/as pointed out that the slightest navigational
error would result in infringements of the barrage areas.

On the return Joxirney the danger would bo considerably
Increased.

Aircraft

Two possible solutions were suggested:-

(a) Bomber aircraft should be given ccmplete freedom
to fly at any height over Great Britain

(b) Barrages likely to interfere with Bomber Gammndi’s
operations on any particifLar night should be
close-hauled.

Bomber Command fuLlj'- appreciated the objections likely to be
raised but favoured a return to the arrangements which v/ere

in operation before the introduction of marker lights.

liB a direct result of this appeal the Air Ministry
authorised Fighter Command, at the discretion of the Caiiraander-

in-Ciiiof, to order the barrages to be close-hauled if requested
to do so by Bomber Ocsiiraand. The boiaber pilots would not be
informed of the decision and woifLd continue to take the usual

precautions against infringements. Balloon marker lights
would centinue to operate.

/N

Ibid, Enol,89A
23,11.40.

ew Control Policy

(l) See page 496.

G. 192400
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Nev/ Control Policy

ThG Air Officer Ccx.uaanding-in-Chief, Fighter Coianond
ocoepted the proposals and, in a letter to the Air Ministry,
revievi/ed the barrage situation in the light of future operations*

Barrages were placed in three categories, City, Country
and Eatxiary,

ibid, Enol.9QB.
12,12,40,

(a) City barrages virere those designed to protect large
tovims and vulnerable points surrounding a town#

Country barrages were sited on land adjacent to
vulnerable points other than those adjoining a
tov/n.

Estuary barrages - waterborne balloons which iiai#it
be part of a City or Country barrage.

TIThen operational bonber groups required a barrage to be lowered
contact would be made with Movenent Liaison Section at Hoadr-

quartors Fighter Oorrnand who woxild refer the request to the
Duty Air Caiimodoro, If eneiiiy air operations did not require
otherwise, he vrould authorise Headquarters, Balloon C0r.inand
to issue the necessary orders# As soon as the need for close-

hauling ceased, the Boraber Group concerned would notify Head
quarters, Fighter Coraniand who would arrange for the barrage to
return to its operational height, Pieter Groups or Anti-
,iiroraft Comnand could ciake siiidlar requests. At the sarae

tirM, however, it v/aa pointed out that City barrages were port
of the defences of heavily defended zones liable to concentrated

eneriy air attack, into which areas our own aircraft were not
likely to stray# In these oircuixistanoeB the close-hauling of
such barrages to facilitate the operations of Bordber Command
should seldom be necessary or justified#

Estuary barrages which were imlnly v/aterborne could not be
Operated speedily; therefore when weather forecasts indicated
bad weather conditions for operational aircraft, Hull and

Harwich barrages v/oxild bo hauled down to 1,500 ft. under local
arrangements# The control would operate from half-an-hour
after sunset to holf-an-hovu: before sunrise# Control v/ould

not be permitted during bright moon periods Y/hen it vrould be
obvious to the enerny that the barrage was dewn#

Resxjlts of Hev; policy

Despite the precautions that had been taken, the worst
feexrs of Bomber Cormand were realised and the rate of accidents

ibid# Encl.lllA increased with the winter months# Betvreon the 1st September
22,2#41# 1940 and the 22nd February 1941, no fewer than forty-three

friendly aircraft struck balloon cables, in comparison to nine
enemy aircraft; in addition nuinerous friendly aircraft had
flown through the barrages v/ithout collision# During a period
of four weeks nine friendly aircraft flew through or over the

Crewe barrage alone, fortunately v/ithout any disastrous reevilts.

Investigation revealed four probable reasons for such
infringements:-

(b)

(o)

Ignorance as to the whereabouts of barrages due ^ »
to lack of knOY/lodge of the contents of S#D.158(2)'T'

(1)

Pilots on cross-country flights not attempting to
keep a wide margin from barrages on their ooursea.

(2)

Lost pilots being apt to follow a main railway . .
line to a lajrge town Yvhioh could be recognised#

/(4)
(1) Air Ministry publication - Secret Routeing,

(2) Considered the main reason for the frequent infringements
at Crewe#

(3)
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(4) Carelessness or l>ravaclo.

The majority of incidents occurred during daylight hours and
it was clear that Balloon Gonrnand, short of becoming non-
operational, had taken every precaution to ensure the safety
of aircraft and pilots* It v/as now the concern of the other
Ooramands to take vigorous steps to see that pilots v/ere
properly briefed as to the viiereabouts of barrages and to take
disciplinary action in all cases of wilful infringement.

Suggestions put fonr;ard by the Director of Fighter
Operations in a letter to the Conmanders-in-Chief of
Operational and Training Commands, included:-

The provision of information rooms where maps
clearly showing the balloon barrage areas could
be displayed.

Pilots to be taught to memoid.se balloon bajrrage
positions from the beginning of their courses of
training.

Pilots to be impressed with the fact that a
oollision with a balloon cable v/ould not only
most likely destroy the aircraft and kill them
selves and their crew, but would also constitute
a danger to large numbers of civilians in their
homes or on the streets.

(^)

(b)

(o)

Here, once
effect.

again, the steps failed to show any appreciable

Radio wamin;? Transmitters,

ibid.

End, 120A.

7.5.41.

In a report to the Air Ministry in May I94I, Headquarters,
Fighter Command stated that during March and April, I94I, a
total of twenty-eight friendly aircraft collided with balloon
cables and a further ninety^four friendly aircraft flew over
or through barrages f/ithout striking a cable. Again, by far
the greater number of these incidents occurred during daylight
and as all barrages had been in existence for some considerable
time, ignorance could not be accepted as an excuse.

By the end of June 1941, Balloon Maiicer Lights, which
had failed to achieve the desired end and in addition had
been a source of irritation to local inhabitants, had been
vdthdrawn and replaced by Squeakers, but just as Marker Lights
v/ere unpopular with civilians, so trere Squeakers with the
pilots, vho complained that the aircraft inter-communication
system was useless when near barrage areas. Curiously
enough, ̂ vhen questioned after a collision the crev/s nearly
always stated that no Squeakers had been heard, even though
they were reported serviceable and in operation at the time#.

ibid.

,3nol.l26A
2.6.41.

On the 27th May 1941, a conference vreia held by the
Air Officer Commanding No,2 Group, at which representatives
from Nos,4 and 5 (Bomber) Groups, Anti-Aircraft Command and
the Naval Authoidties in the Humber area were present.
The object of the conference was to consider what

might be taken to prevent friendly aircraft entering the
heavily gun-defended area of the Humber where great risks
would be Incurred from the anti-aircraft defences and from
intensive fighter opposition during the moonlight periods.
One of the main points arising from the discussion was the
apparent ineffectiveness of Squeakers, It t®s pointed out
that only seven friendly bombers passed over the HUmber
barrage in March, whereas in April, after the withdrawal of
marker lights and the substitution of Squeakers, fifty-seven
Infringements occurred,

recommended a reversion to Balloon Marker Liglits,

measures

In view of this fact the conferenc

/De
e

fence,
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Defence of Squeakers

ibid,

Encl.l27A^
The suggestion of reversion to Marker Lights brought

a sharp response from Balloon Command vAio pointed out that
the preliminary tests of Squeakers had proved so successful
that the Air Ministry had ordered provisioning action to cover
this installation for all barrages» The first Squeaker vas
installed at Harv/ich on the 8th March and had operated
continuously since then v.lth very fetr breakdofwns*
Command quoted extracts from several reports received, one of
which, received from No.H Squadron through No.5 Group,
stated;-

Balloon
ibid,

Encl,127B

6.6,41*

Ibwas apparent that the Squeakers are very
effective, but the squeak is much too frequent and prevents
all communication between the crew

T^'hile this attack on Squeakers \7a.B proceeding. Coastal Command
asked for their removal, as they interfered r/ith the reception
of ordinary signals traffic - another positive statement as
to their effectiveness* '

T/hether the Air Ministry would have agreed to the
restoration of Marker Lights is not knovm, but in June 1941,
a document was found in a crashed German aircraft shov/ing the
disposition of the lights, i^ioh proved conclusively their aid
to enemy navigation.

Disciplinary Action.

As there was no diminution in the figures of infringements
for May 1941 as con^ared v/ith those for April, the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Ghief, Fighter Command, (Air Marshal Sir
SholtO' Douglas) in a letter to the Air Ministry, asked for
consideration to be given to taking disciplinary action against
the pilots involved in the more flagrant cases, especially in
view of the fact that of the sixty-seven infringements reported,
sixty-twD had occurred during daylight.

It is appreciated that inexperienced pilots "find it
difficult to navigate accurately in addition to other
preoccupations,

London - Barnes - Dover - Eastleigh - SouthaJipton -

Portsmouth and Plymouth, hovrever, lie in areas which pupils
should avoid by wide margins, yet these barrages
accounted for one-third of the cases under review.
Moreover, it is suggested that inexperience alone is not
a completely satisfactory explanation, otherwise many
more than those cases could have occurred at night

He further urged that r/ider safety margins be given i^iien
routeing aircraft and also intensive propaganda circulated
the risks involved, especially as heavier cables were to be
adapted to counter enemy "bumpers".

Marker Balloons

# ♦ •

• • •

He said

• » •

Such barrages as Hull - Harw/ich -

•. *«

on

S.if449/2
Encl.lA

8.6.41.

Y^Tiatever action was taken in regard to these proposals and
indeed it is very doubtful whether any w'as taken at all, the
position remained just as serious, as the report for June
showed that there had been seventy-two infringements (the highest
number yet), 92 per cent of v/hich took place in daylight.
While again urging that some action be taken to reduce the

number of incidents, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Fighter Conmand proposed that the perimeter balloons of all
land barrages should fly below cloud base, provided it was not
less than 1,500 feet, thus acting as barrage markers to
Allied pilots. This action it vra.s hoped, would assist

/pilots
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■pilots T;ho had lost their bearings, but the Air Ministry
^7ere asked not to communicate this decision to other
authorities as it was not considered that pilots should be
encouraged to rely upon such assistance, especially as at
any time the balloons might be required to revert to full
operational height. The proposal received approval, and
was duly put into effect with, it can be assumed,  a small
measure of success, as the number of infringements fell
during the follov/ing month to sixty-tvro*
rate v/as still far too high for complacency.

Additional Instruction and Training of Pilots.

Nevertheless, th
ibid. Encl.2lA
5.8.a» e

The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command (Air Marshal
Sir Leslie Gossage) urged that more intensive instructions
should be given to pilots during their period of training,
covering lectures on balloons, arming of balloon cables and
the effect of balloon armament on aircraft. This suggestion
was considered by the Director of Flying Training with the
result that Balloon Command was instructed to prepare a
suitable short lecture to be incorporated in the training
curriculum.

The number of infringements during August 1941, shov/ed
a further fall to forty-t’.vo but any satisfaction the Air
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command may have felt
was shortlived as the figures for September and October
to fifty and sixty^three respectively.

rose

Balloon Operational Policy Revision.

With the increasing momentum of our ovm air offensi've,
it became very obvious that drastic steps must be taken to
prevent casualties due to collision mounting to astronomical
heights. To this end, on the 13th October, 1941,
Air Marshal Sir Leslie Gossage wrote to the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command proposing that the
barrage remain grounded except when v/aming of attack
given. This was completely at variance with the policy
obtaining hereto which required the barrage to fly at all
times Tdth the exception of short periods needed for
maintenance.

was

In his letter Sir Leslie Gossage said -

"As our offensive in the air increases and the
filters constantly operating becomes greater,
considerably more limitations than at present will have
to be placed on the operations of balloons. It is not
my Idea that balloons will lose their usefulness; they
Ydll alv/ays be required to meet the conditions that
unfavourable to fighter aircraft and A.A
same as

number o

are

, guns. All th

f13.10.41.

e
T/e know from the tale of reported collisions

v/ith balloon cables by friendly aircraft, balloons are
becoming a menace of increasing seriousness to the latter
and it has been my endeavour to find some means of

steerxng a course between this danger which the balloons
constitute and the continued mintenance of their
usefulness".

policy w/as dependent on rapid communication betv/een
Fighter Control and individual sites, and after lengthy
examination by Fighter Command a conference was called to
discuss the points on which the tvwo Commands v/’ero not in
entire agreement.

/The
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The conference vras held on the 1st November 1941| the
net7 policy being discussed under three aspects -

(a) Factors favouring its adoption

(b) Political, operational and technical difficulties

(c) Conclusion as to principle to be adopted and action
to be taken.

The Air Officer Goninanding-in-Chief, Pieter Command opened
the discussion by saying that

"having given Balloon Command's proposals careful
consideration, I have come to the conclusion that they
are only practical in part,.,,,"

His viev/ vras that the new principle of grounding or close-
hauling balloons might be acceptable for inland barrages, but

that coastal barrages ought to fly as continuously as possible
In support of his view he instanced that:-

• • •

(i) Coastal barrages received little or no warning of
the approach of low flying enemy aircraft and
were therefore more liable to surprise attack.

The enemy would soon get to know if these coastal
barrages were not being flown,
induce him to recommence his attacks on fringe
targets.

This might
(ii)

The Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command, referring to the
factors that favoured his policy, said that many barrages
were subjected to such frequent control that they hardly flew
at all. He pointed out that;-

(i) Many aerodromes, all given some degree of local
safety control, were situated in or near
barrages, vAiich resulted in barrages being
continuously grotinded for considerable periods.

(ii) Permission had recently been given to Anti-Aircraft
Command to increase considerably anti-aircraft
co-operation for calibration and training purposes
vdthin or near barrage areas,
increase the periods vdien balloons \fere grounded.

The casualties to friendly aircraft occurring
under existing conditions were considerable,
especially by day.

This vrould further

(Hi)

These would be materially reduced under the nex7
proposals.

Referring to the political, operational and technical
difficulties, the Commander-in-Chief, said;-

,The flown balloon is an appreciable factor in
maintaining public morale and considerable political
difficulty can be expected if barrages are
continuously grounded*
As far as operational considerations are concerned,
it is clear that vri.th the existing facilities, twenty
minutes vrould be required to fly to oj^erational height.
Coastal barrages cannot be given this warning

/He said

• •

• 4 ♦ ♦ •
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He said he vrould be prepared to recommend, in vie\7 of the
reduced enemy air activity over this country, a policy of
grounding or close-hauling of inland barrages vdiich v;ere

50 miles from the coast or sufficiently remotely situated
to enable adequate TOming to be given. In this
connection, he considered that any scheme for grovmding
balloons must provide for sufficient flying to safeguard
the training of the cre^7s and to maintain the morale of

the public.

Balloon Command considered that if barrages vere
normally flown at 500 feet the situation as regards
morale and training t/ould be overcome, but the Commander-
in-Chief insisted on some flying to operational height#

For speed of transmission of operational orders, it
was desirable to have Balloon Control Officers in Fighter
G-roup operations rooms* Their duty would be to disseminate
information of hostile plots by direct lines through
Balloon Garoup Headquarters to Barrage Controls* Barrage
Control would be guided by local weather conditions in
giving effect to such orders*

It was finally decided that;»

Coastal Barrages VAould fly normally day and
night until in^irovements in conmuni cat ions
and the v/arning system ^justified close-hauling
or grounding, v/ith the exception of Dover
and Harwich v/hich would always fly to operational
height.

(a)

(^) Inland barrages v/ould be grounded by day and
night, but would be raised to operational
heights on receipt of enemy plots*

Barrages flovm at reduced heights or grounded
would be floTfli to maximum operational height
twice T/eekly to ensure training of crevre and
public morale*

Balloon Command would provide Control Officers
at Fighter Groups and obtain in5>rovements in
conmunications.

(°)

(a)

Trials of New Policy*

ibid* Enol.2U
29*11*41.

Before submitting the proposals to the Air Ministry
for approval. Balloon Command were asked to hold  a full-
scale trial Tdth certain barrages in the South-?/est of

England by linking No.32 (Balloon) Group to No,10(Fighter)
Group* The barrages selected for the trial were Bristol -

Avonmouth - Pilton - BrockvTorth - Yeovil and Yeston-super-JIare,
all based on No*11 Balloon Centre* The trial period
was for one month.

ibid* End* 66a*
20.1*42.

On the 20th January 1942, the Air Officer Commanding,
Balloon Command foiwarded his report to Fighter Command;
it showed that during the period imder review only a few
dangerotis plots were recorded at Headquarters No. 10 Group
upon which balloons were flovn to operational height*
In viexr of the restricted enemy activity and in order to
obtain further estperience in the new system, tv/o special
exercises with dummy plots took place*
barrages, which had received I5 minutes warning, vrere at
operational height by the time the durany plot reached the
barrage area, but in one case when only 10 minutes warning
was given the Yeovil barrage had not completed the
operation by the time the plot reached them*

In all cases the

/communications
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Communications v^ere disappointing, speech on occasion being
very indistinct v/hich made it difficult for the Control
Officers to convey their orders to certain barrages*

Prom the experience gained during the month it -nas
concluded that*-

(i) Balloons at tail guy mooring could be raised
the ruling operational hei^t v/ithin fifteen
minutes from the order to fly being given.

(ii) Bedded balloons required three to five minutes
more v^aming, but as 60 per cent of the balloons
had tail guy mooring a fairly effective barrage
■would be at ruling operational height by the time
the first enemy aircraft appeared over the target
area and the remainder v/ould be well on the \-vay to
ruling operational height.

(iii) Communications needed ■improvement but the ne^w
system could be operated within those existing*

Ha^ving taken all the factors into consideration and
assuming plots fifteen minutes from the barrage area could be
relied upon, the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command
stated -

*'I feel Justified in recommending the adoption of the
nev/ policy throughout Balloon Command except in coastal

Even if the v;hole of the barrage is not at

• • •

areas,

operational height by the time the first enemy aircraft
arri^ves over the target, the greater proportion ■CTill be
flying, and vd.ll afford the moral deterrent, and the
remainder v/ill be up very soon afterwards".

Adoption of Nev/ Policy

The Air Officer Goraraanding-in-Chief, Fighter Comnand
appro^ved the results of the trials and notified the Air
Ministry of his intention to operate all inland balloon barrages
accordingly* Immediate steps v/ere taken to link-up all
barrages to the Fighter Groups concerned* At the same time
No* 82 Group v/as advised of the trials and their results, and
asked to consider the operation of the Northeim Ireland
barrages on similar lines. No*82 Group, hov/ever, vrere defini
tely opposed to the suggestion and considered the time
VTaming of enemy plots vrould not be sufficient to enable
barrages ■to be raised to operational height. An alternative
proposal, to fly at 1,500 feet except Then enemy plots tvere
received, v/as also not considered practicable*

ibid* Enel* 79a.
31.1.42*

iq3e/5g07VQpB*
Encl.8lA,
7.2.42.

The United Kingdom barrages vrere nov/ controlled as
foUovrs;-

/inland Barrages
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Control and

Date of

Commencement

Inland Barrages and
Barrages Remoto from

Surprise Attack

Coastal Barrages

No*9 (Plghter) Croup
12(P hrs, 14th May,1942 Liverpool

(Outer Mersey)' '
Birmin^am

Coventry
Liverpool
Barrovr

Runcorn

Crewe

Manchester

Accrington

No* 10 (Fighter) Group

1800 hrs. 15th March,1942 Plymouth
Falmouth

Cardiff

Liverpool
Barry
Swansea

Port Talbot

Brockworth
Avonmouth
Filton

Bristol

Weston-super-Mare
Yeovil

No*11 (Flitter) _Group
0800 hrs, 17th April,1942 ThameLondon

Weybridge
Langley

Dover^2)
Harwich (2)
Southampton and
Eastleigh

Portsmouth

No ,12 (Fighter) Group

0800 hrs, 3rd,August,1942 Newcastle
Newcastle Mobile

Barrage (3)
Blyth
Bill

Clyde
Firth

m

Glasgow

No,82 (pigiiter) Group

Londonderry(5)
Belfast

Lisahally(5)

Orkneys

Scapa(^)

/The proposal

(1) Waterborne sites which cannot be close-hauled speedily
will fly at ruling operational height,

Dover and Harwich will be flown at full operational
height whenever possible,

Humber and T3me Mobile Anti-Minelaying Barrages operate
at night only and will fly at ruling operational height,

T/aterbome sites in barrage v/ill-fly at ruling operational
height by day and night.

Barrages in Northern Ireland vdll be operated at discretion
No,82 Group,

Will continue to be operated at the discretion of Admiral
Commanding, Orkneys and Shetlands#

of A,0.0•,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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S.4449
Encl.75A
15.3.42.

The proposal to fly the Plymouth barrage at 1,500 ft, drew
a protest from tho Naval Commander-In-Chief, Plymouth who
considered that the policy would increase the risk of mine-laying
and low-level bombing from lone raiders. Fighter Copland
agreed to treat the Plymouth barrage as a special case and

ordered it to remain at ruling operational height by day and
night.

Results

There can be no doubt that the new policy was a success.
Although infringements greatly increased, the nuniber of
collisions became con^jaratively small. By August 1942, tho
control v/as complete, the infringement figure for that month
being 245 of which only nino aircraft collided with cavles, two
with fatal results.

ibid.

Enol.ll2A

13.9.42,

The increase in the total of infringements cannot be
accounted for solely ̂ y "the increase in our air. strength.
Prom the JuJup in the figures between May 1942^^) and the end Of
the year it was obvious that the policy of close-hauling beirragee
had leaked out and pilots were taking advantage of this new
freedom of the air.

Anti-Aircraft Zones

ij-t hough the danger from balloon cables had more or less

passed there still remained the danger of aircraft coming under
the fire of our own anti-aircraft batteries.

All balloon barrages were tho centre »f heavily defended
Anti-Aircraft Zones and to fl7 within these areas was forbidden.

This being so, all anti-aircraft batteries, unless definite
recognition had been made, could assume that any aircraft
within tho zone was unfriendly and open fii^ upon them,
this rule been strictly adhered to no doubt infringements would

have rapidly decreased, but the toll of friendiy aircraft would
have been enormous,

extremely good sense in not exercising this right unless eneny
plots v/ere shown.

Had

Luckily Anti-Aircraft Command shov/ed

Squeakers

With the original policy of flying balloons continuously
except when weather conditions made it impossible, it was

inevitable that collisions between British aircraft, and balloon
cables would occur sooner or later. In June 1940, Air Officer

Commanding-ii>-0hief. Bomber Command (Air Marshal C.P.A, Portal)
expressed grave concern over several incidents which involved
botriber aircraft colliding with the cables of balloons flying in
Gfreat Britain,

Captain D,H. de Burgh of the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Parnborough, to consider, as a matter of urgency, ways and means
of warning aircraft of the proximity of balloons,
suggestions had been made, including coloured searchlight beams,
ground mobile radio beacons, lights attached to the balloon

cables, and other radio methods, and it was thought that tho
solution wotild lie in some radio apparatus which would have to be

'•something that is not too elaborate, and something easily, and
above all quickly, fixed up"*

The Air Staff accordingly instructed Grotp

Various

/

S.5504
End,

14.6.40,

Group Captain

(1) May 1942 - 94 Infringements

Deo,1942 - 368 Infringements

G.192400
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Group Captain de Burgh lost no time in investigating this

question, for on the 11th July, Bomber and Fighter Oommande

wore informed not only that a solution had been found, but that

the first model v/as ready for trial.

dibid* ItooL,2A

11.7*40.

"The apparatus consists of a small transmitter working
into a 25' aerial,

position in the balloon barrage area,
emits a note similar to that of an air raid siren, ishich

will make itself audible in the inter-communicating system
as fitted in bomber airoreft on the latter approaching
within 8 miles of the transmitter site. The frequency
band covered is 6.45 to 6.10 mo/s, i.e. that on which the
type TR9 receivers installed in the majoidlty of the
operational aircraft of Bomber Command are set up,
characteristics of the transmission are such that there

is an abrupt "cut-off" outside this frequency band".

This can be erected at a convenient

The transmitter

The

ibid. Encl.4B.
29.7.40

Jin experimental set vas installed at Hanrich, and trials
carried out on the night of the 27th July from a Wellington
aircraft at heights varying from 1500* to 4000 feet with very
satisfactory results,
tter emitted a definite and unmistakeable note vdiich

abruptly anywhere within a radius of eight miles, and on the
strength of this one brief test Bomber Coiraaand recommended that
provision should be made for the manufacture of sufficient
sets to enable all barrages to be equipped,
question of the number to be ordered v/a.s under consideration,
a further four sets were ordered from the Royal Aircraft
Establishment incorporating certain improvements,
time there vrere thirty-three barrages in being, and a further
ten prelected, but it v/as decided to order 100 sets for
delivery as soon as possible as there had been further
incidents involving collisions between friendly aircraft and
balloon cables. By novr Coastal Command was also interested,
and it was arranged that one of the sets should be loaned

them for trials on their radio frequency (6470) and that the
other three should be handed over to Fighter Command, the
original set remaining at Harv/ich,

It was established that the transmi-

came on

7/hile the

At that

ibid. Sncl.4A.

8f 8,40*

ibid. Min,5

6.5.40,
ibid, Encl.7V
13A. 17.8,40.

News of the trials of the Harwich set does not appear
to have reached the Air Officer Commanding, Balloon Command
(Air Vice-Marshal O.T. Boyd) until the middle of August,
on the 18th of that month ho wrote to the Air Ministry
requesting full details and at the same time expressing the
hope that, if successful, the instrument would be ordered in
substantial quantities as he vra.s becoming increasingly concerned

:  over the casualties caused by balloons to friendly aircraft,
ibid, Encl*13A, No less than four had been destroyed in the previous week*
20,12,40.

ibid, Bncl.l2A*

18.8,40.
for

The Air Iftnlstry in reply, informed Balloon Command that both
Bomber and Coastal Command had asked that all balloon barrages
should be equipped with this instnoraent; that in the larger
barrages several sets would be required in view of their
limited range; that the seta would need very little attention;
and that arrangements would have to be made for a channel of
communication through which orders for the operation of the
sets could be passed.

ibid, Enel.18a.
23.8.40,

By the 23rd August, it had been decided to instal the four
original sets in the balloon barrages at Dover, Thames Estuary,
Hull and Billingham, and that in siting sets, vdien available
in sufficient quantities, the policy v/ould be to locate them
in all barrages so that they would radiate warning to a
minimum distance of eight miles from the vdiole perimeter of
each barrage.

/The Director
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The Director of Signals, Air Ministry, wirote on the
21st August -

.  SECRET

ibid,

Enol*17A,
21,8.40.

"In view of the need for early production and in viev? of
the successful trials already carried out I consider it
unnecessary for further tests to be made, I therefore,
ask that you will accept the R.A.E, model as it now
stands for introduction into the Service without

modification or service trials and that you will give
the matter of producing the 100 sots a very high
priority",

m a letter to the Air Ministry dated the 18th August,
the Air Officer OomiTianding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, while
urging the supply of these sets at all barrages as soon as

possible, also asked that immediate consideration should be

given to their installation in merchant ships sailing in

convoy with Balloon protection.

On the 5th Septenl)or a meeting was held at the Air Ministry
at which the position was reviewed to date. It was decided

that, where the required minimum radiating distance of 8 miles
could not be obtained by one centrally placed set, several

sets should be provided on the perimeter of barrages, and that
the location should always be on a balloon site where crews

would be available to operate them. It was considered that

the Admiralty would not be likely to accept the installation
and operation of Squeakers in convoys as they would unavoidably
disclose the position of the ships. It was agreed that the

sets should operate continually at night, as well as in

conditions of low visibility (i.e, less than 5 tniles) or when
balloons were flying in or above cloud. The decision on

visibility would lie with the barrage commander who would be

responsible for the operational use of the sets, while the
administration of the service would be a matter for Balloon

Command, The original order for 100 sets had been doubled,
but there was as yet no infonmation when the first set would be
available.

ibid,
Encl,llA.

18.8,40,

ibid.

Encl,30A.

5.9.40,

The question of providing some means of indicating the

failure of a set to operate was discussed, and it was agreed
that the Royal Aircraft Establishment should investigate means

to attain this end, in the meantime it was proving in practice
that the Squeaker sets were continually becoming unserviceable;
the inevitable teething troubles wore being encountered.

Having considered the detailed requirements for the
Squeaker programme. Balloon Command prepared an estimate of the
number of sets jieeded in barrages to provide the minimum radius

of warning. Prom this it appeared that I50 initial sets

were needed, and with a minimum of 50 per cent reserves (in some
barrages 100 per cent reserves were considered necessary) a
further 97 were required; an additional 74 for repairs and

maintenance, new barrages and reserve replacements, brought
the total to 3OO which the Command requested should be provided.
With the exception of Port Talbot and Blyth, both of which

were initially equipped with only one Squeaker, no barrage was
given less than two sets with two reserves. Large barrages
such as Glasgow and London were provided with as mary as eight
Squeakers with 50 per cent reserves.

All necessary details about the Squeaker, as it was now

officially called, were circulated on the 15th October to all
fonnations in Balloon Command down to squadrons, and
preparations made for its installation throughout the Command,
It was anticipated that delivery of the sets would begin in
November at the rate of about twenty a week, and  a priority
list approved, giving preference to the coastal barrages,

/plying Training

ibid,

Enol,38A«
12.9.¥).

Ibid,

Enol.45A,
18.9.40*

ibid.

Enol,50A,

15.10.40.

ibid.

Encl,54A#

29.10,40.
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Plying Training Command showed interest in Squeakers
at this stage of their development, and asked to be kept
acquainted with matters.

ibid.

Snol„55B,
24.10,40.

ibid.

Enol,58A,
6,11.40.

iintioipating the arrival of the first sets. Balloon
Command took steps to have five non-commissioned offioora
and ten aircraftmen established to carry out the
installation work required, the personnel to bo based on
Cardington, while an additional electrician was also
considered to bo necessary inevery squadron for maintenance
purposes.

ibid*

Enol,64A.
22.11.40.

Pull details of the Squeaker apparatus were sent to
the Admiralty towards the end of November, in connection
with Bomber Command’s suggestion that Squeakers should be
installed on ships in balloon convoy, but it was not until
further investigations had been carried out that it was

determined that it would be possible for an enetiy aircraft
or surface vessel, equipped with a high-powered receiving
set, to pick up signals from the Squeakers and thus
obtain bearings on a convoy using them. The distances
over v/hioh these signals could be picked up would be from
zero to 40 miles, and again over 200 miles away. In the
circumstances the idea of supplying convoys with Squeakers
was abandoned.

In the meantime production had been hold up, due
partly to modifications introduced as a result of the

e^qjerienoe gained with the prototype, partly to enemy
bonibing action and partly to a shortage of certain
oonq)onent3. However, the first six sets were sent to
Cardington on the 2nd March, 1941, for delivery to Harwich
Barrage, and it was anticipated that the original rate of
delivery of twenty weekly would bo maintained in the future.

Balloon Marker Lights

The great difficulty experienced in obtaining Squeakers
made it necessary for an alternative device to be sought
as a temp^orary measure. The method adopted was to provide
a red neon light, visible in clear weather at a distance
Of 50 miles, at points approximately 5 miles to the north
and 5 miles to the south of balloon barrage boundaries,
A steady light distinguished the northern light from that
in the south, which was fitted with a cam, causing it to
flash every twenty-five seconds,
known as Balloon Marker Lights, and were installed only at
coastal bar-rages. These conrorisod Tees, Hull, Forth, Tyne
(including Blyth), Harwich, Thames Estuary, Portsmouth
Southan^jton, Bristol and Liverpool,

The markers vi?ore illuminated between dusk and dawn
and, when necessary, in daylight during oonditions of poor
visibility. Balloon squadrons in the barrages concerned
were responsible for operating and maintaining the marker
lights, for each of which a crew of one Corporal (ACH),
one airoraftman (eleotrioian), and one aircraftman
(fitter JfP) were established. Despite these skilled
crews, the flashing markers had a high rate of unservicea
bility and it was necessary to fit new cams giving a
flashing light of only five seconds duration.

These devices were

ibid.

Enol,79A*
22.2.41.

ibid.

Enol,9lB and G
2.5.41.

3,6420
Enol,36a.

The unserviceability of the markers presented a major
problem for it was, of course, necessary to inform all
friendly aircraft when they were not functioning,
end, from the inception of the scheme. Headquarters,

Balloon Command, had agreed to notify all Commands at homo
by immediate signeil, as soon as a marker was reported
unservioeable.

To thi

/

s

But
G,192400
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Bvit conraunlcatlona pit>ved much too slow, and Balloon Comand
were instructed to inform Air Ministry (p.0.6(d) v^ho undertook
the responsibility of circulating the information to formations
and units concerned.

The marker lights T?ere constantly re-sited for a variety
of reasons; for example, many persons living in tho vicinity of
the lights T.'ere of the opinion that they vrero the cause of
unwelcome attention from the enemy.

Change of Policy
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A change of policy in the operation of the marker lights
was made in January, 1941, when it vnxB decided that they should
be doused in areas where attacks were threatened or were in

But by this time the manufactrure of Squeakersprogress,

ibid,

Encl,244Ar

had been speeded up and immediately afterwards instructions
were issued for the iTithdrawal of the markers, v/hich was
completed by the 12th March 1941.

Enemy Aircraft

Prom the beginning of the war it was apparent that the
Geiroan Air Force regarded our balloon defences vriLth the utmost

respect and on very fev/ occasions did enemy aircraft set out
deliberately to penetrate the barrage in order to bomb

targets. Some low flying, by bumpe^fitted aircraft
attempted, and later the Kutenaze cutter was fitted to

raiding aircraft, but both these devices appear to have been
i^gardod as an added insurance against accidents, rather than

a deliberate attempt to neutralise our barrages.

ecifi

v/as

o

In 1940, when the Luftvra.ffe was numerically superior to
oiur own Air Force and were content to carry out bombing at

low level, even against \-?hat in those days was considered
heavy light arms fire, it vaa particularly noticeable that in
enemy attacks against balloon-protected areas in this country
bombing was invariably carried out at a greater height*
It may have been that these attacks v/oro not so much against
our war potential as against our morale; in any case German

aircroT/s flying over our large industrial cities must have
realised that no matter where their bombs were released they
would find some kind of target. ^,'hatever the reason, the

fact remains that many of our vital plants and factories,
which through their distinctive building features  - and in

the case of many London power plants, their close proximity
to the river - vrcro difficult to camouflage and must have

been quite clear to the daylight raiders, did not receive the

close attention from tho enemy that was to be expected. All
these targets came v/lthin the barrage areas and it is safe to

say that but for the protection afforded, there would have

been a very different tale to tell. Rotterdam, which had no
balloon protection, can be cited as an exanple.

The layman, apt to judge tho efficiency of the barrage
in terms of "kills", would no doubt conclude that it v^as a

greater menace to our own aircraft than to that of the enemy,
but in this respect it must be remembered that all friendly
pilots were - or should have been - v/arnod of any barrage areas
near their preposed courses. Many of the friendly aircraft
that ventured into the danger areas did so either in a spirit
of adventure or through extreme carelessness for vs^iich
unfortvinately many aircrevra paid with their lives. A similar
fate awaited the Luftv/affe had its pilots been intrepid enough

/severalto try.

(1) See Section 15

(2) See Section 15
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Several instances of the respect of Gorman aircreT7s for

our barrages have been recounted by Prisoners of Y/ar
One, discussing an attempted raidduring interrogation,,

S.B*1852
Enol.38a.

on Swansea, remarked that -

It w'as planned to take place in mid-September
but was frustrated by balloons. A glimpse of a
number of these between two layers of cloud
frightened the aircraft off and the bombs \7ere
finally aimed at three ships in the Bristol Channel

• « «

The purpose of the barrages i7as not so much to bring
dovm enemy aircraft as to force them to keep flying at

heights where our ovm fighter and anti-aircraft guns
could engage then, and the extremely small number of
penetrations and collisions is added proof that the
desired result v;as achieved. Of the few enemy aircraft
\'iiich collided r/ith balloon cables, a small percentage
were claimed by Anti-Aircraft Command and Fighter Command
on the grounds that they were at tne time out of control
due to hits by Anti-Aircraft gun-fire or from fighter
engagements.

The first recorded victim of a British balloon unit

was a German aircraft (believed to be a JU.87) which
collided with an vmarmed cable at Le Havre in the early
hours of the 4th June, 1940. The aircraft struck the
cable at 700 feet and crashed* Not until the night
of the 19/20th June, 1940, did Balloon Command open its
score against the enemy* On that date during a ni^t
dive-bombing attack on Billinghan, a Heinkel III struck
a balloon cable at 1,500 feet and crashed into the Tees-
nearby. Several claims vrere made ’.Thioh could not be
verified and many enemy aircraft collided vd.th cables but
\rere able to proceed; Tdthout doubt many of these failed
to reach their home base. It was inevitable that some

"kills” also brought tragedy in their train. On the
13th September, 1940, at O53O hours a Heinkel III fouled
a cable at Newport (Mon.) and crashed from 2,000 feet
a tobacconists shAp within a mile of the balloon site*
Both aircraft and shop caught fire, and in spite of all
efforts by the balloon crew to rescue them, two children -
a boy and a girl - were killed.

on

ibid,
Enel*66a*

/

80899 '
Encl.7C
20.6,40,

S.B.1832
Ehcl,120A,
15.9.40,

It is not intended to give the circumstances of each
collision; to do so would, in most cases, be mere
repetition, but tv/o distinctive features recxir;-

(1) A tendency on the part of the aircraft to "climb"
the cable, and

(2) the frequency with viiich aircraft were t\irned
completely round and in some cases made off -
after breaking the cable - in the direction
from which they had ceme.

Many enemy aircraft collided vlth cables and escaped
serious damage, due in most cases to the ineffectiveness
of the D.P.L. attachment and the inexperience of the
crews in the early stages of its eirployment, but it can
be stated that the number of collisions that resulted in
crashes v/as satisfactory in comparison vn.th the total.

There v/ere fifty-four collisions (1) between
aircraft and balloon cables during the war,
which resulted in "kills". Tv/enty^-U/o aircraft were
known to have escaped - one of v/hich force-landed in Prance ••
while the fate of the remaining seven is uncertain.

enemy

twenty-five of

./SHlTIi}N;,JP,“TO T^or coB^jlete list of collisions betrreen enemy
aircraft and balloon cables see Appendix "1",
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SECTION 30

OPERATION "OraLGRD” AND TFEB mtPLOBCENT OP BA3XOONS ON

THE OONTINM?»

Definition of Balloori Polloy in connectton TTith Invasion Plans.

The use of balloons for large -scale an5)ht'bious operations
of planned assaults \?as never cohsiderod seriously in the early
stages of the \mr. As far hack as Deoemher 1941|  a suh-
conanlttee of Combined Operations planners, discussing assault
landings, decided. that. a Force Ooinraander would be better served
by utilising any available shipping space for extra anti-aircraft

A*E«A»F»/l0/ guns rather than , for balloons# The estimated hi^ wastage rate
14642/10/ of balloons during the assault, together with the weight of
Admin# .hydrogen cylinders and equipment required for maintenance and
Enol#17A# the considered need for anti-aircraft guns to protect the

balloons, all contributed to the decision that balloons were a
luxury, extravagant in shipping space and unnecessary for
protection in areas i?Aiere fighter aircraft could operate#
Nevertheless, preliminary plans formulated early in 1942, both
at the Air Ministry and Combined Operations Headquarters,
visualised the use of mobile balloon barrages for the
protection of Continental ports when captured, but no definite

ibid# Encl#5A# requirements were laid down# Considerable divergenoe of
opinion existed amongst the various planning staffs as to the
comparative value of L-Z and Marie VI balloons for this purpose#
The L^Z tjpe of balloon could not be used in the early stages of
an assault owing to the large amount of shipping space required,
whilst the Mark VI balloon with its limited operational height
of only 1,500 to 2,000 feet was considered to be insufficient
to act as a deterrent to attacking enemy aircraft#

D^jring the summer of 1942, exercises in combined operations
were carried out in Scotland and use was made of Mark VI

In the light of experience gained in the coyxrse of
these exercises^ and .as a result of discussions with pilots and
other interested parties, Air Comnodore p# W# walker (of Combined
Operations Training) began to consider that the Mark VI balloon
barrage for beach protection might be a practical proposition,
and that its advantages as a deterrent to low flying attacks and
the good moml effect it might have on ground foices mo3?e than
outweighed the disadvantage of difficult maintenance# In July
balloons were used successfully in another combined operations
exercise, as a result of “tAiich Major General Gregson Ellis
(Home Forces) decided that the policy of employing balloons to
assist the anti-aircraft defence of ports and beaches should be
examined#

balloons#

ibid#

Enel# 114^*.

Balloons took part in the landings at Diejpe on the
19th August, 1942 - two flotillas of Landing Craft (Tanks) being
fitted with JIark VI balloon winches and carrying the necessary
balloons and equipment# It ims intended to inflate the balloons
after the tanks had been unloaded in order to provide protection
for the landing craft when standing off the enemy shore, and on
the return journey# They were never flown, however, as the
concentration of fire was so heavy that either the hydrogen
cylinders were holed, or the personnel injured in many of the
landing craft, whilst any attempt to inflate balloons, woiild have
been abortive as they would have been holed by the volume of
fire# Hoi^ever fighter protection and concentration of anti
aircraft fire prevented any low flying attacks against the
landing craft#
considered that balloons were of no value in a concentrated

assault, particularly where fii^ter cover and anti-aircraft
Ittotection wuld be provided#

As a result of this experience, it was

/Meanwhile

G.I924OO f
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Ibid. Meaiwhilo the Direotorate of Fighter Operations at the
®hcl.24A.» Air Ministry had provided an appreciation weighing im the pros

and oohs of altering'the policy laid down in 1941. The
conclusion arrived at in which the Idr Officer Commanding,

QP»» Balloon Oonmand, concurred, was that Mark VI balloons were
End. 73* xmlikeHy to fulfil aiy uaefUl purpose but that L-Z balloons

might be used to protect base ports and beaches. This was
followed up, in October 1942, by a decision of the anti-airoraft
sub-committee of the ̂ eoial planning staff at Combined
Headquarters that L-Z balloons for the defence of captured
ports were luxuries and could not be deployed under existing
plans until D plus 42 at the earliest.

r^
Thus 1942 ended with the various departments concerned ’

with oin? invasion plans divided amongst themselves on the
subject of the value of balloons as a whole, and those in ^
favour of balloons in general sub-divided again on the tvoe
of balloon required^

The subject appears to have been put into cold storage
until August 1943, when discussions arose once more as a
fesult of the successful use of boaoh balloon units in the
Invasion of Sicily. W

WD2/15/8
Encl*2l/l»

« ax One Mark VI beach balloon unit was provided from the
"this operation and a number were provided

tho resouMes^pf the Middle East and North Ifrioa Ooirmands.
Those already in the Mediterranean Air Command were given
rigorous training and although, with one exception, thoy were

their balloons ashore flying owing to the
tooffioient stowage of equipment on board the assault craft,
barrages wore soon set up on the boaohos and proved to be a
successful dotexrent to eneny dive-bonibing attacks., i^fter

assault balloons wore taken ashore inflated and
used for the protootipn of oapturod ports as well as for the
beaches.

As maintenanoo through tho boaohos was vital to the «
of ow invasion plans, tho Dirootorate of War Organisation
at the Air Ministry drew the attention of the .^eoial planning
Forces to tho suocosses achieved in Sicily, and suggested
the re-exi^nation of the baUoon question with a view to fore-
staling last minute requests for balloons for "Overlord” for
which provision was not being made at that time.

success

ibid.

Enol*li

i.u ^ rosult of this roquest, the matter was submitted to
■  Fighter Oomnand (iJx Marshal Sir

for a ruling, as although the planning
staffs did not consider balloons an essential for beaoh and
port defences, in the Conditions that wore stipulated for a
successful assault tjio AUles would have complete air siroer-
iority and Mark VI balloons would bp less dangerous to our own
aircraft than an equivalent weight of antl-atosraft weapons^
On the 21st August, Air Marshal Leigh Mallory gave his ruling

thing I want is to have fighters tied „
Indef^te^ protecting tjjo beaches, as they will be required

^8J2/10. for offonsivo operations^ CGnsequont3y the beaches should be
.A.dmln.(paeBimJ as strongly defended As possible and as soon as possible”,
and Ms.26-$6«

With the long delayed deoiaion thus clearly given it was
possible at last to proceed to work out the detailed require
ments of balloons for the invasion of the Continent,

«p

n

Planning Reguiromonts for "Overlord”

m August 1943, when it was decided that beach and port
protection for operation “Overlord” should be given by Balloona.
there wore few balloon resources available for a “Second 

*

/rntha
(1) Soo pp, 440"443«
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previous Marchj Balloon Coenraand had been warned that
KB0/D»52069/ two L-Z Squadrons, each of forty balloons, micht be required for
O^T'g*(passim) Continental operations, and in order that such units could be

available at short notice personnel and equipment were earmarked
for these squadrons from the resources of Nos,992, 994 and 995
Squadrons at Salisbury, Canterbury and Norwich,. Preliminary
weapon and field training was undertaken, although the squadrons
continued to operate in the existing home barrage, with certain
adjustments to facilitate training. In addition, sufficient
personnel had been trained and equipment assembled to form two
Mark VI squadrons, each of forty-five balloons, for general but
unspecified overseas requirements. Those squadrons had not
actually been formed, although the Squadron numbers 986 and 988
had been allotted.

No firm plan nor details of requirements were set out at this
date and the planners still appeared to be toying with the idea
of using L-Z balloons, When it was pointed out by 0,4 branch
at the Air Ministry that for invasion purposes each L-Z balloon
v;ould require 100 hydrogen cylinders as backing, whereas each
Mark VI balloon required only 15, the idea of using the L-Z
balloons, oven for base ports, was definitely abandoned.

SECRET

13296
Enol*22A.

V/hilst requirements were still in process of formulation, the
Air Ministry was pressing for fturbher economies in manpower and
it Was recomnonded that drastic cuts should be made in the

balloon protection of the United Kingdom, As a result, during
October, the Air Ministry instructed Balloon Command to effect
reductions to the extent of two thousand personnel in addition to
the reductions already effected in the 1943.(1) reorganisation.
This drew an immediate protest from the Coramander-in-Chief,
Fighter Command, v/ho had already prepared proposals for re
organisation of balloons, both for the reduced anti-aircraft
defences of Groat Britain and for "Overlord*', but was waiting
firm details of requirements for the invasion before dealing with
ary marpower reductions in home defences.

ibid,
Encl,l8A»

Balloon Command were now in the difficult position of being
asked to dispense with balloon operators at a time when they
were unaware of what they would be asked to provide for the
invasion, when few of their remaining Air Force personnel were
fit for overseas, and when it was not knovi/n how maiy Air Force
crows of those required for "Overlord" would need to be replaced
by airwomen. Furthermore the difficulties of accommodating
Y/oraen’s Avixiliary Air Force crews on sites, not prepared for them,
would make axy such substitution a long-term policy. As it
Was considered that three months training would bo required for
aiy Mark VI balloon operators required for the invasion, the
lack of definite information on which to base a training and
organisation programme hankered any attenpt at preparation of
overseas forces or reduction of homo defences.

On the 2nd November, a conferences was held at Headquarters,
Fighter Command, attended by representatives of Balloon Gomaand,
In the absence of any firm planning details. Balloon Command
confirmed that they could find up to five hundred Mark VI
balloons for overseas,

needs for permanent balloon defences on the Continent would be

three hundred balloons it was decided that the orJ.y course open
v/as to proceed forthwith with training of personnel up to this
minimum requirement,
balloon training in case the service trials then being under-

talcen were successful, as a result of Y/hich tandem balloons might
bo needed on the Continent,

On the assuiiption that the minimum total

It was also decided to include tandem

/PolloY?ing on

(1) See pp, 475-482.

G,192400
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Following on this decision came instructions from the Ai*
Ministry that aiiy suspension of the order for the reduction
of Balloon Command by two thousand personnel could not be agreed,
as allowance for this reduction had already been made in
assessing the manpower requirements for I9IA- A con^jllcated
situation had now become more con^jlicatedj on the one heuid
Balloon Command were forced to give up two thousand men, on
the other hand they had to spare men from existing barrages to
be trained for overseas, while Fighter Command could not put
forward proposals for further reductions at home in the absence
of knowledge of requirements for the Continent,

Presstire was brought to bear upon the Allied Expeditionary
Air Force planning staffs at Norfolk House, At last, the
"Overlord" planning staffs, with the assistance of Balloon
Command, prepared a preliminary estimate of the total require
ments of balloons. It was eonsiderefl that:-

ilU ports on the south coast planned for
embarkation points must be protected by existing
L-Z barrages (reinforced, if necessary, by L-Z
balloons from areas not directly threatened),
by Mark VI barrages.

Beach protection should be given on a scale of
fifteen balloons per thousand yards,

ports of disembarkation should be protected by Mark
VI balloons only.

Base Ports on the Continent would probably not
require L-z or Mark VI balloons for protection, but
if the situation required it, arrangements could be
made to provide this from home resources.

(i) use as

or

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

A,E,A.F,/10
Enc, 18a*

As the British beaches would have a frontage of tv/enty-
eight thousand yards the total number of balloons required (-
the basis of fifteen per two thousand yards) would be two
hu^red and ten, pwo special ports of disembarkation wore
being planned (the Mulberries) for protection of which one
hundred and eighty balloons were required. In addition the
strengthening of existing barrages at home ports would involve
an additional 175 Mark VI and 18 L-Z balloons, making a total
estimated requirement of 565 Mark VI and 18 L-Z balloons
involving the eiiployment of approximately 1,300 airmen balloon
personnel, excluding officers and administrative staffs.

on

On the 12th November, Fighter Commsind were informed that
the estimate of 565 Mark VI balloons had been agreed in
principle and that arrangements to provide and train the
necessary man-power could be put into operation.

This mde it possible to go ahead with the proposals for
the reduction of Balloon Command at homo and the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, put forward his detailed
proposals on the 14th Noveiriber, These included the elimination
of all L-Z barrages (with the exception of Brockworth) north of
a line Severn to the ¥ash and west of a line Wash to the Forth,
excluding Rosyth and Scapa, Barrages south and east of this
line were to be considered as permanent including the Mark VI
balloon barrage at Dartmouth, and the mobile squadrons which
were now to be stabilised.

A.E,A,F,/^^S
13296
Encl.25A,

/Pull details
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Pull details of this reorganisation (known as the 1944
reorganisation^ have already been given elsewhere in this
narrative out the net result of such a reduction was to

be the release to other Cotnmands of approximately 4,500
officers and airmen, in addition to the provision of the
personnel required to undergo overseas training in conneotion
with "Overlord"*

The nurrbers to fulfil the estimated needs of the invasion
were assessed as;-

Officera & airmen

"Overlord" commitments 2,012

Tenqjorary organisation required in the
United Kingdom for training and
administration until launching of "Overlord"

Manning of Admiralty hards for assault
stage of operation

1,X38

393

3.543 (2)Total

In addition 498 personnel were still required for the two
Mark VI squadrons (Nos,986 and 988) which had been
for overseas, though not for "Overlord",

authorised

Thus on],y little more than six months before D day was it
possible to take action to coraraenoo the task of forming special
balloon units for the invasion. The delays in making the
various policy decision, due to lack of liaison between the

Air Staff branoheffat the Air Ministiy, the "Overlord" planners
at Norfolk House and Fighter Conmand might well have had
serious effects upon the efficiency of the balloon units
enployed; that they did not is due to the initiative and hard

work of Balloon Command who, in the midst of constant major
reorganisations and soon to be burdened with balloon defences

against eneny flying bonibs, concentrated all possible effort
in training personnel, assotiiblinig equipment and forming new units.

Formation and Organisation of Balloon Units for "Overlord"

To meet "Overlord" requirements the estimate of 565 Marie VI
balloons was originally made up as follows

For Assault Beaches and I^berzy(i)

ibid,
Enol,28B.

14 Beach balloon units of
15 balloons B  210 ballooiui.

(ii) For Continental Ports when Captured

5 Port balloon squadrons, with
10 flights (2 of 25 balloons,
2 of 20 balloons, 6 of 15 balloons)

For protection of Ports of Embarkation

B  180 balloons,

(iii)

3 Port balloon squadrons with
10 flights (2 of 25 balloons,
4 of 20 balloons- 1 of 15 balloons,
3 of 10 balloons) * 175 balloons.

n

/The port

(1) See Section 28,

(2) For further details see Section 28 pp, 475*^82,
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The port balloon squadrons were to be established as
Nos,992 to 999 Squadrons inclusive and the fourteen beach

balloon units were given the numbers 50 to 63 inclusive.
Each balloon was to be established with Balloon Operators,
and where a unit could not be attached to an adjacent
Royal Air Force Unit, it had to be provided with  a skeleton
administrative staff to operate on an independent mission.

It was the intention to form these units by passing
personnel through a basic training course at Cardington,
subsequently forming them into flights and con^jleting their
technical training by flying? Mark VI balloons in selected
barrages in the "dead” areas from which static barrages
were to be withdrawn,

squadrons should occupy the "dead" barrage areas as soon as
the L-Z balloons had been made non-operational, but there
was no liability for the Mark VI squadrons to provide
defence in the event of an eneny attack, as there would be
no certainty as to’ the number of balloons deployed at any
given time, individual flights being withdrawn for special
exercises in the course of their training.

The men of the beach balloon units, who would be
required to land with the first wave of assault troops,
wo^d also require special training with the parent beach
units with whom they would ultimate]ly operate,
beach units were responsible for handling all Air Force
supplies over the beaches to the advanced Ismding ground,
and the beach balloon units would therefore provide their
protective umbrella.

It v/as proposed that the port balloo

These

n

ibid,

Encl,27A.

The personnel of the two Mark VI squadrons previously
earmarked for overseas had already undertaken their basic

r I L t I / \ at Oardington, Consequently at the end of November,
1' ^ start was made by dispatching these men to No*958 Squadron*

KB9/52299/Gpo,/l - Swansea (a barrage scheduled for elimination) and replacing
Enol.l2A*. them at Oardington with the Swansea men for training.

Prom the trained Mark VI balloon operators at Swansea,
parties equivalent to two beach balloon units -• two officers
and sixty-two airmen-were attached in relays to the other
Air Force beach units, to be instructed in their duty of
providing balloon protection on the beaches during the
assault phase. This procedure was to be continued until
all fourteen balloon units had been trained with their
appropriate beach unit, the personnel remaining in Swansea
meanwhile maintaining the L-Z barrage, whilst continuing
their Mark VI training as far aswas practicable.

Authority was sought to release Balloon Command from
their commitment of the two Mark ’/I Squadrons for unspecified
overseas duties, in order to ease the burden of retaining
the required number of trained Mark VI balloon operators
over and above those required for "Overlord". Approval
was given by the Air Ministry on the 6th December, This
Was made possible by the fact that balloon reductions
v/ere then being effected in the Mediterranean area from
which aiy possible requirements for South East Asia coiOd
be met, if neceissary.

For some time previously the United States planning
staffs had been investigating the eiiployment of American
balloon units for the protection of their embarkation
points in the United Kingdom and of their assault beaches.
It was agreed by the British and American planners that a
similar policy should be adopted for their joint requirement
to facilitate provision of equipment, but hero again the
lack of definite information had hindered progress,

/The Americans

S

A, E, A, F,/^JS,
13296 Zno,3QA,
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The Americans planned to provide a Mark VI balloon battalion
for their ovm sphere of operations, but as their balloon
operators v/ere not fully trained and had no operational
635)erience it was suggested that they should be brought to
the United Kingdom to operate in an existing barrage area
either in South Wales or in Liverpool,
eventually chosen for this purpose, and by the end of November
arrangements had been made to deploy the American mobile
barrage there as soon as the Royal Air Force barrage could be
\7ithdravm.

Cardiff oas

By the time approval by the Chiefs of Staff and the
Prime Minister had been obtained to the alterations in the

Home Defences - in January 19A4 - all these early arrangements
had been subjected to considerable changes*
authorities at Headquarters, European Theatre of Operations^
United States Army, T/ere very concerned \7hen they learned that
the reductions agreed included the elimination of the barrages in
South Wales, since the American Army was using the ports of
3v/ansea, Port Talbot, Cardiff, Barry and Nevport in connection

j : 'Tith preparations for "Overlord”, It was therefore decided
to retain these barrages and to man them ̂ Tith the balloon

7iSO/-^22U9/-- personnel screened for possible defence against flying bombs, (^)
Ops,'
Encs,5XA

American

in place of those already trained on Mark VI balloons.
As the suggested importation of -the American mobile squadrons
for training at Cardiff never materialised, and the Swansea
barrage had not then been replaced by Marie VI training balloons,
it \iB.3 agreed that the L-Z barrages in South Wales should

remain deployed there until the flying bombs began, or until

they were no longer required for port protection in that area.

* B.

The barrages eliminated by the Approved reduction were,
therefore, Manchester, Liverpool, Crewe, Coventry, Sheffield,
Derby, Glasgow and Birmingham, but the last named barrage was

chosen as the area for training the "Overlord" port squadrons
and flights, the training being directed from No,6 Balloon
Centre (Y/ythal),
South, West and South Wales major ports required for the

invasion still protected by L-Z balloons, while the Midlands
became the training ground of the Mark VI port squadrons.
The personnel rendered surplus by the reorganisation were

Sufficient to man both the special commitments for "Overlord"

and the defence against flying bombs, and leave 2,000 airmen
and airwomen available for transfer to other Commands,

Thus the 1944 reorganisation left all the

Initial establishments were issued in January 1944 for
the port and beach balloon units, but these were subject to

many changes during the next four months as experience was

gained in trial operations of such units. The original four
teen beach balloon units of fifteen balloons each were

formed into seven units of thirty balloons, allotted on the
basis of tr/o units per army beach sub-area. Each beach
balloon flight v/as established mth three servicing vehicles

in the form of Bedford (Q,L* 4x4) tenders, fitted with a
flexible drive from the gear box for operating the portable
winches specially devised for "Overlord", Two vehicles out

of every three v/ere also to be provided T/ith power winches to
ensure a^tainst possible failure of the flexible drives.

tSS/32299/- formed for protection of an additional beach added to the
Originally it vms intended that the units

In March a further unit - No, 57 Beach Balloon Unit -

invasion plan,

 was

scheduled for overseas should be transferred, when formed, to
the Allied Expeditionary Air Force, or one of its subordinate

Bnc,55A,

/formations

(1) See Section 31
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formations, but it vas later agreed that certain of the training
particularly the technical training, could best be carried out
in Balloon nommand.

Balloon Oonmanc’ vdth effect from the 19th February 1944, and
No.6 Balloon Command (Wythal) became their parent administrative
unit.

The units vrere therefore established in
S.96836
Bncl.8A.

A programme of training t/as dra^vn up to cover the period
February to April so that all beach beilloon units, after a
period of attachment to their respective parent beach unit,
should receive refresher balloon handling training at
Cardington, deplo3ment and handling exercises at No.12 Balloon
Centre fTitchfield) and defence training at No,6 Balloon
Centre (’gythal). During the same months a series of
combined exercises vrcis held at various points in the United
Kingdom ■’jTith the object of exercising assault personnel and
landing craft in the different stages of the assault and
build-up,
these exercises, flying their balloons from the ships of the
Naval Carrying Forces engaged and practising the taking of
inflated balloons ashore to set up a protective uribrella upon
the beaches. The result of these exercises were carefully
studied and everything done to improve the organisation and
equipment to obviate any possible breakdown of the plans.

In view of the vital necessity of reducing the lift of
vehicles and stores in the early days of the invasion it was
agreed that the method of taking the flying balloons ashore
from ships v/ould be employed for ''Overlord'' Itself, and that
the beach balloons should be transferred inflated from the
United Kingdom, carried on landing craft in sufficient numbers
to maintain the beach units for the first seven days of the
operation without the necessity of topping-up.
of picking the balloons off the ships, like plums off a tree,
T/as called the "Plumtree" system. An organisation was then
set up to deal iTith the embarkation of the "Plumtree"
balloons from various ports and hards in this country,
as the Balloon Port Liaison Organisation, it consisted of
officers attached to all points of embarkation, to ensure that
hydrogen and equipment were available to produce inflated
balloons in the correct numbers at the places required through
out the operation, by maintaining liaison vath Naval Force
commanders. Army Divisions concerned in the Assault, and
Movement Control authorities*

The ;jaerican Army were providing a balloon barrage
battalion for the protection of their own beaches in the invasion
area, but they required the assistance of Balloon Command for
the initial inflation of their balloons before embarkation.
The "Pluratree" system was also set up for them, and American
Port Balloon Liaison Officers were appointed to v/ork with the
^lloon Command Port Balloon Liaison Organisation in the Falmouth,
Plymouth, Portland/weymouth and Dartmouth/Brixham areas.
Balloon Command shore servicing stationsW undertook
responsibility for the operation of the American "Plumtree"
from United Kingdom, \^rLth a supply of hydrogen from British
hydrogen cylinders.

Beach balloon units took part in a nuiriber of

This method

Known

A.E.A.P./
S. 17047

(passim’)

Meamiiiile the port units were deployed to sites in the
Birmingham barrage area and were trsiined under conditions to
simulate those under which the units might be called
to operate.

upon

Their training included the flying and repair
of balloons with makeshift equipment, so that in an
the barrage should not become
equipment.

emergency
non-operational through lack of

The crev/s were organised as parties of seven men
/per five

(l) See Section 14
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per five balloons so that flights of any size in multiples of
five balloons from ten to tv/enty*»fivc balloons (l.e. tro to flye
crews) could be deployed as a port balloon flight, TiTiere
a barrage of thirty or more balloons v/as required two or more
flights of suitable size were to be administered by a small
headquarters.

All this time consideration vas being given by the Air
Staff of Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Air Force, in
conjunction vdth the Naval and General staffs, to the full
organisation of balloon units required for the invasion, but
their plans were continually altered as a result of the
experiments carried out with balloons during the various
combined exercises. By the beginning of April, however, they
were able to produce a "draft of the "Overlord"
balloon protection of beaches and "Mulberries"",

British beaches v;cre to be protected from D, day onwards by
beach balloon units viiich v/ere to be transported to the
Continent on D, day. During exorcises it had been found that
the flying of balloons from landing craft would be likely
to give the enemy radar vifarning of the approach of the
invasion fleet and therefore it iTould not be possible to fly
balloons on craft reaching the lowering position before H-15;
consequently 98 balloons v/ere scheduled to be carried on tho
landing craft on the first tide and 102 on the landing craft
on the second tide \7hose time of arrival did not fall vd.thin

this restriction. This would provide for 180 balloons,
each T/ith their crow of two airmen and one li^t portable
vrLnch, together with 20 unmanned balloons, flying from short
stays, to replace any casualties suffered on the voyage, the
risk of v^hioh T/as increased by the limited flying height of
100 feet imposed by the Navy, After D Day an extra balloon
v/as to be carried to the Continent by each landing craft, in
addition to the balloon it carried for its ovm pretection, and
two-thirds of the landing craft were to carry Air Poree
balloons across the Channel as reinforcements; the
remainder carrying Naval balloons for their ovm protection on
both outv/ard and return Journeys, On the landing craft the
Balloon could be flown either from the light portable winch
or from the existing Naval ’.Tinch, in which case the portable
winch was to be taken ashore packed, the balloon being carried
from the ship ballasted v/ith sandbags. On landing craft in

■which a Na'val balloon was already to be carried flying frem
the Naval -winch in the bows of each craft, the Air Force
balloon v/aa to be flov/n across, attached to the ships’ rail.

Sixty balloons were required for the immediate protection .
of Mulberry *B' at Arromanches and these vrare to be provided
by further beach balloon units to be deployed on  D +
Port protection would be provided as the operation progressed,
on request from the 2nd Tactical Air Force, and it v/as
estimated that two hundred and ten balloons would ultimately
be required for this purpose.

Ji!n for the
The threeibid,

(passim)

Any balloons required in excess of those already prepared
for overseas ports were to be pro-vlded either by their 'with
drawal from home ports or by reforming beach units, on a port
basis, T/hen no longer required. Use and size of port units
v/Duld only be decided by the course of the \ia.r and it was
therefore necessary to retain them on a flexible basis so that
flights and squadrons could be increased in size to meet
individual requirements. The later training of port units
therefore Included the deployment of exercise barrages of
varying sizes, by the transfer of flights from one squadron to
another, and of balloons from one flight to another,

/in order,

(1) See appendix ’J» "Plan for British Balloon Protection -
Operation "Overlord",

G.192400
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In order to cover exercise '‘Pabius" - a full-scale invasion

exercise scheduled for early May and embracing all types of
units - the Air Officer Commanding Air Defence of Great Britain
gave orders on the 12th April that deployment of "Overlord”
units to operational areas should be completed by the 28th April,
Deployment of balloon parties for Admiralty shore servicing
stations and hai'ds to cover all embarkation points from Harwich
to Milfoi'd Haven was coirpleted by the 20th April, and by the 28th
April the homo port balloon squadrons and flights had moved to
the poi’ts they wore scheduled to p»rotect, thus;-

No,997 Squadron

No.Ill Plight
No.112

No.113

No.998 Squadron

Mark VI Balloons

V/cymouth
HaniWort hy
Portland

20
II

15
II

10

No.llA Plight
No.115 II

Newhaven

Shoreham
25
20

No.999 Squadron

No.116 Plight
No.117 ”

Torquay
Brixhara

20

15

Individual Plights

No,118 Plight Powey

Lepo/stansvi?ood Bay-
20

119 tl

20

^65 balloons
Those home port units were to remain in Balloon Command unless
and until required for transfer to overseas ports,
addition the L-Z barrages at Southanpton and Portsmouth were
augmented by a total of 18 balloons, drawn from the Scapa
barrage.

In

The port balloon squadrons and flights destined for
seas were transferred to the 2nd Tactical Air Force or No,85
Group as appropriate, but wore to remain as lodger units at No,6
Balloon Centro until called forward for the Continent,
early May those squadrons were re-established in accordance with
the reconsidered requirements of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force

No,992 Squadron

over-

in

Mark VI Balloons

No.101 Plight
No.102 ft

25
25

No.994 Squadron

No,105 Plight
No. 106 •'

25
20

No,996 Squadron

No,109 Plight
No. no ft

15
15

Individual Plights

No.103 Plight
No.104
No.108

No,120 II

15

25
15
10

190 balloons

/Nos.993
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Kos,933 and 995 Squadron Hoadquarters and No,107 Ellcht wer©
dis-ostablishod, their balloons havinq beon absorbed into the
other port units. It was considered that balloons in excess

of the 190 provided might be required in duo course, but in
such a case, they would be drawn frqm the home port units.

As a result of experienoo gained from the combined
53^29!/^QRs-« exoroisos two further stops were taken. Firstly, six of tho

beach balloon units, (Kos,50 to 55) were reformed into three
squadrons (No.974, 976 and 980 Beach Balloon Squadrons)
for oach of the throe British assault beaches, and transferred
to tho 2nd Tactical Air Force on the 20th April, No,974
Squadron to work with No,2 Beach Squadron, and No.980 Squadron
to work with No,4 Beach Squadron, were both moved to Southanpton,
No,976 Beach Squadron to work with No.l Beach Squadron, was
moved to Portsmouth, The two remaining beach balloon units
(Nos,56 and 57) scheduled for tho i^rotection of Mulberry *B’,
were provided with a small administrative Headquarters formed
as No,991 Squadron, which was transferred to tho 2nd Tactical
Air Force on tho 26th April,

one

The second step, made necessary as a result of exercises,
was the provision of marine craft for the Port Liaison
Organisation, It was found that balloons could not always bo
transferred to landing craft alongside a landing stage and
also that those already flying from landing craft at assembly
points needed servicing and hydrogen, which had to be transported
to them,

marine craft to augment the "Small Vessel Pools" at certain

embarkation ports for tho primary purpose of ferrying "plumtroo"
balloons from hards and jetties out to the landing craft and
servicing them when flying from craft at assembly.

Stops were taken therefore to provide Air Force

All these results had not been achieved v/ithout a
tremendous amount of detailed work in connection with tho
organisation, equipment and training of the balloon units.

The stated requirement for balloons to take part in
"Overlord" came so late in the day that the problem presented
to Balloon Command was how to conplete balloon and other
training in tho limited time available,
were formed it was found essential that they should continue
their training together, so that they might work efficiently
as a team and an integral part of the landing forces. As far
as the beach balloon units were concerned the beaches were to
be under conplete /irny control, an Army beach sub-area being sot
up for each to include two Jirmy beach groups and one Air Force
beach unit, to v/hich the beach balloon unit v/as attached.
As it Was necessary for the Royal Air Force units to be at home
in an artiy organisation most of the training for the beach
balloon units was under arn\y supervision, which meant the
appointment of balloon training officers to visit these units
at their training locations and instruct and exercise the
personnel in balloon handling. In addition, the officers of
the beach units were themselves instructed in field training,
treatment of mines and booby traps, and other types of assault
training so that they might, in their turn, teach the men of
their own units. Everyone had to be familiar with tho
handling of sten guns, rifles, hand-grenades and machine-guns,
and the beach units had to be ooiipetent in both dry and wet
shod landings when taking their balloons with them. Transport
drivers also had to be trained in waterproofing and de-waterproof-
ing of vehicles. All this training (which was perhaps less
familiar to balloon operators than to other branches of tho
Royal Air Force) required a highly efficient direction and
organisation by staff officers at Balloon Command and Balloon
Groups,

Once special units

/Technical
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Technical equipment vas another subject i;^hlch needed
detailed study if it v.’as to fulfil the stringent demands Vvrhich
Trould be rn.de upon it. Until a definite decision Tiras given on
the type of balloon to be used and the approximate number
required little provisioning action could be taken,
planned need v;as for the beach units to be backed by sufficient
equipment to operate and maintain their barrages for at least
forty days, v-hile the period of operation of the overseas
port units mxB an indefinite one. The Hark VI balloons to
be used, flov/n from piano rrLre, t/ere to be fitted v/ith the
latest type of bomb/parachuto arming, and provisioning had to
be made for these balloons and ancillary equipment, based
a hypothetical casualty rate, to rMch the casualty rate
suffered in the Sicilian invasion offered only a very rou^
guide. The immediate reserve of balloons v/as fixed at 800
per cent of the initial establishment for beach balloon units,
and 600 per cent for port squadrons; this proved ample for all
requirements. In addition 300 initial establishment and 450
reserve balloons xrere required for training, backed by a monthly
T/astage rate of 100 per cent.

For the beach units a type of portable hand \7inch
necessary item,

Cardington evolved one viiich could be v.’heeled like a barrow,
had a compact reel, vjas provided \rith attached insulation mats
and could be used ^vith any type of cable and armament,
even this light portable v/inch required four men to carry it
from ship to shore and possibilities vrere investigated of
providing flotation gear to assist in getting them ashore,
but without success. Amy help v/as enlisted, and it was
found possible to land the v/inches with tho aid of army
personnel, drawn from those aboard each landing craft carrying
a balloon.

The

on

V7as a

The Balloon Development Establishment at

But

Transport v/as another item of equipment v/hich had to be
specially supplied fitted to suit the conditions, and both
beach and port units had to be supplied rdth vehicles equipped
^7ith special flexible v.rLnch drives. All this equipment had
not only to be made available for D, Day but for exercises and
training so that everyone concerned might be familiar rdth Its
handling and maintenance.

Supply of hydrogen was still another matter which
required careful organisation and planning, so that cylinders
would be available at all embarkation points for Inflation
puiposes and ample numbers of filled hydrogen cylinders ready
for embarkation and replenishment of barrages as soon as they
were flying on the Continent, The overseas port balloons
could not be carried inflated to the Continent ovjlng to the
inq)racticability of carrying inflated balloons from points of
disembarkation to deployment areas. Therefore hydrogen cyllndew
and/or mobile hydrogen plants had to be provided for shipping
v/lth these units and, in the case of the latter, the necessary
chemicals for operating the plants. Six hydrogen co-ordinating
officers ^/■ere appointed in March 1944» one to each Section of
the South Coast, to ensure the imintenance of continuous
supplies of hydrogen. These officers had the onerous task of
organising the hydrogen supplies in their areas in such a wayas to ensure that they T^ould be available at viiatever embarkation
points mght be in need of them. All road, rail and loading
facilities had to be carefully studied and arranged accordingly,in conjunction rd-th the Directoro.te of Movements at the Air
Ministry, in order that there should be no breakdown in the
supply from regular hydrogen factories in the United Kingdom,
oraorgency hydrogen plants were set up at various points to
augment the existing output as required. The problem of
unloading hydrogen cylinders from landing craft before

/berthing
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berthing faoilitioa v/ero available v/as also investigated, and special
skids were provided to unload hydrogen until approxinately D + 8, v;hen
it vra,s anticipated that coasters vrould be able to take over the duty of
delivery. These skids v.'-ere not used in the actual operation, hcrr/ever,
ovlng to the amount of deck space they required.

Aa far as establishments were concerned, the Sicilian balloon units
served as a guide, but conditions on the Continent varied considerably
from those in the Mediterranean area, and alterations and additions were
made continually to meet special requirements only revealed as a result
of the numerous exercises. In Sicily it had been found that the absence
of Balloon Liaison officers on the staffs of higher formations had led
to considerable v/aste of time and man-power \7hen units had fulfilled

their original purpose, as it v/as difficult for their commanders to
obtain any policy rulings regarding reorganisation. During the early
months of 1944, therefore. Balloon Liaison officers v/ere established on

the Headquarters staffs of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force and
2nd Tactical Air Force, and these officers, with their balloon knowledge,
v/ere able to assist materially in smoothing out the vaiuous balloon
problems as they arose.

By the 31st May, a state of complete readiness v/as attained in

accordance ’with the orders issued by the Supreme Allied Commander,
Balloon Liaison officers v/ere at their posts with the Allied

Expeditionary Air Force formations concerned in the invasion* The
Balloon Port Liaison officers were ready v/ith Ihe organisation to
provide both Air Force and iimerican army balloons inflated as required,
whilst the Admiralty shore servicing stations v/cre prepared to fit
naval balloons to all t^/pos of craft, from liners to tugs, not
scheduled to carry Air Force or American balloons. Disposition of
balloons, equipment and hydrogen to their appointed areas had been made
in collaboration with the Kite Balloon section of the Admiralty* Marino
craft were at shore servicing stations to ferry the balloons and carry
reinforcements to landing craft, and the home port balloon units v/oro

flying to protect the activities of British and American forces at all
their ports of embarkation. Detailed loading tables had been checked

and rechecked to minimise any chance of error in the distribution of

beach balloon squadron personnel and equipment, which might prevent
them flying and maintaining their barrage on arrival at the far shore*
Personnel of the Air Force beach balloon units and of the American

Balloon Barrage Battalion had been called into the concentration and

marshalling areas, Yfith everyone ready for their appointed tasks, all
Balloon Command's preparations were completed for the assault upon the
shores of Normandy,

D* Day and the early stages of "Overlord",

In the early hours of Tuesday, 6th June, a vast armada of ships'
carried the Allied Armies across the Channel, most of them carrying
balloons for protection against enemy attack during their passage and
their stay off the enemy-held shores, and many of them also carrying
inflated balloons for protection of British and i\merican landing beaches.

Active preparation for this undertaking had commenced on Thursday,
1st June (D - 4) v/hen v/ork was started on the loading of landing craft
both at the Eastern (British) Task Force embarkation points of
Fclixstov/e, Tilbury, Shoreham, Southampton, and Portsmouth, and the

Western Task Force (American) areas of Weymouth, Portland, Brixham,
Dartmouth, Plymouth, Pov/ey and Falmouth* The flying limit of 100 feet
imposed "by radar implications and to v/hich all Air Force, American and
Naval balloons alike had to conform v/hile crossing the Channel on D - Day,

,  . greatly increased the risk of balloon casualties in bad v/eather,
weather v/as fine, hov/ever, on the first tv/o days and no difficulties

^^TW^)p/ore encountered by the Port Balloon Organisation, and the shore
52299/ ser-vicing stations, but on D - 2 the v/eather deteriorated and the wind

increased, causing several balloon casulaties on craft at their assembly
Enc,51s* anchorages* On Sunday, the 4th June, a temporary postponement of the

operation v/as announced due to the adverse v/eather conditions.
Balloon casualties continued to occur and their replacement was made

difficult by the rough seas and high v/inds.

Ops-,

/From a
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Pron a Walloon point of vior/ the weather on Monday, the
5th Juno, could not have been vrorse. A heavy sea xaxa running
and landing craft were allowed to move to any points v;hore
they could find shelter. This necessitated the operation of
emergency shore servicing stations at Marsash and Stanswood Bay,
An attempt v/as made to obtain ferry craft for this purpose but
although one from Portsmouth mnaged to reach Warsash, the one
for Stansv/ood Bay had to turn back owing to the rough seas.
The Naval authorities then predicted n further tv/enty-four
hours postponement of the operation, but at 09.00 hours on
Monday, the 5th June, instructions were received to replace
all balloon casualties with the greatest possible speed
sailing v/as imminent*

as;

The problem presented to the Port Balloon Organisation
was a serious one, as the marine tenders supplied to ferry
replacements were not suitable for rough seas and quickly became
swamped. All shore servicing stations viiose ferry craft
could operate had to work at high pressure. Assistance, in
the form of additional marine craft, xnxs obtained wherever
possible from Naval and Air Force bases, but the wind v/as still
hif^ and the transfer of balloons in mid-stream to fast moving
vessels v/as not an easy task,
ties,
vessel wp.s

In spite of all these difficul-

the speed of replacement was such that practically every
carrying a balloon as they moved from their

At Felixstov/e, for example, sixty balloons had
been initially fitted at the hards and eighty-three had to be
used for replacement either before or at sailing time. At
Tilbury and Shoreham there vrere no balloon casualties unreplaoed
at the time of sailing, and at Portsmouth and Southairpton
there vrere not more than a total of eight or nine balloons
missing from their craft. In the Solent-Spithead area alone
there were between 350 and 400 balloons flying.

anchorages.

The i’vmerican Anay had an operational role similar to that
of the Royal Air Force as regards the flying of balloons in

initial assault. No. 320 Anti-Aircraft Battalion operated
batteries, each flying approximately fifty-five balloons,

rao/TS/54H9/(^8. No.32 Group of Balloon Command made all the necessary plana
Encl.lOA* for the move of their equipment, and for the operation of a

'Tlumtree" system for them.

The ;\merican convoys set sail from Falmouth, Plymouth and
other Restem ports on D - 2, flying a total of 202 balloons.
Rith the postponement of the operation, all convoys had to
return to port, and under the most unfavourable vreather condi
tions the banoons had to be serviced or replaced. At Plymouth
a large portion of the convoy could not anchor in the Sound,
and balloon servicing craft had to operate outside the breakv/ater
in heavy seas, which caused several casualties. On D - 1 the
convoy set sail again, every craft duo to receive  a balloon
having been supplied v/ith one, over 500 balloons including
Naval balloons having been fitted.

One point v/hich should be mentioned here is that alone
of all the ancillary personnel engaged in the operation the men
of the shore servicing organisation had full access to every
landing craft, mixing freely with briefed troops. It is a
high tribute to these men that no breach of security resulted
as a consequence of their unique freedom of movement in the
face of security regulations vMch v/ere possibly the strictest
that have ever- been knotm. It is amusing to record hero that
when the "Overlord" security instructions were drav/n up
necessity for such freedom v/as overlooked, and Balloon Command
TOs informed that their system of maintaining and replacing
balloons, though admirable in practice, could not be allov/ed for
the actual operation. Instant application to Supreme
Headquarters resulted in all Hard Parties and men of the shore
servicing organisation being absolved from the security
ro.cmlations in this sense. //.s soon
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As soon as the force had left the shores of Southern

England the shore servicing stations became busy \7ith the build
up for maintaining the beach barrages in full operation, and
from D + 1 onv/ards every available craft carried  a replacement
balloon, either for the Royal Air Force Beach Balloon Squadrons
or for the American Beach Balloon Battalion,

By the night of D« Day, all the beach balloon squadrons
were flying a number of balloons and they steadily built up
a satisfactory barrage. No.974 Squadron protected the beach

east of Courselles, v/hilst Nos. 976 and 980 Squadrons v/ere
located at Hermanville. No.976 Squadron suffered very heavy
enemy shell and mortar fire and it was considered advisable to
deflate the balloons for several days, Yhilst this barrage
V7as non-operational, their balloon operators vrere of considerable

assistance to the Army, performing such duties as dismantling
and guarding gliders of the Airborne Forces, Although it was

intended that balloons should fly day and night over the

beaches, some of the rearming and refuelling strips for fighter
aircraft v/ere in use by D + 4 and the need for control made it

necessary to fly balloons by night only, in the vicinity of

these strips. By D + 6, No,991 Beach Balloon Squadron was
flying in protection of Mulberry 'B * at Arromanches, No.56
Plight flying 32 land-based balloons, and No,57 Flight 32
waterborne balloons to protect the artificial harbour. No,104
Port Balloon Flight had also been brought in to provide a

barrage for the petrol base at Port-en-Bessin.

Poiins 540,

The "Plumtree” system Trorked very well and hydrogen and

packed balloons arrived according to plan, supplies of 144
cylinders and 10 packed balloons being phased in for each

squadTOn as early as D + 1. The general opinion of all
concerned v/as that the moral effect of the balloons had been

of great assistance to the men unloading on the beaches, and

on the few occasions when the LviftTra.ffe appeared over the area

they respected the barrage and flew at a reasonable height.

There were fev; casualties amongst the Air Force beach
squadrons, but the Senior Balloon Officer of the 2nd Tactical
Air Force was seriously wounded when the Rhino ferry, on vhich

he was coming ashore, was blown up by mines. His duties
T/ere tenqjorarily assvimed by the Coinnanding Officer of one of

the beach squadrons without causing any hitch in the disembarka

tion and deployment of units.

In the meantime the throe port balloon squadrons and four

port balloon flights vrere still at No,6 Balloon Centre, ready
to move to the Continent to protect ports as they v/ere
captured. No,976 Squadron v/as scheduled for Le Havre and

No, 976 Squadron for Rouen, but at the beginning of July a i*equest
was put forv/ard by Headquarters, European Theatre of Operations,
United States Army, for balloon protection of ports in the
American sector at Cherbourg, Quiberon Bay and Brest,
Protection for Cherbourg v/as required almost immediately on

a scale of fifty balloonso Accordingly, instructions v/ere

issued by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Allied
Expeditionary Air Forces, that the one hundred and sixty five
homo port balloons then deployed at invasion ports v/ere to be
v/ithdrav/n and reformed, at No,6 Balloon Centre, into three

squadrons (tv/o of fifty and one of forty-five balloons
respectively). The protection of Cherbourg could then bo
found by bringing forward No,992 Squadron (already of 50 balloons)
and annotating one of the nev/ squadrons in its place for the

protection of Lo Havre,

/All the
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All the hone port halloon squerlrona r.nd flights
mdo non-operational therefore, and vero disestablished with
effect fron the 12th July, as fron the sane date refoming in
Balloon

iTere

Oonmand for No,95 Group as under;-/  s

KBG/^5232V-
—Ops^v—

£nc.ll2A/^,

997 Squadron Mark VI Balloona

111 Pliqht 25
112 ft

25

998 Squadron

114 Pli,qht 25
115 It

20

999 Squadron

116 Flight 25
117 II

25

145 balloons*

Nos,118 and 119 Port Balloon Flights and No,113 Plight of
No, 997 Port Balloon Squadron were eliminated, the tv/enty
balloons thus rendered surplus being used to increase the
size of No,996 Squadron to the fifty balloons required for the
protection of Le Havre, The original overseas port units
still at No,6 Balloon Centre therefore became;-

992 Squadron Marie VI Balloons

No.101 Plight
No.102

25

25

994 Squadron

No,105 Plight
No,106 II

25
20

996 Squadron

No.109 Flight
No.110 II

25

25

Individual plights

No. 108 Flight
No,120

No.103

II

II

15
10

15

185 Balloons

thus mking a total of three hundred and thirty port balloona
standing by at No,6 Balloon Centre available for Continental
ports in the American and British Sectors. it was anticipated
that No.992 Squadron and N0.IO3 Plight (for Caen) would be
called forv7ard avLthout delay, but oTri.ng to the Gerann policy
of holding the prench ports to the bitter end, it xnxB obvious
that the remaining balloons \7ould not be required for some time,
and on the 22nd July, the remaining two hundred and sixty five
balloons were phased back indefinitely by 21st Army Grovcp,

This proved to be a blessing in disguise as far as home
defence v;as concerned, as the flying bomb attacks were then at
their height. Permission was obtained from No,85 Group to
deploy their Mark VI balloons as a temporary protection
against flaring bombs and gain practical experience of theso

/bomb
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■bomb/paraohute llght-vei.rht arralng against these veapons*(^)
The 265 Mark VI balloons T/ere deployed east of Gravesend on
the 24th July and remained there until the end of Au,gust«
Ov/ing to the fact that the Allied armies srrept forward into
Belgium, by-passing the majority of the French ports still held
by ihe Germans, and that on the 11th August the United States
9th Air Defence Command relinquished their claim to port
balloon protection, these port balloon units never fulfilled
their original purpose.

- 515 -

On the 28th August, the Hark VI balloons were withdravfli
from the fl3ring bomb defences and replaced by an L-Z barrage.
It VG.S still thought possible that further increases might be
necessary in the anti-flying bomb barrage, so Nos.994, 998
and 999 Squadrons were transferred from No.85 Group to Balloon
Command on the 1st September, disbanded and reformed as No,965
Squadron of 40 L-Z balloons, designed to be held to meet further
commitments in the United Kingdom, This reduced the total of
"Overlord" balloons by I40, from 595 to 455 Mark VI balloons.

By the end of September the position on the Continent had
undergone a rapid change. The Allied Armies, in their great
push fonTard had centred all activities in Belgium and on the
borders of Holland, It was obvious, therefore, that protection
of such French ports as vre held was no longer needed, there
being little likelihood of any large-scale enemy air attacks,
neither was there any reason for the retention of the beach
balloon units, beach maintenance having been discontinued.

The Air Force beach units having been withdravm early in
'September, the beach balloon squadrons wore left v/ith no
administrative headquarters and to provide this Headquarters,
No,159 (Balloon) Wing was formed in No,85 Group on the 4th
September and assumed both operational and administrative control
of all the Malic VI balloons of the Allied Expeditionary Air
Forces, whether on the Continent or earrjTarked for transfer
there. Concurrently the title of No,991 Beach Balloon Squadron
guarding the Mulberry at Arronmanches was altered to No,991
Port Squa.dron, This step T/as follo^7ed by the withdravra.1 of
most of the beach balloon units.

II, Encl,l5A.

85(^S. 68/Air
Encs,2lA and
3OA,

During September, the Anti-Aircraft Divisional Commander of
the defences of Caen and Oiistreham requested that No,976
Beach Balloon Squadron might be moved to the banks of the Caen-
Ouistreham Canal to serve as a deterrent to enemy minelaying in
the canal. There were no Air Force objections to this sugges
tion, provided that the move was not made until night fighters
ceased operations from the adjoining airfield at Carpiquet,
Progress of the Allied Armies T/as so si<7ift, however, that the
requirement for protection of the canal soon faded, and on the
30th September agreement was reached beWeen all three Services
that balloon defences could be dispensed v/ith throughout the
whole of the 21st Army Group area, Authoraty was accordingly
given by the 2nd Tactical Air Force iso withdraw Nos,974 and 980
Beach Balloon Sqxiadrons to the United Kingdom, whilst the same
authority stated that No, 992 Squadron v/as no longer required for
the Continent,

ibid, Encs,96D
and 14QA.

ibid, Encs.95D
and 138A,

By the 5th October, the follovn.ng units were at No, 6,
Balloon Centre awaiting official transfer to Balloon Command and
further instructions as to their disposal:-

/Port Units

(1) See Section 3I,
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Mark VI BalloonsPort Units

No,992 50 Released from Continental
coKunltments,

Returned from flying borib
barrage, and replaced
by L-Z balloons.

No,996

No.997
No,108 Plight
No.120 Plight

No,103 Plight

50
50

15
10

15 Not required on the
Continent,

Beach Units

No.974 Squadron
No.980 Squadron

60 Returned from the

Continent and awaiting
disbandment.

60

310

whilst remaining overseas vrere the folloT/ing units:-

N0.976 Beach Squadron 60 Retained for caen-

Ouistreham Canal, but
not used.

No,991 Port Squadron 60 Mulberry »B* at
Arromanchea,

No.104 Port Plight 25 Port-en-Bessin

No,965 Squadron, newly formed from the three port
squadrons, was dis-established as a result of the Chiefs of
Staff decision to disband all Balloon Command Squadrons at
home, Td.th the exception of a reserve of 800 L-Z balloons for
possible flying bomb commitments.

It xfB.B considered that the remaining overseas units would
be returned to the United Kingdom, N0.I59 Balloon TAng
remaining in Prance until they had gone, when in its turn, it
too vrould be disbanded, and the balloon chapter of "Overlord"
Tould be closed. But by this time the Allied ilrmies had
reached the west bank of the Scheldt, and the defence of the
^tuary and the Port of Anti’/eip against air attack and mine-
laying was already being seriously considered by the Naval
authorities on the Continent.

The Scheldt Barrage

A glance at the map of Europe would show that the provision
effective barrage for the Scheldt v^as a big undertaking,

certain that w^ater-bome balloons would be
W5,52737/’- to protect the Estuary and at the time vdien the Antwerp require-

dust beginning to fonmlate. Balloon Command squadrons
(passim}, at home i/ere being disbanded rapidly and equipmont

from water-borne barra,ges*

needed

removed

No definite official request for a Scheldt barrage was
made until the end of October, but at the beginning of the
month Balloon Command took the first step tovards such a project
and asked the Navy to hold up the dismantling of vd.nches from
water-borne balloon craft in the United Kingdom, in case these
might be suitable for the new barrage#

/The first
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The first official intimation came to Balloon CJomnand as
the result of a signal from Headquarters, 2nd Tactical Air
Force to the Air Ministry on the 19th October, stating that
a possible commitment existed on the Continent for 450 Mark VI
balloons and 100 Mark VII (v/ater-bome L-z) balloons and
asking for information regarding available barges. At ttiis
tine there vero 21 drifters, 61 dumb barges and 1? self-
propelling barges left in the Command. The Admiralty agreed
to delay the disposal of these craft until details of the
deployment area and servicing facilities available had been
received, thus making it possible to ascertain their
suitability. Headquarters, 2nd Tactical Air Force's first
signal was follov;ed by another in ̂ llich they issued orders that
all No, 85 Group balloons on the Continent iTere to move to

Ant\7erp for protection of the Scheldt, followed by Nos* 974 and
98O Port Balloon Squadrons frcrn the United Kingdom, together
v/ith two L-Z squadrons.

This was putting the cart before the horse, as although
the Mark VI Squadrons were under the control of the 2nd
Tactical Air Force, Balloon Command v;as still the 2nd Tactical
Air Force's technical adviser on balloons, and had not
been asked to undertake a reconnaissance of the proposed area.
Moreover, the v/aterborne squadrons had not yiet been foimed,
and until the types of vessels and moorings, required and
available, could be ascertained, it was impossible to give
advice on the organisation required. Provision of such a
barrage raised a large number of administrative problems both
for the Admiralty and Balloon Command, and Headqiiarters,
Balloon Copnand, accordingly requested that a meeting should
be held at Headquarters, No,85 Group, Ghent, to discuss the
project in full, and to mke major decisions regarding the
nature of deployment. This was arranged for the 30th October,
and meanwhile any preliminary action possible v^as put in hand.
Nos,974 and 980 Port Squadrons (which had been disbanded at
No,6 Balloon Centre on the 16th October) were re-established
ten days later as tvra squadrons, each of fifty Mark VI balloons.
On the sane day. Nos,965 and 967 Squadrons, each of fifty
L-Z balloons, were formed at Cardington from Balloon Command
resources.

even

The meeting at Headquarters, No,85 Group, was attended by
representatives of the 2nd Tactical Air Force, Balloon Cornnand
and the Directorate of Compressed Gases, Air Ministry, as v;ell
as the Commanding Officers - desi,gnate of the tv/o L-Z squadrons,
both of TJhom had considerable experience of T/aterbome
barrages* It was revealed that some of the barrage
still in enemy hands, but it was envisaged that the 100 L-Z
balloons would be used to protect the Dutch portion of the
Estuary - the outer Scheldt from the mouth to the Belgian
border, and 300 Mhrk VI balloons for the Belgian section - the
inner Scheldt and the port of Antwerp, If sufficient barges
could not be made available for all the waterborne L-Z

balloons, it might be necessary to fly Mark VI balloons from
buoys, and for this purpose the balance of I50 Mark VI balloons
T/ere required in reserve. It became obvious at the meeting
that No,85 Group had no conception of the magnitude of the task
of organising and deploying the largest waterborne barrage
ever to be flown, and they were only too ready to hand over
the major portion of the work to Balloon Command, It vras

agreed that the two L-Z squadrons should be fully prepared by
Balloon Command so that they might operate iimnediately on
arrival on the Continent, As such a barrage could not be
maintained vrithout backing, it Tra.s proposed to expand Head
quarters, No,159 Wing, into the equivalent of a small balloon
centre on v/hich balloon repair and hydrogen plant sections
could be based.

area T/as

/On the
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On the 2fth November, a conference vrcis held at Headquarters,
Balloon Command, attended by representatives of the Air Mnistry
and No,85 Group, to decide the detailed action required as a
result of the previous meeting at Ghent, it \7as agreed that
ba.rrage control should be set up in the Anti-Aircraft opera
tions room at ;mtv/erp as veil as at the trra L-Z Squadron head
quarters, The prr.visional siting plan for the tr/o water
borne squadrons formed the basis of their establishment ;-

No,965 Squadron

(vdth Headquarters at Torheusen) - 47 water and 7 land sites.

No,967 Squadron

(with Headquarters at Walsourden) - 59 T/ater and  7 land sites.

The 300 Mark VI balloons v/erc to bo found from:-

All balloon units in Prance

(Nos,976 and 991 Squadrons, No,104 Plight)- 145
Mark VI balloons.

(a)

Certain squadrons at No.6 Balloon Centre,
(N0S.992, 974, 980, 996 and 997 Sqdns.)

One section of No,103 plight

- 150

(c) 5

300 balloonsTotal

leaving at No,6 Balloon Centro a balance of 155 Mark VI
bdlloons for transfer if required. Pending final clarification
of requirermjnts, it vras also thought necessary to hold 60 -
70 landbased L-Z balloons for possible substitution of up to
200 Hark VI balloons, and for this purpose one L-Z balloon
squadron was earmarked from the 800 L-Z balloons held in
reserve by Balloon Command for the flying bomb commitment.

It vras estimated that it would take three weeks to s\7eep
the Scheldt channel, and as no waterborne deployment could
take place until this had been done, it vrexs agreed that Nos,
965 and 967 Squadrons should be brought to a state of readiness
by the 27th November, Immediate arrangcEients were made for
an advance party from each squadron to proceed to the Continent
to assist in making arrangements for the arrival of their units,
CKTing to difficulties of vri.ncl and ’leather in the vicinity of
Flushing, moored barges could not be used there, and a flight
of mobile drifters v/as required in that area, A drifter 

'

flight could be equipped from drifters in this country, but it
v;as thought more economical to use Belgian barcres, if these
could be obtained, for the rest of the TOterbome balloons.
The next step was to provide the necessary marine craft for
these squadrons. This x;as accomplished by obtaining the
major requii’ement of pinnaces from Coastal Command, who also
sippliod ferry crews to deliver them to iintwerp. Plying boat
tenders and marine tenders xvere supplied from Air Ministry
resources and shipped direct to the Continent,

Goncu^ontly the necessary hydrogen plant x^as shipped,
together with the personnel to operate it, so that supplies
might be ready for initial inflation of the barraf^e. To make
doubly sure of this, 3,900 cylinders of hydrogen were also
shipped to the Continent,

/The difficulties
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The difficulties of finding enough suitable barges and

aocojnnodation vrore increased by the ]a,ck of commnlcation
betxvGen the T7ing and advance parties in Belgium on the one hand,
and Balloon Command on the other. Local accomodation vas

proving difficult, and huts could only be distributed through
21st Amy channels In vie\7 of a ruling by Supreme Headquarters
to this effect,

Belgium needed to have v/inches fitted, and material sxjpplied to
build sleeping accommodation on board,
accommodation problem, Balloon Command endeavoured to obtain,
through the Admiralty, the use of some old paddle-steamers,
0\r/ing to the fact that most of the v/aterborne barrage vrould be

in Dutch vmters, but flying from Belgian craft, the subject of
the v.’aterbome vessels bccarie a natter of intemational politloe
between the Dutch and the Belgian Governments,
negotiations presented another factor vvhich hindered progress
in deployment of the barrage.

Such barges as v/ere found available In

To assist In the

Protracted

The accommodation question was settled during November
v/'hen the Air Ministry agreed to the establishment of 100

caravans, vAiich were already available in Balloon Command, and
these v/ere shipped to the Continent as an addition to the few
local billets which could be found.

Air Force huts were handed over to the Admiralty for the purpose
of building accommodation on the Belgian barges.

In addition a number of

The "phasing-in" of the barrage was then arranged in
stages. Nos,976 and 991 Port Squadrons, already on the

Continent, v/cre to conmence flying a token barrage of 50 balloons
from about the 22nd November, This was to be augmented, as

soon as possible, by the arrival and deployment of Nos,992,
996 and 997 Squadrons from the United Kingdom, The next stage
was the deployment of the ti7o L-Z Squadrons and the barrage was
to be completed by the arrival of Headquarters, No,974 Squadron
and the five balloons of No,103 Flight, to be made to its

full complement by No,104 Flight from Normandy, No,980
Squadron and the flights remaining at No,6 Balloon Gentro were
to be held^in abeyance pending further developments.

By the beginning of December, the Mark VI balloons from

the United Kingdom had. been transferred to the Continent, had

joined up v/ith those units already there and 7/ere flying a
number of balloons around tho port, thirty sites of No,976
Squadron and forty sites of No,991 Squadron being operational
from the 28th November, Throughout December, Antwerp vra.s
receiving the full force of the (Jerman VI and V2 attacks and

although the Squadrons received only a fc\7 casualties, three

airmen of No, 992 Squadron were killed, as we'll as t\TO balloon
officers in the Anti-Aircraft operations room at AntvTerp,

The equipping of tho waterborne craft was, however, still

progressing very slowly. There were fexr shipyards available
for the preparation of the drifters and it seems that these
could not be made ready until the end of December, Three paddle-
steamers, "Golden Eagle", "Jeannie Dean", and "Thames Queen"
were being repaired at Home ports and prepared for use as flight
headquaifters for tho waterborne barrage.

During the first vreck in December, the first Allied ship
entered the cleared port of Antwerp, Tiiere Mark VI balloons
were now flying, hut the outer Scheldt still remained unprotected.

No, 104 Flight, which was to form a part of the nev/ly formed
No,974 Squadron, was employed in an unusual role whilst
awaiting final deployment to Antv/erp,
United States 12th Army Group mdc a request to Supreme

/Headquarters

On the 20th October the
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Headquarters for a unit of balloons \7hich they required as
tar^;!et mrkers in a planned heavy boriber attack.
Anorican balloons being available for the purpose, Head
quarters, Allied Btpedltlomry Air Forces, ivas asked to
supply fifteen balloons, together rdth crcvs, mobile
TTinches and sufficient hydrogen for one inflation,
request nas net from No, 104 Flight -tvhich proceeded to
Verviers (Belgium) on the 4th November, from ■where the
United States 1st Amy \7as about to make a heavy assault
upon the German frontier in the vicinity of Aachen,
reinforced by a large-scale bombing attack on enemy strong
points,
hour immediately preceding the ground attack, and the
balloons were required to mark the bomb line so that
bombs might not fall short of the targets.

On the I6th November, the day scheduled for the big
attack, unfortunately the weather was sufficiently over
cast to prevent the 8th Air Force from observing Kiany
of the balloons and the bombing had to be carried out
VTith little aid from the bomb line markers. Nevertheless,
General Omar Bradley, commanding the United States 1st
Amy, signalled Headquarters, 2nd Tactical Air T?orce,
stating that

"the unit did a superior job under enemy fire losing
tronty three balloons, eleven to enemy flak
the loan of the Royal Air Force Balloon Unit
has been greatly appreciated".

The flight oo^leted its task and on the 20th November
continued on its to fom part of the new No,974
Squadron at An'lr;;erp,

No

The

The bombers were scheduled to come over at an

• ♦ » •

AEAF/B,22368
Encs,36A - 39A,

2nd tap/30335/
Ops. Reg,
Enc.55A»

By the second week in December, 191 Mark VI balloons
were flying in the Scheldt area and by the end of the
month this total had increased to 264, But very little
progress was being made with the fitting of the barges
for the Traterbome balloons, v:hich had been placed in the
hands of Bel,gian civilian contractors at Antirerp and Ghent,
Eighty balloon barges had been requisitioned but on the
1st January 1945, only eight had been completed sufficien
tly to fly their L-Z balloons. After Headquarters, No,85
Group, had made numerous appeals to Headquarters, 2nd
Tactical Air Force and to Supreme Headquarters for help
in bringing pressure to bear on the Belgian civil
authorities, the vrork of fitting the barges progressed
little, and the drifters from the United Kingdom also
began to arrive in the Scheldt during February. By the
25th February, 70 of the 100 waterborne sites were in
operation, but by that time the danger of enemy mine-laying
had greatly diminished.

a

85G/8.68/Alr
(passim.)

Meanvrhile the Mark VI balloon personnel were continuing
to operate under conditions of severe strain, owing to
the ■gl and V2 attacks on Antv/erp, On the 14th January,
Headquarters, 2nd Tactical Air Force asked for the
establishment of a reserve pool of balloon operators in
order to allow personnel to be v/ithdravm from the barrage
for a rest. No,980 Squadron, still held at No.6 Balloon
Centre, v^as reformed as a squadron iTith two dependent
flights, each of twenty-five balloons, and transferred to
No.85 Groupon the 19th January, The Squadron was sent
to the Continent ivithout any balloon technical equipment
and located at the Base Personnel centre at Blankenburghe,
from where relief balloon creiro could be dratTn, as
necessary, to replace men sent out of the Ant\7erp area for
rest and leave.

2nd TAP/30335/
Ops. Reg,
(passim,)

/The Rhine Barrage
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The I^inc Barrage

the advance to the Rhine the danger of attack on Antwerp
dininished, hut on the the 13th March cane a request fron Supreme
Headquarters that tv,-enty-five Mark VI halloons should be Tdthdrawn
fron the Scheldt and be used to forn a protective barrage around
the Renagen bridgehead, under the orders of the 12th United States
Amy Group. *A’ Plight of No. 974 Squadron was selected for this
task and moved to take up its nev/ location on the 14th March.
The next day this novo was followed by a further request fron
Supreme Headquarters for fifty Mark VI balloons for enploynent
v/ith the 9th United States Amy on bridgehead protection during
the Rhine crossings* »B’ Plight of No,974 Squadron and »A’
flight of No.992 Squadron were chosen.

On the 24th March, the flight from No.992 Squadron inflated
t\7enty^four balloons at tvro bridges in the Rhcinburg area in
support of operation "Varsity" - the airborne operation across
the Rhine. They conmenced b3/- inflating tvrelve balloons at each
bridgehead, and then ferrying six of then across the river so
that each bridge was protected at either end, A similar task
T/as carried out at other bridges in the same area by 'B* Plif^t
of No.974 Squadron, Enemy aircraft attacked the balloons each
night and sometimes aleo by day; 30 per cent of the balloons
xrero destroyed, but all v^ere replaced immediately. Then, as the
Allied amics began to cross the Rhine at numerous points,
further balloon protection was called forward to protect in turn
the Tesel, Kanten, Rees, ¥allach and Emmerich bridges. The
speed with which the balloon units were deployed to each new
area v/as made a natter for congratulations by the various Army
Gmups \7hich they were supporting, and particular praise was

given by the American armies concerned. In all, the whole of
No,974 Squadron, "A" Plight of No,992 Squadron, 'B' Plight of
No*976 Squadron and *B' Plight of No,997 Squadron were v/ithdrawn
from the Antrreip barrage to protect the Rhine, the balloons
remaining in the Scheldt area being resited to afford the
maximum protection possible to the port.

856/S.«8/
Air

Ene.l09A.

Form 540

Disbandment of continental Balloon Units,

Pfith the cessation of the V-bomb attacks upon Ant\?erp,
No,980 Squadron vra,s no longer required as a reserve, and on the
l6th April, it xfas agreed to disband the unit, manj'- of its
personnel having already been withdravgi to augment the Rhine
barrages,

2nd TAP/
30335/
Ops, Reg,
Enc«€4A,

By the 27th April, Headquarters, 2nd Tactical Air Force,
agjreed that there T/as now little risk of enemy mine-laying and
that the Scheldt barrage was no longer required. The Naval
authorities gave their approval and Supreme Headquarters gave
the necessary authority for the Scheldt barrage to become
operational vdth effect from the 30th April. ' On the 1st May,
the few balloons still flying in the Rhine area were also v/ith
drawn, There being no further use for balloons on the

Continent, Headquarters, 2nd Tactical Air Force, formally applied
for authority to disband the two L-Z squadrons and tv/o of the
port squadrons, retaining the remaining four port squadrons
against a possible comitaent at the northern ports,
the arrival of the necessary authority, the Gemian array had
surrendered to the Supreme Commander on the Continent,

It T/as subsequently agreed that Nos,965,967,976 and 991
Squadrons should bo disbanded with effect from the 20th May,
followed as soon as possible by the remaining balloon units,
personnel being returned to the United Kingdom as soon as
shipping space vnxs available. During June, personnel of all
balloon units on the Continent, including Headquarters, No.159
7ing, xvere returned to the United Kingdom and dispatched to

/the Royal

non-

Beforc
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the Royal Air Force Stations at Great Sampforct and Fairlop,
T7here they vrere re-allocated and dispersed as required to other
Commands.

The Balloon Units* "glorious hour" v/as over - they had
carried out their part in the invasion of the Continent and
the^conquest of Germany \7ith efficiency and enthusiasm, and if
their role tras unspectacular, and as v/ith all fori'is of passive
defence, at times seemed unnecessary, it was agreed by all XTith
T*om they \7orked that their morale was high and their administr
ation excellent,

balloon operators acquitted themselves well in the many and
varied tasks they were given, from the clearing of the invasion
beaches to the ferrying of vehicles across the Rhine.

In addition to their normal duties the

/SECTION 31
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preliminary preparations for the "Crosshow'* curtain
barrage formed an essential part of the major re-organisation
which took place in Balloon Command in 1945 and 1944| and as
such have already been described in some detail. (1)

Throughout the greater part of the War, balloons had been

flown only as a deterrent to eneiny airoreift; relianoe being
plaoed mainly upon their moral effect. The enemy pilot knew

where he might expect to find them, and generally speaking
shoviTod a wholesome respect for them. In the proposal to use

balloons as part of the planned defences against the pilotless
aircraft their deterrent effect would be entirely absent; they
would be a physical barrier and their offeotivoncss v/ould
become purely a question of mathomatioal probability of impact.

Before proceeding with the story of the balloon defences
in action against the flying bomb, it is considered advisable
to reiterate certain of the preparations in order that the
difficulties which confronted Balloon Command may be outlined

in their true perspective.

Planning Defences Against Pilotless Aircraft

Ops/l-
Eno*1A

Early in December, 1945, the Air Officer Commanding, Air

Defence of Groat Britain, was informed by the Air Ministiy that
Germany was actively engaged in research on a pilotless air

craft, and that the onony v/ere contemplating its use as a
v/eapon of attack against this oountiy.
thought possible that the enony could make sufficient advance
with their new weapon to be able to launch it against London

by January, 1944.
investigated with all speed, and at a preliminary meeting held ,
at Headquarters, Air Defence of Great Britain, on the 11th
December, 1943, it was agreed to explore a proposal to form a
20-mile long protective curtain of guns, searchlights, and
balloons to the south and south-east of London, so sited as to

cover the majority of the anticipated lines of approach,
far as balloons were concerned, it was suggested that they
should be sited on the high groxjnd of the North Downs in order

to take advantage of the extra height so provided.

At that time it was

Possibilities of defence measures were

As

Headquarters, Balloon Command, in consultation vrith the

Directorate of Scientific Research of the Ministry of Aircraft

Production, then considered the density of siting desirable
and mathematical impact probabilities obtainable from varying
densities of balloons, provided that the aircraft approached
at a hei^t not in excess of 5,000 feet,
that the provision of a ourtain 20 miles long and approximately

miles deep formed of 500 balloons, would result in a
mathomatioal probability of inpaot.

The reduction of Balloon Oomnmnd’s personnel from 30,000
to 28,000 was, hov/over, already in progress, and from this
reduced target figure the additional req^lireraents for 'Overlord'
had also to be foxihd,

could, without interfering with 'Overlord' preparations, be

/provided

It was oaloiiLatod.

It was anticipated that 500 balloons

ibid,
BnoUU

(l) Seo Section 28,

G. 192400
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providod for a curtain liarragG by the elimination of thirteen
barrages in the Northern, Midlands and South Wales areas.
Assuming that an operational control was not imposed, it was
thought possible to fly tv7o L-Z Balloons with only one more
than the standard L"Z crew (tv7o N. G, Os and seven airoraftmen).
Each additional 50 balloons flown in excess of 500 would
increase the chance of impact by 1 per cent but this number
could only be found by v/ithdrawing a further 25 Air Force
maimed balloons from the remaining static barrages.

As the major threat appeared to be in the London
the greater portion of the defensive weapons Virore to bo
allocated to this area; throats to such other areas as Bristol
and Southampton were covered only by additional anti-aircraft
guns and not by additional balloons.

Oommanding, Balloon Command decided, therefore, that an
immediate roconnaissanco should be carried out to the South
East of London for the siting of 500 balloons,
tremendous undertaking, and in view of the extreme urgency of
the matter, No.30 Group (in whose area the barrage would be)
was assisted by staff officers from other groups. The 20
mile belt was divided into four sections of approximately
5 miles by 3 miles, each reconnoitred by two officers,
reconnaissance, commenced on the l6th December and
plotod by the 22nd December, siting being made on  a gridded
basis to ensure maximum protection against frontal attack in
a 20 mile arc spreading from Gravesend to a spot approximately
2 miles East of Oatorham.

Administrative headquarters would bo required for each
squadron, and a base was needed for these headquarters in the
form of a Balloon Oentro. It was thciefore proposed that the
Royal Air Force Stations at Biggin Hill and Gravesend should
be used as balloon centres for the period of development, vThore
all administrative services - accounting, equipment, meteorolog
ical, catering etc. - could be providod.

area.

The Air Officer

This v/as a

The

was com-

ibia.

Enc.30A.
A detailed plan for the defence of England against pilot

less aircraft was put forward to Headquarters, Allied Expedition
ary Air Forces by Headquarters, Air Defence of Great Britain on
the 2nd January, 1944. This included the ballooi dofonce plan
already proposed but reduced the number of balloons to 4^0 to
avoid interference with the Royal Idr Force Station, Kenley.
The balloons were to be rigged for Centre Pgint mooring^
the space between cables was to bo approximately 66 yards on the
grid. Assuning enery aircraft to be flying below 4,500 feet
and allovdng for nomal balloon oasixaltios, this provided a
9-10 per cent impact probability. The number of personnel
needed to provide this degree of protection was assessed at
4,000 all of whom could be found from the proposed reductions
in static balloon defences already before the Chiefs of Staff
for approval. Provided that all possible assistance and high
priority could be given by the Air Ministry in the preparation
of sites and the provision of accommodation and communication
facilities, it was estimated that the operation of this plan
could commence within three weeks of receipt of instructions
and that a further three weeks would suffice to complete
deployment of the 480 balloons.

Preliminary preparatlons for "Crossbow” barrage

Whilst this plan 'was receiving the approval of higher
authority, the v7holo of Chelmsford barrage V7as rigged for

/Centre Point

(1) See Appendix *H*
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Centre Point mooilng in order to gain further experience with
this type of mooring.

Preparatory work to secure complete mobility had been
alrea^ undertaken in the barrages proposed for elimination.
Removal of all static winches from concrete bearers and their

mounting on trailers was carried out in anticipation of possible
deployment, YiThere squadrons incliided Women's Auxiliary Air
Force sites, airv/omen balloon operators had to bo withdrawn to
other static barrages and replaced by airmen; the nature of the
country and the conditions of acoonimodation in the proposed
curtain barrage area being such that airwomen could not be en5)loy-
od on sites or at Field Headquarters,

On the 19th Jsnuary, 1944, the Air Mlnistiy gave authority
for the elimination of 422 balloons from the Northern, Midlands
and South Wales barrages, and for the holding of seven squadrons
with a total establishment of 480 L-'Z balloons, together with
personnel, mechanical transport and equipment for two
balloon centres, for'h. possible new commitment", viz; defence
against pilotless aircraft. At the same time approval was
given for the formation of eight port balloon squadrons and
beach balloon units (totalling 525 Mark VI balloons) to meet
requirements for the 'Overlord' operations. The South Wales
barrage was to continue to fly on a ten5)orary basis in order
to protect the activities of the United States Amy at the ports
of Cardiff, Sv/ansea and Newport,
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now

seven

ibid,
£nc,36A.

ibid,

Eno,43A,
On the 1st February, authority was given ty the Air Ministry

for the completion of all administrative arrangements in oonneo*
tion with the deployment of the balloon curtain, although for
security reasons no actual move of units into the area was to
take place until receipt of f^^rthor instructions. Immediate

action was taken by Headquarters, Balloon Oommeind to put these
arrangements in train. Representatives visited the Royal Air
Force Stations at Biggin Hill and Gravesend to
accommodation for the novr centres,
first setback,

the part they were to play in the 'Crossbow' plans and the
squadrons in possession of the airfields (both of which were
fully operational) were not scheduled to move to advance air~
fields lintil April, whereas the tvTo balloon centres
scheduled to be in full operation by the 23rd Februaiy, Moving
the fighter squadrons whilst retaining their operational status
■was no easy task. Meanwhile, the problems of sharing office
and equipment accommodation, added to the shortage of available
W,A„A,P, acc^odation, made many difficulties, but in spite of
the general inconvenience caused to both sides sufficient
facilities wore obtained to proceed with the formation of No, 22
Balloon Centre at Biggin Hill and No,23 Balloon Centre at
Gravesend after an initial delay of throe days. Preparation
of squadron and site accomnodation was also begun with a high
degree of priority afforded to the works services required.

arrange
There they met with their

The stations concerned had not been advised of

were

ibid,
Eno,48A«

Defence was not the only arrow in the quiver of o\ir plans
against the pilotless aircraft. All through the winter of
1943 and the spring of 1944 extensive air reconnaissance was
carried out over the coastline of Prance in an endeavour to
discover all the firing points being erected from which the
eneny weapons were to be launched. As these sites were dis
covered, so the Royal Air Force and United States Bomber
Coninands attacload them persistently and with great success.
By the early spring of 1944 it v/as evident that the Germans
were abandoning work on their original and elaborate firing
points and were erecting new sites of a far sin^jler and less
conspicuous type. This meant that the attack anticipated early
in 1944 v/as postponed, but only for as long as the Allied

. bombers could destroy the sites in pace with their erection,
/and
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and in this respect their task was made more difficult
as the new firing points v/ere veiy thoroughly camou
flaged.

Consequently, the Vice Chiefs of Staff at their
meeting held on the 5rd February wero considering the
possibility of stoultaneous deployment of guns and
balloons for both 'Overlord' and 'Crossbow' commit

ments,

given to training and deployment for the former
ooinnitment, it might be necessary to divert certain
'Overlord' oomiTiitments to meet the threat of pilot
less aircraft,

connection wore therefore to be completed by the
26th February to such an extent as to make full
deployment possible vdthin eighteen days of receipt
of an order.
Balloon Comraand would be able to meet both commit

ments but, if simultaneous deployment was roqiaired,
the balloons flying in South ¥ales to protect the
'Overlord' preparations there, would be rcqioired to
move to the curtain barrage area,
of balloons flying in such circumstances would be
greater than othervdso anticipated, thus resulting ih
a greater use of hydrogen.

They ruled that whilst priority should bo

Administrative arrangements in this

By careful planning Headquarters,

The total nvciber

ibid.

Eno, 51/<it

Headquarters, Balloon Command were therefore
requested to investigate the supply of hydrogen and
cylinders to ascertain whether sufficient would be
available in the event of a simultaneous deployment.
The rcsvilt of the investigation showed that as far as

could be judged from estimation of possible casual
ties in the curtain barrage the two coramitaents
could be met concurrently and, in addition, that the
static barrages could be maintained in operation with
existing supplies of hydrogen, but that there was some
risk of delay in replacing casualties as a result of
shortage of cylinders.

Administrative arrangements wont ahead through
out February and on the target day, the 26th Febiniary,
Headquarters, Balloon Command were able to report
that their arrangements vrore completed.
23 Balloon Centres had been formed and moved to their

new locations, instructions had been issued to
squadrons in anticipation of deployment and a number
of hydrogen trailers v/ero already parked at the
Balloon Gentles ready for inanediate use.

Nos. 22 and

However, the eneny threat to London did not
materialise during the next three months and the
time Was utilised in preparing sites, making central
anchorages, cutting access and approach roads,
completing Centre organisation and gathering
together all necessary eqmpment.
Centre Point mooring was given to crews, and every
thing made ready to make possible a move at forty-
eight hours notice.

Training in

The squadrons, remaining non-operational in
their own areas with the exception of South Wales,
were destined to have a long and weary period of
inactivity, which presented a problem no less
difficult than that of the preparatory rush to
achieve a state of readiness, and wherever possible,
personnel were loaned to other Commands v^hilst the
order to deploy was awaited.

/D-Day
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D-Day for 'Overlord* arrived and our defences were
eonoentrated on the ports from T;vhioh the Allied invaders
sailed# It seemed as if the enemy vwuld have to give his full
attention to the repulsion of the attack upon the shores of
Normandy and that all our preparations to meet the onslaught
of Hitler's secret weapon had been in vain. But on 14th June,
the eneny activity reports contained that information that "it
is believed that the enemy used pilotless aircraft against thi
country during the night of the I3th/14th June.
June, there were further similar attacks on London and it was
then confirmed that these were made by the long awaited secret
v/eapon - V»1. - the pilotless aircraft, or the plying Bomb as
it was to be known. Operation 'Diver' (1) had commenoed.

In the early hours of the l6th June, 1944, the signal to
deploy the anti-DIVER Barrage was despatched to all formations
concerned.
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s

On the 15th

ADGB/TS37573/
Ops. 5B.
16.6.45

T]!ie, Ahti=Di.ver.. B§xi:*age. j-...pha.se_ ,l.

Tfith instructions to deploy the anti-Diver barrage a
request was sent to all formations to accelerate deployment in
order to become operational as quickly as possible.

The Cardiff, Swansea, and Newport balloons v/hich v/ere
still flying on receipt of the order, were deflated and
rendered non-operational by 14,00 hours on the l6th June, and
shortly aftemvards the hundred crews T,rhlch were to nove from
South 7/ales had packed their balloons and equipment and started
on their 250 mile journey. Convoys from the North as far away
as Glasgow, from the Midlands and the 7est country all converged
on the North Downs, and orews deployed to the sites already
prepared. The speed of deployment far exceeded expectations -

the operation, planned to take eighteen days and which it
thought could be completed in nine to ten days as an urgent
requirement, was actually accomplished in five days and
reflected great credit on the carefully planned organisation.

Balloons that arrived on the l6th were inflated on their
sites but not flown until navigational warnings could be issued
to all flying units, vdiich step \ms taken on the 17th JUne*
Thirty^nine balloons were operational on the 17th, 160 on the
18th, 192 on the 19th, 3A4 on the 20th, and the oanplete
barrage of 480 balloons v/as flying by the evening of the 21 st
June - a hi^ly creditable performance.

On the 18th June, instructions were given by Headquarfers,
Air Defence of Great Britain, that the Norwich barrage (No. 951
Squadron) was to be withdrawn from Nomrloh to stand by for the
purpose of providing reserve personnel and equipment for the
Anti-*Diver' barrage. Their balloons v/ere deflated and
rendered non-operational by 15.30 hours on the 19th June, and
they reformed as a 40~balloon squadron and moved to !7eybridge
(No.954 Squadron) ready to deploy at thirty^six hours f

/when planning

was

notice.

Enq.76a

(1) The defence against the Plying Bomb had been given the code
name of "DIVER", isiiilst the attacks on the launching Sites
retained the name of 'CROSSBOW.'

(2) Plans of each phase of deployment are at Appendix "K"
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TtTien planning the anti-Diver barrage, the Directorate of
Scientific Research had recommended that an unarmed cable vrould
probably be effective against the flying bomb and accordingly
the squadrons deployed flev/ D.P./r. links (Marie II), complete
■vTith parachute bag, taken from the units' existing equipment.
The first impacts by flying bombs against these unamned cables
caused the-initial opinion to be revised and on the l8th June

ADGB/S,37Q02/ the decision was made that cables should be armed with one
0ps,5A

; 19.6.2^.
D.P,/r, link and one D.P. Link per cable. Authority was there
fore given for the disarming wherever necessary of any L-Z
barrage in Great Britain to provide the armament needed for the
anti-'Diver' barrage,

,  . . . squadrons, vAiich were authorised to revert from series aiming
to single arming, and thus initial equipment and  a reserve of

KBC/523I5A D.P. Links v/ere provided for the anti-'Diver' barrage,
Ops,/H v/ork of arming the cables commenced on the 19th and was
Ehc,18A. completed by the evening of the 21st June,

evening of the 21st the balloon belt, as originally planned,
■was in full operation with armed cables and with  a reserve of
balloons and crews.

D.P. Links were taken from the London

The

Thus by the

In front of the balloons the anti-aircraft gun belt
stretched from Maidstone to East Grinstoad and outside this
belt and towards the French coast, fighter aircraft v/ere in
operation. The flying bombs came in over the sea at a height
far less than had been originally estimated and those which got
past the fighter defences flew over the gun belt at an average
of 2,500 feet and sometimes as lov/ as 1,000 feet,
presented the gunners Td.th considerable problems, the height
being insufficient to obtain good results from the heavy guns
■^Thilst being too high for the light guns,
together with the scale of attack during the first few days
brou^t the realisation that the balloons could play a larger
part, and plans were conceived for the thickening of the
barrage to a total of 1,000 balloons.

This

This factor.

Anti-'Diver' Barrage.- Phase II

On the 20th June, proposals were put forward by Head
quarters, Balloon Command, for an increase in the scale of the
anti-'Diver' balloon barrage,
additional 520 balloons could be provided, together writh
reserve of balloon equipment and hydrogen as backing, by the
elimination of most of the static barrages and the reduction of
the remainder to a token force. The question of adequate
reserves of balloons and hydrogen was an important one. At this
time, the wastage on balloons in the curtain barrage
matter for conjecture, but it was certain that every flying
bomb destroyed by impact v/ith a balloon cable would result in a
drifting balloon which might, or might not, be recoverable or
repairable. Since the object of the barrage wras to catch
many flying bombs as possible, it appeared to be essential to
have a far larger reserve than the normal percentage required for
backing, in order to keep the barrage in full and continuous
operation.

It T/as considered that an
a

was a

as

W-52^15/-
~0ps^II—j
Bic,4A,

Provided that high priority oould be given by the Air
Ministry to the provision of v/orks services, communications
and non-technical equipment, and by the Ministry of War
Transport to railwreiy facilities for transport of hydrogen, it
was estimated that the deployment of an additional 520 balloons
could commence vdthin three days of receipt of an order, and be
completed in 7 to 10 days.

Approval to the proposals v;as given on the 21st JUne.
Orders vrere issued immediately for all balloons at Yarmouth/
Lowstoft, Chelmsford, Canterbury, HaiT/ich, Langley, Weybridge,

/Thames,

ibid.
Enc.16a*
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Thames, Brockworth, Bristol/Avonmouth, ’T'eston, Yeovil, Falmouth,
Ne\7castle, Sunderland, Billingham, Hull and Forth, to be
deflated and packed.
Plymouth, Southampton, Portsmouth and Dover TTcre to be reduced
to token barrages, as vas London, only the Scapa squadron and
existing Mark VI barrages, remaining unchanged,
becoming non-operational in the token ban?ages ̂ vrere to provide
additional balloons and mobile winches for the anti-'Diver*
defences.

In addition, the invasion supply ports of

The sites

Reconnaissance parties commenced work in the area on the

21st June, and in view of the great urgency, sites were selected
on this occasion which were easily accessible and required a
minimum of works services. On the 2^th the actual move of
squadirons to their new sites began. Twenty-five squadrons
(including No, 951 Squadron, already standing by in reserve)
coit^rising 520 balloons and 260 crews, were to be deployed as
sections, of existing 'Diver' Squadrons, and a further reserve
of 104 balloons and 52 crews, together vdth mobile winches were
to be held at various locations in the London area. During the
preparatory period, evidence was obtained that enemy flying bomb
attacks might come from launching sites further east, and
protection to the Thames Estuary was still required. Accordingly,
the Thames barrage was re-instituted at full strength on the
23rd June, and Admiralty authority given for the immediate with
drawal of 46 balloons from the defence of Scapa,

By the 1 St duly, the entire 1,000 balloons had been
deployed, and v/ere all operational with the exception of 36
grounded on account of controls inqjosed in the vicinity of vital
points. Although this deployment took nine days as compared to
five days for the First Phase, it must be remembered that there
v/as no opportunity for prior planning, and the crer/s had to be
assembled from widely disi;ersed barrages as far noarth as Scapa,
and as far west as Falmouth,

these crews, unlike those in Phase I, were unfamiliar with the
Centre Point mooring,

Up to the 30th June, 53 flying bombs had impacted balloon
cables, of which 4I v;ere claimed as destroyed, representing a
77*3^ success. This result was sufficiently good for considera
tion to be given to increasing the density of the barrage still
further, (1)

It must also be borne in mind that

Ibid.

Bics,46a &
56a

ibid,
Snc,102A

Meanv;iiile, various requests were being received for the
removal or re-siting of individual balloons to safeguard certain
vital points.
Service and Design Establishment at Fort Halstead isras struck by a
flying bomb which crashed in the Research Station and caused
considerable damage. Other vital points such as the
Experimental and Research Station at Knockholt, the British
Broadcasting Corporation's Station at Tatsfield, and the
Northfleet Transformer Station were also jeopardised by the proxi
mity of balloons, and thirty-six balloons adjacent to these
vital points were made non-operational pending re-siting,
certain instances moreover, balloons had been sited too
built-up areas.

As an instance, a balloon cable near the Inter-

In

near

After discussions vd.th the Air Ministry, it was

/agreed

(1) See Appendix "K" for corrected claims.
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agreed that in addition to the Experimental Stations, certain
town areas should also he safeguarded hy the re-siting of
balloons so that they would not he nearer than one mile in front
of the specified areas and half a mile behind,
involved the re-siting of II4 balloons on occupied sites, in
addition to the thirty-six already rendered non-operational,

ii”1?l™J?il®rJ ..Ba.rrage

Before the deployment of phase II was con^^lete, prelimi
nary plans vrere being dravm up for a further increase in the
barrage to a total of 1,750 balloons. The limiting factor in
any such increase was the availability of Td.nches and Royal Air
Force balloon operators. Sufficient vdnches could be obtained
from Balloon Command sources to allow the operation of a further
750 balloons backed by a 2C^ reserve, and by effecting a maximum
reduction in Admiralty shore servicing stations, elimination of
the remainder of the Scapa barrage, together with further substi
tution of airwomen for airmen in the token barrages, sufficient
Royal Air Force balloon operators could be made available to
fly them. The number of balloons flying in the static token
barrages, a total of I69, was so small that further reductions
there v/ould not materially affect the position.

The duration of operation of this increased barrage
limited however by the balloon supply position,
estimated that existing stocks, plus output from manufacturers,
T;ould allow 1,750 balloons to be flown for 6^ months, allovdng
for 805^ wastage each month, (in actual fact, nearly 80^ of
the casualties v/ere recovered and repaired, reducing the wastage
to a little over each month).

This decision

was

It was

On the 26th June, the Air Officer Commanding, Air Defence
of Great Britian, gave authority for the deployment of this
further 750 balloons, on the assumption that the anti-'Diver*
barrage trould be required at maximum strength up to the 31st
December, 194^f* Deployment tjus to commence on the 8th JUly,
and be completed about the 22nd July, The siting of these
additional balloons v/ithin the existing perimeter created various
difficulties, chiefly the problem of interfering idth anti
aircraft gun siting, and the question of entanglement of cables.
The reconnaissance was likely to take some days in view of these
difficulties, and the units to be deployed had to be newly
formed from officers and men strange to one another and drawn
from the remnants of squadrons left from the previous deploys
ments. Accordingly orders for Phase HI were divided into t\TO
parts} firstly, the assembly of crev/s preparatory to moving, and
secondly, the organisation of crev/s and their movement into the
barrage area. Numbers 1, 3, 11, 12, 13 and 15 Balloon Centres,
Nos, 942/3 Squadron (Hull), and 950 Squadron (Scapa) were
instructed to provide the highest number of crews possible from
their existing resources, and all token barrages vrere to make
the maximum number of sites possible available for airwomen
balloon operators, even if these had previously been considered
unsuitable for them.

ibid,
Enc,86/i

ibid,

Enc. 88a 96a

A preliminary reconnaissance of the area revealed the fact
area vjasthat the maximum capacity of the existing barrage

1,500 balloons, and the remaining 250 balloons would have to be
sited to the west of the existing boundary.

It vfs.s obvious that when all 1,750 balloons were deployed,
the administrative burdens throvfli upon the two centres would be
more than their capacity could handle, and that a further centre
vrould be required to deal with the western end of the barrage,

/On the 29th

ibid.

Enc,110a
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On the 29th June, it was possible to issue instructions for

the deployment of the first 250 of the 750 additional balloons*
No. 24 Balloon Centre was to be foimed and located at Royal Air
Force Station, Redhill, and a new squadron of 250 balloons
(No. 950 Squadron) was to be based there. This new squadron
^ich was to be deployed as an extension of the existing ‘Diver'
barrage in an area to the southwest, \tb.3 formed from the old

No. 950 Squadron (Soapa) (now to be disbanded), ViTith the
addition of crews from the resources of Nos. 32 and 33 (Balloon)
Groups.

Before maximum deployment of Phase III could be effected,
it was necessary to secure further mechanical transport,
hydrogen and personnel. To provide this, the Mark VI balloon
barrage at Dartmouth was scheduled for disbandment and this was

accomplished by the lf.th July,

Early in July it was decided to move the entire anti
aircraft gun barrage down to the coast so that the gunners
should get an uninterrupted field of vision. By this move,
fighters were given complete freedom of action, not only over
the sea, but over land between the anti-aircraft gun strip and
the balloon barrage. Zones were defined for fighters, guns and
balloons to ensure couiplete co-o3rdination of action. As far as
the balloon zone was concerned, arrangements were made for red
"Snowflake" rockets to be fired from selected Royal Observer

Corps posts to warn pilots that they were approaching the

balloon area, and at night this warning was to be supplemented
by exposure of searchlights. In spite of these precautions,
hov/ever, a number of our own aircraft collided with balloon

cables, some with fatal results. At the same time, to give
effect to the decision to allow adequate clearance in front of

specified vital points, authority was given to extend the

balloon barrage area southwards to a depth of 800 yards.
Concurrently, an area to the north-west was to be eliminated so
that the barrage perimeter took on a new shape at its western

end. On the 7th July, orders were issued that certain balloon
sites were not to be deployed until a further reconnaissance in
the new area could be completed, owing to alteration in the

perimeter,

ibid,

Enc,l05A.

ibid.

Enc* 114a*

On the 14-th July the anti-aircraft g\an belt took up its
new position on the coast, and orders were issued for the

Ehc.^A. deployment of 96 balloon sites in the new southern area, together
n<- ^■^th the move of 114 sites to the new area from that to be elimi-

nated, making a total of 210 sites in the new south-westerly
section of the barrage. Of this total, 102 sites were to bo
occupied by a new balloon squadron, (No, 970 Squadron) to be
formed at No, 24 Balloon Centre (Redhill) from the resources of
NO. 30 (Balloon) Group.

TTT

Ops.Ill
Enc*4A»

ibld.(Pt.H)
Enc,l22A. non-operational at any one time, the deployment of the whole 750

balloons to their allotted sites vms to be carried out before
ibid,(PtJCEl) any transfer of sites took place, and at no time were more than

36 balloons to be deflated for the purpose of re-siting. The
deployment of the 1,750 balloons was completed on the 21 st July,
and within the follov/ing week, the move of the 114 sites from
the north-west of the barrage to the southern perimeter was
also completed. By the 271ii July, the new pattern of the
barrage was complete, but it was not to remain in this form for
more than a month, and already plans were in hand to increase it
still further to combat the new flying bomb attacks now
threatening from the east.

In order that only a few balloons in the barrage should be

Enc*20A»
ibid.
Ehe,36A*

/Operation
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Oporatlon on^ Ato^istration of the Anti~'Diver* Barrago

Before prooeeding with the history of the next phase of tho
anti-'Diver’ barrage, it is considered advisable to examine the
various operational and administrative aspects of the major
deployments ̂ 7hioh had already taken place,

( Barrage Control

In order to obtain all possible information as
to the efficacy of balloons as a counter-measure to
flying bombs, it was essential to sot up a recording
organisation to provide the relevant data. Plotting
was carried out at Command Headquarters, unilateral
lines being provided parallelled from Headquarters,
No, 11 (Fighter) Group to five Royal Observer Corps
Centres at Watford, Horsham, Maidstone, Bromley and
Colchester, The Barrage commander and Barrage Control
were located at No, 22 Balloom Centro (Biggin Hill)
with sub-control stations at the. other tv/o balloon

centres in the area. These sub-barrage control
stations acted as distributing centres for all opera
tional orders, and were responsible for operational
ret-urns from their oT/n areas. In the normal organi
sation of Balloon Command, a barrage commander was
also a centre or squadron commander, but in view of
the heavy responsibilities borne by the anti-'Diver*
barrage commander, he Viras relieved of all administra
tive duties, a separate centre commander being
appointed for this purpose at No, 22 Balloon Centre,

(^) Oommunioatlons

For the original deployment# communications from
the sites were envisaged as being by G.P, 0. Exchange
facilities, but before these could be provided, it
became evident that the continuous increase in the
niHiiber of balloon sites in each area necessitated

special ooraraunication facilities if the country
exchanges were not to be overloaded. Eventually, all
sites were linked by a private wire to their Plight
Headquarters, up to three sites being on an omnibus
circuit. Each Plight Headquarters v/as provided with
an extension to Sqviadron Headquarters, and then to the
appropriate Centre, Private wire facilities were
augmented by the provision of Exchange lines to all
formations other than balloon sites.

Although in all but the first Phase, deployment
wae being effected simultaneously v/ith each new
reconnaissance, the balloon crev/s moved on to their
sites to find commimioationo already installed in
almost every instance. The signals network required
for the barrage entailed the installation of some 70
switchboards, 2,000 private lines, and 5,000 miles of
cable. There is no doubt that without the co-operaKBC/52515A

■Ops/lir'
Eno,26A»

tion received from the G»P, 0, in this matter, deploy
ment could not have been effected so speedily and
operational efficiency would have suffered.
Interesting to record that the provision of oomminaioa-
tions was so difficult a task that the sizes of
flights and squadrons and the areas in which they were
located were govemed, in almost every instance, by
the signals facilities available in each area.

It is

/(c) ...Armament
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(a) Armeunsn.t

A special staff of armament intelligence
officers was provided at an early stage in the
development. These officers, working in the field
in conjunction v/ith recording officers at Conanand,
investigated all confirmed or suspected collisions*
Prom their investigations it was possible to assess,
in some degree, the efficiency of the various types
of balloon cable, and armament vised during the
operation.

It will be remembered that after the deployment
of Phase I, each balloon cable was armed with one
D.P./R link and one D.P. link. The packs for the
520 balloons of Phase II included this scale of

armament with an appropriate reserve, which was
provided from the resources of the vinits transferred
to the anti-'Diver* barrage, V/hen the decision was
made to increase the barrage to 1,750 balloons, unit
resources were no longer able to meet the cable
armament requirements and accordingly, on the 2?th
Juno, an Armament Servicing Depot was established at
No, 3 Balloon Centi^ (stanmoro),
this Depot was to provide serviceable armament equip
ment for the additional 750 balloons, build-up
resources, replace losses, and undertake major work
for tho units operating in the barrage. All surplus
balloon armament was called in to the Depot, some of
it far from serviceable, and the Depot was able to
repair and utilise it vintil fvrther supplies vraro
available from production. In this way, sufficient
armament was found for the Phase III deployment, after
which tho depot turned its attention to the servicing
of the armament equipment already in vise by the
balloons deployed in Phase I and II, whioh was not
always up to the standard required to withstand the
high speed impact of flying bombs.

It was soon found that where the D.P,/^ Link
and D,P, Link functioned moderately well, flying
bombs colliding with the cable were brovight to earth
in nearly every instance. One difficulty oxperienoedj
was the tendency of the cable to pull through the
TiTodges of tho HP. Link resulting in tho parachute
not being withdrawn and tho failviro of tho armament.
Urgent attention was given to this matter by Research
and Development Directorates of tho Ministry of Air-
oraft Production, and a now D.P, Link housing was
produced by tho Martin Baker Aircraft Oompary, This
was submitted to trial by the Balloon Development
Establishment during July and svirvivod tests in whioh
normal housings and vrodgos failed* In view of the
xxrgenoy of the matter. Service trials were dispensed
with and tho cables of one of tho ofiti-'Diver'

squadrons (No, 945/7 Sqviadron, Oxted) were fitted with
the inproved armament on the ilth August, Owing to
tho dwindling of the scale of attack at the western
end of the Barrage, there was little opportunity to
test it under operational conditions, however, and
before further sets could be prodviood, attacks had
almost ceased.

Another problem whioh arose was the comparative
failvire of tho D.P./P, Mark II, The Balloon Develop
ment Establishment worked on suggestions to inprove

/the Unk

Tho function of

ibid*

Bl»*127A.
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tho link, and as an intorim moasuro, balloons in two
squadrons were flown vdth cables fitted with single
ripping link action with an upper and lowor D. P. Link.
Hero again, attacks dwindled before full trials could
bo made voider operational conditions.

( d)

Preliminary plans for hydrogen distribution
envisaged simultaneous deployment of both 'Overlord*
and anti-'Diver' barrages, and a disposition of
hydrogen facilities v/as made to cover heavy demands
for both operations, as far as the available equipment
v/ould permit. As the operations occurred succes
sively and tho hydrogen requirements for 'Overlord'
were very light, there were no difficulties regarding
hydrogen supply in the early stages of Operation
'Diver,' The transport of hydrogen cylinders to the
barrage area, however, presented a problem duo to tho
shortage of hydrogen vehicles, and v/hilst additional
vehicles were being drafted into the Command and
converted to hydrogen oairiers, two mechanical trans
port con^jenies of the United States Aniy assisted
Dodge vehicles of Balloon Command, To ease tho strain
on the vehicles and drivers, special trains were
arranged to collect hydrogen from the more distant
factories at Poole, Heston and Longeaton, These
services wore synchronised on a regular 4-day tvtrn-
round. Tho collection of up to 20,000,000 cubic foot
of hydrogen per week worked smoothly throughout the
period of operation, but this was only made possible
by the closest co-operation of all concerned - the
hydrogen officers, the gas factories and tho line of
oomm-unioation drivers,

( e) Radio Gounter-Measvires

Hhon certain weather conditions made it necessary
to close-haul the balloons, these conditions also
restricted the operation of fighters. The anti-
'Diver' barrage was sited within Radar coverage by tho
enemy, enabling him to be aware of periods v/hen tho
balloons vtrere close-hauled and thus indicating to him
opportunities to increase his scale of attack, Poms
of radio counter-measures were therefore investigated
by the Director-General of Signals (Air Ministiy) and
early in July eqviipment was installed at Dover and
Palrli^t to Jam the enemy Radar stations. These
counter-measures were not considered the complete
ansv/er to the problem, however, as it was doubtful
whether jamming would be effective, and long periods
of jomraing wovild give the enemy the opportvinity of
devising means to overcome it. It was therefore
suggested that in bad v/eather balloons should be

replaced by kites fitted with a device to give a Radar
response. Tests were carried out at the Balloon

Development Establishment but in view of the lack of
success v/ith previous kite trials and the fact that,
apart from lightning risles, kites were subject to the
same weather conditions as balloons. Headquarters,
Balloon Command did not favour the operation of ary
kites in the existing barrage. It v/as therefore left
to tho Admirally, if they so desired, to carry out
service trials in the Isle of Grain area as a counter
to flying bombs approaching London from the east,

(f)^Site„
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(f) Site Aooommodatlon

As it had been ruled that the anti'Diver'

barrage would be required at least until the 31st
Deoembor, 1944» it was neoessaiy to oonsider the
question of winter aooommodation, instead of the Amntjr-
type tents with which balloon operators were provided
on the sites,

material necessary for this building programne would
be difficult to find, and it was a heavy financial
undertaking, quite apart from the disadvantages of
moving hutting from one site to another, which woTold
occur upon the move of portions of the Barrage,

The United States Arny authorities were approached,
and consented to the loan of special "winterised"
tentage in sviffioient quantities to si^jply all sites
and detached Plight Headquarters for a 1,750 balloon
barrage,
the end of July, but happily their "winterised"
qualities did not have to be put to the test, as the
flying bomb attacks ceased before the winter,

(fi) The Light-wire Arming Schemes

The extensive amoxant of labour and

Distribxition of these tents commenced at

Owing to the limitations imposed upon any
increases in the balloon defences by the shortage of
manpower and equipment, it was natviral that means of
increasing the "impact probabilities" should receive
a good deal of attention. The technical 'Croeebow'

Sub-Oomraittee of the 17ar Cabinet received many
suggestions and inventions, some ingenious but imprao-
tioAble, others simple and practtoal. Accordingly it
was ruled that the Balloon Development Establishment
should examine all practical sxiggestions and in oases
where promise of success appears, exi)oriments were to
be carried out in the bairage area,
position on one of the main lines of attack, a flight
of No, 958 Squadron, already in the barrage, was
selected for this purpose and experiments on the
efficiency of light wire assemblies were carried out
in sitvu

Development Establishment was resident at the Field
Headquarters with full pov/ers to experiment with
different rigs on all sites in this flight.

Because of its

For these trials, a section of the Balloon

At the same time, a number of Mark VI balloon

units of No, 85 Gro^,(l) intended for port pz^tection
overseas were standing by at No,6 Balloon Centre,
(Wythall), Peimission was obtained to deploy these
units into an area east of Gravesend not already
covered by the curtain barrage, and there to utilise
them partly to intercept flying bombs and partly to
obtain information as to the effectiveness of a bomb/
parachute light--vri.ro arming, If Mark VI Balloons
xisod in this v/oy v/ero proved effective, they would
have many advantages over the L-Z barrage in reduced
lydrogen consumption, smaller balloon wastage and
saving of manpower. The 265 Mark VI balloons were in
position by the 2/fth July, but xznfortunatoly only
limited number of impacts occurred, none of which
caused the destruction of a flying bomb,

/Another

a

ibid.
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Another experiment to increase the impaot
probabilities was imdortaJcen by the Admiralty, who
carried out trials with wire nets stnjng betvTeon tvTo
balloons and also with additional light wires
suspended from the main cable, but the nets were not
a success. Experiments v/ero made with 18 SiV&,,
15 SWG,, and KBIA cables, but it was found that loss
of height, handling difficulties and ground obstruo-
tions, of which the many high tension cables in the
area v/ere the greatest me nance, precluded more than
one or two wires being added on most sites.

Eno*iy#A,

Eventually it was decided to equip each site
v/ith an additional 2,500 feet length of ICBIA cable,
as, on trial this gave the most destructive results
v/ithin an acceptable distance of impaot.
lighter 15 SliTG- cable gave increased impact probability
but a much less destructive capacity,
date two hundred sites at the southern extremity of
the barrage \roro fitted with a tvrin 15 Si'fCr wire
assembly, parachute armed, which could be hauled down
by power drive from the main cable,
results were obtained before the main attacks in the

area oeased, (l)

The

At a later

However no

The use of these light-wire schemes necessitated
the provision of additional anti-lightning precau
tions, and for this purpose lengths of Suramerfield
tracking had to be laid between the main balloon
\Tinohes and the central anchorage on every site, on
the basis of one 25-yard length for each additional
light vdre. During August, 1,374 lengths of
tracking wore laid by unit labour,

.lY..

By 21st August, flying bomb attacks had almost ceased in
the area west of a line dravm from the Somme Estuary through
Hastings to Oaterham, and their renev^-al in this area was
considered unlikely in viev/ of the progress being made by our
Armies on the Continent,

It was therefore decided to vdthdraw all guns aiad balloons

west of this lino and to re-deploy them at the eastern end of

the barrage in order to stiffen the defences of the area in
which attacks wore still being made. The Mark VI balloons,
flying north and vrest of Rochester at the eastern extremity of
the barrage proper had proved unsatisfactory and wore to bo

replaced by the balance of L-Z balloons being re-sited within
the perimeter of the existing barrage, 245 balloons v/ere
affected by this re-deployment, 106 moving to the Mark VI
balloon area.

Seven days was the period allotted for this move, and on
the 28th August, it had been satisfactorily completed and all
Mark VI units returned to No, 6 Balloon Centre {wythall) under
85 Group arrangements. The sites vacated at the western end
of the balloon belt were retained, in case it was found neces

sary at a later date to re-deploy the balloons in this area,

/There being

(l) Full details of the variolas cable and wire experiments
are at Appendix ”K'*.
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There "being no longer any use for a Balloon Centre
at the western extremity, No, 2k Balloon Centre was moved

from Redhill to Royal Air Poroe Station, Pairlop.

The Eflys teiy

Whilst arrangements were still being made for deploy
ment of the enlarged barrage of 1,750 balloons, plans were

already under discussion for the augmentation of the barrage
for the defence of London from the east.

Ey the second week in July, tracks of flying bombs had

"been plotted flying west from the Ostend area along the
Thames Estuary to London. It was approciatod that ao the
campaign in Normandy progressed and the Allies began to over
run the sites on the Pronch Coast, the flying bomb attacks
v/ould be continued from no\r sites in Belgium and Holland,
An anti-*Diver' barrage was therefore rcq-uired east of

London, but the deployment of any defences there_vms
restricted by the b\iilt-up and industrial areas in that part
of the coxmtry, and by the amount of mau'shy land in which it
would be impossible to deploy either balloons or guns.
Nevertheless, it was considered that balloons should be sited
west of a line running from Rochester to Thames Haven, and the

preliminaiy reconnaissance showed tlxat 106 balloons could be
sited south of the Thames and 307 to the north.

On the I8th July, a meeting was held at Headqxiarters,
Air Defence of Great Britain, attended by representatives of

the Air Ministry, Balloon Command and Anti-Aircraft Oommaid
to consider plans which had been drawn up for the eastern

It v/as decided that whichever plan v/as

adopted, it would bo carried out in two phases -

Phase I - to counter flying bomba launched from Belgium
as far north as Knooke,

Phase II- to counter flying bombs launched from Belgium,
and from Holland as far north as The Hague
(whioh was considered the limit of effective
range of these missiles).

defence of London,

KBG/523l5/Opa/t
III.

Eno.lA

ibid,

Eno,l9A

Anti-Aircraft Command were oonoornod about the effect of
. eastern balloon belt upon their Radar pick-ups, and the

consequent interference with existing anti-aircraft defences
against orthodox enemy air attacks, and they pressed for the
balloons to be moved further oast. After further investiga
tion and discussion on this point, on the 11th August it was

ruled by Headquarters, Air Defence of Great Britain that as
attacks by flying bombs were a reality and orthodox air attack
only a threat at the time, the anti-‘Diver* defences must be
the first consideration and the resultant interference with

defences against orthodox air attacks must be accepted.

an

ibid,

Eno,V9A 60A

Headquarters, Balloon Command had already been instructed
to go ahead with plans for the deployment of kOO balloons, and
this was follo\7ed up on the 20th July by a request from

of Great Britain to prepare a plan
the area bounded byHeadquarters, Air Defence

for the deployment of 1,250 balloons in
Rochester, Chelmsford, Chipping Ongar and Dartford, raaWng a
total of 3,000 balloons employed in an anti- C^ver rol^
the 25th July, Headquarters, Balloon Corned had f
possibility of such a large increase in
and submitted a paper to Headquarters, Air Defence of Gieat
Britain setting out the factors limiting the fly^ ot
additional balloons, the main one proving a shortage of balloon

By

ibid.

Eno.32B

/operator
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operator porsonnol. As almost all tho rosourcos of Balloon

Conmand vroro already in tho * Diver ‘ horrago, all remaining
static 'barrages vrould have to bo eliminated, to provide an
additional kOO balloons and oven then, 310 sites vrould need to
be manned by aiivomon there being only sufficient airmen
balloon operators in tho Command to man at the most 90
additional sites. Tho employment of airwomen balloon opera
tors vrould raise difficulties in providing sxiitable accommoda
tion, particularly for the v/inter months, a possible loss of
operational efficiency and v/asteful use of man/iToman pov/er.
On the other hand, to fly 400 balloons manned solely by airmen
would mean bringing baok from other Oommands 1,300 ex-balloon
operators out of tho thousands who had been thrown up in
previous re-organisations.

To increase the barrage to a total of 3,000 balloons was
a far more diffioiolt proposition. In the first place 9#000
redundant balloon operators vrould have to be recalled from
other Commands, all of whom would require at least one v/eok’s
training before they v/ould be capable of handling balloons
efficiently. Moreover, balloons, technical equipment and
hydrogen Y/ould be needed in excess of any total which could bo
provided from Command resources. On tho supposition that all
these difficulties could be ovorooiiKJ by special priorities and
urgent provisioning notion, it was estimated that deployment of
the first 400 balloons could be oonqpleted within  7 days of
receipt of instruotions, but tho fvurthor 850 balloons would take

approximately on additional 30 days to deploy.

By tho 29th July, 122 flying bombs had operated against
London from the oast, and tho provision of an eastern anti-
’ Diver* barrage became a matter of some urgency. Head
quarters, Air Defence of Great Britain,' therefore, requested
the Air J/Iinistzy to give urgent consideration to Hoadqimrters,
Balloon Command’s proposals to deploy a further 1,250 balloons
at the expense of all remaining static barrages in the
United Kingdom, Whilst the Air Ministry was considering the
various administrative implioations, author!I^y was given to
undertake rooonnaissonce for all sites, but no works services
wore to bo completed ponding receipt of specific instructions,
Within the area reconnoitred a suitable frontage vfas to be
found for tho Admiralty to carry out further trials of its
ourtain soheme, with wire suspended botv/eon pairs of balloons.

Throughout Aiigust, tho problems involved in sreh
questions as the removal of the static defences and tho

provision of the neoessaxy equipment and personnel to man the
eeustem anti-’Diver’ defences were discussed at a high level,
but as the attack from the east was not as heavy as had been

aintioipated, no urgent action \fo.B taken to deploy the barrage.
In addition, the pressing need of manpower for offensive opera
tions, tho grovdng effectiveness of the anti-airoraft gun belt,
and the low collision ratio of balloons justified this delay.

Nevertheless on tho 1st September, approval by tho Air

Ministry was given for all prelirainaiy administrative arrange
ments to bo made for 800 balloons of the eastern anti-'Diver*

soherao, although no ro-allooation of marv-power or deployment of
such balloons was yet to take place. This could have boon
effected by the move of 800 balloons from tho western end of

the barrage where attacks had almost ceased, ly this time,
however, the rapid changes in tho strategic situation on the
Continent caused tho Air Officer Commanding, Air Dofenoo of

Great Britain to request re-consideration of this decision, as
it nov7 seemed that enemy attacks from tho east were unlikely to

/develop

ibid,

Eno,40A

ibid,
Enc,42iA

ibxd,

Enos, B7A
89A
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develop further and the Forks and Signals in5)lioation3 of such
By the 8th September, it T?as

ohvious that the rapid advances on the Continent cancelled the
threat of further flying bomb attacks from the east, other than

from airborne launchings, and the Air llinistry therefore
oanoelled all action plainned for the eastern barrage, as •well

authorising relinquishment of sites on the western section
of the southern anti-’Diver' barrage.

Results' of Anti-'Diver* Balloon Defence_

Prom the deployment of the initial phase on the 1?th June
to the i(.th September, when attacks virtually ceased in the

anti-'Diver* area, 1,937 flying bombs had entered the balloon
belt when balloons vrere operational, in addition to 335 when
the balloons were grounded for bad v/eather. Of these, 407
inipaoted balloon cables, of which a total of 279 vms destroyed.
Thus of the flying bombs which collided with cables were

destroyed, thou^ only 14*4r^) of the flying bombs entering the
barrage were destroyed. To achieve these results  a daily
average of 1,354 balloons had been flown for 81 da3rs, and 2,811
balloons had become oastialties through natural causes and enemy
action. (1)

Tiben a flying bomb collided irdth a cable it seldom fell
on the same site, but frequently became a source of danger to
an adjoining site. Despite the fact that the balloon sites

were located in the main bomb lanes, there were few serious

casualties, although on the I8th June, a bomb fell on a site,
injuring three of the crew vdio had Just arrived and had not yet
inflated their balloon. In August three fatal casualties were

caused by two incidents where balloons fouled the high tension

wires, but no fatalities xvere the direct result of a flying
bomb exploding on a site. One flying bomb fell on the airfield

at Biggin Hill killing three airmen of Balloon Command, asleep
in a Nissen hut.
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a move were of some magnitude.

as

ibid.

5SW.92A

Form 540

The 2nd and 3rd August provided the most exciting and

heavy days in the balloon belt. On the 2nd August ninety -five

flying bombs entered the barrage, of which only eight in5>acted
cables and five of these crashed. The 3rd August wra-s a day of
triunph; of fifty-eight flying bombs that entered the barrage
thirty-one collided writh balloon cables, tv/entyfour and a half
of which T/ere credited to Balloon Command,

Several balloon sites came in for more than a fair share

of the 'kills,' One site which claimed three in ei^t days,
was situated at the basis of an inverted 'V the arms of which

were regular plying Bomb luns. After flying the balloon for a

vreek without incident, late one evening the cable stripped the
starboard wing from a passing bomb which came to earth half a

mile away beyond the adjacent village, vhere it ejiploded and

did little damage,
days passed without further incident,
third day, a flying bomb severed the cable, uprooting the

central anchorage by the force of the collision. The anchorage
was repaired and replaced, another balloon was flown and three

days later a flying bomb vraa seen heading straight for the site.
It struck the cable and landed on an adjacent site without

injury to the occupants. The balloon, \7hich had broken loose,
V7as recovered and repaired in this instance.

The lost balloon v/as replaced and three
At midnight on the

/Another

(1) Later investigations shov/ed that these totals were
slightly in excess of authenticated final figures;
see Appendix "K".
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Another site which claiiviod three 'kills' in as many days,
included in their bag an unoxi^lodod flying bonib, a trophy which
was removed by experts for minute inspection, and which supplied
valuable information to Intelligence Branches at the Air Ministry,

Disbandment of anti-'Diver' Barra^^c

On the 8th September, 1944» vi/hen the Air Ministry
cancelled the Eastern anti-'Diver' barrage, Mr. Duncan Sandys,
'Mj, Chairraan of the 'Crossbow' 'Jar Cabinet Committee,
statement to the Nation, through the Press, stating that but
for the few last shots the Battle of London was over.

M.P. gave a

He paid generous tribute to the various Services who had

contributed to the defence, although by comparison with the
praise heaped upon the fighter aircraft and Anti-Aircraft
Command, balloons came in for a very small share. As the last
line of defence they could not be expected to contribute a

large proportion to the total of flying bombs destroyed, but
their successful acconplishmonts in the raary major deployments
undertaken, the now principles of balloon defence learned, and
the new methods of flying mastered, were deserving of high
praise, which would have been accredited to them by aryone who
appreciated the magnitude of these tasks. In actual fact,
balloons destroyed 15^o of the flying bombs which entered the

barrage over the whole period, as compared with the 46^0
brought down by the combined efforts of guns, fighters and
balloons.

Headquarters, Air Defence of Groat Britain now had to
consider the deployment of defences to meet the throat of

attack from air-launched flying bombs,
highly unlikely that iiiore than thirty to forty flying bombs per
day could be launched in this manner, owing to the shortage of
eneny aircraft for the purp>ose, and that even so, the flying
bombs were likely to be extremely inaccurate,
anticipated small scale of attack no balloons wore required to

In addition, owing to the continually

It was considered

In view of the

cover this threat,

improving situation on the Continent, most of the vulnerable
areas in the United Kingdom were nov; out of reach of orthodox

enemy aircraft other than heavy bombers,
sought from the Air Ministry to disband the anti-'Diver' Balloon

Barrage and the static token barrages of London, Dover,
Southampton, Portsmouth, Plymouth and Thames, and to proceed
with the elimination of all balloon sites.

Permission was therefore

On the 19th September, the Chiefs of Staff approved a
recommendation that resources and persofmol of Balloon Command

should be retained in sufficient strength to deploy and maintain

a barrage of 800 balloons to meet any possible future flying
bomb attacks, but that y^ith this exception all balloon defences
could noyy be disbanded,

instructions were sent out by Headquarters, Balloon Command to
all anti-'Diver' formations instructing them to become non-

opcrational forthwith, and for balloons to be deflated and packed
as soon as weather conditions permitted,
armament and radar counter-measures were cancelled, but a
reconnaissance of an area north of the Thames was carried out,
so that the possible new barrage of 800 balloons could be

deployed at short notice if necessary.

Accordingly on the 23rd September,

All experiments in

ibid.

Enel,98a.

ibid.
Enel,lOlA,

ibid,
Bnol,105A,

The x^ersonncl of all anti-'Diver' units y/ere then
dispersed, with the exception of those required for the 8OO
balloons, who were moved to No.24 Balloon Centre (Pairlop)
there to remain ponding dcployiaent or disbandment,

/it is
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It la worthy of mention that the men of Balloon Command
worked in tho 'Diver' Barrage area for several months before

disbandiiient, making good any roads, fences and fields daroagod
by the de-ploymont and assisting Lands Officers in settling the
claims on some 3,000 sites, all of which had been requisitioned
on occupation. The inhabitants of Kent had helped tho men
in tho task of rapid deployment, and it was the wish of Balloon
Cotni'iand that they should be repaid by the restoration of their
land in good condition.

In viGfW of a possible flyi^ bonib attack against tho
Midlands from Gorman-held Dutch islands or Norway, the reserve

barrage v/as retained until January 1945•
however, the Chiefs of Staff gave authority for tho disbandment
of this reserve barrage and the final remnants of tho anti-

'Dlver' Barrage were dis-establishod and disbanded.

On tho 11th January,K^23WOpa/lV^
Encl.4A,

/SECTION 32

V
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SECTION 32

SECRET

DISBANDlffiKT OF BALLOON COHIAND

The First Stage

The withdravml of the anti-‘Diver’ Barrage saw what was

virtually the end of the need for balloon proteotion over these
islands,
carrier aircraft somewhere over the North Sea made its

appearance, but the main method of direct attack, now en5)loyed
by the Geman High Command against this country was the new

V,2 explosive rocket,
threats of new terror weapons in plenty, but whether or not
these would follow the line of the V,1 was difficult to foresee.

Whatever "rod in pickle” the eneqy had it was not possible or

reasonable in view of our expanding fronts, to earmark large
forces for static defence against possibilities that were not

at all likely to be retained.

Now on the defensive, the Luftwaffe, overwhelmed by the
resources of the combined Royal Air Force and United States
Array Air Corps, was unlikely to return to the attack,
less the possibility of a large-scale last minute attack,
launched with the idea of boosting German morale, could not be
ruled out,

scientist in the field of terror weapons was well-known.
Was not surprising, therefore, that the Chiefs of Staff agreed
that, although balloon defences in the United Kingdom were not
now required, an organization should exist whereby the rapid
deployment of a substantial balloon barrage was possible if
the need should arise.

True an occasional flying bomb launched from a

There were of course rumours and

Neverthe

Furthermore the inventive genius of the German
It

-

If the barrages were deflated and personnel dispersed a
sudden emergency would find our defences in a state tbat would
require several months to remedy,
been twice previously reorganised
well below otir peak strength of 1941*
felt by all concerned that the time had arrived when we could

safely begin to disband much that had been so vitally necessary
only a few months ago.

The Balloons Deflated

balloon defences had

and at this time stood
Nevertheless it was

of;

KDC/S.52726/
Ops, Enc , 3A,
22.9.44. On the 22nd September, 1944, Headquarters, Air Defence of

Great Britain signalled ixistruotions to Headquarters, Balloon
Command to deflate all balloons. The day of the United
Kingdom Balloon Barrages which had remained fully op
since the now distant 1st day of September 1939
passed. The final state of the barrages at the time of this
order was;-

erational

had

No,of BalloonsBarrage
Anti-'Diver*

London
Thames

Dover

Portsmouth

Southanpton
Plymouth

1,750
50
203ibid,

Enol.lOA.
24.9.44.

144

305
6 22

7) 33

1,919

For various reasons, i,e, adverse weather conditions in

some areas, and the need to deflate and pack balloons in dxy
weather, all barrages were not finally deflated until I500 hours
on the 26th September 1944, /Disbandment

ibid,
Encl,13A,

(1) See Sections 18 and 28,

(2) Initial order to fly Balloon Barrages in No,30 Grovp
See Part I,took place at 1700 on 1st September 1939.

page 192,
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Disbandment commences.

On the 29th September 192i4, Headquarters, Balloon Command
issued detailed instructions on the action to be taken by all
formations within the Command. The order provided for the
retention of certain units to be held in reserve for possible
deployment in an anti-’Diver* Barrage role* This was in
accordance with the recommendation approved by the Chiefs of
Staff, who at their Jllth Meeting on the 19th September 1942*.,
decided that the resources, personnel
maintain a barrage of 800 L-Z balloons
against a possible emergency. This barrage if required,
would most likely be needed in the area East and North-East of

London. It was to be fully equipped and ready to deploy and
become operational without delay.

and equipment required to
(1) should be held

Apart from this consnitment the intention was to disband

the whole of the Command, except a small nucleus balloon unit
with vdiich it was intended to preserve on a permanent
basis the "specialised functions and experience of Balloon
Command, The 800 L-Z Balloon anti-’Diver' Barrage was to be
again reviewed by the Chiefs of Staff vdLthin the next few

months but, in the meantime, Headquarters, Balloon Command set
about its establishment.

Barrage were placed under the administrative control of No,24
Balloon Centre at Pairlop and v«rere accommodated in winter
qxiarters as follows

The units selected to provide the

Unit Location

KB0/S272-3/0rg-,
Enc,3A

29.9.44^

No,970 Squadron Marden Park

Norbryght

No,945/7 Squadron

No,958 Squadron
No,951 Squadron

Great San^ford

Southend

No,955 Squadron Chessington

It was decided, in addition to the reserve anti-’Diver*
Barrage, to retain the London squadrons on a greatly reduced

scale to man the 'Supplementary T7aming Apparatus sites located
in the London area,

manned as under :-
These sites numbering 71 in all were

unit

No,901 Squadron
No,902/3 "
NO.90V5 "

No,906 "

NO,907/8 «
NO,909/10 "

All were equipped to a reduced scale necessary for the units to
function.

Battle Stations Evacuated,

Sites No,

Consolidated into No,

901/5 Squadron,
1 to 3

4 to 16
17 to 33

54 to 48
49 to 62
63 to 71

Consolidated into No,

906/10 Squadron,

The first phase of the disbandment covered several months.
There was much work to be done before personnel could be

released for other duties,

at anti-'Diver* sites v/here many works services had been
carried out,

land, were again urgently required for that purpose*

Most of the units concerned were

These sites, for the most part, agricultural

/Before they

(1) See Section 31, page 540,
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Before they could he handed over much vrork "was necessary to

reinstate the land, ready for the plough. Headquarters,
Balloon Comand, therefore, issued an order that Before leaving
antl-'Diver' positions all posaihle re-instatenent work: \7as to

he carried out. Each squadron was ordered to leave a rear

party which v/ould include trro officers. The sites would be
cleared to the satisfaction of the Lands Officers and a v/ritten

confirmation that the area v/as properly cleared was to be
obtained from No.22 Balloon Centre before final withdrawal.

Storage Arrangements.

The disbandment of the squadrons due for elimination
commenced \7ith the order to deflate the barrage* Personnel
of non-balloon trades, not required for the work of elimination,
were put up for disposal. Equipment was stored at certain
stations vinder Balloon Command which issued very precise
instructions on this natter. It \vas obvious that such a

largo quantity of equipment could not be absorbed suddenly by
existing Maintenance Units, who vrere fully occupied in handling
the output of manufacturers, now at its peak. Headquarters,
Balloon Command, therefore, were required to make provision for

storage within their cnrm resoviroes. In this respect the

Command was fortunate in retaining many balloon centres, with

their many large hangars and vrarkshops, which would, upon the
disbandment of squadrons, become redundant. These v/ere used

to store the various types of equipment now thrown up, and
arrangements were made for Maintenance Command to take over

the stations as sub-depots to existing Maintenance Units.

In addition. Headquarters, Balloon Command, took over from

Air Defence of Great Britain the Royal Air Force Station at

Zeals, for this purpose.

The final arrangements for storing equipment v/ere

(a) To Nos.3,11,15,15 Balloon Centres,
Balloons and Balloon Technical Equipment,

(t) To No.2 Balloon Repair Unit Kidbrooke, and R.A.P*
Station Zeals.

Barrack and Office Equipment,

(°) To Nos,3 and 11 Balloon Centres.

Clothing,

(<i) To R.A.F. Station Cardington (not taken over by
Maintenance Command) (

Uinohes.

(e) To R.A.P. Cardington and No,2 Balloon Repair Unit,
Dodge Hydrogen, L of C. Tenders, Trailers
and Cylinders,

In order that the work of storage should be carried out in

a manner acceptable to Maintenance Command, the Senior Equipment
Officers responsible for the task at the respective Balloon
Centres v/ere instructed to contact local Maintenance Units and

to co-operate fully with them.

The clearance of sites and subsequent storage of equipment
called for a considerable amount of mechanical transport.
This, owing to the extreme shortage at the time came entirely
from the resources existing within the Command and resulted ir

all Units remaining complete mechanical transport sections.

/Disposal of
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Diaposal of Hydrogen Factories

Of the many hydrogen factories and siliool planta
established throughout the United Kingdom a number had been
put on a care and maintenance basis at various dates*
remaining at this tine were treated as follo\7s

Those

Hydrogen factories

Oambridge
Bedford

Cardington
^ellingborougJi
Chelmsford

To remain pending a decision on the
800 l>Z Balloons commitnent*

Poole

Runcorn

Billixigham
Dowlais

To remain for sundry comitmenta
of the Directorate of Con^iressod
Gasses*

Long Eaton
York
Ueston

Torquay
Sv/indon

High V»ycombe
Fpsom

Haipenden

To close dotstt*

Silicol plants :~

"S” Plant, Maidstone
"R” Plant, Pareham
”Q" Plant, Soapa

Induced to a care and

maintenance basis*

No*4 M.H.S*U., Rye

Nos.5,6, and 7 M.S.Us* Remained at Cardington
pending possible overseas
requirements.

Di B-e stabliahe d.

Treatment of Mechanical Transport

As squadrons completed the disposal of their equipment,
and mechanical transport became surplus to requirements,
Headquarters, Balloon Command, issued instructions that,
before being transferred from the Command all vehicles should
be made fully serviceable.

To enable this to be carried out efficiently and on an
economic basis, seven Mechanical Transport Repair units vrere
established within the Command*

vehiclss were despatched for repair and overhaul as shown ••
To each, certain types of

Unit Vehicles handledLocation

No.60 M.T.R.U.
No, 61 M.T.R.U.
N0.62 M.T.R.U.
No. 63 M.T.R.U*

Cardington
Wythal
Titchfield

Pucklechurch

All Winches.

3-ton Chassis.
3“ton Chassis.

5/10 cwt vans and
staff cars.

15 cwt vans, and
all motor cycles.
All Dodge Tenders.
Pedal cycles*

/Disposal of

No.64 M.T.R.U* Stanmore

No,65 M.T.R.U.
No.66 M.T.R.U*

Kidbrooke

Chessington
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Disposal of Personnel

Durinrt the anti-'Diver* operation steps vrere taken to release

to other er5>loynent mny of the W.A.A.P* halloon tradeswomen
absorbed into the Cormand since 1941*
disband Balloon Command 7/as taken this policy vreis not
interfered r/ith in any vay,
were retained to assist in the work of disbandment.

When the decision to

No airwomen of balloon trades

Prom the start of the scheme certain non-balloon trades

men became redudant immediately and steps were taken to
release these to other commands. The clearance and re

instatement of balloon sites, and the clearance and storage of
equipment was undertaken largely by the now mis-employed
balloon operator. Eventually all were interviewed and their
wishes in regard to future Air Force enployment ascertained.
They were subsequently posted for duty in other trades without
renustering, pending a decision regarding the terras of redundancy.

Headquarters, Balloon Command, anticipated that some
considerable tine would elapse before all redundant personnel
could be absorbed, and as it was necessary to keep morale to
the highest standard during this interim period,  a scheme to
keep all airrien fully employed was formulated.

All Ballonn Centres and Squadrons were instructed to
institute fully coirprehensive courses in educational, physical
and recreational, and military and v/eapon training. Educational
training included a t/ide range of handicrafts, lectures, films,
discussion groups and formal classes in many general subjects.
Education Officers were fully enployed, and ably assisted by
personnel holding suitable qualifications in various subjects Tiho
volunteered for such duties. The syllabus of military and
v«reapon training included handling of rifle, bayonet, grenade
and sten guns - application of fire - fieldcraft and section
training, and field engineering,
42 periods of 45 minutes each.

The coirplete course covered

Popular subjects among
handicrafts were light carpentry, metal work and leather work.

liXi Officers' Holding Unit, capable of handling 300 officers
was formed at Chessington where the same facilities were
available,
an elected leader.

Air Force administration v/as undertaken.

The Officers formed syndicates and worked under
In addition a conprehensive course on

Tfhen the end of the first stage in the disbandment
reached the units remaining under the control of Headquarters,
Balloon Command, were

No,24 Balloon Centre and its anti-'Diver' squadrons

R,A,F» Station, Southend

R,A,F, Station, Great Sampford

R,A,F, Station, Cardington and its balloon training units

Nos.60,61,62,63,64,65 and 66 M.T.R»Us,

T/as

Nos,l, 2 and 3 Balloon Repair Units,

R»A,F, Station, Zeals,

Nos,l,6,11,12 and I5 Balloon Centres (not yet handed
to Maintenance Command)
No,3 Tialloon Centre

No,901/5 Squadron
No,906/10 Sqmdron

Polish Balloon Unit

1 S.W.A. Units

/

over

The Second
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The Second Stage

At their meeting held on the 11th January, 1945, the Chiefs
of Staff again reviewed the balloon barrage requirenent
including the question of the retention of the anti-’Diver*
Barrage of 800 L-Z balloons. They agreed that -

ibid,

Enc.6?A
13.1.45.

(a) The reserve anti-’Diver’ Barrage be disbanded.

(t) Sufficient personnel, balloons and technical
equipment be retained to provide for

an additional 60 L-Z balloons for the Scheldt
Barrage in exchange for 200 Mark VI balloons
now part of the flying quota.

(i)

(ii) a reserve of two mobile squadrons of 50 L-Z
balloons each as an insurance against any
future possible requirements at short notice.

A sufficient complement of balloons and technical
equipment, but no personnel, be held in reserve to
provide for a further 250 L-Z balloons and 1,500
Mark VI balloons if they should be required. (^)

The balance of the personnel, balloons and equipment
mi^t be disposed of subject to the requirements
of approved barrages.

(«)

(e) The position be reviewed again in April 1945.

Ptormation of the Balloon Wing

On the 19th January, 1945, Headquarters, Balloon Command,
issued amended instructions in connection with the final stage
of its disbandment,

September, 1944, "^vere intended to cover both stages of the
disbandment, but a change in the future balloon policy had
necessitated several important amendments.

The Chiefs of Staff had ordered the retention -
temporarily at least - of balloon units far in excess of the
number visualised by Headquarters, Balloon Command, in
September , 1944.
some kind of controlling formation,

come when balloons could no longer operate as a separate
Command,

control the anti-’Diver’ Barrage had themselves come "under
the axe" during the first stage of the disbandment and
now no longer in existence.

In the circumstances it was decided that a Balloon Wing
be formed to control and administer the remaining commitirents
of Balloon Command,

control of Headquarters, Pieter Command, and \vDuld be
located at Stanmore as a lodger unit at i^hat was No,3 Balloon

It ■would be established and assume its responsibili
ties at such time as Headquarters, Balloon Command, ceased ■to

It ■would in fact, in many respects, become a replica
of that Headquarters*

The previous instructions issued in

It TTDuld be necessary therefore to retain
Obviously the time had

Also those Balloon Groups xidiich had survived ■to

were

This would function under the direct

Centre,

exist.

ibid.
Enc,70A
19.1.45.

The Balloon T/ing was intended to be a tenporary forma
tion only, and would probably become redundant after the
proposed meeting of the Chiefs of Staff in April, In any
event it was not intended to survive the end of the war in
Europe, The original intention to reduce all balloon

ibid.

Enc.TlAf
18.1.451

/activity to
(1) Since personnel for these would be dispersed, the

balloons ■would not be operational for approximately
three months.
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activity to a nucleus balloon unit located at Cardington held

good. Of the units forming the mobile anti-’Diver* Barrage
of 800 L-Z Balloons all \7ere nov disbanded with the exception
of No«951 Squadron vAiich remained based at Great San^ford and

No*970 Squadron vAiich took over control at Pairlop* These
were retained as the two mobile squadrons of 50 L-Z balloons

each, provided for by the Chiefs of Staff. The Reserves
allowed for Europe were not required by that Command and -vTere
reduced to two squadrons each of 50 Mark VI balloons, namely
Nos,998 and 999 Squadrons,

ibid,

Enol,8t(A«
24.1.45,

The Air Ministry meanwhile issued instructions that all

four squadrons should be prepared and ready for deployment at

an early date. The mechanical transport repair units formed

under Balloon Command were permitted to continue to function

temporarily under the control of the Balloon T7ing,

*ftie Future of R,A>P» Station Cardinj^cton

Royal Air Force Station Cardington rra.s handed over to
Technical Training Command with effect from the 21st March,
1945. The Winch Storage and Maintenance Section and the
Balloon Technical Training Unit were re-established as a

separate unit and located on Cardington, The unit establish
ment Included the hydrogen factories at Bedford,
Wellingborough and Cambridge, The Polish Balloon Unit
was also taken off the Cardington establishment and
established as a separate lodger unit under the functional
control of the Balloon Wing, No,60 M.T.R.U. 7ira,s
dis-established and its functions taken over by No,64
M»T,R»U. Stanmore, and the new Balloon Training and
Winch Storage Unit,

Although handed over to Technical Training Command, it
vra.3 realised that Royal Air Force Station, Cardington,
filled an essential role in the preparation of balloon units,
and in the provision of balloons, hydrogen and other
equipment. In order to secure the future of balloon

research and development, the Air Ministry in its letter,
No,S.107285/04 dated the 18th January, 1945, directed
that;-

=0p», Eno,55A,
1.3.45.

"The transfer of this station to Technical Training
Command is in no way to prejudice the continuance
of the facilities at present afforded to Balloon
Organisations, or the outstanding function of
R.A.P. Station Cardington as the only permanent
balloon station in the Royal Air Force",

On the 15th March, 1945, the Balloon Wing took over
the outstanding commitments of Balloon Command and the
latter ceased to function as an operational formation of
the Royal Air Force,
to be carried out before the Command wras finally disbanded
and rear parties of all Sections were busily engaged for
some months after this date.

Much administration work remained

Balloon Command stands dov/n»

In February, 1945, Just before Balloon Command was
finally disbanded, an official stand-do\7n parade vrae
held at No,3 Balloon Centre, Stanmore,
past of all ranks the Secretary of State for Air
(Sir Archibald Sinclair) addressing the parade, thanked
them on behalf of the Government for their loyal and
courageous service, by which he said they had sustained
the highest traditions of the Royal Air Force,
Hfe continued

After the inarch

/in September,
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The Times

6.2.45*
"In September, 1939, Balloon Gonmand TTas flying some 600
balloons; by the end of the "blitz" it was flying 2,400,
The expansion was not easy* Factories making the
equipment were damaged by air attack and a large number
of balloons were shot down by the eneny.

Having fought through the "blitz" period and the tip and
run raids, the balloon crews were now required to
combat the flying bombs. It was calculated that a
barrage of 500 balloons could be deployed in eighteen
days, but the task was accomplished in five, and within
a ;^ort time nearly 2,000 balloons v/ere flying in
defence of the capital. They brought dorm 278 fljring
bombs which had eluded other defences.

The work of balloons was by no means confined to the
defence of this country, they went into action over the

beaches of Sicily and Italy, and flew over the Normandy
beaches on D - Day, In the dark days of the war they
flew in defence of the Suez Canal, the Persian Gulf and
Ceylon. In co-operation v/ith the Royal Navy they
helped to guard convoys and naval establishments".

In referring to the work of the Auxiliary Air Force, the
Secretary of State said that in 1943, over a thousand balloon
sites were staffed by women who shared equally with the men the
dangers of bombs, flying bombs, and the hardships of the
weather.

The King's Message

A few days later His Majesty The King sent the following-
message !-

"For five-and-a-half years the Balloon Command of the
Royal Air Force has played a vital part in the protection
of these islands. Not/, as the enemy's forces are driven
farther and farther av/ay and v/ith our growing mastery of
the skies, the time for its disbandment has come.

The Times

15.2.45*

By nidht and by day throughout the years of war, you have
manned your stations in all weathers and have not
flinched under the many and varied attacks of the
T/hen flying bombs -were launched against us your response
was splendid,
exemplary speed,
thoroughness of your training, to the tactical methods
you had developed, to the skilfnl techniques you had
devised, and be it not forgotten, to the v/ork of the
oj?iginal Auxiliary Volunteers v/ho had pioneered the way.
In our towns and cities many lives and many homes
to you their preservation.

You deployed in new positions r/ith
Your success was a tribute to the

owe

In our can5)aigns against the enemy over the seas you have
also played your part. All over the world parties drawn
from your Command have protected our convoys, and secured
the landing of our forces from low-flying attacks,

A special word of praise is due to the airwomen of the
Women’s Auxiliary Air Force who have manned so many of
the balloon sites. They have shown great de-votion to
duty and have made an outstanding contribution.

As our assault on the enemy reaches its climax most of
you are being called to new employment in our Air Force,
In whatever fields you serve I v/ish success to all",

/Conclusion
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Conclusion

From the outbreak of vrar in September, 1939, Balloon
Command filled a role in the defence of these islands which

will alT/ays be difficult to assess. By the nature of the

defence that they provided, balloon units were of necessity
exposed to the fiercest onslaughts of the enemy’s air forces.

Casualties sustained by Balloon Command were not large by
comparison with Operational Commands of the Royal Air Force.

Even so, they were not inconsiderable.

As has been shown the activities of Balloon Command

covered a wide range, including co-operative action with both

Royal Navy and Army. Balloon units took part in the "Battle
of the Convoys"; iTithout the Mobile Balloon Flotilla the

Channel Convoy would have been impossible, they \vere in France
during the early stages of the vra.r and were among the last
units to leave the French ports in 1940«
Middle East saw balloons pla3d:ng a vital part,
on the North African coast were captured, the balloons moved in

to protect them for the safe use of our ships, bringing the

supplies so urgently needed to keep going the advance of our

troops,
the general pattemof its defence,
Sicily and Normandy included the part to be played by
specially trained balloon units, many of which went ashore
with the foremost assault troops.

The war in the

As the ports

T'.Tien India was threatened, balloons were woven into
Invasion plans for both

It was originally intended to man balloon units by
specially enlisted airmen, who v;ere considered too old to take
a more active part in the national defence, but, as the number

of barrages increased, it was found necessary to include many
younger men. From these were selected the personnel for

squadrons sent overseas, for units engaged on convoy duties,
and for the specially trained mobile flights, for all of which
there \7ere never a lack of volunteers. The balloon operator’s
duties consisted largely of interminable guard duties, isiiich

at any time must be regarded as irksome. Not for him the

"glamour of the air crew" or the glory reflected on the ground
staff of Operational Commands. His job remained one of the

most monotonous of the Y/ar, nevertheless, his morale remained

high, and his sense of discipline most marked.

Y/hat then of the function of Balloon Command as  a whole.

Were balloons successful in the role of deterrent to raiding

aircraft? Were they successful in keeping the enemy at an
altitude TAiere our fighter aircraft and anti-aircraft gtins
could more easily deal with them?' Did they serve to maintain
public morale? The total of enemy aircraft wrecked as a
result of collision 7/ith balloon cables is infinitesimal

compared with the number of raiders, but of the few that v/ere

known to have penetrated the barrage and struck cables nearly
50 per cent became casualties.

What of the large numbers destroyed by our fighter
aircraft and anti-aircraft batteries? Yfould they have
achieved so large a measui’e of success if balloons had not
denied the use of lower levels to the enemy?
detracting in any way from the splendid efforts of both these

Commands, assuredly their tasks would have been much more
difficult.

Without

How did the ordinary "man in the street" view the
protection afforded him by the balloon barrages?
that many towns asked for balloon protection after receiving
a visit from the Luftwaffe,

Ife knov7

Questions were asked in

/Parliament as
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Parliament as to ■diy certain barrages xroro grounded at the
time of surpiT.se attacks. ITorkers in roany important vra.r
factorie's T;ere knovm to have been far happier when balloons
appeared in the vicinity. Prominent people recorded their
appreciation of the vrork of balloon units.

Our towns and cities suffered much from the unvrelcome
attention of the German Air Force v/hose attacks were heavy
and sustained. Did they suffer proportionately as much as
the Allied towns on the continent, ’.'iiich, vriithout adequate
balloon protection were the early victims of the Luftv.;affe?
If the ansT/er to this question is”no", Balloon Command anqply
justified its existence^




